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URBAN EDUCATION

TUESDAY, JULY 27, 1971
U.S. SENATE

SI:LT:CT COMM I TTEE ON
EQUAL E DUCA TIONA L OPPORTUNITY

TVoshingtoit, D.c.`
The Select Committee met at 10:03 a.m., in room 1224, New Senate

Office Building, the Honorable Walter F. Mondale, chairman 'of the
committee. presidin(r.

Present : Senatot;Mondale and Stevenson.
Staff members present : William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

eral comisel; and Donald S. Harris, professional staff.
Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order. This morn-

ing we will hear from Mrs. Barbara A. Sizemore, instructor in edu-
cation, Northeastern Illinois State College, who is formerly director
of the Woodlawn School project in Chicago, Ill.; and Mr. Kenneth
Haskins. formerly dean of the Howard University School ,NT
Work. I see by ihe morninq naper, yon tre an of ard
School, NA- /1

Prior to t hat, he was an Alfred North Whitehead FelloW at Har-
vard, and prior to that the principal of thel1Iorgari Comnmnity School
Of Washington, D.C.

If the two of you will come to the w itness table, please. Dr. Size-
more, if you will begin.

i--enator SI-EvENsoN. Mr. Chairman, this morning I would like to
wc. come to our hearings, Dr. Barbara Sizemore from my home State
of Illinois.

I share with Dr. Sizemore concern for better education and recog-
in? the need for greater community involvement in our educational
insiitutions.Dr. tiize more is now with the Center for Inner C:ty Studies at
Northeastern Illinois State College and was former director of the
Woodlawn Experimental Schools project in Chicago.

I am certain that her testimony will be both informative and
helpful, and deserving of your attention.

Dr. Sizemore, welcome.
(5843)
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STATEMENT OF DR. BARBARA A. SIZEMORE, CENTER FOR INNER
CITY STUDIES, NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Dr. Su; I.:moan. Thank: you, Senator Mondale. And I thank you for

this opportunity to discuss the condition of the educational programs
in the schools today.

My concern is in the field of eduthition, and today the schools are in
trouble, as exhibited by the .many chaotic conditions in some places in
tho high schos.

And the study (_3risis in the Classroom," that Silberman made
addresses itself to this issue. The point that Silberman makes so well is
that education is a product of American society and culture and is the
deliberate or purposeful creation, or transmission of knowledge,
abilities, skills, and values. ,

. ,

I feel that the mistake that, he:makes is citi,ng mindlessness as:the
cauSe of what is wrong with the public schools. Ile defines mindless-
ness as the failure or refusal to, think seriously. about educational.pur-
pose, the mluctance to :question established practice.. This analysis
conipletely avoids the discussion, of purposeful ,action,: thereby , elimi-
nating. consideration of, .forceful cultural. imperatives .such ,as! racism.

'Consequently, Si1ernmn falls victim;to a classic educational error,
the inaccurate definition of theproblem. Suck inaccurate definiticos
,lead .to: the /wrong solutions,. This statement... will attempt to disciiss
two,of these solutions:Integration and Conimunity control.
; I. feel that the definitional level . is; the :most importa nt si nce most
solutions are designed to solve problems as they are defined,

In the 1954 Brown decision, :it .was indicated that segregation .of the
schools was undesirable. and. ,that integration -would be ,a -national
imperative. The 1971 U.S. Suprethe Court, ruling allowing court-
ordered busing to speed- integration of Southern schools is an atteynpt
to facilitate enforcement of the 1954 Brown decision -of. . that same
,court. .

, '

The fact that, such an act is necessary indicates the magnitude of
the problem in my opinion. True integration demands an end to
racism4 the problem. a diagncysis which most white European Ameri-
cans rejeet. Racism is- the belief that. race.is the primary determinant
of human -traits and capacities and t hat racial differences produce
the inherent superiority of a particular race.

In this country, most institutions 'promote '. and protect, the value
of white European superiority, and this support precludes possibilities
for true integration, because' the schools in the total social _order cannot
be divorced therefrom and any programs for , improving the school
cannot, be enforced in that total social order.

DEFINITIONS OF INTEGRATION

Oscar Handlin gives two definitions for integration. One. is that it
is that condition whieh affords an OpPTI society wherein any individual
can make. has the opportunity to make. a milli:tilde of voluntary or
involuntary contacts with any other human being based on his own
preference, taste, and ability.

6
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Had this definition been chosen, then certain things would be the
order of the day, like open houstng, equal education opportunity,
equal entry into any occupation.The other definition he discusses is the definition of racial balance.
Racial bulance is a definition which states that every group shotild
be distributed throughout the institutions acco-,-ding to i ts percentacre
of the national population. Now I call this definition desegrerration,
.and I call- the other definition, the open -society definition, _a defini-
tion of integration.Desegregation ..or racial balance has-soft-to deficiencies: One -is., what
is racial balance, and that is often. defined ,as racial imbalance,- since
eighty7twent_y is,,hardly balance, ;and it7s. always, in the direction. of
.the larger white society.Handlin .says that the --civil rights movement never made it clear
which.one Of the definitions:it choSe, and so has failed-, 'and:thiS fail-
ure at the definitional level has created ettorMous' diSadvantages .for
thy people.- -' ' "

The open iSoCiety 'definition' was not' adOpted and'ItiodelS of 4Eleseg-
-regation'WhiCh -acckimModatedi raciSt -too:as Were 'constrncted.' Liiig
Sol. Taxan anthropolo.rrist.' at the: University'.ef Chiett-gousing"hts
formula of A. over B to define a situation wherein A -represents groups
with, ,power' 'ancU .13.-represents- groups With power, then- yon COuld
describe the-total -soeial -reality and all the institutions 'therein as a
condition 'where A' had', power 'over-13.' In -additioii to having poWer tO
make the- ,decisions,oYer 1,3; it' alsc has the' poWer to' decide' what 'sets
of knoWledge -will :be t distributed and -.disSeminated; -and :what' sets' of
knowledge will not be..

If the sources of- knowledge-are-restricted and limited, any group
will have the- information, skills; and knowledge' necessary to define
problems only in one- way, and that Way will mostly be 'in" the 'direc-
tion of sustaining power in the A group.

OBJECTIVE OP PRO-I N'TEGRATIONISTS

Another study to which I would like to refer is the Robert L. Crain
stt,cly on school desegregation in the North, where he found that the
prointegration, Commnuity group wanted tO maintain a sufficiently
high percentage of 'whites, or a sufficiently low percentage, of blacks,
in the community, to prevent the whites -.from moving out. Stated in
this way, their position sounds like it might be-closer to the "keep the
blacks out" demands of segregationist white communities than' those
Of a civil rights group, and this is exactly-the point of this paper, that
the desires of proiritegration 4-Yroups in the North were exactly the
same as that 'of Segregationist groups in the South, to keep the blacks
down and out. .,.

MAJOR rrx-----BLAC CITIES

Also, if , you :will. recall,: Senator, in 19.51-52, just prior- to the 1954
deeisipu, in_fornaatio.n was released that : blacks: were .concentrating -in
the central cities. In 1951-52., fOr the first. time .in urban - centers,--the
schools of ,Wasehitigton,, px the metropOlitan area, with itha largest
black popillation.begaxne .5-percent, black.. And _the: preditions .that

7
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this would occnr in city after city threatened white political control
of the "Free North." . .

Commerce, banking, and industry took- up:the pattern of- flight tc
the "safe" suburb, leaving the central, .city open to black power, black
self-determination, and black control.Realizing their plight, white leaders found it .necessary to Select
some "liberal". "democratic" and "Christian" alternatives to keep
black people colonialized. Desegregation or racial balance is such an
alternative. These were the conditions that existed at the time- of the
decision in 1054, and that decision, if one will stop and think- about
it,refiects the racist thinking. It says :

Segregatian 'of white and colOred children in public Aehools has a detrithental
effect upon the colored children. The impact is greater when it has' the sanction
of the law, for the policy of separating .the races is usually interpreted as de-
noting the inferiority of the Negro group. A sense of inferiority affects the
motivation.of a child to learn.

The language infers that segregation does no or litte harm to white
children. Therefore, segregated schools mast. support -whites. .

And my question is, if an institution supports, the.folk who give_the
inference of inferiority to another folk, how can that institution help
the so-caned 'inferior fotk ?The overlooked . situation is that social orders are produced and
created by human activity, and this is done by systems of behavior
typifications which are hist .!ntionalized sothat people are conditioned
_to .react. to -social situations according to the behavior, systems which
they. have learned and are typified and objectified in- the, ,institutions
which socialized them through language. . .

So anv institution, whether desegregated' or integrated, which rein-
forces the concept that blacks are inferior, will :prepare them as sub-
ordinates and whites will learn to be superordinates.

WII ITES RETAI N DECISION 31A1c.I N CI, POWER

My point is that both of thesehoth desegregation and integra-
tionare solutions chosen for 13 groups by A groups, without the 13
group participation in the deeisionmaking. and therefore, the deci-
sions have usuall-y worked to the disadvantage of the B groups.

And so it has 'been with desegregation models which have been im-
plemented throughout the South and in the North. so that blacks end
up losing positions, as demonstrated by Robert-Hooker's study, and
then this .esults in mass unemployment of black professkmals.

In the >E,',Inth. according to Hooker, the principallias been the pri-
mary prey of desegregation. Now the black principalship in the South
has been a job that is well known as a position of leadership in the
black community, usually occupied by men, and therefore the elimina-
tion of this position would work undue hardship on the professional
mobility ladders constructed by black people in the field of education.

Additionally, black people have concentrated professionally' in' the
occupation of teaching, because they have been excluded froth the
business, industrial, military complex.

Therefore, any exclusion of black people from this occupation thay
result in the-1930's situhtion of concentration of black Ph. 13.'s in the
post office.
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DECENTRALIZATION AND COMMUN ITV CONTROL

The other =oliition to the problem is commimity control. Connnunity
control has been confused with decentralization, at the definitional
level. And it is not the same.

Decentralization is concerned with a reordering of the relationships
between the power group and the powerless group. It is sonietimes
called bringing the decisionmakincr power closer to the community.

Community control is concerned-with the redistribution of power so
tlmt the B group actually makes the decisions about what goes on in
the institutions which..affect. the lives of their children.

The ..-!onfusion of these two definitions, I fear, will cause .and create
the some kinds. of disadVantages for block people that the confusion
of the two definitions ef integration cause.

And what I am advocating is the creation of decisionmaking models
which afford the community, the administrators, parents, teachers. and
students, an opportunity to make decisions,together. A decisiommikintr
apparatus, assuring B group participation in power, as needed, to
establish a mutually shared symbolic system in the coMplementarity
of expectations and the . double contingency that exists in a society
where there are oppressed groups. And this is a necessity since institu-
tions are shaping the life clionces.of B groups...

Had there been Sneh an apparatus available, for the construction of
desetrregation models, perhaps it would have been less disp.dvantageous
for B group people.Numerous mechanisms must be designed tO offOrd the Opportunity
of a multitude of _interactions among the personalitieS and roles within
the social system of..the school. And these interactions acts as inputs
which will affect the outi3utS by bringing the values of the institution
in line with the.values of the clients.

Such- a collectivi?..decisionmaking model was in operation 'in Wood-
lawn Experimental. Schools District Project, and in some .other places
in this_ country. BUt. "these models Were usually inhibited by controls
from power crroups in. middle -management, or central .office, or cen-
tral boards ofeducation. So that the real powe to make these decisions
was rarely given to the people who are on the local boards.

If there is to be an aggregate Model .Which. is supposed to .work so
that one has an opportunity to make decisions, then this must be part
of it. So that the B, groups are not suppressed. in their decisionmakmg
by A crroup poWer, -

Otherwise, the whole point of coMmunity Control.will be Prostituted
into decentralization, and the B group will not have the opportunity
to chancre what is necessary-Bothdecentralization and .cOmmunity control oPerate with an
gregate model, but . in.. decentralization, the veto powers are in taire
hands of the board, ,and in community control,' the approval7veto
powers are in the hands of the people.

. .

)eck747Eik-

The prithary objective, it seems to me, in educational systemsjuisow
to change. this .power so ,tha,Z, .the -people can decide what is to _happen
in time institutions that affect the life chances of their people;
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And it seems to ii e. forther.that any t4olut ion guaranteeing- cultural
pluralism demands the input which an aggregate model provides. It
needs the diagnoSis from a teaching '401'th:it has an opportunity to
haVe input into the making.of deeisums. and from parents. and .from
students.And it seems further to tne that 'if we do not get about the business
of establishing these systems for participatory democracy in the insti-
tutions that socialize our voungstel-s for democracy. there will be little
chance for having a true democracy._

To make the schools a vehicle for cultural plural iStn: Hie institutional
.-alues of male superiority, white-European superiority. and snperior-
ity of people with money. must be abandoned. and these values Will
Ilave to be replaced with other values having to' do With land, life, and
1 iberty.

And secondly. education must be for the purpose of self-funillment
and self-revelation, by the expansion of the human potenthil for rho
best possible interests of each' person coneerned,' so. that he can load a
more meaningful life in a dernocraCy, for The'betterment of hiMscif
and all mankind.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you 'Very muCh: MrS: Sizemore.' I think we
will hear from Mr. Haskins and 'then 1 wilr question ycitt togeflwr.

I notice you did not read the full testiinOny, but -we Will inchide your
full statement in the record ns though rend As' well. plUs your addi-
tional comments.

(The prepared.statement follows
.

. PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR.; BARBARA A. t SIZMORE'
. . . ,

Today the setae-oh; are in trouble. The youth are in ireballicin. High sehools are
so chaotic' in oome places that they ;....ust' Chafe to reorgatilae.' Siberman says
his study, Crisis in the Classroom, it is not that everything being donels neces-
sarily. wrong; it is **simply that everything, now beinic done' needs. .to-, be
questioned.",3
He Statea' hie' 'Preface "that '"the the ''Clitaiii:i.Schily-'-athe sehoOl
classroom, the, college clasaroom. the' national ''Classictdm" 'created tiY' the 'mass
media and -bY the operation of the 'American :Political aystemis both a reflec-
tion of and a contributor to the larger crisis of American Joeiety.7 = The point that
Silberman makes .so well is that education is a product of A.merican society and
culture and is, the deliberate or purposetal creation, 'evOcattOit'or trummtastou of
knowledge. abilities; skills and values.The mistake that he.makes is citirig mindlessnesa as the canse.of what in wrong
with the public :schools. He defines mindlessness as _the :failure or trefusal to
think seriously about educational purpose, the reluctance to naestion established
practice. This analysis completely avoids the discussion, Or 'purpfisifid -aCtion,
thereby eliminating 'forceful' cultural itroperativ'es atich a's' raeltim Consequehtly,
Sliherunun falls victim to a lassi edusiatiimal er:or: the inaccarate definitioli

snrit lunvurnte (lethIltimis lend to the weong solutions. This
statement will attempt to discuss two solntions: integration and commtmity
control.The 1971 V.S. Supreme Court ruing alloWed court-ordered busing to speed
integration of Southern Schools is an attempt to facilitate:enforcement or- the
19.14 Brown Decisions of that same court. The fact that much an act is necessary
Indicates the magnitude of the problem. True integration demands an end to
racism, the problem, a diagnosis which most white European-Americans reject.
RaCIPTI3 is the belief that race is the primary determinant of human traits and
capacities and that racial differences produce the inherent suneriority of a par-

ebsyles R. Ritherman, Criala in the Claw/moons. N.Y.: Random Ileuse. 1070, p. 4.
1114. p. v11.albld,p.

10
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ticular race. In the United States most institutions promote and protect the
value of white European 'superiority. This support precludes possibilities for
true integration. . .

Hand lin gives two definitions of integration. One refers to an open society,
to a condition in which every individual can niuke the- maximum number of
voluntary contracts with others without regard to (nullification of ancestry. This
I ielinition demands solutions which would eradicate segregated housing, deny
unequal job opportunities, eliminate Inadequate medical educational services
and remove unequal taxation demands. If this definition lind been chosen, all
barriers to association would have been leveled except those bused on ability,
taste and personal preferences. This definition will he called integration in
this paper.The other definition refers to integration us ritelal balance. This nteans that
indivitiutils of each racial or ethnic group are randomly distributed throughout
the soeletyso that every realm of activity contains a representative cross section
of the population. This definition will be called desegregation. Integration affords
free choice to equals with the same lIniltations ; desegregation assures free choice
te the superortlinate. Handlin says that the civil rights movement has never
made a clear choice between these two definitions. This failure at the definitional
level has created enormous disadvantages for black people. .

The open society definition was not adopted and models of desegregation
which accounnothued racist goals were constructed. Using Sol' Tax's formula
A/I1 wherein, A represents groups with power and B represents groups with no
powee A .has the power to distribute and diaseminate knowledge, information
and skills as well as to make decisions.* Other powers exist too. .

* * Power Is also exercised when A .devotes his energies to creating or re-
inforeing social and political values and institutional practices that limit the
scope of the political process to public consideration of only those issues which
are comparatively innocuous to A. To Ow extent that A succeeds in doing this,
B .ts prevented, for all practical purposes, from bringing to :the tore any issues
that might in their. resolution.be seriously detrimental to.A's set of preferences.*
Such- was the case when A group .opted for racial.. balance , instead of open
society.- The process was limited to :education- r thereby.-,excluding: job oppor-
tunities; housing facilities and political :control as issues in this process.

But, efforts at desegregation of the public schools did become entangled with
residency isolation ; pOlitleal patronage systems, the exodus. of whites and the
consequent loss of capital and resources ; the expansion of the ghetto and the
threat of the emergent black: political' force. For, as each new white .community
faced black inundation,- the cry tor,Integrated sChools could be heard.

In fact, in lour northern_ cities, interracial neighborhood groups and .white
liberals were in the forefront of the protest As described by Crain,° in all. four
(=sem, the pro-Integration eommunity group wanted- to maintain a-suflicientlY high
percentage of whites, or a sufficiently low.percentage of blacks, to prevent whites
from moving out. Stated In this way, their position aounds like.it might be closer
to the "Keep the Blacks out" demands of segregationist white communities than
those of a Civil Rights group. This is exactly the point. Both programs einanato
from the same racist objective: To keep Blacks down. .

The hidden truth is that the U.S.A. had been faced:with the 'Progressive gbet-
tolzation of whole series of great urban conglemerations." ° The whites had been
tieeink. to suburbia and the blacks,-had -trent concentrating in the central cities.
in 1.0.33.-4,2, for the first: time in the Urban Centers, the sehools of Waaltington,
D.C., the metropolitan area with the largest: population, beenuie 53% black.' The
predictions that this would occur in city nfter city threatened white politictil

()scar ilandlin. "The Goals of Integration" in The Negro American, edited by Kenneth
B. Clerk and Talcatt Parsons. (Boston, floughten Mifflin Co.. 1965L p. 001.

a *I'his formula was introdue d by Sol Tax in Exhibit 44. -The Freedom to Make Xis-
takes," in The Documentary History of the Pr...r Project, edited by Fred Gearless'. Robert
MeNetting and Lica B. Peattie (Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Press, 1900) pp. 245-250.

Peter I.. Berger and Thomas Luckmenn. The Sociai ConstruotiOss of liteatity (Garden
City. N.Y.'. Doubleday & Co.. 1900) pp. 01-107.7 Peter 'Bachrach and Morton S. Berate. 'Two Faces of Power" in American Potitical
.N, lesser Merles% (Decomber. 1962) pp. 945-949.Robert L. Crain,. fichoof Desegregation in the North_ Report 1104 of the National Opinion
Research Center. (Chicago : Univ. of ellicaZo 1966)-Joseph Ablop, "No More Nonsense About Ghetto Education:" The New Republic, (July
22.1907) p.1° Joseph Alsop. "No More Nonsense About Ghetto Education!" The New Republic,
(July 22.1907) p. 19.
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control of the "Free North." Commerce, banking and ledustry took up the pnt-
tern of flight to the "safe" suburb, leaving the central city open to black power,
bt::-:±4, self-determination and black control. Beall:ling their plight, white leaders
found it z!ecessary to select seine "liberal". "democratic" and "christian" alterna-
tives to keep black people colonialized. Desegregation or racial balance Is much an
alternative. °A.'bese were tile coaditions which influenced tbe thinking of the
Justices of the t!:upreme Court In )054.

The 1954 decisi.-ni refiecta this roelst thinking. It says :
Segregation of white and colored children in public schools ham a detrhnental

effect upon the colored children. The impact im greater when it ham the sanction
of the law, for the pollczv of separating the races is usually interpreted as denot-
ing the inferiority cf the Negro group. A p.ense Of inferiority nffects the motive-
thm Of a child to learn.

This language infe!.s that segregation does no or little harm to white children :
therefore. segregated schools must support whites. If an institution supports the
folk who give the inference of inferiority to nnother folk, how ean that institu-
tion help the so-calleti inferior folk?

The over-looked mammon Is that social orders are produced ned created by
humnn activity. mu: this is done by systems of behavior typifications withal are
institutionalized.n Individuals then Internalize these objectifications of externap
ize them in perpetuation. Language and socialization facilitate institutional-
ization completing the eircle. Institutions objectify human behavior. Man and his
social world herein -interact with each other. The product acts hack upon the
producer. If .the. institUtion upholds white .114iropean superiority, -the make-up
of the role incumbents is irrelevant.. Blaeks will learn to he .enbordinatem and
whites will learn to be superordinates. This is the met of knowledge which the
institution legitimizes through language- and the dialectic. The origins of the
roles likewise Heln the same fundamental process of habitualization and objecti-
ileatiGn am the origins of institutions. Boles 'appear am. soon -an a common stock
of knowledge eonfainingcrectprecal typitleatlons of conduCt- Is in prOcess of in-
formation, a process that, as we halve seen4s,endemle, th-social!ititeraCtiem and
prior to InstItutionanstation,,Proper. No;Mutter what the school, segregated or
desegregated. ; the Tole for blacks IM Inferior; the outcome will remain the
same. Simple mixinli does not:insure redefirdtion Of roles4.esPeeinlly when the
larger social Order Makes no such demands: .

Desegregation and segregation are solutions chasenby A for B. Both are logical'
onteomes consistent with the contriently interdependent competitive, economic
model 13 which exists in. this country. In- this model, when A wins, B loses, and
when B wins, A loses. Inherent in the:111041a are always loaers. If A has the
power, B will continue to be the loser unless B begins to define mitOations and
problems itaelf.

In most- places where desegregation models have been implemented' blacks lose
jobs. Most blacks hnve been recruited into teaching because they were sys-
temntleally excluded from participation In the professiOnal slots in the business-
Industrial-military eomplex. Reeent research indicates that hundreds of black
teachers have been demoted, disnlissed out right, denied new contracts or pres-
sured into resigning because of desegregation end that new teachers hired to
replace them Include fewer and fewer blacks.13 Moreover, the black principal
has been desegregation's primary prey. This is an historical position invariably
held by F. black man thronghout the South. Desegregation, then, serves to create
more jobs for whites st a time when the eeonomy is shrinking and industry
constTeehnology nml modernization displittee A group /Is recently documented by
the expnIsion of engineers by the aerospace Industry. I'hese casualties mnst la!
absorbed by tile system. Since the teaching profession is the primary place of
employment, black diaplacement here 18 disfnnetional with the so-called gains
ef desegregation, for where will the society employ theme new better educated
blacks?A enreful study of the goals of desegregation show that the models nre inimleal
to the best interests of black people. Desegregation serves the interests of A

1rnr comPlete discussion RPP &Warr & Losekmons, op. eft. -pp. 45-118.
12 Morton Deutsch, ,"Cooperation and Trust." Borne Theatrical notes In Interpersonal

Dttnanoles by Warren G. Dennis.. F.finfir 11. Rebell). David 13:. Berleur and . Fred I. Steel
(Homewood. The Dorsey' Press. 10041 p. sea.

Is Robert W. Tioolzer- "Inte=rattnn Cheats 131nek Teachers." eletraga Ran Thnes, Janaary
10. 1071. See. 2. pp. 2-n.
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*Until black people make better definithms of their problems, the solutions
will continue to destroy us.

The black educational situation Is better known. Black students continue to
be at the bottom of the barrel when test scores are published. Acklyn Lyneh
stated in at speech in February, 1071 at the University of Virginia that there
were more black men In prison in lbw United States that' there were black co-
lege students of whom sixty pereent are women. Carter G. Woodson, noted black
scholar, maw what was huppening in 1933 when he wrote _The MixedueutIon of
the Negro. lie said :

-The so-called modern education, with all its defects, hewever, does others so
neaela mere good than it thws the Negro, because it has been worked out in
formity to the aleeds of those who have enslaved and oppressed weaker peoples.
Fer example, the philosophy and ethics resulting from our edueatiomal system
have justified slavery, peomme, segregation and lynching. The oppressor has the
right to exploit the handicalesql and kill the oppressed." "

The plain truth is that black people have inaccurate conceptual maps of real-
ity. As cited above, A groups control the distrilmtion and dissemination of knowl-
edge in order to preserve certain symbolic universes and that knowledge is
institutionalized through certnin beim vior typification s3 stems which are then
internalized by individunis to maintain certain groups in excluded and/or
inferior positions.These sets of knowledge preserve the values also. America is depicted often in
the curriculum am democratic but seldom as capitalist. Since the country has not
yet achieved democracy, the Schools should teach the citizens the capitalistic
structure so they ean understand how It works and can use It to help them-
selves. Moreover, since food, housing, clothing and medicines are for sale in this
country nt a profit, certainly the poor and the disadvantaged should first be taught
how to make money. Yet. scarcely al word is said about economies except in the
mense of contmanership. In fact. Jules Henry states that the purpose of education
is just thatto make people buy

Furthermore, schools where the disadvantaged are educated have programs for
training in obsolete skills and trades. No schools train or educate the poor and the
disadvantaged in technology or the hard sciences. Few trade schools offer pro-
grams for apprenticeship in the building trades. More than likely, blacks are pro-
hibited from obtaining apprenticeships. Most training for such jobs nowadays
ocem-S on-the-job. The problem for blacks and women is how, to get on the job I

The' educa tional curriculum is dominated by .white European featk; exploita and
miracles. Christopher Colunibu.s discovered Anlerica'.even..theugh ',the people he
Incorrectly nained'Indiana -Were already here. Man began in the CaUcasus Moun-
tains when the earliest man bones 'were found in Olduval. Gorge, Kenya, .East
Africa. The hietory of the black peonle in AmeriCa began' in 1619. Yet they, had a
homeland in Africa,. before: that time.. All kinds of: European interpretations
trn bee Mack. . dreamt' ap4 aspirattotts..,,TAe Constitution guarantees liberty, .

equality'. und, the purimit happl.uess.. 4ut, when-Blacks Agitate for these guaran,
tees, ,sociologista SeteaM 'rising.expectations" and `,'benign, neglect.'! ,

.Reeently,, acientista have become ,ntore supportive ,of theee otcist, ehou-
vinist ,iraltles.-.Arthur Jensen. has made attempts.: to assign Blacks to !inferior
genetic .grodps wit# I.Q. test4.17- Edward C. j Banfield supports -the white :European
culture as the."normal calture",..tbe most profourd motivating :dynamic ,being
"futere orieetation." 11 -Tames S. Coleman found that poor ;children are most stg4
nificantly :affected lEy the affluence of their elassmates02:" Thomas Pettigrew and
others found thatillacks could learn., better in schools with whites."' Such studieS
furcher .perpetwite the institutional values or mate superiority, 'white Europearn
superiority and the superiority of people with money. No significant change will
occur in schools until a new value system is designed and implemented based on
land, liberty and lite.

14 Carter G. Woodson. The Miseelueotion of the Negro, Wo.411ington, D.C. : Associated
Press. 1033 p. xxxii.'5 Jules Henry. Culture ..lactinat 3fan, N.Y. : Random Douse. 1063." Arthur Jensen. "How Much Can We Boost LQ. and Scholastic Achievement" la-Har-rard Educational Review, February' 1969. p. 1-123.17 Edward C. Ranfiehi. The Unheavenly City, Boston : Little. Brown Je Co., 1970.James S. Coleman. Equality of Educational Opportunity, U.S. Department of Health,I-Attention it Welfare. O.E. Washington. D.C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, loon.

Iv Thomas Pettigrew, Racial Isolation in the Public School*, U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office. 1907.

13
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If culture does indeed prevkle tht ards which are applieit in evaluative

processes. and if culture is an oxpressbni of a general problemthat of the rela-
tionships linking.man to his environment, then B groups can no longer allow A
groups to define their problems, create their values and devise their n(Jrms.
)tberwise the motivational and situational factors which work toward uni-

formities in codes and standards, trends in action such as striving and energy
disposal, and choices and interests, will continue to preserve and maintain the
sYstem of B group exclusion and cultural denigration.A decision-making apparatus assuring It group participation and power Is
needed to establish a mutually shared symbolic system in the complementarity of
expectations and the double contingency. This is a necessity in institutions
shaping the life chances of B groups. Numerous utevhanisms must be designed
to afford the opportunities of a multitude of interactions among the personalities
and roles within the social system of the school. These interactions act as inputs
which will affect the outputs by bringing the values of the institution in line
with the values of the clients.An aggregate model is needed to accomplish these goals.' Such a model must
give each role and group a position of parity an(l power in the decision-making.
It groups need not feel that A. groups will willingly succumb or surrender these
powerful institutions which keep them in power. The control of these institu-
tions will result from repeated struggles, conflicts and confrontations. A groupswill design programs to absorb the energies of 11 groups and to displace the
liberation goals with survival goals. A groups will co-opt B .groups and H group
progranris so that they veer from the original directions and point toward A
group goals and ends. This is to be expected since A groups are in power. How-
ever, the 'struggle must go on. The change will be effective if the values are no
longer acknowledged and/or respected. Alternate symbolic universes will belegitimated if the people so decide. The present attempt by social scientists todefine decentralization as community control is such an endeavor. The recentstatement to this committee by Dr. Marilyn Gittell is an example.Decentralization and community control are two administrative decision-Making strategies which have been advanced in. an attempt to resolve the con-troversy between advocates of integration and those of community control.
People differ in their definitions of these concePts. To some they are synonymous ;
to others they are not. Sortie say that decentralization is primarily concerned withrestructuring relationships betWeen the school and the central board while, com-munity control representa , a .redistribution of pOwer,.with a set of exclusive
powers assigned 'to the local community board. Others say. that *decentralization
Means two'quite different thingig redUctiOn in size taio the redistribution of the
power to Make iMPOrtant,decisiOns. Definitions or ';CoininunitY ,control differ from
conimunity-'to, community lint in' inoSt blaCk coMMUnitlea the 'central concept is
that'of power; '

. , ,

Both 'strategies' operate with an aggregate Model. In(kleicentralitatiOn app'rOval-
veto powers reside in' the central' Office 'or the!Centrett Beard 1_13e% Educatioki: In
community Control the approval-vetO poWergif reitilde tisrivh 'the'peOPle in the loCalcommunity board. 'One such decentraliZatiOn MOdel 'is CAPT, '`. designed and
implemented in the WOodlawn "EXPerimMtal SchOols District.rrojeet, (WEST') .an E.S.E.A., Title III government funded' project 'Under PibUe LaNV 89-10 in

Thiti Preject oPerated under a tripartite arranzement With threeinstitutions, The 'Woodlawn Organization,' The University of Chicago and the
Chicago Board or Education. The District was gOverned by the Woodlawn Com-munity Board which had twenty-one (21) members, ten (10)' from the Wood-
lawn Organization, seven (7) from the ChiCago Board of Education and four (4)
from the University of Chicago. Under community control, The Woodlawn Com-munity Board would have made policy for the District, controlled the finance andteacher hiring and firing and would have been completely composed and repre-sentative of the entire community. However, under the Title III Program and its
Memorandum of Agreement with the Chicago Board of Education the WoodlawnCommunity Board was only a recommending body for the former held approval
veto powers. The WCB was a decentralized body, not one or community control.The WESP District, located in Woodlawn, one or the ten (10) poorest of theseventy-five (75) city community areas, bad three components: the community

'° Morris Janowitz, "Institution EMI/ding in Urban "Education" In Innovations in Masi,Wducatieds. edited by David Street. : John Wiley & Son, 1969. p. 273-842.CAPTSC is for community representative; A. means administrators ; P equalm
-Parents ; T is for teachers and S is for students.
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component, the research and evaluation component and the in-school ci aponent
und three schools : Hyde Park High, Wadsworth Elementary School .d Wads-
worth Upper Grade Center. The community component had twenty-live com-
munity agents who organized and convened some forty parent councils of approx-
imately twenty members each. These parent councils each elected a president
or chairman who sat on the Woodlawn Parent Council Advisory Board. These
members became alternates for WoodlaWn Community Board members. These
parent council presidents attended Leadership Training Sessions to learn how
to be a Board member, how to use Robert's Rules of Drder, how to understand
school law, Board rules and other necessary information.

The in-school component had forty community teachers (teachers' aides). These
community teachers and parents attended workshops in methods of teaching the
Ethnolinquistic Cultural Approach to Oral Language and the Sensory-Motor-
Perceptual Program. Community teachers had learned to test and screen for
the latter program and many of them knew how to teach the first rudiments
of reading skills. Moreover, parents had been trained for positions as com-
munity agents, _community teachers and research assistants and they served
in classrooms on teamn.s to solve problems.The primary objective of the WESP was to restructure the social system
through a mutuality of effort through subsequent interventions which have two
foci : (1) to change the roles and relationships in the community and (2) to
change the roles and relationships in the school. The project was not only inter-
ested in who works together but how. To the degree that the mutuality of effort
effected a restructuring of the social system the following secondary objectives
were to be tichieved : (1) elevation of achievement scores, (2) an improvement
in self-concept, (8) a reduction in alienation, and (4) a sense of power over one's
destiny. Mutuality of effort was to be achieved through CAPTS and the CAPTS-
WESP Decision-making Model was to be the vehicle to restructure the social
system.The Model had nine (9) steps. (See Figure 1). Program planning occurred in
the CAPTS Congress. First, each group met separately. A plan emerged from a
group. It was submitted to the other groups who discussed and negotiated. The
negotiated plan was then sent to the professional bureaucracy to beformulated
into an educational program. This formulation was sent to the administrative
staff for organization. The administrative staff then submitted the proposal to
the WCB. The WCB recommended pi' did not recommend. If ,JVCD recommended
and the proposal did not warrent -submission to the CBE 1131. (this means it does
not infringe upon the power of the CBE), the proposal then came back to the
administrative staff for coordination and communication, to the professional
bureaucracy for implementation and back to the CAPTELCongress for evaluation.
Each group first met separately to discuss the method ftnd the instruments to be
used for evaluation. These were then negotiated and the evaluation took place
according to the negotiated plan. If a proposal or plan failed to be recommended
by the WCB or was vetoed hy the CBE it returned to the CAPTS Congress and
started over again.

ts Chicago Board of Biducation.
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tal communit37 participation model which failed to explode into another Ocean
Hill-Brownsville as predicted by project opponents, precisely because it was not
designed for community control ; (7). the development of the most sophisticated
work-study program in any high school in the city ; (8) the establishment of an
Education Services Center which was people-directed for increased delivery of
programs and attended far in excess of other adult education._ centers like it : and
(9) a decrease in teacher-student conflict and hoStility.

TABLE I.-WADSWORTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 1ST GRADE, COMPARISON OF MEANS

Subtest

Reading

Mean score
before
WES P

46. 44

Mean score
after

WESP 11

43. 51 +2. 44

I Result of test; an absolute value greater than 1.95 indizates a sigaifi:ant difference between means at the 95 percent
confidence level.

TABLE II.--WADSWORTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 3D GRADE, COMPARISON OF QUARTILE MEANS

Gain or Percent gain
Subtest NBW I loss or loss

Spelling

1st quartile:
Word knowledge
Word discriniination
Reading.

Language_
Arithmetic computation
Arithmetic problems

R

2d quartile:
Word knowledge
Word discrimination
eading

Spelling
Language
Arithmetic computation ,
Arithmetic problems

3d quarcile:
Word knowledge
Word. discrimination
Reading 1Spelling , 7

Language_ --Arithmetic -ctimPutation
Arithmetic problems '

4th quartile: i ' ' - .:
.Word knowledge ., , _,_ ,___ _:. 1.; _, ,

3. 687

44..009370

3. 656

2.907

1.011

:2231:. 9919869

3. 550
2.902

2.454
2.605
2.691

4392...
2.:471

1°5677'

:1.907

, .'

; ,,

++00..094695

+.120

++00 516375

1 3°5±±+ 0001 21143

+0. 226
+O. 315
+0.206
++00.. 11618

+0.173
+0.083
++00.. 020311

++0.0. 421539

+4700.109465
. f i +0,032Word discrimination 2. 236.

Reading_ 2. 278 +0. 206
Spelling . r. " . -12395'
Language__ ,_ . , . , , 1. 746
Arithmetic Computation 2. 212

2.141Arithmetic problems
. .1 .

, --. n

. . i

++++_ 030 ....-00°1 02; 9435 .'

+11. 79
+2. 37
+3. 26

+11. 53
+4. 23
+4.06
+4. 35
+6- 87
+4. 80
+7. 50
+9-95
+6- 87
+3. 31
+5. 66

+7.05
+3.19
+7, 48
+1, 29
+9-.69
+5- 02
+1. 77

+10. 20
+1. 45
+9.03
+3. 79
+1. 39

, ,+4.74
76

I MBW--- Mean before WESP..

Any Solution guaranteeing cultural pluralisnx,demanda the''inpUt WhiCh. an
aggregate model provided. It'needs 'the ditign'ostic "skillS ok the; Professional staff.
In such a school. diagnosis . would be _the huportant.prograni. TeaChers Would
need to become skilled in'teehniques of: da, colleetion and analysis, SnClk as
interviewing, microethuograpy,' questiOnnalre construCtiOn, public opinion poll-
ing, test construction, categorizing and eodlircation. Viiagnosis would .not stop
nor necessarily start in the classrooni but Weuld encompass the entire coMmunity
especially as it related tO the students existence, present, Past and future. It
would need administrators aMenable, td the colleetive decision Model 'OeScribed
above or administrators willing to share Power,. Let'S look at an example of Low
this model would work :In 1966 at Forrestville High School, a high school located in the inner city of
Chicago, plagued by a constellation of gang problems, low achievement, high
drop out rates, poor facilities and lack of equipment and materials, an aggregate

50-411-71-pt. 13-2
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body of -parents, 'students and teachers became concerned, began to 'observe the
students in the-high "school and to collect dute on the community and these stu-
dents. 'Soon they -noticed that the students were 'constantly .requesting permission
to, go to the- Instrumental music rotely aed,: to borrow -music .Instruments. After
conferring, with the, baud instrubtor, these: teachers found that .many .more stu-
dents wanted' to' be ,in the band: ,tham the ,scheol facility -eould accommodoate.
Moreover, after much interviewing ,withAerrents and students,- the teachers lo-
eitted and identified approximately thirty singing groups who hung around file
school after hours to practice In the empty classrooms.The teachers also discovered that the reading median of the incotning fresh-
man class was approximately fourth grade, that the sophomore class had thehighest drop-out rate (3 boys to 1 girl), that two girls graduated fer every ene
boy and that eighty per cent of the attendance and discipline problems were
attributed to freshmen. They found that four out of every five students in the
nth grade Civics classes felt that the subject matter was boring and irrelevant-.
Student responses indicated that they wanted te study their own community.

A meeting of interested community representatives and parents was called by
the teachers, the PTA, the students who had formed two groupsthe Men and
Women of Forrestville, the presidents of the classes and the student council to
discuss the new high school planned for the community. At this meeting the data
and the information were discusSed in general terms. Several suggestions were
made and implemented. Committees were formed to discuss other matters further
and One of these committees was assigned to preplanning for the new high school.

The students in the Civics classes began the study of Grand Boulevard, the
community area in which the high school was located. One class was to .surveythe community housing another was to locate and study all business, i.e. grocery
and liquor stores, restaurants, barber shops, etc. A. social center' -permit was
obtained by. the high school to provide space for the students interested-in sing-
ing and playing musical instruments to practice and record. A disc-Jockey club
Was formed and permission was granted by the local Soul radio station to workwith the members on Saturdays at the radio station. The students" requested and
received permission to play records in the lunchroom during lunch periods and
the disc-Jockeys manned the equipment and mikes, made lunch schooPanneunce-
merits and read pertinent bulletins. Parents, teachers and students becalne 'en-
thusiastic about Black laistory and the Magnificent Seven ate eted with the schoolwide contest called "Do you Know these Famous Black Men and, Women? "Stu-
dents who could name the largest number were to receive savings -bonds. Then,
the most frequently named men were listed and the Men of Forrestville were
asked to select the seven who had contributed the most to the liberation ot black
People. Those 'Chosen ,Were : Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, StokelY Car-
michael, BOOker T. Washington, W. DuBois, Marcus Garvey and FrederickDouglas. The Men of Forrestville were then asked to try out "fOr2.the reles ofthese famons heroes. The candidate was to write a speech taken frOM the study
of this man's life and be was to try to sound exactly like the man he bad choeen.
The winnera-were called "The Magnificent Seven."The first all school affair was "The Call for Freedom" which became an annualevent. "The Call for Freedom" was the story of the Black Man's experience in
America. Every student tried to perform in the affair. It was then that the ob-
servation. was made about the intense interest Vorrestville students had in the
performing arts : singing, dancing, writing, acting, painting, building, sewing
and designing.The parents on the new School committee began to discuss the possibility of
having larger music, art and drama departmente in the new high School. Teach-
ers were resistant tO the idea at first.The new high school gradually emerged. The performing arts was to be the
core. But parents did not want it tO be a singing and dancing high school. It had
to be more. But the school was to respond to the stnclents and the "Black man's
needs for no one wanted to produce the "old Negro."rive parents, three teachers and three students .met with the architects to
discuss their ideas. There wa.s ter be a television beaming station, the stogie was
to be the center of the schoOL They wanted band. rooms and practiee rooms. 'I'he-
television studio was to be near an electronic shop where the students could

23 The Social Center is a recreation proKrarn established in the school after school hours
by the Chicago Board of V..ducation.
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learn hew -to, design. and repair television equipment, There was to be a radio
station and a recording studio so that students could learn not only hosv to sing
but how, to record. The business department was to be located near so that stu-
dents who wanted po be entertainers could learn .the whole business. Parents and
teachers wanted, to end the exploita.tion by agents and:business men from other
ethnic groups. Students majoring in performing arts at Forrestville were to learn
accounting, business law, income tax, everything needed to control and manage
their talenth. .There was to -be an Olympic sized swimming pool, a ballet roem, and a little
theatre that was to offer opportunities for unique techniques in the use of socio-
dranm .for teaching reading to those who despaired of ever, learning how with
books. Here the students were to use videotapes and casettes to learn to read. Near
the little theatre the sewing rooms were situated so .that costumes for plays
could be made. So, loeated were the art rooms and the woodshops for making
scenery for the theatre.For students who wanted to be professionals, performing arts was to be the
motivating. dynmunic. Independent study situations were built in to the academic
departments of mathematics, social studies, science, biology and. language. A
large. library was located in the front of time school with private carrels and
listening:posts to -accommodate independent learning. Every effort was made to
maximize the use of- the multil-media:'Throngh thei.interaction, of parents,- teachers and students several new. en trie*
were, to. appear in the ;curriculum. Considerable blackening took place in less than
a year. 'Even when tbe- school was empty a visitor could not mistake the fact
that this was a black school. Pictures of -black heroes went up beside George
Wasliington and Abraham Lincoln. And Jeff. Dooaldson went up beside van
Gogh.Music concerts would offer Beethoven and B. B. King, Yardbird and Mozart.
Dance eoneerts:WoUld, show ballet _with the bngahtio. The Black Ekperience,' hoiv
ever, was extolled and emphasized. New materials had to be written and new
sets of knowledge had to be produced. The new high school, named Martin Luther
King, Jr., oPeried its doors on June 28, Whether or not it delivers thegreat
opportunities- Which its faeility prOmises 'remains to be seen. The' curriculum,
its content, teaching and its methodology, the ,administration _and its organiza-
tion and decision-making ,and its collectivity all ,must emphasize the values of
land, liberty -and life. To, make this School a 'vehicle for change for 'file black
studentS Who; attend,- new Values must 'repines' thoSe now strangling 6d:tea-Clonal
processes. This is the real revolution_A welly motivated, principal and :staff will be.:required to resist -cooptation
by the line-staff hierarchy with its arbitrary 'and ;authoritarian decisions.- No
such movements are now discernible. In fact, several Chenges in the phySical
facility have been made already to,prevent -certain- changes:The new school Was
to -have had Inti general studY halls which ;are dumping grounds for t students
for whom the school has Made no' provisions,-It bids two:.There Were-to baveebeen
no EMII divisions (Educable Mentally :Handicapped.): The EMI-I 'students 'Were
to be absorbed. by the Performing Arts Core Curriculum..There are seven EMH
divisions in the new school. . . . .

There' is'little reaiStance to the propaganda being dumped into the Comniunity
by certain Members of the Professional' bureaucracY Wh6 resiat change; regard-
ing academic preparation and College bound requireinents for, all,: a countermove-
ument to revert to A group norms and standards for rt group. Moreover, excluded
groups cannot conform to A groups system of "ways of orienting" and 11 gronps
must project their new external symbols to control new ways of orienting so
that the new system will be geared into the action systems of both A and B. The
construction and maintenance of the public schools system is far from mindless.
It is purposeful, directed toward the preservation- of the B. group conformity
to A group norms and values.Carter G. Woodson explained this phenomenon more vividly than most in the
following :The chief difficulty- with the ecbmeation of the Negro is that it has been largely
imitation resulting in- the enslavement of his mind. Somebody outside the race
has desired to tryout on Negroes some experiment which interested him and his
co-workers and Negroes, being objects of charity, have received them cordially
and have done what they required. In fact, the keynote in the education of time
Negro has been to do what he is told to do. Any Negro who has learned to do this
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K well prepared to function in the American social order as other would have

him."
To make the schools a vehicle for cultural pluralism, the institutional values

of male superiority, white European superiority and the superiority of people
with money must be abandoned. Secondly, education must be for the purpose of
self-fulfillment and self-realization by the expansion of the human potential for
the best possible interests of each person concerned so that he can lead a more
meaningful life in a democracy for the betterment of himself and all mankiml

Next, a new all human ethic must be employed. One that couki be tried is that
of the "Golden Talent." The basic assumption is that people are different. Each
person is predisposed toward a certain approach to learning. Some people are sight
learners, some kinesthetic, some auditory learners, some abstract thinkers, some
manipulate ideas, some memorize. There may be as many approaches to learning as
there are people in fact. But everyone has a talent ! Observations of these will
dictate what is taught to that learner. This curriculum will not be obstructed by
racist and/or chauvinist values.

There is no doubt that a democratic culturally pluralistic society is imperative.
That fights must be waged on all fronts is accepted. Let Americans tell no more
lies, make no more myths, create no more evasions like integration and desegre-
gation, revenue sharing and voucher systems. At long last let's set about to cure
the disease and not treat the symptoms. Education can be concerned then with
the meeting of men's needs of identity, stimulation and security based on the
values of land, liberty and life. Once this occurs, the vital area of man's purpose
and existence on this earth becomes the primary focus of his educational experi-
ence and the point position at the frontier of knowledge.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Haskins?

STATEMENT OF MR. KENNETH W. HASKINS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HAsii-INs. I am .sure that you will -hear some ,repetition in my
paper, because in many ways, 7S'IrS. Sizemore and I-consider things
from very much the same point of view.

I would like to begin:by giving a little histom iCal-. perspective that
perhaps, will,.:PhiPoint the point that Mrs. Sizethore,made. about .. the
planful form Of education.

Let me begin with:a quote as taken from a 'member -of ,the Virginia
Lecrislatirre around the'1830'8:.' .!: ',

We ,have, as- far as -possible,: closed _every avenue by . which light might enter
their , minds. If ,:yout:_. could- , extinguish ,the Capacity. 'to see, the lighti, our work
would -b.a.compt7ted ; they would: then be on a level with- the , beasts, of the field,
and we .shouhl -be:safe. I am _not certain-that ,we would- ,not do- -it, if we' .could
find out the process.,-.','. .

This .paper _that I will present will deal_ 'vtb
commnnity. The..prObleins. :arid .SolUtionS,.howeve,, can, be Applied to
others, such. as: Puerto Rican, American Indian 37' and-,the Mexican
Aindricans:

The quotes used -tit the outset 'give an .iiitereting IxWorical'per;sp.et-
tivp. -They refer to the system of,.slaverYa ptute,of being into Whlch
black people were to be educated., The current question:is how far
have we moved fromthis .original purpose ? RegardleSs of what termS
we use to describe .it. .

.It is evident thit' t what was kept from 'and what waS -put into the
minds of black 'people has preoccupied white Ameriea-,from the bc -
ginning of slavery in this country. A complete system, supported.by all
facets of soCiety, wAs devised in: order to control this. AS tunes changed,

24 Carter G. Woodson, op. eft. p. 134.
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this system, giving as little as possible, made necessary accommoda-
tions, but never significantly altered its basic pattern.

Kenneth Stamp in The Peculiar Institution describes the steps used
during slavery to produce the ideal slave:

The first step was to establish'and maintain strict discipline A. Virginia slave-
holder is quoted as stating, "unconditional submission is the only footing upon
which slavery shouldbe placed.

The second steP.Was to implant in the bondsmen themselves a consciousness ofpersonal inferiority. They had to know their places' to 'feel the difference be-
tween master and slave', to understand that bondage was their natural status.
They'had to feel that African ancestry tainted them, that their color was a badge
of degradation.

The third step . . . was to awe them with a sense of their master's enormous
power.The fourth step was to persuade the bondsmen to take an interest in the mas-
ter's enterprise And to accept his standards of 'good conduct

The final 'step was 'tO impress Negroes with their helplesSness, to create in
them `a habit of perfect dependence' upon their masters. Many 'believed' it dan-
gerous to train slayes:to -he, skilled artisans in,the towns, because:they-tended' to
becOme

.I Contend' none ,of -the ,principles- used to create the; ideaf slaVe ,have
been ;completely: abandoned. All 'linger -in-one form .or another; in the
relationships.. betWeen .white Americans and black, Ainericans..The
changes that have,- occurred came about because of .the cOntinned re-
fusal of the black community to totally submit to:the definitions .of
their status provided bythose who control,, .

1

M E DU C AT ION OP A 1%I CA.

The education or miseducation of America comes through many
forms. In addition to the school, television, movies, plays, popular
songs, cartoons, nursery rhymes, all play a part. 'At one time, all of
these were used to hel p implant the feeling of personal inferiority in
the minds of black people, and. conversely, personal superiority in the
minc1,3 Of whites., .

Slaves 'code* and later ;Tim Crow law,s, further detnonstrated .these
differences, while adding the attempt at strict 'discipline and the dem-
onstration of the "maker s" enormous power.

State o-overnments, and all kinds ,of vigilante groups and lynch
mobs paaicipated in this. The drive to impress the black man with
his helplessness also continues today as black people am skillfully kept
out of decisionmaking rolesnot only for the general community, but
even in the communities which are a'Imost totall3r populated by them.

The School, and such skills as reaching and writing, have always had
a central role in this strutrgle. From the beginning, reading and writing
were singled out as tcr)lsto be withheld from black _people at any cost.
Other means of communication were partially destro3red by breakino-
uo families; outlawing the use of drums ; and not allowing black peopre
to gather without a white person being present.

In return, black people sought te acquire the ability to read and
write wherever they could. During reconstruction, in places where it
was possible, black people built ,and opened. schools. This occurred ,en
the Sea, Islands even before. the Freedmen's Bureau was created. .

In South Carolina and other States where black people constituted
a meanino-ful group in the State legislature, public edueation was

4..
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started for the first time:, and where the Freedmen Bureau-opened
sclioolsgrandparents, parents, and-children. all c aine to.tlearn. The
importance of black,education'to ,white A'Tbei*a' is.seen -flgn'in a the
first activities of the Ku Klux Klan. : ;

I quote from William L. Katz, eyewitness;
The main Klan targets were Negro' offieials. teachers and-suCCbSsfUl.fariners

. . . The attacks on Negro and white teachers and school* fdrfrieeditien did not
eense. Samliel Allen. a Negro teacher ,was attacked by a mbn.in-18400'beeau-Se. he
had "eommitted a great wrong: I had a Sunday School" ... Arr Alabarna' teacher
was warned to "dism1 ss. the school immediately or prepare youtsert"-'.-.: ra zifl
the Southern states. sehoolm werr set shinze rind tea cher14- heaieiil Or forret) to
leave the state. .

Katz states further:
objectives of the Klansmen did not inelude the murder or removal .of all

Negroes from the South. Their imrpose wog to keep the Southern Negro Ignornnt
nod under white control.

The North to a lesser degree had the same attitudes-A school hi
Connecticut that took one black girl and later more, That set up the
reason for legislation that placed the white teacher in jail.- Many States
did not provide for the education of black children. Most unions barred
black people from membership and from apprenticeship programs.
Tn the 'North, also schools created for or by blacks were destroyed, and
teachers intimidated.

All of the work done by black people and sonic white-people to alter
the situation so that equality could be achieved. has not changed the
basic fabric of this country. We still have a society that can tolerate
or encourge a: school system that fails poor black Children. but would
immediaj MobiliZe itself if itwas not edncating:middle:claks white
children. It is not too farfetched' to 'believe that it 1.8 Mobilizing itSel f,
as it did before, hi fear that' black, people as a, group' might becOme
educated. I

;

It is upon' this tnfr.,e that the' present' eduCatiOnalVsteni .is built.
History makes the current questions around job ,seeuritY: and
dation of teaChers'aPpear mdcl In' 'an-v case, b1ak PeoOle feel '.they
can no longer aceept their definition's' frOM White 'AThe:rica, GraWing
numbers of othersIndians. PuerIci:Ricans. Mekican Americans.- and
some poor whitesare rearhingsiMilar copclusione..1

What hapPens to the master-slave relationship When', the,"master
still sees himself in this i-ole -while the ',slave" Will no lOnAer submit to
being a slave? If 'we use the formula banded (IOW!), by-,history,,it will
be repression bv a show of foreea foal; _at the police nSed at .0e.vrt-
rin Tirownsvillei LS. 201, aiid on eollege campuses, indiCate,tbat per-

haps we ;ye not ctiMe very far.
It is Within thia contest-the 'history and .the lmOortance of the,

minds of children in eonildering Social change-7-that, the Movement,
for community control of schools ,takes place.

coLoNliti. MENTAI3TY RIOIrra

'Mere remains. in this country. a. kind of colonial mentality that
gives white people rights in the black community that have never been
afforded black people m the white Community.

2g
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The intention of black ,people .is to throw off all. aspects of thiii
colonial or master-slaye rehitionship that remains in their 'coin-

..munities. :

,At this point, let me state at -this term -community" can encom-
pass from the hOme of one black person to the black people of the
world. .The essence of colonialism and slavery is ; who has control over
whom ; who makes decisions; who decides which people make a living ;
who decides what is culturall acceptable and culturally unacc3ptable;
who decides the way of life:, Theimovement for community control of
schools addresses itself to all this.

I'd like to discuss a little of the current movement, from my point
of view. As examples. in one or two instances, I will utilize some ex-
periences from Ow Morgan School, and I have quotes from a position
Aatement mude by a group of black educators in 1968, who stated
that :

Black people in American cities are in the process of developing the power
to assume control of these public and private institutions In our community. The
single institution which carries the heaviest responsibility for dispensing orpromulgating those values which identities a group's consciousness of itself is
the educational system. To leave the education of black children in the hands of
people who are white and who are racist is tantamount to suicide_

And another quote I'd like to use, which makes a projetAion, is one
from Preston 1%7ilcox in an article he wrote in the New Generation,
called "Education for Black Liberation."

If Blacks were to make their own decisions about their own educational needs,
would they deliberately transmit outmoded skills to their students? Would they
toach children blindly to respect policemen who brutalize their friends and neigh-bors? Would they fail to equip students with the skills needed to solve some oftheir own community's problems? Wotild they forget to include in classroom
discussion The problems faced daily by 'ghetto youth? Would they deliberately
sc,ew up the judgment of the kids by teaching them .the 'right' way to live within
a free and timocratic society that has yet to.be produced?

There are two major facets to the current Movement for community
control of schools. Although they overlap and are -being dealt with
simultaneously, they must. at times, be looked at serftratel v.

,One facet is the taking of control itself. This, in the main, politi-
cal. and must be seen in this light. The amount of energy, time. and
attention given to this depends upon how tenaciously those presently
n control hold on TO their power. Control must. be complete to be effec-

t ive. The ability of thosm prmently in control to veto or sabotage the
new decision makers will hamper the ability to ntake those changes that
are necessary.The other facet deals with the at:tion that will be ta.ken, once the
decisionnsaldng power is transferred to the black conununity. The
kinds of action will also depend upon haw complete the shift of powers
are. From current experience, it-appears that some powers are released
fairly 'easilyothers seem to be ihold onto with a. tenacity that defies
descript ion.There remains certain techniques utilized by those currently con-
trolling the schools to allow them to take back even those few powers
which have changed hands.

23
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Community control of the schools is not new. The white -_,-ommunity
in America has always controlled their schools. The white community
in America has also controlled the schools attended by black people,
even in situations where the schools were attended by only black stu-
dents. The results have been disastrous for black people.

No matter what is said regarding the political struggle for power.
the original purpose of the black community was to try to stop the mis-
education of their children .and to remove them from the influence of a
system that was insensitive and/or inadequate to their needs. The next
step was to be the provision of a good education for their children.

The, powers that different, local school boards in the urban communi-
ties arc demanding are similar. They see the community school board
as the governing body of the school or schools which make up the corn-
numity school system. They feel the community board must have broad
powers over all aspects of the schools' operations. They feel that it
cannot be merely an advisory or eonsultative body to an administrator
who is basicaAv responsible to a system over which the community has
no control.

COMMUNITY PA ).iUi 10 CON'THOL

The community board must controlto the maximum extent
staffing. curriculum. financing, outside resources, use of the physical
plant, and planning for any new facilities.

Evev though many have made evaluations of the success or failure
of community control. none of the boards in the coin-nullity-colarolled
schools in black urban communities have or had all of the 13owers
stated above. Let me take a minute to look at some of the thin,.,-s they
hav e. done with some of the powers, and maybe look at some of the
4-h ings they might do if they had additional power.

In most of the communities the local boards are, of necessity. de-
veloping themselves as board members at the same time that they begin
operating as a board. In no instance that I know of has the larger sys-
tem provided these local boards with those funds necessary for their
ewn education and operation.

Boards for the cities have a clerk, a legal adviser, some expense ac-
counts, a larger advisory staff, and in ninny instances, administrative
aides. Some of the local boards have been able to attract funds from
private foundations for minimal operation, but even this has. at times.
been criticized. Even with this handicap, statements of policy, by-
laws. articles of incorporation, reports to the comimmity, and other
types of documnents. have come from these bodies.

Most of these reflect a real attempt to drastically change the ingmdi-
ents that make up what. we know as the large urban school system.

The first thing to be noticed when one looks at the transfer of power
is that in no instance was power given directly to the community. The
choice of the final decisiomnaker never seems to be very clear in the
original agreements. All projects that I know of started by including
a university among the deeisiomnaL:ers. Some included larger com-
munity agencies not direetly related to the children attending the
school.Morgan Community School provides one example oi this, Although
the parents had been the ones pushing for changes, time school wns
actually turned over to Antioch College, and the amount of power
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parents and . community members were to wield was seen as little oT
none.

In a memo of May 1967, the then-superintendent of schools. Carl F.
Hansen, stated :

A proposal is being developed between Antioch college and the school system
for nn .experiMental demonstration. ih Urban" teathing at.' the Morgap.-:ilorgan
Annex Elementary Sehool. . . While the 'details of tho. Protiosal are yet to be
worked ont, the imPerintendent: wishes to advise the board-that the plan concept
ims the full endorsement of the administration, provided the operational aspects
can be coOrdinated.

The p6wers.given to Antioch were : full responsibility for curriculum
formation and instruction ; recommendation of teachers and other staff
members: staff organization: funds to be allocated for books, Sopplies,
maintenance and staffing; the right to seek funds from outside 8aurce.3
to supplement. existing sources.

VONVER I I (%)m At uN ut

The power of the community was stated in this manner :
Tbe school communMv will be active, participants through the Parents' Advi-

sory Board, to be comprised of parents elected by the parents-guardians of pupils
attending the sch,,ol. The involvement of parents throngh the Parents Advisory
Board should improve the relevance of the school -program to the needs of the
community;

There were sortie changes with the new arrangements, once it begun.
It. became evident, however, that the university woUld have as much
trouble addressing itself to the ,needs of the black community as the
larger system -had. There were, however, staff from .the university
available for immediate questions and complaints.

The Parents/ Committee-began to see- itself a bit differently. They
entitled themselves a "Meal board" rind began to question certain
priorities.The university had done. their best planning around utilizing ;the
school as:a laboratory, and as an' institutiOn to train their students. The
local board was primarily interested in service to the children in -the
sel tool. They were somewhat resentful of some 6f 'the -unilateral deci-
sions , made by 'the university, and they looked to the university for
funds for program and advice.

And slowly the relationship between the univerSity and the local
board began to change. Parents, interestingly enough, as in most. move-
snents for communAy control, saw their first area of concern really the
need to improve the relevance of the school prograin to Meet the needs
of the eommunity,' and Showed concern about the Affective climate of
the school.

Parents began questioning the system instead of blaming their chil-
dren for the failures. This- change is a concept' basic to the whole
movement.All black communities that have' any :iemblance 'of control have
moved frrim this preMise.: The Community felt that those working in
the school should be. hecOuntable to them, in much the same *ay that
any other produce r 1 aceountAble to the 'consumer.

They wanted a. schoul not 'alien' to the community, but an integral
pint of the community. With help frOm profemsional stAff, those 'Lai-

425
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tudes and aspects of behavior which were important began to be put
into words and then into practice.

DEMANDS OF PARENTS A ND Bo.% ILD

S6me of these demands, .ifs expressed by the parents andthe Board
of the MOrgan School, were evident in their first amnial report, to the
-community; in 1968. They stated such things as the following :

...

People want the kind of school where their children will learn those. things. .

which they need to )4now in order to survive in this society. People Want the kind
of 'school where they' end their children 'are treated -ivith respect and allowed to
carry themSelves with dignity. i .. . , , : i ,. .- :-- 1 ,

People want the kind of school that welcomes them and their children and does
not inknit them bY indicating that Fparnething is wrong.,with the waY they look,
speak, or dress.

. .

They believe that the sclmol staff and school -board. should be responsible to
them and their needs and should not dictate to them what someone else has
decided is good for them..The school should take its character from the people living in the community
and from the children utilizing the school rather than rigidly defining itself a: an
institution accepting only those people -who already fit into a tk4et definition.

With this as a basis, many changes will'OcCiit. Tlfe most basic chan
would deal with self-concepts. Blaeli'children Will 'not be taught to
ashamed of blaCkness. Spfinish,speaking :children Will ,not. be. taught
that. it is shameful to sp,ak the language of their parents.' Navajo
children will learn of their culture and speak their language before
they extend their boundaries to more alien cultures. .

There will be a -minimal amount of iocial .problems in the school
because the norms at. the school will be thosei of 'the community in
which the school is located. .

.
.

Such practices as suspension and expulsions will; cease; because if
the sChool sees itself _as an integral patt of the community, it has a
responsibility to help solve all problems and not avoid them lay ."push-
ing them out" of the school.., . : .. : ,. .

. , .

Inis then leads to a; different use 7 of psycholOgists,.social. workers,
and other ancillat-y help: The job of. theschopl 13.comes inclusion rather
than exclusion. All members of the community, are the "public."
. -The total climate of the. 3chool.begins to change. Community .people
are usually hired as sta ff members, further tying, cominunity and
school together. As the range of tolerated behavior for 'children is in-
creased, staff also begins to relax. Soonthe,school takes on aspects of a
community itself. 4 .

. .

.

A. further step regardinF behavior; is tOlo.lk at the many unimportant
rules and regulations which constantly bring adults and children into
conflict. Many of these particularly concern giving the children more
respect. , . .. .

. ..
There are further implications , f

.

or 1116 organization qt the school :
teaching methods, curriculum content: use of the building, if we, re-
sliond to the community and it4 needs. - , .

In -a community, yirbeto there. is,tpugh tiansimey? an ind ividuatized
,pragram is of e3ctreme imporiange,, Opp, muttlive.a situationip whiCh
the cOming and going .of children ,does,pot.interfere_with the. progress
of the individual.: Communitieg , in., w.hiph raanv_ parents' .ivork pnd
children .begin to arrive tO school an .hour .1.)efore, ,form*1 japening,
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should provide a :morning .program similar to the .usnal after-school
programa. "in. need for free breakfast and lunch can be ascertained.

Other thingsjwpre done in :Morgan, in response . to the community,
such as a clinic in the offiCe of the principal.:Changes in the..Curriculum were made to come closer to- what was
the nature of the community. _, ..

The abOve are.but a few, examples of:changes that can be made when
one has the power:to make decisions different, from,those passed down
through a. large .bureaucratic system which, is antagonistic or disinter-
ested. There are many other changes' thatcould be made if other pow-
ers were in the hands of the local board. Control of financss would
tippea to be the most crucial. This ig 'the pbWer that 'iS held' onto Most
teliaciously. . .

CONTIRM. in.'. Ftr Nii:4

The ability. ,to raise and receive outside funds, which was seen as
legal fOr -.4.ntioCh.- was- Withheld froni the lOcal board for:over .a year
"while.:further: diScussiOn takes place:" We -all- recognize that in 'this
country; the one-who controls the ftinds is ultimately in.tlie most' pow-
erful position. .

,

If funtis wer$ .c.,Ontr.olled by local boards, a great deal more of the
school mcneST,s- would be spent locally.

Such things as compensatory education, which people' try to imply
is an, .alternati.ve tO.;coninninity contro1-7AS not seen lay Us' th. that way.
Conipensatoredii&ition', would COntinue. The 'main difference would
be that what is coMpenSation would be defined by the local communitv.
and probabl siach purposes. as "to ."-ehange the behavior patterns Of
children wit ,poor, backgrotind and instill; in them th3 importance of
proper! soci .ibeliavior and achievement-to enable them to accomplish
their goals" would no longer be popular. , ,. ' . .

GoalS' such ft.si/"Leeneral, cultural enriChirient" WOuld:reinal:..0:, but. the
cultnre' 46 'lie `eiriiili*SiZed would be :frOin the' .black cOinnimuty . rather
thaii What has been pr....titieed tO date. ,

In such areas melt, music,' dance and literature, the higheSt horiion
would be the UnderStanding And appreciatiOn of their; own. .

Comn3unity VOIAroI then addresses itself to the' pluralisin in,our, soci-
ety and attempts ,fo- ,eliiiiinate decisions for black people being made by
those who believe that black are uneducable ancl unteach le. 'Many
traps are being sst to hold the movement 1Ntek. I believe, hOwe'Ver; that
this. Movement iS irreVersible. The'SubterfugeS to .delay progress -would
be another papef.:13ut let me list theM briefly. ,

One method is to confuse community control with such things as
decentralization', model schools, experimental schools, or districts, sub-
system or community schOols of the type 9riginitopg,--,FIli*A. Bpch.

Alitit.lior -, methrid is to 0y, : to dilute control by pvoponng '%.1).tial
partnersbipt07.31iii, partnerships include such things as labor, mdustrv,
universitiess educators, ,government,-and representatitel of nonprofit
agencies.

Thd,b)Ack Corkun:unity 4a43. at One tikme or aoother been' in. PaitnerShip
with" all of these groups only to be left -diSappointed. These. Pastpart-
nerships have been formed around more appropriate problems. Indus-
try can help the black community by providing jobs. Labor can help
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by opening up their membership- and:apprenticeship rams. Edu-
cators .and universities Can help by. examining their Ow bitif.3-'and

. dealing with thern. Government cani eriforce laws alreakly on- the boOks,
and further aid self-determination of black people.-

When dealing *ith the education of black children inAhiS 'country,
their schools must be supervised, evaluated; and- corr6eted by those
who' are rnost concerned about the childrenthe parents- and' other
members of the Commitnity- Who live with the' children 'thi-ougli their
total life experiences.- Others can work .for: and actvise the' comniiinity,
but final decisionmaking and control cannOt be shared.

(The prepared statement follows :)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH W. HASKINS

H STORICAL PERSPECT1ys
"We have, as far as possible closed every avenue by which light might enter

their minds. If you could extinguish the capacity to see the light; our work would
be completed ; they would then be on a level with the beasts- of'the field, and we
should be safe. I am not certain that we would not do it, if we could find out the
process . . ."

A member of the Virginia Legislature after The Nat Turner Revolt.
WoodsGn, Carter G. The Education of the Negro Prior to 1861 Arnci Press & TheNew York Times 1968original publishersThe Associated -Publishers Inc.,

Washington, D.C. 1919"Our laws positively and utterly forbid any efficient general educational sys-
tem, and they do it wisely, too, for just begin and thoroughly educate one genera-
tion and the whole thing would be blown sky high. If we do not give them liberty,
they would take dt." 2 1

COMMUNrrY CONTROL OF SCHOOLS
This paper will deal primarily with The Black Community.' The problems and

the solutions can, however, be applied to others such as' PUerte'Rican; AmeriCan
Imlians, and the Mexican Americans.: , ;,

The quotes, used at the outset give an interesting,historical_ perspective. ,Theyrefer to the system of slaverya state or heing into Whicifplaek people were to
be "educated"..The Current question is how 'far have *e MoVedirrom this 'original
purpose?
..It is evident that Nyhat was -kept from and. what was- put -into the minds ofBlack People has preoccupied white America from the beginning of slavery in

this country. A complete syPtera, supported by all facets sof, Scteley was devisedin order -to control this. As times Chanked,-this syeteingiVing as little as pos-
siblemade- necessary accommodations' neVer significantly- Alterink its 'basic
pattern.Kenneth -Stamp In The Peculiar Institution describes .the steps used during
slavery to produce the ideal .slave. "The first step. wag; 5to equithlish and main-tain strict discipline. A -Virginia slaveholder is quotet ills stating., 'uncondi-
tional submission is the only renting upon which slavery 'should 'be placed. It is
precisely similar to the attitude of ,a minor-to his parent; 'or a aoidier te his gen-eral'. A South Carolinian .states, 'he is ,never for a moment to exercise either
his will or judgement in opposition to a positive order'. .

"The second step was to- implant in the bondsmen themSelVes,a consciousness
or personal InferfOritk. They, tiad to 'knots' their places' le :_:feet the dffference
between master and slave', to understand that bondage was' their natural status.
They: had to feel that African ancestry tainted them; that t their- color was a
badge of degradation.""The third step . . . was to awe them with a sense of their masters enor-
mous power. The only Principle upon which slavery could be maintained . . .
was the 'principle or fear' ".

Tin rile! Heechef Stowe. "Uncle Tom's Cabin " p. vast.
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"The fourth:step wils to persuade the bondsmen to take an interest in the
master's enterprise and to accept his standards of good conduct".

The final step,was 7to impress Negroes with.their helplessness, to create in them
'a habit of Perfect dependence-upon their masters. Many believed:it dangerous
to train slateS to be skilled artisans in the towns, because they tended to be-
come self-reliant",

None of the Principles used to create the ideal slave have been completely
ahandoned. Alt-linger in one form or another in the relationships between white
Americans and Black, Americans. The changes that have occurred came about
because of the continued refusal of the Black community, to totally submit to
the definitions of their status provided by the white community.

The education or mis-education of America comes through many forms, In
addition to the schooltelevision, movies, plays, popular songs, cartoons, nursery
rhymes, all play a part. At one time all of these were used to help implant the
feelin,,, of personal inferiority in the minds of Black peopleand conversely
persooal superiority in the minds of whites. Slave codes and later Jim Crow laws
enforcement agencies such as the police-army, etc., further demonstrated these
differences while adding the attempt at. strict discipline and the demonstration
of the "monsters" enormous power. State governments, and all kinds of vigilante
groups and lynch mobs Participated in this. The drive to impress the Black man
with his helplessness also continues into today as Black people are skillfully kept
out of decision making rolesnot only for the general communitybut even in
the communities which are almost totally populated by them.

The school, and such skills as reading and writing have always had a central
role in this struggle. From the beginningreading and writing were singled out
as tools to be withheld from Black people at any cost. Other means of communi-
catioo were partially destroyed by breaking up families ; outlawing the use of
drums ; and not allowing Black people to gather without a white person being
present.

In return, Black people sought to acquire the ability to read and write
wherever they could. During reconstruction in places where it was possible
Black people built and opened schools. This occurred on the Sea Islands even
before the Freedmen's Bureau was created. In South Carolina and other states
where Black people constituted a meaningful group' in the state legislature,
public education was started for the first 'time ; and where the Freedmen's
Bureau opened schoolsgrandparents, parents and children all came to "learn".
The importance of Black education to white America is seen again iu the first
activities of The Ku Klux Klan.

"The main' Klan targets were Negro officials, teachers and successful farmers.
. . . The attacks on Negro and white teachers and schools for freedmen did not
cease. Samuel Alien, a Negro teacher, was attacked by a mob in 1869 because
he had 'committed a great wrong ; I had -a Sunday School'. . . . An Alabama
teacher was warned to 'dismiss the school immediately or prepare yoUrself.

In all the 'Southern states schcols were set ablaze and teachers beaten
or forced to leave the state". (William L. -Katz, Eyewitness, Pitman.Publishing
Co. 1007, pp. 206-268.)

Katz states further "The objectives of the Klansmen did not include the
murder or removal of all Negroes from the South. Their purpose waa to keep
the southern Negro ignorant and under white control" (my emphasis).

The North to a lesser degree had the same attitudes. A school In Connecticut
that took one Black girl and later more was the reason for legislation that placed
the white teacher- in jail. Many states did not provide for the educatfon of Black
children. Most unions barred Black people from mentberahip end froth aPprentice-
ship programs. In the North also, schools created for or'by Blacks were destroyed,
anti teachers inthniated.

All of the work done by Black people and some white people to alter the situa-
tion so that equality could be achieved, has not changed the basic fabric of this
country. We still have a society that can tolerate or encourage a school system
that fails poor Black children but would immediately mobilize itself (as it did
around the first Sputnik) if it was not educatingmiddle-class 'white children.
It is not too far fetched to believe that it is mobilizing itself, as it did before, in
fear that Black peopl.e as a group will become educated.

It is upon this base that the present educational system is built. History makes
the current questions around Job security and intimidation of teachers appear
mild. ln any case Black people eau no longer accept their definitions from white
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America. Growing numbers of othersIndians, Puerto Ricans; 'Mexican Ameri-
cans, and some whites are reaching similar conclusions.'

What happens to the master-slave relationship when the "Master" still sees
himself in. this -role while the "slave" will:no longer submit tO being a "slave"?
If we use the formula handed down by -history it will .be repreSsien by a show
of force . . . a look at the police used at Ocean-Hill Brownsville,.I.S. 201 and
on college campuses indicate that perhaps we have not come'VerY.far.'

It is within this contextthe history and the imports-n*6f the minds of
children in considering social changethat the movement for coMmitnity control
of schools takes place. There remains, in- this Country, 'a, kind:of colonial men-
tality that gives white people rights in the Black communitf that have never
been afforded Black people in the white community.

The intention of Black people is to throw off all aspects of this colonial or
master-slave relationship tha r remains in their communities. (This term com-
munity can encompass front the home of one Black person to the Black people
of the world). The essence of colonialism and slavery is ; who has control over
whom ; who makes decisions ; who decides which people make a living ; who
decides what is vultiwally acceptable and culturally unacceptable ; who decides
the "way of life". The movement for Community Control of schools addresses
itself to all this.

CURRENT MOVEMENT

"Black people in American cities are in the process of developing the power to
assume control of these public and private institutions in our community. The
single institr `ion which carries the heaviest responsibility for dispensing or
promulgating those values which identifies a group's consciousness of itself is the
educational system. To leave the education of Black -children in the hands of
people who are white and who are racist is tantamount to suicide".

Position StatenzentFive State Organizing CommiVee for Community Control,
January 25, 1908pg. 1.

-If Blacks were to make their own decisions about their own educational needs,
would they deliberately transmit outmoded skills to their students? Would they
teach children blindly to respect policemen who brutalize their friends and neigh-
bors? Would they fail to equip students with the skills needed to solve some of
their own community's problems? Would they forget to include in classroom dis-
cussion the problems faced.daily by ghetto youth? Would they deliberately screw
up the judgment of the kids by teaching them the 'right' way. to live within a free
and democratic society that has yet to be produced"? .

Preston Wilcox, "Education for Black Liberation", New Generatio:. Winter
1909, pg. 18-49.

There are two major facets to the current movement for community control of
schools. Although they overlap and are being dealt with simultaneouslythey
must, it times, be looked at eeparately. .

One facet is the taking of,control, itself. This is, in the main, political and must
be seen in this light. The amount of energy, time and attention given to this de-
pends upon how tenaciously those presently in control, hold on to:their power.
Control must be complete to be effective. The ability of. those presently in control
to veto or sabotage the new decision makers will hamper the ability to make those
changes that are necessary. .

The other facet deals with the action that will be taken, once, the decision mak-
ing power is. transferrqd..to the Black community. The kinds of action will also
depend upon how complete the shift .ot Powers are. From current experience, it
appears that some .powers are released fairly easily . . . others seem to be held
onto with a tenacity that defies description. There remains certain lechniques
utilized by those currently controlling the schools to allow them to 'take back'
even those few powers which have changed hands. :

Community control of the schools is not new. The White community in America
have always controlled their schools. The white community in America has also
controlled the schools attended by Black people, even in sittiations where the
schools were attended only by Black students. The results, have been disas-
trous for Black people. No matter what is said regarding the political struggle
for powerthe original purpose of the Black community was to try to stop the
mis-education of their children and to remove them from the influence of a sys-
tem that was insensitive and/or inadequate to their needs. The next step was
to be the provision of a good education for their children.

3 0
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The powers that different local school boards in the urban communities are
demanding are similar. They see the Community School Board as the governing
body of the school or schoals which make up the community school system. They
feel theaCommunity Board must have broad powers over all aspects of the school's
operationsit cannot be merely an advisory or consultative body to an admht-
istrator who is basically responsible to a system over which the community has
no control. The Community Board must controlto the maximum extent--;-
staffing, curriculum, financing, outside resources. use of the physical plant, and
olanning for any new-facilities. .

Even though many have made evaluations of the success or failure of "com-
munity control", none of the Boards in the community controlled schools in Black
urban communities have or had all of the powers stated above. Let us examine
those they have had and what they have done with them. We can th oo. look
at what they might plan to do if they had the additional powers.

In most of the communities, the,loval boards are of necessity developing th mu-

selves as board members at the same time that they begin operating as a board.
In no instance, that .1 know of, has the larger system provided these local boards
with those funds necessary for their own education and operation. Boards for
the cities have a clerk, a legal advisor, some expense accoounts, a larger advisory
staff, and in many instances administrative aides. Some of the local boards have
been able to .:ttract funds from private foundations for minimal operationbut
even OIL.: has, at times, been criticized. Even with this handicapAatements of
po: 2y, by-laws, title les of incorporation, reports to the community and other
types of documents have 'come from these bodies. Most of these reflect a real
attempt to drastically change the ingredients that make up what we know as the
large urban school system. The selection of which powers to give up easily, does
not appear to be by chance. Basically the pattern is the same in all cities.

The first thing to be noticed when one looks at the transfer of power is that in
no instance was power given directly to the community. The choice of the final
decision maker never seems to be very clear in the original agreements. All
projects started by including a University among the deelsion makers. Some in-
cluded larger community agencies not directly related to the children attending
the school. The influence of the teacher organization varies according to the
city. Finally, the larger system eentinues to retain very crucial powers.

Morgan Community School provides one example of this. Although the parents
had been tha ones pushing for changek the school was actually turned over to
Antioch Co Ile ;*e and the amount of power parents and aimmunity members were
to wield was seen as little or none.

In a memo to The District of Columbia Board of Education in May 1967, from
the then Superintendent of Schools, Carl P. 'Hansen, the following was stated :

"A proposal is tieing developed between Antioch College and the schnol system
for an experhnental demonstration in urban teaching at the Morgan-Morgan
Annex Elementary SchOol . . . While:the details of the proposal are yet to be
worked out, the Superintendent wishes to advise ,The Board that the plan con-
cept has the full endorsement of the administration provided the operatiOnal
aspects can be coordinated".

The powers given to Antioch were : full responsibility for 'curriculum forma-
tion and instruction ; recolLomendation of teachers and other staff members sub-
ject to the approval of The Board of Education : staff organizationnot to
exceed ordinary budgetary expenditures ; to be allocated funds for books, sup-
plies, maintenance and staffing in- proportion to "current ,tabIes of standards".
The right to seek funds froth outside sources to supplement existing sources.

The power of the community was stated in this manner :
'The school community will be active participants through the Parents' Ad-

visory Board, to be comprised of parents 'elected by the parents guardians of
pupils attending the school. The involvement of parents through The Parents'
Advisory Board should improve the relevance of the school program to the
needs of the comm un I ty".

The basic powers then, given to the university ended up encompassing the
following of the powers The Community Board sees as necessary.

A. staffing: Selection of own staff and decision making 'RS to type and num-
ber within budgetary limitations. Professional staff are to meet Central Board
requirements.

P retrrkwititn: Almost complete control over curriculum and teaching methods.
Responsibilities: Really very little except where the University

meek% 'heir own funds. Alth mgh initial changes envie -"ow made in some budge-
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tary items, the same methods of. ordering and ,purchasing were 'maintained,
keeping control essentially-in the hands of The Central Administration.

D. Outsido Resources: Complete autonomy was given to the :university, in
soliciting funds from Outside of the school system and for administering these
funds. .

. ,

E. Physical Plant: :The:university was given autonomy in use 'of the .building.
Concepts about planning for new- buildings did, not occur until' another stage in
the project. , . . .

What we had, then, was not community control, but a shift of poWer frOm
one element in the white power structure to another. The new institution in
control waS perhaps a bit more benevolentbut never the less was the legal
decision maker.

With the new arrangement things began to change: It became evident,'however.
that the university would have as much trouble addressing itself to the needs of
the Black Community as the larger system had..There were, however, staff from
the university available for immediate questions and complaints.

The Parent Advisory Committee was elected after the school year began and
all plans had been made. There was input by community eople in the initial
planning. It seems though that the wants of the majority of the poor Black Com-
munity had not been fully clear.

Differences between the University and the Local Board (a- title they chose
rather than Parent Advisory Committee) were very quickly seen.

The University had done their best planning around utilizing the school as
a laboratory and as an institution to train their students. The Local Board, was
primarily interested in service to the children in the -school. They looked to the
university for funds for program and advice. They were somewhat resentful of
some of the unilateral decisions made b the university.

Slowly, the relationship between the university and the Local Board began to
change. One of the outcomes which had been expeeted as a result of the creation
of the Parents' Advisory Committeeto "improve the relevance of the school
program to the needs of the community"was seen by the principal and The
Local Board as a necessary first step. The university's representatives were
still dealing with terms such as "freedom" which they found difficult to translate
into practice and with the classic subject areas such as mathematics.and science.

The university, had theoretically described the base upon which the program
would take shape. It's approaches were new and creative but it was unable to
capture the style of the community that made up the bulk of the school population.

The priority which was set as. the community began to assume control was the
affective climate Of the school. Parents had involved themselves in this ques-
tioning the system instead of blaming themselves and their children for. the fail-
ures. This change in concept is basic to the whole movement. All Black com-
munities that have any semblance of control have moved from this premise. -

The community, felt that those Working in the schools should be accountable to
them in much the same way that any other producer is accountable to the con-
sumer. They wanted a school that was not aiien to the community, but an in-
tegral part of the community. With help from the Professional staff those atti-
tudes and aspects of behavior which were important began to be put into words
and then into practice.

Some of these demands as expressed by the parents and Board of The Morgan
School in The First Annual Report to the.Community in June 1968 are.:

"People want the kind of school where' their children will learn those things
which they need to know in order to survive in this society. People want the
kind of school where they and their children are treated with respect and
allowed to carry themselves with dignity".

"People want the kind of school that welcomes them and their children and does
not insult them by Indicating that something is wrong with the way they look,
sped.i., or dress".

"They believe that the school staff and school board should be responsible
to them and their needs and should not dictate to, tham what someone eLse has
decided is 'good for them' "."The school should take its charact:r from the people, living in the com-
munitY and from the children utilizing the school rather than rigidly defining
itself as an institution accepting only those people who already fit in to a set
definition".

With this as a basis, mery changes will occur. The most basic change would
deal with self-com As. Black children will not be taught to be ashamed of
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Blackness. Spanish speaking children will not be taught that it is shameful to
speak the language of their parents. Navajo children will learn of their culture
and speak their language before they extend their boundaries to more alien
cultures.

There will be a minimal amount of social problems in the school because the
norms of the school will be those oL the community in which the school is located.
Any aspect of hehavior which is acceptable in the home and the streets will have
to be tolerated in the school.

,Such practices as suspension and expulsions will cease. If the school sees
itself as an integral part of the community it has a responsibility to help solve
all problems and not avoid them by "pushing them -out" of the school. This then
leads to a different use of psychologists, social workers and other auxiliary help.
The job of the school becomes Inclusion rather than exclusion. All members of
the community are the "public".

The total climate of the school begins to change. Community people are hired
as staff members, further tying school and community together. As the range of
toteraled behavior for children is inereased, staff also begin to relax. Soon the
Nehool takes on aspects of a community itself.

A further step regarding behavior is to look at the many unimportant rules
and regulations which constantly bring adults and children into conflict.

Do we really need to force children to go only one way on a staircase? What
is wrong with chewing gum or eating potato chips in school? If children seldom
walk in the street why expect different behavior in school? If fighting is part of
the rituals the boys in the community engage in .for status purposesshould it
be a 'crime' in the school? Cau we really be happy to see the children when they
come to school, even if they are late? Cau children have the freedom to leave
the class when they need to with the adults assuming they will behave
responsibly ?

As one reduces the areas where adults aud children must interaet in a negative
waynegative behavior diminishes. Children who were onee hostile do not act
or react in this way. They are respected as they are.

There are further implications for organizr.tion of the school ; teaching methods ;
curriculum content ; use of the building if we respond to.the community and les
needs.

In a community where there is much transiency, an individualized program is
of extreme importance. One must have a situation in which the coming and go-
ing of children does not interfere with the progress of the individual. Communi-
ties in which many parents work and children begin to arrive at school an hour
before formai opening should provide a morning program similar to the usual
after-school programs. The need for free breakfast and lunch can be ascertained.

What was the office of the principal at Morgan School, became a clinic, admin-
istered by Children's Hospital. This clinic served the total community from 2:30
p.m. to 0:30 p.m. daily. The building is open until 10:00 p.m. every night. Our
auditorium has been used for a variety of community functions including part of
the funeral,of the chairman of The Local Board in the Spring of 1969

Curriculum has been left to individual teachers to develop- Each taking their
strongest subject area and continually developing it. It is the belief of the Morgan
staff that one who loves a subject and knows it well can transmit this love to
others. The one rigid limitation upon curriculum development stems from the
overall philosophy. "There will be no lessons or subject matter that degrades or
belittles the children or the community from'which they come."

The above are but a few examples of changes that can be made when one has
the power to make decisions different from those passed down through a large
bureaucratic system which is antagonistic or disinterested. There are many other
changes that could be made if other powers were in the hands of The Local
Board. Control of finances would appear the most crucial. This is the power that
is held onto most tenaciously. The ability to raise and receive outside funds which
was seen as legal for Antioch was- withheld from The Local Board for over a
year "while further Ciscussion takes place." We all recognize that in this country,
the one who controls the funds is ultimately in the Most powerful position.

If funds were controlled by local boards, a great deal mole of the school monies
would be spent locally. Food services, stationery, equipMent and maintenance
would be ptirchased from local businesses and tradesmen, thereby uplifting, the
community in general. Textbooks and _instructional materials would not be pur-
chased unless they met the criteria set by the local community. Contiacts for
building a»d repairs would he let out by the community. Discriminatory prac-
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tiees by business, industry and labor would be questioned by minority communi-
ties as they dispersed these funds.

Additional programs, which usually fall under the category of "compensatory
education" would continue. The main difference would be that what Is compen-
sation would be del ned by the local community. Probably such purposes as "to
change behavior patterns of children of poor backgrounds and to instill in them
the importance of proper social behavior and achievement to enable them to ne-
complish their goals" would not be popular. Goals such as "reneral cultoral en-
richment" would remain, but the culture to be emphasized would he from the
Ulu ck community rather than what has Lven practiced to elate. In areas such
as art, music, dance and literature, the highest horizon w./ild be the. umier-
standing and appreciation of their own.

Community control then addressee itself to the pluralism in our society 1111d
attempts to eliminate decisions for Black people being made by those who be-
lieve that Blacks are uneducable and unteachable. Many traps are being sei to
hold the movement back. This movement, however, is irreversible. The subter-
fuges to delay progress would be another paper. To list them briefly must suffice.

One method is to confuse community control with such projects as decentral-
ization, model schools, experimental schoc,is or districts, sub-systems or com-
munity schools of the type originating In Flint, Michigan.

Another method is to try to dilute control by the community by proposing
"equal partnerships". The "partners" include: labor, industry, universities, edu-
cators, government, and representatives of non-profit agencies.

The Black community has at one time or another been in partnership with
all of these groups only to be left disappointed. These past partnerships have
been around more appropriate problems. Industry can help the Black community
by providing jobs. Labor can help by opening up their membership and apprentice-
ship programs. Educators and universities can help by examining their own
biases and dealing with them. Government can enforce laws already on books
and further aid the self-determination of Black people.When dealing witlt the education of Black children in this countrytheir
schools must be supervised, evaluated, and corrected by those who are most con-
cerned about the childrenthe parents and other members of the community
who live with the children through their total life experiences. Others can work
for and advise the community but final decision making and control cannot be
An red.
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Senator MONDALE. Thank you verv tmleit. Mr. HaAdtis anel Dr.
Sizemore, for your most useful contribu. t ions.
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Mr. Haskins, as I understand it, you have had experience not only
witlt Morgan Community School, but also earlier at Greenburgh. where
you served in what was supposed to be one of the better examples of an
"integrated school environment."

Thus, you have had experience in both kinds of situations. Would
you comment on the differences as yon see them, as you lived them ?

EXPERIENCE IN INTEGRATED SCHOOL

Mr. HASKINS. Yes. From my point of view, the problems were the
same. The concept of integration very quickly seemed to be defined
differently by the white community and the black community.

Urreenhurgh, was I guess one of the first communities that Clid A lot
around desegreiption. They had an arrangementI think Berkeley
has something like that nowin which every classroom eeflected the
makeup of the community.

The school population was about 35 percent black, and it was not
all poor blaetts so that there were some middle-class black people too,
which some people seemed to feel necessary.

The biggest problem was that the input in the decisionmaking on
the part of the black people in no way came up to their representation
in the community.

And it just was taken as a natural order of things. Little things, for
instance, the first time that the student organization in the high school
had more blacks cm it than whites, there was a great deal of stir in the
community, when for 37ears before that it had been all white. and no one
raised the question, because this seemed to be the natural order of
things.

Most people feltand this I think refers back to the statement I I-.

Sizemore madethat the purpose of integration was to benefit the
black children, and really the white community was doing them a
favor, by allowing this to happen.

And originally, to go back a little further, the reason for the dis-
tribution of children in the schools in that way had little to do with
race. It had to do with saving money. Because p'hysically, the situation
had occurred ia the community that was opposite to what usually
occurs; the newest school that was underpopulated was in the black
part of the community, and the old school was being overpopulated be-
muse of new families from New York moving inthe questir i was
whether to build another school or to find some way so that the balance
was a little di fferent.

The sohitiop came when they decided to use one school for the thst
three grades, and the other school for the second three grades.

Throughout, then, it became one of trying to help black people and
trying to help the white community toif you will, for want of a
better termallow black people to have those things to say about the
school, the curriculum, and so forth. that would influenee their
children.

And everything was a struggle. Even a question of picture,z oi the
wallcould we see tt.qt Ebony magazine was used to cut pictii. es out
of as well as Li fe a.ul Look, and being told by teachers that they didn't
know where to find any black dolls to put in the doll corner of the
kindergarten. These were the kinds of thing,. that went on.
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Now in a way, progress was made; not; as much as you would have
liked. And then, as usual, there arc certain points 'at which you come

up against a stone wall.
What happens to a social situation as the children become a bit

older? What happens at the high school level when the athletic team
ends up being all black and the c,heer leaders are. all wlOte? And the

kind ot panic that .the community goes through with that.
A mi when they changrd the 'plays, for instance, so that they make

sure there are no more lcve stories, once it is integrated. They make it

an extra vaganza where everybody can be a Roman soldier and not
touch anybody.

These are the kinds of fears you rum across, which in some way I
think dilut the educational eNperiences that people cila hp..ve because

you no longer go into things in depth. You keep them superfilcial.

EFFECTS OF COM M UNITY CON-FRO!,

In community control, working with almost totally black commu-

nity, those things didn't occur. You taught black history and in some

ways those of us who talk about black history like to consider that
black history is really only true history, and not the kind of propa-
ganda yOu got otherwise.

And if children fought in school, you could deal with it as a fight
between two kids, and not have to get involved in whether it was a

racial incident.
You just had a completely different kind of thing, and I really feel,

for the black children in this instance, I would say that the amount of

progre.ss that we were able to make, at least for the 2 years I was at

Morgan, toward improving reading scores, improving math scores,

helping the children feel better about themselves, was done much more

easily than I was able to do in what was then called an integrated

setting.
Now whether or not community control is the final point to which

this country moves, that I don't know. All I know is that 'at this pres-

ent. time in our bistory2 given the psychological set of both the white

and the black community, of the things I would like to see done for

black children I found much more easily done not only when black

childrer. were Zogether,_but when the parents were in control also, than
dI found when I had to eal and struggle with many of the things in n

intograted setting, although I felt an integrated setting, if it means
anything, I was ha.ving sonw impact on the odueation of some of the

white people there.
Senator MONDALE. Mrs. Sizemore, have you had, in addition ta von r

experience as director of the Woodlawn project, experience in so-called

&segregated or integrated schools?
Dr. SIZEMORE. No, except participation as a parent in the desL gregn-

tion effort in Evanston Ill.
Senator MONDALE. Ai7-ould you respond to essentially the same ques-

tion I asked Mr. Haskinsyour attitudes and observations and ex-

periencos in a so-called desegregated environment, what, you have gone

through in Evanston as a parent, and your experience as principal of

a community school ?
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INmoit.yrioN it RDEN Or

1)r. SIZEMORE. 111 th9, desegregation effort in Evanston. 111., it was
a total busing effort, the complete burden of which was on the shoulders
of the black commun'ty, in that the black children were the children
who were bused.

As a resident of Evanstonmy family came to Evanston in 1943,
and I was a senior at Evanston Township Iligh School from Septem-
ber 1943 until January 1944.

It's a township high vchool, and everyone who resides in the town-
attendF. So thereforc, it is an integrated facility.

Within that facinty, at that time, which was in 19-14, it was a
segregated facility within an integrated institution. In that black
people are in certain divisions and in certain classes.

My daughter attended Evanston Township High School in 1062 to
1906, and at that time, almost a little more than 20 years later, it was
still an integrated institution and a segregated facilit.y.

When. she went there, you could walk through the halls, Senator, and
if you saw no blacks in a classroom, then you knew it was advanced
trig, chemistry, physics, et cetera. If it was full of blacks, you knew
it was basic Eng 1101, one and two, and. basic math, and so forth.

And in extracurricular activities, there were seaf,Ay any black stm--
dents I -..ette:-.e there was a requirement stipulated that you could par-
ticipaG, in c'x.r. acnrricular activities only if your grade point average
was 3.5 or Lei ter.

Now this regulation operai:ed to the complete advantage of the white
commuitity, in that you didn't have to worry about any social mixing
of the black ana white students in extracurricular activities because
the blacks students simply wouldn't be there because the requirement
precluded any kind of participation of that kind.

My daughter .was talented in dance and drama. And as Mr. Haskins
has stated, the black students were excluded from participation in that
area because of the social implications of playing main roles in plays,
et cetera.

And the general condition, or state, I should say, of integration in
t hat. high selmol was a very low level. So that the b'lack students really
didn't go to the high school in the social sense. They complic,; with the
couopidsory school law, they went to the classes, they went, to the school..
lint they were really nota part of it.

Except in athletics. They played basketball.

BUSINO CONDITIONS

In elementary school, my mother lived on the corner where the bus
stopped every day. Senator, and when the busing operation began.
he black children would stand and wait for the. bus. They wouhl get

on the bus. There were no attendants there, and they would just hustle
on as best they could, and as children do. they would play and wrestle,
and do these kinds of things.

And there Was no adult supervision, except for the driver. The chil-
dren who were left by the bus were unsupervised. They were just left.
I followed the school bus for 3 daysthis was in the early days of the

:3 7
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integrationand at the school where I visited, the .fins came up to the
school, and the black children got out of the Inui 'to walk into the school,
and the other children in the neighborhood were standing there saying,
"Here come the coal cars. Here come the coal cars."

In some of the schools, in these middle-class communities the moth-
ers are gemerally at honict, because this f_ ocie,ty being a society that val-
ues male superiority, has oonsigned the role of women to the home, and
their human pottials re. not, maximized in the sense that they should
he, and they aro ,'oofini.-A to housekeeping .and other menial activities
that this society considers unworthy of remuneration.

And so they are at home. A.nd therefore, the schools do not have
facilities for lunch. And so when these black eh'ldren were shipped off
into these neighborhoods, they couldn't, come home for lunch. And the
bus didn't, come to take them home, so they had to bring lun' hes and eat
in the schools.

This the teachers resented, because they hadn't had this problem
before, beeause the children went home to lunch, and therefore the
teachers had an additional responsibility of having to supervise these
black ehildren who had to eat at school.

So they were crowded into classrooms and cubby-holes and elosets,
and resentful teachers were used to supervise these lunches. 1- as a
very cold and hostile environment, Senator. And many black children
were subjected to it in the early years.

EFFORTS OF SCIIOOL SUPERINTENDENT

Mr. CoffinGregory Coffin, who was superintendent of schools at
that timemet with parents and I had many opportunities to talk
with him about this condition, and he subsequently worked very hard
to correct it. He did several things. He tried to relieve the conditions
in the lunch rooms by making provisions for tbe students. They put
attendants on the buses. And he tried to employ more black people in
the system, in positions like administrative positions, counseling posi-
tions. teaching positions, in order to help black children make the nee-
essa Ty adju4ments to the hostility t hey were meeting.

Now in his efforts to do this. he came against a lot of resistance
in the eitv of Evanston. because Evanston bas a large black ponnlation
for a suburbclose to 23 percent now--and Evanston was abont the
business at that time of confining this black community in the west
side of Evanston, so that it wouldn't, spread. It was considered like the
black plague and often called the black blight.

And the black people were moving out of the west side into otlwr
areas in Evanston, and the city was resisting this movement through
zon ing laws and other legal and extra-legal operations.

And so -Dr. Coffin came up against this community control, Senaior:
in his effort to assist the black community in adjusting to the hostility
it was meeting in its efforts at desegregation. lie, too, was dismissed.

So the problems that committed people have to true integration
meet with such massive hostility from the community control of white
areas, that I see the black people suppressed by this hostility and being
the losers in integration.
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WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION

Now let's look at coriamunity control. In the Wood lawn area of
Chicago, where I worked as director of Woodlawn experimental
schools district, project, there is an organization called the Wood lawn
Organization, which is a mass-based community organization, and it
collaborated with the University of Chicago, and the Chicago Board
of Jducation, in the Wood lawn experimental schools district project,
wh:ch was a title III-funded project, whose primary objective WEIS to
re3tructure the social system through a mutuality of effort.

One goal was to change the roles and relationships in the school,
and the other was to change the roles and relationships in the com-
munity.

And the project was not only concerned with who worked together,
but how they worked together.

And there wa- a community board. Now this community board had
three delegations or contingents: One from the University of Chicago,
seven members; the Chicago Bourd of Education, or Chicago public
school system, seven members; and one from the Wood lawn Organiza-
tion with seven members.

Subsequently the University of Chicago gave up three of its seats
to the Wood lawn Organization, so Woodlawn then had 10, Universitzr
of Chicago had four, and the Chicago public school system had seven.

The Chicago public schools then gave up two of their seats to two
students at Hyde Park High Schooll and two teachers in the experi-
mental district, thereby limiting, their participation to three seats.

There were 21 members on this board, and this board was to make
policy for the three schools in the districtWordsworth Elementary,
Wordsworth Upper Grade, and Hyde Park High School. It is an all-
black district, 3,200 students, a kindergarten through 12 system.

VETO POWER

This board was really a recommending board that participated in
the initiation stages, but when the decisions were made about whether
or not they wanted to do something, it was really left in the hands of
the Chice.go Board of Education. But the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion never used its veto powers. Never. Most of the vetos were executed
by middle management, central office staff, and the school principals.

Because the memorandum of agreement made between the Chicago
Board of Education and the other two participati-ng institutions was
very vague, and the line staff was unclear, these many ambiguities
furnished the school principals and central office middle management
with avoidance routes so that they could circumvent the decisions made
by the local community board.

Let me give you some examples. The previous director, who is now
superintendent of schools in Newton, Iowa, Dr. Willard Congreve,
ordered a couch for his office in December 1968, and it arrived in May
1970.

With short-term, federally funded proiects which have only 2 or
3 years to operate, these kinds of purchasing requirements are really
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obstructive. They keep the, project from really doing what the funds
said it should do.

And though the community board made allocation of these moneys,
the central office middle management still could keep them from
getting it.

Also travel vouchers could be obstructed. If parents wanted to go
to Atlantic City to attend the A ASA convention which is a conserva-
tive organization, and they felt it was not responsive to the needs of
the parents in the commumry control, it was obstructed. Though the
funds w:5re finally granted. they were cut and were not what the
parents thought they should he.

These. kinds of obstacles were placed in the way by middle manage-
ment.

GANG VIrf,1T.ENCE

But some beautiful things happened. Not in community control. but
in citizen participation efforts. One was the alleviation of the very
bad gang problem at the Wadsworth Upper Grade Center when the
project began. The newspapers and the former principal described this
yard as a mini-Vietnam because there were so many shootinp-s and
incidents of violence in the. yard.

The parents and the students and the teachers met and 'addressed
themselves to the issue and designed some programs to work on the
problem. One. was a, work-study program so that, each one of the Na-
tions could participate in it. These are youth organizations sometimes
called gangs; the Black Disciple Nation, and the Biacic P. Stone
Nation.

And this program afforded an effort for these two groups of young
men to talk with each other about this problem, with the idea that they
would work toward its alleviation. This program started out with ad
all-male counseling project with the youth in the school. at Wadsworth
Upper Grade Center. These, youth were being recruited to meet with
ombudsmen from the two youth organizations to address themselves to
this problem.

Since October 16, 1969, until this present day, there has been no act
of violeace on the Wadsworth Yard. That is one of the accomplish-
ments of this project, and citizen participation, and collective deci-
sionmaking model.

AcrtrrvEmE-x-r ILTWELS

_Another is the almost complete elimination of nonready first
o-raders, so that less than 1 percent of the kindergarten students now
entering first gradeless than 1 percent are now not ready to read.

Achievement, scores for third grade students. that have been just
released. indimte a massive improvement in all the quartiles of the
medium achie,vement ranks in almost every area tested, and I have
given you a table citing these improvements.

you move -up, it. becomes more difficult to move the achievements,
because of experiences the students have bad in schopls preceding the
proiect. But even in sixth grade, there are instances where improve-
ment. is showing.

With the male counseling group, whi.ch we call the Young IN fen of
Walsworth, the counselor who is in charge of that group (Mr. Julius

ejin
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Newborn), for a masters degree thesis did a study with this group of
young men. He -Torked with them 'and tested them in several study-
sk ill areas, and then compared their 'achievementwith boys in the same
age bracket in a neighboring school, in like social and economic cir-
cumstances. And he found our young men improved in all except two
areas of study skills.

So I am saying that in a school. 'where you have an aggregate model,
where everyone participates in the decisionmakmg, .and everyone lias
chalice to put in his ideas of what the needs and demands and programs
are, that there is a better chance of a development of a positive self
concept, a better chance for the development of a sense of power over
one's destiny, a better change for a reduction in alienation, and thereby
a mud better chance for improvement of the .achievement.

Senator MONDALE. How do you deal 'with the findings .of the Cole-
man reports, which concluded, as I understand it, that children .from

isa civ al it a ged backgrounds"the poor, of ten undernourished, from
poor housing, with poor health care, without books, *at coterawill do
better if they are permitted to attend schools in which the dominant
makeup is of ehildren from so-called 'advantaged social ,and economic
ba ckgrounds.

COLEMAN REPORT

.As I understood Dr. Coleman, his point is not a, racial oneblack
kids caui only learn when with white kidsbut that the same process
would work with upper middleclass blacks dominating a school into
which poor black children came.

Ana that from his study, considering all the inputsteachers,
money, classrooms, and so onthat the greatest and most hopeful
va riable was this kind of social-economic integration in a stable en-
v ironmelit. That is his argument.

That study is enormously influential in American education. My
impression is that both of you reject it. But I would like to hear you
respond.

Dr. SizumonE. Well, I have many quarrels with that study. Social
science, Senator, in this country has a tendency to support the institu-
tion or the value system of male supetiority, of white-European supe-
riority, and superiority of people with money.

And it seems to me what Dr. Cokman found out is that money makes
a, difference, and I certainly agree with that.

There is another study(Sexton study) on education and income,
which validates that premise. There is 'another study by (Susan Sta-
dolski and Lesser) and another man, which found that as a group
I think they tested three groupsJewish, black and Puerto Rican
amid Chinese, I thInkand they found that in each group, as the group
becanie more economically stable, in other words, came up, the achieve-
ment scores did too.

CRITICISM OF COLEMAN REPORT

No one took this seriously, though, Senator. Because if anyone had
taken it seriously, then they would have taken the money and given it
to the parents. You know, they would have said, OK, this is the way
you raise reading scores, and just raised all of the income levels of all
the families to $5,000, and this would raise the achievement scores.
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No one took that seriously, and yet everybody is taking Dr. Coleman
seriously, and my first question was, why ? And so I started looking at
Coleman's study, and I used (Levin and Bowles') criticism that was
published subsequently.

Many big cities did not cooperate, if ;you will recall. Chicago was
one. And many black people live in big cities. That was first.

Second, there were not many longitudinal studies. First I want a
study on a school like Evanston Township High School, which has
been, integrated for a. hundred years, and I want to know what has it
done for my people. For instance, in the class in which my daughter
was a graduate, how many went to college and how many are still in
college and how many did graduate when she did? I think that would
tell a real story about the effects of integration on education.

So I am saying thatas you already stated there wereI had many
arguments with the study, and the sample and the population that
was excluded, as well as that which was included.

Third, that population that was included was predominantly
northeastern, and I had some problems with that. The black population
which comes to Chicago comes up Highway 51, on the Illinois Central,
straight out of the heart of Mississippi. And the problems that they
bring to the big city are all of the problems that are in Mississippi, and
they are really hardcore problems that demand hard work for resolu-
tion. And so I have a lot of problems with that.

Next I bad problems with what kinds of black children are in in-
tegrated facilities. It may be that the black children who are concen-
trated in integrated facilities come from a higher socioeconomic range
than tha black children who are concentrated in the inner cities and
who were excluded from the study.

Those a le the questions that I asked.
Then I had some other questions. Coleman also said these strdents

in these integrated schools bad a stronger sense of power over their
destiny, and one of the main questions I addressed to him was that if
this is so, then how ould the sk -in movement begin in an all-black
college in the South, predominantly led by black students who had
spent their lives in segregated institutions. The sit-in movement, in
my estimation, has been the strongest movement in terms of exhibiting
a sense of power cy,7-1. one's destiny. It emerged from the students. was
led hy the strider ' Ind in some instances in complete opposition to
the civil rights movement at that time, and its leadership at- that
moment.

So T have those questions with the Coleman report. I am still study-
ing it. It demands a lot of study to answer your questions with empiri-
cal evidence, which I do not have at this time. But those are the ques-
tions. and since, the. question is the foundation of all scientific inquiry.
at this moment I. can only share with you my questions, but hopefully.
at some future date. I will have some empirical evidence to answei
your question more explicitly.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Haskins. would von like to respond to that ?
Mr. HA SKINS. Just briefly, on a very different level. Perhaps on a

level that again sort of deals with a kind o-." historical use that this
country has made of findings, that They seem to continually come up
with one reason or another to indicate that black children aren't croing
to learn.
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I personally- feel that it has be,ni demonstrated, both with the ex-
ample that Dr. Sizemore gives of education and some of the things
that again few people have been able to do when they have some
semblance, of control. There are certain things that have not been tested
out. It, really has not been tested out that a black community in control
of their own facilities and really able to make their own decisions could
not do a much better job than has been done for them by people who
feel, if nothing else, that they have to be with whit people in order
to be educated.

I think there are many things egocentric about this country. There
are different countries all over the world that don't have any white
Americans there, and they seem to do a fQir job of educating their
children. China, African countries. And there really are not enough
white Americans to go around.

I almost feel as if, barring that kind of conclusion, everybody is lost.
And I question seriously those kinds of findings, because the real

opportunity at equality in any sense, in decisionmaking and input, has
never been afforded, and any study that is done on integration or de-
segregation at this point is done upon tbe basis that I deseribed earlier,
that really has not been basically challenged up until now.

ISSUE TS CONTROL

I'd like to say one thing that I think both Dr. Sizemore and I. hare
said, but maybe not strongly enough, and that is that. I think basically
what we are talking about is not necessarily segregation or sepa:.ation,
although in some instances, because of the history of this country, some
things are done easier in one setting than andherbut what we are
basically talking about is that people have some real control over the
destiny of themselves and their children, and that the destiny of one's
child not be put in the hands of people who up until now have demon-
strated that they are not int,drested in the destiny of the child, because
they certainly will end up abusing or miseducating the child. So there
will be situations where people find themselves in any ki of setting-,
either integrated or desegregated or not, but in each instance I think
those people who are most concerned about the children have to be the
ones that have a great deal to say about what happens to the lives of
their children.

Senator MONDALE. Would you say that the so-called ivil -eights in--
tegration movement, as it has affected education since 954, has been
a wasted effort ?

Mr. HAsiciNs. That. is a hard thing to answer.
Senator MONDALE. 'Would you abandon the effort ?

DEFINITION OF INTEGRATION

Nfr. IT.sici.s. No. Dr. Sizemore and I were talking last ni,ht abwit
how really a life of a person is a very, very short thing, and we don't
know what, kind of things really have impact.

I myself cannot abandon the idea that hopefully one day we will get
rid of all these traits of arrogance, or whatever it is that keeps us us a
group of people from just operating together as people, and let people
be a-% they would.
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I guess the thing I address myself to and constantly look for is
,equality, and when people pushed for integration, they were looking
for equality and -an open society, and people began to use different
definitions for it.

I t.liiiik that I would still. hold the same definition, and when peop;e
say an open society or equality .and begin to think of the means by
which they can .approach this the question is now, at this point in
time, in this place, in this couary, are the options just one, or are the
options several ? And. are we on the right timetable ?

And the other thing is, are -we allowing people to use what we are
saying for something else? BeCause certainly the th'..ng Dr. Sizemore
talked about, about the letting go of the black principals and black
teachers in the South, because of the statement that people would
make, for instance, that as long as there is a white kid there, no black
person is going to teach himif this is what people mean by
integration

.0r in the Greenburgh district that I verked in, the real struggle we
had was to finally get. them to begin to put black admhtistrartors in.
There was the statement that they couldn't find black administrators,
or no one. was qtmlified. And actually, the place from which they drew
their administrators, these were people who had been supe%-intendent,
of schools in a district where there was one school for 25 kids, way up
in the woods of New York someplace, -where a black .person could never
get 'a job ; .and a, person wi7o had been a principal or assistant. principal
in a school in New York City, had handled many more children in a
much more complicated situation titan tins person who came from up-
state New York, but people held onto the credential, to the things that
were there, so that even in that setting. the question of decisionmaking,
the question of where are you ready to make a. move and where aren't
youthese persist.

The problems in New York, even as I say in places where it's pre-
dominantly black, the question of integration really goes beyond the
children, it, has .to really talk about the teaehers, about the admin-
istrators, the board members, has to talk about who decides where
the money goes, ha,s to talk about the custodian jobs that are paying
$45,000 a, year in certain spots, and in some cities it's the only plaee
where You don't find black janitors, because. they pay too much money.

All of these things ai.e. things NV0 have to talk about, and if you talk
just on Hie level of what, classroonw are the children going to. Nye tire
really not talking about, anything.

HAZARDS OF INTEORATIr. EFFORTS

Senator MONDALE. Let me sharpen the question more. There are a
number of school superintendents like Dr. Coffin from Evanston who
belong to a growing fraternity of fired school superintendents, who
liave tried to make school integration work in the broader definition or
equality and sensitivity to which Mr. Haskins has made reference.

And there are school board members who 1-ave lost their jobs, many
of them now. in the same (07P._art. It's getting to be a large fraternity.
It could make up quite a conwyntion of peoplewho tried.

And there are some politicians who are still tryin!-r, who mouth the
word busing. try to pass a thing called the Quality Integrated Educa-
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tion Act, things like that, obviously exposing themselves to very serious
critical repercussions.

Would you recommend to these people to drop those efforts now,
and concentrate on community control, or what are you recommending ?

Mr. HASKINS. When you define the terms, from my point of view,
correctly, they are not erther/or concepts. When you really talk about
equality, open. society, sensitivity, they are not opposites. And again,
we have to be careful that we don't allow other people to define for us
the things that we mean.

There are people who tell me that community control is nothing but
old fashioned segregation. It is not old fashioned segregation. Com-
munity control, people try to define, as Dr. Sizemore said, as either
local control or decentralization. And it is none of that.

It is only trying to somehow speak to the fact that there are certain
basic things wrong with this country, and a lot of people have to try.
Obviously if people are losing their jobs, the problem is that there
aren't enough people trying, because if there were enough

CONSTITUENCY FOR INTEGRATION

Senator MONDALE. But isn't it a practical fact that if black educators
take the position that what really is most important today is community
control over their own institutions, and if that is what they wantI
agree with you, if that is what they wantthat in fact the constituency
for integration efforts is gone ?

Mr. HASKINS. I don't understand.
Senator MONDALE. Well, if the black community doesn't want inte-

frration9
then shouldn't we spend our time on trying to make community

control work, and worry about integration sometime down the road?
Wouldn't that be the preferable emphasis of our effort?

Mr. IfAsKirrs. I'll let Dr. Sizemore answer that. Somehow, I guesc'
Fin not saying what I want to say.

Dr. SlzEMORE. The black community mainly wants to participate in
all of the institutions, and that includes decisionmaking institutions
of this society, Senator. That is really the goal.

And you can look at it something; like this. How do you get from
n position of oppression to a positioi A liberation without getting
ex t m-minated. That is the problem that my people have. Okay ?

We thought integration was the answer, because it was visualized
as open society, tot al free aceess to every opportunity in the sense of
equality. liberty, and fraternity. That is the way.it was envisioned.

That turned out to be desegregation, to be manipulated for the best
interests of a group. so that black people said. wait. a minute. that's
not p-oinp- to get ns there, that's going to get us killed, so let's look at
this.

OPEN SOCIETY

But remember now that the goal is an open society. That is the goal.
So whatever short term propositions that are made must be propo-
sitions which work toward that long term goal, because if the short-
term propositions work in opposition to the long term goal. they can
be very destructive.

So to say tl,nt black people are croing to give up this struggle for the
open society, I think is a mistake, and T tried t o say that in the end of

4 5
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toy impel. when i said that. we have to cont Mlle to struggle for a cul-
turally pluralistic and Amerietui society. I want to abandon integra-
tion---4he termbecause I think it's been prostituted and now does
not have the meaning that it originally hadthe democratic, equal.
lilwrty. fraternity, red, white, and blue meaning any more.

And what I am saying now is that if America is a combination of
equal (liltiiral groups, then evey institution has an obligation to treat
them with parity.

Previously, groups constructed their own institutions to get. from a
position of oxclusion to a position of inclusion. The Irish Catholics
ittud the Catholic Church. The Jews used the synagogue. Both of these
people as a group occupied excluded posit ions at one t »no. and used
these institutions and a multitude of associations and organizations.
based on might is right, and right is always which group grew Out of
a sei Hi ra t ist Inise.

The Irish Catholics were violent. and the Jews were nonviolent, but
they still started at separatism. They had a psetulospecies declaration.
an identity specification :md a territorial imperative and they used
religion, the most powerful organization dynamic man knows to
createa separatist base out of which nationalism grew. And this
nat ioualism was 80 powerful, Senator, that the Jewish.people walked
around for 2,000 years with just this concept of land in their minds,
until it exploded into reality in the State of Israel in 1948.

Religion :aid nationalism are the most powerful organizing dy-
namics that mankind knows, and every excluded group has utilized
theze weapons in a struggle from poverty to a positio» of inclusion in
that. society.

But the goal was always the open society. In other words, to exist in
pluralistic frame of reference with all the other groups, in a position

of pa.rity.
Now I do believe that most black people want this. so this means

that every one then is struggling for fle same thing, liberty, equality.
fraternity. for their group.

And if your group is exeluded. then vou just start further down the
line. you see. So it appears to the peoi;le already existing in a parity
position that you are withdrawing, but what you are really trying to
do is to consolidate your people power, so that you can push yourselves
through to that position. because they are not going to let you in unless

you have sonie power to make die thrust.

ECONOMIC RASE

What the previously o.chaltil group did was fir-tt have It separatist

base, then r(msolidated t Immo these dynamics into natimutlism, and

then build an economic base on work where they had complete control.
Like you have heard of the Polish American Plumbing tTnions. And
take thu city of Chicago. We joke about it end call it the Irish Catho-

lic lief of King Richard of Bridgeport. That's a jolfe.

But you create the economic work base. and out or th; J.,11 can

form coalitions and voting blocks and whou the blaek connnunity von-
solidates all this power. it can bay, v.e are going to integrate with you
and get across the table and be partners.
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lint until a group can do this. it operates from IL periphery of ex-
clusion. It cannot operate from a position of parity in a decisionmak-
lug sene.

MONDALE. The Legal Defense Fund of the NAACP is con-
ducting h wsuits around the country, principally in t lw oitIi, hut it
plan, to move elsewhere, to require school districts to desegregate. or
integrate. including bw;ing and programs of transferring students.
It reeet,i ly NV011 a la iidnur..k case. the (Iluir/o/le-illeeklenhyry case,
%%16(11 in a massive pro:rram of desegregation in the Charlotte-
Med:hail airg .tiva in North Ca rolina.

)(i you agree that. that. is a liroper strategy. or woold you prefer to
iliainlon that effort and concent rate On the community control stategy ?

Dr.. SIZEMOIM. I think, at this point, in the black community the
priority Id tic the consolidation of the people power.

TI;,,ye ;Iry two kinds of power. Senator. Land from which all capital
cow tieople.

MONDALE. I understand that. But in other words, you think
the Legal Defense Fund is moving in the wrong direction?

Sivxmom:. It depends on the community. If the community is
only 10-percent black, then you have to' have a different kind of ap-
proach. But the black community lives everywhere, and you cannot
say that a strategy that i right for the consolidation of people power
in a commmiitv where there tore a million black people, will be the
sant(' in a smali community or rural area where there is a small black
population.

Senator MONDAT.E. Charlotte-Mecklenberg had something like f2S-
percent black.

Dr. :'IZEMORE. Then it would be comparable to Evanston, H., prob-
ably, and I would say yes, that they would be making the right move
for that population, providedprovidedthat the black community
had the opportlutity to pa rtieipate in that &vision.

DECISION:5 MADE WITHOUT PARTICIPATION

nut if decisions are made for a con munity without its participation,
and their specific needs and demands are not stated, in whatever proc-
ess is exc,mted, it will be the wrong thing for this commnnity.

Aml I am not in any position to say here wIwtlw, that is good for the
black community of Charlotte-Meckleaberg. 1 don't know.

What I am ioterested in devising is a deeistonmaking apparatus that
will give the Wiwi,: conummity the same nevess to the decisiomnaking
power in desegregation modeis that the white commnoity has. and if
t he N. A( 'I) is act nig in the interest Of t hat Had; community, awl that
community has directed it to do. then 1 would lie in accord wa ii that
decision.

If, lioNvev 't 9bstritcted that long term goal, then I would net be
in fa vor of it.

Senator MoNo.w:. Mr. Haskins. would you recommend that the
NAACP continue its present coutse, or would you recommend a di f-
ft.ront cours7c ?

Mr. IE.nK1xs. T go back to what I said before. and that is. I think
t t !,, I 11 .bloins that we lin e to atteml to are much ureatc r than the
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of ehildren. I think that when a bo;led of edueni remoilN
white and when all the plans around how this is to 1 done are done On
a basis of that, so that you have in city a fter city the complete burden
of 11w solving of the desegregation problem on the shoidders of the
black children being sent into communities that are hostile, when you
have principals and teachers losing their jobs, if that is the result of
he integration, I am against it.

Senator MONDALE. Well, ILIP you saying. then
Mv.. HASKINS. And I inn sure NAACP is against it, if that is the

result. also.
TWO SEPARATE STRATEGIES

Se111Itol* MONGALE. Certainly. Would you say then that what yon are
really talking about are two separate strategies? One is minim:114y
control, which you have described, and which you experienced On

basis; and the other alternative is integratim in the real sense,
where you have not only control but equality?

Mr. I TASK INS. But, there are some communitiesI don't, know exactly
where, but I am sure there are places in Nebraska and Iowa and other
plaeeswhere the black community is not lost, where the black coin-
mmiities are relatively small.

The thing I am talking about is something that would serve black
people wherever they are, and pat them in the position in which the
respect for them and their children as people allows them to have
input into whatever decisions are made.

WHITE CONTROL

Now I think that when you have a community that, for whatever
reason at this point, is all black, like Washington, D.C.parts of it
for it to be completely controlled by all white people, which filially
ends up being the case, something is wrong in that kind of relationship.

When you have a community like Ocean-Hill Brownsville, where
they push for more and more control of their schools, and find that the
teachers who teach in that community do not live in that community,
but leave at the end of the day and really, basically see their allegiance
to another community, then something is -vrong, someplace.

Now, I think, what we have L continue to look at is where we are,
and how did we get to where we are, and what are the th;ngs we
finally want, mid I think also recotnize that there is really no onc
solution.

I just knowand I know it,that a. school that is totally popelated
by black children does not stop those children from learnt e,, I r the
people N.'ho come in there work: with ti la as if they can learn.

I also know that if I put black children in a desegregated setting
where people have a need to continually prove that these children are
inferior, they will mess those children up in that setting also.

So I think the things we are really talking about have to do with,
again, the place that people find themselves int in the ,-ociety, how are
they going to liandle it, how do we really begin to make certain that
people are se;en as people with equality, and not that s,c,me people are
to decide and oilier people are to abide by those decisions.
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I use terms like colonial relationship and so forth. These are »ot
farfetched things. These are basically the place where people find tlivui-
selves. I can tell you that, to use a personal example, I was forced
not forced, because you can't force peoplebut the music that I was
supposed to appreciate was "Country Gardens" by Granger.

When actually, I fully appreciatea music. I love music. As a matter
of fact, I had dreamed of being a saxophofl f. player like Lester Young.
That was my music. But I happened to go to a school where a group of
people decided that that wasn't music to be appreeiated. The music
to be appreciated was that which they appreciated, not what I

ppreciated.
As a result, I can't play a saxophone, and I still don't like "Country

Gardens" by Granger.
And that's an example -ve can laugh at, but there are many ex-

amples of a kind of arrogance of what is right and what is wrong
that are forced upon people, and I think what we are talking about,
whether it is community control or really integration, is that those
practices stop as soon as possible.

RESISTANCE TO INTEGRATION AND C0M3IUNITT CONTROL

:.jenator. MOND:1LE. The reason I am pressing you on policy is that
rin't it quite obvious that both movements are in serious t rouble ? Both
integration and community control?

Mr. HASEINS. Education in general.
Senator MONDALE. And education to !loot. That is, integration in

the fineskdefinition of the wordand we nave had two or three 7ery
fine definitions here this morningand community control, are bein,
met with enormous resistance. Each of you had experience withwhat-
ever you call it, community control oz decentralizationin which the
real operations were left in someone else's hands. And as you 6aid,
Mr. IIaskins, it was really Antioch that ran your school ; and in your
case, Dr. Sizemore, you found middle-level bureaucrats running your
school.

In New York City, where there were three experimental districts
which were rather impressive examples of community control, the
legislature came along and rolled that back until now I suspect they
have something lzke you have in Chicago, where there is apparent con-
trol, but in fact it is run by others. And I think this has been happen-
ing tlA Poughout the country. Se if either course or both courses are to
be pursued, it is going to take a very strong, conscious, national poHey
commitment with a lot of steam to achieve it. A in I not correct ?

Mr. HASKINS. But that would be in any city in this country, no
matter what tactic you use, pal are going to 11:Ive r1.010(411 W11011

you address ec
Senator MONDALE. That's true. Now that being true, and since this

committee is Eniited to the educational issue, what ere the key ele-
ments of a national policy you would recommend that we pursne here

in the Congms
I think I understand what you have 1,en saying that 1)ears on

this, but I would like you to repeat it if you would in response to that

question.

7,9-411 4
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BROADENING BASE OP DECISIONMATEING

Dr. SizEmour. I think the administration of the school has to be
viewed in ternr; of its hierarchial structure. In all its Max Weber
splendorline staff, general superintendent tells the area superintend-
ent. who tells the district superintendent, who tells the principal, tells
the teacher, who tells the students. and parents are excluded. That is
line staff.

hierarchial,tradiC ma]. authoritarian organization s', are
protesting. Parents are protesting it. Teachers are protestii
munity organizations are protesting it.

It seems to me that since this country wants very badly to be a
demo,raey and save it for the world. we ought to start, practicing it.
And lees flatten that pyramid out so that everyone has an oppor-
timity to sit in at the deeisionmaking table. The community, adminis-
trators. parents. teachers, and students.

So that all tho roles ean participate in making a decision about what
4rOeS )11 ;:i th;lt intitiitiOii. SO if r111 profit from this inrnt. This 'will
also help teachers execute their tasks in the teaching-learning process.
That is iny first recommendation.

TEACHER TRAINING

My ,:omeii eoeommendation is that policy in teacher training
so that teaehers learn how to diagnose as wellas to prescribe. Presently,
teachers give out pr ..riptions. The school opens on September 1; the
teacher con, .s into the classroom with 40 beautiful new children and
starts giving (mt. prescriptions.

Tf we would go to a doctor like that, we would really die a lot
earlier. Tmagine going to a doctor and saying, I have a headache, and
T am sick. I have been up all night and T have these problems, and he
sits there and gives you a prescription, and says, get these pills, they
will fix yon up. without even looking at you, or asking you questions,
without taking your pulse or temperature. We wouldn't tolerate it.

Senator MoNnm.r. I am on the Health Snbcommittee, too, and that
is what is goin7 on.

Dr. SizinionE. Well, the practice dcae,-; not help health any more
than it helps edumtion, and I think that teachers need to learn how to
diagnose problems. learnin problems, teaching problems, by learning
some techniques the social science- do have to offer, like participant
observation and interviewing. That is 1-Ay second recommendation.

My tl oennoriendation is the idea that education takes place just
in roomF, with a teacher, and number el children, this should be
abandoiwd as the only way that education can take place. And that a
strong consideration be given to the utilization of public institutions
like the Senate. maybefor learning, real learning, situaticns.

Also that public policy at the Federal level should ready look at rhe
yeorld of work for young people. Young people are being cbandoLed

his country by employment, and 4' imemployment rs nig
black youth in the black community is a3 40 pereenv 9, even
higher among hlck females.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

That the whole arena of work for young people be amtlyzed and
11101V opportunities be given to them so that when a poor youngster
graduates frmn a high school, it really means something, and yon don't
have any more students graduating from vocational high schools with
straight A in plumbing, who can't get into the plumbing unions.

This is a tragedy. And I think ilia. every vocational high school
shotild have an employnwnt office or placement service in it so that
\\lien the students gradnate with certain skills, that the school is re-
sponsible for piecing then) in the world of wori..

Senator MoNDALE. Mr. Haskins, would you try the Haskins plait
for America ?

InsKINs. I think that virtually all of the plans have been
stated- -T. jnst think that whenever we really get down to the business
of tryi,:g to live up to the things that have been sai, I, beautifully so
man v t hites, t;mat that is the important thing.

I ihink I mentioned to you my concern about. desegregation. But I.
could say that separate but equal waS 'never 'ecinal..And -somehow, the
legislation, the various legislatures never"Seetned able-to enforce that.

contend that, integration that is going on now-is not really integra-
tion, but I don't know whether legislatures will be able to enforce that.

I think for myself, and I hope for as many other people as possible, I
will continue to look at the di tremices between the words and the act,
and not use the words to behave as if the act has been completed, and
keep on fighting in whichever way I think is correct.

And we must examine the acti:ms that we take to see whether or not
they re:111v lead to what we want ihem to lead to. I donbt seriously that
I co ild in any way outline any one strat egy.

And I hate to leave it that vague, but I guess that is the only thing
can do.

ROLE Ok WHITES

Senator MONDALE. What role w okl you recommend for white peo-
ple in the struggle? What should be doing?

l)r. SIZEMORE. One of the big i.foolems as I see it is the education of
white people, and I really had some strong feelings about teacher
training institutions for white teachers in white communities and I
feel that these teacher training lust it utimis must dip those students
with the true history of the Con ntry, and not time prostituted version,
that they are going to have to deal with certain statements that, have
been ii ceept ed me-; fact.

Let's take a very common tele ChriHte,,iqu. Columbits discovered
Antericz,. This just couldn't have happened, oevause 1-.1e Indians Wel-
already here, and unless you want to say that the _Indians cvere.wit
people. then you have to sty they must have discove:Pd America, since
they were here.

Now some kinds of methods and approaches and content must be
desielied to help youne white teacher.-i deal witb. these lies in history,
first.

Also, to deal with the fact that white European superiority is ac-
ce,pted as a value and that is promulgated in the schools, it is taught

Siz:_
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You don't teach it -. in the Dick tnul .Taiw reader, but it is taught in the
Dick and J ane .reader, and that white teachers are going to have to deal
with white people on this issue.

Senator, young brilliant white students come into the black com-
munity to teach because they are scared to deal with their own people
and it's easier to deal with black people, so they come in as mission-
aries to save us, because they will get killed if they attempt to save
their own.

I don't know whetlwr or not you know what happens to people like
Dr. Coffin when the white community withdraws its support, but there
is a fear there for the lives of your family, because you live in the
midst of this community and bombs can be thrown at your house and
your children can be hurt.

.A..nd so the white teachers have to deal with this phenomenon in the
white community. I think that is the most dlieult thing for a white
teacher to do, and I think that it's crucial.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much. I appreciate your most
useful statement and your very candid answers.

The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Thursday
in room G308, cf the New Senate Office Building.

(-Whereupon, at 12 noon, the Select Committc was rnessed, to re-
convene at 13 a.m., on July 29, 1971, in room G308 of Llia New Senate
Office Building.
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THURSDAY, JUL77 29, 1971

SEN.TE
SEEECT COMMITTEE ox

EQUAij EDUCATIONAL, OPPORTUNITY,
TV asking ton. D .0.

The Sekct Committee met at 10 :24 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
G308, of the New Senate Offiee Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale chairman of the colnmittee, presiding.

Present: Senator Mondale.
Staff members present : William C. Smith, staff director and general

counsel ; and Donald S. Harris, profesSional staff.
Senator MONDALE. Would Mr. Brown and the other members of the

panel.please come to the witness table ?
r1T111s morning we continue our hearings on the cc iiatinity school

movement, and we will hear a panel of witnesses from the Morgan
Community School in Washington, D.C., includimr Mr. Robert Brown,
chairman of the board. Mr. Brown, will you intrZuee the other mem-
be2s of the panel ?

Mr. Bnowic. Right. The other members of the panel are Mrs. Jean
Holiday, who is a parent, and president of the Parent Advisory Cm-
mittee ; Mr. John Anthony, principal of the school; Mrs. Arlene
Young, assistant principal and teacher at the school ; and Mrs. Louise
Baxter, 7Iio is a member of PAC and a parent.

STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT BROWN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
MORGAN COMMUNITY SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. BROWN. The purposeful and dismal failure of the educational
system throughout our country to adequately educat( black people
calls for and demands relevant and constructive change for the black
comnmnity. For generations, the black community has prescribed and
subscribed to the notion that educational inequities in our country
would soon be eliminated. The end result is that our people have been
living in a world of unknown mythology which is far beyond the
tem aeles of superstition.

The framework for public education in America from its beginning
divided its people by setting up a so-called "Separate but Equal Sys-
tem of Education" which was doomed to failure. Peehaps i4 we could
relive and truly dedicate ourselves to the democratic principks of
oneness and togetherness, the problems which confront us now could
justly be avoided.

(5891)
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Un fort Inuit ely, ea linot tel IV(' I le i a nd if we could. i he
degree of racism would make it mose ifficult to truly accomplish what
our country should really be about.

school ;ysteni w:hicli handicaps some of its peoplebiacks
particula rfor life, is not worthy of public support. Education of
black people has been, to a great extent, meaningless imitation. Blacks
are acutely aware of what others have , through positive inspira-
tion ; they also know that these inspira and opportimities hi
not been equated for them.

Our interpretation of community control is, ideally, that it is a
community controlled school which would be operated by the com-
munity with the larger system providing the moneys and other sup-
portive services as requested by the school.

COIIMUNAL REPRESENTATIVE SCHOOL BOARD

The community controlled school must be governed by an elected
board of local commumty people. The board must be responsible for
staff, eurriclum, and school utilization. The size and makeup of the
board must be decided upon by the community, but it must be as
rLpresentatve of the area the school serves as possible.

The school must be responsible aiul responsive to the needs and
desires of the community in the educational program carried out and
in other services and facilities offered. It must take both its Coein
and substance from the needs of children attending it and others
using it.

The community controlled ,chooI should be a center in
munity. It should provide educational, enrichment, remedial recrea-
tional nrograms for everyone in the community.It should be the
gathering place for people to meet and discuss things important to
them. It should provide space for other community services and be a
place through which assistance, advice, and referrals to other services
can be given.

INTERAG_ ION OF SCHOOL BOARD AND COMMUNITY

The community controlled school should affect the community and
the community in turn should affect the school. The school should
be in a sense a small community within itself.

What black people want is to control their own :nstitutions, rather
than 11!wing institutionscontrolled by otherscontrol them.

We AN ant to deviJe a curric,fl m whi .11 is relevant and meaningful
o HS as a people ; we want our ehildrei: to be able to identify thew..
,zelves in our )ciety and in our own way in order for blacks to possess
pride and digni

We want to teneh our children love for and revect for their fellow
man, be he white, red, yellow, Gr black. ince this has not Iron IICCOID-
plished bv the educatnal s7stem, we can no longer aloru the luxury of
Pittin ft idly by while our children stagnate in the midst o bureau-
cratic irresponsiveness. We want education to produce individuals
capable of making their Own decisions and thinking for themselves.
fiot robots who eonform to whatever i the norm at that time.
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If blacks are te become a part of the mainstream in our country, we
mirlt be active participants hi the deeisionmaking process, for with-
out that right, we will continue to be parasitic hi all of our endeavors.

Therefore, one solution to the problems confronting black people
throueout this country is effective community control of the one
institution which greatly affects the lives and future of our children
education.

SUCCESS OF COMMUNITY CONTROL

After Inving just completed our foul th year of community control,
we are delighted to emphatically state tuat we have seen much prog-
ress In many facets of our educational program.

Parents and community members a ad other interested persons are
free to come into the school and visit classes, vohmteer their services
and/or state their grievances without having to make appointments.

They are treated with respect and allowed to carry themselves with
dignity. The school now welcomes them and their children as they
are, always respecting their values, rather that., imposing ours upon
them.

The atmosphere is such that our children have developed a keen in-
terest in and love for the school. With the dedication and commitment
of the school personnel, the children know that they are loved and
wanted. In :fact, one comment regularly made by cur numerous visi-
torsfor example, Mrs. Martha Mitchell, w-ife of the Attorney
General

Senator MONIJALE. Did she visit or call ?
BROWN. She visitedis that they have never seen children so

happy to be in school.
Consequently, this positive image has helped to create within our

children a spirit of brotherhood which is certainly needed in these
ill days of divisiveness and insecurity.

In spite of the many obstacles placed in our pathfor example,
recent inaccurate news accounts written by racists whose sole purpose
is to discredit black people by making malicious and nonsupportable
accusationsthe tireless efforts of the people involved in our pro-
gram have attested to the worth, the relevance, and the need for com-
munity control. Although some would like to kill ir spirit, this type
of debasemeit serves to encourage us to strive even harder to prove
that black people can control their own destinies.

The seed of community control is one which we know will grow
ke :be vines of the sweet smelling honeysuckle.
in concliC n, community control is the most viable, innovative,

exciting and lasting solution to the biaek's most pressing problem
the education of his greatest assetsYs children.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much. Mr. Brown. In what
order would you wish the others to make their tatements or
observations?

Let's start with the principal Mr. Anthony. FTC might comment
and nen we'll pr(,,eed in whatever order you wi0).
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STATEMENT OF JOHN ANTHONY, PRINCIPAL, MORGAN

COMMUNITY SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. ANTHONY. Basically, I think that this whole concept of coin-
mtmity control is certainly a very positive one. I think it's a solution
to many of the problems confronting black communities throughout
the country.

NEGATIVE BASIS OF INTEGRATION

I feel that this whole thing about integrat° ti, the blacks rationale
for integration, dealth primarily with the understandiin,: that, because

f the inefficiencies; because of the school -'..'stenis that did not give
th(lo the kind of equal opportunities, which had different curricula
for black schools than for white schools, I think initially that blacks
said. by having their children to go to a white school, that this really
helped them. I think that was their rationale.

I think that what has happened is that, because of the many crises
in schools where we have many blacks and whites going to school .
together, have really come about because what the blacks had thought,
did not. exist there, and I think what blacks really want today is
quality e(lucation for their children, be it in a white neighborhood or
in the black neighborhood.

T. think what they are saying is, we want quality education for our

children.
Not only that, I think the parents in particular are immensely con-

cerned with people respecting them, and especially the school per-
sonnel respecting them as parents. After all, the children belong to
them.

We have found at Morgan that the parents are welcome, they come

into the school any time they get ready, they don't have to come to
the office. We don't even encourage them to come to the office. They go

directly to the classrooms. They come in and help with the lunch
program. Th come in and hold classes when teachers have to go to

workshops.
And as a result of that. we have found that it has made a tremendous

impact oh, I guess, a rekindling of sonic kind of faith in the educa-
tional :,ystein.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. .Anthony, how long have you been associated

with Moriran ?
Mr. A NTIION Y. Three years.
Senator ON!)ALE. Three years. And where did you teach before?
M. ANTI TONY.. I taught school ; , Florida, and also T taught scitool

in Germany.
Senator lIoNDALE. In Florida, were you teaching in segregated

schools?
Mr. ANT1Ti;NY. Yes : in segregated schools, and then I did some

teaching in an integrated school.
Senator IN Ii-)ND.LE. Where did you take your academie training ?
Mr. AN'I Y. I have a bachelor's degree from ntine College. in

Augusta. Ga., and a mastcl.:3 from Columbia University, and further
studies at Harvard.
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Senator MONDALE. Have you taught in a so-called desegretet I or
integrated school, or has your experience been principally i n an al l-

blaek Or all-white school system ?

Mr. ANTHONY. Well, let me raise this question. When you say a de-
segregated school, what are you saying ?

Senator MONDALE. I think you said earlier t hat in -Florida you had
taught in an all-black school. And Morgan i8 what? I think yoti said
90 percent ; is that correct?

-Air. ANTHONY. Right.
Senator MONDALE. Now you also taught, yon said, in Germany. Was

that an armed services school ?

Mr. ANTHONY. Right.
,7-ienator. MONDALE. NOW if I might ask just a few qtwstions. low

In:lily children are at the Morgan s hool ?
Mr. ANTHONY. 676 students.
Senator MONDALE. 676. And you say 90 percent are black?
Mr. ANTHONY. Right.
Senator MONDALE. And are the others white?
Mr. ANTHONY. White, and we haveArhine ?
lfrs. YOUNG. About 4 or 5 percent would be Spanish students also.

PER PUPIL EXPEND. MIES

Senator MONDALE. Do you know approximately what the per capita
or per pupit expenditure is at Morgan? What are your rysotir-es, jul
that sense?

Mr. ANTHONY. Yes, it is about, for this year, approximately $461.
I ,un told that supposedly we will have approxinnttely $671 for next
year.

Senator MONDALE. SO it WOuld be up $200 per pupil
Mr. ANTHONY. Right. Let me explain that.
Recently, with Judge Wright's decision, in terms of more eqt.-.,.es

across the board, we find that the teachers at _Morgan are very, very
young teachers, so consequently, in terms of their pay, they are at the
bottom of the scale.

From what I understand, we will be getting, ir. order to remain
within this 5-pereent thiviation, more experienced people.

I am hoping we will be able to maintain the teachers we have at the
school, because they are doing some innovative things, and they have
some very, very good ideas about education.

\ RENTAL IN VOLVEME...

Senator M 770w you indicated that tItere is an openness and
a friendliness he school which you think is v ery helpful. Would you
go into that a little bit more, hr: w that works out for the children in
:sir opinion, and how the parents are involved. Give mc some exam-

ples of what you think you havi, in this school that you might not
have in other schools that are .iot community controlled.

Mr. ANTHONY. I.think one of the things is my meeting parents anci
moving around in the community, rather than remaining as the princi-

,
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pe I of 1 he school, in t hat chair in the office, going out into the coin-
man it y and talking with parents and visiting the homes. I have tried
to eiwoerage them, along with the members of the board and mem-
bers of PAC. to conw into the school, and consequently, they have.

Tlw ot her ihieg is that many of the parents began to talk abeut
his whole coneept of involvement. INIany of the parents vb t.e not

t:ble t i!Ito the school will be doing some other things.
Fey example. if we have a bake sale, that parent will do everything

she possibly call tr, see that it cake or something conies to the school.
A lel the other thing that we have really tried to do at Morgan is

to have sonwtliieg like a familY. For instance, -we have had things
like hal ateets in the sehool. Parents and teachers conic and I geess the
pare, as get to know the teachers as human beings.

Senator MoNeArx. Is t hat unique for the schools you have been in?
Is this the first time you have seen parents involved in this way!

Mr. ANTHONY. This is the first time, and I have been in education
for at least 10 years. This is the first time that I have seen this kind of
atmesphere.

BASIC eicru. ACHIEVEMENT

Seim tor MoNDALE. What about the children karnhig basic skills?
Mr. Brown referred to the article in the 'Washington Po!-:t which
wase't very flattering. I think that one of its criticisms was that ...hit-
dren weren't achieving at grade level in terms of basic skills.

Would you eomnient on that ?
Mr. ANTHONY. Yes. As I said before, Senator, this Septem7)erand

if you look at the whole history of Morgan School since its hi .`eption,
you will find that the kids have fared better.

Now what. really haepened, last September, when they gave I he test,
everything was in a kind of uproar about the test, and as a result of
that. I don't think the students fared well at t7-iat particular time.

I fowever, I think if you would examine the tests at the end of this
year. that you will find a very valid picture of their achievement. And
I might say that our doors are open for someone to do that.

Me. Bnowx. I would like to respond to that question. Perhaps in a
more general manner.

As 'far as the lack of achievement is concerned, of not only blaek
st udents at 'Morgan, but black students in general, throughout the
creeitry, I think the problem goes deeper than what exists at Morgan.,
and the probleumi probably extends historically fiom slavery, which
was the noneduention of the blacks and contnmed miseducation of
black people.

Beeausearal al.vain I say. becausethey did not have control of
what they were learning or what they were taught. until recently,
black people did not even know their own history or their own
herit:ttre.

INCENTIVES

The proltlem is further compounded by the fact that blacks, in terms
of financial or social rewards in this country, do not have any incen-
tives to learn.

In an article in the Post this week, it shows that blacks with certain
educational aevements such as a college level degree, still earn con-
sidenibly than whites with a high school degree, and blacks with
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a high school degree earn considerably less than whites with an eighth-
grade education.

One would mit mind learning, _if he thinks it will give him some-
thg,in. i f his learning was rewarded.

Tlie system is based upon education for the piirpose of monetary
reward and blacks have not had that. They have not had examples
set forth. For instance. take. your corporations. Afany of your c()1poni-
tiens tell you that blacks in managerial uositions are far below whites,

think ies 1 percent. When von are talk;ng about education, you have
to hold something before a kid and say, "Look what you can achieve
with your education. Look what you can get with your education."

Bitt y'ou know that hasn.t been true..4o the incentive to learn hasn't
been there, based upon the type of educ,ition, at least, the purpose of
what education is supposed to be about hi this country.

However, what we rs a black people are trying to do now is show
ollr kids that yot. do not learn neces:4arily to make or to expect to ob-
tain monetary gains in this country, or even social status in this
country.

You should learn in this country in order to be able to gain an ex-
pert ise that will better help von control the institutions which exist
In your community, and biJd institutions in your conninmity which
are relevant to that community.

We have found out that even with our education and even with our
degrees, that we can't really function the way we are supposed to in
the system. I think in the past the old saying was, you had to be better
than the average white man in order to be able to have equal opportu-
nities with him. For instance. one experience that I have hadbecause
I went to all black schools ;.. Ile South

Senator MONDALE. Where did you go to high school ?

Mr. BRowx. New Orleans, La. One of the experiences that I have had
is, when I finally went to a predominantly white university in New
Orleans, I did have feelings of inferiority, not because I thought I
was inatelv inferior to those people, but because I was told throughout
my entire.life that whites are getting a better education than what I
was receiving, and therefore. when I walked into the classroom, I felt
lit ferior, until I found out that my fellow classmates were in fact not
that in lich more advanced than T found myself to be.

Senator I ow T accept what you shy, lint I think black Ameri-
cans have been cheated in many ways. The evidence, some of which
you cit ed, is unarguable.

But one of the ceoelest things we have done, for generations, to
blacks and other minorities is to fail to eqnip them with the basic skills
that they need to fight back. and to get thetr own place, whatever it is.

ENTIRE SCHOOLS BELOW GRADE LEVELS

lin many of these ecntral city school systems now, it is not unusual to
have entire schools where ehildren are far below grade level in reading,
counting, arithmetic, and so on. One wonders what chance they have
got in terms of economic competition, if nothing else, to make it in
American society.

I had understood that one of the arguments of the Morgan School
all along has been that the children were doing better in basic skills,
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as well as the other things to which you make reference. It that what
you were saying ?

Mr. ANTIIONY, That is what I was saying. I think in. terms of the
rtiele referred to by MT. Brown. when he said something about the

recent account----not only the local aCCOTIllt, but even in otlwr
places, for instance, NeW York, where tie w articles hay,: been orit ical of
community control-1 think the whole isst is. unfortunately you have
people who come in and rather iliztn say, how can we be very helpful,
they began to come in and tear down onstructive things with distorted
facts.

I am saying now, the doors are Open, and what lwople really need to
do is eome wit and really see what the kids are doing. I think this is the
only test. I think the answer to an untruth, to a lie, is to find out what
the truth is.

Senator MONDALE. Right. Now let's see. The chairman of the school
board is Mr. Brown. Let's start with the assistant principal, Mrs.
Young. Would you care to give us your views?

STATEMENT OF MRS. ARLENE YOUNG, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL AND

TEACHER. MORGAN COMMUNITY SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mrs. Yor-No. I really didn't come prepared to give any statement.
I would like to say that I have been working at Morgan School for the
last 12. years. and since we have had community school, such as it is,
I found that I enjoy my work much more than I did before.

As a matter of lact, I had though', at one time of just forgetting
about teaching, but now I see that there is a way that we can help our
ehildren to learn.

We do agree wholeheartedly that our children need the basic skills
reading, writing, and arithmeac. They must have this in order to sur-
vive. But what we are doing is trying to find new ways to achieve this.

The old methods haven't worked. We are trying to experiment, to
explore. We want the children to learn to think for themselves, to be
able to help themselves, and gain what they must have in order to
survive.

311w N Sul It H 4. nEFOLE COMMUNITY CONTROL

'Senator Mosn.m.E. You say you Inv.(' been nt Iforgan for 19. years ?
Mrs. YOUNO. Eight.
Senator MONDALE. SO you worked in the system when it was strictly

rim from the top, and I gather you worked there when Air. liaskIns
was there, and you have been there through the whole 12-year period?

Mrs. YouNc. Yes.
Senator 110N1D.M.r. When you first went there, was it a predonli-

temtly white school?
Mrs. Yor-No. No. Oh no: it wasI inmgine the ratio was about the

same as now. It may have had a few !tan e whites at that time.
Senator MONDALE. Apparently it was the deep concern in the com-

munity about how the children were failing, and whut was happening
to the children at the school, that led ta this demand for community
control, is that correct ?

Mrs. YOUNG. This is true.
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Senator MoN DALE. What kiwis of complaints were they untking iii
particular that you thought were accurate?

Mrs. YoU NG. The school wos very overcrowded. Most of the class-
ooms at that t inw had from 3:.?, to 3:-4 children per teacher. There were
no aides, no help for teachers at all.

Wilco I first started, tlwre was no such thing as .free lunch pt.ograin.
which we now have, and the children had to go home for lunch or
they didn't, get hinch. The lunch program did start a few years later,
but at t IW time they were cold bag lunches brought from away across
toWIE SOD tewhere.

. fuo her c* V:Is hat the parenis felt that the teachers
weren't really interested in their children. They were with the chil-
dren from nine to three, and when the children left, the teachers left
also. Vilely wasn't that much preparing for the, individual,child.

Senator Mttxn.w.:. Did you think there was some justification in
that complaint ?

11!rs. YOUNG. In certain eases. There were a fewI imagine there
still are teachers who leave wInut the bell rings, you know.

There was quite a bit of open corporal pmnshment at the time. Of
eintrse. this was before the law was passed, so I_ don't know if that can
In justified or not. We now forbid any type of corporal punishment
in our school. -

Senator MoNDALE. Mr. Anthony pointed out that one of the things
that seems to be hopeful is that the commtmity is involved in this ef-
fort. they come in and help, and they have other ways of participating
in the community school. Was that true in the precommunity school
dit.vs?

Mrs. Y-Iuxo. We had the PTA. as most schools have, and when you
saw the parents, usually it was at a PTA meeting. There may have
been a few parents who came up to see about their children's work, et
Mora. but most of the thne, we very seldom saw any parents in the
school during the regular school day. Now we have parents working
ill the school as coomminty interns, and we also have parents who
come into the school to volunteer their services during school hours
and after school hours.

Senator MONDALE. Is that helpful, in your opinion?
MI'S. YtIVIN(I. I feel as though it's very helpful. There are obildren

who still might lind it hard to relate to teachers. Teachers are put. up
on a pedestal. Children can't talk to them, et cetera. People who live
in the community can help out in this way, talk with the children, it.
seems. in a better way than some professionals can. Although this
shouldn't be the case, but it is true.

TEActiElt Al-rrruirws

Senator 1IoNDAT.E. I want to get into the question of how much com-
munity control in a moment. Butt at least you have an elected local
school board.

Do you think the teacher attitude has changed now that their is
community control?

Are the teachers more likely to respond sensitively with respect
to the children and their needs now than was true before?

61*
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Mrs. You No. 1 feel that this is true, beea use, for instanee, our
teachers must apply at Morgan School in on-74,.r to work there. Wlwn
they come, they know that they have to he mlerviewed by our local
board anl our personnel committee.

Senator MONDALE. Does the school hoard interview the tetelwrs?
Mrs. YorTo. We have a Morgan Commimity School Board Per-

sonnel Committee.
Senator MONDALE. So the eleeted members of the school board re-

view the teaclq.rs before they are hired ?

Mrs. li-orTNe. Befoe they are hired. The teachers must. meet the
certification of the downtown system.

Senator MONDALE. Does that committee include parents?
Mrs. YOUNG. Yes; there are parents, community members, and one

member of the administration.
Senator MONDALE. Have you eve, rejected an applicant?
Mrs. Yorixo. There have been reje( ions. As a matter of fact, when

the local turnover was made from Morgan School to Morgan Com-
munity School, those of us teachinn. at Morgan at the time were asked
to apply if we wanted to remain at the school, and we were interviewed
by this board. There were, T think, 10 of us who applied, and only
three of us were accepted.

WHITES ON FACULTY

Senator MONDALE. What is th( reentage of white to black faculty
at Morgan Community School, i I know ?

Mr. ANTTIONY. Twenty-five pk
Senator MONDALE. Twenty-fiv .cent white?
Mr. A NT/TONY. Right.
Senator MONDALE. What w: it before it became a community

school ?
Mrs. You-No. The year pre ding community control, we didn't

have any white teachers at Mor;
Senator MONDALE. So actually there are more white teachers now

after community control. That's very interesting.
Mr. Ax.rnoxv. What we tried to do at Morgan, that is, we go back

to this thing in the presentation here, where it talks about oneness and
to:yelherness.

..Tot only ha vo we tried to place whites in the school, but the school is
set ttp, based on teams, and it is ungraded. and what we try to do is
place a white on each team.

The kids have to learn how to get along with people, all people; not
only have we clone that, we have had other people, for instance, at the
present t ime some of the whites we havewe have a lot of nuns, who
are now on the Morgan staff. Some reformed nuns on the staff of
AlorfraILAnd in addition to that, we have some one or two teachers from
Liberia and we have someone else from Nigeria. We are trying to give
them an outlook in terms of different kinds of people, because after
all, when they leave school, they will be confronted with different
kinds of people, and it's very important that they get to know them
at an early stage.
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We ha ve found this to be very successful. 1 think for the first, time
this year, we have tried to have a proportional amount of white
teachers on the staff. I think before, for the last 3 or 4 years, we had
maybe about 10 to 15 percent, something like that.

CURRIC ULUM CHANGES

Senator _MoNDAI.E. Mr. Brown referred earlier to the fact that black
people have not been permitted to learn about their own history, t heir
own background and culture, in academic st

Since community control, have there been changes in currieuhtm, irk
the library, in the course work, ar.d in other ways, efforts tii teach
about those things to the children ?

Mrs. Yourro. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Could you give me some examples.
Mrs. YOUNG. We now incorporate black history, the study of black

history, into our social studies program, beginning with the very
youngest children. It is not a separate unit as such, but the black his-
tory is fused with the American history..So that the children can learn
that all of this took place in its own time, and that blacks were not
excluded in the making of America, in the building of our country.

We teach the children about the continent of Africa, about famous
blacks, past and present. We want them to learn the Negro national
anthem, and they are allowed to sing that in the school.

We just want them to know that their people had as much of a part
in the making of history as anyone else.

Senator MONDALE. Was that being done before ?
Mrs. Ycuxo. No: it was not being done. It was only done during

Negro Histou Week. And we were talking about George Washington
Carver and Benjamin Banneker and maybe two or three others that
everyone knows about. But most of our children never heard of Crispus
Attucks or Harriet Tubman.

Se»ator MONDALE. SO _one of the things that has clearly changed, in
addition to the other things we talked about, is that since community
control there has been an entirely new approach to history, to culture,
to teaching the children their own backgrounds and history, which
was not, there before?

Mrs. Youxo. That's right.
Senator FONDA LE. Are the children interested in that? Do they re-

spond to it ?
Mrs. YOUNG. For the most part _they are. They are. Now some of

themas I have beenwere so brainwashed, that they didn't want to
hear this in the beginning. But now they are coming out and begin-
ning to really see that this is very important to them.

Se B a t Or MONDALE. Can you think of some other ways in which there
I la ve been changes since community control ?

Mrs. YOUso. There have been so many changes.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Mr. ANTHONY. I think one of the things that seems to me to be one
of the very important things is in terms of their respect for each other.
I see where they are getting along much better with each other now
as human beings.
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Senn tor MoNDALE. The children ?
Air. ANTHONY. The children. And not only the children, but I also

see changes within the staff. And this is not only true I guess at Mor-
gan. but I see some things all around the schools in the District of
cohunbia, that the kids are getting along better with each other. They
see i lo take a sense or pride in themselves.

think- one of the unique things at Morgan. as a result of com-
munity control. has been the openness that we have nt Morgfin. For
example. why should a ehild really ask a teacher, "May I go to the
restroom ?" When that is a nonnegotiable item.

Senator Mt.:Cl/ALE. You'd think so.
111.1 ANTIIONY. I think that is a nonnegotiable item. For example,

how many children at home really ask their parents, may I go to the
hathroom ? So if you are really talking about having children to de-
velop sel f-dicipline, you have to start at a very early age, and once
they learn this, then I think later on in society, they are able to dis-

cipline themselves accordingly. I think yon have to allow them this
kind of freedom at a very early age.

Seat( 7 MONDALE. Let's turn to the parents now. Mrs. Holiday, would
von give us your observations about the etifferences in the school, and
how you think it is working out ?

STATEMENT OF MRS. JEAN HOLIDAY, PRESIDENT, PTA, MORGAN

COMMUNITY SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

MI'S. HOLIDAY. I think it is working out very well, and I am very
happy nbotit it. For instance, when we go raid do voluntary work, many
of us have other kids at home, but in this way, we can bring our chil-
dren with us, and if there is someone, maybe on a hmch break or who
has a few minutes, they will watch our kids while we go to the class-

room or help the teachers, or help the teachers take class trips. We use

a conference room to keep the kids in.
It also gives the patents a little pride, we feel good. We feel like if

we have any grievances or questions, we feel we can come up and talk

to the teachers. or maybe we just want to visit the classrooms and see

how the kids are getting along. We are free to come up and sit in the
classroom and watch the kids and ask the children questions to see
how. they are getting along.

We feel free and like we are somebody and we can be recognized as

pa rents.
Senator AIONDAI.E. Are you on the school board?
Mrs. HOLIDAY. No, I am not.
Senator MONDATX. Are you, Mrs. Baxter ?
Mrs. IltvrEn. No.
Senator MONDAIM Have yon talked to members of the school board,

as well as to the faculty ?
Mrs. HOLIDAY. Yes; sometimes I attend the meetings.
Senator Mosn.trx. Do you find them responsive to you ? Do they

1 ist en ?
Mrs. I TOLIDAY. Oh, yes. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. How many children do you have?
Mrs. HOLIDAY. Four.
Senator MONDALE. How many in the school?
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Mrs. HOLIDAY. One in school and one getting ready to go to school.
Senator MONDALE. I gather you did not have children in the school

More it became a community school ?

Mrs. HOLIDAY. Yes ; at the time they were talking about the com-
munity school, I had a daughter that had graduated, then I had a
younger child that was coming into it. This Is my first year workMg
with the community school.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Senator MONDALE. Is it your impression that the community prefers
the system the way it is now ?

Mrs. HoLmAy. Yes. Not or.1,, the parents enjoy it, but we have teen-
ao-ers that would like to have choices in the afternoon on Fridays, and
tliey allow them to have dances in the school.. Community children,

Senator MONDALE. So the school. is Used after hours for other pin.-
poses of the community ?

Mrs. HOLIDAY. Right, for dances and things like that.
Senator MoNDALE. Mrs. Baxter, would you give us your viewpoint?

STATEMENT OF MRS. LOUISE BAXTER, MEMBER PAC, MORGAN
COMMUNITY SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mrs. BAXTER. Well, being a parent myself, I find that having a com-
munity school has helped quite a bit. Tt's a place where we feel free to
go in and discuss things, and the children feel freer too. I think, having
their parents there sometimes, looking in on them, working with them,
makes them feel free.

It's something like a second home to them, and I found that is good
for them too.

Senator MoNiv.r.x. And the faculty seems to welcome them and work
with them?

Mrs. BAXTER. Yes. The door is open anytime someone wants to come
in. If they just have a probkm or anything with the children, and they
can go to discuss it. They can ct.me right in, and I found that is good.

Senator MONDALE. How many children do you have in the school ?
Mrs. BAXTER. I have one at Morgan now.

CONTROL OF FUNDS

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Anthony, what kinds of problems are there
with community control as you now practice it ? You must, like some
others find that some of the community control really isn't there.

Mr. Brown defined what he thought the elements were of community
control. Basically, as I understood it, the school is run by a locally
elected community school hoard and it receives the funds, without
strings, from headquarters.

Now I believe it is fair to say that that is not exactly the case at
Morgan, that there are strings attached, controls, that it isn't a fully
community controlled school. Am I wrong in that or not ?

Mr. ANTHONY. Well, basically, I guess to an extent, you are really
talking about complete community control. And I think the only way
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to have complete community control is that you really control the
purse strings. And of course

Senator MONDALE. Well, I would assume that would mean you get
the money that you need, you are able to hire and fire, you are able to
determMe curriculum, you are able to run that school, almost com-
pletely, through the locally elected scl ool board. I assume that that
is what you are talking about, so that Cie directions and trends are up
to that school board, and the policy is handled there, and not some-
where else.

One of the big complaints in the community school issue is that so
many of these schools that are called community schools in fact are
run by somebody else. Barbara Sizemore, who was with the Wood lawn
School project in Chicago, was here yesterday, and she said that in
fact the key issues, or many of the issues, are determined by the mid-
dle-level bureaucracy in the school board downtown; that even though
the school board has been very open and supportive, wheti they finally
get down to the question of running the school, the bureaucracy runs
it, anyway. And we have heard this complaint from many people who
have tried to establish community schools. Do you find Chat you have
a pretty full range of choices ?

Mr. ANTHONY. I findand I guess it's because of the makeup of
Washingtonwe don't have the kinds of problems which confront
other schools. We do have some problems in terms of the central sys-
tem delivering services to us, which are needed, like supplies. How-
ever, we do try to work those things out.

I think the fortunate thing we have is an agreement with the central
Board of Education, which allows the Morgan School Board to do
practically everything, with the exception of, I guess, really holding
the money for personnel and supplies. I think it's because of the many
problems they have, I guess, with personnel in terms of getting sup-
plies to the school system.

I do feel this, I think that the locally elected board hired Ble. and
I am accountable to the local board. And I have found that working
with them has been most enjoyable. And I carry out their policies.

ROLE OF CENTRAL SCHOOL BOARD

The thing I would like to see is that the central board be lunch mere
responsive than what it has been.

Senator MONDALE. Give me some examples.
Mr_ ANTHONY. For instance, I am concerned right now about some

repairs around the school. Morgan is a very old school, and we have
just been holding it up. For instance, the community, 2 years ago,
didn't have guidance facilities they didn't have a music room, con-
ference rooms. And what we did. in the community, we told them if
they would give us the supplies, we would get the necessary labor and
do the work ourselves. And this is what we did. In addition to that,
we took money out of our pockets. To the cxtent now that we do have
conference rooms, as Mrs. Holiday referred to a few minutes ago,
where they can come in and sit down. We have a music room, and we
have guidance facilities.

At one time we had to make room for a health clinic that. was in
the school. It has since moved out because of the increase ni patient
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care. We had to make room for it, and what. we did, we gave up our
office, and then made offices downstairs, in order that the c,-.inmunity
could have a health clinic in the school. It was very successful. to the
extent that we are hoping that in the new school, we will have a
plete health unit.

Senator MONDALE. What happens when the students graduate from
Morgan and go on to other more traditional schools in the system ?
Do they have trouble adjusting, or do they fit in well

Mr. ANTHONY. We have found they adjust overwhelmingly. ffe do
have a few people who do not.

There is a difference when students who have been allowed to per-
haps make a lot of decisions for themselves and have been able to move
around in a free atmosphere.

We had, last year, for example, a number of students who received
scholarships to go to private schools, and as a matter of fact, one of
the boys made the highest grade at the private school. And we are very
proud of that, and as a matter of fact, all of them were honor students
oveic there at that school.

In checking with some of the students who went to Gordon Junior
High, we found they did very well. There are some kids who bad some
trouble in adjusting, but overwhelmingly they did fairly well.

Senator MONDALE. Has the central school administration tried to
sabotage or e.estroy the community control, or turn it back to the old
system, or do you think you are pretty well established as a com-
munity-control school"

"Mr. Bnowx. First of all, I feel that we at Morgan are pretty well
established as a community-control school. The central board is avail-
able if we need advice. They help us when we ask for help. For in-
stance, if there are some things we don't understand, our special proj-
ects director is always available to give us a clearer understanding of
the questions that we ask.

Senator MONDALE. You don't feel that the central school administra-
t ion is opposed to community control efforts?

Mr. BROWN. No, at least not in th3ir actions ; not in their actions.

TEACHERS' UNION

Senator MONPALE. Do you have any resist ance from the profes-
sional organizations such as the teachers' organizations ?

Mr. Bnowx. No. In fact, we have a very strong working relationship
with the District of Columbia Teachers Union.

Senator MONDALE. How did you develop that ?
Mr. BROWN. Well, I think first of all they appreciate what we are

trying to do, and I think they understand what we are trying to do,
and also I think the Teachers' Union itself sees a need for the type of
things we are doino- in Morganespecially since many of the people
who are in that paiticular union, and many of the people who prob-
ably helped that particular union, have undergone the same expe-
riences that we have.

Senator MONDALE. Is the contract with the teachers at Mor_;an the
same as the citywide contract?

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. It's the same ?
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Mr. Iinows. Itopefnlly, thi.-; summer we will negotiate with
t lie Teachers' Union a subcont valet for teachers itt Morgan.

Senator MONDA 1.-e.1 Lave they agreed to that ?
Mr. aN-NTIION y. The teachers?
Senator MoxnALE. The Teachers' Union.

13aowN. The union has agreed to a subcontract. The thing is
now for us to do our work and to be able to sit at the table and talk

som9 issues.
Senator Moxi, At.u. Would the subcontract have a different pay rate?
Mr. ANTHONY. Unfortunately, that is one of the things we can't

control. 1,Ve would like to, but we would hope that we could work out
something whereby teachers are given some other benefits, rather than
merit pay. I hope within the subeontract that we will be able to do
something in terms of either training or travel or something like
that, for the betterment of the community and for them.

Senaior Mo Num-E. Do you have difficulty recruiting or attracting
good tea( hers to Morgan ?Mr. A-x-rtioNr. As a matter of fact, just last night, the persOnnel
chairman gave to Mr. lirown a list of people from all over the country,
and from a couple foreign emint J ies. reque,iting employment at

n ( 'ommunity School. I guess approximately 45 or 50 people, inehl.1-
t-tug around four Ph. 1).-s.

Mr. Ititows. And that also does not inelnde the numerous applica-
t ions we have presently received.Senator It(ioxnAtAK. is t hat. a new phenomenon, or is tlint true since
Morgan became a commitnity sehool ?

Mr. llnowN. Since t he beginning of emulminity t..mt vol.
Senalor MoNmAt,c. There is a tremendous 'unemployment problem

111110414T hitt that hi!-; hteti I rIle even--
Mt'. AN.rnoz.: Y. This Wag true prior to t hc tmemployment crisis.
Senator INIoN13At.E. Well, you know, in Rough Rocks, Ariz., it was

said that you couldn't talk the Navajos into ci-miing back to the
reservation even when they were te;;ehers, they didn't want to ref urn.

But, when they set. up the Navajo comnmnity controlled school, the
lloweh Rock SAtool, lo and behold. the Navajos started showing up
back on the reservation_ and wanted to help. is was a school they
thonght was consistent with the needs of the children.

el...ARK. HEADING r.t...vx

What is the attitude of the Morgan Scheol t, .ward the Clark read-
ingjA a ? That must be a tough one.

rs. YOUNO. We believe that the Clark reading plan could be a g9od
plan. We don't believe that in 1 year you can elevate the reacting
scores of children who may have been 2 or 3 years behind, up to grade
level.We believe that with dedicated teaching, and continuing in the way
we have 11,,.en going, we can elevate our children's scores. We don t
think this Clark tp1.111 is an end to that solution.With the acathmic achievement program, there has been so much
hustle itynt hassle about this program ii our school und downtown,
don't think really the system knows exactly what thee, want to do with
it.
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We did go along with this program last year. We found quite a few

problems connected with it, in that there were so many workshops mid
meetings set up for teachers during the school clay, every time you
turned around there was another meeting, another workshop, in rela-
tion to this AAP. This culled our teachers out of the classroom when
we felt more time spent in the classroom with the children would help.

If there are going to be workshops and meetings, we felt they should
be after school hours, and the teachers should attend.

AN'T-TION.11. As a matter of fact, I think we can do much more
N. ith the Clark plan if they just would tell us what they excect the
children to really understand, that is the basic skills of reading and
writing, for with the kind of staff we have, we could accomplish these
objectives.I think the fortunate thing is that we have the kind of teachers who

o committed and willing to stay in the afternoon and willing to
meet earl- in the morning, to do these kinds of things, rather than
having to go ail over town to workshops.

Mr. Bnowx. I feel that no one plan or no one approach can allevi-
ate maay of the problems that liav,3 been componnded over a period of
almost 300 .r.:Iors.

Likewise, _ feel that if there is a plan, the first thing you have to
alleviate, if you intend to help anybody on an educational level, are
the attitedes and insecurities which have been built into black people

a mimber of years. I think I mentioned those attitudes and basic
previously.

MONDALE. T acrree with everything you said, although I am
t; feel it as deeply as you; lwottuse I am not black, but sup-

..iiere is a child who isn't learn how to) read at INIororati Ife
nows that ; doesn't he?

Mr. linowN. That he isn't learning? Some.
Senator AloNnAix. isn't it awfully hard, to teach hint self esteem,

when he knows he is not getting it ?
ESTAWSIIING NEED FOR SKILLS

3.fr. B1ovN. Well. I think basically what vou have to teach the kid
is the need to read. For instance, in my professional life I work with
fellows who dropped out of school, fellows who have ileen in penal
institutions, fellows who got hooked on the drug thing.

One thing that. I have discovered across the board is that first of
all you try to show them that they are going to need to read, end they
say, why What is all this reading going to get me? What is going
to high school going to got me, what is going to college going to get
me 'IWell then you say, well, you can make more money, and he knows
that is a lie. Because he pro.bably has seen other people in the neigh-
borhood who have gone to college and are not making as much money
as the hustler on the street.lie hinfx probably applied for jobs with the high school diploma, or
whatever it is, and found out that the positions were closed to him,
not so much that he wasn't qualified, but on the basis of his color.

These type of things, showing people that they have a need, and I
think this is what we as black people are about, redefining our needs.

6 9 i;11
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You don't need to know how to read to make it in a white society.

You don't need to know how to read in order to build a black society
that is going to be strong and that is going to be viable. You need to
know how to do math, so you can build a black society that is going to
be strong and viable.

You learn to make out, to make decisions on a larger level in order
to build a black society that is eroing to be strong and be black.

I think if you come down toe'the rationalization that you need to
learn how to read because you arc going to get a good job when you
finish or find a place in society, that's a turnotT, because the kid knows
from the earliest stages that such is not the case, that these things do
not exist. Atlhough today people are sitting ba-.:* saying, look how
much we have done for the black people, and look how they have gained
and how far they have come in terms of employment and in terms of
positions they can hold, when even in your Oovernment, we know
there are gross inequities. Who gets the supergrade,? 'Who doesn't get
those grades?Sure, blacks may be getting jobs as typists, or aides, or assistants,
and so forth, with college and 'high school degrees, but are they getting
jobs in which they are participating in the dectsionmaking process,
in which they feel they have some contiol over what happens to them
in this country ?

We have things like the Black Caucus. the fiasco they went through
with the President. These dudes were the elected officials, but look
how they were treated. 1 Hey are representatives of our people, but
look how they were treated.We have here some things as our dear Vice President going to
Africa, knocking our leaders over here. Look how we are being trented,
even with our education and our experience.

So the only alternativeand this is what. we are dealing with
alternatives that we have not been able to enter this society, in the
mainstream of this society, so that we must, in effect almost create one
which we feel that we can function in, and one in which we feel
comfortable.

Senator MON"DALLE- And for that you see a need
Mr. Bnoww. For community control.
Senator MoNnAT.E. For basic skills ?
Mr. Bnoww. Right: basic skills, but teaching them with a new

rationalization.Senator MarATDALE. Do you find some who are turned off the desire
to accomplish the basic skills,- who will respond to that argument
where they won't to the other one ?

Mr. BitowN. Well, in my field of employment, I have found that
fellows who have dropped out of school will go back and get. the GED:
some will go back and will go to college : others will read and learn
on their own. Others will seek help from people who they feel are
qualified to help them. The motivation is completely different.

commulfrry scnom BoAlto
Senator 11014113ALE. You are chairman of the board of Morgan Com-

munity School, but you have other employment ?
Mr. BROWN. I am director of basic education for Versar Inc., which

is a research corporation.

10
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Senator MONDALE. How long have you been on the school board ?
Mr. BROWN. Three months, approximately, now.
Senator MONDALE. Yon were just elected ?
Mr. BRaw-N. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. How many members are thei .? on the school

board ?
Mr. BROWN. Fifteen.
Senator MONDALE. Do you have children in the school ?
Mr. BROWN-. No; I do not.
Senator MONDALE. Fifteen school board members. How often are the

elections ? Two years ?
Mr. BROWNT. Every year.
Senator MONDALE. And the whole school board is elected ?
Mr. AN-rvion.Y. On a staggered basis.
Senator MONDALE. How long is the term ?
Mr. Brtowffir. Three years.
Senator MONDALE. SO a third is up every year ?
Mr. BROWN-. Right.

VOTER PARTICIPATION

Senator MONDALE. How many people voted in your election ?
Mr. BROWN. 300 or 400.
Senator MONDALE. That is the total ?
Mr. Armio2v-r. 304.
Mr. Bttowr.T. I am not too familiar with the figures.
Senator :!1-ONDALE. HOW many voted 2 years ago, do you know ?
Mr. ANTIION1r. I know how many voted in 1960. It was about 600 or

TOO.Senator MONDALE. SO it's substantially reduced ? About half as
many voted this time ?

Mr. AN-ThrozgY. Right.
Senator MONDALE. How many estimated eligible

t o participate in that schoolboard election; do
Mr. ANTHONY. Well, the whole Adams-Morgai. area Is eligible to

vote, and that covers I guess about 300 acres and approximately 35,000
people.Morgan Community School is situated right in a poverty pocket.
There are families there with incomes up to $25,000. There are three
elementary schoolsAdams on the hill, and Cook, and Morgan is right
in the middle.Senator MONDALE. And it's only Morgan that has the community
school I

Mr. ANTHONY. Adams has also.
Senator MONDALE. They have a separate school board ?
Mr. AN-rmlorry. Right. So consequently, the people are interested

in that particular school in the immediate area, rather than the entire
area.

Senator MONDALE. Now how about the decrease from 600 to 300-
something. What happened there ?

Mr. Arrrox-r. I think one of the reasons is that last year there was
a tremendous effort put forth to get people out, and that year the
staff helped a lot in terms of getting posters and things out, and the
parents.

7 1
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And this year the members of PA.0 were very busy. We were con-
cerned :with this academic achievement program, and we did a lot
of publicity, but not as much as last year.

Senator MONDALE. Mrs. Holiday, maybe you can explain this ap-
parent apathy toward the electicis, with only 300-something show-
ing up.

Mrs. HoLIDA-y. The only thing I can see is that, Adams being a com-
munity school, and Morgan being a community_school, maybe those
that :were interested in Morgan voted for Morgan, iind those that
were mterested in Adams voted. for Adams.

Senator MONDALE. Are those Ltparate elections? Or are they held
together ?

Mrs. HolADAY. Separate. At different times.
Mr. BROWN. I would like to respond to that question also. &gain,

you know, it'sfor instance this year, I don't think there were any
great issues involved.

Senator MONDALE. V4, ere you opposed for election?
Mr. BROWN. RigiL I think there were two or three other people

running for that offr.,.3..
And as far as tryin.r to stimulate people who have never really ex-

perienced qontrol to .ne out and votelike, with this country, where
it has been going ou for ages and ages, and you still don't have the
numbers of people coming out to vote in this country like you would
want them to come wit to vote. I think it's true for a community in
which people never before had any type of ccntrol, never before had
a need to even comc and vote.

Now we are sham them a need to do thislook, you do have con-
trol, you do have a voice. Again, this is a totally new thing for black
peopie that we actually can control something. That we actually have
a voice in something, that we actually have some kind of power, al-
though it's minimal.

EXTENSION OF COMM l'Y CONTROL TO BUSINESS

Hopefully control of our educational institutionsthis may perhaps
be just the first step to something else, in which we can control. for in-
stance, the busi iesses in our community. Then we can control the land
on which black people live such as the houses we live in, rather than
paying such ekorbitant amounts of rent for the poor housing facilities.
we, perhaps can start owning our own houses and building the type of
houses on that kind of land that we want to build..

As -far as I am concerned, this is a totally new thing for black people,
saying I have any control over my life. In the past, black people didn't
have that. You Aon't have any control over getting_ on this earth, and
leaving it, and with anything in-between, we never had control...

This is the first time, and it takes time. For instance, after the so-
called emancipation of black people, when they let the slaves loose, the
people didn't have the expertise. they were not taught, so therefore they
had to learn how to deal with independence and freedom.

I think yon see that thing going on all over the world, with peopk
who have been newly emancipated and given independence without
being given the adeqii te btickground to deal with the problems that

12
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come with independence and freedom, trying to learn how to do it, and
the best way to learn how to do it is by controlling it.

Senator MONDALE. hen you ran for Chairman of the School Ihiard,
what were the key points that you made in your campaign ? What did
you. tell the folks you were going to do ?

GOAL OF STRONG COMMUNIT17

Mr. Bnowx. Basically, what I strongly believe in is to help to make
Morgan Community into a stronger community, into a community in
which people have control over their lives and destinies, and use our
educational institution as the hub of the wheel, in which everything
else rotates, around which everything, rotates.

Senator MONDALE. So you didn't limit it to the school, but to con-
trolling the territory ? Housing?

Mr. BROWN. I don't think you can dwell only within four walls of a
school. That is not an issue. The main issue that black people should be
dealing with right now is controlling all phases of -your life, and. I
think that the people who voted for me appreciated that particular
ideology, if you want to call it that. But it's a fact that if we are to
survive

Senator 'MONDALE. What did your toughest. opponentwhat did he
or she say ? Did you beat tin incumbent ?

Mr. Bnowx. No; I was running against two new people like myself.
I suppose the difference in what I said and what they said is that
hasic;dly they were there to help the school grow, and my thinking was
to help the school grow by helping the connwmity grow, becitin-;e your
school is Only going to be as strong as your cominuinty. if one is weak,
the ot iier, out of necessity is goim, to be weak.

it is my thinking, to stAilize not onl-v the school but the community,
so that growth can take place, and like I said, the issue goes far
beyond Morgan.

It seems like people have this fixation of looking at Morgan per-
haps because it is one of the first, as far as blacks are ecncerned. But
the issue (-roes fat- beyond lforgan, and it go-_-s far beyond the simple
control ofthe school.

The issue goes to the controlling of our lives, and the things which
most affect our lives. The police force and the way they ereat
The businesses in our community ; and do they employ ti, and do they
train us to take responsible positions in the businesses; and eventually
eqn we obtain ownership of those businesses ?

The issues have to deal with how much ownership do we have of
the land we are livino- on.This I think is wfiat controls what we get for the moneys that are
floating around this country, very little of which I feel are actually
going profitably to black people, because I think I can say with all
certainty that much of the money that is supposed to be helping
black people develop does not help black people but helps other folks
grow richer. For instance, the training programs. Who really gets
the money in the end, and who does it really help in the end?

The whole idea of education and control, that is the issue. It goes
beyond any one school or one area, I feel.

7 3
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COOPERATION V1TJL ADAMS SCHOOL

Senator MONDALE. Are there any differences in the amount of con-
trol or the nature of the program between the Adams and Morgan
schools ? -1Ir. Anthony, maybe you could answer that.

Mr. ANTHONY. I can't really answer that. We are in the process now
of getting perhaps the boards to working together, I understand that
they are going to in the very near future, and then we will be doincr
things together in the community.

I3n0wN. Not only that, but we are trying to generate something
likeputting out feelers to bring other organizationscommunity
organizations, such as cultural organizations, drug organizations, to
take an active part in what goes on in the school.

My thing is to make the educational institution a hub in the wheel,
but likewise, you cannot neglect the other organizations operatimr
within your community. If there is a lack of organizations to deal
with the problei of the community, maybe we ought to create those
around the speci. ,roblems of that specific community.

Senator MONDALE. Thank 3rou very much for being willing to conic
up here this morning, and give us the benefit of your experience in
orie of the few community-controlled schools in the country.

Thank you very much.
The committee is in rece...-=, to reconvene on August 5.
(-Whereupon, at 11 :35 a.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to

reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., on August 5, 1971, in room 1224, New Senate-
Office Building.)



QUALITY IN EDUCATION

THURSDAY, A.ucarsT 5, 1971
U.S. SENATE

SELECT CommrrrEE oic
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY'W ashing ton, D .0 .

The Select Committee .met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1224, New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F. Mondale,
chairman of the committee presiding.

Present : Senator Mondale.
Staff members present: Francis Hennigan minority staff director ;

Leonard P. Strickrnan, minority counsel; anCl. Donald S. Harris, pro-
fessional staff.-

Senator MONDALE. The meeting will come to order. Our panel this
morning consists of Dr: Bernard. Watson professor of urban educa-
tion, Temple University, Philadelphia,- Dr.Arthur. E. ThomaS di-
rector of the Center for the Study of Atudr ' shit, Iligh7ts

T)Ryton, Olt" ; .itrectc,t Bermurd Baruch. College, New York ity. Dr.
Watson has a plane to catch, so we will begin with him tk lid try to
crethm out of here in time with his schedule. Proceed.
STATEMENT OF DR. BERNARD C. WATSON, PROFESSOR rcf.F.' URBAN

EDUCATION, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, PHILADELPMA. PA.
Dr. WATSON. To say that American education generalli, .AL/44 public

schools specifically are in trouble is to repeat a commonPloce, t cliche%
I will not bore you or waste your time with such statemearts. auther,
I would like to take this opportunity to state my belief thllt what
passes for education in far too many of our public schools_ especially
those serving the poor, black, Spanish-speaking and native Axnerican,
is in fact, ineffective.: demeaning, gross, 'and dehumanizing_ It is in-
etiective because it fails to transmit even the most rudfinurimary skills
to millions of children and youth. It is demeaning because mime schools
project the blame for this sorry state of affairs upon .tite children
and youth who -are its victims. It is gross because oUr ',aorta are
tainted with the conventional wisdom and technology of a-mm=74.1d which
no longer exists. And it is dehumanizing because It appears:ix designed
either by intent or indirection to destroy the very quiaaties which
have served to liberate the human spirit through the ages :71Eopei, trust,
curiosity, openness, ;humanity, and love.

It is not as if we have been unaware of this sorry state of affairs;
we have known about the situation I describe for marrr- years. The

(5913)
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literature of education, such as it is, abounds with data. And yet, very
little can be pointed to which has attempted to attack the fundamenta"
and root causes of a situation which in 1971 threatens at the very least
to shake the foundations of this republic and, at the worst, threatens
to destroy- that fragile, yet all important, concept of comity upon which
this Nation rests and upon which it has been able to survive, thus far,
despite assaults from within and without.

EDUCATIONAL CRUSADES

An examination of recent history leaves one bewildered, shocked,
and angry at our responses to the problems of education. Almost by
reflex, it seems, we have approached the situation with what one of
my good friendsan outstanding principalcalls a series of "sym-
bolic crusades." And I think that just as cliches often serve to avoid
thinking, so these "crusades" may have substituted for the kind of
serious action needed.

CURRICUI:UM INNOVATIONS

Among these crusades, innovative curriculum, or methods, im
of dollars have been poured into the development and packaging of
new curiieulums: Madison math or PSSC science ; urban problems or
ecology ; human relations or affective development. With Federal
funds, we have brought IMC's to many schools and a TV to almost
every classroom. We have computer-assisted instruction, language
laboratories, programed learning. Wzi issue cameras and film to first
crraders and college students alike. When we run out of fresh crimmicks,
we try new arrangements : Team teaching, one,-to-one tutoring, non-
graded classrooms, cont:Inuous progress schemes, modular scheduling.

Senator MONDALE. I see in. Dallas that they are solvincr the integra-
tion problem by two-way television. The children cair look at each
other in separate schools by television.Dr. WATso-x. That is an interesting way to achieve integration. I
had better have a look at that.

Team teaching is another "symbolic crusade" by itself, because it is
so frequently touted as a cure-all. "If .we could only get those poor
teachers out of their isolation and put them to work with their col-
leagues " gties this spell, "if we just- switch kids around from small
groupsto large and back again, tear down a few walls and make every-
body flexiblewhy, education will blossom !" And so. in many eases-
the crusade has carried the daybut without essential planning and
sta ff development. Teacher trained for individual classrooms couldn't
function in a totally new situation, or the time for team planning
wasn't built into the schedule, or the kids rebelled against dragging
chairs wherever they wentand the result was frustration and failure
of yet another panacea.Interrration is yet another crusade for which many educators have
marchal. This time the enemy was said to be the separation of races
and economic groups. That could be licked, it was thought, by putting
youngsters in a room togetherand, I am tempted to add, shaking
well ! That they might have different life styles, learning patterns, or
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academic backgroundsor even more that racial hostility might exist
among teachers and administrators as well as studentswas appar-
ently irrelevant. VALUE OP ix-nmuteeriow

I must note here that. I am not arguing against hitegration. Indeed,
if we are tosurvive as a genuinely pluralistic society and not be split
into competing and hostile groups based upon race, ethnicity, religion,
or socioeconomic status, integration Is essential. Deeply rooted in the
history of American public education is its task of reducing, not pro-
moting separation. But, I am arguing against thoughtless application
of a simplistic solution. Integration alone does not confront the basic
issues of . the quality of the curriculum or the staff teaching it. 7I'oo
often children have become the victims of well-meaning efforts to
integrate : When they have been bused to a rundown school and over-
whelmed, by their very numbers, its already meager resources. Or
when they have been sent to a school where higher standards make
theni suffer daily for the sins of their former school.

A. fourth symbolic crusade -decentralization and community con-
trol. The headlines of recent years may have indicated that the demands
of these crusaders are startlingly new. But of course, tl-- alflueni; and
well-educated members of our society have always controlled their
schools and. staff and programs. The problem arose when poor people
demanded the same right.

COMMUNITY CONTROL

For a while the crusade was "community involvement," but, as
Peter Schrag bitterly pointed out, that often means
at best, the locals are invited to meetings where they can express their
view ; usually it only means that in return for a cookie and a glass of punch,
they have the privilege of being told what they are doing wrong at home and how
they should instill the proper attitudes in their children (Peter Schrag, "Village
Sclwol Downtown," Boston : Beacon Press, 19(17).

So the demands went beyond involvement and became those of
decentralization and community control. The rub is that these, too,
are meaningless unless decisionmaking and financial power are trans-
ferred. And because that is almost never done, we have been treated
more than once to the sorry spectacle of community groups fighting
among themselves for crumbs and bare bones. The "crusade" becomes a
power struggle, not a serious attempt to move responsibility for edu-
cation closer to the people whose children inhabit the schools.

RELEVANCE

Fifth in my list, familiar enough but difficult to define, is the
crusade which instructs us to "turn on the kids." Now I confess that
I am mystified by this term although goodness knows it has found its
way into everyone's vocabufary. But in schools it seems to mean doing
things which kids "dig" or "groove on." It means being "relevant" and
"with it" and "sensitive" and. all sorts of other things which come
across to met at least, as laden with value but devoid of content. In
practice, it all too frequently turns out to mean relaxation of stand-
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ards, abandonment of discipline and abdiction of responsibility.
E.ren more, "turning on the kids" becomes a way to manipulate them
into believincr that, consciousness III and the age of Aquarius have
somehow obviated the necessity for competition in a complex world.
When, this happens to kids who have other options to fall back on,
I'm not so worried. But .when I find some hairy barefootsas they
Were aptly described by a colleagueparading as teachers and en-
couraging young black glietto residents to forgo such 'basics as clean-
liness, punctuality, 1311rpose, and standardswell, I get pretty mad.

The opponents of the turning-on crusade have, of course, begun
their own crusade, and it is labeled "discipline." The rhetoric here
decries everything from just plain sloppiness to outright violence and
proposes as the solution a big stick. The slogan does not bother to
distinguish between kids who pass well-kept lawn and friendly
neighbors on their way to school and those who must cross rubbish-
littered lots to avoid junkies on the corner and stumble over sleeping
winos It does not ask whether kids' minds are filled with thoughts
of exciting vacations and new clothes, or whether they are wrapped
in a fog or worry about rats at home and bullies at recess. It raises
few educational questions and answers them all with "respect,"
"order," and "discipline."

INFORMAL CLASSROOMS

There are ether symbolic crusades; my list is not exhaustive. Or t-3
which seems to be just beginning now is the informal classroom. Its
l3ible was the Plowden report. The Plowden report is properly known
as "Children and Their Primar3r Schools " a report of the Central
Advisory Council for Education. London : HMSD, 1967, and its chief
prophet was Joseph Featherstone, who popularized the British infant
school reforms in a series of New Republic articles. Joseph Feather-
stone's series of articles, "The Primary School Revolution in Britain,"
aPpeared in the New Republic of August 10, September 2, and Sep-
tember 9, 1967. Despite the fact that the British are still arguing
the pros and cons, Americans in great numbers have flocked to this
banner, and the march is underway. Indeed, Charles Silberman, whose
recent book "Crisis in the Classrooth," New York: Random House,
1970, I. very much admirealthough I disagree with one of his major
conclusionsmight be called this crusade's current apostle. Yet many
who are rushing to get on the informal classroom bandwagon know
little of what it entails in terms of prograrn, teacher training, plan-
ning or operation.

Do not misunderstand me. I have not come here to denounce new
curriculums, integration, community control, discipline, or a host of
other excellent possibilities for our schools. Far from it. The trouble
iS that we so seldom stop to think what we are doing. Like so many
frantic /thildren we rush about from one innovation to another, hop-
ing or pretending that the bits and pieces will keep the Whole enter-
prise from coming unstuck.

The band-aid approach is, at best, silly, because it is so thoughtless,
liniited, and impartial. It may prove tragic if it prevents us from
facing the very serious situation we are in. I do not deny that some
students in some schools have benefited from the band aids we have
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applied. But we cannot afforcl to pay for small successes and congratu-
late ourselves. There are too manyblack and white, rich and. poor,
city and suburbanwho are still being damaged cr destroyed by
mindless schools and meaningless classes. Their despair and rage may
yet wreck education as we know itand our Nation toounless we
fluid ways to turn the whole system, not just parts of it, around.

I have indicated that symbolic crusades will not do it. And I should
like to repeat also that these crusades often mask a, very real problem
in which we are all involved. I am talking about the Balkanization
of the educational enterprise by those who are paid to staff and run it.
Not only are teachers organized, but custodians, cooks, bnsdrivers,
nurses, aides, prindipals, and even supervisory personnel, have all
organized to carve up the system's resources and exert control over
their own piece of turf. Ironically, many of the arguments and actions
are justified in terms of "improving education," but usually little is left
for students. The kids always come out on the short end of the stick.
It should be obvious to you by now that what I .have discussed thus
far applies to much of public education in this country. But it should
be equally obvious that the pathology is most pronounced 'and observ-
able in the schools serving the poor and ethnic minorities. Nnd it always
has been thus.

SIIORTCIIANOING MINORITIES

One only needs to read "Laggards in our Schools," written_ by
Leonard AyresNew York : Survey Association, Inc., 1913at the
turn of the century to find documentation of the miserable job schools
did and continue to do for the poor of whatever race or ethnic designa-
tion. The problem continues to be worse for black, brown, red, and
yellow American minorities. Imagine what it must be like for an
'American Indian to sit in a class studying the history of great Ameri-
cans and never hear the name of Chief Joseph. Or to hear from his
h istory teacher that Columbusdiscovered America.

Can you imagine what a black child thinks when he goes through
12 years of public education ( hears the American Negro referred
to only in connection with slavery, crime, broken families welfare,
an id riots? Try to imagine what it s like for a Chicano to lae viewed
and referred to as something less than an American und have to sit
through social studies classes which never deal with Spanish cultur6
or the, civilizations which existed loi.g before the white man came to
these shores. Can you imasine what a Japanese-American thinks when
U.S. history neglects to. include a diScussion of the Japanesejntern-
merit during World War II ?

Can you, just for's, moment, think of yourself as a black child in a
black school where most df the staff iS white, where all of the hei oes
discussed are white, where all the.music is_"classical," where all_ of the
art is European, where 'all -Of 'the tektooke.deal with European his-
tory and culture,. Where all c-f the illuStrations are of Europeans or
hastily and strategically "colored:over" White faces':

Try to imagine, if you can still tolerate this flight into unreality,,
curriculum that fails. todeal With, b,asic concerns of, poor and minority
peoples : Credit an&toan sharking, consn.mr protection, intelli.gent
use of purchasing and political power, police-coMmunity relations,
racism, religious intolerance, drugs, employment, survival. Yessur-
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vival ; not only physical and psychological survival, but the ability to
remain human in a society which seems to be increasingly inhuman
and antipeople.

But enough. I am sure you have heard these things from many who
have appeared before you. Let me briefly place some of these concerns
in human terms. In many of our cities the high school average daily
attendance is less than 50 percent. From what some administrators
and school board members say, the same is true in some of our more
affluent suburban areas. These students are not disrupting schools and
tearing them apart, although there is enough of that too; they have
merely tuned school out. School has become irrelevant.

Ana yet, when you engage these youth in conversation, it becomes
obvious quickly that these young people read, think, care, feel. And
they are articulate. Businessmen tell me that high school graduates in
our cities have to be taught basic skills of reading, speakIng, and
mathematics before they can be placed in entry level jobs. After 12
years of school. And yet, colleges which have admitted scores of these
youth report amazing college performances despite mediocre high
school records. What happened?

This is an important question especially in view of the fact that
many Americanswith ninny educators among them. indeed leading
themfeel that if you don't aget to"whatever that meansminority
and poor youth during the early years of school it is too late. What a
commentary on human potential. What an indictment of those who
call themselves educators.

SUGGESTED APPROACIIES

What is ()IA,: to do? What-is the solution ? The answer is that there
is no single sol,ition. Nor is there a simple answer to problems as com-
plex and of such long standing as these. I do believe, however, that
there are several intelligent approaches to the fundamental problems.

Fin;t, it should be recognized that my remarks shall be addressed to
the job that education can do. It does not need repeating that all of
so,-iety has a part in the resolution of these problems. The problems of
housing, unemployment, lack of equal opportunity, inflation, and
others all impinge upon the resolution of the exacerbation of educa-
tional problems.

Second, it must be recognized that there aro as many learning styles
as there are individuals. S'omo are tuite comfortable, and do well in
the conventional classroom in the conventional school. Others do not.
Some learn by sight, some by the auditory method, sonic by manipula-
tion, some by memorization, others by solving problems. Some can
learn better outside the school, some m groups, others individually.
Schooling must accommodate all of these learning styles.

Third, it must be recognized that all can learn. And it is the respon-
sibility of educators to create the environment where every individual
can learn; whether on the street, in the halls, in a classroom, in a
storefront, on a stage, painting, dancing, reading, singing, working,
talking, or listening. In `fact,all of these.

Fourth, it must be recognized that many people can teach: Parenttt,
peers, paraprofessionals, ministers, businessmen, professionals, ani-
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mals, politicians. And so do television, radio, newspapers, magazines,
and comic books.

Fifth, it must be recognized that learning is not about basic skills
alone. Skills such as reading and writing and arithmetic are tools.
Learning leads to education and education is about self-realization,
self-direction, sensitivity to the human condition, awareness. Educa-
tion is about respect, compassion, carin,g,

Sixth, educators, and indeed, all Americans, must recognize that
education is about survival. It is about achieving pluralism in a demo-
cratic setting. It is about recognizing and acceptingnot tolerating
differences. It is about the differences which can destroy this country
cr make it realize its promise and, in the proeess, make it truly great.

IIIIMANE SYSTEM

Filially, let me make it clear that all of our innovations, all of our
technology, all of our money, all of our expertise will avail us naught
unless we can create, perhaps invent, an educational process and sys-
tem which is humane and caring. Let's talk about that. The concept
"humane" has two aspects: Enlightenment and compassion. As Her-
bert Thelen"The Humane Person Defined", unpublished, Novem-
ber 2, 1967, St. Louis, Mo., Secondary Leadership Conferencepoints
Out :

Tile 11111111111P ',onion net N WI Ill wit 11 11(1 'wisdom, openness to Ideas: he Inquires,
Ile 11 /Pree111 IPS 11 11(1 Judges 1111111 by his I4ee0111 111 1 shment s and aspirations. These
chnrateteristies distinguish noun from animals and are therefore humane. M:1/48
noIrder also distinguishes num from the animals, but this is not humane, for
the second aspect Is compassion.

To be humane means to care. Some few years back, prior to the
onset of urban riots, the Congress refused to appropriate a paltry stun
of money for a rat eradication program. As a columnist, Robert
Raines"Riots and Responsibility, Renewal," September 1967
pointed out:

Eradicating rats, of course, would not eliminate riots. It would only suggest
that somebody cared.

What I am suggesting is that people who are concerned about edu-
cation and especially those who make their living in schools must
be taught and educated to give a damn, to care. Not to give love or
reward for their definition of achievement, but to give it because
the child is a human. being. When people care, all things are possible.
The work of the LI)pits l.a Detrcit, of Judge Mary Kohler in IsTewark
and New York, of Sam Sheppard in St. Louis, of countless other
youth-serving-youth progriuns instruct us that caring pays ca. With-
out an additional centalthough the need for additional billions is
acutewe could capitalize on thr.i concern and caring already present
in our schools. And for those who don't care and seem incapable of
giving a damn, we must find ways of eliminating them. What they do
to young people is too horrendous to be tolerated ..aty longer.

What I am suggesting is not a panacea. It is not a solution. At best,
it is a formulation buttressed by some empirical data and years of
experience to support a basic philosophical belief ; that is, that human
qualities are more powerful, more important 7n uniting people in a
community of concern and compassion than all of the other artificial
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and culturally imposed barriers which divkle us. Fundamentally,
this nreans that illtegration is an imperative, a necessity, absolutely
crucial. Not the integration which translates to black kids being trans-
ported mi. es to rub elbows with white kids, or the integration which
means put :ing Chicanos in classrooms with Anglos, or the mixing of
kids in coll, unfeeling buildings called schools. In my definition it
means recoznizing, accepting, understanding, and, indeed, cherishing
the integration of the human spirit in all of its richness and diversity.
It means in fact confronting and openly embracing all of the dif-
ficulties involved in the recreation, reinvention, and rebirth of a society
which has too long deried its future. If -we as Americans can accept
this challenge, the price is not exhorbitant for the product : A viable,
concerned, enlightened, society of caring. humane individuals. I think
it is worth striving for. The alternatives are too frightening to
con tem plate.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Dr. Watson, for an excellent state-
ment. You should get out of town now to catch your plane, but you
will have about 20 speechwriting offers as you leave the room here if
you aro not careful. I think we have a rule here that statements are
never supposed to be interestingyou have violated the rule.

I plowed through the Silberman book, and I would like to ask in
what respect you disagree, but I could not help but find a similarity in
your approaches, in the sense that he seems to attack mindlessness as
ono of the key problems in American education. You call for a sense
of lnunanity and caring, respect, to be the fundamental _thrust of
American society, including the educational process, and this makes ?I..
great deal of sense to me. But. as we seek to prepare a report from this
committee on equal education opportunity, I am trvinur to fifzure out
how you get your hands on that, what possible techniques or recom-
mendations would come to grips with this indictment ?

MINDLESSNESF,

Dr. W.vrsoN. There are several ways of answering that, Senator.
First, my basic disagrvement A% lth Silberman is his focus on mindless-
ness. That may very well be true with a number of people in the
schools, hut there are also people in the schools who really dislike
kids. There are also large numbers of people in the schools who are
racist in their attitudes toward children. There are also large numberF;
of people in schools who really believe that poor kids cannot learn and
treat them that way, and the kids respond m kind; and there are also
people in the schools who see that their job has nothing to do with the
performance of the children. When we talk about the ouput, they are
very willing to talk about the input ; salaries, class size and all of that,
protection they are not willing to talk about linking the input to the
output, which is whether the kids know any more when they leave than
they do when they come in.

I think we canbuild some rather simple-minded methods of account-
ability. Let me just give you an example. For example, if you say, in
the first 4 years of school, since basic skills are tools for further edu-
cation, that we aro going to make a good diagnosis of every kid who
comes in here, and at the end of 4 years, if that child has started at C,
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he had better be a O. F, or (4 when he gets out of here. If he was in
regular attendance at the school and did not improve then that school
did not do the job.

COM M UNITY I NVOLV-EMENT

The other nart of this. In terms of some specific recommendation, I
think we have to do something about getting more community involve-
ment, and I think we have to do something about the transfer of power.
I talked about the children sitting in classrooms who do not hear any-
thing that relates to them as blacks, Chicanos, Indians, Asians,
Americans, Puerto Ricans. We can do something about it.

Let me give you specific examples of cities that have done something
about involving minority communities. Detroit and Philadelphia prob-
ably have the best records in terms Of bringing mincritiesinto decision-
making and 13ower positions in their school systems and they have
brought qualified, competent people in there. That was an act which
needed to be done, but it also provided a symbolic act for the people
who were in the classes 'in most of our urban schools, and they are
increasingly becoming minority and poor school systems.

Those are the kinds of specific simple-minded things that can be
done. When I talk about .;reating a system which incorporates all of
these componentslet me give you some other examples. You have
the Christian Action Ministry in Chicago, which is doing some things
ill terms of walk-in sehools, store-front type programs which are
Nvorking.You have had the Carson Pirie Scott program, which. as existed
there for many years. You have the Urban Lea:gue Street Academy
program, which is working; and my suggestion is that school systems
ought to take a look at school programs like that and nse some of their
resources to create other kinds of alternatives to the large high school,
the standard classroom, whatever.In Philadelphia, they have a program called the neighborhood
counseling center. It is called Franklin House, and it is for kids who
are so battered that the center has to provide the total resources for
them. They live there if that is necessary; they provide psychological
counseling; they have teachers to provide their total education, deal
with drug problems and whatever.These are the kinds of things that the resources now available are
in schools can do. I do not think that it is a matter of wanting to do
the right thing ; in my view, the kind of formulation that I am suggest-
incr, and that others have suggested before you, is what we have to do,
beCause the alternatives to that are spending many mote timed the
amount of money trying to rehabilitate und rebuild people that we
have destroyed in a process which was supposed to free them and
enable them to exercise some control over their own destiny and their
own lives.Senator MONDALE. Did I understai.d you correctly to say that one
of the structural recommendations that would help lead to this variety
of culturally sensitive approaches. would be meaningful efforts of
eomiminity involvement, so that the personnel in the system . would
be more accountable to the clients, the kids than is often the case,
particularly in our central school systems ? How heavily do you come
down on the community control recommendation ?

3
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Dr. WA'rsON. I think iL ' lolutely essential, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. Do you mean. controlling the budget, hiring, the

key elements in the school sy: tem ?
Dr. W.A-rsolsT. What else is there?
Senator AlEo IC DAT:E. DO you know of any school system in which

there is such a community control ?
CONPROT. I AFFLATENI. SlrSTEMS

Dr. WArso-N-. ; I do not. 'Let me njust repeat somethig and
possibly expand on. what the control business is about. I say that in
tlte more affluent communities, they have alwayshad control.

Senator MONDALF;. That is correct.
Dr. WA-rsow. They get accountability from their teachers; they get

the kind of curriculum they want - they have people in there who are
sensitive and humane to their chifdren. That is what poor people are
asking for ; that is what they are demanding, and I think that is what
they deserve.Senator MONDALX:. I often think that one thing that explains the
movements to the suburbs is a perfectly legitimate desire on the part
of people to live in a community in which they have something to say
about their lives. I grew up in a very small rural community. JE very-
body witAR involved in runnincr the schools.

Dr. WA'rso.T.T. rrhe problem u(rain was when the poor people becran
to ask for thatblack people, Chicanos, and others.

I: just want to muke one other statement about what quality is about.
I think my statement made it very clear that I happened to think that
true pluralism is an asset. I. think it is one of the strengths of this
country. I think we have not embraced it th way we should have
embraced it-Let me tell you about a, personal experience, a personal reference. I
went to an. all-black school in a. working-class community from the
time I was in the first grade all the way through high school. I cannot
remember anybody that I went to school with who could not read. We
were all poor and raggedy, just like everybody else in that c14y-

Senator MoisrnAx..E... What community ?
Dr. WA-rsow. This is Gary, Ind. That school sent 44 percent of its

kids to college last year. They will send that munber or more this year,
and in the 1930's that black school was sending. -people to Fordhant,
University of Chicago, and other top universities- I am absolutely
convinced that although the teachers there were well trained and at
one tin-lefor many yearshad more degrees than other teachers in
the system, the basic difference in. that school was that the teachers
gave a damn about the kids.

Senator MONDAY-in- Are you saying that in your opinion those schools
have deteriorated since the thirties V

Dr. WA-rsoN. Which schools?Senator MoNnAt.m. The one you are talking about.
Dr. WA-rsoi.r. The one that I am talking about I think has gotten

better.Senator MorinAi.E. Has gotten better ?
Dr. Wivrsorr. Yes. When I was a principal in that schoolI went

back to that school as a junior high school principal, and then served
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there as an assistant principalit is a, large school we were sending
then about 30 percent of our kids, and they have increased it up to 44
percent.

Senator MoNn....r.E. This is a poor black school ?
Dr. WivrsoN. Yes, it is. It is right across the street from the largestGovernment-project in northern Indiana. Moreover, it has the kind

of economic mix that the Coleman report talked about, except that it
does not; have any white children in it.

Senator MONDALE. In other wards, they have middle-class blacks?
Dr. IVA-rsoiv. Yes, the3r do. They have people who exist totally on

ADC all the way through people whose parents make $50,000, $60,000
a year because th.ey are professionals.The point I am trying to make is that it is the quality and the con-
cern that the students and staff have which are at least as important,
in terms of where we go eventually, in. terms of pluralism and.
integration.

COLENIAN REPORT

Senator MONDALE. You have read the Coleman report. What is your
reaction to that, to its recommendations, to its findings?

W bDr. A-rsow. Let me just give several rief comments on the Cole-
man report,. I think his conclusion that, the sense of control that chil-
dren have over their own destinies is probably the most crucial factor.
I would agree with that. I have some questions about the research
methods that were used because of the necessity of dealing with data,
which, of course, was not random data. A lot of school systems were
not cooperatinr with the study ; they would not send the material in.

I have anotrier fundamental difference. Ile talks about having the
kind of mix in schools across the broad socioeconomic range, which
contributes to the raising of academic achievement, aspirations, and
all of that ; but he makes what I consider to be an error. Perhaps I have
misinterpreted itI do not think so, others have noticed it. Ile says
that when you take black kids and put them in a school with white
kids, that happens, but when you have the socioeconomic mix among
black kids it does not happenI disagree with that.I have cited things in the report on my own experience with that.
It is probably the most monumental stuay that has ever been done.
I think some others need to be done. We need to look at specific in-
stances and try to assess them.Senator MONDALE. I have heard the same analysis that you made,
but I understoed the Colenian ,report differently but basically =What
he is sayingis that you need the school to be-predominantly higher
socioeconomic status children and that race is:ntot the importhrit thing
it is the socioeconomic background ; the same process WoUld WOrk if
you had a class of middle-class .blacks in which obor black children
can go, and the same would work with whites. I have not read, the
study myself.Dr. W.A.-rsoiv. Ile may have intended that, Senator; that is not
what ISenator MONDALE. Yes, but, of course, in one sense the ravages of
segregation and d:sc imination et cetera, are such that it is awfully
hard. to find a ,comn- nity wllich you have a substantial number of
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prosperous black families, except in maybe perhaps small areas in the
larger cities. You were in. public school teaching for some years?

Dr. WATSON. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. What kind of teaching ?
Dr. WATSON. I have been a teacher, department chairman, counselor,

supervisor of guidance, associate superintendent ; I was deputy super-
intendent of schools in Philadelphia until September last year ; I have
taught at the univeisity level, and that is where 1 am now.

CLASSROOM TEACITI NO

Senator MONDA LE. Why did you leave public school teaching?
Dr. WATSON. I left public schcol teaching because I was not con-

vinced that working with 35 kids in a classroom and counseling the
individual kids was enough to deal with the fundamental problems.
Teaching is What I preferred doing; that is what I enjoyed doing; but
I became an administrator to affect more kids. The reasons I left the
Philadelphia school system are complex, but one of them had to do
with the ekigtence of a very fine forward-looking superintendent, Mark
Shedd, where certain members of the board of education had reached
the point where they were hamstringing almost every good thing that
he was trying to do. That is among the reasons that I left the public
schools of Philadelphia.

I am still vitally interested in them ; deeply involved in them aficl a
number of other programs that. affect young people. Let me just tell

iyou about one. In the Model Cities program n Philadelphia, which I
worked with, in an 18-month period we put 1,100 poor kids in 156
universities in 37 States across this Nation, who would not normally
have gone because they were poor and because they had no aspiration
of colleges, because they did not have the money and because they had
attended some very bad schools. Of that 1,100, in the first 18 months,
20 have dropped out, and only eight of those 20 dropped out for
academic reasons, and I think that is a pretty, good record. A lot of
the things that that program is doing is what schools ought to be doing.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Dr. Watson, for a most
useful statement.Our next witness is Dr. Arthur E. Thomas, director of the Center
for the Study of Student Citizenship, -Rights and Responsibilities, of
Dayton, Ohio.
STATEMENT OF ARTHUR E. THOMAS, DIRECTOR; CENTER FOR THE

STUDY OF STUDENT CITIZENSHIP, RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILI-
TIES, DAYTON, OHIO
Dr. THom.As. Thank you very much, Senator. As I sit back here

looking at you up there, I would like to say -very clearly to you, and I
say this sincerely, that one man with courage is a majoritythat is
Andrew JacksonI do not agree with everything he saiclbut I agree
with that.Senator MONDALE. I have not found that true around here. I hope
you are right on that. I do not agree with everything around here,
but I will quote you. I have found this a couple of times, but the record
we have made on other issues, when no one is interested, has provcd
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fundamental when you get into those types of debates. Thuse are buy,
sessions; we have had h.undreds of hours just like this morning. We
are building a record that I think is needed in the history of the
Congress, that is long overduewhy these schools are nm working,
why these poor kids are not given a chance. Have you ever testi fie-d
before Congress?

Dr. TIIOMAS. No ; I have not.
Senator MONDALE. We have had hundreds of people, leaders in tlie

field, who have never been heard. As a matter of fact, Dr. Coleman
had never been asked to appear before a congressional prczeeding.

Dr. THOMAS. I just wantyou to know that I see your t as being
ia very courageous one. That s for the record.

Senator. MONDALE. You can go out on that as long as you want !
Dr. THOMAS. And also for the record I would like, with you -. per-

mission, just to talk. I will be summarizing what I have on ,ese
pieces of pape.r.

Senator MONDALE. WO will include. yoi.-a- full statement in the rec-
ord* as though read and you can empbasize those parts that you wish.

DISTRIBUTP.iN OF POWER

Dr. Tnomns. Let me say R-est of all that any problem dealing with
schools, in my opinion, h to deal with the redistribution of power.
Margaret Mead says it another way : Those in power are going to have
to give those peopk, that do not have power some power if we are
going to be able to solve the problems confronting the world today
in a peaceful ruanner ; in other words, if we are not going to end up
in war or wing gliillotines

,
et cetera.

Alvin Poussaint says it quite another way. He is the black psychi-
atrist at Harvard. He said tliat what happened at Oceanville, Browns-
ville, in New York, was one of the best things that could possibly
liappen te. education. I am talking about freeing the mind, giving
people an ideal, an attitude, that they can control what happens to
them, beef, use what Poussaint says is that little black children, seeino-
their mothers and fathers go up against police officers for them eo
have the right to get into sch.00l, freed their minds. That means hence-
forth, new and forevermore those children will see education as some-
thing very important and very meaning-ful to them. It also did a lot
in. terms of the so-called 'generation gap lpecause it showed very young
children that their black, mature parents were very Courageous and
were Willing to fight for something meaningful.

McGeorge Bundy says it guite another way : Those people that
have power do not have to give it up, but they do have to share ;t.
So I want to emphaSize that anything I say hinges on whether or not
those in power are willing to deal effectively with the redistribution
of power.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

New, with your laermission, I -would like to deal with 10 specific
recommendations that I have relative to how we can bring about equal
educational opportunity for everyone. I think the first thing that we
have to doand I -want to emphasize here that I am dealing with
perception; I am not saying that this is what is happening, but I
am saying that many people believe this to be true, and if a person

See prepared statement of Arthur E. Thorium p. 5933.
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believes this to be true, then for all practical purposeS it is true ; and
if it is not true, then this Government has the responsibility of show-
ing that it is not or of communicating effectively that it is not.

What I am referring to is that I think the No. 1 priority has to
be to effectively communicate to black and other oppressed minorities
of this country that there is not a plan of genocide to systematically
destroy them. No. 2, hold individuals responsible for racism within
the educational system accountable for their actions by initiating
criminal court actions or through paralegal avenues of arbitration.
No. 3, initiate positive programs dealing with self-image similar to
the MacFarlane Elementary School program and Conimunity School

Council program in Dayton, Ohio. No. 4, institute methods of account-
ability for administrators and teachers in public schools via the
courts, voucher systems, performance contracting, and any other
alternative, but I would like to punctuate this recommendation 'by say-

ing there has to be a redistribution of power. No. 5, reform the deci-
sionmakinfr bodies of public education to include students -with full

rights ancf responsibilities. No. 6, institute student factfinding com-
missions to deal with racial issues, discipline, curriculum, guidance,

and all other areas of public education. No. 7, federally fund student
groups to initiate their own programs relative to rights and responsi-

bilities, and education in general. No. 8, federally fund the estab-
lishment of coalitions between so-called black militant students and
so-called poor white students. No. 9, establish profframs of integra-
tion in reverse. No. 10, federally fund cable IV neavorks throughout
this country that can broadcast information to the masses of oppressed
people relative to student rights, welfare rights, and all other matters
concerning the poor and the oppressed.

RACE AND INTELLIGENCE

Recommendation 1. I have already dmlt with in terms of the geno-

cide issue. Let me just point .out to you how the man lin the street feels

about some of these things and how many black educators feel about

this. There is a man named Jensen going about talking ai->out black

people being genetically inferior ; then there is a man named Moynihan
talking about the black family: Many people .feel that this is a very
deliberate act to build a case for saying that black -people canpot be

salvaged. This is particularly important when you think abdut tht5 fact

that there is no cotton to pick and that there are no ditches to dig, and

those are the reasons that we first came to these shores.
I am saying that this is very, real to some 'people, the whole question

of Title I, which has, in my opinion
,
an excellent director, DickFairley.

Many people believe that the TitleI program IS.set up for the purpose
of proving that black children cannot learn. It goes something like

this. We have been dumping ,millions of dollars into that program
since 1965. It does not work. Therefore, this proves that black folks

are genetically inferior. This Proves that black folks cannot be saved.

We have no alternative now.
'Phe cry for law and order, problems with the economy, I think that

the talk about all of these things have bearing on people's perceptions
relative to genocide, planned or otherwise.

tgg
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RACISM

I think that the next thing that we are going to have to do is hold
individuals responsible for racism. It is one thing to say that we have
institutionalized racism in this country, but how do you accuse a school
system of institutionalized racism ? You have to put the blame on the
superintendent. You have to assign the blame to a teachernot teach-
ers but a teacher.

Let me go on to say that I think schools in urban communities in this
country 'are doing their job. They are doing an excellent job of what
they -are designe,d to do. They are designed to transmit a cultural
heritage of racism ; they are designed to deliberately destroy children.
It is no accident. I think it is impossible for learned people, adminis-
trators with Ph D.'s, the teachers that have gone through many years
of methods, courses, et cetera ; I think it impossible for them to do the
putrid job that they are doing if, in fact, they are not doing it by
clesign.

I think that one of the reasons for this is that if black children
were able to compete on an equal level with white children, then they
would also be able to compete on the job market. It is no accident that
all the poor supplies are in the black sciiool ; it is no accident that
teachers are tremendously frustrated in the black schools. I think that
it happens deliberately and I think that the whole business of institu-
tionalized racism has to lbe attked, not only on a collective basis, but
also on an individual basis.

Let me give you some examples of what black and other oppressed
children have to go through in their daily lives in school. Just take
the dictionary : 134 synonyms for the word "black" and 75 percent
of those have negative conotations. Blackugly, filthy, unclean; you
blackball somebody, black market, blacklist; angelfood cake is white

iand deviltood cake s black. What does that do to a child who is con-
fronted with an. English dictionary every day of his life ? It auto-
matically destroys his creativity, and his image of himself. I think we
are going -to have to develop very positive images in terms of black
children's perception of themselves, and I think we are also going to
have to develop very positive images in terms of black communities'
perceptiong of themselves.

'Let me give you an example of what I am talking about. When I
first started- 'in 1962 at, Irving Elementary School, I was teaching
language.arts. I-had-three sections :;7A, 7B, 'TO. I noticed that the kids
in '7A-did their workHthe kids in 'TR were a little more lackadaisical,
and the kids in 70 swat Hey, man -we aren't supposed to do anything.
We are suppose& tO be.rdumb. Vt9e have been in this class since the
fourth grade."

WORKING WITH SELF-IMAGE

There is really no difference in the level of intelligence of the kid
in the fast, class and the kid in the slow class. I think that before we
start talking about reading, writing, and arithmetic, we are going to
have to deal -with the child's self-image. It does no good to teach a
child reading, writing and arithmetic if you do not teach him his
value as a person. You have got to teach him to love and respect him-
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self. Remember, this institutionalized racist society has told that
child over and over again that he is nothing. Therefore, what we have
to do is to develop strategies to tell him over and over again that he
is beautiful, that he can do anything he makes.up his mind to do.

I started using the PA system at MacFarlane because one day I
talked to two kid.s and said : "Look, you are some really beautiful kids.
You can do anything you make up yourminds to do."

W ihen they went nto the class, they were surrounded by a lot of
people who did not feel good about themselves and teachers who felt
bad about themselves. I started using the PA system. Every morning,
I told 1,266 kids :

You are beautiful. You can do anything you make up your minds to do. YOU
can walk quietly. We want you to keep your community clean. Your teacher is
beautiful. Your teacher loves you toc

We did not have to do 3 yetws of research for this, but when we
started to tell these kids that we loved them, trusted them and respeeted
them we got very positive results, not only in terms of their behaVior,
but- also in terms of their achievement, and this is documentedin the
MacFarlane Study, if you would like to include the MacFarlane Stud*
on the reeord.

Senator MONDALE. We will put that in the record at the conclUsion
of your statement.

Dr. THOMAS. Not only do you have to increase children's value of
their perception of how they feel, but you also have to do the same
thing for their parents. I am extremely honored to be able to sit .with
Don Smith and Bernard Watson, and to follow such beautiful people
and dedicated fighters for black liberation as Kenneth Haskin, Bar-
bara SizemOre, and Dr. Charles Smith.

Let me say this about the community. Just as children have been
destroyed psychologically, adults have been destroyed psychologically
also, so you have to do the same positive thing in terms Of, adults
that you do with children, and we did this in the form of developing
commimity school councils and letting those parents know that they
were very'beautiful. I got an F and a D in Latin at Shoemaker Junior
Irgh School in Philadelphia, but I remember Repetitio est mater
studiorumrepetition is the mother of study. So you have to say
over and over again that you are beautiful, th.at you can do anything
that you make up your mind to do, that you can 'control your oWn
destiny, because when you start lettng people think that they can
affect their own lives, that they:have some control over what happens
to them, then they start learning More and developing a, verY Positive
attitude. I agree with Coleman on the businees- of fate control. If a
person feels that he has some control over his destiny, then he will
do a much more effective job.

Let me remind you that Thomas Pettigrew, the white social psy-
chologistand I am sure he knows 'what he is talking about because
he teaches at Harvardsays that half of the blaCk people in this
country are under 22 years of age. They have not learned how to
shuffle o, walk through back doors or scratch their heads. They are
men and women, real men when they are 11, 12, 13, and 14 years old,
and that has implications for how you treat them in the future ; that
has implications for cities being tinderboxes, et cetera.

90
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ACCOUNTABILITY

I think -We are going to have to institute- variOns methods of account-
ability. I think yon can deal .with it. very, basically. A.. child Should
know more at 3 o'clock in the afternoon than he kneW at 8 o'clock in
the morning. NO matter how bad, his home conditions arehe should
knew more at 3 ,O'clock in the afternoon than he did at 8 o'clock in
the morning. He should know more in.June 'than he knew the preced-
ing Septerriber, and he should certainly E know More in 1971 than he
did. in 1967. I think that the critical thing his-got to be that we have
to stop assigning blame to the child. There is nothing wrong -with the
child. The child 'is ;Culturally deprived; the child is culturally dis-
advantaged. :When we'do. that, We, are.merelY stereotyping a child; ,we
are not blaming the inStitution. I am saying theie iS something wrong
With the school, not the child.

. Jean and Edgar Calm, my attorneys, who direct the Urban Law
Institnte and' the Citizen's Advocate Center, in their YaleLaw ReView
article,- May 1970; talked abOut the .presurciption of educability, which
Means; Wre have got to . stlart, assumMg that the School is at falilt and
we have gOt to, start holding the school accountable and stop finding
so many excuseS about what is -wrong 'with the child

Mario Fantini, in a Social Policy article, November 1970, dealing
with the educational agenda for the 1970's and beyond, the public
schools of choice, makes the *same observation. He says we have got
to stop assuming that the child is bad and we have got to start assum-
ing that the institution is bad becauSe the institution has a very putrid
record and the child has not had the firSt, opportunity. Mario Fantini
deals with three basic areas of reform, and. I agree with these areas
of reform. There has to be a whole change in governance. Parents and
students haVe to be part of the decisionmaking process at all levels,
not just the local level, but at the, State and Fed.eral level.

6 tninicurAmir

Substance. We have got to humaniie the curriculum. I agree with
Dr. Watson, this business about Christopher Columbus discovering
the New World. If I tell my kids in Class to buy a plane ticket to go
to California and they end up in Florida, that would not be smart.
It would be like Christopher Columbus starting out for India and
ending up off the coast of South America_, so he was stupid in my
estimation. Whevi I say that, my kids perk -up and they say : "Hey,
man, that cat Wasn't tep heavy after all, was he?" You see what I
mean? But that is important; You haVe got to be able to deal With thp
reality in terms of those kids' lives.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR WORKING

The whole business of personnel : We have got to Stop assuming
that you have to have some certificate from somebody in Columbus,
Ohiol or some other State capital' to be able to affect positively the
learning of children. Let me give 3rou an example of a program that
I developed in Dayton -With the help of the community. I took 10
veterans of .the Vietnam ,war and- I put them in a class with seCond
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grade teachers and they were teachers' aides. While thev were work-
ing as teachers' aides they were also moving toward 13:S. degrees in
education at, Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio, and the
result of that was that they provided a male image for the, children,
but they also radicalized 40- and 50-year-old teochers, and also pro-
vided a very, very different atmosphere in that school.

A lot of people talk about the fact that you should be certified. I
believe, Senator, that there are many schools in this country where
children do not learn one thing from.September to June. I figure that
if you could take an illiterate person and teach that illiterate person
how to spell catc-a-tand if n11 that person has got to do every day
is say c-n-t spells cat, at the end of the day, if three chiMren know
that c-a-t spells cat we know we have achieved something. Today we
cannot. doeimient that. three children can spell cat in many school sys-
tems that I know about.

fe also dealsand I agree with himwith the idea of the panacea.
Let rue say there is no clear-cut answer to this. There are no panaceas
relative to edecation. We have got to try a lot of different thing's.
Alternative schools, T agree with. 1 do not see anything wrong with
tlw vouelwr plan as long as you are going to put the mouey.in tlw
hands of the parents and the students and let them have their own
voucher sehoots. I do not see anything wrong with performance con-
tracts as long as big business does not get all the contractsor voca-
tional process schools or tedmical computer center schools or tradi-
tional schools for those people that want them. I do not see anything
wrong with Montesorri schools for those people that want them, and
I do not see anything wrong with multicultural schools for those
people that want them.

Frank Ri,-.s.sman pointed ont that in a study by the American Insti-
tute for Research it was shown that of 1,000 programs operated by
the Office of Education, only 23 of those programs were programs
that showed any noticeable gain in achievement. Out of the 23 pro-
grams, all 23 were programs where children were teaching each other
or wlwre parents were teaching children.

What this means to me is that with 80 percent of the school budgets
in this country going into salaries, and the ouickest route to getting
out of poverty being money, perhaps we shoulci pay children to teach
other children and pay welfare mothers and other poor people to teach
t hei r children.

I could go on with many things, but I want to try to bring this pres-
entation to a halt. I think that school systems are going to have to be
charged with fraud. It is fraud to give a child a high school diploma
and say he is a high school graduate if; in fact, he reads at the eighth
grade ievel. It is against the Constitution of the United States to hold

pemon in jail unless he has conrunitted a crime. When 'you put a child
in a school frm» 8 o'clock in the morning to 3 o'clock in the after-
noon and he is not learning anything, he is not in schoolhe is in
jail.

ISSUE OF FRAUD

I think that some brilliant legal service lawyers aro going to have
to deal with the whole question of charging school systems with exer-
cising monopolies and suing them. I know that it is legal and compli-
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cated, but it can be done and it has to be done. Ken Haskins has an ex-
cellent remedy for suspension. When a child at Adams Morgan Was
sent to Ken Haskins for being bad, Ken would suspend the teacher and
tell her she could nct, come back until such time as she could deal with
the child. If a 14-year-old can maneuver a teacher into a position where
he cannot deal with him, then it is be, the child, who should be the
teacher and the teacher should be the student .

The. State of Ohio has a law that if you expell a child, the child is
really entitled to a bearing before the board of education. What we
did, throughout student rights.center, was ask for a hearing, because
a hearing had never been asked for before. After asking for that hear-
ing, the school board said: "Look, assistant superintendent in charge
of student affairs, we do not want to have all these executive sessions
over some child being expelled, so revise, your expulsion policy."

COUNSELING

Moving rapidly, I think that there are a couple of critical areas.
One is cminseling. We have got to find a way to hold counselors
accotmi able becanse counselors also automatically, destroy a child's
chances simply by telling him lie is too dumb the. college prep
course. There are no general jobs advertised in the classified ads, and
therefore there should be, in my estimation, no general course.

I have outlined in my testimon3 what students should be prepared
for in terms of the future. I think that we have to deal very forcefully
with holding student factfinding commissions, not only bolding the
commissions, but hohlinz school systems accountable for following
through on the ideas projected by students.

The next recommendation deals with students in decisionmaking. I
want to say this very clearly. I think that boards of education
throughout this country should be reformed, in that there should be
young people from 7 to 21 years old placed on those boards. This is
documented by Margaret Mead in her book, "Culture and Commit-
ment: A Study of the Generation Gap," where she talks about the
prefigurative culture. Moving fast, I will just define the prefigurative
culture. We are moving into a culture where students know more about
how to survive and operate in an urban setting than we do. With the
advent of the media, et cetera, we have a lot of very brilliant 7- and
9-year-olds, and there is no reason why they should not be given the
right to vote. Rather than have a child learn about George Washing-
ton arid the Delaware, it might be more germane to have the child
lea ming about laws regarding social security, the blind, welfare rights,
et cetera.

BOND BETWEEN P0011 WHITES AND BLACKS

I want to deal with this area very specifically also. There has to be
some kind of cooperation and understanding between poor white and
poor black students. I think that if there is racial violence in this
country, initially it N%ould not be between middle-class black and
middle-class white people; it would be between poor white people
and poor black people, and they are both oppressed in many of the
same ways.
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I have been through an experience where I had to rescue sonic black
children from a white Appalachian school. One strategy would be to
be angry with poor white folks for the rest of my life, but another
strategy would be to understand that they are oppressed in many
of the same ways black people are oppressed. In many ways
they are victims of the news media and victims of the yiowerful
11.111 the rich. I am not saying that they have to love each other, but I
am saying they have to get together on things that they agree on to
prevent potential genocide of both. I think that that can be done, not
by what some expert says, but that can be done by giving them power
and giving them some money and letting them make their own deci-
sion in terms of how they can relate together and how they can live
together. Integration in reverse, Senator.

I think you have got to understand what all these different bills and
rules and regulations are doing to the people. In 1954, black people
were saying: "We want to integrate; we want to sit down next to
white people." Malcolm X said that to sit down next to a white man
on a toilet in Mississippi is really not revolutionary, but the point is
that during the fifties everybody did move toward integration. The
white people said : "We don't want to be bothered with you." After
that, black people said: "OK, we are not going to be a part of the
melting pot. We will go for setting up our own community, trying to
make our own community good we will develop our own black studies
program." Then the white people said: "-We insist upon integration."

This is very confusing to the community. If von decide upon integra-
tion or nationalism, you have to make that clear. I can understand a
black integrationist. He has fought all his life for integration. For
integration not to work is, for his life to have been a failure. I also
understand the young black nationalist who says: "I am not gc.:ng to
beg white people to sit down next to them." It is just as racist to tell
a black child that he is not a human being unless he can sit down next
to a white child.

I am saying that if you are grang to have meaningful integration,
you have got to place ail of the good resources right there in that black
school. in that. black community. I cannot call that white man a racist
because he does not want his child to go to a poor school. I can call him
a racist if you have got the best possible school in the world in the
black community and he does not want his child to go there.

There are a lot more things I could deal with, but I think at this
point I would like to pause so that Dr. Smith can testify.

STUDENT RIGHTS CENTER

Senator MONDALE. I want to ask one question and then we will turn
oyer to Dr. Smith, then I will ask questions of both of you. What is
t he Student Rights Center

Dr. ThomAs. The Student Rights Center is an OEO legal services,
research and demonstration program, and it is funded for the purpose
of developing innovative strategies relative to student rights and re-
sponsibilities. My attorneys, Jean and Edgar Cahn, were very 'instru-
mental in its formation along with Mickey Kantor and Terry Lenzner.
What we want to do is show that children can have some control of
their fate. Jean and Edgar pointed out very beautifully, in their
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article "Power to the People or the Profession $The Public Interest
in Public Law" that all these laws and regulations do not mean very
much if people, in fact, do not know how they affect them.

What we are trying to do is take the power of the law and let
children see that they can have some say in what happens to them.
We are starting law suits. We also have 10 part-time parent ombuds-
men who go with the children when they are suspendeci. The ombuds-
men also try to educate the community about what students' rights
are. Since this is the age of law and order, we are trying to teach
kids how to use law and order for their own protection. Is that clear
enough I

Senator MONDALE. Is the Student Center for all students, white
and black I

Dr. TirOMAS. Yes, sir; because all students are oppressed. We have
Oan integrated staff. ur staff attorney is a white man from Cincinnati,

who is a former captain in the Army, who just got back from Vietnam.
Let me tell you what else I have noticed. If a poor white parent

has a child mistreated in the school, that poor white parent does not
object to coming over to our black community and using the rescurces
cye that. center. I am saying that it is more than a question of racism in
this country. It is a question of oppression. Racism is a very important
part of oppression, but children are oppressed--rich children, white
children, black children. I think that if some kids came down from
Mars they would be oppressed alsc. Green children would be oppressed
in this country.

Wbat I am saying is yes the center serves everybody, not only
poor white people, but also ihe outlying rich white commimities, be-
cause those lcicls are jeopardized in many relative to student
rights. I think fais is one of the most meanin answers in a country
that is founded on the Declaration of Independence and the Cmstitu-
tion of the United States, in a oountry where these kids have had to
memorize the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence : and if
you can really make that meaningful and if you can remove the double
standard that exists, I think there is a real good opportunity for
really moving this country toward what Reich calls the Greening of
America. Another aspect of it is that we are going to end up either
through a Greening of America process or through Sam Yette s 714
Choice, and I thinIc we are heading more toward Sam Yette's The
Choice, meaning the systematic genocide of black folks than. we are
toward the Greening of America, where people learn to love and
trust and respect each other. Did I answer your question sufficiently
enough?

Senator MONDALE. Yes, sir.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR E. THOMAS

TEN SPECIFIC RECOM MENDATIONS To CREATE ..E4UAL EDUCATIONAL OPPOirruxrrx

You cannot outlaw one part of the people without endangering the rights and
liberties of all people. You cannot put a chain on the ankles of bondmen without
finding the other end of it about your own neck.

You degiade um and then ask why we are degraded. You shut our mouths and
then ask why we don't speak. You close your collegek and seminaries agaimit us,
and then ask why we don't know more.

If there 1,4 no struggle. there is no progress. Those who profess to favor free-
dom. and yet depreciate agitation are men who 'want crops without plowing up
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the ground. They want the rain without thunder and lightning. They want the
ocean without the a wful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be physical,
hut it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without demand. It never did
and it never will..Men may not get all they pay for in this world, but they must certainly pay
for all they get. If we ever get free from oppression and wrongs heaped upon us,
we must pay for their removal. We mast do this by labor, by suffering, by
sacrifice, and if 'wed be, by our lives, and the lives of others.

Experienee proves that those are most often abused who can be abused with
the greatest hnpunity. Men are whipped most often who are whipped easiest.

esteem myself a good, persistent hater of injustice and oppression, hut my
resentment ceases iNheu they cease, and I have no heart to visit upon children
the sins of their fathers. FREDERIC IC Dou GILA SS.

I Li TROD/701'10N

I'd like to thank You for the opportunity to testify before this Select Committee
on Equal Educational Opportunity this morning. It -Is an extreme honor for me
to be able to sit with such distinguished scholarsand fighters for Black liberation
an Dr. Donald H. Smith and Dr. Bernard Watson, -and to be.able.to participate
in an educational forum that has included such dynamic, dedicated and brilliant
scholars as Mr. Kenneth Haskins and Mrs. Barbara Sizemore. I am eSpecially
appreciative of the fact that you chome to eolicit the opinions, ideas-aild strategies
of these Mack educators its well as the opinions and strategies of other educntors.
Thie is partlealarly meaningful to me in that you are dealing with national is-
sues that do uot just concern Black people. It is becomhig increasingly clear to me
that to solv t he problems of minorities and the oppressed is the quickest route
to solving the problem of our potentially great nati in. Let me add that especially
because of the increasingly repressive attitudes and actions relative to freedom
of expression and other constitutional guarantees, I woeld like to state to you
very clenrly and specifically that I love America. I believe in the principles of
democracy and the words imbedded in our Constitution and hi our Declaration
of Independence. I sincerely believe that if those documents could be fully enacted.
and that if every individual regardless of race, age, creed, color or sex could
equally share in the provisions, guarantees and protections contained in those
documents, then indeed 90% of the battle would be over. To put it another way,
paraphrasing a James Baldwin statement: "I love America. more than any
other country in the world, and, exactly for this reason, I insist on the right to
criticize her perpetually."

Before I get to the specific recommendations that I would like to present to
this committee, let me say that it is extremely important that if any legislation
is forthcoming from the findings of this committee, that you members of the
committee follow up closely to make absolutely sure that the legislation is writ-
ten and enacied as you intend it to be.

Alt of the recommendations that I make toi you today, in my opinion,_are depend-
ent uPon the redistribution of power in this country. This must occur before any
equalitY Of opPerfunitY in education or other areas can -occur. Margaret Mead
states this very well when she says that :

"Those who have no power also have no routes to -powei-except through those
against whom they are rebelling. In the end, it was.men who gave the vote to
wothen ; and it will be the House of Lords that votes to abolish the House, and
those over eighteen must agree if those under eighteen are to vote, as also in the
final analysis, nations will act to limit national sovereignty. Effective, rapid evo-
lutionary change, in which no one is guillotined and no one is forced into exile,
depends on the cooperation of a large number of those in power with the dis-
possessed who art seeking power. The innovating idea may come from others,
but the initiative 'or successful action must come from those whose privileges,
now regarded as obsolete, are about to be abolished."

Dr. Alvin Poussaint. a Black psychiatrist from Harvard University School of
Medicine says that: "Local ofileials fight community control of schools. because
they choose to jealousy guard their jobs and power at the expense of the life
chances of Black children."

McGeorge Bundy has Baia that : "People who have power don't have to give it
up. But they must share it. It Is one of the most important issues of these
times ... "

9 6
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Thus, it is with this major factor in mind, the redistribution of Dower, that
I ask you to view the following recommendations :I. Effectively communicate to Black and other oppressed minorities of this
country that there is not a plan of genocide to systematically destroy them.

2. fold individuals responsible for racism within the educational system
accountable for their actions by initiating criminal court actions or through para-
legal avenues of arbitration.

3. Initiate positive programs dealing with self-image similar to the MacFarlane
Elementary School program and Community School Council program in Dayton,
Ohio.4. Institute methods of accountability for administrators and teachers in.
public schools via the courts, voucher.systems, performance contracting, etc.

5. Reform the decision-making bodies of public education to include students
with full rights and responsibilities.

6. Institute student fact-finding commissions to deal with racial issues, disci-
pline, curriculum, guidance at .1 all other areas of public education.

7. Federally fund student groups to initiate their own programs relative to
rights and responsibilities.

8. Federally fund the establishment of coalitions between so-called Mack mili-
tant students and poor white students.

0. Establish programs of integration in reverse.
10. Federally fund cable TV networks throughout the country to broadcast

information regarding student rights, welfare rights and issues relative to the
poor and oppressed sectors k society.

Lot me expand on each of these reconnaendations.

RECOM1I ENDATION NUMBEF. ONE : COUNTERACT THE IDEA OF GENOCIDE

I'la -!e this statement in the proper context, gendemen, because I am dealing
with a thing called perception. The important quetion to deal with at this point
is not whether, in fact, the nation has set out to deliberately and systematically
destroy the Btaek, poor and oppressed the important question Is that many
people believe :Ms to be true.

Thereforzt, if your committee is going to be successful in developing national
programs to provide equal educational opportunity for all, you must first ex-
ercis and utilize the power of your office to effectively communicate in every
way possible to the Black, poor and oppressed that they are not being systematic-
ally eliminated . . . that the question of genocide is not a reality. Not only must
this be communicated, it must be proven.

In this country today, Black men who want to be men have few alternatives.
We con go to Algiers, we can end up in jail, we can end up destroyed psycho-
logically or physically if we stand up for our rights. In my own case, the Stivers
High School incident documented in the book. An Experiment in Community
Relionl Control: An Evaluation of the Dayton Experience, speaks of a form of
genocide a form that seeks to eliminate Black men from positions of power or
potential power. As a result of incidentG of this kind, young Black and other op-
pressed people ars forced into despair. Many feel : "why learn and why sttuly
when in a few years I'm going to be destroyed anyway?"

There is a growing concern among Black educators and community leaders that,
since there is no more cotton to pick and there are no more ditches to dig, Blacks
as a people are no longer necessary to this country, especially in. view of the
population control themes being developed. gotne believe that the billions of
tinllars being pumped into programs like the Title I Elementary and Secondary
Edueation Act to provide funds for assistance to educationally disadvantaged
children are merely being used to prove the genetic inferiority of Black children,
RR espoused by men like Jensen. The belief runs something like this : "You see,
we hove given billions and look, those children still cannot learn."

I am not saying that this is an, or that this country is deliherately setting out
to destroy peoplebut, if people believe that is what is happening then this
perception must be dealt with before we can even talk about equal opportunities
of any kind. When a man is not sure that he is going to survive physicaly or
psychologically. it does no good to talk of equal opportunities. Most of my work
Is alone in a Theta community where I walk nnd ttalc with the people on the street
where T get the feelings and impressions of the people. Believe me. 9 wriwing
number of students who I know you are genuinely concerned about have lost
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confidence in their government and see the institution called school as the enemy
as the thing that is out to get them rather than help them, out to destroy them
rather than protect them. Thus I recommend nat this percecption of genocide be

counteracted quickly and effectively at the highest levels in this country.

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER TWO : INDIVIDUAL. RESPONSIBILITY FOR RACISM

The school's job has traditionally been to transmit the culturel heritage. The
cultural heritage in this country, as defined by the Kerner commission, as defined

by Pettigrew, Hauser, Wilcox and others, is a cultural heritage of racismin-
stitutionalized racism. In my opinion, schools in urban communities in this coun-
try are doing theii Job. They are designed to dehumanize and psychologically
destroy Black and minority children. It is impossibleimpossible--impossible for
educated administrators and teachers to do the poor job that they are doing in

terms ot administering knowledge to young people if they are not, in fact, doing

it deliberately. William H. Grier, and Price M. Cobbs, authors of Black Rage,
cite the following:

"One of the keystones in white America's justification of its exploitation of
Black people is the assumption that Black men are stupid. It is assumed that they
cannot learn as much as a White man and therefore cannot assume positions of

power and responsibility . . . The rigid control of teachers, curriculum, and

budget by generally small-minded government bodies again reflects the essential
purpose of the schoolswhich is to serve the immediate economic ends of those
who control them. Out of the same pragmatic thinking which produced the trade
sohool and the commercial school has lately come the tracking program, a sys-
tem for selecting one of several programs for students based on the child's per-
formance and test results. These programs have operated to launch White chil-
dren into college and to provide mindless 'busy work' for Black children until
they are seventeen."I challenge you to go to a school on the first day. Check out the kindergarten-
ers and first graders. Despite home conditions, despite whetheror not mother
and father are together, despite whether the child is hungry or bas slept the night
before, or whether he is dirty or clean, poor or richhe still comes to school on

that first day with a look of joy and a feeling of hope. Check the same children

out in November or December and you will find a different look and feeling and
will find that it is the institution, the school, that is reinforcing the dehumaniza-
tion that i 3 started by society.

Take a look at the dictionary. In it there are 134 synonyms for Black and 15%

of those have negative connotations. There are 75 synonyms for white with 75%

of those having positive connotations. A teacher's racism doesn't stop at the
school door, just like the judge's doesn't whext he puts on a robe, or the lawyer's
doesn't when he comes into court, or the doctor's doesn't when he treats patients.
Wnat I am saying is that Black and other minority children come to school
ready and eager to learn, yet they continue to gradute from high schools through-
out the country able to read only at an 8th grade level.

This doesn't happen because of genetic inferiority. It happens because if
they were taught to read at the proper levels, they would be able to compete
for the same jobs as White children. The poor conditions in terms of per-
formance and services and supplies and material resoures exist in Black and
other oppressed communities not by chance, tut by design. I know you have
heard these things repeated again and again. One thing East I learned at Shoe-

maker Junior High in Philadelphia where I received an F and D in Latin
was the statement. "Repetitio est mater studiorinm"or Repetition is the mother

of study. Hence, I think that those of us who are in constant contact with the
people who are suffering in this country must repeat and repeat and trepeat
the essence of that sufferinginstitutionalized racism.

Let me then go on to say that one effective way to deal with this problem is

to take those individuals responsible for the Institutional racism of public
schools to the courts where they will be held accountable for their poliCies. We

do not need to look for scapegoats in the poor White communities or in the

Mack Panther Party. The policy makers and administrators of that policy
must be held accountable.

Of courae, lawyers cannot stand by to institute action every time a child or
parent Is humiliated by an administrator or offlcial nr everytime the taunting
word 'boy' is Sung in the face of a Black male student Yeti it is just such
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grievances which ultimately have made tinderboxes of every major urban
center. Dr. Edgar Calm and Mrs. Jean Camper Cahn have said that this 'new
sovereign immunity', the immunity of officials who administer major govern-
ment grant programs, must be dealt twith by, the addition of a third dimension
to the rule of law. The legal system will have to be expanded and restructured.
There are a few scattered beginnings in developing new legal and para-legal
institutions, but much more investment in experimentation is needed. Programs
to provide mediation and arbitration, lay advocates within the school system,
special juvenile courts run by juveniles, citizens' advice bureaus modeled atter
those in England, ombudsman offices where a public official serves as watch-
dog and investigator of official conduct, are all possibilities which may suit
a particular community's needs.

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER THREE : BMX-IMAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Listen to this poem by a beautiful Black woman named Miss Barbara Wright,
and think of how the self-image of young Blacks today is rapidly changing from
that view held by their fathers and grandfathers, mothers, and grandmothers.
"I am a Negroand I am ashamnd.
Chemicals in my hair to make it other than what it is,
Bleaches on my skin to make it more . . . non-black,
Cosmetics on my face to be like the 'other'.
Why must I try to be other than what I am?

"The French say they are French from France,
The Irish say they are Irish from Ireland,
The Italians say they are Italian from Italy,
And I say I am Negrofrom where?
Is there a Negro land?

"The French, Irish, Italians all have a culture and heritage.
What is My land? Where are my people? My culture? My heritage?
I am a Negroand I am ashamed.
Who GAVE me this name?
Slaves and doge are named by their masters . . . Free men name themselves.
Must I be other than what I am?

"I am Black. This is a source of pride.
My hair is short and finely curled.
My skin is deep-hued, from brown to black.
My eyes are large, open to the world.
My lips are thick, giving resonance to my words.

"My nose is broad to breathe freely the air.
My heritage is my experience in America . . . although not of it ;
Free from pretense ; open to truth.
Seeking freedom that all life may be free.
I am Black. America has cause to be proud."
When I was assistant principal at MacFarlane Elementary School in Dayton,

Ohio, I found that if you show children that you love them, trust them and respect
them, they will respond with love, trust, and respect. If you believe in them,
they will learn to believe in themselves. That general philosophy was the core
of our entire experience at MacFarlane. Each morning I told our 1,266 children
over the public address system that they were good, that they were beautiful,
that knowledge was power and that they should constantly strive to be the best
of whatever they were. While at MacFarlane and still today, my fervent mission
was and is to teach Black children that they have a beautiful heritage of which
they can be proud.

Until you teach a child that he is somebody, and until you get him to believe
this, you're wasting your time trYing to teach reading, writing, Wad arithmetic.

At MacFarlane, we invited many people to visit our school and talk to onr
teachers and observe our classrooms. We showed our teacheq that their 'job
was an important one arid that we bad confidence and trust in then] also. Learn-
ing happened at MacFarlane. Across the board, improvement was noted in tering
of motivation on the part of students, staff morale and a general improvement in
behavior attributable to a humane and supoortive discipline policy. The corner-

,
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stone upon which we constructed the entire program at Mack'arlane elemen-
tary school was that of self-image. Self-image and the expectation that our chil-
dren at MacFarlane would achieve and excel. As Kenneth Clark has stated :

"A normal child who is expected to learn, who is taught and who is required
to learn will learn."If a child believes that he is "somebody" and that he has some "fate con-
trol"---some control over his destiny as the Coleman study pointed out, then he
will achieve. Our success at MacFarlane can be a model for schools in every city.
Let me repeat : until you teach a child that he Is somebody, and until you get him
to believe this, I believe you are wasting -your time trying to teach reading,
writing and arithmetic.

The same kind of building of the community self-concept was instituted through
the Dayton Model Cities Planning Council and the Dayton Community School
Councils. Parents of children in Black schools also needed to feel that they had
some control over the destiny 4r)f their children. We would consistently open
our meetings of the school councils with the admonition to parents that they
were very, very important and that they were very, very beautiful people who
could accomplish whatever they set out to do. In response to questionnaires
during the process of training, we received answers that reflected a growing
self-awareness, a growing knowledge of the system and how to counteract its
bad effects and how to systematically attempt to institute positive changes.

consider this response from one participant :
"* * community resources ore the most valuable we can find If uncovered

and tapped. I have learned where aryl who to go to for professional consulting.
I have learned how to talk to great Black educators, where to Thud them, and
most of all tea t they do exist and will help and guide us if we only ask."

Or this re,ponse :
"Yes. I learned who pushes the buttons and how the system has controlled and

manipulated Black people. I bad thought reading and writing were our most im-
portant objectives. Now I believe in the worth and development of the individual."

And still another :
"I have learned that strangers can come very close in working toward a com-

mon goal, and that Black people are very important people."
The Community School Council program can also be repeated effectively

throughout the country. Programs such as the MacFarlane School model and the
Community School Council as Jean and Edgar Cahn so aptly put it, can help to
provide defensive and offensive weapons for the psychological well-being of Black
and other minority students and parents. They can help the student and parent to
deal more effectively with the environment, to sort A the real from fancied in-
juries, to honor obligations, and to hold peers and seniors to standards of conduct
which are equitable and rooted in reasonable expectation. The successes in Day-
ton. Ohio point out that these ail not just pie-in-the-sky dreams, but are realities
and can be repeated again and again.

RECO M ENDATION NUMBER FOUR : INSTITUTION OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

A child in school should know more at three o'clock in the afternoon than he
knew at eight o'clock, that morning. He should know more in June than he knew
the previous September. And a child should certainly know more in 1971 than he
knew in 1967. Measures- for holding school administrators accountable should deal
specifically ,with these ,questions : Does the student know more at 3:00 p.m. than
he did at 5:00 a.m.'that day ? Does he know more in June than in the previous
September? More in 1971 than in 1967?

The traditional attitude holds the child accountable for his progress or failure,
without reference to the school's role in creating the child's success or failure.

In their Yale Lau, Journal study, "Power to the People or the Profession?
The Public liAterest in Public Law", (The Yale Lato Journal, Vol. 79, No. 6,
May, 1970; pp. 1020-1021), attorneys Edgar and Jean Cahn explain Lima :

"* * * in the context of education * * * the question of whether effective
legal advocacy combined with an independent grievance mechanism within the
school system can shield a child from institutional practices which have long
demonstrated their capacity to retard, discourage and destroy a child's sense
of confidence and his capacity to perform. Thus, one formulation of the role
of the law in education might be to protect the presumption of educability of a
child, just as in the crizeinal law, it protects the presumption of innocence. In
short, law might no longer permit the school system, like a prosecutor, to pro-
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nounce a verdict of guilty and a sentence of failure, retardation, or drop-out.
Instead, the school system might be required to bear the burden or. proof each
step of the way, at each moment when it sits in judgment on a ehild's attitude
or performance or capacity. In many, many schools, the burden of proof now
rests with the minority group or low income child. It rests there wrongly.
Effective legal advocacy within the school system should have the purpose of
shifting that presumptionof compelling accountability, of forcing the edu-
cator and the educational system to shoulder the burden of proof rather than
make the child the scapegoat for an institutional record of failure."

Mario Fantini, writing in the November-December, 1970 issue of Srial
Polley, agrees:

"The widely used terms 'culturally deprived' and 'culturally diSadvantaged'
implied that there was something wrong with the learzar," Fantini. says, "with
his cultural environment not with the school and its uducational process. In
short, we assumed that the problem was with the studevt, not the school, with
the client rather than the institution." ("Educational Agenda for the 1970's and
Beyond : Public School of Choice", p. 25.)

Just like companies are inspired to produce a superior product because of the
pressure from competitors, so schools and school administrators would be forced
to improve by the presence of alternatives. Fantini cites three areas that need
change :"GovernanceThere must be a shift from professional dominance to a mean-
ingful parental and community role in the educational process , SubstanceWe
must modify the skill-performance standards by which educational quality is
measured primarily so that a humanistically oriented curriculum can evolve ,
PersonnelThe education system must be opened to a far broader base of talent
than the conventionally prepared career educator." (pp. 26-27).

We must begin calling on our communities. Parents and students can govern
their own schools at the local level. Parents and students must have direct and
powerful input at all levels. How else eau we achieve the humanization of
curriculum?Fantini talk9 about alternative schools es a future necessity. Theae alterna-
tives will take the form of educational voucher schools, performance contract
schools, traditional approach schools, vocational process schools, teacher as a
facilitator schools, technical computer-centered schools, community schools,
Montessori schools, and multicultural schools. I agree with Fantini that there
is no panacea, no one solution for the varied problems that are becoming in-
creasingly evident in the school systems of this country. We must try everything,
and we must find a way to educate all students to the maximum of their potential.
That way will be determined by the environmental forces that surround each
particular student.

in a speech delivered at the Career Opportunities Conference in Denver
(August 11, 1909), Frank Riessman stated: 'A study conducted by the American
Institute for Research for the U.S. Ol/ice of Education on all compe:tsatory
programs for the disadVantaged reported on between 1903 and 1908 found that
of the 1,000 programs examined, only 23 were found to have yielded measured
educational benefits of cognitive achievement." An 23 successful programs in-
volved. students tutoring students or parents working with students. In the
programs that involved students tutoring students, thp students doing the tutoring
learned the most. We should take a closer look at this research and it, in fact,
this research la valid, it has great implications for what will ,hapiien in the
future. If parents and children are contributing more to edneation than teachers,
when approximately 80 to 85 percent of all education 'budgets are used for
salaries, and when the best route away from poverty is money, why not pay
parents to teach their children, and children, to teach each other? If the so-called
experts are failing, isn't it time to try something else?

Because of my experiences as director of the Student Rights Center, I know
It's time to try something else in the area of discipline in school. Since we opened
our offices to the public in January, (-0 per cent of our cases have been children
suspended repeatedly from school without benefit of ceunseling, or even getting
to tell their side of the story. Time and 'time, itgain,' children and their parents
come into the Center to tell us that the child was a0Cused of fighting or name-
calling or a bad attitude and immediately suspended for 10 daysi. Often, after
10 days on the street, the child goes 'hack, runs into the same teacher Or adminis-
trator who doesn't like him, and ass, Anspended again. When -the administrator
is questioned about the amount of counseling the child received to help him with
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:his problem, the answer is none or very little, and the excuse is the 400 to 1
student-counselor ratio. So the student is kicked out, made to feel inferior, never
treated like a human being. Suppose a student could not be suspended except in
.criminal matters? Suppose the easy and cruel use of suspension .was totally
eliminated, and administrators were forced for the first time to see the 400 not
as a number, but as 400 young people, each with his individual problems, people
-who had to be dealt with because the administrator could no longer just shove
them out the door? And-suppOse suspension's equally vicious partner, corporal
_punishment, was ontlawed? Could the experts then function as human beings?
'Or would it take parents and students to work with student problems?. X am
Interested. in finding out. The sequence of terrible counseling to misuse of sus-
pension and expulsion to juVenile court is too *ell documented to continue in the
1970's. It is like an 'open sore right in frOnt of everyone's eyes--isnt it time some-
one made a firat step towards a healing proceSs? .

Let me give you a couple of specific cases We have dealt with at the Center
to show you why I feel it is so impOrtant to Make administrators accountable
for the things they impose upon school children.

At Trotwood High School,.a subUrban .sehOol in the Dayton area, there was an
OcCupational Work Adjustment class in whieh Students received academic in-
struction in the morning, and then worked in the afternoon. The program was
funded by federal grants to the State of Ohio. Trotwood's program included 14,
15, and 16 year. old 'children. TheSe children, emPleyed by the sehobl, Were entitled
to the minimum wage under the law, which- includes stUdents as employees.
Because the Schdol: administrators overloaded ,tlx a program, they only paid the
students 50 cents an hour.' When one student's:'71:,:-..r.-.:;-.:.* uutnputined, the adminis-
trators decided to pay that One 'student the nioney owed hint; but to classify the
other students as psychbti..i, neurotic, and mentally retarded.to avoid paying them
the --minimum wage retroaetive to the time: they started working. .

Understand thiS' now: An assiStant sUPerintendent, in the school system for
years, asked the two teachers supervising-this Progratit to have the- students sign
their nat.- -3 op a blank piece of paper. Then the teachers were to write:randomly,
PSYchotic, neurotie, or mentally retarded' neXt to1 eaCh 'Student's name; .withOut
the Student'S'knowledge, -so that the sehool.Could avoid paying them the Minimum
wage.' I know this sounds fantaitic; but itis true:

The teachers refused te'Ldo this.' TheY caMe tifftheCenter and told our attorney
What was going on. The governthent; &ready ittyeStigating the One student's com-
plaint, was informed by our attorneY that the seboOl Owed '*eti"Oacti'Ve wages to
all -the other stUdents in the Program as well: The program was:Stopped, and the
school administration Was ordered to' pay More 'than *10,000 In baek wages.

In this ease, the students were.hicky -that the' teachers Were..eOnceined enough
-not to. go alon4: with, an administrator's orders. Otherwise, tj'e itildents would
ha'Oe been claSSified as -ilettrOtie,'rpSychOtic. and MentallY retarded and would
'neVer have knoivn it; "

In another of put. 125, caseS this year, a high school junior 'With an IQ ,of 130
ls reading at a' fonrtli:grade-leyet beeanse he wai; byperkinetic (overly reStless)
att it child 'and.:77,ak assigned' t4 Speelai eduestion classes inthe fifth grade. He is
in with students of "inh=nornial" intellitmaCe. The 'Scheol is making.nO effOrt to
tutor him indiiriditally tO' help him read at hiS "Intelligenee leveL Ire exeels in
astronomy, designs hift own' telesr.Opes, and Wnntfi devarately to cO to college.
His lack of reading ablitv, aiiq- the School's refabal:tO. help ;hint; :are causing se-
vere emotional PrOblemS. The school writes reports n his etnotional -problems,
and keeps him 'in, SP06.1, education'. `1747e 'are CUrrently 'preParing a lawsuit be-
cause it LS the only waY to get him the help he needs, to force the Sehool to edu-
cate him. . .

The eases go on and on, full of the material that made Silberman's Crisis in
the Classroom a bestsellek. It's niee to write besit sellers, find irs' nice to identify
prehlems, but what is anyone deing about the spectacular problems that are
commonplacein eVery School SyStem in the country?

The following sections of theigilio Revised Code have -never been used in the
way which is proPosed.- Moat states hOe similar laWei which.haVe,never been ap-
plied. to ednbators iin(k the cliietittoii-sySteni: Because Of the.novelty of the pro-
posed use fer these, laWs, it might-be difficult for 'citizens to sWear out warrants
against educatars, ailA for prosecutors to proiecute violations of these laws. The
use of these lima may be a feW years away. But citizens May have to resort to
the ari-iinal inve, and use it in the way proposed here, to- force constructive
change in the education of our children.
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OReY 2919.05Enthezzlement by Iffsnicipal and School Officers
"No member of the council of a municipal corporation, or an officer, agent, or

employee of a municipal corporation, or board of education, shall knowingly di-
vert, appropriate, or apply funds raised by taxation or otherwise, to any use or
purpose other than that for which said funds were raised or appropriated, or
knowingly divert, appropriate, or apply money borrowed, or a bond of the munici-
pal corporation or part of the proceeds of such bond, to any usn or purpose other
than that for which such loan was made, or bond issued. Whoever violates this
section shall be . . . imprisoned not less than one nor more than twenty-one
years."

Boards of education receive public money to educate children. When children
leave the school system after twelve years, unequipped to hold a job in our so-
ciety, haven't the public monies been knowingly diverted "to arty nse or purpose
other than that for which said funds were raised or appropriated"?
ORC 2919.05Usurpation of Office

"No person in an office or place of authority without being lawfully author-
ized to do so, or by color of his office shall willfully oppress another under pre-
tense of acting in his official capacity.

"Woever violates this section shall be fined not more than three hundred
dollars or imprisoned not more than twenty days, or both."

Teachers "under pretense of acting in his official capacity" mold children to
conform to their model. What worse oppression could occur?
ORC 2912.12Injuring or Defraiuling Under Color of Office

"No sheriff, coroner, constable, jailer, clerk, county recorder, county auditor,
county treasurer, or other ministerial officer, or a deputy or subordinate of such
officer, by color of or in the execution of his office shall willfully injure, defraud,
or oppress another or attempt to do so.

"Whoever violates this section shall be fined not more than two hundred
dollars."

Boards of Education and lucators willfully defraud parents when they say
they are educating their children. Children are willfully oppressed by the educa-
tional system.
ORC 2911.41Fraudulent Advertising

"No person shall directly or indirectly make, publish, disseminate, circulate, or
place before tbe public, in this state, in a newspaper, magazine, or other publica-
tion, or in the form of a book, notice, handbill, poster, circular, pamphlet letter,
sign, placard, card, label, or over any radio station, or in any other way, an ad-
Vertiseraent or announcement of any sort regarding mechandise, securities, serv-
ice, employment, real estate, or anything of value offered by him for use, purchase,
or sale and which advertisement or announcement contains any assertion, rep-
resentation, or statement which is untrue, or fraudulent.

't.lhoever violates this section shall be lined not more than two hundred dol-
lars or imprisoned not more than twenty dajis or both."

Are not boards of education awl educator:4 gUilty of violations of this law? Is
not every school tax levy campaign a: violation? School people advertise educa-
tion. Children and parents are consumers of education induced by false
advertising.
01W 2907.21Larceny by Trick

"No person shall obtain possession of, of title to, anything of value without the
consent of the person from whom he obtained it, provided he did not induce such
consent by false or fraudulent representation, pretense, token, or writing.

"Whoever violates this section is guilty of larceny by trick, and, if the value
of the thing so obtained ia sixty dollars or more, shall be imprisoned not less
than one nor more than seven years."

"School boards and administrators have been taking public money for years
with public consent. Indeed, they ask for more and more :ropey. The public con-
sent is induced by representations made by administrators that children's edu-
cation will improve, and the pretense that children learn in proportion to the
dollars spent. These representations are false. The proof of their falsity is that
high school diplomas are awarded to people who read and write at an eighth
grade level.
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011(1 2903.08--Thrt (Icing tir Neglecting Children
-No person having the control o . . . a child under the lige 411 siXtvell years

mu willfully . . torture, torment, or cruelly or unlawfully punish him . . .

Whoever violates this section shall be tined no less than ten nor more than two
hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than siv months. or hot h.-

Schoml systems claim to) have control of children during schools hours. Willful
torture and torment ()claws when eltiliren are harrassed and molded to conform
to the system's model of the perfect st inlezi 1, 'V0 keep sehool eight hoars
a day. listening to t caeller who) snys nothing relevant is erne! puni:llnient.

01W Seetion 290 132Rob1wry
'NO person by Dire(' or violence, or by putting in featr, shall steal from the per-

son of another anything of value.
"Vitoever violates t his section is guilty of rolthery, :tnd shall be imprisoned

not less than one nor more than twenty-live years."
Our system of education puts children in fear, and steals from them their de-

sire to learn, their Inquiring minds, and their individuality.
ORC 2921.14 Conxpiraeg to Defratut the State'

"If t%vo or more persons conspire to defraud this state, or any political sub-
division thereof, in any manner, or for any purpose, and one or 11101'0 of such
parties do any act 10 effect the objeet of the conspiracy. each of the parties to such
conspiracy shall he fined not more than live thousand dollars or imprisoned not
more than two years. or both."

Aren't all the voters in a school district, or in the state, defrauded by the con-
spiracy of educators from the state level down. "Give us your money ; we will
teach your children" is a false statement, a fraud on the public.

One ilnal word on accountability. Any development in terms of equal educational
opportunity should deal with the reality of connseling and the reality of the gen-
eral course. Counselors are among Oe greatest violators of the equal protection
granted to all people 'ander the United States Constitution. They elm deprive
ehildren of this protection with one statement : "You are not amart enough to take
the college preparatory course." When a counselor makes this statement. he ofteb
deprives the student he is talking to of a good job, good housing, good medical
treatment. nnd a happy and healthy life in general. The student often ends up in
the general course.

You take a student in nn academic course and ask him what he wants to be.

He'll say : a doctor, a lawyer, a tenclice, etc. Yon ask a student in the litisiness
course what lie wants to kw and he'll tell you an office manager. a banker, a real
estate man, a salesman, ete. You ask a student in the general course what he want s
to be and he'll say, "I 411111110.-

1 look III the ctassifled want ads in the daily paper and I see ads for all kinds
Jobs. But I don't SEP any ads for general jobs.
The general course is a eonallined comeentra t ion camp, lathysitting serviee,

modal grit veystrol. It Is excellent preparation for the future junkies of Americo.
the ftit ore jobless of Anserlen, the future not Wogs.

Any serious eonsideration you may give to true ?goal educational opport nnity
must deal with developing corrieula that would provide skilled craftsmen who can
deal effectively in the following areas : oceanography, genetic research, atomic
fusion. ehemistry and biology. medicine. computer science. machine design. media.
urban spite:. planning, agronomy, economie planning, and polities science Os o)4 .

plies to design models for survival and the liberation of oppressea p2oples.
A curriettlum thnt eannot deal effectively with these areas is, in my

obsolete. I sineerely believe that If youngsters learn the skills needed in these
areas we can survive as a nation and make a tontribution to world survival. We
will have to redefine the sehools and the new tiefinitlon will have to eneolnpass the
entire (Immunity. The city, state. nation and world are the new learning laborn-
t ()ries, not merely one bnilding in the city called a school. We need elementnry and
high schools where people who are expert in these areas teach. We must develop
a womb to the tomb eoneept of learning.

RECOMMKNDATICEV Nr11111-11 UM: 4CMDNT 1-ACT 11:VIIING C0UNfli11410:Vs

A series of tuitional and local student fact finding eotnmissions should be
establishe41. These student commissions would have access to lawyers and ether
research personnel. Potential areas for discus/4CM and presentation of position
papers could include the following topics: sunpension and expulsion. free an of
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expression tnwsimpers. assembly, the public ad(lress system). school security,
guidance, It tat eoriarral punishment. The position papers would not be followed
up by a lot of hot air. They should be considered quickly by school administrators
and selasd boards, and then implemented quickly. This would give the student
specitie and powerful cmitrol o:er his own school life. The student would be
Oeriding, through investigation, what the weaknesses are, and then instructing
administrators to eorreei those weaknesse.4. The administrators would be obli-
gated to follow stuck at advice, rather than phy lip service to it or co-opt it or
pat the students on the head and then Ignore them.

In June, the Center held a threeday Student Board of Inquiry into High
School Discipline. The hearings were conducted Completely by students and
Nvere open to the piddle. Attendance was capacity, and the local media gave the
three days of hearings major coverage. Ten students. live blnek and five white,
representing a cross-section of Montgomery County, Ohio, heard witnesses testi-
fying about various aspects of high school disciplinary procedures. Witnesses
included administrators, teachers, students, police and school board members.
Before the sessions, students were counseled in Inquiry procedure and in Ohio
state law concerning education by John Saunders of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, by two lawyers, and by University of Dayton teacher-
edneatton department faculty members.

Let me give you just one of many examples of how the Information the stu-
dents got from witnesses, widely publicized, woke a lot of people in Dayton up
to what is going on in the schools.

Testifying on corporal punishment, a Kettering school district teacher named
Edith Holsinger, cited examples of how punishment is used in the schools in
which she had taught. She talked about children whose 1mttoms were beaten
fur chewing gum, throwing gum on the floor, throwing spitballs, dropping pieces
of equipment in industrial arts classes, and consistently not paying attention.
She cited instanees in two different schools hi which boys had had fistfuls of
hair pulled out of their heads by ingry teachers. She told of an incident in which
a second grade girl was mnde to stand on her toes with her nose to the wall
during recess because she forgot to bring in some impers signed by her parents.
She concluded by asking: "If you cannot reach a child through his mind, how
do you expect to reach him through his behindr

Her evklence 118(1 tremendous impuet in the community 'oecause she is II

longtime teacher with all excellent repntation. The inquity board students are
miliw preparing a report on their findings. This report will be eirculated by
newspapers and television to a mass audience. The Dayton School Board is
publicly obligated to take the inquiry board students seriously and to honestly
consider their ;indings and suggestions.

You can see how dramatic and effective this method is, Who knows more
ninon eliissroom injustice than Its victims? This is a whole new way of hives-
! Ignting schools, Implemented on a natio:int level, with student inquiry lam rds
meeting regularly on topics of concern, you can imaghie the positive chilli:4.es
that could result. I ask you to consider this idea strongly.

RECOMMENDATUEr NUMIER STUPENT pr31-ON MAKING

Students must be a part of the decision-making process relative to any and
all school community matters. Let me compliment the Congress on extending the
vote to IS year olds. Let me remind you, however, that with the knowledge
explosion we have today. with mass media conveying information daily that
was never accessible to the general population before, we have a lot of brilliant
seven and eight and nine year olds in this country, too. We all know that man,
by nature, is gregarious. Ile has to be loved, trusted, nnd respected in order to
survive, lie also has to feel a part of things in order to contribute. I am sure that
immy of you have had the experience of forgetting to include your colleagues in
the plans for a project and of losing their support when the project came up for
a vote.

Young people are asking to he listened to, to be made a part of the things Plat
ffee: their daily lives. Therefore, I propose that you gentlemen exercise the

PoWers of your office, and the tremendous influence that you have at the state
and federal levels, to make it prAsible for school boards throughout this nation
to be expanded by at least four n mabers, that those new membets be between the
ages of 7 and 22. and that they be entitled to all of the privileges :Ind responsi-
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Unities accorded school board members, that they share equally in the decision-
making.Perhaps this sounds a bit wild to you. Let me tell you that right now, in
Dayton, Ohio, for the first time in the area's history, no less than four students,
17 awl 18 years old, are filing petitions to be on the school board ballot next fall.
At first, some people were shocked and some were amused. Then, these young
people began extting the required number of signatures, and began talking about
their lace-. Their maturity surprised a lot of people. I hope that some or all of
them are elected. I think that their behavior in office Till surprise people even
more.

In her book, Culture and Commitment: A Study of tIle Gem -ation Gap, Mar-
garet Mead talks about something that is very important to me, and very basic
to the ideas I am advocating to you.

"The distinctions I am making," she writes, "among three different kinds of
culturepostfigurative, in which children learn primarily from their forebearers,
cofigurative, in which both children and adults learn from their peers, and
prefigurative, in which adults learn also from their childrenare a reflection of
the period in which we live. Primitive societies and small religious and ideologi-
cal enclaves are prhnarily postfigurative, deriving authority from the past. Great
civilizations, which necessarily have developed techniques for incorporating
change. cheracteristically make use of some form of collgurative learning from
peers, playmates, fellow students, and fellow apprentices. We are now entering
a period, new in history, in which the young are taking on a new authority in
their prefigurative apprehension of the still unknown future." (p. 1)

She goes on to say that :
"The children, the young, must ask the questions that we would never think

to ask, but enough trust must be re-established so that the elders will be permitted
to work with them on the answers. As in a new country with makeshift shelters
that they are cold and where the drafts are coining from . . ." (p. 74)
adapted hastily from out-of-date models, the children mnst be able to proclaim

The current educational system we have in this country is the draftiest thing
since haunted houses. We must not only listen to our children, we must also
give them the power to help themselves and, by doing so, to help us all.

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER SEVEN : DIRECT FEDERAL FLY eIDING TO STUDENTS

In line with what I have said above, I feel it is imperative to quickly begin
federal funding of programs created by and administered by and for students.
I cannot think of any area of American lifebe it schools, welfare rights, hous-
ing, the problems of the old, the problems of the physk-lly handicapped, etc.
where students ;:ould not do st., good or a better Job than adults. Think of a
Head Start-type program completely staffed and run by studentsolder students
teaching younger students, getting them ready for school or helping them read
at the proper grade level, and helping theni develop and maintain positive self
images. Think of a fkalerall.v-funded student board of inquiry. Think of student-
ru:*. recreation programs. Think of student-run V1Q,ta-type and Peace Corps-type
programs. Think of students helping the aged Ond ale handicapped. Think of
the ability of American Indian students to run their own federally funded pro-
grams dealing with American Indian self-improvement. Think of the same thing
for Black ,tudents, Puerto Rican students, Mexican-American students. You
can go down the list of federally funded programs currently operating in this:
country and hardly find a one thnt responsible students are not capable of
directing and implementing. In West Dayton. the Black side of town where
I work, I am 4.n close touch with the Model Cities and Community School Council
programs. I cannot think of a single federally funded program in Dayton that
students could not run and be totally responsible for. I want you to consider
seriously, when you are talking about equal educational opportunity. the TerY
vailistic possibility of directly funding students for programs that will help other
students. The students I have worked with are fully capable of everything from
original proposals to full implementation of thrm.: plans. I hope you will give
some real thought to this idea.

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER MOUT : RLACIC AND wring STUDENT COALITION

I have seen at first band how ugly and destructivl things can be when White
and Black young people cannot get together to solve a serious problem. On Sep-
tember 8, 1069, 100 Black students entered an all-white, mostly Appalachian high
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sehool in Dayt on called Slivers. The downtown school administration in Dayton

had decided to integrate Stivers without any preparation for eitoer the White

or Black students or the families involved. So, no istraliy, Black and White stu-

dents got into a bloody light during the first day of school.
Harold Tucker, one of the 100 Black students, was hit in the head with either

a crowbar ir a tire iron. That night, the parents complained at a Model Cities

Planning Council meeting and asked that something be done about Slivers. We

all looked at the bandages and stitches on yoring Tucker's bead. The militant

brothers were ready to "take care of business."
Our chairman told everyone to be cool. Then he told Mr. Ed Campbell, chair-

man of the Education Committee, and sue, as director of the wslucational Com-

ponent, to go ts Stivers the next day.
We did. We were greeted by angry white folks and cruising ears. We helped

the frIghtened principal and his staff keep order for three hours. There were

42 Black students there. They were angry. Some had weapons. I told them to be

cool awl trust me. Most of them had known me for years. I had been Lo their

homes, and they t rusted me.
After three hours of waiting for a bus to take the Black kids out of there, I

walked the students to the Board of Education building. I va instructed by
Model Cities to go back to Stivers and take more students out of there. When I

returaed to Stivers, I was arrested. After two mouths of hearings. I was tired

by the School lio..rd for "exceeding my authority." The Board felt that by re-
moving Black students front an explosive situation I had exceeded my authority.

Now ons of the many things I learned from that nightmarish situation was

that a greet eninhasis must immediately be placed on the problem of developing
positive relations between poor Black and poor White people. Racial violenee in

this country will not, it, my opinion, initially occur between middle class Black
'4w), White people. It will occur betwseu poor white and pour Black people be-

( sse these groups are victims, in many respects, of the seine types of oppression.

Aforced to dislike, distrust, and misunderstand (melt other, they are bound to be
the ones who end up lighting each other. Therefore, it is imperative that pro-
grams to bring them together be provided if we are to avoid potential genocide

of poor Blacks and poor Whites in this country. Through tliese programs, poor
Blue,:s and poor Whites could understand each other's culture and each other's

psoblems.
You won't necessarily teach them to love one another. But at least they can

be made to understand that one group's survival is dependent upon the other's.

With this understanding, with the emotionalism removed from mutual problems,

poor Blacks and poor Whites can together attack the problems perpetuated by

the riCk and powerful and sustained by institutionalized racism.
At3 a. Black man, I have been victimized by stereotypes----kllack people are

dumb, all Black people steal, Black people are crazy, etc. I now see that the same

thingt4 :wciir for poor whites. It is wrong, and grossly unfair, on the part. of mid-

dle cilto4 1 I1,wls and Whites to arbitrarily state that poor Whites are racists be-

eause the Whites do not want their children to go to Black commu-

nitywhen that Black sshool is, In fact, an Inferior scsool.
I cannot call a man prejutiked because he does not want his child to go to a

school that is putrid. I cannot call a man prejudieed when he wants his ehild to go

to a school nearest him. Black people want their kids to go to neighborhood

schools, too.
Frederick Douglass once said:
"I esteem myself a good, persistent hater of injustice and oppression, but my

resentment eeases when they cease. and I have no heart to visit upon children the

sins of their fathers."
I do not have a elearcut answer to deal with the question of how to prevent

young Blacks and young Whites from destroying each other because of the sins

of their fathers. At our Student Rights Center in Dayton, we plan to start, in
September, a st?ries of regular rap sessions between so-called very militant Neel:

brothers and so-called very conservative young Whites. Many eminent psychia

trists and psychologists are saying that if communication lines can be opened

between these two groups, great possibilities for understanding exist.

Let me be very clear in stating that, there is a need for Black folks to be to-

gether on certain issues with no one else around. I mean Black folks getting to-

gether among themselves. The same is true for White folks.
Let me also be very clear in stating that it is also Imperative for the two groups

to develop an understanding that will prevent them from physically destroying
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each other. One example of what I'm sayiog is now taking place in Dayton, in
a slightly different context. Rivsl gangs have recently been brought together by
Black officers in the Dayton poli.!e Department's Conflict Management Teain.
These gangs, once bitter enemies, are no longer fighting each other. They are
working together to improve the communit y. So, you see, it can be done.

The research in the second half of this report, which you have before you,
talks about the impact of the 1964 civil rights decision. Although it left much
to be desired, the decision kindled, in many different groups of people, a desire
to be free and to share in all the good things this country can provide.

The i vii riglits movement that started with Black folks wanting to be free
hat! the impact on Mexican-Americans. Now Mexican-Americans are de-
manding to be free. And American Indians. And Puerto Ricans. And women.
Andvery ililporta ntlystudents. Young p-wle. Students now want to be free,
to enjoy their human rights. Students are now demanding to be free.

What was started on paper is now in the hearts and souls of men and can't
be stopped. If, by some miracle, Black people achieve equal educational oppci.-
tunity, or equal opportunity in general, and poor Whites, Indians, Mexican-
America ns end Puerto Ricans are still suffering, then we would have merely
exchanged one oppressed group for another. Somehow, we must develop a
strategy for freeing all oppressed groups in this country so that we don't have
to worry ahout one group destroying another.

Lines of communication between oppressed groups must be established if
these groups are to survive. School is a potential vehicle for this communication
to occur. But, if it is to occur, this communication must be on the terms of poor
Whites and Blacks, not on the terms of administrator r congressmen or sen-
ators or educators.

Those people responsible for living out the experience should be responsible
for determining how the experience should occur.

Going back to the Stivers incident I described earlier, I am convinced that
if poor Whites and Blacks in Dayton had been consulted about the new situation
that would throw them together in school for the first time in their lives, if
they had been allowed to prepare together for the experience, the results of
that first. day in school would not have been violence and anger.

We must stop dealing out of administrative convenience. In situations in-
volving the integration of till races, we should start dealing forthrightly out of
the concerns and feelings of the people involved. No matter how many degrees or
how ninch administrative experience the so-called experts have, the real ex-
perts are the people who know their own fears, and who will have to live with
the new situation.

Having dealt with young people and their parents all of my adult life as an
educator, I am convinced that, given the ebance, they can come from dras-
tically different backgrounds and work something livable out. But when are
they given a chance to do this? Since it is obvious that the Divine Right of
Kings powe)! theories do not work, succeed only in pushing people further apart
and making them violent and destructive, it is time, on a mass, national basis,
to let oppressed people have (he power to determine their own fate. I believe
that young White Appalachians and young Mocks can accomplish more good
together than any administrator or so-called expert. no ;natter bow Well-ititen-
ihmed. perhaps you will agree with me that this is the decade to try this on n
Inn Ss `'t;11 0. nd see if we ean come up with soniethinu, lietter than tbe .tiolent
failure that tbe expert educators have handed us in our sehools.

RECOMMENDATION NUMBER :VINE : INTEGRATION IN REVERSE

As I have stated previously. I cannot blame a white per-on for not waffling
to seml his child to an inferior school in the I:lack community. emisider the
word -int ezration". What dia-s this word mean to you ? lf integration is merely
the placing of warm Black bulks next to Warm White bodies, it is irrelevant
to my lire and to the lives of my Black brothers and sisters. My recoomotada-
Hon js 10 follow the suggestions in this presentation. 1 believe that, by follow-
ing those suggestions. Butick students and parents and teacher:: working together
will make Black schools anion., the hest, rather than the worst, schools in catch
dly if, ill ii given city, a Blaek school had the best facilities, the best staff,
the best textbooks, the best supplies, the best equipmentthe very best of
everything availablethen integration would be meaningful. It would be, for the,
first time in history, a two way street. As it is now, the typical situation is the
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mach. esild supposedly improving biniself by lissf wintion with Whites and
eIlucational institutions. I:ut if the reverse were a h-..o true. a whole Dew Ivorld
opens up. a world of crehtive exehnage between 4.4unals in 140. not in theory or
(1 re:WIS.

RECOMM EN DATION NI' M ItEll TEN : STUDENT-coN TROI. LED TV

The attorneys Edgar and Jean Cahn, in their aforementto:!. Yale Law
ournal article "Power to the People or the Profession?--The P..ic Interest
in Public Law", talk about a revolutionary use of cable television. They write
that a "largely unexplored area for the creation of new 'legal' institutions is the
potential provided by the mass media for informing people of their rights.
bringing community disapproval to bear upon particular actions or particular
officials, and generating support for norms eliminating the status of permissable
behavior in a society where the 'legal norms' on paper may have little reality
or authority in the community. Cable TV and community owned and operated
radio stations in particular have substantial potential for creating new, legi-
timated forums for community debate .. ."

Thomas Jefferson said that witcn the masses were educated, tyranny and
owroslion would disappear. Lack of access to information is the greatest cause
of disethnination and mistreatment. If you don't know what your rights are,
how are you going to know when someone is violating them? And if you know
someone is taking advr ntage of you, but b.e seems all powerful and you don't
know how to defend yourself, you will get messed over.

How can student-run cable TV programs affect the quality of life in school
and contribute to equal educational opportunity? Let me give you an example.
Suppose students made the following tape and broadcast it via TV to thousands
of their fellow students. A seven year old comes into the Student Rights Center
and says, "I'm tired of that teacher yelling at me. Next time she does it, I'm
going to tear her up." A Center staff member instructs the child. "Listen. The
next time that teacher is mean to you, he cool. Just sit there in the classroom
and don't say anything for 26 minutes. Then, when you are completely calm
and in control, raise your hand. When she calls on you, tell her coolly and
calmly, "Mrs. X, what you did a few minutes ago, the way you talked to me, has
psychologically dehumanized me, has made me feel like an animal, like a stupid
animal. If that happens often enough, a child like me grows up thinking of
himself as stupid and ugly and he can never function as a human being again.
So unless you refrain from treating me in such a manner, I may have no
alternative but to take you to the U. S. District Court and explain all this to
the judge. And let me remind you, Mrs. X, that there is a good possibility that
I can win a $100,000 damage suit against you if I charge you with "psychological
tort."Imagine what an impact we could have on teacher attitudes if young people
learned to protect themselves in this way. By using cable TV, students can
I each each other how to survive in school. The media is quick, mass-oriented,
and convincing. It is a powerful teaching tool. Imagine programs on what to do
about a guidance counselor who refuses to help you get into college, or what
to do about an unfair suspension, or what to do about a teacher who spends the
class time reading out of a book instead of explaining and tells a student who
doesn't understand that he must be stupid.

Students can teach other students about the laws, rules, and forces that govern
their lives in school. Suddenly, you have an apathetic and put-upon student body
ining alive, realizing for the first time that they know enough to protect their
interests, their dignity, and their psychological well-being.

In other words, they know enough to protect their equal educational oppor-
tunity.

CONCLUSION

I would like to conclude by sayhig that I will never be a violent revolutionary
because I sincerely believe that enough young people and Bla,:k people and poor
people have been killed, maimed, and destroyed. The line of senseless tragedy
stretches from Southern lynchings to Kent State to Jackson State, to what seems
to me like the systematic murder and incarceration of Black Panther brothers.
I sincerely believe that the only real revolution that can take place in this coun-
try. and in this world, is a revolution of peaceof love, trust, and respect for
each other.
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There is nothing revolutionary about Black folks and young folks dying in
this country. Life is a very precious and dear thing. We have, in our brief history,
made dying as routine as going to the bathroom, and that is as shameful as it
is absurd. We must somehow emphasize the importance of living and of developing
strategies to see to it that our young are able to develop to the fullest of their
potential. To strive for anything less is to say that all of the It lack people who
ha e bled and suffered and died, and all of the young people who have bled and
suffered and died, have done so for nothing.

When students protest conditions under which they are forced to live, when
Panthers protest conditions under which they are forced to live, when Mexican-
Americans and Puerto Ricans and American Indians and women protest con-
ditions under which they are forced to live, and over which they have absolutely
no control, the criticism cast upon them by those people in control is that they are
unreasonable. Uut, consider Zor a moment that they are not unreasonable to cry
out against the rat-infested dwellings in which people are forced to live, and the
murderous psychological deaths that people are forced to endure for no other
reason than the Blacimoss of their skin. They are not unreasonable when you
think about the arms, and legs, and eyes, and ea:. s being blown off the limbs of
17 and 18 and 19 and 20 year-olds. They are not unreasonable, in fact they are
most reasonable. The idea of having the right to bear arms was not originated
by them. It came from an important document written by some famous men.
Our children were forced to memorize this document, along with other famous
documents in institutions designed to transmit the cultural heritage. I hear young
Blacks and Whites screaming about injustice. Why shouldn't they scream? The
nation that fed. them democracy from the cradle has been pretending to be deaf,
.dumb, and blind to the tremendous injustices imposed upon the Black and the
Red, the Brown and the Young, the very Old and the Very Poor and Women for
quite a while.

As a child, I attended the New Central Baptist Church in Philadelphia, Penn-
bylvania every Sunday. I can still see arid hear Reverend Augustus Habershaw
saying, while he looked at a black book called the Holy Bible, "If you train a
child in the way he should go, when he becomes n man he will not depart from
that training."

We have trained our children with these words :

TIM DECLARATION OF 1NDEPENDENCF

"When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bonds which have connected them to one another, and
to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to
which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which
Imp:Ai them to the separation.

"Thnt to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed, that whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its foundation on
ileh principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem

most likely to affect their safety and happiness. . . . But when a long train of
abuses and usurpations. pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their duty, to throw off such gov-
ernment and to provide new guards for their future security."

So, when you sit down to do something about all the testimony you have heard
concerning equal educational opportunity, T hope that some practical results
will come out of this committee. And soon. We have alread.- seen, especially in
recent yeses, what non-action and unkept promises and refu: .11 to listen results
In. What it results in is not a pretty sight for our children and their children to
witness.

I have a very different vision of what this country can be than the vision I
saw in the newsreels of Detroit and Watts and Kent State and Orangeburg,
South Carolina, after people got through expressing their frustrations and their
desperation.

hope thdt, through men like yourselves, the nightmares of recent years will
be replaced by something far more humane and closer to what we liko to think
of ourselves as capable of achieving.
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DON'T QUIT

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will.
When the road you're trudging seems all up bill.
When the funds ae low and the debts tire high,
And yon want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When eare is pressing you down a bit,
Rest, if you mustbut don't you quit.
Life is queer with its twists and torns,
As everyone ot Us sometimes learns,
When he might have won had he stuek it out,
Don't give up, though the pace seems slow
You might succeed with another blow.
Often the goal is nearer than
It seems to a faint and faltering man,
Often the struggle has given up
When he might have captured the victor's cup.
And he learned too late, when the night slipped down,
Ilow close he was to the golden crown.
Success is failure turned inside out
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt
And you never can tell how close you are,
It may be near when it seems afar ;
So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit
It's when things seem worst that you must'nt quit.

Author Unknown
Thank you for your time, and fer your consideration.
NOTE.The Legal staff of the Student Rights Center is currently doing detailed

in depth legal research into potential applications of the Ohio criminal code. At
your request, we will be glad to furnish you with the detailed research when it
is completed.

Senator MONDALE. Our final witness is Dr. Donald Smith, director
of educational development, Bernard Baruch College, New York City.

STATEMENT OF DONALD H. SMITH, DIRECTOR OF EDUCLTIONAL

DEVELOPMENT, BERNARD BARUCH COLLEGE, NEW YORK CITY

Dr. Surrii. Thank you Senator. It is a privilege for me to fcllow
my able colleagues Drs. Vil-atson and Thomas in testifying before this
distinguished committee of the U.S. Senate.

I am reminded of an occasion a munber of years ago when, a fter I
had finished giving a high school commencement address, a young black
student said to me : "That's the first time I've ever heard an educated
person tell the truth."

The anticipation of appearing before this committee was heightened
by the knowledge that Art Thomas and Bernie Watson would be
eloquently truthful in their discussions of the denial of equal educa-
tional opportunity for black children and youth. I hope I can be
equally so.

It is with a high degree of difficulty and a lesser degree of pessimism
that I have responded to the committee's invitation to discuss higher
education opportunities for black and other nonwhite youth. Difficult,
because the main problem areas have been well articulated by other

iblack educators whom the committee has had the wisdom to nvite.
Pessimistic, because I am not convinced that my testimony or the sum
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total of all ef uur testimonies is going to make any significant dif-
ference. I proceed, however, in the spirit that one more pebble might
tip the balance.

A good deal of my statement will focus upon the open admissions
program of the City University of New York, as a case in point. In-
troductory to my remarks about open admissions, I shall make a few
comments about the universities antecedents : the lower schools.

INSENSITIVITY IN TEACHING AND CURRICULUM

My Own vantage point comes from 6 years as a high school teacher
and counselor, an equal number of years as a college professor and ad-
ministrator of programs for disadvantaged youth and their teachers, 5
years as a coptraumg consultant to the Follow Through program in
San Juan, P.R., and 1 year as executive associate in education foi. the
National Urban Coalition.

During this period, on a regular basis, I have visited classrooms in
elementary and secondary schools throughout the continental United
States and Puerto Rico. And I have talked with black, Puerto Rican,
chicano, American Indian, and poor white students on many college
campuses.

What I have seen and heard has been painful and discouraging.
with only an occasional glimmer of hope.

In an elementary classroom in Jackson, Miss., a summer program
was being conducted for gifted black children. As the teacher, also
black, introduced me to the class, she explained in a loud voice that
most of the children were not really gifted but -.vere there to make the
class sizable.

On an Indian reservation outside of Phoe:iix, Ariz., I visited seven
elementary classrooms where I found not a single indicator in the cur-
ricuhim that the children who were bt-i.icr, taught were American
Indian.

In Philadelphia, I saw an early childhood program that had been
1)eled "bilingual, bicultural." Yet there were no visible signs that the

cultures of the black and Puerto Rican children `7erc receiving any at-
ention. The only pictures on display in the room were those of whlte

America's culture and heroes.
The same cultural denial was true for a school of Mexican-American

'Iildren I visited in New Mexico. In migrant labor camps outside of
Poftland, Oreg., and in schools along the Texas-Mexican *border, chil-
dren were being punished for daring to speak Spanish, their first
language.

A black hig,h school teacher in Pittsburgh, obliged by the timrs to
teach Afro-American history, offered little more than a recitation of
heroes and a ridiculing of his students.

In a school in central Harlem. I foimd the psychological and physi-
cal abuse of black children by white teachers to be chilling. And in an
all-black school in Washington, D.C., where most of the faculty were
also black, I was appalled by the anger and hostility which the chil-
dren and teachers manifested toward each other and toward their own
peers.

I wish I could say to the committee that these few examples are
exceptions, but lamentably they are not. These experiences encapsule
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the typical educat":mal life for most black and other dark-skinned
minorities in America's public. schools.

With a few notable exceptions, poor children are every day sub-
jeeted to inhumane physical and mental abuse. l'hey are denied the
affirmation of their eldture and personhood which every child mquires
for healthy psychic development. They are subjected to lower stand-
ards or no standards, based upon their presumed nont eztehability.

A-ft er an elementary school career where they have 'wen made to feel
stnpul and culturally inferior, and from which they are likely to have
graduated several grade-levels below the national norms in reading
and mathematics, they are then processed into high school.

DEHLMANIZING NATURE OF HIGH SCHOOLS

As F. Wiseman has demonstrated so well in his doemnentary en-
t itled "High School," even for upper and upper-middle white young-
sters, the American high school is a place which stifles creativity and
independent thought. (Frederick Wiseman. "High School." Osti
Films, Cambridge, Mass. 1969.) It is an institution which cares little
for the inculcai7ion of humane values, but instead .1)erforms well its
principal task of trausmitthig a culture of Anglo-Saxon supremacy.

For the poor and the black, the high school does its insidious work
witt equal effectivrIless. The high school discourages, it anesthetizes, it
ddiumanizes. The role it prepares blacks and other minorities for is
that of hair fixer and bedpan carrier, servant to the elite.

Three years ago I testified before a subcomm;ttee on education or
the Senate of the State of Illinois. The speaker who immediately pre-
ceded me was the superintendent of schools in Chicago. In his lengthy
testimory lie showed colored slides to demonstrate the success and di-
versity of programs offered to Chicago high school students. In keep-
ing with the reality of the American high school, the superintendent
showed slides of white younots sters who were being instructed in cona-
puter sciences and laser technology. Black 0-ndents were shown as they
were being trained to be beauticians and lu,pital orderlies. I might say
that that Clanged the entire text of my statement. My entire statement
was based on the slides.

anorro ENVIRONMENT

Life is hell in the ghetto and in el bar o. The temptations are very
great for a young boy o- a young girl to try to escape their misery
through drugs. Thank Goci, most Of them do not. Yet the number who
do sniff cocaine or shoot heroin has reached tragic proportions. Iii
New York City, heroin is a scourge that touches children as young as
1 1 -years old. and in a wide circle affects relatives, friends, neighbors,
and strangers steal billions of dollars of merchandise to feed their
habits.

Senator MONDALE. Are you testifying that the failure of these schools
is a key cause of drug addiction?

Dr. WATSON. The failure of the schools is a microcosm of the failure
of society. I am saying both.

Senator MONDALE. Do you regard it as being a substantial contribut-
ing element ?

50-411--71pt. 13-----
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Dr. WATSON. No more so than the larger society which the school
reflects, but both indeed so.

Drugs, homicide, and other crimes plague poor black communities.
In Chicago and Philadelphia teenagers are killed by warring gangs
sometimes because they refuse to join the gangs, sometimes lJecause
they are found OD the wrono- turf, and often as innocent bystanders.
Added to this are the numars of black teenao-ers who are each year
killed accidentally by law enforcement officers.

A poor nonwhite youth who enters colleoe has survived a long and
perilous journey. Ile has withstood most of the physical violence in
his community and he has overcome the cultural and intellectual vio-
lence of his elementary and high school. Those who graduate are a
select population. Those who enter college are very select.

BOLE OF EDUCATION IN BLACK COM3IUNMES

Through there is continuing debate in the black communities over
what constitutes an education, there is general agreement that educa-
tion is the principal means of economic advancement. Consequently,
black people in this country have always placed a high premium on
education, this in spite of the seeming contradiction of anti-intellec-
tualism which exists in black communities. Yet, the tendency to reject
things academic, inconsistent as it may appear,.finds its parallel in the
larger white society which also values education in the abstract but
rejects rio-orous intellectuality.

Thro4hout the decade of the sixties, black and brown and red
citizens placed tremendous pressures upon America's institutions of
higher learning to open their doors to the children of the poor. In New
York City black people stayed on the case unrelentlessly. Ultimately
they were joined. by Puerto Ricans and other concerned people in
exerting enormous moral and physical force upon the City Univer-
sity. City College of CUNY was the principal site of suasion and
combat.

OPEN ADMISSIONS

At its meeting of July 9, 1060, Ow Board of Higher Education of
the City of New York adopted a policy of open admissions whereby
commencing June 1970, and thereafter, all graduatewilli diplo-
masof New York City high schools were assured a place in one of
the 20 City University units.

In explaining its decision to move the target date for open admis-
sions up from 1975 as projected in its master plan of 1964 to 1970, the
board stated :

The Board was impressed by the arguments of students and faculty that equal
educational opportunity for all should be a reality now, and cannot wait until
1975. Both the University Senate and the Student Advisory Council have gone on
record as favoring expansion of opportunity as rapidly as possible. Representa-
tives of community groups, social agencies and labor unions who appeared before
the Board during its recent hearings on the City College matter consistently and
unequivocally called upon the Board to expand enrollment as a matter of educa-
tiorml desirability, social equity and economic necessity in our eity. [Statement
of Admissions Policy Adopted by the Board of Higher Education. New york,
July 9, 1.409.]

At last the doors were open. With no apparent barriers remaining,
black, Puerto Rican, and other disadvantaged minorities would prob-

1 4.
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ably begin to enjoy their rightful opportunity to a free public higher
education.

In September 1970, 34,592 freshmen entered under the new open-
admissions policy, an increase of 77 percent over the 1969 entering class
of 10,559 students. Yet only 25 percent of these were nonwhite. The
bulk of the freshman class was comprised of white student; many of
whom would have attended private universities, but who were now
the beneficiaries of an open-aclmissions program whose inception has
been instigated by blacks and Puerto Ricans.

REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION

Avowed that open admissions would not be a revolving door through
which students would enter and exit quickly, the board of higher edu-
cation instructed the individual colleges of City University of New
York to institute remedial courses in reading, composition, and mathe-
matics for those students whose placement scores indicated need. Ad-
ditionally, the colleges were required to offer academic, financial, exd
personal counseling to all freshmen students.

The colleges responded to these mandates with individual patterns
of compensatory and ceY-g efforts. Of the almost 35,000 who
entered, nearly 18,000, or more than half, had high school averages
below 80. Most of these students required one or more remedial
courses. (Memorandum of the Committee on Expanded Educatonal
Opportunity, Board of Higher Education, New York.)

CERTIFICATE SYSTEM

Clearly, the freshman class had grown by 77 percent but blacks and
Puerto Ricans had still come up short. There are many reasons why
this was so. First, of that small population of blacks and Puerto Ricans
who actually finis' hed high school, only about 25 percent received diplo-
mas ; the rest are given certificatesindicative of their failing the
regents' examinationfurther indicative of the academic neglect they
have received in high school.

Senator MONDALE. Is that what they mean by an academic degree ?
Dr. SMITH. NO ; a kind of diploma was adequate for admission,

either an academic or general diploma ; but a diploma was required,
and most black and Puerto Rican students do not get a diploma, they
acquire a !ertification,_so a certificate bearer was not eligible.

Senator MONDALB. So there are three kinds of paper handed out at
graduations. One is an academic, one is a general diploma, and the
third is a certificate which means you are a loser ?

Dr. Smrria. That is right. So with the staggering dropout rate of
minority youngsters, those who finally do walk across the stage, 25
percent of them get diplomas and the rest of them get a certificate that
says "By-by, Baby."

Senator MONDALE. We have had testimony on Puerto Rican educa-
tion. Last year, there were 250,C000 Puerto Ricans in the New York Cit3r
school system ; only 200 of them received acaderiic degrees. Would
that be accurate ?

Dr. Smmr. It sounds accurate to me. I do not have the data right
here but it sounds accurate from my discussions with Aspira,
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Senator Afte.n.kr.e. What is an avademic degree suppos('d to Mean,
t hat it is I he top ?

)r. SAirru. That he has pursned an academie conrse in high sehoel
and that in the senior year he has passed the regents' exantinat

Senator Ali,NDAT.E. What does the diploma mean i r it i,, not an :1(..ii-
demie degree ?

Dr. Snuru. Well, there are vwational high sehoolst hey are not
academic high schools, they are %meat ional high schools, and youngster:-;
-from t hose high schools get vocational diplomas. 'They also are eligible.
That is wire,e the l.,11; of the stialent population was coming from.
Many of the struledts who had gone to the vocational high schools in
New. York, who are white blue collar workers children, that is where
niany of them are coming from.

Semitor MoNnAt.E. What percentage approximately of the high
school students in New York City are going to vocational high school?

Dr, SIAITIL I do not know that figure.
Senator MONDALE. What would you guess?
Dr. timer-rt. I would not want to hazard a guess. Tt would be
Senator AloNeAl.u. Conld you find out and send ine a note?
Dr. SM rm. Sure. I would be glad to.
Senator 11-0NDAI.E. Proeeed.
1)r. Smrrd. Only diploma recipients were eligible for admission the

first year. The New York public schools are planning to do away with
the vicious certificate system. Hopefully, they won't replace it with
another disqualifier for minority stndents.

Seco-rd. because of the fact of City University's traditionally being
closed te.cept to the academic elite, many students whe were eligible 10
apply simply did not know of or did not believe the opporttmity was
there.

I'hird, in many instances black students were discouraged from ap-
plying by high school counselors who informed them of how difficult
it wonld be to get in or how difficult to stay_ In other instances, while
counselors did not formally discourage studentri, they also did not
net ively encourage students to enter the City University.

SEEK PROGRAM

14**4 mil h, many stiulents could not afford the fees, 'books, and general
upkeep of a college education. The pioneer scholarship program for
Niel:. Puerto Menu and other poor at CI TNY is the SEEK program,
search for education, elevation, and knowledge. Now in its sixth. year,
SEEN.' provides a modest stipend, ..nd money fc ... books, counseling,
and tutorial_ service.

SEEK students are selected by eonv,terized lottery tz,nd only a few
are chosen. The rest of the opz.n admissions students, many o whom
share ;dentkal economic needs as their SEEK counterparts, receive
little financial support.

Finally, there were stedents who were aware of the new open door
policy, some of whom because tney wera obviously bright might have
been nrged o apply, but whe elected not to do so, out of personal dis-
trust. Recently, I asked a very able black youngster who ha.d just
graduated from a New York !-3igh school if he intended to go to col-
lege. Ile answered hat he bad no intention of being brainwashed in
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:1 white institut ion. I have hilked with and heard about malty other
yountr blacks \1110 i je(!t, college becanse they believe it to be a dishon-
est diabolical inst it ution whose purpose is to perpetuate and protind-
gate racism and itilequa I opportunity. .Alany t ho brightest minds wre
so emhittered by racial and social class injustice they want no part of
higher education. Others 1 la V(' ( 44'11 tO tO liSe the system for
their own and their group's advantage. It i:-; nmstly the latter who
enter college.

FACULTY OPPOSITION

( )see st talents :let na Hy entered under open admissions t heir prob-
lems wee legion. First. they haa to enronnter factilty an.I adminis-
i-rators, many of whom (lid not want them on campus. In fact, the
taajority of CUNY faculty had voted against open adtnissions. Snrely,
!III of the opponents did not act purely out of racist motives. Some who
elieve with the Vice President of the United States that America's

universities are academies for the cultural and intellectual elite or
our "natural aristocracy," are almost as adamant about poorly pre-
pared whites as they are about blacks. Others, fearfnl of the shift in
t he balance of vont rols from total white power to power slutred with
blacks and browns masquerade under the guise of academic standards
and the pir-:-alit tit'. excellence.

The number of administrators and profeF-3ors who are deeply com-
mitted to the success of open admissions is probably small. The group
is not all black awl Hispanic; nor are all blacks and Lut.ins committed.

ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED

Few, if any of the colleges have instituted widespread or far-reach-
ing change:-; to accommodate the new population. Instead, the students
are expi eteil to make all of the adjustments. Open admissions is cer-
tain to be judged by student grade point averages and reading scores,
with {hi le or no attention given to the way the college optimized or
minIMIZed the students' chances for success.

Second, die students were likely to have been taught by traaitional
methods and with. materials which offered them little cub ural
intelleetual stimulation. More of the same that turned them off in
high school. Needing remedies, the students are fed the sanw diet
widen made them sick in the first, place. The eruelest part of all is
that :hey hint to suffer and vet receive no credit for what many
faculty refer to as high sehool work. Where remelial programs are
goodand there are a fewthere is still a race against time to im-
prove skills sufficiently before (tie student ilanks oat.

Third. even if their eompensatory courses contained topics and ma-
terials relevant to their lives, the black arid Puerto Rican students
were unlikely to disctwer conspbsIantiality in any other curricular of
!or:11gs, except black and Puerto Rican studies. Once again they wert-
forced to cope with an alien and often hostile environment.

F(mrth, but of no less importance is the great need of poor non-
whites for financial support. Yet, the City University budget and
Federal economic opportunity grants were inadeqnate to meet the ceo-
nomIc needs of many impoverished freshmen. At in,y college we even
lacked money for badly needed tutorial services. Fortutintelv, how-

117
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ever, because of volunteers from the Celatese Corp. we were :Lisle to
mount a tutorial program.

Data on the first year's grades and attrition rate are not yet pub-
lic, so I am not prepared to attest to the success or failure of open ad-
missions as a program.

111:QU IREME NTS OF SUCCESSFUL OPEN ADM ISSIO N S POLICY

I believe Ti a policy open admissions is a ma,rnificent statement of
equal educational opportunity. Operationally, it. can 1,e killed by gross
underfundmg, by apathetic or negative administrative leadership, and
by intransigent faculties.

It can fail to do the educational repair job that many students re-
qmre if the academic purists are allowed to hold sway over faculty
appointments and curricular changes.

.As a model for other communities the open admissions program of
City University of New York is a harbinger of what public higher ed-
ucation can become, must become. The program has lived its first year.
Its continued growth, and the realized potential for minorities, will
depend mightily upon:

1. Adequate lunding.
2. Faculties who have been trained to work with the nonwhite and

the poor.
3. Curriculum which builds npon the skills and interests of the stu-

dents and stimulates them to higher livels of achievement.
4. Counseling and tutorial services.
And I think, most importantly :
5. Administrative commitment and active. aggressive leadership.
Obviously CUNY's is not the only higher edueational model by

which black and other nonwhite and poor youth may have the oppor-
tunity for higher education.

But this I believe: All American youth should have the right to
higher education, should they desire it. All American youth should
be encouraged to pursue that right. Government and universities must
insure it.

Because of the criminal neglect in the lower schools many black
students will enter col' ge eaget or an education but deficient, in the
required sk;lls. The colleges will gain little by feeling sorry foi: them-
selve:-;. They must accept, full respoiNibility for helping miliorit les to
Ult.:ii up to the level wlwie they can do acceptable college work. The
buck: has to stop tIlere. Some measures of justice imist be done for op-
portunities thwarted for hundreds of years. If e can afford to spend
bithons of dollars to fight a v-ir in Southeast Asia. if we elm afford to
spend billions of dollars on moonshots, then we must alFr -Ilford the
descendants of the buildei-s of this country their rightful opportunity
to free higher educatior.

ULTI MATE RESPONSIBILITY OF III GI ER EnUCATIO X

Finally, let me close by saying that colleges and universities have
a responsibility to ail of their students wbieh supersedes considera-
tions of race. That responsibility is te help students to discover the
truth about the.nselves and their society. The trust about America's
treat-it-fent of her minorities will be painful for most whites. But it
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will be a large st.:1_1 in the unmasking and dismantling of racism in
this country. Racism more than any other factor has been and remains
the principal barrier to equality of educational Opportunity for black
people in this Nation.

Senator AloNe ALF- Thank you very much, Dr. Smith, for a most
useful statement. How was SEEK funded.? From what source?

Dr. Smrritr. SEEK is funded through the State.
Senator MONDALE. It is a State program ?

Dr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. It is not tied into grants ?
Dr. SMITH. No, it is not tied into research, but some of the stipend

money comes out of EOG. The stipend money can come from various
sources. EOG can be one source; college work study can be another;
loan programs ean be still another source.

Senator MONDALE. You know that as we meet today, there is a high-
er education 1301 up in the Senate which will greatly liberalize ztu-
dents' assistni,f2-., programs. For the first tirie, there will be a cost of
educatior, institutional grant, so that the children of poorer families
will not only be more able to pay for the cost of education but private
and. pr.' ,lic institutions will be gghting over it in order to get some of
that gi ant money.

Dr. '1-7eINI:AS. Ccl-ild I make an observation on the higher education
situati" I think it is appalling to note all of the very beautiful,
elaborate buildings going up in remote wilderness areas where univer-
sities are generally located. One suggestion that I have, for your
consideration. would be to combine the rebuilding of urban communi-
ties with the buildine- of colleges and universities, and in. doing th
You have students who want to serve the comnumity right them; you
have new facilities that can be used by that community, and you bring
together the intellectuals and the people that need services. I think
it is ridiculous to keep building dormitories and million dollar build-
ings out in the wilderness. It is almogt like we are trying to get rid
of some people that could be providing services to a community.

POTENTIAL OF' MINORITY STUDENTS

SPRIVIOT' MONDALE. Dr. Smith, you made a point that has often oc-
curved to me. When we look at the difficulties, the barriers to which
you hn re all Lsstified as bal.,' many other witnesses, which confront
a pou:* child and destroy many of them in our school systems, there
are still millions of them that somehow make it through the system.
They confront racism and seem to be able to stand up to it, even though
they may be dnmad. They take unfeeling school systems and some-
how they through it. They come. out of these schools damaged, per-
Imps, but they are sufficiently competent in -basic skills and the rest,
so that it is A, good bet that they 11,:?ke excellent coilege students. In
fact, the last time we looked at it there are nearly a million of them
each year who eome out of the public school systems equippQd to go
to college but do not do so, principally for financial reasons, also--
for some of themmotivational reasons to which you made reference.

It occurt ed to me that when we scre talking about equal opportunity
in this country, a very high priority ought to be tleaccaed in encouraging

wthose gifted young :-.1.9n and omen to go on, use they must be

1
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remarkable peOple to have stood up to what they are up .ftgainst and
not. be diseouraged. What an enormous force for reform they would be
it we sought them out and mode it easy for them to go on to college or
to whatever kind or institution, vocational or otherwise they were
interested in.wonder if .that could not be a nHtior answer, what those million
kids would do each year if we maae certain that they weirt on equipped
with higher clueation. What an enormous 4. 1r reform they
could be. Failing that. what. .an enormous sourc ',..,truction they
unist. bebecause they .a re the brightest, and the fr. ttions that they
must have, knowing that tlwy are able, yet that their life enances have
been vastly diminished. That. must inahe a tremendous pool of resent-
ment and even deStt

These -are just observations T. make, primarily looking at the statis-
tics. 13oth of you know these people as hinnah beings. How woui you
react to that observaticn ?

Dr. SMITI E. I would think that it is a rather dangerous observation,
Senator, with all due respect, because if the Senator also reads, he
knows that. the suicide rat, Ilmomr young blacks is increasing at.an
alarnaiug pace. He also kitows that the suicide rate of young Indian
teenagers is t epidemic proportion, and a good deal of this is not
related solely to the opportunity for higher education. It is related to
the dehumanizing of people: it is related to the fact, that the Indian
teenar.ers who go to schools where they tire processed to be American,

-e robb:.%, of tlwir country and live in a cultural no man's land and
have no. base. no psychological roots. It is related to young black peo-
ple wlm at one point, becanse of the excellent psychological impact of
black self-awareness and black power, began to feel beautiful, that
they could do something, but now, 5 or 6 years later, are beginning
to discover that. even feelin7 better has still not led to substantial
economic. political increase in status, increase in life opportunities,
and the disillusionment is so great that, as the Senator does correctly
point out, it could have very drastic implicationssome of self-de-
struction, but others of largor outward reaches of aggression.

1 NIPA cN ( Tact !Ts MaVEMENT

Dr. ' would neyee with Dr. Smith totally. T also think that
t here is another conside --tt ion that we have to make, and this alludes to
the :-,atne thing that Dr. ,lith has already pointed out. The whole
impact of the civil right inovement. the whole impact of the media,
with black men staning up to say that- they are men. has had a very
prof(mnd impact. not tmly nom:: the students that v(el talk about but
also npon Vietnam veterans. So von have many different communit
that are victims of the same types of oppression.

What I an, concorned about is not only -hat happt Its to the stu-
dent that makes it through there, but I am also concern' about what

rn the student that loes not make it t1Ire.:?:1_ here. You cor-
rectly point out. I think. t, Tiy students it despite the
system. but. If think that that be 1-zttr77:ttct rather than
to any forces around thcm, and so NV,- reai .-3ay mg is that we
have an obligation. For example, let me out. hing that hap-
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penedI think this is criticalat Shoemaker Junior -nigh School, in
Philadelphia, Pa., in 1950. I was there and I will never foro.et this
as long as I live. I was in a mathematics class and a whire math
teacher told me: "You are diunb. You are never goin*1- to be anythino-,
and you vill never finish school." lint he told One of iny friends trie
same thing, so I said right then, at that point, I am going to make a
damned liar out of this cat.

I will never forget it. So t. finished school mainly because that man
had told me I wouldn't and because my mother insisted that I would.
I plan to send him copies of all my degrees one of these days. But the
point is that one of my friends was told the same. thing, and he is
doing long-time at Holmesburg, in Philadelphia, for a ery serious

I would agree totally with what Dr. Smith said. You have to under-
stand that everybody out in that community is very oppressed. You
have a father competing with the Vietnam veteran, competing with
his high school child for a job opportunity, and the child cannot be
really concerned any more about how he is going to get through school;
he has to be concerned about where the next meal is coming from. I
think you have got to redefine the whole bwiness of scliool also be-
cause a lot of young people, as Dr. Smith pointed out, resent being
processed and they resent being institutionalized into what they con-
sider a bad institution. Do you follow me ?

SERVICE-ORIENTED CURRICULUM

I think what we av-e going to have to do is redefine the whole busi-
ness of college and we are going to have to coordinate services with
learning. It appears to me thet if we can somehow develop a cur-
ricrium that provides service to that community, that puts college
students in direct contact with other students and with the members
of the community, then we are going to be in much better shape.

One idea that T .ani designing to deal with one of the problems that
you are talking aboie- -.vhich is the way to get money into kids' hands
and at the same time :-.rovide an opportunity for them to use their
skills. One of the ideas that I have is to take college freshmen who are
preparing for teacher education and assign them five ist grade stu-
dents and evaluate them on the basis of how well those kids learn,
amid take them straight through from the time those kids are in 1st

mgrade, and fro the ti.1 they are I reshmen in college, to the time
these kids graduate from elementary school and let. them go abead
and get their Ph. D.'s sininhaneously and deal with action researeh.

I am saying there are a lot of tiler strategies that can be developed.
We can assist the legal services progl'ams in providing l,,gal services
to students in the community through po_itieal science ciasses; AV" can
assist in revamping cities through students in architecture and urban
design classes. There are many opportunities, but we have to first of all
stop isolating students and sending students to eoncetitration camps
called "colleges- and make those colkges relevant to what is happening
today and providing servkcs. I think that any provision for college
curriculum that does not build into its curriculum providing services
is headed for. very bad times.
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COLEMAN PDI NT GETS I. ITTLE ATTENTION

Dr. Smrrii. If I may, Senator, I would like to disagree with one of
the points of my very learned colleague, Dr. Watson, whom I esteem.
The point was in reference to the Cokman report and I think it is such
an important point ar 1 it crets so little attention that I would like to
bring it out in reference to'-the statement that I just made about how
minority kids are feeling about themselves, the lisillusionment and
so on. That. is the statement that Coleman makes about black young-
sters feeling a greater sense of control in an inteo-r4ted school situation
is to me nonsenseIt- is nonsense.

The same Colenian report, in another section, points out that the
kids who were siirveyed felt worse about themselves as people. and I
would question how one could have a greater sense of control and at the
same time feel diminished in self-esteem. I think the two are dissonant.
I think the two cannot happen together and I tend to believe that there
is a diminished sense of self-esteem of the black or the Puerto Rican
or the Chicano youngster who goes to a i)rimarily white school, where
he sees no sio-ns of his culture, where he puts his hand up endlessly
and does nor get recognized, where 1,.1 2-ets shut out of ninny of the
nonathletic activitiesthey are l perulltted to run sportsbut where
they are shut out of nonathletic actil, :cies, where they do not exist in
that school.

I tend to think that that is a more powerful and more negative fac-
tor by which integration should he judged than the allegation here
that there is an increased sense of control over one's destiny. That
might simply mean that, when one is an environment where everybody
is turning right. it is kind of natural that you make a right trun, so
if you go to a school where everybody is going to college. you. may not
feel a greater sense. of confrol over your own destirry simply because
you move along with what the masses of people are doing, So I I 'link
that is a very important point that should not 'be -undervalued and that
should be more clearly understood than most people apparently under-
stand it as they talk about the Coleman report.

Senator MONDATX. Unfortunately, I have another vote to make. I
think I will ask Donald Harris to ask any questions he wants to, and
maybe one or two of you could ask questions for the record. In addi-
tion to that, if you et) ild submit fo me any figures l-bat you have on
the diploma /eertificaie system in New York, figures on blacks and
whites and Puerto Ricans, I would like that for the record. Thank
you very much.

A CCOrNTA BIL1TY

Mr. HARRIS. You talked earlier about accountability, Dr. Thomas.
Would Noll define that term for us. please.

THOMAS. To me, accountability, in terms of teat+ nd admin-
istrators, means very simply this : Making tbi!in do the job they ar3
being paid to do. Ts that clear enough in terms of where I am from ?
I have said this before : A child should know moreno matter what
his surroundings 'Are, how poor he is, whether his mother and father
are together or whether or not he clic! not sleep the night before. De-
spite all those factors, T am not concerned with all that in terms of
his learning. I am concerned with all that in terms of his development
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as a tun human being; but in spite of all those fact.)rs I am saying
that the teacher has .a responsibility of teaching him, ap,1 I am also
saying that the whninistrator has the responsibility of ag sure
that that tc ,,che- does teach him; so I am saying very clearly that if a
child has not o.arned something, if it is c-a-t spells cat, if he has not
learned that from 8 in the morning until 3 in the afternoon on a specific
day, then that teacher is not doing her job.

Let me give you another example of what I see as accountability.
In the not too iong ago histm.y of this Nation, this country sued and
imprisoned a man nam9,d Marcus Garvey for using the mail to
defraud. I am saying that in 1962, in school systems that I know of
in this country, the school board sent out literature through the U.S.
mail saying, pass the school levy so your children can learn. I am.
saying, in fact, thuse children did not learn. I am saying that th:-.,sc.,
school districts and those school administrators should be sued and
imprisoned for using the mail to defraud. I am talking about criminal
charges against, administrators.

For exariple, robbery, as defined by the Ohio Revised Code, ir to
take something by force without consent. I am saying that if a child's
creativity and initiative is tqken and destroyed by a school adminis-
trator, then that school administrator should do a minimum of 7 years
in jail and a maximum of 25myself included.

I am saying that corporal punishment has to- be outlawed. I thank
my friends Kenneth Haskin and Pre- an Wilcox for teaching me
that, because they taught me that you cannot go around telling chil-
dren that you love them while you are paddling them at the same
time. I am saying that if a teacher has to paddle a child, the teacher
does -not belong in the school.

I am saying a child should know more at 3 in th afternoon than
S in the morning ; the child should know more in it171 than in 1967 ;

and if he does not I am saying the teacher who is respc,nsIble issuilty
of fraud and embezzlement, and I am saying that T. -want to go directly
to the criminal court, in terms of criminally charging them through
the prosecutor's office and seeing to it that they do some timethat

what I am saying.
IMPLEMENTATION OP ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAMS

HAnnis. In areas where there are not ap i-ncies or organizations
such a-a 3our Students Rights C,,nter, how could a program of con-
sumer accountability, if you will, for monitoring what happens in
the sch,-)ols, be implementecl?

Dr. THOMAS. I think that the first avenue isThomas Jefferson
said it anothc-r wayeducate the people and tyranny and. injustice
disappear. I am saying that we have got to develop strategies, and
that was why I came up with the recommendation of cable TV.

Let me give you an example of what will happen, in responfl'ng to
that, Mr. Harris. Let us say, for the sake of example; that students
own a cable TV station or that they have 1 :lour a week on the radio
and. that this is a popular station. Let us say we have all planned
this. A student comes into the Student Rights Centel and ne says :
"Look here. Art Thomas, this teacher hurt my -i7celings and this
teacher pushed me around," and this student is about 9 years old.
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"And the next, time this tNtcher does that, I am going to knock her
down."This is all bchig played out on TV before thousands of kids and
thousands of parents. So the. Student Rights Center staff works very
closely with this child, :Ind we instruct him as to exactly w:lat. to do.
The next time he goes into class 'and this teacher hits him or talks
nasty to him, he pauses for 20 ''ittes. Ile 'does not say one thing for
20 minutes, and then after the ' -lutes he raises his hand. and after
Mrs. Z recognizes him he says:

Mrs. Z, what you have just done has psychologically dehumanized me to the
extent I may never be able to adequately function again as a humvn being, and
unless you refrain from treating me in such a mairaer I will have no alternative
but to take you to the U.S. District Court, and let me remind you there is a good
chance that I can win a $100,000 suit charging you with a "psychological tort."

Mr. HARrus. Do your students do that in Dayton ?
Dr. THOMAS. My students are being taught to do that.
Mr. fixams. In what grades?
Dr. THOMAS. Seventh grade. We are working 'on the second graders

now, and we are trying to develop a. strategy for the kindergarten
students, and we are going to put, this in comic books if we can get some
money from the Select Committee.

Let me tell you what a 17-year-old told me. He said .he was going
to knock the teacher down. I said :

Look here, man, if you knock the teacher down you are goirg to do time for
assault and battery, but if you let the teacher knock you down you might be
able to 'collect some mor y.

I saw him later and he said, Brother Art I am c3o1 waiting
for that teacher to hit me so I can ixfflect $50,000 for assault and
battery. I am saying here that the important thing that he is learning
how to control himself and his situation.

CONSUMER utoirrs

Back to the point, I am saying that if we could develop strategies
like that e--er the radio, we could educate welfare mothers about what
their rights are: we could educate students about what their rights
are: Nve could educate 'parents about what their rights are in general.

For the record, T would like to point, out i hat. T am especially gmte-
ful to a very brilliant sister named Dr. Ruth Burgin wbo helped me
put these documents together and who has helped me in many in-
stances when we have had very hard confrontations with Che. s;1- stem :
and also the staff of tbe t u d en Rights Center, and mainly the citizens
of Wrest Dkj-on, the black adi:.ts and black -Aildren who hour
afte' borr trying to improve the community and showing some faith
in this ..o-ntry finally being able to delivr equal educational oppor-
tunity, to Dr. Dwight Allen and Dr. Arthur Eve for admitting
that white racism is the No. 1 problem to be flealt with in education.

Mr. HARE,. Dr. Smith proposed a e acccuntability program in New
York City. Do you want to comment on that? I believe Dr. Dyer, of
ETS, is under contract on the New York City board to implement an
accountability prograw... Are -you. familiar with it ?

Dr. Smrryr. I do not. knoW the details of the program.
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HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Mr. Dr. Smith, in your comments, you ga ve a pretty harsh
indictment of the public school system. What recommendations would
you have in terms of improving the high school prognuns, so that stu-
dents, if and when they do go to college, are better prepared ?

Dr. SMITH. It is a very large question.
Mr. HAnms. I do not have to vote, so you can take your time.
Dr. Smriar. I think one of the most important factors in doing this

is insuring that. the schools have the kinds of administrators, the
leadership element, ,. Lio understand the kids, love them, and lmve
some sense of appreciation of what they are going through outside of
the school, what th,..ir lives are like. For exaLiple, I think Mrs. Size-
more, who testified a couple of weeks ago, is an examrle of that kind
of administrator, whose own love and enthusiasm is ..mtagious and
sets standards for teachers, some of whomwell, in her certification,
she had something like 80 percent substitutes, so some of these teachers
had some real feelings of ii _iority about their ability to teach their
subject or about their ability to cope in a ghetto school ; and I think
the administrator's task is to provide a kind of environment where
teachers are comfortable and students are comfortable and each are
supported.

I think the curriculum in the school is terribly important; I Link
that is one of the keys--, curriculum in which the lives of the stin Lents,
their culture are reflected; a curriculum which teaches students skills
that are sahlle and that are not outdated in an automated society. I
think, as many witnesses hare pointed out, the involvement of the com-
munitynot the involvement of Flint, Mich., stYle community school
where parents actually make decisions, that is a form of aceoui.
That is a medium for insuring accountability when pa- are mak-
ing decisions about who can be hired to teach, who c; .Lninister.
and who can remain in a school.

I think that one of the important jobs that has to be donekl urban
schools todayand as I alluded to it in my statementis to get the
pushers out of the schools. That. is an educatiGnal problem, when kids
are sittino- nodding in class or when kids are not in classyou cannot
teach kies who are not there. S1,0 the changing of the environment of
that school, I would see as the most critical issue, and that is a factor
that has to como. I guess, in a centralized system, from the top down.
In a decentralized 5chof-1 system, I think it is esier to do. I think it
is easier in a Sam Shep"1-rd-like situation, for one man and some prin-
ciples to begin to reach out to parents and make parents And kids feel
that they are worthwhile, that they are human, that they can learn.
These are some of are things.

VOMPENSATORY EDUCATION

Air. ILAtuns. Recently the committe heard testimony from Dr.
fiarold Howe, former Commissioner of Education, aad from Dr.
Charles Smith of the Rockefeller Foundation. Both suggested that
comi.ensatory education programs, titls I and so forth, would be very
high on thei r own priorities in terms of improving education. How
do you feel ..uout present compensatory erts, title I anu. othervise?
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Dr. SMITH. I think Art Thomas made a very excellent point when
he said that there was the danger that title I assets, as it has existed,
can 1..a; used as evidence that black kids and other poor kids simply
:!annot learn because the money has been poured in and there has been
Nery little to show in terms of increased reading scores, math scores.,
and so on. But I think that that is a false conclusion ; I think Art doeL,,
too. I think it has never yet been tried. 1 think compensatery educa-
tion has not been tried yet.

What it has generally been is that the same people who :wiled, the
same people who could not do the job from 9 to once they were tired,
were hired later in the afternoon to do more of the same. T think that
people who design the programs are generally those who .failed, and
the people at State level who approve them have typically been those
who are also failures.

To give you an example, there was a Title I meeting in 1967, at
which every Title I director was white. And Title I is aimed at a target
population who are poor and black and brown and yellow, and in about

dozen of our largest cities blacks are the urban population in the.
schools. When you add the browns and yellows and reds, that is the
urban population just about throughout the country ; but yet it is the
same control factor still designing programs that do not work. Then
the analyses of these programs say, well, the money was poured in,
kids can't learn. Programs typically have not been designed by people
who were capable of making them work. They have not been imple-
mented by people who were capable of making them work. A- lerican
public education is still very much white controlled ; and in many
instances where there are black and other nonwhites allegedly at the
helm, these are typically the people who are acceptable to the whites
who failed, rather than people who are acceptable to the communities
and who have the ingenuity and creativeness to make a difference.

Dr. THOMAS. I would agree totally with Dr. Smith. I think that the
critical thing to remembrar is that knowledge is power. Frederick
Douglass /iad to hide behind a, barn to learn how to read and write,
and if he had been caught he would have been killed because the man,
the enemy, the power institution recognized a very long time ago tha,.
knowledge is power. Therefore, I think that by design it is all right
to pump billions and billions of dollars into programs as long as they
do not work, but, you see, there is a whol record of what happens to
any educator that proves that poor black and oppressed children can
learn.

ACCOUNTABILITY IN COMPENSATORY BDUCATION

Let me cite an xample. When I was director of the model cities
education program, I went into a kindergarten class and I stayed there
all morning. They got there aboul- 8: they took a. nap at S :30 ; they
took a nap at 9:45, and they tooli: another nap at 11:30, and they
went home at 19. I said : "What in the hell is going on here?" The
teacher said : "You have to let them develop at their own speed. You
can't psychologically harass them." I said : "I figure like this. You
get those blocks out of the way. You get them up off those carts and
you see to it that they learn, because I would much rather have them
learn skills, so that they can get a job, so that if they need a psychia-
trist they ean afford one, but tho way you are running this class, you
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have them laying down .there resting, developing at their own speed
on. their own, not learning anything." I see many of these compensa-
tory programs as merely revised slavery, another kind of plantation-
type thing, and I am saying that if you. .are going to have a compen-
satory program, then you are going to have to hold those folks, black,
white, ora lige, green or tan, responsible for those programs, and crim-
inally negligent if those kids do not learn.

-I am saying that if the kids do not learn, you have to say that the
program director is criminally negligent and he has to do a certain
amount of time in jail or he has to be fined, or he has to go to some
place else because we know that these children are heautifun we know
that they have ability, and we know that there is something wrong
with the 1?rogram. That is why they are not learning, so if you are
erome to hold the adr-.inistrators accountable in that manner I think
perhaps they will work.

Also, you have got to listen to the real experts. I am saying that
young people should be designing these programs. I am saying that
poor parents should 1-se designing these programs with the technical
assistance of the edu. LIIr. Educators, black and, white, the Ph. D.'s,
all have to start regaraing ?msdves as tools to be used by that com-
munity, and this can easilyL, __Dne if you really love, trust and respect
that community.

Mr. HARRIS. What you seem to be saying is that intrinsic interests
that is, parents, community folkare of greater importance in terms
...I. learningsurvival is the word you useI be forethan extrinsic or
external interestsother people from different communities who view
their task in terms of security, a way of n_aking a living rather thfox
helping a community develop.

VOCATIONAL EDUC N.VION

Mr. STRIcRwtAx. I would like to pose a question to Dr. Smith, and
perhaps ask Dr. Thomas to comment on It as well. You mentioned
the system now at the City University of New York under the open
admissions policythe fact that either the academic or general di-
ploma wa.s now sufficient, although the certificate was not for admis-
sion to the City University. The general diploma, I ts,ke it, is that
clIploma which is given by voc....tional schools as well as perhaps by
some academic schools which have a different curriculum. The ques-
tion relates to vocational education and what its role is in equal edu-
cational opportunity, both as it goes to opporturities for higher
education and perhaps insofar as at least traditionally vocational
schools in many urban areas have been considered a dumping ground,

'11c1 for black and brown students palticularly. Is there hope
voc.::,Lional education systele.; should it exist coextensively with

so-called academic high schools? ls it a dumping _ground and should
it be eliminated, or is there hope for greater achievement both with
and without higher education m a vocational school system?

Dr. SmrrEr. Those ai +3 some very interesting questions. In fact, I
spent a year on the National Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation and we were trying to grapple with some of those. I think, one,
Edith Green is right. It is not her original idewCongresswoman
Greenthat everybody should'not go to college, but everybody should
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have t he right to go. But there are some students who would prefer,
Nvh have the intellort t hat if lwy wanted to to college. could go.
but would prefer to do something that would challenge their hands
and, in fart, would probably make a great deal more money, and they

also to have that right to go to vocational school. There are some
other ndents who do not have the intellectual ability to go to college.
wlm ca 11 be t rained for useful service.

I think probably the comprehensive high school tlmt Ntotild offer
various kinds of educational enterprise is the ideal, where there would
be opportunities for tWademie as well as vocational education. But
my groat, comprn is tbe kind of concern that I alluded to in my statv .
ment, and that is that even within the comprehensive high school, or
in the separate vocational kind of high school, minorities are still
going to contiime to be channeled into those kinds of service occupa-
tirms to serve the larger societ,y, based on a number of reasons.

FEDER% 1NIT0RI NO OP VOCATIONAL TnArsr:co

One would be the reason that Washburn Trade, in Chicago, gave
when it was refusing to rain blacks for a number of kinds of careers
iwcanse of the statement: -`The union will simpty not permit the men.
We are going to be wasting our thne." Mv position, when I was on
t hat vocational education, was that no Federal funds should go into
Washl.urn Trade or any place else for any students who refused to
tri; in black students for the kinds of careers that would pay them a
,kcent. wage. That, is my concern about vocational education. I think
that, unless there is careful and close Federal monitoring, the funds
are going to be misspent and they are going to be misspent in ways
which are still going to train blacks and Puerto Ricans and chicanos
for menial kinds of existences.

That is more critical, I think, than where it takes place. Tf it takes
place in the comprehensive high school, or if it. takes place in a sepa-
rate high school, or if it takes place in a community college which
is vocationally oriented, it is what kinds of vocations students are
being trained for.

Dr. THOMAS. I agree totally with Dr. Smith's statement, and I
would also like to make another observation. I think it, would be un-
realistic to start talking about vocational education in the sense that
wo aro dealing withshould black kids go into vocational education, is
hasically what, you are saying: right?

Mr. STRICKMA N. Should there be a vocational education program ?
Dr. THOMAS. I think that, that. question cannot. be answered until

some research Ls done, first of all, in terms of what jobs will be avail-
able for the next 25 years or so. To me, it is totally assinine to be pre-
paring meat cutters when machines do that, and to be also teaching
kids how to repair shoes when people throw away their shoes now
and do not even take them to the shoe shop.

I am saying if we are pr.:paring students for obsolescence, no ; but
if we are preparing them for urban space planning, for computerized
technology, if we a.re preparing them for leisure, yes. If we are pre-
paring them to eliminate racism and oppression, yes.

I think there i.3 another observation, not only with vocational educa-
tion but also dealing with edueali,inn in general. I think the man that
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wrote Thy rcenir I of A merieaReichbri ngs t h is forth very elea rly
when he says tha: the media has taught people how to dislike their
jobs. Do you understaild? A stenographer looks forward to going home,
or taking a break, especially when she has a fast talker. You look for-
ward to what the commercial On TV beiunsa trip to the golf course,
or a trip to the beach. Themfore people learn to hate work. When you
run across a person like Dr. Smith or a person like myself, who likes
to work 18 hours a day, who likes to make sure that you provide equal-
ity for children, everybody gets mad with us. If we were all on an
assembly line and we had to put out five parts an hour and It started
putting out 18 parts, everybody would want to beat me up because of
the fact that 1 would be forcing others to work harder.

I say, first of all, anticipate what the world is going to bo like in
the future, but, secondly, develop sorne kind of appreciation for work,
some kind of appreciation for serving people, some kind of apprecia-
tion for respecting people, and some hind of appreciation for being
a human being.

Mr. STRICKMAN. Dr. Smith, you have said before that the statistics
are not yet available on the success of testable skills in CUNY's first
year of open admissions. From your personal observation, you gave a
fairly bleak picture of integrated schools as you observe them, pre-
sumably at the primary and secondary level. In the component col-
leges of the City University of New York, integrated to the degree
that they are, have the same problems that you have perceived in ele-
mentary and secondary schools where integration or so-called inte-
gration has taken place, evidenced themselves at the City University?

Dr. SMITH. I do not think I am qualified to speak about 19 other
units. Sonic of the data that I gave are data iz published con-
cerning all the units. I have been to conferences wnere other people
running remedial programs.have reported on what they are doing. I
cannot attest to what is going on m 19 other units. I can only talk
about my own, which there is little point in doing, but integrated ;
yes--students I,re sent to all of the units. Keep in mind that in the dis-
tribution of students under open admissions, students who bad high
school average soon.; of higher than 80 were almost guaranteed that
they would go to a senior college. Bernard Baruch is a senior college.
Students under 80 were more than likely sent to a community college,
tliough there aro in the senior colleges some below SO's, and many of the
hi k and Puerto Rican students would fall under open admissions.
Many fell in the below 80, and so therefore the heavy concentration is
at tile community colleges.

Dr. TnomAs. Nuld I make an observation relative to another level,
with your permission.

Mr. STRICKMAN. Please do.

RES EGREGATION

Dr. THOMAS. Correct me if my interpretation is wrong. We are talk-
ing about the difference between desegregation and integration. One
of the very great concerns that I have is: For example, m Dayton,
under Title VI compliance, the school system was forced to dese,gre-
gate. I am still having problems with why they did not send poor black
children from an urban community to the best white school in the city.

:59-411--71---pt, 13-9
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Instead, they sent them to the worst white school in the city. I am still
having problems, when we talk about desegrefiation, with all the black
children ending up in the general course or in the special education
course while all the white children end up in college prep, in German,

and in physics. I am sayng that this game of resegregating
within a desegregated situation is ridiculous, and I am saying that tf
we are not talking about meaningful integration, at the preschool level
or even at conception, where young black people can share the total
thing, then why waste our time and why waste our energies ?

One strategy might be to establish a new department in this country,
the department, of institutionalized racism, and then just say :

We admit that we are racists, and we will alww,b be racists, and racism is a
Part of our cultural heritage, and you function within your environment and we
will function within ours.

If you are not going to do that, eliminate it entirely. I think the
populous would be willing to accept whatever the decision is going to
be, but you have conditioned black people now to want to live alone,
especially young black people.

They are saying : "We don't want to sit down next to white people,"
and the reason they are saying that is because of a reaction. They
aro saying: "White people ha% e deliberately excluded us ; white people
have deliberately told us that they didn't want to be bothered with us."
And if you slap any man long enough he will say : wrhat's OK, I don't
have to be botherea with you either. I will buila my own."

Now, as black people start building their own, all of a sudden inte-
gration is important. I am saying we have got to make our minds.

Grier and Cobbs, in the book "Black Rage," described this country
as South Africa with a little bit of tinsel on it. If that is what we
want to be, that is one thing; but if we all want to be a truly integrated
community where all people can share equally the rewaras, et cetera,
let us make up our minds and let us make up our minds fairly soon.
Let us not go the desegregation route on Monday, the integration route
on Tuesday, and another route on Wednesday, because that is confus-
ing to the people. Clarify where we are coming from on that and do it
on a national level.

ALTERNATIVES TO INTEGRATION

Mr. SmtexmAlv. Do you Wilk there is room for alternative strat-
egies ; that, is, what is good for one community may not be good for
another community, granted the distinction which you pointed out
between desegregation which undermines the self-esteem of kids who
are black or brownthat is not an acceptable strategy anywhere
and integration ?

Dr. THOMAS. I think that the President has already stated in his
policy statement on education that there are different communities
OK ? And what I am saying is I think that there should be integrated
schools for those people that choose to be integrated. I think that there
should be black schools for those people that want their children to
go to black schools, and I think that there should be white schools for
those people that want their children to go to white schools.

Let me tell you what happened. When I was at MacFarlane Elemen-
tary School, white ladies from the suburbs used to always attack me
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as being a militant and say I was keeping integration from coming
about because of my massive attacks on white racism. I said "How
many of you ladies 'there were about 50 of them there--"think that
MacFarlane School is a good school ?" And they all raised their hands,
all of them. I said : "How many of you ladies"because they were
from the suburbs"can afford to pay the tuition to send your children
to MacFarlane next year ?" And they all raised their hands-59 of
them. I said : How many of you white ladies from suburbia, since
MacFarlane is a good school and since you can afford to pay the tui-
tion, will agree to send your children to MacFarlane next year?" And
I got two hands, and they were feeblethey were up. and Oown like
that, jiving. So I am saying let us make up our minds. Does t hat
answer your question clearly enough?

-N1r. STJUC1MIN. I think it does.
I lust raise this question in a slightly different context. Each com-

munity., though, as a community2 presumably should have a voice in
dAtermming what strategy is going to be used for the education of
their kid0

Tuo. (As. Right. I think that if you want an integrated school,
what you are going to have to do is build that school in a black com-
munity and it is going to have to be the best school anywhere. You
are going te have to have swimming pools there; you are going to have
to have the best of everything. Because one thing I know about a
capitalistic audience is they will all go where the resources are, and I
think that is evident in terms of the new southern Governors' state-
ments. 0IC?

Dr. I think there are some real dangers there. For example,
if a community elects that it is going to keep out everybody else who
doea not wear the same kind of clothing or have the same kind of skin
colo1r, I do not think they have the right th do that and I do not think
Federll funds ought to ix; spent in some situations. I cannot say that
every community, independent of a humanitarian fabric, has the right
to make its Own decision about what it shall do, and if it does do that
it should not receive Federal and State fimds to do it.

Dr. TnomAs. I do not disagree with Dr. Smith's statement. I want
that to be clear for the record. What I am talking about is the dif-
ferences that. exist in the country. I am talking about ;:ne availability
of different types of schools for different types of people that have
different ideas, et cetera, and I would agree with Dr. Smith. I do not
think, for example, if people have to move away from being humane
and if they have to just deliberately move to oppress people by using
schools, that Federal funds or any other kinds of funds should be
used. For example, I know that there are some kids in my community
that are very dedicated in terms of developing positive self-images
for black children. I know of some young people that would do an
excellent job in terms of saving kids that would normally be lost by
schools in general. Those aids probably do not want any white kids to
come to that school, but it is not because they are racist; it is because
of the fact that they have been so oppressed by the white community
and they see the white community as an enemy.

I am sayinirr that while we are going through this process2 if we
are going to Rumanize the country I want as many alternatives as
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possible to be developed. But I am in complete agreement with Dr.
Smith. Do not just arbitrarily let folks do what they want to do for
racist, oppressive reasons.

-

('uimin.kt, PLURALISM

What I was dealing with was Mario Fantini's thing, which I agree
with. Let us have 'different types of schools; let us have multicultural
schools. If you have got to integrate a school, I think it is important
for you to have black folks in that school sometime during the day,
doing their own thing., and let the Italians do their own thing. I think
you have got to let folks go back home in. terms of their lwritage and
culture. That is the point I was trying to make.

1)r. Smrrii. Do you ever see that happening anywhere!
Dr. Tnomns. I guess it is ideaistic, but I guess that is the way I

think, idealistic to a degree.
Dr. Smrrii. I am not quarreling with you at ull. I :L.. saying, yes,

I agree with that, but it is just not happening. Under the Lame of
integration, it is everybody be American and forget about pluralism.

Mr. STnicKmAN. Presumably on An experimental basis it is happen-
ing in a few places?

Dr. SIBirri I. Yes ; it is happening, of course.
Mr. HENNIOAN. Dr. Smith, do you have any information yet OD

the applicaaon patterns for the school year beenning September
1971 and their effect on City TJniversity admissio Are there any
Significant, differences in the ability groupings, am 'ink and racial
distributions?

Dr. Smrrli. No; that is not availablenot yeti vailable to me.
I am sure it is available at the admission center, b. is not available
to me at this time.

PUBLICITY FOR OPEN ADMISSIONS PR( .1.M

Mr. HENNIGAN. Were there any deliberate effor -; made to publicize
more clearly the opportunities under open admissions for the 1971
year in the New York school systhm ?

Dr. SMITH. There were visitations both in 1970 and 1971 by admis-
sions counselors 'from various schools, but I think that is not, adequate.
I think there has to be a, full-seale kind of public relations program
to let, kids know that it, h itvailable, that they are wanted, that, they
do possessI talked to a student who came out of Stnyvesant High
School, which is a high academic high school for black students, who
came into Bernard Baruch and was placed in remedial courses. During
the two terms I think he made something like five or six A's and three
or four B's; yet this student had been told by his high school counselor
that yes, there is such a thing as open admissions, but it is really for
those who can make it ; it is not for you. So I think a lot of truth has
to be told about what the opportunity is.

I look at it in some sense like Headstart. During the first year, as I
recall, in New York and Chicago, the first summer of Headstart, the
staffs were sitting around because the mothers did not recognize that
this valuable service was there for their children, and Headstart
centers could not begin until the teacher started going out and beating
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the bushes in the eommunities. But the second year, once the parents
recognized that it was there, it was free, that it could do some good
for the children, the centers were all flooded; so perhaps with the
appropriate kind of communication the opportunity is there. The
immbers will be greater.

Mr. INN-NH:AN. Dr. Smith, has there been any impact on the New
York high school system itself in terms of better counseling, better
preparatory programs, including those remedial in nnfure, for the
students who were opting for admission? Has then; been much feed-
back yet?

Dr. Smrrii. I think fL, system like New York is too vast to say that
counseling has improved, when counseling in high schools through-
out the country is horrible; it is discouraging. Typical reactions of
counselors are to prepare students for the realities of the harsh world
they will face and therefore do not go into something that they will be
capable of being successful at. I do not think there is any data to sug-
crest that counseling has improved in New York or any place else.

STAND:AWE; IN URBAN SCHOOLS

Mr. IIENNIGAN. I would like to shift to a, different subject for just
a moment. In the testimony that Dr. Harold Howe and Dr. Charles
Smith gave to us the other day, former Commissioner Howe posed a
problem which I think deserves more discussion. In discussing the
possibility of community schools, he said there is a problem of insur-
ing some standards which apply across a metropolitan area in terms
of what skill levels should be achieved and certain curriculum objec-
tives that have to be met. Could -you offer us some thinking, from your
point of view, on how you coula reconcile the drive or movement to-
ward community schools on the one hand with perhaps at least some
logical need for standardization on the other?

Dr. THOMAS. My first reaction to that is that that is a kind of racist
position because I notice that whenever there is a time to delegate
more power or to redistribute power from one to another, all sorts of
explanations and criteria and standards come up. What I am saying is
this: There are no standards now in urban schools that I know about,
and I would much rather rely on a poor black mother to Inish
teacher, to see to it that. her child gets out of poverty and gels out of
oprwession than rely on a white middle-class Ph. D. sitting in the State
I louse in Columbus to see to it that her child gets an adequate educa-
tion. I am saying that I think sometimes the business of standards are
really jive.

Let me give you an example. There are conflicting laws in the State
of Ohio. There is a, law that says parents must send their children to a
school that meets the minimum standard, and there is a statement by a
high State official that says 99 percent of the schools in the State of
Ohio do not, meet the minimum standardbut they have no schools
closed in Ohio. I am saying that I see that as another control mecha-
nism. To say that we cannot give parents control because they will not
hold their Aildren or their schools to a certain standard, or their per-
sonnel to a certain standard, is ridiculous.

Mr. IIENNIGAN. I do not think lie meant it in that sense. I think he
was posing the abstract case : that if you are going to have community
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schools, there would still be a need for some kind of set of standards,
so that parents would have sonic way of determining which schools
were performing better than others.

Dr. THOMAS. Let me be very specific. I am saying that if there are
going to be some community schools, that means--

Mr. HARRIS. Are you talking about community controlled schools ?
Dr. THOMAS. Yes. That means parents are going to control rlose

s,.)looIs and that means that the standards should not be set by former
commissioners, by folks from the State House or folks from any other
house. I am saying that if there are going to be standards, let those
parents determine those standards because the folks that are deter-
mining the standards now are not abiding hy those standards, so they
are really not standards.

Mr. HENNIOAN. I am not arguing the validity of any set of current
standards. I am just posing the problem of how do you find some
benchmarks that will help parents determine standands. How would
you go about training and forming teachers and administrators to
function in community controll;d schools? This implies the possi-
bility of some type of doctrine or theory of education, which may be
differenthopefullythan the one that is now used in what would
normally be referred to as a monolithic system.

Porxr ICS AND COMMUNITY CONTROL

Dr. SmrrH. I think that one of the real tragedies of community
control as we have known it thus far is that the community people
have had to struggle so much in political turmoil to survive, to exist,
to have the right to make the decisions about their children.

Mr. HARR/S. Political as opposed to struggles over educational
issues?

Dr. SMITH. Yes.
:Mr. HARRIS. Programs, techniques, teacher training, et cetera ?

Dr. SmrrH. Right, because that is the end of the sentence. The end
of the sentence is that because there has been so much struggle,
because thtrc, 1:?.,,e been so many powerful forces that have been
determined to underline, to subvert the community control process,
comn,unities have had to expend most of their energy in the act of
survival and have not yet, except in some notable exceptions gotten
around to the business of really coming

i
up with substantial educa-

tional programs that make a difference n the lives of children.
I happen to know of one case of a school under community control

that did manacre to get around to such programs, that did make a
difference anethe principal of that school became a target of ether
people because that school was so outstanding and was achieving so
much and was showing up the rest of the district, and that is the kind.
of thing that was referred to by Art before.

StLF-I3IAGE

I think yes. Let us say that it is axiomatic that I agree that "to be"
is more important than to read, to have a good self-image, to think
you are somebody, that you are a man is more important than reading
well, Let us say that that is axiomatic; but once they get to that place

134
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where the kids are feeling pretty good about themselves, where they
know it is all right to be black, they have got to be taught something
and they have got, to learn to read and do mathematics. And if some-
where up the line they are going to be able to make the decision : "I
want to go to college,*; or not to go to college, they are somehow going
to have to be taught the academic language code that will enable them
to be successful there. That does not mean rub out their own cultural

et cetera.
es, there do have to be some measures; there do have to be some

standards. I cannot agree with people who say : "Let them just do
their :ling. Let them alone." I think maybe some boards of education
a Pe tb---,,zing up their hands in disgust and are beginniLg to say : "Yes,

th lacks do anything they want to do. Let thc-c. Puerto Ricans
,n3 i g they want to do. We are just tired of it."

v ik hat is not an attitude that can be taken by a school system,
iIt ..bri be taken by a community or anybody else. Yes, you are damned

right I want some standards, but I think the setting of those standards,
as Art says, has to come from some kind of combination of the com-
munity, if it is a community controlled situation, and the students, and
if it is a centralized situation, then it has to be some kind of grouping
of community, students, central office, et cetera. But there do have to
be, right at the moment, national norms, maybe some reasonable stand-
ards to shoot for in terms of academic skills; but to ba able to read
and to be able to do mathematics, and being humane or to feel bad
about yourself, or to be racist, avails us nothing.

We are the most literate Nation in the world and we seem to solve
problems by killing, so that does not seem to do it.

STA NDARDS AND RA CISM

Dr. THOMAS. I would agree with everything that Dr. Smith said.
It is a "given." You know that if you are black you have to have three
times as much information as other folks. That is understood. We
know that.

The point I am trying to get rto is this. To me, it is mother form
of very sophisticated racism to say we are going to give you parents
some power, but you are going to have to deal with these standards
which we are going to set, and that is what I am having problems
with. I would agree, sure, but the thing that I recognize here, and
I think the thing that is imperative for folks to recognize at all levels
of government, is that black parents do want what is best for their
children, and Puerto Rican parents do want what is best for their
children. I am saying I would mch rather entrust that parent, work-
ing with somebody like Ken Raskin, working with somebody, like
Preston Wilcox, Donald H9rris, Ruth Farmer, or Ruth Burgin. or
Rhody McCoy, I would much rather entrust that i-larent to d.evelop
those standards than to entrust somebody, in the State House to de-
velop those standards, because I believe that the person in the State
is working in the best interest of the power instatutionAhe power
institution being an institution of institutionalized racism. But I be-
lieve that parent wants what is genuinely best for, that child.

I want to emphasize that. I want to come at it from the standpoint
of the parent not having a formal education. The desire for your child

4,e
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to succeed is much more .penetrating and much more dynamic and will
develop a much more positive image in terms of that child not only
feeling as good but actually in terms of sitting down .and doing that
work than some director of the State department.

There nre always exceptions. These .are some good State depart-
ment of education people, like Bob Greer, Art, Bou Win, and Louise
Mack in Ohio, .and like Sandy Wood in. Minnesota.

Mr. IIENNIGAN. You are continuing to hold up tin imageI will not
call it a strawmanwhich reflects a status quo. What happens, for
example, if you have a centralized school system and progressively,
over a period of 2 or 3 yars, break it down into 15 or 20 community
controlled systems? Someone has to allocate the money. How do you
begin to judge which communiy schools are more or less deserving
of moneys for certain purposes in curriculum development or 'teacher
training? It is 11. very difficult problem. Perhaps we .ought to tax and
raise resources on a di fferent basis.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

Dr. THOMAS. He who gets behind in the race must fortver remain
behind or run faster than the man in front. We understand that.

I. want to go back to my original point on accountability. I am
saying that parents know if their children are reading and writing.
That is why school levies are failing, because children are coming
home and they cannot read or write or do arithmetic. Parents are
saying this is ridiculous. What I am saying is, first of all, if you have
got black children in the school you know they have been oppressed
and victimized from the very beginning, so you know automatically
you have to put more financial resources in there; but you also know
that if you have got black children in the school, personnel has got to
be made more accountable. I am saying if you have got black kids,
Puerto Rican kids in there, other minority kids in there, put the best
resources in that school. If -a, white kid Is in that school, you auto-
matically have a lot of resources. The institution is goin,g to see to
it that if you are responsible for educating a white child., you have
a lot of books, a lot of chemistry classes, that you have a real good
library. The, point that has to be made is to give black kids and other
poor and oppressed kids all those resources and see what happens.

Mr. IIENNIGAN. You used the terms resources and best resources.
Dr. THOMAS. Best resources.
Mr. IIENNIGAN. It is a question of who is going to decide what is

best for 10 or 15 schools who are competing.
Dr. THOMAS. Let not the allocation come from the budget director ;

let the parents be a part of that budget committee.
Mr. HENNIGAN. I think we see where we are having problems

communicating.
Dr. THOMAS. I do not think we are having problems communi-

cating. I think you are having problems turning me to your point
of view.

DROPOUTS

Mr. HARRIS. In the interest of time, I think we had better close.
I have got one question which perhaps both of you will respond to
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quickly. It has been suggested a number of times in a numbei of dif-
ferent ways that a lot of the so-called, dropouts, both from high school,
junior high school, and further down, as well as in collecve, are indeed
of among the brightest, most able kids in those schools.'-Do you agree
with that?

Dr. Siumr. I would not say the most, but I would say they cert ainly
are, that many of them are very bright and they have given up on
the school system that demands a stultifying kind of conformity,
that demands a total submission of personality and creativitya lot
of them have (riven up. I would not say that all the dropouts are the
brightest, but I would say that a number of them are. I would say
that the young student I cited in here, who I think is very bright,
there are a errowing number of students who say : "No, I don't want
any more tl7an that because you are just going to try to brainwash
me ' and in a sense it 1.3 certainly right.

I)r. THOMAS. I agree with that.
Dr. SMITH. it is hard to counter, ot that kind of response by a youncr-

ster. What can you tell him ? Cume to my college ? Or go to college k
and see that it is not so ?

Dr. THOMAS. We have got some research statistics for the record in
the progress report for the Student Rights Center which pointed out
that 53 percent of the students that drop out. of school do have above
average intelligence whatever that means, but I would also like to
emphasize the wholebusiness of dehumanization.

One of the functions of the school i to take away black men's man-
hood. The function of the school is to destroy the black man in terms
of his psychological and physical being. It stands to reason that stu-
dents who stand up, students that are men, students who do r-ot listen
to this jive about George 'Washington and Christopher Columbus, will
eventually drop out of school because somebody gs challenging their
manhood.

One of the school's basic functions has been the destruction of black
manhood. You do have many students of above average intelligence,
who refuse to sacrifice their manhood by staying in school and eating
cheese, and being good "bo,,s."

IIT.IMANISTIC EDUCATION

Mr. Ilmuns. All three of you this morning seem to have been talk-
ing about something relating to what has bec called Inunaniste edu-
cation ; perhaps black children and parents particularly may be con-
cerned about this particulnr affective portion of education. Briefly,
would you give us a definition of humanistic education?

Dr. THOMAS. Let me say this, and perhaps this will be an explana-
tion and a definition. Nathan Wright, Jr., in his book "Black Power
and Urban Unrest," states it has been the duty of the oppressed to save
themselves and their oppressor. Black people, despite the fact we have
been victimized and spat upon both physically and psychologically,
and in many other ways that folks have attempted to destroy us, we do
not want to transpose the same thing on other folks. Therefore, we
believe that if, for example, black people were, by some miracle, al-
lowed to become free in the next 20 years, and Puerto Ricans were still
being oppressed, and Mexican Americans were still being oppressed,
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and poor v.-hite people were still being oppressed, this would simply
mean that somebody else would be coming up the ladder trying to
destroy black people. We want all people to have the right to live and
he human.

We are saying that somewhere there has to be a regeneration of love,
trust, and respect and understanding for mankind. What I ant talk-
ing about is appreciation for others and appreciation for oneself, and
an atmosphere whereby one can function using one's total potential.

Mr. }Intuits. Would you say these humanistic attitudes are unique
to oppressed groups?

Dr. TITOMAS. Frantz Fanon sivvs that men, women, and children
will rise against their oppressor. 1. concur with this. I also think that
oppressed groups can in some way influence the oppressor and
humanize the oppressor. What we have to kc...c.sp doing, especially be-
cause of the 80 million, or 22 millionI think there are 80 mirion
of Int but the man ssys 22 million to make us feel less adequatein
terms of all oppressed groups we have got to start assuming that the
oppressor is not only an oppressor but is also sick. We have got to
start assuming that we are the doctor, and we have to start prescribing
medicine for the oppressor. Dc you understand what I am saying?

Dr. S3trru. I think oppreased groups can be oppressive to each other
too.

Dr. THOMAS. That is true.
Dr. Sum H. I think that a humanistic ...Ind of education or human-

istic kind of value system is one where children would be taught to
be tolerant and to have respect and concern for other people, those like
themselves and those unlike themselves. 'When I talk about ii and
unlike, that covers the spectrum, racially, like and unlike, religious,
politically, physically, respect and concern for the niaimed, the physi-
cally unattractive. the deviant., just respeet and toleraiv,v for other
people: and a fecAing that man is an image of divinity and should
be revered, and that people exe more important than property. so
you dc, not go around killing children because they happen to throw
a brick at a store. That is what I would have in mind: the teaching of
this kind of thing, and I do not think much of that is going on any-
where under the old system, under the new systems, under the :ystems
that are contemplated. There is not much happening.

Mr. HARRIS. Thank you very much.
Senator Mornacitxx. The committee is in recess, subject to the call of

the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.)
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Appendix 1

ITEMS SUBMITTED BY THE WITNESSES

VItOM DU. ARTHUR E. THOMAS

STATEMENT Ur AETFIVR E. TROSSA13, CENTER FOR TUE STUDY OP STUDENT
RIOUTS AND RERPONSIDILITTES, DAYTON, OHLIO

Literature dealing with the specific problem of this study is not extensive,
though a considerable amornit of related writing has been done in the general
area of the legal rights of students in the public schools. This al-ea is new
enough that most research is stin in stages of development. A comprehensive
examination of the research of related literature necessitates the use of data
much of which is vr,r 7,-, the preliminary analysis stage. The literature and re-
setreli reviewed are sumuunIzed in four sections:

1. T.Ti the social upheaval in this society in the past two
decade:2. Li Ale organizational health of tiu iiblIe schools of
Ainerl<.., ,

3. Literal, urt: ..tted to educational reform in America ;
4. Literature related to students rights activities in Americo..

The first section contains a documentation of the basic changes in this society
since the Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka case (lirown I) in 1954.1 The
:3econd section contains an examination and a crit2cal analyair or the material
written by both the educational professional and the laymen ti-ereby establishing
the "organization health." The third section reviews the literature on the at-
tempts, successes, and failures of a social institution, such as the public school,
to int.-..ke changes in its operation. The fourth seition will deal with the literature
in the area of students rights and will examine the movement presently under-
way to interpret and insure the rights of all students as they proceed through
the public schools of this country.

SOCIAL UPSEAVAI. IN AMICRICA
What has caused this society to become aware of its massive social problems

aud to struggle with new ways to solve them? Did the Supreme Court, when
it interpreted the "separate and equal" issue in 1954-55, unleash the minds of
many minority groups in this country? Did the Court's decision release thebonds established earlier and documented in the Plessy v. Ferguson case In

111roscns v. Hoard of HduesUosf Topeka. 347 U.S. 41:13, 74 S. Ct. 086 (1954).
'Matthew B. Mlles. "Planned *a.n.ga and Organisational Health : Insure and Ground."

Process in the Publ4c 8o7soots, illebard (InugItue. Oregon
wend of Oregon. Center for the Advanced Study of Sidneational .4dministration. 1905).
pp. 1 -34.
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11)(17)' The bash! bounda OA of freedom were re-defined and the exposure to
the lodentini of this new fmind freedom caused America to stand and watch
as all who had been deprived, rejected, or chained established new boundaries.
Truman Nelson stated after the 19:11 deeision dint ". . . it wns our last chance
because here was a moment when the decision was unanhnous and the country
was in a moo(1 to accept it."4

The Warren Court, titled after Earl Warren, Chief .Tustice from 1954 to 19-i4),
was a liberal activist court. It took jurisdiction and rendered decisions in areas
on which previous courts lutd declined to act. This netion no dmibt had a great,
effect upon the attitude of peopitl in the country. For instance, in civil rights it
declared school segregation unconstituti.onal. It also upheld constitutionality
of Civil Rights Act of 1904.6 and applied the law' and expanded the "state
action" concept of the Fourteenth Aniendment to eliminate discrhninntorc
practices."

lu "political" areas it requirNi states to reapportion Congressimml and State "
legislature districts so that one citizen's vote counted as much is another's.

Jn criminal law, it extended many of the Tights contained in the Rill of Rights
to defendants accused of crime by a state. Among these were: (1) evidence il-
legally seized by a state (contrary to the Fourth Amendment) or the product
of an illegal search, could not be used.as evidence in a criminal proseentio, in
a state or federal court; " (2) a state may not compel a defendant to give wit-
ness against himself; " (3) indigent defendants have a right to counsel to secure
a fair trial:" (4) a defendant tuts a right to be confronted by witness against
him ; 13 (5) the state may not administer cruel and unusual punishment for
crimes; 14 (6) a person, when arrested, must:be advised that he has a right to
remain silent, that anything he says may be used against him as evidence in a
court of 1.4w ; that bc has a right to counsel and that if he has no money to hire
counsel, the court will provide counsel for hlm."

In the freedom of Teliglon area, it is decided that the utate may not prescribe
prayer " or Bible-rettding " in public schools.

In the freedom of the individual area, it 1:truck down statutes forbidding
the teaching of contraceptive methods as unconstituticnal.

The lawyers at the bar found that arguments based upon precedent, accepted
legal doctrine, and long-range institutional concepts concerning the proper role
of the judiciary and the distribution of power in the federal system founded
upon Chief Justice Warren's persistent questions, "Is that fair?" or "Is that
what America stands for?" Such questions were profoundly disturbing to those
engrossed by the intellectual and institutimml side of the law, its history, and
sheer professional expertise. No one could successfully argue . . . that a poor
man charged with a crime should not have as much chance to have a lawyer

Plesay v. Ferguson. 163 US 537, 16 Ct. 1138 (1896) : upheld the constitutionalityof a Louisiana statute which required rellroada to provide separate compartments forwhite and black passengers. and make it a crime for a person to sit in the "wrong"compartment. The law. said the court. did not abadge the privileges or immunities ofUnited States citizens, nor deprive persons of property or liberty without due processof law, nor deny them equal protection of the laws In doing so. tile Court. throughMr. Justice Brown, gave its view of the object of the 14th Amendment : "The objectof the amendment was undoubtedly to enforce the absolute equality of the two racesbefore the law. but. in the nature of things, it could not have been intended to abolish
distinctions based on color, or to enforce social, as distinguished from political, equality.or a commingling of the two races upon terms unsatisfactory to either. Laws permit-
ting, and even requiring, their separation in places where they are liable to be broughtinto contact, do not necessarily imply the inferiority of either race to tile other, anti
have been generally, if not universally, recognized as within the compentency of thestate legislature in the exercise of iheir police power. The most common instanceof this is connected with children, which have been held to be a valid exercise of the
legielative power even by courts of .states where the political rights of the colored race
have been longest and most earnestly enforced." (Id at 114(t)Truman Nelson, The Right of .Revolution. (Boston : Beacon Press, 1968), p. 8.

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 347 US 483, 74 S. Ct. 686 (1954).
Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. 1,I.S., :479 US 24. 85 S. Ct. 348 (1964).
U.S. by Hatzenback v. MeClung,./179 US 294, Fi5 S. Ct. 377 (1904).

,* Hamm v. City of Rock HSI, 379 US 306. 85 S. Ct. 384 (rehearing denied), 370 US
995. 85 S. Ct. 698 (1964).

Ileynohis v. Sims. 377 US 533, Si H. Ct. 1362 (1964).
Ia Mann v. Ohio. 367 118 643 (1961).
" Molloy v. Hogan, 378 US 1 (1q64).
ut Gideon v. Wainwright. 372 US,335 (1963).la Pointer v. Texaa, 380 US 400 (1965) : Douglas v. Alabama, 380 US 415 (1965)-
1* Robinson v. California 370 U.S. ona (19115).
Is Miranda v. Arizona, 384 US 43(I (19651.

F:ngle v. Vitale 376 U8,421. 82 8. Ct. 1261 (1062).
IT Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 US 479, 85 S. Ct. 1678 (1965).
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at the preliminary hearing as one who was rich or that cows and trees should
have as much voting power as people.'

Probably the most earth-shaking decisions of all of these by the Warren
Court were the Brown V. Board of Education of Topeka cases"' which over-

1"Cox, Archibnid. "Chief Justice Earl Warren," Harvard Law Review, Vol. 83 (Cam-
bridge, Messachusetts : 1970). le 2.Brown v. Board of Hdueation of Topeka, Cases 347 U.S. 483, 74 S. Ct. 080 (1954),
and 349 U.S. 294, 755 Ct. 753 (1955) overruled Inessy v. Ferguson (1890). This was a
(s)ilection of four class actions which originated in Kansas, South Carolina, Virginia,
and Delaware and had a great amount of effect on the social crises. In the eases. the
Plaintiffs were minor Negro children seeking ndmission to public schools on a non-segre-
gnted basis, Kansas' statutes permited seleirate sellouts for blacks and whites ; in South
Cartailin, Virginia and Delaware, the state emistitution and statutes required segregated
schools. In lemmas, the U.S. District Court found segregation a detrhnent to education
but denied relief because the facilities were equal. Ill South Carolina, and irginia. the
U.8- District Court !miring the eases found thet the faellides for white and black
childreit were unequal and ordered the lefendante to make school facilities equni. Further
relief was denied.The Deleware ease was heard in the state courts. The Chancellor found that Negro
eel Is were intsrior and ordered I dia te ission of Negroes into previously ell-
e:late schools. The Clunteellor also found that segregation by itself rendered a black
tellites education inferior. The Supreme Coert ot Delaware aflirmed the Chancellor's
decree. (347 U.S. at 488). Because of the obvious importune(' of the question presented,
the court took jurisdiction. The Supreme Court was very deliberate in hearing the eases.
The Court shaped its docket to assure that it would decide on the bests of records awl
arguments, not just of one state but of a falr cross-section. Also, in one of the four
cases, Gebhart v. Belton (345 U.S. 972, 73 S. Ct. 1198 1.19531), the court proposed tbe
following questions to he argued In the briefs of counsel when the cases were heard.

"1. ss net evidence is there that the Congress which submitted and the State legisla-
tures and conventions which ratified the Fourteenth Amendment conteniplated or did
not conteinplate, understood or did not understaud, that it would abolish segregation in
public schools':

"2. If neither the Congress in submitting nor the State in ratifying the Fourteenth
Antendstent understood the compliance with it would require the linInediate abolition of
segregation in public schools, Was it nevertheless the understanding of the framers of
the amendment (a) that future Congresses might, in the exercise of their power under
Seetion 5 of the Amendment, abolish such segregation or (b) that It would be within
the Judicial power, In light of future conditions, to construe the Amendment as abolish-
ing ellell segregation of its own force':"3. On the assumption that the answers to questhions 2(a) and (b) do not dispose of
lite issue. Is it within the judicial power In construing the anieltament, to abolish seg-
gregation in public sehools''

"4. ASS trig it is decided that segregation Iii public schools, violnted the Fourteenth
Amendment (a) would a deeree necessarily follow providing that, \\*Wee the limits set
by normal geographic school districting, Negro children should be admitted to schools
of their choice or (b) may tills Court, in the exercise of its equity power, permit an
effeetive granual adjustment to be brought ubout from existing segregated systems to n.
system not based on color distinctions?"5. On the assumption on which questions 4(a) and (b) are based, and ii
further that this Court will exercise its equity powers to the end described In te
40) : (a) shuuld this Court formulate detailed decrees in thls cane ; (b) if so, se.
specific hetes Should the decrees reach ; (e) should this Court appoint a special master to
hear evidence with a view to recommending specific terms for such decrees; (d) should
this Court remand to the courts of first instanCe with directions to frame decrees In
this case, and if so, what general directions should the decrees of this Court include and
what procedures should the courts of first Instance follow in arriving at the specific
terms of more detailed decrees? The Attoruey General of the United States is invited
to take part in the oral argument and to Mean additional brief if he so desires."

After hearing arguments and studying the briefs. the Supreme Court spoke theotIgh
Mr. Chief Justice Warren on May 17, 1954. "Separate but equal," its geneses and Its
history were examined.

The Chief Justice expressed this point "Does segregation of children in public schools
solely, on tile basis of race, even though ihe physical facilities and other 'tangible' factors
may be equal, deprive the children of a minority group of equal educational opportunities?
We believe that It does. After explicitly overruling Bloomy v. Ferguson, the Chief Justice
concluded ; "We conclude that in the field of Public education 'separate but equal' has nO
place. Seperate educational facilities nre inherently unequal. Therefore, we hold that Me
plaintiff's and other similarly eituated for whom the actions have been brought are, by
reason of the segregation eomplained of, deprived of the equni protection of We laws
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment.. 'Now the Court was faced with a dilemma. Baying made the decision, how to enforce
it? The Court set further argument for a later date. Thus, the Court neatly separated
the principle from its enforcement. All could agree on the principle that tichools ehould
not be segregated; agreement among the members of the Court nu to how desegregation
should take place was not likely to be unanimous (Alexander v. hiolmes County Board
cit Edacatiolt. 300 US 20, 90 S. Ct. 29 110t101). The question as to bow enforeeineut would
take place wns answered the seeond Drown easy (1955)-

First. school authorities would have the primary responsibility for solving the prob-
ICIlls of desegregation : the Court's role would be to consider whether actions taken con-
stituted "good faith implementation of the governing constitutional principles." Second,
courts would be guided by equitable principles, flexibility and a balaucing of public
and private need. The time problem then arose. When would the desegregatien of the
ciiooi s begin: "The Courts will require that the defendants make a prompt and reason-

(Footnote continued on following page)
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threw the legal segregation position established fifty-eight years earlier.
It would be impossible that this kind of activity cmild go on without affecting

the outlook of the large number of people.The obvious failure surfaced by the launch of the Russian Sputnik in late 1957
caused the country to clamor to try to explain its shortcomings in this area or
international competition. The c::ities of the American way of 14:t had their oppor-
tunity on this stage to hang out dirty linens of the weaknerjses and failures of
this system. These weaknesses were strung out by the mass media of th:s country
for all people to see.The Congress became disenchanted with the lack of effectiveness in the space
race anti decided that they must shore up the obvious weakne.%,6es. In the wake of
this, they developed, in 1858, the National Defense Mducation Act") to attlick the
weaknesses they identified in the public school's effort.

Did the Civil Rights Act of 1964 al cause the people of this country to se,4 that

able start toward full compliance. . . ." The burden would be upon the defendants to
prove that the time taken was in good faith and in the public! interest. The courts would
consider the adequacy of the plans proposed by school authorities to give effect to the
Court's decree. Finally, the District Courts on remand were t. take such steps "as are
necessary and proper to admit to public schools ot.. raciall, non-discriminatory .basis

hwit all deliberate speed the parties to these ettees "Under explicit holdings o) this
Court the obligation of every school district is to -strmiitate dual school systems at once
and to operate now and hereafter only unitary schotsas .Plessy v. Fersuson 163 US 537,
16 S. Ct. 1138 (1896.1 ).

-

29 The 2Cation.at Defense Education Act of 1958 v direct result of Russia's success-
ful launching of tbe Sputnik I. The NDIest gave netney to public schools (education) to
attempt to improve the quality of the _product in tses-e areas that they considered to be
weak. This was not general aid to schools and 0- -Songress got around this ismie of
federal interference in school activities by declare:at this a national emergency.

2' CIcU Rights Act of 1964 was passed in 1964. The act was to give a clearer interpre-
tation of tlo Fourteenth Amendment In relation to "state action." Thus. the :lest two-
section of the Civil Rights Act of 1904 (Pub. L. Ss-352, July 2, 1064. 78 Stat., 241) was
an attempt by Congress to eliminate the last vest :es of segregation in public aecommo-
dation. voting, schools, employment. and publie seilities. It provided injunctive relief
and . nilows the Attorney General of the U.S. te bring snits in certain cases .bef sre a
thrse-jsidge U.S. District Court. Appeal was diree the Supreme 'Court of the United
States. Each title or subsection of the Act has 1 is, or possibly will be tested.

Title 1 (42 U.S.C., SS. 1971(al) expended the .oting rights provisions of the Civil
Righta Acts of 1057 and 1960. It prohibited the use of different standards in deciding
who may vote (42 U.S.C., SS. 10711.1112). It provided that an immaterial error in paper-
work may not be used to disqualify an otherwise qualified voter (i.d). lAteracy tests were
pruitileted unless they were in writing and the v 'tier received a certified copy of the test.
The Attorney General could aid focal authorities in giving such tests (Id). These was a
rebuttable presumption that anyone who had cons-acted he sixth grade possessed sof-
ficient literacy to vote in a. Federal election (42 V.S.C.. SS. 1.0711.e]). Section 101(h)
(42 U.S.C.. SS. 19711g1) of the Act provided that the Attorney Genersl of the United
States or any defendant could ask for a three-judge district court ietertulue the find-
ing of a pattern or practice of discrimination.

Titio Pr (42 U.S.C.. 20001a1) el"' the Act provided injue sive relief against dis-
critnination in places of public accommndatIon. Establishments winch served the public
were within the scope of the law if its operations affected commerce or if discrimination
er segregation by it was supported by stele action (42 U.S.C., SS 2000ta1 1:11. The law
did not apply to prisate clubs (42 U.S.C.. SS 2000(al e). Section 202 (42 U.s.C.. SS.
2000a-1) of Title II prohibited diserimina ion or segregation required by law, statute
ordinance, regulation rule or order of a state or state agency. Section 203 (42 U.S.C..
SS. 2000a-2) pronlbited the deprivation of, interference with, and punishment of any
person for exercising the rights and privileges granted by the two preceding sections.
Section 204 (42 U.S:C., SS 2000a-3) Title II made injunctive relief available against
both public officials and private individuals who were covered by the Act because of their
discrhnlnations. An injunction could be obtained "whenever any person lists engaged or

there are reasonable grounds to believe that any rrerson is about to engage in any act
or practice" prohibited by the Act (42 tf.S.C.. SS. 200011-8Ia)). 'The general intent
and overriding purposes of the ACV said the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, 'was to
nd dIscrimination in certain facilities open to the general public.' (Miller v. Amusement
Enterprises. Inc., 894 F.2d 342 (C.A. La. 19681 quoted in Anneal*. Chester v. Federal

Civil la Act. Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company, Rochester. New York: 1971.

p. 161).Title III (42 U.S.C.. $S. 2000b), authorized the Attorney General to bring suit in
the name of the United States when he received a complaint from One unable to secure
counsel, that be had been deprived of eqUal protection of the laws by being denied equal

use of any lacilittes owned, operated, or managed on behalf of the state
Title IV (42 U.S.C., SS. 2000c) provided for desegregation of pnblieeducation. The

Commissioner of Education was authorised to ald desegregation by technical assistance
(42 U.S.C. Sf3. 2000e-2). training institutes (42 U.S.C.. SS. 2000c-3). and grants of
money to scbool boards to train einployees for desegregation (4_2 11C1.11..F...a13114. t2000c-4).

The Attorney General of the United States was authorised to bring ek. a_fiehocil

board for denying pupils ego& protection of the laws, upon a complaint signed by

parent or group of parentf. If they were unable to secure cou_nsel (42 atf.S.C.. ste2pOrli;
(ifel ). The ,ction had to "further the orderly a.chies -meat et desegreg 'Lion in t

schools." (Ibid).Title V (Ibid) amended the Civil Rights Act of 1t.s.: and net forth rules of procedure

ter Civil Rights Commission bearings. It also set forth some additional duties of the

CommiMon. The Ceinroassion would (a) investigate allegations that citizens are being
(Footnote continued on following page)
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the political power was serious about providing a vehicle for equal opportunities?What did it mean whon this law was applied to groups regardless of age, creed,color, sex., or nationality? This law was not interpreted by everyone in the sameway. It was dependent upon one's orientation how one perceived each of the
issues.

The Court cases subsequent to 1964 were indicative of the feeling of the Amer-ican people that many areas needed to be attacked and how they could be han-
dled. The civil rights cases, even though the writer felt they lacked sincerity andclarity and were not strong enough, moved very slowly toward insuring equal
rights for all citizens. It 'brought a new awareness to the American public, partic-ularly the minority grouPs-There was a significant change that took place in the family relationship.
Lerner 22 outlined this in explaining that the family began to break apart duringthe late years of World War II when the mother bad to leave home to work onthe assembly lines of the factories producing war machines. The mother was
away from the children for extended periods of ti.me and the children were leftwith people who did not have the same parental ,,r emotional relationship. Theprevailing parental relationship with children had been ,tne of authority or theautocratic model. The parents were the bosses and made most or the rules
unilaterally. The children were very docile and reaognized their role cnd playedit obediently. With the absenteeism of the mother and in many cases, bothparents, the parents felt a need to give something to the children in lieu of theabsence of love, or time together. They, therefore, substituted the sharing ofpower in decision making and the giving of material items. Both of these caused
the child to perceive himself differently and to move toward the position wherehe bad greater freedom in making decisions. Therefore, the situation in tbe
home moved from autocracy across the continuum to democracy.The next step in this continuum is from democracy to anarchy. The stAteof societies past show that they will not stay there but will react, but they do
not typically return to their original state.The outcropping of violence in the rebellions of Watts, Detroit, ClevrAand,
Newark and Dayton and the non-violent demonstrations by the late Dr. MartinLuther King, Jr., in Birmingham, Montgomery, and Atlanta, showed that
deprived of the right to vote (42 U.S.C.. SS. 197tIa). (b) study and collect informationabout legal (levelopittelits eonstituting a (Wilful of equal protection of the laws (42 U.S.C.,SS. 1075c1 a.1-4), (e) appraise the federnl laws with respect to denials of equal protectionof the law (42 U.S.C.. S. 1075c1a1-2, (c1) serve as a national clearinghouse for informa-tion with respect to denials of eqnal protection of the lam's (42 U.S.C., SS. 197i5c1a1-3).The concluding paragraphs (42 U.S.C., SS. 1975e1a1-4) set forth the r.owers of theCommission.Title VI (42 17.S.C,, RS. 1975d) forbids discrimination in federaIly-fu-aded programs.Title VII (42 U.S.C.. SS. 2000d et seq) provides equal employment Apportunity andfothade discrimination in employment because of race. color. sex, reltf4ion, or nationalorigin. It "created the right to be free from discrimination by employers. employmeotagencie4. and labor organizations. To the extend that these groups aff,J.et commerce theyare within the reach of Congressional controls . . - (42 U.S.C., SS 2000e et seq). Itdid not apply to employment of aliens outside the state and individuals for performanceof religious and educational nctivities of religious corporations, associations. or societiesand educational institntions (Antleau. suprei p. 190).Under Title VII, discrimination in . VW/1E an "unlawful employment practice"(42 U.S.C. SS. 2000e-1) and an Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was setup (42 U.S.C., SS. 2000e-2) to enforce (42 U.s.C. SS. 2000e-4) the Act. The AttGraeYGeneral could also bring a civil action against an employer nhom he has reasonabi,cause to believe was engaged in a pattern of resistance to time Act- (42 U.S.C.,
2000e-6).Title VIII (42 U.S.C.. SS. 2000w-6) commanded the Secretary of Commerce to conducta survey to compile voting statistics in goographic areas -recommended by the Civil
nights Commission. The survey was to detnrmine how manv people of voting age were
registered to vote, by race, color, and national origin (42 13.11.C., SS, 2000f).Title IX provided for intervention and -.procedure after r.tmoval from a state court in
civil eights cases (Ibid). It also provided that the Attorney General of the 'United States
could intervene in a case in federal court where denial et equal protection of the laws
is alleged, if the case was of general public importance ez8 U.5.0. S. 1447 ram

Title (42 U.S.C.. SS. 2000h-2) of the Act established a Cominunity Relations Serv-
ice to provide assistance to communities and people in reaolving disputes relating to
-discriminatory practices based on race. color or winos:PA origin, which Impair the rights,
under the 'Constitution end laws of the United Stater., of the people in the community
(42 U.S.C., SS. 2000_g etTitle provided for criminal nnd civil contemp`c proceedings against those persons
who fail to obey an injunction of the court given to enforce the Act. A jury trial was
provided, and the penalty for criminal contempt vests sat at $1000 Illaximura line or im-
prisonment for up to six months (42 U.S.C.U.S.C., SS. 200011) and even though such ol se
was made about it, the laws slowly went into effect.vs A speech presented by Max Lerner at Wafne State University in August. 1970
<unpublished ).
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elmngts ii attitude of the oppressed were taking place. This was visible eviden,!e
that. people were not going to accept anything but the ultimate in freedom and
that the rest of society would have to change its attitudes to accommodate
freedom for all. This activity could not avoid violent reactions by the people
protecting the social institution. However, the reactions brought about inter-
action and the interaction affected the thinking of many of the people involved.

Therefore, as one speaks to the social upheaval in this country there are
many areas to probe. Some of these are more visible and many less visible. The
sociologist prefers to look at the event, what happens after the event, and more
important, what happens to the people involved. The events mentioned in this
section of Chapter II are mo recent that the first two phases of the sociological
inquiry are difficult to ascertain. Therefore, it would be very difficult to accu-
rately develop the effect that the social upheaval of the 1950's and the 1I)(10's
had on the social conscience of this country. At the very best, the observer could
say that the changes subsequent to the crises indicate a general concern was
generated out of fear or anxiety, as suggested by many militant leaders would
be unfounded speculation. An accurate observation, however, wenhl be that much
more happenea visibly after the crises than happened before them.

LITERATURE RELATED TO THE ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH oF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The "organizational health" the public schools in this country can best be
determined by investigating (11 inner in which the public school, as an orga-
nization, is serving the society ie which it exists. The role of the school has
developed from the b9ginning of the public scheal activity In this country. The
traditional Platonic or Jeffersonian notion of education as "paizieta" " is in-
herently ambiruous, carried to its logical conclusion "formal education" all but
disappears. Tii* definition makes education synonomous with what the anthro-
pologists call encultration." "In view of the role taken here, therefore, education
is defined somewluit more narrowly as the di:liberate or purposeful creation evo-
cation or transmission of knowledge, skills and values. Therefore, if the public
schools are servhig this basic purpose of transmission of these factors, then they
will be healthy as an organization. If not, the reverse would be true.

Are the systems of elementary, secondary and higher education in this country
succeeding in their purpose? Jules Henry explains that ". . . the function of
ed.ucntion has never been to free the mind and spirit of men, but to bind them."
The perspective from which Jules Henry deals shows that because the major
responsibility ot education is to indoctrinate the younger
ways of this cu:ture, one might, in a broader understandie ,11e, . that
education is succeeding. His greatest attack is not upon success or failure in the
sense of whether they are achieving the overall goal but that there is an inherent
weakness in the goal. Frank Lindenfield states this problem in his explanation
of the culture. "Because ours is a materialistic, competitive, bureaucratized so-
eiety, and heearse this is what almost everyone will ultimately be a part of,
what is Ecn.re logical than to prepare the young by instilling these values in them
at school."Hyman Rickover, in one of many criticisms of the American educational sys-
tem. stated "- . . It (education) is not adequately serving us and must there-
fore be reformed. We have at present no clear-cut educational philosophy with
firm objectives; scholastic achievements are too low and there is urgent need
for some kind of machinery to set national scholastic standards which may serve
local communities as a yardstick."1" Rickover, who was a Vice Admiral in the
United States Navy, has been a heavy critic of the American educational activity.
He has spent a great amount of time comparing the American system and its
product to the process and product of the schools in Europe, particularly Russia.
He has shown where the American educational systems and standards are quan-
titatively and qualitatively inferior to the European systems and are thus out

,,3"Paidela." from the Greek word education, culture. The training of the physical andmental faculties in such a way as to produce a broad, enlightened mature outlook har-
moniously combined with cultural development.24Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom, (New York : Random House, 1070),
p. lbhl., p. 6.M Jules Henry, "American Schools : Learning the Nightmare." Radical Perspective on
Social Problems, ed. by Prank Lindenfield (New York : Time MacMillan Co.. 1065). p. 07.

al Hyman G. Itickover. American Education, A. National Failure, (New York : E. P. Dutton
and Co.. Inc., 1063), p. 3.
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of step with the needs of a modern soeiety. Ile feit that having children attend
school just for the sake of attending was an atrocity."I see nothing democratic in autocratic promotion and unmerited diplomas.
If a child is promoted before he has mastered a prescribed grade courre, he will
only seem to move up the educational ladder. In reality, he will be standing still
on the same rung; this is camouflaged by educatioma labels that are as false uswhen sugar syrup is marked 'honey' on the glass jar. When diplomas are
awarded for mere attendance, they will soon lose all value.

"A child who obtains a high school diploma when he cannot yet read and write
with ease alai dexterity has not really received a. secondary education. True,
he has been kept at school more years and his school has a different name, but
he has not mastered 'Imre than an elementary program. He hasn't even mastered
that well. As for the high school diploma he carried away, this has shrunk in
value so that in many cases It represents no more today than did that grammar
school graduation half a century ago."

"There is no question in my mind that a large sector of the American people
wants better educationall people like myself can do is try bri-Trilug the truth to
the public, so that it may be able to reach a consensms. Enough people want
school reform to warrant government action."

Dr, James Bryant Conant discovered In his study of the American High School
in the late 1950's that many of the high sv.hools were not providing the type of
education needed by students to survive in this society. Ife visited one hundred
and three schools and four large school systems in twenty-six states and stated :
"I found eight schools which, in my judgment, were satisfactorily fulfilling thethree main objectives of a comprehensive' high school.'"' Dr. Conant gave
twenty-one recommendations as to how these problems might be cleared. In 19C.T,
he completed another book that pointed to the same high schools several years
later. He felt that very little change had taken place.

Dr. Kenneth Clark, eminent psychologist from CCNY has spent a great amount
of time and effort examining the schools of this country. lie has had a particularinterest in the way that the urban schools are serving the urban poor. 4The
evidence of massive breakdown in the efficiency of the public stilt ,f ;-, n
cities he/ now become a matter of public 1 no Secu- oat]

I -schools arc no longer n Standa
it bluntly, ! and so far, no one has fomal the f('rmula for
stemming t_ils rit.ing tide of educational inefficiency."1)r. Clark's attack on the educational system is only one by a long line ofBlack leado.rs who label the schools as ineffective instruments for training
ti_aority yirAingsters. He believes that the urban schools are training many thou-
s)Inds of 'functional illiterates who will be incapable of playing constructive
ro-ts in this soviety. He feels that many of these people cannot be integrated into
this society without a very costly remedial edueaticu program. Therefore, he
fesls atat be cannot criticize without suggesting some viable alternatives for
change. Fven in suggesting change he deals with the frustration of changing
a social institution, such as formal public education by saying: "It seems most
it: likely, hewever, that the changes necessary for increased efficiency of our
u -ban publie sel. 'as will come about simply 'because they should. Our urban
pu)lb schokil systems represent the most rigid forms of bureaucracy. Paradoxi-
caily, they are most resilient and innovative in finding ways -to resist rational
or irrational demands for change."Why are the public schools so effective in resisting change and so ineffective
at edueating childreit? "The answer to this question lies in the ?act that public
school syStems are iwoteeted public monopolies with only minimal competition
from private and parochial schools." "

Dr. John Fischer stated : "The American public school system is the 'world's
most comprehensive and most 'fruitful -experiment in universal eduelttion. Yet,
the eurrent performance of our urban schools is so poor 'and iTte resistafx6e to
Outage is so great, according to some critics, that they propos- to replace the

/bid., pp. 312-313.Mid., pp. 317-318.The -comprehensive high school al. explained by Dr. Conant is a high school "whosepro,-ratns correspond tf3 the needs of all the youths of a community."James B. Conant, The A.ezerican High Hohoot Today, (New York McGraw Hi)l Roo).
Inc.. 10501. p. 23."2 Kenneth D. Clark. "Alternatives to Urban Public Schools," The firvhoolhouse tn theCU:I, ed. by Alvin Tofner, (New York : Frederick A. Praeger Publishers. 1958), p. 13.

p. 139.
59-411-71pt. 13 10
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pub:ie schools with publiely subsidized and competitive independent schools." "
Dr. Fischer supports the failure of the schools through evidence such as the

failure and dropout rates of Pupils, the transfer applications of teachers, the
complaints of parents, and the quiet options of the families with broader options
who remove children by the thousands to private schools or to the suburbs.

Meyer Weinberg, in his book Integrated Education, stated in the introduction
to the book that "the crisis in urban education is a crisis of traditional practices.
Aare is the practice that remains untouched by the new currents of aspirations
.and concern." a3Grier and Cobbs outlined part of the problem in their criticism of the educa-
:tivnal system :

-Teachers are in low repute in America in large measure because they have
;no independent atmosphere in which to exercise their calling. The rigid control
.of teachers, curriculum, and budget by generally small-minded government
bodies again reflects the essential purpose of schools, which is to serve the Ira-
:mediate economic ends of those who control them. Out of the same pragmatic
thinking which produced the trade school and the commercial school has lately
.eonie the tracking programs, a system for selecting one of several programs for
students based on the child's performance and test results. These programs have
,operated to launch white children into college and to provie. mindless "busy
work" for Black cl2ilren until they are seventeen." a°

if the overpowering amount of information given by different writers stating
;the dilemma In which education finds itself can be expected, the health of educa-
ticra could be determined. However, the weakness to the total educational activity
.is one thing, while on the other hand, how it serves minority groups, is some-
thing else. Whitney Young, when he referred to education as the last best hope
_said :."Por people dev.perately seeking answers to tbe civil rights and other problems
.that face us today, whether in employment race relations or automation, the
panacea seems to be education. Both the expert and the man on the street seize on
this as the remedy for the difficulties that besiege us."Ai-know,;ledging that there is validity in the overriding value of education. it is
particularly appropriate that we face up to the extent to which the Negro citizen
-has been historically and currently deprived. Statistics reveal that In spite of
heralded progress, the average Negro youngster receives three and one half years
less schooling than the average white child. When one considers that the bulk of

.elementary training for the Negro child is received in inferior, segregated,
slum schoolsNorth and Souththe real difference is more accurately five
years."

.Stokely Carmichael, in his evaluation of the perception of Black kids when
viewing the white power structure, states :

"Fie (the Black child) looks at the absence of a meaningful curriculum in the
ghetto schools, for example, the history books that woefully overlook the his-
torical achievements of Black people, and he knows that the school board is
controlled by whites," sa

Nathan Wright furthers the Black criticism of the schools in his book, Black
.Pouyer,.when he states :"Those in the ghetto-like confinement in our central cities have complained
,more and more since World War Ii that they are being shortchanged in the
schools. They cite the traditional statistics of the increased number of dropouts,
the low reading scores, the old facilities, the high teacher turnover rate, the
.overcrowded classroom, the low aspiration level, -the high frequency a discip-
linary problems, along with the growing sense of the utter futility of the educa-
tional enterprise as it relates to the neels of the masses of the Black poor who
,residein ourceptral cities.

"These problems have been laid at the doorsteps of those who plan for and
:administer rt.he.pnblic schools." "

" John H. Fischer. "Schools for Equal Opportunity," The Schoolhouse in the Oity, hy
Alrin Toiller. (New York : Frederick Praeger Publishers, 1968), p. 148.3-1 Meyer Weinberg. Integrated Education, (Beverly Hiils, California : The Glencoe Press,
1968. 1 P. In.Ed William H. Grier, Price M. Cobbs, Black Rage, (New York : Basic Book, Inc., Publishers,
1968_2_) pp. 132-138.17 Whitney M. Young. Ir.. To Be Equal, (New York : McGraw Hill Co., 1964), p. 102.as Stokely Carmichael Charles Hamilton, Black Power: The Politics of Liberation in
A mrrica, (New-York : Vintage Books, 1967), pp. 9-10.Jo Nathan Wright. Ir., !Mole Power and Urban Unrest, (New York : Hawthorn Books,
!Inc., 1967), p.-71.
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,Earl Kelley, in his criticisms of the educational system, stated :
"If we have this lack of understanding of the nature of democratic living,

wherein lies the failure in our preparation of youth for citizenship?
"Much of the blame must be charged to the public schools. It is true that a

young man or a young woman is a product of many influences of which the
school is only one, but the great public school system, 'the backbone of our
civilization,"the foundation of the republic' had and has as one of its tasks that
of building citizens." 'uContinuing in a treati6e on how teachers were not doing their part to instill
the democratic way of life, he stated :We have tealicers, however, who sneer at colleagues who try to introduce
some democratic living in their classes. They block attempts to arrange any
participation by students in the affairs of the school. They proclaim that -no
little brat is going to tell them what to do. They say 'I've tried democracy, but
it doesn't work,' "

In 1970,. the White House Conference on Chiidren was held in Washington,
D.C. The basic thrust of this conference as stated in .the program was :

"The White House Conference will deal with issues from a perspective which
relates to the feelings and needs of the "

There were many forums that dealt with many issues. One of these forums
dealt with the issue of confronting myths in educaiton. This important confer-
ence summarized a national feeling toward education when it was stated:

"The curriculum, the objectives, and the structure of our present educational
system are products of another ageresponse to the needs of a society immersed
in the rapid transition from rural/agricultural to urban/industrial lire styles.

"Today, education in America must meet nev. needs as our society makes a
second major transition into an era of high mobility and instantaneous com-
municationan era which each day will bring us closer to Marshall Mehuhan's
'global village.'"Much of our education system has failed to meet the challenges presented by
this rapid transformation. We belleve that our educational mythology severely
inhibits ability to respond to the new demands and that eonfrontation of these
assumptions is the first prerequisite to reform. Too long have our children been
learning in spite of, rather than because of our efforts; it is imperative to reverse
this trend." "

The intent of thiL ::tion of Chapter II was to examine the "organizational
health" of the public school systems. The information, of course, is mixed
between people who believe that the schools are doing a good job, to the people
who believe that the schools are doing all that they could be expected to do,
all the way to the opposite end of the continuum where the majority of the
critics who are quoted in this section say that the schools are doing a poor
job. The great many failures of social insthutions and the deluge of citizen
indifference to social institutions lead this writer to believe that the schools
are failing. Failing in the original goal as stated by Silberman in an earlier
quote"education is defined somewhat more narrowly as the deliberate or
purposeful creation, evocation, or transmission of knowledge, skills and
values." "Therefore, the health of the organization is not good and it must find ways
to change, reform itself, or one may readily see the death cf. the institution
known as the public school.

LITERATURE BELATED TO EDUCATIONAL REFORM

The word reform is relative only if it is believed that reform is necessary.
The previous section developed the weaknesses end criticism of education. This
section will deal with the suggestions for the reform of the public educational
system.The writer interprets reform to mean to take something that exists and to
elsange the parts or components in some way so that the mission can be more

4° Earl C. Kelley, In Defense of Youth, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey : Prentice Hall,
Inc. 1962), pp. 45-4(1.

4.3:/bid., P. 48-The Program of the 1970 White House Conference on Children is a document that la
unpubliaued except for Conference participants.

4111Prom summaries of reports of 1970 White House Conference on 0Mtdren. This is an
unpublished document.

44. Op. oft., p. 5.
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easily leconmlished. A flexible organization, of which there are very few, must
be able to adjubt periodically. A social "institution" must he able to adjust to
the needs of its related counterpart, the society. The very nature of onr bureau-
cratic social organizations today makes it difficrdt for them to change. They
are so strwtured that the people they employ light every nossible attempt to
change them. The reform of one of these organizations might mean the loss
of a job to the people it employs. Therefore, survival comes into play for the
people being threatned and regardless of the need for change, which possibly
even the people see internally, little change can easily be made. Most of the
social organizations such as the church, the school, the government, etc., fall
into the problem previously described.What are the viable alternatives th reform? There are very few. One is to
completely destroy the institution awl build another new vehicle to do the job.
'This, of course, sounds interesting until one takes a closer look at it. The new
organization could not take a thrust too far away from the thrust of the old
Or it would not be servthg a similar purpose. If it serves a similar purpose it must
develop a staff of people to carry out its new responsibility. The people who know
most about the activity are people who have had some experience with it and
so, logically, they are givon the jobs. Now the old actors are in new roles, which
are not clearly defined typically, and which they will not know how to play.
So without direction ,:hese people will begin to play these roles just as they
played before ; the organization has not made a significant change. If one could
start off with fresh people who had no connection with the past, then there
is a possibility for success. However, this would be difficult for two reasons : One,
most all people in the society, due to normal social thteraction, know something
about the .existing organization if it is their professional area of expertise.
Therefore, they are affected. Two, all social organizations need to work to stay
in tune, or in touch with the people, clientele, or constituency that they serve.
So, if the people who are sele1 for the new organization could be chosen from
a group which had no contact with the people in this society, it would make "
difficult for them to maintain the contact necessary for relevance.

Therefore, the two possibilities are reform or complete annihilation of
stwial Institution. It is easy to see why the former is chosen over the latter
an(l that therefore reform may he the only viable alternative.

The 11)70 White House Conference on Children" spent a great amount of time
speaking to Ithe question of educational reform. The forum dealing with the topic
of confronting myths in education made this a part of their report : "In the face
of the mythological obstacle course facing those who see the urgent need for
educational reform, what can be realistically suggested?"

"We must encourage with a. powerful sense of urgency alternative educational
mo(lels. 'The One Best Way' myth leads us on an endless search for perfection,
at the cost of many useful sub-systems and alternatives discarded simply because
they fail to address themselves simultaneously _to all our concerns. The plain
truth is that no magic formula exists which will make everything better. Students
do not learn identically. Instead of knocking off the individual sharp edges, we
should move in an opposite direction by making our schools fluid enough to
accommodate individual differences in style, attitude and readiness. liet us move
toward a multi-faceted educational system incorporating what we know of human
diversity, with mechanisms for choice and change." "

This particular analysis from the 197.) White House Conference deals more
with change in the educational process rather than change in the structure. This
is where we find a dichotomous Position taken by the different writers.

Writers such as Pierce 47 and TeineS 48 believe that we cannot change the internal
process unless we first of all change Abe .structure. The point analogously more
clear is that it Is difficult to change the activities within a house until 3rou change
the wall, the roof, etc. There are others who could care less about changing the
structure because they!f0^1 it is too difficult to change but that it is possible within
the confines of the, structure to thange the process, the process basically being
that of educating the children.

.65 OP cit., p. 6.16 From summaries of reports of the 1970 White HouRe Conference on Children. This
is an unpublished document except for Conference participants.17 Truman M. Pierce, Educational Change and the Role of Media (a report of the Sym-
poMum on Identifying Techniques sad Principles of Gaining Acceptance of Research Ile.
sults of Use of New Media in Education, held at Lincoln, Nebraska, 1963), pp. 138-163.

46 Op. cit., pp. 11-34.
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Mario Fantini, who basically identifies with the group suggesting reform of
the institution, makes the following statements : "The widely used terms `cul-
turally deprived' and 'culturally disadvantaged' implied that there was some-
thing wrong with the learner, with his cultural environment, not with the school
and its educational process. In, short, we assumed thatthe problem was with the
student, not the school, with the client rather than the institution."

Ile further states : "We are asking public schools to be the major instruments
in !,:olving many of our most acute social illspoverty, racism, alienation, power-
lessussand at the same time, to respond; to. manpower needs of an advanced
tt.,chnological society. The basic change for the 1970's, then, is institutional
reforth." "Fantini continues in his call for reform to make suggestions about specific
areas for reform. Ile suggests that there are three .areas that must be reformed :
"GovernanceThere must be a shift from professional dominance to a Meaning-
ful parental and community role in the educational process; ISubstanceWe must
modify the skill-performance standards by which educational quality is Measured
primarily so that a huicianistically ori,..mted curriculum can evolve; Personnel
The education system mast be opened to a far broader base of talent than the
conventionally prepared career educator." 51

In 1968, in a pamphlet printed by the Ford Foundation, titled Alternatives
far Urban School Reform, lantini stated, "The positive, aspects of this kind of
public control are more difficult to perceive. One possibility is that under the right
conditions real public control of public education could provide more effective
education." "

Fantini's suggestions for reform In the area of governance are echoed by many
writers. Wilcox sixenkL of community control as a governance reform vehicle
when he states :

"The thrust for control over ghetto schools by local residents represents at its
deepest level a desire by the Black and poor to become effective contributors to
the common good. This view may be surprising to some, but it is a reasonable and
democratic resnonse to the failure of school systems across the country." 0-3

Donald Sniitlh develops the area of the change in the education process. He
talks about the ineredihility nf the fact that young Black. people have to threaten
and even sonu.times bring about the destrizetion of the school to get the attenion
of the society, both outside and inside the schools. Smith suggests three basic
things that Black students want in school reform :

"First, what Black pupils want and need are teachers who 7oelleve they can
learn, who expect them to learn, and who teach them ; second, Black pupils need
a curriculum that will release them from psychological captivity ; as a concom-
mitant to curriculum which is meaningful and ins'airing, Black pupils Want to be
taught and administered by models with whon they can identify and from
whom they can derive feelings of pride and worth."

Dr. Smith deals with a very important area in the push toward reform. This
is the area of seeing approacthes through the eyes of the young, the People for
whom the schools were developed. Listening to the young, particularly those who
the schools are serving in the poorest manner. This listening and learning from
the young is suggested by Margaret Meade when she develops the continuum
from the post-figurative culture to the pre-figurative culture. She : "pre-
figurative, in which adults learn also from their childrenis a reflection of the
period in which we live." 55

Newman and Oliver, in their treatise on Education and the Community, develop
three basic patterns of reform to follow ; conventional reform, radical reform,
and a proposal for Education in Community. They conclude by saying : "The
deliberate effort to view education in the community from three vantage Pointe

49Mario Faniini, "Educational Agenda for the 1970's and Beyond:
Choice." Social Policy, (November, December, 1970), p. 25.

to Ibid., pp. 25-26.
gm ibid., pp. 2(1-27.Mario Fantini, Alternatives for Urban School Refornt, (New York :

1968), P. 1.053 Preston Wilcox. "The Thrust To*ard Community Control of thomunities," from Racial Crisis in American Education, ed., by Itobert'L.
Follett Education Corp., 1909). p_ 315.zi Donald H. Smith, "The Black Revelution and Education," from.47nerican Education-, ed. by Robert L. Green. (Chicago: Follett Educat
pp. 64-67.fis Margaret Mead, Culture and Goinntitntent... A Study of the Genera
(New York : Natural Ilistory Press/Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1970).
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Ford Foundation,
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and to look for contexts, outside of the formal school, where people learn is only
the first step in any important effort at educational reformbut it is the hardest.
After one wrenches oneself loose from the paralysingly constricted posture that
all true education must be programmed, planned and compulsory, and public and
it must all happen in schools, one's imagination trips over a host of exciting
places for youth and adults to learn, by themselves, and in association with one
another."1*Kenneth Clark suggests that there are viable alternatives to the present public
chool system and that these must be explored. He suggests several of these
alternatives sueh as "Regional State Schools," "Federal Regional Schools," "Col-
lege and University-Related Open Schools," "Industrial Demonstration Schools,"
"Labor Union Sponeored Schools," and finally "Army Schools." He concludes by
saying: "If we succeed in finding and developing these and better alternatives
to the present educational inefficiency, we will not only save countless Negro
children from lives of desmir and hopelessness and thousands and thousands of
white children from cynicism, moral emptiness and social ineptnessbut we
will also demonstrate the validity of our democratic promises."'"

Some writers such as Charles Hamilton deal more directly with reform which
gets at the education rtroblein in the ghetto. life suggests a model which views
the ghetto school as the focal point of community life. The educational system
should be concerned with the entire family, not simply with the children. We
should think of a comprehensive family-community-school plan with black parents
attending classes, taking an active day4o-day part m the operation of the
school." "Harold and Beatrice Gross refer to school reform in a more comprehensive
context when they suggest that the theory of reform cannot stop with the in-
stitutional framework of schooling, moreover it must attempt to define the
quality of life within the classroom in terms of the two most important qualitb-s,
freedom and relevance. They interpret the difference between radical school
reform and innovation in this manner: "Radical reform of sehoolingas dis-
tinguished from mere innovation in the organIzation or context of instruction
demands that haste postulattes he reexamined, challenged, and where necessary,
replaced." "They continue by asking thes:- searching questions : "Is formal education nec-
essary or desirable? Should tir.Jre be schools? Should education be compulsory ?
Should teachers and school akiministrators run the schools? Should there IN- a
curriculum? Shonld there be goals or edueation which nre considered applicable
to an normal ehildren?"Growing out of the move for meaningful community involvement voiced by
such previously quoted writers as Wilcox, Newman, and Oliver, there comes the
exploration of the con,7epts of community control and decentralization. Green
speaks to community control when he says: "There is a sense in which the prob-
lems of education in our own day have to do not simply with what policies should
be aodpted by the educational system, but with what kind or system should be
adopted within which to debate questions of policy. When questions are raised
concerning the very structure of the school system, the way authority is dis-
tributed within it, the role of the professional, the role or the community, and
indeed the very purposes of the school, then clearly we are dealing with matters
more fundamental than mere policy. . . . For the first that in many years, prac-
tical proposals have been madeand acted uponwhich, though aimed at reform
of urban schools, have been focused on change In the control of local schools. . . .

Proponents of reform, therefore, argue that a significant degree of effective
-Jontrol should be lodged directly in the communityIn the local people nominally
served by the school.

The most publicised experiment of community control came about in Brooklyn
in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville district in 1900. This was an experiment in school

" Fred AL Newman and Donald W. Oliver, "Education and Communal'," Harvard edu-
cational Rooi.no, (Reprint Series No. S 101110), p. 4111.

" Kenneth R. (Mark, "Alternative Public School Systems," from Radical School Reform,
ed. by Ronald Grows and Beatrice Gross (New York : Simon and Schuster, 1959), p. 125.

so Charles V. Kamaten, "adoration : A Search for LegitisnaCr." Harvard Haveatiassag
Review, (Reprint Series No. 3. 1969). p. Mk"Ronald Gross and Beatriee Gross. Radical School Repro", (New York : Simon and
Schuster. 1969), p. 95."mid., p. 95el Thomas O.. Green, "Schools and Communities : A Look Forward," Harvard Ifdaeational
Review, (Spring, 1069). pp. 224-226.
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reform via the vehicle of.. community control of schools. The Board of Education
bought this idea and gave their stamp to it calling it "a new approach to re-
lations between the community and education system." The success or failure of
this experiment is dependent totally upon the person analyzing the outcome.
Ithody McCoy, Superhitendent of the I.S. 201 District, might give you one ver-
sion of the activity where Albert Shanker, President of the New York Federation
of Teachers could interpret It in another way. The basic confrontation was be-
tween an approach to reform the educational system and the entrenched edu-
cational establishment.The concept of decentralization has been explored now in two major cities as
an approach to educational reform. New York had a plan submitted in 1067 and
Detroit had a plan developed and submitted in 1970. The Detroit Plan" which is
most recent, was implemented in January, 1071. This plan, which was developed
through a grant from the Ford Foundation" reorganized the city into eight
regional districts with a certain amount of autonomy left to the regions for de-
cision making. The problems in the development of the Plan are clearly stated
in a documentary video-tape" which was developed near the end of the plan
of development. The majority of the problems stemmed from the interaction be-
tween the ideas generated by the coordinators of the project in cooperation with
the community and the educational establishment.Alvin Toff ler, in his most recent best seller, Future Shock, talks about theproblem of the present curriculum imposing a standardization on all children.
The school curriculum of the future must be chilt:-centered, problem-centeredand future-centered. He suggests that: "A fight must also be waged to alter the
balance between standardization and variety in ihe curriculum." 65

In summary, there are many suggestions for the reform of public schools. Con-
stantly, there are references to the protection that the education establishmentdevelops to perpetuate its existence. The question still loom:- as to whether the
education establishment should be destroyed or reformed. Most of the writers
q unt ed in this section agree that a reformation is noselble. The reformation. how-
ever, must be centered around changhag the system rather than changing the
child as stated earlier by lfantini. The child must be free to make decisions abouthis fate and as Margaret Meade says, the adults must be willing to listen and
to learn frem the young. The approaches to achieving this are certainly not clear.
However, to free the young so that they might be able to determine their future.
the future of this nation and the future of the world, we must find a, vehicle that
will more finitely clarify their rights and responsibilities as individuals in this
societ y.

1.11-ERATURE: ON STUDENTS RIOXITS
The fourth section of Chapter IX will deal with the literature in one new area

of concern in relation to the schools of this country. Even though there may bemany vectoring concerns, the central thrust of this dissertation is in this area of
student rights. The question that looms prominent in the minds of educators andlawyers is, are there two sets of standards for dealing with citizens? One set is
operative when a person reaches the age of 18 or 21 and the other is operative
prior to that time or when a person is in his more formative years. This relatesmore directly to the rights that a young person has when he is attending the
social institution known as the public school.'The veld in rights given to students and rights given to other suppressed peo-
ples is comparable. This feeling of oppresssion is surfaced latently in the student
rebellions, both at the high school and junior high levels. This pattern of rebellionis the same throughout the history of man. When man is denied the rights
afforded to other people then he finds a way to gain those rights denied.

Frantz ranon, an Algerian psychiatrist, explains the basic thought in this
way : "The colonized peoples have generally recognized themselves in each of the
mov-ements, in each of the ',volutions set into motion and carried through by the
oppressed. Beyond the necessary solidarity with tbe men who, throughout theearth, are fighting for democracy and respect for their rights, there has bee _

se Guidelines for School Decentralization, Detroit Public Schools, (Detroit : Detroit Board
of Education, 1970), unpublished.el ibid.dw Larry W. Hillman and Roger A- Dehiont, "School Decentralisation : The Detroit .Story."(Detroit : Wayne State University Center tor Instructional Technology. 1970) , n 48-
minute videlo tape. Tape No. 459.se Alvin Totiler, Putwro 'Mock, (New York : Random House. 1970). P- 24.
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imposed, with unaccustomed violence, the firm decision of the colonized peoples
to want for themselves and their brothers, the recognition of their national
existence, of their existence as members of an independent, free and sovereign
state."For many years, the history of t le world, the history of men's struggle for
dignity, has confronted peoples witl definite problems. Men enslaved and op-
pressed by foreign nations are invitec. today to participate totally in the work of
demolition of the colonial system . . ."It is essential that the oppressed peoples join up with the peoples who are
already sovereign if a humanism that can be considered valid is to be built to the
dimensions of the universe." "1Fanon was talking about oppression in general and how man realizing his
dilemma must find a way to break out. Malcolm X explains the fruatration of one
not realizing his independence and always relying on the other people to do his
thinking when he explained : "One of the first things I think young people, espe-
cially nowadays, should learn, is how to see for yourself and listen for yourself
and think for yourself. Then you can come to an intelligent decision for yourself.
If you form the habit of going by what you hear others say about someone, or
going by what others think about someone, instead of searching that thing out
for yourself, and seeing for yourself, you will be walking west when you think
you are going east, and you will be walking east when you think you are going
west. The generation, especially of our people, has a burden, more so than at any
other time in history. The most important thing that we can learn to do today is
think for ourselves"But if you form the habit of taking what someone else says about a thing
without checking it out for yourself, you will find that other people wilt have you
hating your friends and loving your enemies . . . It is very important to think
out a situation for yourselves." "Malcolm X was in the process of telling young people, who had sought him out
in their guest for great knowledge, that the great truth man must strive to gain
for himself. This information, which is sound and basic in the growth of young
people also pushes many to challenge the authority of the People In charge of the
institutions. William 0. Douglass spoke to this when he said : "The search of the
young today Is more specific than the ancient search for the Holy Grail. The
search of the youth today is for ways and means to make the machineand the
vast bureaucracy of the corporation state and of the government that runs that
machineAbe servant of man."This is the revolution that is crming." "1 The student awakening as spoken
about by 1.3013glass might give an indication that modern day education has either
by design or bY accident caused the young to begin to think for themselves and in
the process challenge the institutions that spawned them. Saul Alinsky Quoted
Jefferson and possibly portrayed this change: "Enlighten the people generally,
and tyranny and oppression of body and mind will vanish like spirits at the dawn
of day." "David Romano, an eighteen year old student from Connecticut spoke to the
awakening of students of today. "Students are waking up to realize their own
capacity to govern themselves. We don't need the remote principals and assist-
ant principals to tell us what to do. After all, who knows us better, they or
ourselves. I think students should be equal to that of any other participating
group in the schooltime teachers and the administration. I think students
should be given a voice in the choosing Of curriculum. Students should be able
to influence the assignment of teachers to different courses.. Students. I think,
are in a much better position than anyone else to decide which teachers are
suited for which courses. If assignments were done on that basis. they would
1,robably result in determining which teachers were hired and fired because
of student interest. Critics of 'student poorer' claim that students are not
responalble enough to make such critical decisions, and that such evaluations
of teachers would deteriorate into popularity contests. While I don't believe this
would be the case, it stilt would be better than what we have today. If a student

es Pranta Fation, Toward the African RevoluSfon, (Neer York:
113-114.. 161.11rMin X. "To Missiestppl Youth." from Mafrolm X Speaks,
(New York : COVP Press. Inc.. 1005). pp. 137-135.0.,Wi)1tsm O. Douglas. Point. of Rebellion, Vey, York : Vintage

Saul D. Alinsky, Reveille for Radical., (Near York: Vintage

Grove Press, 1007).
ed. by George Etreitman.
Books. 1M1111. p. 041.
Books, 1950), p. 154.
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at least had a teacher whom he likes, then he would go to class and most
probably learn something."David Romano as a young man was speaking the language that has been
voiced by many students throughout the world. The young people, as they express
themselves, are tugging at the chains they see oppressing them. Students in
Asia, Africa, Latin America, Europe and the U.S.A. have made their impact.
It is more noticeable that thi,y hare played their most striking role in the
advanced industrial countries, whether they are capitalistic or socialistic.

Gareth Jones asks the questions, "What is the sociological, character of a
student movement? And what have been the causes of the great international
upsurge of the last few years?" Jones goes on to an explanation of the nature
of students and their unrest. He explains the theory that the mass action of
students is comparable to the traditional poor of the nineteenth century during
the first devastating impact of industrialization. "The contradictory mixtures
of apathy and fiery insurgence, of utopianism and the conservative defiance of
vested interests, consequently bear resemblance to the social characteristics
of the working class in the first phase of Industrialization. In both caSes, the
aim of the radical movements are 'expressive' rather than 'instrumental.' But
this confusion in no way diminishes its significance." 1'2The opposing theory is one which is espoused by bureaucratic orthodoxy in
the East and which lingers among sectarian currents of the socialist movexnent
in the West. "According to this interpretation, students are a traditional elite
group, overwhelmingly bourgeois or petit-bourgeois by recruitment and outlook
and therefore ultimately a trivial or reactionary force.7a

"A scientific explunation of the internationel student revolt must account for
the specific concentration of causes that have combined to Produce it- There is
no one master explanation of this phenomenon. On the eontrary, mass student
insurgeny le par excellence an 'overdetermined' phenomenon. Three major forces
have been wt. work. Together they have produced the contemporary structure
Of the student movement." "One of these forces has been the increased intellectualism in this country.
Labor has become more intellectually oriented rather than muscle oriented. The
student is in a position to better evaluate what the future will hold as he sees
himself fitting into these jobs, some of which he believes are perpetuating the
values of a capitalistic society.The second force was the "political reeersal of values" 78 as defined by the
Cold War.This confilet which paraded the threatening aspects of Russia and Communism
and developed the conflict between the USA and USSR. As the eentlict grew. it
developed into peaceful coexistence."The new conflict was no longer a competition between false equals, which
threatened the world with a nuclear war ; it was a struggle between manifestly
unequal forcesstarving and exploited peasants and workers in the under-
developed werld." 7* The truth or this society was exploited for all to see. espe-
cially the young, as the liberal pluralistic democracy which had been so celebrated
by patriots during the Cold War, now began to be revealed as the Military
juggernaut responsible for untold death and destruction in Viet Nam. This,
voupled with the observations of bureaucratic manipulation and oppression at
home, brought about frustration of the young about the system.The third force which is more easily explained Is the growing gap between
the generations." Intellectual and cultural advance Is so rapid now in many
subjects that communication between age groups separated by decades is be-
coming as difficult as it previously was between epochs." 77

These three forces have caused students to awaken and begin to strive for
an equality that they bad never thought of before. They perceived the building-

"David Romano. "I Saw America in the Streeta." from The II.Jh Rehool Reeolution .
ed. by Marc 7..tbarle and Tom fieligeon. (New 'York: Vintage Book's. 7070), p. 4.

"Gareth Stedman Jones, "The Meaning or the Student Revolt." from Rtudent Power:
Probtene. Diagnoaia. Action. ed. by Alexander Cockburn and Robin Blackburn, (Baltimore:
Penguin Books'. lent)), p. 25.

Tv Ibid.. p. 20.
vs IbM.. p. 27.Ibid., p. 30.Thid., p. 36.
To Ibid., p. 38." Ibid.. p.
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of a new nation, which they could dedicate ,tc., :le original purposes for which
this nation was established. It is true that the student movement in America
is just now 4beginning, and it is impossible to predict its future course.

One uf the main areas that the student movement Jaas turned to is the settle-
ment of the problem of affording to students the same legal rights that all citizens
enjoy. "No other section of the adult population. is subject to a special extra-
legal moral code. There is no reason why students should be an exception. They
should be responsible for their conduct like anyone elsebefore the Civil Courts
only." "This kind of student thinking and subsequent behavior brings about different
kinds of activities in the schools. "Itecent court decisions have trended in the
direction of restraining the school from exercising many of the forms of control
over student conduct which it and the community formerly accepted as normal
and proper. But whatever the reasons for the legal actions may be and whatever
their outcomes are, the impact of Court decisions relating to the control of stu-
dent behavior is felt more immediately by the building principal than by anyone
else in the administrative or teaching hierarchy.,r The principal is in a position
to have to deal more directly with issues as they are interpreted.

The Tinker Case s° affirmed the constitutional rights of students to the freedom
of expression. The court declared that state-operated schools "maw not be enclaves
of totalitarianism" and that students may not be confined to the expression of
those sentiments that are officially approved. As examples of behavior which
schools could not constitutionally prohibit, the court listed, personal intercom-
munication, departures from absolute regimentation, demonstrations, variationsfrom majority opinion, behavior causing discussions outside classrooms and
expressions of opinion which cannot reasonably be expected to substantially inter-
fere with the work of the school or impinge on the rights of others. "In fact, no
expression may be prohibited unless school officials can make a reasonable fore-
cast that the expression will cause a substantial disruption or a material inter-
ference with school activities.There has been almost a half-hen vied attempt to involve students in the
decision-making Process. Many times only after violence is the student directly
involved, and then grudgingly. Barbara Bryant states :"Students want to be involved in decision-making about the school matterswhich immediately affect their lives : curricula, discipline, dress code, rules ofconduct. They are seeking involvement, but not full control of these matter:4.
When they are left out of decision-making, when a school administrationdoes not
communicate with them, they are finding demonstrations a very effective means
by which to bring change in their high schools." sxThese students have very definite ideas and opinions on the key political andsocial issues of coday and look for school platforms from which they might
discuss them.Where do students learn how to be adults and to take on adult behavior? Thesocialization of a young person is a very delicate nrocess and much care must betaken to make sure that nothing is left out. One of the problems in this society
is that one cannot be sure of all the necessarY ingredients for socialization- Theexperience hits been that it is more obvious when a person becomes an adult to
see that he is not completely socialized by observation of deviant behavior as
compared to acceptable social norms. Then the process is to determine what has
been missed and try to give this to him.Programs such as prison rehabilitation, Readstart and Compensatory educa-
tion are good examples. Therefore, it is important that all ingredients necessaryfor a complete life be explored and that all of these be put together for the
socialization process. Anything that Is left out could produce social deviants and
a malfunctioning society.Jennings and Niemi "take issue with the widely accepted developmental model
which suggests that almost all of tbe political socialization occurs in the ele-entary school years." " They found that generally modifications and reorienta-

Ts p. 48.M The National Association or Secondary School Principals, The Reasonable .111xereirte of
Authority, (Washin_gton. D.C. : IZASSP, 1989) p. 2.M 'Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District. 393 U.S. 503 (1989).

In Barbara Everett Bryant, .ffigh School Students Look at Their World, (Columbus, Ohio :
B. H. 0oettler and Associates. 1970), p. 1.R62 M. Kent Jennings and ichard 0. Niemi, "Patterns or Political Learning," HarvardEducational Review, vol. 88, No. 3 (Summer, 1988), p. 443.
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tions appear to occur in the first decade or so of adult life, but that so changes
do take place in the high school years. Speaking of the high school .y.ears and
thereafter, they said, "There' is a movement from a restricted status of token
legal rights and few political responsibilities into a status carrying the normal
expectations of adult citizenry."This research supported the Tinker case in which students were referred to as
`'versons." Berman states, "For most of our history education was likened to a
chemical change ; students were viewed as inert elements easily molded by an
educational system political in its goals- Behind the alarmed tone of the Judge
is the realization that the periodic table of American education has turned.
Students, suddenly volatile, are no longer willing to be acted upon. Uniformity
and compliance cannot be achieved where there is active resistanceit is clear
the big change has already oceurred : students have become active determinants
or educational purpose both in law and in. fact." "

Van Roy Wu:1a in a speech to the National Federation of educators made efforts
to clarify the student a-tivism movement and the 14upport from the courts. He
pointed to the statute fznind in New York criminal Law which forbade, "Under
penalty of appropriate legal action, the cruel and inhuman treatment of minors."
The law continued to explain that no minor shall have inflicted upon his person
any injury or duress due to the action of any other indivic:aal. A parent in
Nassau County, New York, used this statute to obtain an injunction to keep tbe
schools from retaining his child in the third grade. The court rafused this in-
junction ; however, Mr. Holtzman initiated a formal complaint and requested
that the principal be arrested for violation of the state criminal code. A grand
jury's decision was that there were sufficient grounds to warrant legal action
and ordered the principal to appear In court for trial. Upon advice of counsel the
principal pleaded guilty at the pre-trial hearing and was found guilty and fined
one dollar. This decision louclied off n tlood of complaints under the "Injury iind
duress" clause in New York and under similar clauses in other slates. All these
"claiming that archaic curriculum content did 'Injury' to children or that tradi-
tional teaching techniques were injurious and placed children under duress."'

Even though Wu was projecting the future in his speech, the past clearly
points the way to realization of some of his predictions.The American Civil Liberties Union in one of its many position papers attempts
to clarify the concept of freedom and order and the issue of procedural rights
for students. "No one disputes the power of school authorities to prescribe and
control conduct in the schools, just as no one disputes the power of legislatures
to prescribe and control conduct in the larger society. But in both cases such
powers are limited by the 13111 of Rights ; no public official may exercise authority
that is inconsistent with fundarcental constitutional safeguards. And in America
for nearly two hundred years those limits have been essentially defined in the
Bill of nights. The Bill of Rights, however, has not been traditionally applied
to public schools, and until recently the power of school authorities to control
the conduct of public school students has been relatively unlimited." wr

'The procedural rights outlined by the ACLU are very pertinent to thip presenta-
tion. They allow examination of certain elementary rights that need to be guar-
anteed if the actions taken are to contain the basic elements of due process.

ACLU Student Bill of Rights :(1) The right to adequate notice of rules and regulations, and the penalties
which may be imposed for violations thereof-(2) The right to a fair hearing prior to suspension, expulsion, transfer or any
other serious sanction.(3) The right to counsel at all disciplinary proceedings which may have
serious consequences.(4) The right to counsel for those who cannot afford counseL

(5) The right to confront the evidence against you, including the right of
parents to see at any time and challenge their childrea's individual records.

10, Ibkf., p. 467.as Richard L. Berman, "Students in Courts," Harvard Educatio)nal Review, vol. 49, No. 4
(November. 1970) pp. 594-595.Th eo dore C. *oat, "The Origins nr Judicial Control of Public Witication," The Na-
tional Elementary Prinagyal, vol. L., No. 1 (September. 1970). PP. 20-23-

ga Ibid... pr. 23.frf Ira. Glasser, "A Student Bill o: lights," A New York Civil Liberties Union. Memo-
random, (New York: August 5, 19e" p. 1 (Unpublished).

.1b5c1., pp. 6-9.
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(6) The right to confront coniplainants, call friendly witnesses, and cross-

examine hostile ones.(7) The right ifo an impartial hearing examiner such as those affordedteachers facing dismissal.(8) The right to an effective appeal from the decision of a disciplinary hearing,
including the right to a transcript.(9) The right to be free from forced self-incrimination.(10) The right to be free from arbitary and general searches.(11) The right to be free front illegal. Use of police by school officials as anadjunct to their own authority, in the absence of any crirne or threat of crime.(12) The right of students and their parents to file complaints against school
officials before an independent panel.The Acr,u reaffirms this in a later document as it spoke to the Civil Libertiesof children in the elementary schools. "There are two especially compellingreasens why it is Important for civil liberties to be respected in the elementary
schools :"First, since the state compels Cbilldrn 'to attend elementary school while theyare still relatively weak and easily Intimidated, their rights as citizens and theirether civil liberties are particularly vulnerable to infringement there. This factis not altered by the good intentions or most of those in charge of the schools.Second, it is In elementary school that children have the first close, continuingcontact with a formal organization and formal authority, and they are likely tolearn unconscious attitudes toward liberty and authority that will stay withthem throughout their lives. ThuS. their early experience in school is crucial for
the future of American liberties." esThe point clearly made is the importance or the public schools seeing that theycan, through their actions, establish the patterns and beliefs of these young
people.Andes ealled attention to due Process in a book giving directlens to administraters. "Once a student has been formally notified of a charge against him. thestatus of the student should not be altered, nor should he be suspended fromclasses or from the campus, except for reasons which can be shown to be detri-mental either to his person or the person or other students, faculty, or to school
property."That this procedure of `due Proce..ss' Seems to limit and resL.rict the schooladministration, may cause concern on the Part of many administrators. Thefunction of `due process' is to limit only capricious and arbitrary power of anadministrator, however. 'Due Proces' is designed to protect the rights and priv-ileges of a student and these procedures should be interpreted in this light and
function." U°Ladd, a professor from a southern university, In a. presentation on 'due process'before the 1971 AASA. Convention, closed his speech hy saying that : ". . . It is
probably a good idea for the main work in designating a new school-studentrelationship providing for due process to be done b3r full-time practicing edu-entors rather than full-time advainistrators. It is very important that it not be
done chiefly by lawyers and judges. rtsluelators are people who should know whatmodel would be educationally the soundest, and I urge you to put such People towork designing ; then, If you are required to present these Procedures to the
courts to be reviewed for legal acceptability." 91Have the schools been teaching more about democracy to the students thanthey thought? Is the Student puSh for rights an outgrowth of the school's teach-ings on democracy ? Diane Divolter speaks -to this in the Saturday Review. "Therevolt itself testifies that students have been learning More than the schools havetaught: from parents who are as well or better educated than teachers; fromactual participation in and the crilture of the society. To aceept this knowledge
and experience means facing up to a set Of complicated problems. To deny it is to
deny the students themselves." "

vo A Preliminary Statement on Civil Liberties of Childi-.m in Elementary Schools, pre-
pared by the American Civil Liberties Union (Zslecv Work, 11.70). pp. 1-2 (Unpublished).

er' John Andes, "Designing Policies Governing Student Activities," from Constitutional
Rights of Student*, ed. by Kern Alexander and James Campbell, (Gainesville, Florida :
1960), ;3. 111." Edward T. Ladd, "Due Process for Students In Public Schools," A Paper presented tothe American Association of School Administrators Convention in .Atlantic City, February
23. 1071. (Unpublished).2173lonf' illvokey. "Revolt in the nigh Schools : The Way It's Going to Se," Saturday
Review, (February 15, 1000), p. 102.
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The trend toward affording equal rights for students has been fairly wellestablished. However, the movement and the final securing of these rights aretwo different things. The courts have determined cases in the areas of freedomof expression," personal rights,'" procedural due process," marriage and preg-nancy,83 police and schools.81 These cases have helped the schools see their re-sponsibility. -However, for rights to be insured, it is important for all parties to

understand their rights.John ,Saunders, Program Officer, ()Mee of the Secretary, ,Center for CommunityPianning. HIIEW, said in a speech presented in 1U70 that, "I am not a lawyer
and the Office of .klducation is not charged with a responsibility of interpretingthe Constitution, the Rill of Rights or the increasing body of legal precedents
that affect students."I am an educator and I am basically concerned with a very central andsalient issue: that all our children, wherever they live, have an equal opportunityto pursue an education, and exploit that education to the best of their abilities.

.Anything . . . anything that stands in the way of that objective must be struck
down, be it racial isolation, inadequate facilities, poor instruction, or the inabil-ity of school officials to work with students for crucial and long overdue
changes." 98Cahn and Calm in attempting to determine the delivery system for studentsrights, stated : "In the context or education, for example, the question is whethereffective legal advocacy combined with an independent grievance mechanismwithin the sellout system can shield a child from institutional practices whichhave long demonstrated their capacity to retard, discourage and destroy a. child'ssense of confidence and his capacity to perform. Thus, one formulation of the
role of the law in education might be to protect the presumption of educabilityof a child, ust as in the criminal law, it protects the presumption of innocence.In short, law might no longer permit the school system, like a prosecutor, topronounce a verdict or guilty and a sentence at failure, retardation, or drop-out.Instead, the school system might be required to bear the burden of proof each stepof the way, at each moment when it sits in judgment on a child's attitude or
performance or capacity." "The developing revolution of students is part of the new American revolution.Reich, in his new best seller, The Greening of America, states this very aptly.
"There is a revolution coming . . . This is the revolution of the new generation.
Their protest and rebellion, their culture, clothes, music, drugs, ways of thought,and liberated life-style are not a passing fad or a form of dissent and refusal,
nor are they in any sense irrational. The whole emerging pattern, from ideals
to campus demonstrations, to beads and hell bottoms, to the Woodstock Festival,
makes sense and is part of consistent philosophy." "9The public schools must fine. ways to.deal with this revolution and roust find
a mechanism which will insi-re student rights.
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MACFARLANE SCHOOL STUDY. 1968
I N TIECODTICTIO

Earlier this year, a series of questionnaires were given to students in grades
Kindergarten through Eighth at the MacFarlane Elementary School. Other ques-
tionnaires were given to teachers at the school. A set of reading tests were admin-
istered to students in grade Four and in the snmmer program in grades Two and
Four. As a result or this preliminary research effort, data has been collected and
the purpose of this study is to analyze and interpret the information contained
in the questionnaires and standardized tests.

AILEAIS COVV-RED 1w THE STUDY

I. Student Questionnairesa. Test of Perceptionsb. Survey of Attitudesc. Survey or Motivation (Job Survey )
2. Measures of Reading Ability and Progress
3. Teacher Evaluations or the MacFarlane School Program
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METII OD EMPLOYED

A random sample of students at the MacFarlane School was drawn from the
total registration and attendance lists. A random number table ^ ,as used to
select the sample of students in grades Kindergarten through ,Aghth. The
student questionnaire was administered to those students in the sample who
were available for testing. Although the original sample contained 123 students,
only 11 students eompleted the forms.

The Gray Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs Test was given to all Fourth
grade students ; however, absence from class and moves from the school district
aecount in large measure for the smaller number of students who aetually took
the test In all, 115 students out of a possible 156 registered students participated
in the testing program.Fourth graders participating in a summer reading pregram were given the
Gray's Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs reading abilities test, and 64
students completed the test. Another summer reading project was condueted
using junior and senior students from Roosevelt High 'School. Phis program was
ofVered to second graders and the California Reading Test was administered to
52 students.A questionnaire testing occupational goals and projected income levels was
given to 1266 MacFarlane students. The results of this job survey are -included
in tbis report.Finally, teachers at the MacFarlane school were asked to evaluate the program
of the institution with regard to (1) motivation, (2) learning, (3) discipline,
(4) stair morale, and (5) self inutge. Moreover, teachers were asked to comment
on the aspects of the institution which they favored and those which they dis-
liked in a short survey conducted independently ef the first evaluation.

STUDENT Q UESTION NA IRE-A N ALY &IS OF DATA

Introductory remarks
In order to be meaningful the findings indicated from the student questionnaire

must be viewed in light of some of the problems attendant with the measure
itself and the way in which it was administered. These problems are a normal
function of an initial research work and help to provide cues for changes and
improvement in future research designs.

First, asking students in an elementary school (which in this case includes
grades Kindergarten through liRghtb) to respond to general questions is at best
a difficult problem. Therefore, it would be best if the responses within each grade
level could be treated separately and then lumped togetherto form a total group
profile. However, in spite of an adequate sampling, too few students in each
grade level were able to fill out the questionnaire and this makes meaningful
groupings somewhat more problemstic. In most cases the responses of students
were treated as reflections of the total group, with great caution being applied
to responses which tended to raise questions about the definite direction ef the
responses.Second, a simple listing of responses provides little clear cut indication of
either attitude, perception, or even motivation. For this reason, the listing of
responses is included i.n the appendix. It is possible to extract the essence of
the meaning in many cases and the patterns and trends which the resPenses
dicta are noted and expressed in an interpretuted form.

STUDENT Q UESTION A1RE--A N ALF S IS OF DATA
Deftnition4

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions have been used as
the basis for categoeizing questions and respenses : (1) attitudes are one's
feelings about a given issue, idea or object, (2) perception is used here in its
narrow sense to include what oue actually sees or hears in a given situation,
and (3) motivation is linked to the goals toward which one strives.

ANALYSIS OF TUE DATA

Student questionnattre (May 1968)
Essentially, the questionnaire is a survey of attitudes, motivation and per-

ceptions. It represents an initial attempt to learn more about the ways in watch
students view the world around them, the ways in which they feel about them-
selves and others, and the goals and aspirations which they have for tb.e future.

8
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Pereep firms

In testing the student's perception a question was asked in which students
were required to name three Americans studied this year (Item 2). It is inter-
esting to note that a wide variety of Black and White Americans were listed
by the students and a surprising number were included, over all.

Both men and women were included in a remarkable number of different walks
of life and these included politicians, athletes, explorers, patriots, entertainers,
and scientists. Famous history figures were noted, along with contemporary
members of the local Dayton community.The name of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is by far the most often mentioned
along with such names as George Washington, Frederick Douglas, Abraham
Lincoln, and George Washington Carver.It is apparent that the students at MacFarlane are aware that both Black
and White Americans have played an important part in our nation's history,
as well as in our contemporary world.Students were asked to identify whether or not they had seen signs which
said : (Item 6 a,b,c) (1) Black is beautiful, (2) Be the best of whatever you
are, and (3) Knowledge is power. The overwhelming majority of students
indicated that they had in fact seen signs with these expressions on them (in
each case over 88% of the students indicated they had seen the signs).

Of greater interest than the visual identificaticn of the sayings is the mean-
ing which students affix to the expressions themselves. In general students found
it difficult to express the meaning they attach to these familiar sayings. Yet,
some of the responses have a freshness and honesty which adds a new dimension
io the meanings normally given to these sayings by adults, who themselves
might ilnd it difficult to explain what they actually mean.

'For example, a little first grade girl commented that "Black is beautiful" means
"I am beautiful to me," a young boy noted that Black is beautiful because "that
is my color and I am proud of it because that is the way I was born."

,Students in grades 4, 5, 6, 7, unit 8 were asked to name three speakers they had
had this year. (Item 23) Students included the following n.ames, in order of
frequency : C. J. MeLin, 11 ; Charles White, 10; Captain Astro, 8; no response, 8.

In addition, over 29 other men and women were listed.
AZ titudes

A number of questions were asked relating to the pride which students have :a
their school. From these questions it is apparent that students have a great deal
of pride in their school. Most students (80.85) stated that it was not all right to
throw papers on the floor, even though one might not get caught. (ltem 8a)
Students generally felt that others helped to keep the playground neat (80.9)
(Item 8e) and that students did care if the halls were messy. (Item 8d)

A variation of this theme of school pride was a question which asked if three
boys at MacFarlane got into trouble, would people think ftit the boys and girls
at the school were bad. (Item 8n) There is a clear split in the students' response
to this question, with 50% of the students saying it would be true that people
would generalize and condemn the whole school for the actions of a few and
47.1% or the students believed that this would not reflect badly on the entire
school. One question asked (Item 8b) students to comment on whether their
homeroom looked better than other homerooms. Contrary to the pride the stu-
dents have in their school, 04.6% of the students said that this was not true of
their homeroom..Self image is brought out in a number of ways in this questionnaire and it is
significant to note that 89.5% or the boys and 93.3% of the girls feel that most
other boys & girls in their classes like them. (Item 8g) When asked whether or

t their homeroom teacher liked them 86.1% or the boys and 06.7% of the girls
stated that they felt that ;:heir teacher liked them. (Item 17) Asked if they be-
lieved that Mr. Thomas, their Assistant Principal, liked them 77.8% of the boys
and 100% of the girls indicated that they felt !that he did like them. ( Item 18)

Although there is a great deal more to self image than whether or not one is
liked by peers, teachers and others, these questions did serve to highlight the
degree to which students believed that they were popular with other people.

The students at MacFarlane School clearly indicate that they would like to
have white friends, (Item 8f) with 67.6% of the group expressing this abtitude.
Whereas, at this time, 50% Indicate that all of their friends are Black. (Item 8c)

When asked if Mr. Thomas likes white people, (Item 19) students responded
by stating: (1) yes, he did like all white people (24.6%) (2) yes, some of them
(61.5%) and (8) no, none of them (12.8%). There was 1.51°, no response to this
question.
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Two of the questions posed to students require that the student relate himself

to the role of the teacher and then make a determination of what would be an
appropriate response to student behavior.

In one question students are asked to indicate how they would deal with noisy
students and students who misbehave. (Item 13a) Interestingly enough, the
response of the boys was quite different from that of the girls. Fifty-two and
seven tenths per cent of the boys stated that they would yell at noisy students,
while only 23.3% of the girls would react ill this fashion. On the other hand,
73.7% of tbe boys would paddle students who misbehave and 93.3% of the girls
would follow suit. (Item 13b)

Questions pertaining to how students would act if they were teachers dealing
with students who did not walk on the proper side of the hall (Item 13c) in-
dicated that 18.4% of the boys and 6.7% of the girls would let students walk on
any side of the hall they wanted ; obviously, the vast majority would insist that
students walk on the right hand side.

Without dwelling on all of the sections of this question, it is fairly clear that
the majority of students, placed in the role of the teacher would be strict dis-
ciplinaries and follow the procedure which currently exist in the institution.

The next set of questions relate to the way In which students feel about teach-
ers and other adults at school disciplining their behavior. (Item 14) Attempting
to gauge the response of students to this set of questions, one is immediately
struck by the conflict which students appear to feel in responding to these ques-
tions and to the modes of discipline used. By and large students Indicate that
disciplinary actions do not bother them, yet most suggest that the consequences of
disciplinary lets are to make them (the students) want to improve their per-
formance. And, a sizable number of students indicate that discipliary actions
directed -it them tend to also make them feel badly, or feel that they are being
picked on, or make them angry.

One of the questions .related to violent versus non-violent response to a pro-
vocative situation. Students were asked what they would do if another student
hit them (Item 9) and 19.1% indicated that they would feel like hitting the
other audent back, 4.5% would wait until after school to hit him, 59.6% would
report the other student to the office, 14.6% would hit him right back and 2.2%
did not respond.
MotiVation

Motivation was related to occupational goals in three questions and students
were asked what they would Ube to be when they left school. (Item 20) A wide
range of choices were presented by the boys, generally they suggestei' occupa-
tional categories which call for a reasonably high level of skills. Among those
occupations mentioned by boys were

athletics (7)
professionals (9)
Military careers (3)
entertainers (2)
law enforcement officers (3)
businessman (2)
semi-skilled worker (8)
don't know (2)

The girls offered a surprisingly limited number of occupational choices. A
teaching career was the most popular choice, with 19, nursing second (8) and
two girls wanted to become secretaries. No girls indicated; that they intended to
become housewives or mothere.

(Item 22) Overwhelmingly, students stated that staying in school and getting
an education were the ways in which these occupational goals could be reached.

Academic motivation was linked with whether or uot students took hooks home
with them after school and the type of subject area books which would be
selected. (Item 1) Among those students who indicated they took books home,
reading and spelling seemed to be the most popular. However, the majority of
students chose not to take any books home. It is very likely that this question
does not get at the information desired since in the lower grades there is much
less occasion for taking books home.
Job survey

In the spring of 1968 a job survey was administered to 1266 MccFarlane stu-
dents. The results and conclusions of this study were arrived at independently of
this report and are simply presented here to provide -additional inforn2ation.
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.1
RESULTS Percent

Undecided 3. 0
Unskilled labor (high school education) 18. 8
Semiskilled 14. 4
Skilled labor 30. 3

, Armed services 3.
professional 28. 4

Unslcilled.No particular training after high school !truck driver, etc.
Semiskilled.Minimum training after high school. Example, bakers, any job

that a person could be trained for in a two-week period.
Sr IciUed labor.Oargenters, plumbers, and those prepared to pass test such

jobs as fireman, postman, policeman, etc.Armed Service.Careers in BB:rae..Professional.Nurses, doctore, teachers, etc.
All students wanted and planned to finish high school. The undecided planned

to finish high school with no definite plan for the future.
Rm(217MED Ircreonsz

rrile results on this shows that the etudents understood that It takes money
to krve even though they had 110 knowledge of what sortie jobs pay. Some students
in the upper grades were involved in discussing the relationship 'between desired
income and education.

INCOME ozsmEn ACCORDING TO SURVEY Percent
Less than $6.000 14
$5,000 to $8,000 30
$8,000 to $10,000 37. 3
Over $10,000 11. 1
Not completed 1. 0

GENERILL, OBSERVATIONS

More of our students need to be trained immediately after high school or
during high echool for jobs such as plumbers, carpenters, and in skills that pro-
vide a person with a good income. We need to encours ge students to work
towards a goal and not always necessarily a re,d111:--,-
Measure of reading ability and progress

Gray's Standardized Oral Reading Paragraph test was administered to fourth
graders in the fail and in the spring of this year. When the two sets of scores
were compared, we found a mean improvement in reading ability of .8 or (8
months). This would appear to repreeent a normal level of progress in reading
ability for the period between the two tests, which was slightly leSs than eight
months.In the summer reading program the Gray's Standardized Oral Reading Para-
graphs test was also used and a. mean improvement of .4 or (4 months) was
noted. This progress representEi a marked improvement during the summer
months since more than four months of Improvement was achieved in only six
weeks.The California Reading Test was 'administered to second grade students par-
ticipating in a special summer program involving a large number of Junior and
Senior students from Roosevelt High School as reading tutors. Among those
tested, .a 57.7% improvement was noted, with 32.7% registering no change and
9.0% showing a decrease in reading all7ility. However, it should be noted that the
amount of decrease was only one month and this may be accounted for by the
elope proximity of the, testing clates in the slimmer session.. It, therefore, appears
that this program has genuine merit and may be considereda clear success.

Tzsenzas' Evsr..v.stiois ow *mem Psoaszobe

lisseethers . at MacFarlane were linked two open eimlibd questions which left
elossaiable room for discuasion and evaluation at 'VW Program. On one hand

1 71 5
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teachers were asked to list the three aspects of the program they liked best and
on the other, to indicate three aspects which they liked least.'Tabulation of the response indicate what the teachers like most aboutMacFarlane is :

A. The personal relationships which exist within the school for all members ofthe institution.
B. The discipline policy of the school and the way in which it is implemented.
C. The concern and interest shown in students.D. The students themselver.
E. The relationship between teachers and the administration of the school.
IF. The freedom to be creative.
G. The cooperation of the family.H. Faculty relationships.
I. The Learning Center.
,In addition, a number of other comments were made which pointed to positiveaspects of the program, including :
d. The lack of special preparation for visitors
2. The programs the school is involved in
3. The emphasis on behavior, achievement and respect for self
4. The opportunity to work with the socially deprived child5. The volunteers who come in to work with the reading program.'Overall, 38 different positive aspects of the program were mentioned byteachers.
'Among those aspects of MacFarlane School whiei teachers disliked the most

were :
A. Use of the public address system
B. Maintenance of the building
C. The ways in which supplies are ordered and distributed
D. agoise in the halls, particularly when large numbers of students are movingfrom one location to another
E. The lack of adequatt. playground space und equipment.
F. 'The frequency of meetings and the unproductivity of some of those meet:rigs.
G. The need for prompter psychological testing for children with special emo-tional problems.
'H. General problems with the facility.
Over 47 different areas were highlighted by teachers as aspects of the programwhich they have objections to. It should be noted that many teachers addressedthemselves to personal objections rather than specific programmatic criticisms.
'Near the end of the year Teachers were asked to evaluate the program in termsof motivation, learning, discipl5ne, staff morale, and self image. It is apparentthat the teachers used this form as an opportunity to discuss botk. student per-formance and -t.''se degree to which both they and the students had been affectedhy the program.
Across the board, improvement was noted and there is a clear indication thatteachers express satisfaction with the total program as it relates to the areasmentioned above.
In terms of motivation on the part of students, teachers described The processesby which students are motivated in the program, the importance of motivation,and the tact that the program appeared to succeed in motivating their students.
The learning process was linked to motivation and it was found that studentsprogressed during the year and that most teachers were satisfied with the im-

provement in learning demonstrated by their students. The learning center at theschool was underscored as having made a significant contribution to learning
improvement.

Within the area of discipline, most teachers indicated that student behavior
had improved. This they attributed to the disciplinary policy and to the backingof the administration in matters of discipline. A number of teachers placed em-
phasis upon the need for good discipline in the learning situe.tion.

,Staff morale was generally conceded to have improved and was considered by
and large very good. However, a number of tcachers feit that this was one areain which improvement was definitely possible.

Finally, the question of self image was posed in terms of two areas, first whystudents need a positive self image and second, the efforts that had been madeto raise self image. 'Generally, teachers felt that student and staff self image hadbeen improved, but ther was a strong indication that further strides should
continue to be made to bL'Ing about greater improvement in this area.
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1
Schoot Discipline

Suspensions
Section 3313.66 of the Ohio Code authorizes the super-
intendent of schools or the principal of a public school to
"suspend a pupil from rchool for not more than ten days."
Neither the Ohio Legislatu-e nor the Dayton school sys-
tem has specified the potential reasons for which suspen-
sion nyy bl; iremosed. Thus a student may be suspended
for any condr1:4 which does not meet the approval of the
superinteLJent, or more particularly, the principal of the
school.

There are limitations which may apply to the actions
of school officials with regard to suspensions. Students
have a constitutional right to an education and this right
cannot be taken away as punishment for any act unless
"due process of law" has been provided. What "due
process of law" requires for high school students in dis-
ciplinary situations is vcry unclear. Court cases are being
brought almost daily, but the courts in Ohio have not yet
followed the trend toward recognizing significant student
rights in this type of situation.

When it is determined that a student.shall be sus-
pc., -led, Section 3313.66 requires that the student's
parent or guardian be notified within 24 hours of the
suspension, in writing, of the fact of the suspension "in-
cluding the reasons therefore." The Pupil Personnel of-
fice, in its "Guidelines for Suspension and Expulsion",
requires the communication sent to include "a description

177
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of the behavior whio,l, liade the suspension nect:ssary."
These guidelines further provide that "other methods of
guidance and control should have been tried and the
parents should have been apprised of the grow.;ng serious-
ness of the student's behavior." Thus, the privcipal
should not suspend a student unless all other methods of
dealing with the problem have been tried and failed.
Suspension should only be used as a last resort.

A suspension may not last longer than 10 days or until
the end of the current, semester, whichever comes first.
The principal may ask the student's parent or guardian
to come in for a conference to discuss the problem which
led to the suspension. The parent does not have to attend
this conference. If the parent does attend the confer-
ence, the length of the suspension may be decreased or
the student might not be recommended for e-Tulsion.
For example, where the suspension is the result of a mis-
understanding between the student and the school, it may
be beneficial for the student and parent to attend the
conference. But even if the parent does not attend the
conference, the student may not be kept out of school
beyond the ten-day period.

Expulsions
Section 3313.66 grants to the superintendent of schools
the power to expel a student from school. No expulsion
shall continue "beyond the current semester." When a
principal feels that an expulsion is necessary, he will
suspend the student for ten days and recommend to the
superintendent that the student be expelled. If the super-
intendent agrees, an expulsion letter will be sent to the
parent within the ten-day suspension period.

The "Guidelines For Suspension And Expulsion"
state that "(E)xpulsion from school must be considered
an extremely serious step." One example given of be-
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havior which might warrant recommendation for expul-
sion is "willful assault upon a teacher or student." As
with suspension, other methods of guidance and control
should have been tried by the school and have failed
before an expulsicin should be considered. A student may
be expelled for the same reasons and based upon the
same act or acts as merited the suspension.

When a student is expelled, a parent has the right to
tu the Board of Education. The Board of Educa-

tion, by a majority vote, can reinstate the student to the
school. Thus, the right to appeal should always be ex-
ercised. When a student and his parents appear before
the Board of Education, they should always try to have
an attorney with them. If they cannot afford an attorney
and have not found an attorney who will take the case
free of charge, they should contact the Student Rights
Center. The address of the Student Rights Center is in
the back of this Handbook.

An expelled student is eligible to return to school the
semester following his expulsion. The principal or the
guidance counselor may try to discourage the student
from coming back to school. However, he may not be
legally prevented from re-entering the school because
of the expulsion.

lf You A re Suspended Or Expelled
1. You cannot be suspended for more than ten days or
expelled for longer than the remainder of the current
semester.
2. At all times you should remember that anything you
say may be 'Lied against you at a later time. You don't
have to speak or answer questions when what you say
could get you in trouble. Whenever what you say might
lead to a juvenile court or criminal court prosecution,
you shouldn't talk until you have received advice from
an attorney.
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3. If you are suspended or expelled, school officials must
send to your parent or guardian, within 24 hours, a notice
of the suspension or expulsion. The notice should include
a specific description of the behavior which made the
discipline necessary.
4. If you are expelled you have the right to appeal to the
Board of Education. This right should always be exer-
cised. To exercise this right, your parent first calls the
Pupil Personnel Office to arrange an appointment with
Dr. Goff (461-3850). He will then have a conference
with you and your parents, and will set a date for the
appeai hearing before the Board of Education.

Since this conference can affect your appeal, you
should try to bring an attorney with you. If you cannot
afford an attorney you should contact the Student Rights
Center (223-8228).

At the appeal hearing, you should demand that the
principal present documentary evidence or the testimony
of witnesses concerning the behavior which resulted in
your expulsion. If you think that the reasons for the ex-
pulsion are unjustified, you should have witnesses of your
own at the hearing to testify to the real facts. Above all,
try to have an attorney at the hearing.
5. A suspension or expulsion is a very serious matter
which can have severe consequences for the rest of your
life. It can decrease your chances to get into college or
to get a good job. Sincere educators believe that when a
school imposes serious disciplinary action upon a student,
it is because tae school has failed to meet the needs of the
student in some way. Frequently, the best way to help a
student who is suspended or expelled is to work to im-
prove the school which he attends Students who have
been suspended or exp?..11ed, and their parents, should
contact the Student Rights Center (223-8228) to dis-
cuss their problem with someone at the Center.

ISO
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Student Expression

The recent United States Supreme Court case, Tinker v.
Des Moines Independent School District, 393 U.S. 503,
(1.969), affirmed the constitutional rights of students to
freedom of expression. The court declared that "students
. . . may not be confined to the expression of those senti-
ments that are officially approved." No expression of
opinion may be prohibited unless school officials can
make a reasonable forecast that the expression will cause
a substantial disruption or a material interference with
school activities.

Distribution of Literature, Leaflets and Newspapers

You may distribute printed materials adjacent to the
school but off school grounds. The school may not dis-
cipline you for this activity.

Board of Education regulations require that you re-
quest authorization from the principal before distributing
any material on school property. A request, with two
copies of the material to be distributed, must be sub-
mitted to the principal at least two days before the time
of distribution. Furthei, you must have the permission
of the Superintendent of Schools before distributing any
materials not written and signed by students.

Within the spirit of the Tinker decision, these regula-
tions may be unconstitutional. Nevertheless, students
should realize that a person who challenges a regulation
on constitutional grounds is guilty unless a court declares
that the regulation is illegal. It is often difficult to get a

181'
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case before a court so that the constitutionality of a regu-
lation may be challenged. Before challenging any school
regulation which you think is unconstkutional, you
should consult an attorney.

Another way to deal with thin problem is to request
school officials to change these regulations so that your
free speech rights are recognizad. School officials should
only be able to regulate the tirne and place of the distribu-
tion of written material so that 'a substantial disruption
of school activities does not occur.

Symbolic Expression
You may wear political buttons, armbands, or other sym-
bols of your beliefs So long as these symbols do not
constitute a threat to the health and safety of other stu-
dents or substantially disrupt the educational process.

3
Counseling

Tax money is used to place counselors in the echools to
help you. 7, q have the right, therefore, to demand as-
sistance fr. e counselors.

Some counselors do not allow students to write their
own course schedules. Manifittudents are forced into the
general course; but remember them are no general jobs.
You should choose the courses which you feel are most
relevant to your future life. Guidance counselors do not
know as well as you do what information you want to
learn and are capable of learning. If a counselor tells
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you that you should not take a particular course, ask him
to ten you his reasons. If you do not agree with those
reasons, demand to take the course which you want.
Above ar, do not allow yourself to be pressured into
taking a course which you do not want to take, unless
that course is required for graduation fcr all students.

The counselor should have information about the al-
ternatives available to you when you leave the school.
The counselor should have information files on these
alternatives. He should give you assistance on colleges,
job possibilities, and the draft. You have a right to re-
ceive this information and assistance. If the counselor
is not giving you the assistance which he is paid to give,
you, your parents, and your friends should demand a
counselor who will do the job properly.

The most important function a high school serves is to
provide an avenue for students to the various alternatives
they have for their future lives. Students should demand
nothing less than the best and most complete information
on what these altetnatives are.

On some subjects, other organizations exist which will
provids. more complete information to the students than
counselors will provide. If you cannot get the informatin-.
you need from your counselor, contact the Student Rights
Center (223-8S28).

Phy.sical Punishment

Section 3319.41 of the Ohio Code authorizes teachers,

183
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principals or administrators to inflict reasonable physical
punishment upon a student "whenever such punishment
is reasonably necessary in order to preserve discipline
while such pupil is subject to school authority." The right
to administer physical punishment is thus a limited one.
As the Board of Education has aptly noted, "authority
derives from justice." (Student Rights and Responsibili-
ties in the Dayton Public Schools, September, 1970.)

The punishment given must be reasonably necessary
in order to preserve discipline. A teacher may not admin-
ister physical punishment merely becat751.-; he does not like
a student. Also, the punishment given to a student must
be related to the student's act and to the reasons for the
student's act. Physical punishment is not reasonably nec-
essary if other means of controlling a student's behavior
exist. In no event should physical punishment be given
in anger.

The physical punishment given shotIld be reasonable.
Punishment which leaves serious marks or injures the
student is not reasonable physical punishment.

You should question punishment which is not reason-
ably necessary in order to preserve discipline, or which
is given for acts which you did not commit. You should
demand to be taken immediately to the principal to
explain the facts to him.

Many educators belie\ that corporal punishment is

never reasonably necessary. Corporal punishment is
being challenged in many communities across the coun-
try. Many have abolished this practice. If you have been
given physical punishment which was unreasonable or
unfair, you should contact an attorney or the Student
Rights Center (223-8228).
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Police In The Schools

There are two separate groups which serve a police func-
tion within the schools. First, there are the city and state
police whose duty it is to enforce the law both within
and outside school grounds. Second, there are private
security forces who are employed by the school system
to protect students, teachers, and staff from outsiders
thought to be harmful within the school.

The police have the same powers within the school as
they do on the street or anywhere else. The private secur-
ity forces have more limited powers. They are employed
to patrol the parking lots and guard the doors of the
school. They are not employed to harass or intimidate
students. Because the Board of Education employs this
private security force, it is responsible for their conduct.
If any raember of this security force acts outside of his
authority or harasses or intimidates students, the students
sh,auld immediately report this to the principal and to
the Board of Education. If no action is taken on the
matter, the students should contact _a attorney or the
Student Rights Center (223-8228) so that further action
can be taken.

Questioning By Police
Municipal police or court officials have the right to re-
move a student from school without his consent or that
of his parent or guardian only after the student has been
arrested. See the section on ARREST.
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Under some circumstances, particularly when investi-
gating a crime committed on school grounds, police au-
thorities may question students within the school. The
Constitution fully protects th.: student's right to remain
silent at all times. Anything which a student says may be
used in a future prosecution against the student. A stu-
dent may give his name, his address, his age, and the
reason for his presence within the school. However, the
student should absolutely refuse to answer any further
questions without having fiist consulted an attorney. The
police and the schexol officials may well try to be friendly
toward the student, as if the questioning was not impor-
tant, or make threats toward the student. Do not be
misled. DON'T TALK!
Quevtioning By Private Security Forces
Private security forces may question students when they
are performing the duties for which they were hired. A
student who is in the parking lot or is coming into the
school at an unusual time should answer questions only
to the extent of explaining the reasons for his presence
at that particular place. If the questioning continues, or
if the private security forces attempt to ask questions in
any other situation, the student should demand to be
taken immediately to the principal's office. At this point,
private security forces have no reason to ask any further
questions.

REMEMBER: You have the right to remain silent;
anything you say may be used against you.

Searches
If you have been urrzsted, police have the right to search
your person. Even if you have not been arrested, nolice
have the right to "frisk" you if they are about to ques-
tion you and if they have reasonable cause to believe that
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you are carrying a concealed weapon. These are the only
situations in which police may search your person with-
out your consen'. Further, school officials do not have
the authority to conscnt to a search of your person in
your behalf.

It is the Board of Education's pol3c-; that "When
(the) search of the student's person or personal effects
is for evidence of a violation of school regulations and
not for evidence of a crime per se, such search is permis-
sible without consent . . . "A court might disagree with
this policy. However, in most cases it is wise not to resist
a search of this nature, since school officials will make
trouble for you in other ways if you do. It is the Board
of Education's policy that evidence obtained in a search
on this theory Amy not be used in any subsequent crimi-
nal prosecution or juvenile court hearing.

It is possible that evidence obtained when school of-
ficials search your locker may be used against you. There-
fore, you should never carry on your person or keep in
your locker any object which you would not wish to
show to a school official or police officer. Above all. you
shoule not resist an illegal search beyond a statement
that it is a violation of your rights, since active resistance
will catm; you more trouble.

Marriage And Pregnancy

Marriage
A married student may continue to attend school under
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the same conditions as any other student. The state of
marriage does not excuse a student from compulsory
school attendance.

Pregnancy
According to the current policy of the Pupil Personnel
Office, "A married or unmarried girl who becomes preg-
nant rri-...st withdraw from the regalar day school program
upon knowledge of pregnancy. This withdrawal is re-
quired as a protection of the health of the student."

This policy is contrary to a recent Attorney General's
opinion. In OAG 68-061, the Attorney General of the
State of Ohio ruled that a board of education may not
exclude from school an unmarried pregnant student,
unless school attendance would be detrimental to her
physical safety and well being. The determination of
whether school attendance would be detrimental to a
pregnant student's physical safety and well being must
be made upon an individual basis. This is a medical
decision rather than an administrative one. Consequently,
if a principal attempts to exclude a pregnant student and
the student feels that her continued srhool attendance
would not be "detrimental to her phys;cal safety and
well being," she should demand that the determination
be based upon a physical examination and a report by a
physician. A statement from a doctor in behalf of the
student's position would be lpful in s...:uring the stu-
dent's continued attendance in school.

The Personnel Office has adopted the following
policy well regard to studnts whom the school officials
believe to be pregnant but who deny that they are preg-
nant. "The School may insist upon ohysical examina-
tion and a report by a physi-ian of a studcnt believed to
be pregnant but who denies she is pregnant, such exami-
nation and negative report to be a condition of her

l 8,8
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remaining in school." This policy is of very questionable
legality. The administration cannot exclude a student
merely because of her pregnancy, but only when her
continued "school attendance would be detrimental to
her physical safety and well being." The student, par-
ticularly if she is not pregnant, should demand that this
medical examination be given at Board of Education
expense.

The Pupil Personnel Office has adopted several poli-
cies in order to attempt to provide cpntinued education
for pregnant students. Fc.r ,,ne thing, "A student whose
pregnancy occurs or is aiscovered during the last grading
period of a semester nd whose classroom work is pass-
ing may be given Lamework assignments and a final
examination, the cornrAFtt;on of w'hich shall enter into the
determination of six grades." If the exclusion be-
cause of pregnancy does not occur during the last grad-
ing period of a semester, a pregnant student has two
alternatives, depending upon her age. If she is 16 years of
age or older, she may enter the Dayton Night High
School free of charge. For those pregnant students under
16 years of age, the School Board has adopted the fol-
lowing policy: "Upon application by the parent and the
recommendation of a physician, a pregnant girl under
16 years of age may receive home instruction for the
completion of the semester under the following condi-
tions: (a) student is making satisfactory progress in her
classroom work; (b) a home teacher is available."

Separating pret lant students from other students vio-
la s the pregnant student's right to equal protection of
the laws. Further, concern for the "protection of the
health of the student" is lacking when the student is
compelled to attend night higb school to securo the
education to which she has a right. This sounds like
another case of "separate but equal" education.

189
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In any event, a student-mother, whether married or
unmarried, may return to her regular sch:Jol in her
regular program in the semester following the birth of
her child. No student may be excluded from the regular
day school program because she is a mother.

7
Verbal Abuse Of Students

Some teachers and school officials insist upon calling
students "dumb," or other derogatory teims. This must
be stopped. Student-7 have the right to be free from
the psycho,ogical damage which comes from verbal
abuse. "Dumb," for example, should be applied only to
those students who lack the power of speech, and then
not in a derogatory manner.

When a teacher calls a student "dumb," or any other
dehumanizing word, the student should immediately
make a complaint to the principal, as well as inform his
parents of the incident. If the principal does not act upon
the matter (at a minimum, an apology would be appro-
priate) the complaint should then be L-ought to the
attention of the superintennt's office or the Board of
Education. If no action is taken a, this level, or if the
verbal abuse continues, the student shiuld contact an
attorney or the Student Rights Center (223-8228) to
consider further action.

Further, the provisions of Sections 2901.20, and
2901.21 of the Ohio Code may be applicable. Section
2901.20 provides that no student or person in attendance
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at a school shall engage in hazing or commit an act which
injures, degrades, or disgraces a fellow student or person
attending such school. Violatot_ may be fined up to
$200.00, or imprisoned up to six months, or both.
Section 2901.21 provides that no teacher or othe- person
in charge of a school shall knowingly permit hazing or
attempts to haze, frighten, degrade, or disgrace a person
attending such school. Violators may be fined up to
$100.00.

Right To An Education

Every student has the constitutional right to an educa-
;ion. As the Suprenie Court of the United States has
stated, "Where the state has undertaken to provide it
(an education), (it) is a right which must be available
to all on equal terms." (Emphasis added.) Brown v.
Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483, 493 (1954). The
dimensions of this right are till unclear. 1-19wever stu-
dents, as the consumers of ...-lucation, should demand
that the education to which they have a right be a reality.

The Dayton Board of Education has made a general
statement on student involvement in educati. IE.: policy.
"Students should have a voc in the formulation of
school policies and decisions which affect their education
and lives as students. Through such participation, stu-
dents can be a powerful resource for .e improveinInt
of the school, the educational system and the commu-
nity." Students should accopt the Board's challenge.

1 1
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Students might organize action grou s, composed of
students and parents within a particular school, both to
attempt to improve the quality of education within the
school and to formulate new school policies where these
are necessary.

The following are only a few of the many possible
actions which might be taken.
1. Schools are supposed to teach students how to live in
the world in which they are growing up. Thus, the school
curriculum should be relevant to the particular interests
and needs of the students within the school. If this is not
the case, students should demand appropriate changes
in the currick.lum so that these interests and needs wW
be met.
2. No group is more capable of evaluating the quality
of teachers than the students who must listn to them
every day. Students should work to impleinent a system
in which all teachers are evaluated by their students and
where these evaluations are considered in the decision
of whether or not to rehire a teacher.
3. In many schools textbooks and machi-aes are used
which are outdated. Look inside the cover of your text-
books to see in what year the book was published. If it
is more than five or ten years old, ask your teachers and
your principal why they are teaching you from this
outdated book.
4. No student should be forced to take a course which
one does not want to take or does rot feel is in one's
best interests. To be forced to take one set of courses
rather than another can mean, for example, that a stu-
dent will not be able to gain admittance to college. Stu-
dents should demand the tight to take those courses
which they reel are in their best interests. It is, after all,
students who must live with the consequences of these
choices, rather than guidance counselors or other school
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officials.
5. Students and their parents or guardians should have
the right +o inspect all school r,tcords which pertain to
the student. Further, students and their parents or guard-
ians should demand that all records which are untrue be
removed from the student's file. At the present time,
teachers or other school officials can place any staternt,
whether true or false, on your record, without you or
your parents r.t. guardians ever knowing that it exists.
These false and iamaging records can then follow you
around for the rest of your career in the schools, and
the effects of them can continue for the rest of your life.

These are only a few of the many changes which stu-
dents might demand. Further assistance in changing
these and other conditions in the schools can be obtained
from the Student Rights Center (223-8228). Studet
will have their right to an education implemented only
when they demand it.

5n- 411 - 71 - pt. 13 - 13 193
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A rrests

What Is An Arrest?
A policeman does not have to say "You are under ar-
rest" in order for an arrest to take place. Any loss of
freedom, any indication that the policeman is taking
custody of you, as for example his grabbing your arm,
should be treated a.r.: an arrest.

An arrest without a warrant is legal if a policeman has
reason to believe that any crime is being committed in
his presence or that the person arrested has committed
at any place a serious crime (felony). Whether any ar-
rest, with or without a wa rant, is legal, is a technical
question of law which can only be answered in a court.
Thus, it is important that any "arrest" not be resisted.
No matter what you think happened, the judge will al-
most invariably believe what the policeman- says hap-
pened. Further, even if your arrest was ruled illegal, i:.
would still be a crime to resist it.
What Are Your Aights7
'When you have been taken into custody, there are two
importamt rights which you always have, no matter what
the situation. First, you have the right, which you should
always exercise, to remain silent, since anything you say
may be used agairst you in a future criminal prost.cution.
Second, even if you are only being de _ained for "cus-
todial inter ,Lottion," you have the right to the assistance
of counsel. f.'ur th a-, if you cannot afford to hire an attor-
ney, the state is required to appoint one ;or you.
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you have been arrested, since you are fright-
ened, you might be tempted to talk to the police. The
police may pretend to be friendly, encouraging you to
talk, or they may threaten you with all sorts of terrible
things waless you talk. Do not give in t:> temptation;
DC:314'T TALK! The more you talk to a policeman, the
more likely it is that you will adrk-klt something which is
incriminating. Since you have no idea what information
he is looking for, it will not usually pay to be evasive_
The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the 'United
States gives you the absolute right to remain silent.
Exercise ii.

The police may also threaten or cajole you to try to
get you to sign a waiver of constitutional rights form.
Regardless of what the police tell y-bu, never sign any
form whicn waives your constitutional rilhts, Den Land
that your parr-rlts be notified and present and thr,t an
attorney be ay-pointed to represent you. Until you have
spoken to your attorney, you. need not give the police
any information other than your name, your address,
your age and your occupation. It is useful to give this lim-
ited information to facilitate your release from custody.
441-rest Checklist
1. You can safely tell the police your narn.11, your ad-
dress, your age and your occupation. Except for this,
remain silent.
2. When are arrested, there is a tendency, bc -,use
you are scared, to "freeze-up" and not notice your sur-
roundings. Try to remain calm and take c.-eful nc._te of
the circumstances of your arrest. For exami,le, who wit-
nessed the arrest? People who saw your arrest may be
very importnt witnesses for you at a future time. What
is the badge ar car number cif the police who arrested
you? What are the facts which led up to the arrest? END
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not rely oa your memory. As soon as possible, write
down everything which you remember about the arrest
since you will otherwise quickly forget the details.
3. Demand that your parents be notified of your arrcst
immediately. If you can afford an attorney, eith,r you
cr your parents should notify one immediately. You have
tlie right to make these phone calls from either the police
station or the juvenile court where you have been taken.
If you cannot afford an attorney, demand that one be
appointed for you immediately. Persons who cannot af-
ford an attorney arc entitled to on6 at state expense.

1 0
Conclusion

This booklet tens you what your human rights are in
school. It also explains what your human responsibili-
ties are in school.

The two things rights and responsibilities go
hand in hand. You can't have one without the other. If
you have a right to free speech in school, you also have
the responsibility to use that speech V) build, not Zo de-
stroy. If you have a right to free pre,,s in school, you
have the responsibility of exercising that right with the
same standards of good taste that professional, honest,
non-racist newspapers use. And so on.
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Use this book as a tool to improve the quality of your
life in school, and the quality of life for all young people.
One reason we have written this book for you is to he/p
oridge the gap between young Black and young White
people. I agree completely with Frederick Douglass, who
said: "I esteem myself a good, persistent hater of injus-
tice and oppression, but my resentment ceases when
they cease, and I have no heart to vir;+: upon children
the sins of their fathers." He also said: "You cannot
outlaw one part of the people without endangering the
rights and liberties of all people. You cannot put a chain
on the ankles of bondsmen without finc .7 the other end
of it about your own ne.7,k . . . Experience prraves that
those are oftenest abused who can be abused w. great-
est impunity. Men are whipped often who are whipped
casiest."

We believe it :1 imperative that you, as a student, learn
to use the law as a tool for survival in a society that can
be, at times, oppressive. That is the purpose of this book.
According to Nathan Wright, it is the duty cf the op-
pressed to save both himself end the opprescor. Accord-
ing to Martin Luther King, power is never good unless
he who has it is good. Malcolm X advised young people
to "think for yourselves."

Less than two percent of the lawyers in this nation
come from Black and othcf "minority" groups. It is im-
perative that more young people from lower economic
groups become interested in the law. The Student Rights
Center, 1145 Germantown Street, is trying to convince
those in power that they can concede power to students
and that, by sharing their power with young people, they
can create a true r" ----acy within the Dayton schools.

Margaret Mel .., anth r,..)pologist, talks about l'ree
kinds of cultures: ..ne post-figurative, where the young
learn from the old; co--figurative, where the old and
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young learn from their own peer groups; and pre-figura-
tive, where the old learn from the young. She say s. we
are now strongly moving into a pre-figurative culture.
So it becomes more and more important for you to know
your rights under the law. You will be setting the pa.:e
and the style of the future.

We think it is important to remember that the idea of
"student rights" is a frightening thing to parents, teach-
ers, and administrators, but that they have to be con-
vinced that to give students rights is not to take away
parent, teacher and administrator rights. In a book
called In DefeLv of Youth, Earle C. Kelley wrote:
"Hostile attitudes on the part of the elders are quickly
sensed by youth whose response in many instances is
hostility and aggression. The conflict between age and
youth is one of the saddest aspects of our culture. And
the saddest fact of ail is that age always strikes the
first blow."

There are many fine teachers and administrators in
the Dayton system who will help you. There are also
some who will be afraid of you and work against you.
Using this book, you can defend your rights within the
bounds of the law. That is the only kind of lasting and
meaningful defense that I know. Use this book as a tool
to defend your human rights in school. Do not use it as a
substitute for a lawyer. There are two reasons for this.
First, the law, by its nature, is constantly changing.
Although several attorneys helped write this handbook,
only an attorney who knows all the facts of a case can
fully advise you of your legal rights. Second, there is a
crucial difference between legal theory and practice.
How people enforce laws in a community is often more
important than what the Supreme Court says in Wash-
ington.

We at the Center love, trust, and respect you and have
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confidence in your ability to use this book to make
democracy for the young a reality.

The handbook was developed with the afsistance of
many people. Among these were: Robett Bowman,
Walter Brooks, Ruth Burgin, Joe Cannon, Ames Chap-
man, Michael Geltner, Ellen Hanson, Larry Hillman,
Ellis Hutchinson, Ted Lauer, Richard Menefee, Donnie
Moore, William Patterson. Carolyn Peck, James Phillips,
Paul Piersma, Carolyn Russell, John Saunders, Robbie
Smith, David Turner, Claudius Walker and Ferieda
Walker.

The following organizations and individuals played a
major role in the development of the Student Rights
Center. Their hard work and dedication is tremendously
appreciated: The Dayton Model Cities Planning Council,
The Community School Councilx, Marect Brocken-
borough, Edgar Cahn, Jean Camper Cahn, Oatricia
Clarkson, Steve Huber, Michael '4:Elinor, Bruce Kirsch-
enbaum, Terry Lenzner, Troy Ove.:by, Elliot Stanley and
Nancy Stanley.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER . . . BE THE BEST OF
WHATEVER YOU ARE, AND IT'S WHEN THINGS
SEEM WORST THAT YOU MUST NOT QUIT.

Yntrs in the struggle for the best possible
education for all of you very beautiful
and together young people.

199
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Staff

School Officials
These are the officials of the Dayton Board of Education
and Administration. Offices are located at 348 West
First Strrt. Telephone Number, 461-3850.
Members of the Dayton Board f Education
Leo A. Lucas*, President Josephine Groff
736 Argonne Avenue 607 Otterbein Avenue
(45408) 263-3219 (45406) 275-4987
Joseph G. Seaman*,

Vice President
4373 Riverside Drive
(45415) 274-9172

James D. Hart
613 Watervliet Avenue
(45410) 256-7211
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Members of the Dayton Board of Education
Jeptha Carrell* Edwin T. Ridenour
2900 Otterbein 3208 Zephyr Drive
(45406) 275-5234 (45414) 278-2508

Jane Sterze:
3217 Kenmore Avenue

*Terms Expire January, 1972 (45420) 252-5209

Superintendent of Schools
Wayne M. Carle
Assistant Superintendent
Joseph F. Rogus 221

Executive Director For Secondary Education
Spencer E. Durante 601

Pupil Personnel
William H. Goff
Guidance and Testing
W. Eugene Hodson
Student Relations
Herbert L. Carroll
Psychological Services
Alma Jones
Special Education
W illiam C. McDougall
A ttendance Officers
James Hall, Earl Tullis,

Harold Keplinger
Healet Services
Dwight T. Tuuri
School Security
Emmet Watts

Extension Number
211-212

243-244

363-364-365

371-372

235-236

213-214

326-327

256-294

235
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Secondary School
Principals

Address
BELMONT,
Robert Smart 2323 Mapleview Ave.
DUNBAR,
George Findley, Jr. 2272 Rich ley Avenue
FAIRVIEW,
Norman Feuer
KISER,
William Stover 1401 Leo Street
MEADOWDALE,
John Maxwell 4417 Williamso

Telephone
Number

253-2104

268-6811

2408 Philadelphia Dr. 278-9627

224-1753

r. 278-9605

222-6303

263-3551

268-6754

223-3175

276-2152

253-9105

PATTERSON CO-OPERATIVE,
Nelson Whiteman 118 East First S
ROOSEVELT,
J. Thomas Webb 2013 West Thir( t.

NETTIE LEE ROTH,
William M. Scott, Jr. 4535 Hoover Av enue
STIVERS,
Chester Gooding 1313 East Fifth St.
COLONEL WHITE
Robert Meadows 501 Niagara Avenue
WILBUR WRIGHT,
William Holloway 1361 Huffman Avenue
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CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF STUDENT CITIZENSHIP,
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

National Advisory Board
Dwight Allen, Ed.D.
Dean, School of
Education
University of
Massachusetts
Amherst,
Massachusetts
David K. Cohen, Ph.D.
Director, Harvard
University Center for
Education and Social
Policy
Chairman, Harvard
University Center for
Law and Education
Cambridge,
Massachusetts
Mr. Gregory Favre
Editor, West Palm
Beach Post
West Palm Beech,
Florida

Chas. V. Hamilton, VI.
Professor, Departmera
of Political Science
Columbia University
New York, New York
Ermon Hogan, Ph.D.
Director, Education
and Youth Incentives
National Urban
League
New York, New York
Rhody McCoy, Ed.D.
Career Opportunities
Program
School of Education
University of
Massachusetts
Amherst,
Massachusetts

Local Advisory Board
Mrs. Margaret
Albritton
Social/ Psychologist,
Veterans
Administration Center
Mrs. Vivian Ashe
Teacher, frying
Elementary School
Mr. Sam Balleau
Program Officer,
Model Cities Juvenile
Delinquency
Component
Mr. Augustus Beal
Chairman, Miami
Chapel Community
School Council

Mrs. Mabel Becker
THROB (To Help
Races Overcome
Barriers)
Mr. Steven Dialer
Senior, Colonel White
High School
Mr. Robert A. Bostick
Attorney at Law
Mr. Arthur Bouldin
Chief, Equal
Education
Opportunity, State
Department of
Education
Gaston Bouquet
M.D., Optharnology

D. Mr. Donald Reeves
Freshman, Cornell
Univen.ity
Ithaca, New York
Robert J. Simpson,
Ph.D.
Director, Teacher
Training Program
University of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida
Donald H. Smith,
Ph.D.
Director, Comm:ado
Services and
Compensatory
Education
Bernard Baruch
College
New York, New York

Mrs. Charles Bridge
Parent
Mr. Walter Brooks
Senior, Dunbar High
School
Mr. Herman Brown
Superintendent,
feffersott Township
School District
Thomas
Campanelle
Ph.D., Professor of
Education, University
of Dayton
Mr. Howard Carden
Senior, Wright State
University
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Local Advisory Board

Honorable Arthur 0.
Fisher
Judge, Montgomery
County Court of
Common Pleas
Mr. Charles B. Fox
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Science, Sinclair
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Director, Monique
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Mr. Willis Davis
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Arts Program
Sister Mary Ann
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Mr. Don Ellis
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Roy Fairfield
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Mr. Richard Levin
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Mr. Donnie Moore
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School
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Mr. James Offut
Teacher, MacFarlane
Elementary School
Mr. James Parker
St. James
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Council
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Ph.D., Professor of
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Miami University
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ry Board
Mrs. Hermaline Rudd
Teacher, Irving
Elementary School
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Parent
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Parent
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Kitowledge
is power...
be the best
of

,whate-Vey
you are.
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Chocolate facesin vanilla places
(end other 'great suspenders of our tinges)

I.

In September. Meek Lewis was among el students
bused from his mostly blmk. low income Jefferson
Elementary School neighborhood to white, middle in
00Me. Valeria Momentary School In Heixison Township.

A short time later, he was suspended for 10 dayr .
"The little primary school kids went playing outride

at lunchtime. white kidr am: black kids. I sew lithe
white boy grAng back Into the bui* ling. crying. I
stopped him and risked him what was wrong. H. said
tint he end Thu Premium. hawk boy, had Wen fight-
ins. II started to take Itim crew to Pan to talk Odom our-
'The whiter boy's brother tried to tate bim trom me and
heck int* tho building. but I be:typal is whits 12°7 to
tho primary school mesance. Someone ..tro brought Dan
Preentan."

instead of talking things out. the whit* boy, fright-
ened, got on his knees and begged Dan Freeman not to
hit him again. Everyone went beck inside to class.

'The next morning. Dr. Plaids. the principal. tabu
me into his office. Thee HUI white boy and his mother
were sitting in the Witco. Dr. Fields asked the while boy
if I had sued on the LW- The boy said yes. Pr. Field.
mid to me; 'Prom this minute on, you am suspended
from school until furthre notice. I will take you home.
Clo get your books and come back to the office.'

"It was about 10 o'clock. Dr. Fieldir drove me home
and let me out in rtont of my houses. H. told me to tell
my mother to call hint. Ile drove off. My mother didn't
get home until 2:30 in the afternoon. I went over to my
brother's house and kept checking to two when my
mother would get home."

Pour and half house after Dr. Melds had left Mark
out on the West. Mrs. Josephine Hobson. Males
mother. came home. "I took Mark e4ght beck to
actionl-." goo mYs. "to see Dr- Melds. H. tom me thet if
Mark hadn't stopped the white boy boot going beck
into tho budding, the fIght wouldn't ham happened.
Mark got to ten his aids of the story 2or the first time.
H. told Dr. Fields that the fight had happened before he
Saw the whit* boy and Own the white boy was crying
from the Debt when he mew him.

"Dr. Melds listened. Then h apologimd to me and
Mork for what he had done. Dr. Fields told us he had
gotten angry and acted too quickly. He odd he knew he
sbotddn't have suspended Mark and left him in the
street film that- He said Mark could come back to school
lir, next day."

U.

lb* Dayton Board of Eduratios's aide on empension.
published on official administeation stationery and
aligned by Dr. William Goff, assistant superintendent in

of Pima torsonnel, stataex"Ohio law grants to the building plincipal the
authority to suspend a student from school Sof a period
of not mom then 10 days. The me of suspension as a
dhciplinery memo, should always be preceded by a
careful and rsdicious evaluation of the total situation
involving Ufa student. Normally, other methods of
guidance end control should have both tried and the
parents should have berm apprised of the growing sad-
Dummies of the student's behmiar."

III

Into in January. Dr. Fields received letter form Elia-
Muth Scondrick. an employ.* of the Amalgamated
Transit Union, Local 1458, whom job it I. to ride buses
where children have Misbehaved consistently and to
report on the situation.

In her letter. dm listed the names of 29 Valerie
boutol diadem. *musing them of swerwing. name can-
ing. blikiag to the debit, Mowing from on. seat to
soothes. bowing the bur before stopped, end defying
authority. In order to get the chiletwon's mimes. she
psased a piece ot paper mound and oohed them to sign
it. Then she wrote down her accusations and mot her
letter to Dr. Florida.

Only raceme of the 29 raec-e tsd inderidial discipline
violations next to therm. After taw names of four stu-
dente. Mrs. ficondrek wrote: "mom or Ma with the
crowd." After two ..thers, she wrote: nate every morn-
ing." After Mask Lewis" name. she wrote: "I told him to

dan pillager articledr fields interview by brian smith
petr gilleepie photography
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sign his name on the stip of paper I gave him, he sweared
and told m what he wasn't going to do. Mark made a
move towards me. And I told him he had better have a
seat, and do what I told hint: H. said he was going to
call his mother. I told him he could tall Anyone M liked
after be did what I said."

Running out of paper on her one sheet of stationery.
Mrs. Beondrick hilted 13 students' names and said. "all
of these students' conduct I. very bad, they do name
calling, move from seat to seat, very loud."

On. the day Dr. Fields received Mrs. ficondrick's
letter, he immediately suspended ail 29 children and
told them he would not let them come back to 'school
until he talked to their parents.

Mrs- Hobson went to see Dr. Fields to ask why Mark
had been suspended. "I told him that I didn't see why
he suspended so many children Just on the woman's
word. I told him what the children had told me, how
she had called them names ind said, 'Shut up or I'll
knock your damn teeth down your throat' when they
didn't want to sign the paper. I told him I didn't think
she was et to work with children. I said: 'Why suspend
all these children?' lie said: 'I had no other choice.'
What kind of answer is that?"

Mrs. Hobson circulated petition among the parents
of the suspended ceildren. calling Mrs. Scondrick's be.
havior "child abuse" and making Dr. Fields for a meeting
in his office within 24 hours to resolve the situation.

--i"Three days hafts. he called us andwe had our meeting.
Besides the parents, theze wait Dr- Goff from the Puil
Pereonnel Department downtoern. a bus company !wire-
sentative. and a union representative for the drivers.

"They kept tendng around the bush. I kept telling
them I was there to keep Mrs: Scondrick off the bus.
Finally, fi ff got angry sind yelled at me. 'Dammit. I
can't get a' ,pt done around hero.' And I yelled back,
'Dammit, answer my question" They finally agreed that
Mrs. Scondrick wouMn't ride anymore."

209

IV.

Leas than a month tater,. on February 18th. the
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children were having a snowball fight after school next
to the bus stop. Mark Lewis explains what hapiiened:

"We were throwing snowballs and when the buses
pulled up.to take us Lorne, most of us got on. A few
kids were still throwing snowballs at each other. Natu-
rally, the buses got hit. Some kids on tee bus had snow-
balls and were throwing them through the open win-
dows at the kkLi outside.

"I was standing by an open window without a snow-
ball when the driver of the other bus walked over to my
window. Somebody behind me threw a snowball out the
window and hit her. She got on the bus and put her face
close to mine. She said. 'Did you throw that snowball at
me?' I told her no. She put her face a little closer. 'I
asked you did you throw that snowball att. me?' I said,
And I just told you no.' She asked me two more times.
The bus was silent. She left, cursing rne out under her
breath. The whole bita heard what she called me.

"She went and got Dr. Fields. l-le 1.ok.4 her to point
but who was throwing the snowballs. She pointed out
Thomas Glover and Anthony Harris and then she looked
over at me and said, 'This one here hit me with &snow-
ball.'

"Dr. Fields told us to follow him. The buses got
ready to leave and began driving off. I asked Dr. Fields
how I was going to get home. He said, 'You are going to
walk.' I told him I was going inside the sehool to call my
mother to come get me. He sand he would call her and
let her know we were on our way home He stinted
going toward the school. We started home."

'The walk was five miles on a cold day. It took the
noys cwo hours to reach their Lower Dayton Vitsv
homes. "I kept Mark home the next day," Mrs. Hobson
says. "Fed him aspirins all day long and kept checking
to make eire he wasn't runiiing a fever. The following
day, I sent Inm back to school."

A meeting was scheduled at the Board of &location
with Dr. Fields and Dr. Goff. "I told Dr. Fields that he
had done a cruel thing and that he had no reason to
make the children walk home. I asked why he hadn't
asked the children for their side oi the story. He told me
he had to back up the bus driver. He said that he
couldn't take the word of the children. He said that all
children tell lies when they do something wrong.

"I asked who, didn't he take them inside and call me.
He said he didn't see the point of taking them inside_ He
said that if they had waited outside, they were in a dry
ptace. He said he had other work to do."

Mrs. Hobson showed Dr. Fields the Dayton Board of
Education's official poliey on busing which says that
"Any child who insists on misbehaving shall be denied
the privilege of riding the bus by the proper authority."
There was no evidence of the children's insisting on mis-
behaving. There is no rule that permits a principal to
make children walk five miles home as punishment. Dr.
Fields told Mrs. Hobson that he dld not tell the boys to
walk home. He said he left them on the school grounds
and went inside the school building.

By this time. airs. Hobsun was disgusted and feeling
completely helpless. She asked that her son be trans-
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ferred back to a school in her neighborhood. Dr. Goff
and Dr. Fields immediately agreed to this. At a second
meeting with them, she asked that all three suspensions
involving Mark be erased from his permanent record.
She said t'aey were clearly in violation of the Dayton
Board's own suspension and busing regulations. and she
didn't want her son's new principal and teachers to look
at the permanent record and get a first impression that
Mark was a problem child. Dr. Goff agreed to erase all
three incidents frem Mark's permanent record. Mrs.
Hobson asked to see the record so that she could be sure
of this. Dr. Goff refused.

V.

Mark transferred to Longfellow School. "There has
been no trouble at all since the transfer." Mrs. Hobson
says. "At first, Mark missed his friends at Valerie, but he
adjusted quickly. He gets good grades and he will start
at Patterson Co-op in the fall."

VI.

A month after Mark left Valerie School, Dr. Fields,
who is white and speaks with a soft Southern twang,
discussed integration at Valerie and sounded wise and
gentle. It was as if Mark Lewis and other black students
who had been expelled from or had "decided" to trans-
fer from Valerie after several run-ins with Dr. Fields,
couldn't possibly have existed.

"The inner city children like our Jefferson students
have two marks against them before they set foot in a
white school like Valerie. First, they kre black. Second,
they come from a disadvantaged socio-economic back-
ground. These differences create a wide gap in learning
achievement. This gap must be accounted for, and
accommodations made,

"When you have diversified cultures merging like we
have at Valerie, you are going to have some problems,
which I feel is a natural outgrowth of mistrust and
identification misunderstandings_ For taample, a child
from the inner city might take a peneil when he needs
one from another student's desk, and then replace it.
without asking if he could use it. At Valerie. the stu-
dents would call it stealing. But it isn't, taken in the
context of the situation. The basic problem is one of
majority values displacing minority values (black stu-
dents learnMg white values) over a period of time, with-
out losing individual identit.i.

"Other misunderstandings arise from differences in
how the kids play. Tie- inner city students are a hit
more rough in their play because- they are less prolected
at home and learn at an earlier age how to ;say. Lan-
guage is one more difference as just an idle eomment by
a black child will be taken in an offensive manner hy a
white child. But with time these differences will sub-
aide."

Dr. Fields' comments about "play" were ironic- in
view of his actions after the snowball fight. This year at
Valerie School, there was also ttw eaw of Melvin Robin.
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"There is to be no loud talking, whistling, or shout-
ing. There is to be no running in the halls or on
stairways. Do not loiter around or use another's
locker. Do riot group around landings or corridor
intersections. Go immediately from one class to
the other. Walk to the right. Trash cans are pro-
vided. Use them. Students must have signed per-
mits to be in the halls at irregular times." (Panther
Handbook, Kiser High Schoolr

son, a black eighth grader who was suspended several
times and then expelled for fighting. One of Melvin's
suspensions was for hitting a white child in the faee
during the bus ride to school. Melvin claimed the white
child had cslled him a nigger. The white child denied
this. Not content to suspend Melvin, Dr. Melds in-
formed the white child's parents that Melvin hated all
white people, that he came from a home where hiis
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson, hated all white people
and taught this hatred to her chilihen and that the only
solution was psychiatric help for Meivin. Acting on the
advice Dr. Fields had given them, never having met
either Melvin or Mrs. Robinson, the white parents de-
cided to file an assault and battery charge against Melvin
in Juvenile Court.

Had Dr. Fields been better informed. he would have
known that Mrs. Robinson is state chairman of the Wel-
fare Rights Organizstion and has been an active welfare
rights leader for years here. She has worked closely with
a large number of Appalachian welfare mothers and
black welfare mothers during those years. Her position
is a noresalarled one.

When the case came up in Juvenile Court, the referee
explained to the white parents that the problem never

should have reac'.ed court. He said it should hate been
settled between h.° families, or at school.

"Sometimes, we fail to at-,
Fields reflected. "and we only
When a child is disruptive, we try 1t.E1 per cent to keep
him in school. What must be noted is the child's actual
behavior and the child's perception of the situation

"When a problem occurs. the first step involves the
counselor and a general discussion with the child ab.atit
how he perceives the situation. If the child is ref-ered
again, there is a conference between the student and the
principal where firm guidelines about the situation are
established. If he still persists, a note is sent to the
parent and a face-to-face conference may be held with
student, principal, end parent-

"If this fails, the child is given a choice of corporal
punishment or fuspension. This is only after all other
methods of keeping the child in school have been ex-
pended. Usually the child will take the corporal punish-
ment. If this doesn't work, we will resort to suspension.
/13aspensions are normally from one to three days. But it
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varies."
Dr. Fields was asked why, in view of the many steps

he says are taken to keep a child in school, Mark Lewis
was suspended so quickly. "Nothing I said seemed to
make an impression on Mark," he said. "You know.
Some kids will look at you, and you know that you are
not getting through. There waa no behavior change, no
attitude change that I could see. Punishment did not
teach Mark anything. So I suspended him."

How much counseling did Mark Lewis and Melvin
Robinson receive? How did the staff at Vs lode deal with
Mark's and Melvin's adjustment probtems? "I don't
know how much counseling they received, but I don't
think it was much. We have one counselor here for 450
children?'

When his counselor was pointed out to Melvin. he
said, "I've seen her walking around the halls. But I never
knew what she did here." By that time, Melvin had been
suspended twice, was regarded by teachers and Dr-
Fields as "trouble", and was only a short time away
from expulsion and three months on the street.

VIII.

Students are suspended from the Dayton school
system at the rate of &most 3,500 per year. Suspension
is the first step in clearly documented pattern. Several
suspensions add up to expulsion from school, or drop-
ping out. Expulsion or dropping out ends up as juvenile
court referral. Juvenile court referral ends up as jail.

There are some startling facts in the Dayton Board of
Education's own "Dropout ProPle" book. During the
1969-70 school year, 1,380 students dropped out of the
Dayton schools. Ail it has for 10 years now, Roosevelt
Igh School, with a student body that comes largely
from low Inoonfie, black neighborhoods, led the city
(247 dropouts). At Stivers High School, where the stu-
dent body comes largely from low income, white neigh-
borhoods, :.35 students, an amazing 21.5 per cent of the
total student body, dropped out.

In making its "profile", the administration research-
ers questioned one boy and one girl dropout from the 9.
10, 11, and 12 grade levels at each: high echool. Adminis-
tration statistics show that almost half of the dropouts
had intelligence ratings of average and above, yet 62.1
per cent had failing grade paint averages, 62.1 per cent
missed 26 or more days of school. and 69 per cent were
in the General Course, referred to try students as The
Dumping Ground. "I was in that General Ccnnse for
awhile, man," says Donnie Moore, a graduating Dunbar
senior who got out of the General Course and is now
headed for college. "Spent all semester bullshitting and
making a broom, man. Worked on that broom for
MONTHS. Got a 'A'."

The two key facts in suspension and eropout statio-
tics are the high percentage of students who fail to ad-
just. to school in low income areas, and the Board of
Echs...tion's own information on the relationship of stu-
dent dropouts to the people in school who could have
helped them.
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More than half of the dropouts in the survey said
they wanted more classroom discipline from t..he teach-
ers; 65.4 per cent wanted more "counseling for direc-
tion and guidance." More- than half rated "communica-
tion between pupil and disciplinarian poor"; 43 per cent
rated communication between Pupil and counselor
poor; 51.6 per cent rated communication between pupil
and principal and between pupil and assistant principal
poor.

The reason lies in the difference between how most
teachers and administrators see students, and how stu-
dents see themselves. The difference is as basic as lan-
guage.

IX.

The administration researchers explain that their
drc,peut study is "designed to ascertain what must be'
provided for the dropouts to beget the apparent despair
of meaninglessness, senselessness, pointless affirmation
of nonentity; how he is to relieve himself of the Impossi-
ble predicament of the autonomous suicidal destruction
of his worthwhileness

"One who fedi worthwhile comprehends it as an act
which is utterly (probably) beyond a complete scientific
ealas nation. To comprehend worthwhileness is an act of
contomplation and philosophical wisdom mutated with
the fruit of scientific analyses. Most can identify 'there
is a tree; that is a man'. But few are itruck by the
realisation of the real import or Input of what is really
meant by 'is'."

X.

Luke Hogens, a Roosevelt freshman, writes: "One
day as I wts walking down the street this lady came out
of a house say you black bitch. I didn't know what was

going on but she had caught this lady in the house with
her man. The lady came out the door with a gun in her
hand and said come out of there. The other lady came
out the house and the man with her. He said don't you
shoot lira or you shoot me- Then she drop the gun on
the spround and add God be with me."

XL

"The Roosevelt Seel which is in the main ball try the
Mathisoe Street entrance I* not to be walked on by
anyone. This is a sacred symbol of our school and is to
be respected at all times." (Roosevelt student hand-
book, "Rally for Roosevelt")

XIL

"I don't see why pimp hit their women when theY
dem% get ,any money and there Is no reason for that
because she can'& help h. And all pimp want is new oars
and lot of money and he should want the woman her-
mit." (Tycella Whatley. Rooemeit freshman)

'?13
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-
"By 1923 Fairview had its Bulldog, a scrawny little

bull terrier. But like the school. Fairview's bulldog had
to grow. The original bull terrier has developed into the
stalwart, proud Bulldog which now stands in.the Senior
Section of the cafeteria. In 1962, a contest was held to
select a proper name for the bulldog. Bruiser was the

"We have won the sportsmanship trophy in the
past. Let us win it this year. Let us keep our thou-
sand points. By watching our behavior whole going
to and coming from the game, as wsll as while at .
the game, we can win this coveted trophy. Follow
the directions of the cheerleaders. Be enthusiastic
but not rowdy. More points are deducted for pro.
fane language than for any other misbehavior. Stu-
dents shothd try to get together in the center
sections of the stands. This adds greatly to our
cheering potential." (Panther Handbook, Kiser
High School)
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"You cannot choose to do nothing. You must do
something, and what you do must be goodit
must be a worthy contribution to whatever grouP
you belong. And you Must give your best. If each
gives his best, there are no problems that can't be
solved at Colonel White." (Colonel White Student
Ha ndbook

name chosen." (Fairview student handbook, "Welcome
to Fairview")

XIV.

Whert I was in a Ca/ rake you didn't no if any one
AILS going to live or die because the cars bump together
and then the car I was in turn over five Cmes and when.
It land every one fail out of the car and my sister was
cut over her eye and every one thought it was her eye
and rr teeth were all louse and all my bones were
broke. And I could harly brea and they didn't no if I
was going to live .)r die." (Tycelia Whatley. Roosevelt
freshman)

XV.

"Three siarnben of the class of 1918 wrote Fair-
view's song "The Blue and Gold.' While they were com-
posing the song, they ditcovered that blue and gold
ariyinded better when put to music than blue and orange.
tbe colors chosen in 2909. As a result, Fairview's colors
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were changed to blue and gold.''
handbook, "Welcome to Fairview")

XVI.

student

"It was on Easter Sunday I almost ,it over
fifty cent. I seen one of ory old girl frie:, And
she told nit if she would of known the dude. ,ad a gun
she would of shot hirn. But I was luck-- encesigh to get
away from him." (Edward Bratchette, _moos% ,it. fresh-
man)

XVII.

"No open display of affection pleas_ nOrling hands
will suffice." (e'enterville Student Handbells&

XVIII.

"I saw two man Sight. They was figit asiv-it a young
lady. This man feel this lady booie arw: me other mart
got jeslson and hit him. He pull out a ker,zz and stab him
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in the arm. And they start shooting. Both us them died
and the lady walk out of the bar and said them fool."
(Denise Russell, Roosevelt freshman)

XIX.

"The purpose of the language clubs is mainly social,
but sociability with a specific educational aim: to use
the language in informal conversation, learn the social
customs of the peoples of the countries who speak the
language, become acquainted with their music, games,
art, literature and foods." (Roosevelt student handbook,
"Rally for Roosevelt") '

XX. -

"All you-L7's break away from playing the dozen and
dig up on the tips about a hound who eats at the Y. Hey
deaden that shit and give me a square if you got a dime
bag it's cool." (Randy Meadavs, Roosevelt senior)

XXI.

In a Dio,rnber 15th letter to the Dayton school
board, Dr. Wayne Carle superintendent of Dayton's
public schools, wrote: "itacial integration is both the
number one social and number one educational problem
confronting our country. If schools fully overcome the
effects at racial isO tion, there ia considerable reason to
believe that they can also unravel the related issues of
humanization, motivation, accountability; rmanclai sup-
port, and learning problems confronting public educa-
tion in general ..."

But as the histories of Muk Lewis and Melvin Robin-
son and others like them at Valerie School indicate, the
problem of children ending up on the scrap pile will not
be solved by integration. It will only be solved when
administrators and teachers begin to hear the language
of their students, and to understand it.

At St. Agnes School in Lower Dayton View, where
40 per cent of the 270 students are black and ths class
size of 30 is approximately the same &ire as public
school clauses, there has been one suspension and two
peddlings in the past two years.."When a kid gets angry
and says 'motherfucker', the last thing in the world I
will do is be shocked and scream at him," explains St.
Agnes counselor Betty Jane Kurtz. "Screaming at him is
the best way to help him curse the next time he gets
angry. l I can't act calmly and work with the kid to get
at the cause of his anger and change his mood, then I'm
not controlling the situation. I'm not helping anyone."

At St. James School nn the West Side, where 140 out
of 175 students are black. Sister Mary Ann Drerup, the
white principal, recalls only une generation in. recent
years. "A long time ago, before I learned to control my
adrenalin. I remember slapping a girl Who sassed me.
And making anoth_t girl wash her mouth out with soap
for cursing.

"But I learned. The first thing 1 learned was never to
act when I'm angry. That is a t-ule for our teachers here.

too. When children misbehave, it is usually because they
feel inferior for some reason, or they are jealous, or they
are in a power battle with the teacher or another stu-
dent. It takes time to get at the heart of the problem. If
you don't cairn down first and think, both you and the
student are lost.

"I remember a girl that I just didn't like. She was
so ... I don't know .. . flio. She just rubbed me the
wrong way. One day, in class, she was reading out loud
to herself. Without thinking. I said, 'Read with your
eyes, not with your lips.' And she looked at me and I
could see how she hated how I spoke to her. I thoUght
to myself, 'Wait a minute. First I better deal with myself
before I try to change someone else's behavior.'

"It does take time to learn about children. But I
don't know any other way of reaching them.".

If the Dayton pu. lie schools continue to lack the
patience to recch their thousands of "difficult" stu-
dents, then suspension, dropout, and juvenile court re-
ferral rates will continue to rise. The administration',
stated dream of "quality education" will simpl.--
happen.

XXIII.

Donald Blanton, Roosevelt freshman: "Some dude
name Donald Cattail he's my best friend. We've been
knowing one another for four years, 7th. 8th, fith, 10th.
We went to Weaver Schoo: in the /th and 8th grade
together and went to Roosevelt High for the 9th and
10th together and we get hS together fight together get
susp,:ded together. Me, hit.. and Dudler: Thomas all
three of us get suspended all the time in the 8th
grade ...

"If I could do what I want all day with no one mess-
ing with me and my lady we would have fun all day and
good fun too all day playing in the bed just playing not
have sex or anything just be playing and having ftin for
once just like we would if we were little again and lay in
bed, talk, laugh, play, eat food or popcorn in the bed or
something like that . . .

"Me, Catten, arid Dudley was taking dope we was
shooting $70 a day habit all day .very day we would
shoot dope. All tl-ree of us had sons and they was
seniors in high school. An three of them ran together.
played. football and basketball together and they did
just like us. We played football, basketball and ran to-
gether, fight together. Sometimes they would drink
some thing together and get hi and had a son all three of
them ..."

XXIV.

Edward Bratchette, Roosevelt freshman: "If I was
head of Roosevelt High and I had a bad day I would
expel any person who come in my office and beat my
dog if he jump on me when I get home."
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"One day there live a
handsome prince name
Gregory and a beauty
princess ..name Denise.
They were madness in
love. They use to pick
flowers every Sunday af-
ter church. Then one day
a girl name Jackie came
along and move her out
of place. Gregoiy fc.rgot
all about Denise. One day
they was have a dance.
Gregory took Jackie ahd
Denise went all by her
self. Jackie was dresses in
a beauty yellow dress
with yellow and white
shoes. Gregory was dress
in a black tockseole.
Soon they were dances
together and then Denise
came in. She was loveful.
Every body stop dances
and look at her. Gregory
stop dances and dance
with her and he said she
the mose beauty woman
he ever saw..." (Denise
Russell, Roosevelt fresh
man)

2e RAP OF DAYTON: JUNE
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Preface

The purpose of this document is to
develop an understancling and a mechan-
ism of change in the public education
system as it exists for minority group
children. Specifically, it is designed to
stimulate its users to apply their own
skills and make their own decisions
about how to implement h community
school council. While the handbook is
based on the Dayton experience, which
occurted in a black urban community,
the principles of change and action ap-
ply to other oppressed minorities
throughout the nation.

The achievement of community con-
trol as decentralization of the educa-
tional system calls for a redistribution
of power relationships, exercised and
implemented legislatively or through the
collective action outlined in the follow,
ins pages. On this point the document
is clear: parents will be merely exer-
cising their basic rights by determining
educational policy for the schools their
children attend. The creation of a com-
munity school council, as a process
which honors that right., can be achieved
only with great difficulty; but the skills
developed in overcoming chstacles and
opposition, lead to qualitrtive change
in the education of Black children.

The non-negotiable right of parents to
be involved in shaping their children's
education is the underlying value of
what is presented. All else is added
for the pi -pose of encouraging readers
to exercise their responsibilities and
to explore alternative strategies for
doing so.

The ideas for the development of the
handbook, based on the Dayton experi-

Arthur Et. Thomas
ment Parent-Cornmunity involvement and
community school control, came from
Arthur E. Thomas. Ditector, Dayton Com-
munity School Council, and Ruth W. Bus-
frih, Deputy Director, SCOPE Community
Action Agency in Darke, Greene Wand,
Preble, and Warren Counties, Ohicio.l.fr.
Thomas initiated the action for the fi-
nancing of the council which reselted in
an allocation of hinds far the program
firom 0E0 CAP Grant 8716, which vas
administered by the City of Dayton's
City Demonstration Office.

Mr. Thomas assumed reaPonsibility
for the selection and assignment of per-
sons in the development and production
of the handbook with Mrs. Burgin, who
organized the work and managed the
editing and logistics.

Preston Wilcox, President. Aliens
Associates provided the ..sajor part of
the discussion. Donald H. Smith, Direc-
tor, Educational Development, Bernard
Bansch College, contributed to the his-
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tory ane contemporary changes occurring
within the community school control
movement. Mr. Wilcox and Dr. Smith
have both served as consultants to the
Dayton Community School Council. Mr.
Wilcox continues to meet periodically
with the council as a consultant in com-
munity school control.

The ideas presented are those of the
parents and students of the Dayton
Community School Council. In addition,
Mr. Wilcox draws upon his wealth of
experience as a teacher and practitioner
in Weirs of community organization and
parent-community school control. Dr.
Smith draws upon his knowledge and
skills as an innovator in the field of
urban education for systematically de-
prived poor Black children.

Kenneth Blanchard assisted in the
organization of the contents.

Major editorial assistance was con-
tributed by Patricia A. Rector. Jeri
Wyatt and Linda Provencal typed the
document.

Bill Patterson did the art work and
photography and assumed responsibility
for production.

The Office of Economic Opportunity
nor any other governmental agency is
responsible for the views exin -ssed,
and the discussion within takes advan-
tage of the freedom of expression Per-
mitted. Community school control as a
concept and goal is relatively recent

and controversial for poor minority and
Black people of this country, and as a
subject attracts, of necessity, in some
form, the interest and concern of the
education community - parents, stu-
dents, teachers, boards of education
and the greater citizenry whenever it
is raised. Consequently, most of the
writings on this topic are scattered
about in periodicals having less than
wide distribution to the general public
or lie dormant as unpublished documents
in the hands of persons having yet to
bring their works to the attention of the
larger community. For this reason, a
limited bibliography is included. The
writers, where reference is made to
sources other than their own, have so
indicated in the text of the handbook.

The handbook springs from the belief
so often articulated by the Director of
the Dayton Community School Council,
Arthur E. Thomas: "The people have
the intelligence, the skills, and the
brilliance to make their schools the best
schools in the world. The educational
technician must provide information and
be willing to take riaks in order to put
the people in a position to make de-
cisions where they can affect real
democracy. The technician must view
himself as a tool to be utilized by the
people. This can be easily done if the
technician really loves, trusts, and
respects the people."

R. W. B.

* Thomas holds a master's degree in oducationat adasinistragion from Miami
University and served as. the only coordinator and first director of the Day-
ton Model attars Education program. H. I. now Director of the DEO Legal
Services funded Center For the Study of Swdent Citisenship, Right. and
Resporseibllitles in Dayton which is associated with the Harvard University
Law aitd Bducation Center. Airs. Burghs hold* a master's degree in com-
munity organisation frons Ohio State University, was chief technical as-

istant and advisor to Ur. Thomas in the development of the Dayton Ursdel
Cities Educasion program asd the operation of the Dayton Commie:I&
School Comsat]. developed Use comprehensive framework of the DaYton
Model Cities programs and coordinated the development of and wrote the
Social Service. Component of the program. Ur. Thomas and Aire. Burgin
are doctoral students at the UniversitY of Massachusetts. School of

Education.
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I. Introduction: The Need for Community
Control

The Dayton Community School Coun-
cil is part of one of the most important
movements in the history of American
education.

Inspired by the courageous examples
of Black and Puerto Rican citizens in
New York who formed the Governing
Boards of IS 201. Manhatten, Ocean Hill-
Brownsville, and Brooklyn, Black and
other minority citizens have begun to
organize themselves throughout the
country to improve the education of
their children. The Dayton Community
School Council, u. an important force
for educational change in this city, is
linked with Black, Brown, Red, and
Yellow "change agents" in cities all
over the nation.
Citizen Control of Schools- A New Idea?

. The idea of citizen control of schools
is not a new one; it is "new" only in
the cases of non-whites and the poor.
The white middle and upper classes
have historically and traditionally exer-
cised both direct and indirect control
over the schools their children attend,
and ironically, over the schools which
their children do not attend; that is,
those attended by the dark-skinned and
the poor.

By means of various control mech-
anisms, comfortable and well-to-do
white people have exerted powerful in-
fluence over who will teach, what will
be taught, who win manage the schools.
and how the schools will be managed.
Among these control mechanisms have
been their power to appoint and dismiss
superintendents; their power to appoint

school boards, or in the cases of elec-
tions to provide funds for election cam-
paigns and for mass media publicity,
which in turn, significantly influence
election outcomes; their presence on
state and local committees which de-
termine policy concerning teacher cer-
tification and employment, curriculurn
and textbooks, the expenditure of local,
state and federal finds, and the em-
ployment of various contractors who
serve the schools - building contractors,
food service contractors, medical and
dental services, and even such services
as janitors, window washers, and gar-
bage disposers.

They exert indirect influence through
their station in life which is a constant
reminder to principals, teachers. coun-
selors, and others that the children of
these parents are important human be-
ings who are expected to learn. Educa-
tional personnel know that their lobs
depend on performance. They knoN that
white affluent parents expect the
schools to prepare their children to at-
tend Harvard, Yale, Chicago, or Califor-
nia, and therefore, they know they had
better take care of business or be pre-
pared to move on.

This network of powerful elements,
including the control of universities
which train the teachers and administra-
tors, has enabled affluent whites to con-
trol their schools and the schools of
oppressed minorities in a manner in-
tended to serve the interests of the
white middle and upper middle classes.

Until very recently Black and poor
parents had no mechanism of control.



They had no way whatsoever to influ-
ence what was happening to their child
in school. They knew the children
weren't learning, that they read poorly
and had difficulty with math. They knew
their children were in danger of becom-
ing "push outs," but, as in the case of
many parents.. they often didn't know
what to do, and ,even when they did
know, nobody would pay them any at-
tention because they had no power.

The lessons of the history of civili-
zation have taught that groups which
hold power and control the destinies of
others never give it up until they are
confronted with enough counter-power
that they are forced, in their own best
interest, to give up, or ca least share,
the power. -
The Rationale for this Handbook

Tbe real significance of the Dayton
and other conununity school council
movements% is that they help Black and
other oppressed citizens to achieve the
following:

develop the power and strategies to
affect the educatinnal destinies of
their children,
assert to the 'white establishment
the power that black and poor par-
ents intend to have over the educa-
tion of their children is as great as
the influence that white parents ex-
over the education of their children,
prove to themselves that they have
the courage and the talent to organ-
ize and conduct a social change
movement, and
show their children and the adult
community that they are no longer a
powerless people who can be manip-
ulated to the advantage of and at
the will of the powerful majority,
and that they will develop a power
base so that they can control their
own educational delskinine.
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In accordance with these objectives,
this handbook and policy guide was
developed as a project of the Community
School Council. During the course of
its educational leadership development
program, the director of the program,
Arthur E. Thomas, found himself con-
tinually engaged in conflict with the
school superintendent and the Dayton
Board of Education. Tbe conflict be-
came an educational tool since it pro-
vided stark evidence of the basic con-
dition of white institutional racism. Ef-
forts to educate minority group children
are meaningful only as this condition
is understood.

The handbook is designed to serve
as a training and community develop-
ment tool for minority groups, poor
whites, and mixed communities who are
interested in modifying the content an.1
form of educational services that are
delivered to their children. This alter-
native mode of delivery of educational
services operates as a change agent of
the context of white racism documented
as a emture of the institutions of this
country by the National AdvisorY Coun-
cil on Civil Disorders. The Council Ee-
l:Porte. "What white Americans have
never fully understood, but what the
Negro can nemur forget, is that white
society is implicated in the ghetto.
White institutions created it, white in-
stitutions created it, white institutions
maintain it, and white society condones
it."

Beginning with that basic premise.
it is evident that most large cities have
two school systems: one white and one
Black and/or other minorities, both con-
trolled by whites. Yet most schools,
whether Black or wls its, continue to be
organized and to operate as though
racism does not exist. The absence of
integrated curricula, the absence of
minority group* in leadership positions
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or in teaching positions in predominantly
white schools, and the failure of the
schools to educate their students to
learn to guard the nation's democratic
ideals are neither accidental nor un-
witting omissions.

Flowing from the rising conscious-
ness of minority peoples of their con-
dition is a recognition that a counter-
racist strategy has to be developed,
one which removes racists from control
over the lives of minority and poor
white children, and enables learners to
gain the skills, knowledge, and desire
to transform the hostile environment in
which they live. The alternative is to
blind students and their communities
to this reality, to mute their sensitivi-
ties to their oppression, rather than
enabling them to develop strategies for
survival and liberation.

Included among many alternative
atrategies is the necessity to develop
ways and means to ensure that parents,
students and community leaders are in-
volved with teachers and school ad-
ministrators in shaping the content and
form of their educational programs. Ken-
neth Haskins, urban educator and former
principal of the Morgan School in Wash-
ington, has discussed this necessity as
follows:

Parent participation can be viewed in
three ways (and therefore evaluated
in three ways, though not necessarily
separate): as a right which belongs
to parents regardless of the degree of
change in any other area than that of
parent participation itself; as a pos-
itive adjunct to an educational pro-
gram or as an integral part of it (pa-
rent participation in this sense should
reflect its value in educational terms,
at least for the children and in a
limited way for parents); as a neces-
sity, where there is a perceived in-
ability of traditional educators and

current sponsors to completely under-
stand and deai with the children they
are "educating," either in terms of
needs or desires.
The relationship between parent par-

ticipation and student achievement is
becoming increasingly apparent. In
cases where parents hold negative at-
titudes toward the school, the student
is inclined to reflect a similar attitude.
Involved parents feel better about their
schools, and hence their children feel
better about learning in those schools.
As teachers, parents, and students be-
gin to work together, they begin to
learn from and to teach each other, and
to perceive the school and the commun-
ity as being integral parts of the same
educational construct. They merge their
individual and joint responsibilities
into a workable whole.As participants begin to share with
each other what they have learned and
experienced, they begin to perceive,
many for the first time, that indeed
their own children are both human and
educable, despite the fact that the so-
ciety of which they are a part withholds
this information from them. The strength
of a counter-racist alternative is its
potential for helping school and com-
munity groups to feel better about
themselves, an essential component of
any educational process. In a society
that is organized against the best in-
terest of minorities and the poor, par-
ent-community involvement is an educa-
tional necessity, an eminently human
option to the centralized white bureau-
cratic control of minority group schools.



II. The Role of the
Community
School Council

One of the very most important as-
signments of members of the Community
School Council is to help free the minds
of the students and the adult citizens
of the community. It is well known that
slavery and present day racism have
very carefully and systematically carved
out a position of inferiority and servi-
tude for Black people. It is also known
that the constrnt repetition of failure
in school, low-paying or no jobs, poor
housing, physical abuse and psycholog-
ical humiliation, poor health conditions,
and nnnimal political power, have re-
sulted in convincing many Black people
that they are unworthy, that "Black is
Bad", and that Black people are in-
capable of handling complex intellec-
tual, economic, or political activity.

In essence, what occurs is that when
Black people look into the social mirror
that white America has crested, many
Black poop"- are confused and believe
the reflections they see there are a true
picture of themselves. Not enough
Black people can see the picture for
what it is: a deliberate, ugly distortion
whose purpose it is to keep Black peo--
pie in a state of self-hate and self-de-
feat.Little by little, the current emphasis
on Black heritage, Black achievement,
and Black power is helping increasingly
larger numbers of Afro-Americans to re-
ject the white images and to take on
new feelings of confidence and self-
worth. More and more the new image of
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"Black is Beautiful" is developing,
and :-elowly the old feelings of inferiority
and powerlessness are being replaced
with beliefs of power and worth.

It should be clearly understood, how-
ever, that there remain many powerfhl
impediments to the complete psycholog-
ical freedom of Black and other dark
Americans. Three of the primary road-
blocks are the following:

First, there is the strong holding
power of centuries of automatic re-
sponses to white tyranny. In spite of
the very positive effects of the Black
Movement during the last fifteen years,
people who have lost their jobs, their
homes, their loved ones and have been,
themselves, threatened and brutalized
for not staying in their "place" find it
extremely difficult to maintain their
new images and independence of thought
in the Bice of ever-present punishment
for non-conformity. The strength of the
new Black Awareness is ever challenged
by the psychological remnants of white
supremacy.

Second, the closer Black people come
to gaining their psychological freedom,
the more hazardous the journey becomes.
Efforts of the majority to reinforce the
old inferiorities become more furious,
in a last-ditch attempt to maintain the
parent-child, master-servant relation-
ship.Third, those Black people who are in
the most strategic positions to help free
other Black people: teachers, ministers,
and politicians, are, themselves, too
often psychological prisoners of "the
system". Those who have the rostrums
and the platforms are often too captive
or too afraid to set the examples and
speak the words which will inspire
others toward emancipation.

Armed with the understanding that
these three and other impediments will
hinder the task, community school
council members are, at the same time,

227 _
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better equipped to cope with these ob-
stacles. A clear understanding of the
nature of the problem is an important
part of the solution.

It is advantageous as strategies are
planned that they reflect an accurate
analysis of the psychological damage
which slavery and racism have inflicted
upon Black people. The three impedi-
ments cited are by no means intended
to be a complete analysis but they are
submitted to stimulate the Councils to-
ward developing their own criteria for
analysis .

There is great urgency for helping
Black people to discard the old racist,
self-defeating images and to recognize
some of the barriers which will surely
be em-ountered. Further, the necessity
for replacing the old image with a new
one of self-worth, pride, and dignity is
a priority well worth mentioning. Ad-
mirable as these qualities are, though,
they are not specific enough for program
planning and strategy development.
Guidelines must be drawn to determine
what the new positive image or the new
positive Black Self might be.

Recently a black high school student
in Dayton complained at a student
meeting, "What is wrong with this
school is it doesn't turn out Black stu-
dents." When asked what should a
Black student be like, the high school
student had difficulty in trying to ans-
wer. So did all of the other students
at the meeting. Not one of them felt he
could give an adequate answer to the
question, but most of them had partial
answers. As they began to talk with
each other, expressing their ideas, a
number of desired characteristics began
to emerge.

This same question has been posed
to various black parents and teachers
in the Dayton Model Cities schools.
Based on the responses of some stu-

2 8

dents, parents, teachers and administra-
tors, the following profile emerges. It
is by no means complete, but is offered
as a possible vision of what Black
people might exnect education to ac-
complish for their children.

Profile of the New Black Student:

He understands and appreciates his
heritage.

He values the worth of Black people
in his community and in the larger
national and international commun-
ities.

He understands himself and values
his own personal worth and dignity.
Has confidence in himself.

He knows what it mecuts to be a
"free man", refusing to be anything
less.

He has respect for his parents and
teachers, with a full understanding
of how race and class bias have
determined their behavior.

He has an inquiring mind which is
ever questioning the nature of
man's historical and contemporary
existence.

He has a deep commitment to be a
change agent in his own and in the
larger Black communities.

He has familiarity with and appre-
ciates the history and culture of
other oppressed groups, particularly
Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans
and American Indians.

He is intolerant of injustice in any
form to any people and is willing
to make great personal sacrifices
to eradicate injustice.

He has specific awareness and in-
depth understanding of the American
social and economic system, with
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particular knowledge of its overt
and covert barriers to Blacks and
other dark minorities.

He has a knowledge of how to cope
with or "negotiate" that system,
with specific strategies for dealing
with unyielding exclusions and op-
pressions.

He has outstanding skills in the
areas of written and oral communi-
cation, reading, and mathematics.

He has developed skills of abstract
and critical thinking.

He has developed the criteria for
selecting and evaluating alterna-
tive ideas and behaviors related to
his existence and his future career
or vocation.

Based upon his own skills and de-
sires, he has received the kind of
education which will permit smooth
entry into college or a meaningful
job.

He is physically healthy.
Above all, he has been helped to de

velop the kind of psychic strength
which will allow him to survive in
the face of forces which will at-
tempt to destroy him because he
has become a free man who is try-
ing to free other men.

If one agrees that the foregoing pro-
file is valid, then it logically follows
that major changes must take place in
the Dayton Model Cities schools and
in the thousands of other school com-
plexes throughout the nation whose
responsibility it is to educate black
pupils.
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The Range of Goals and the
Decision-Making Proces se s

Rather than listing specific goals for
a community school council, an effort
has been made below to identify a range

of possible goals, depending on the ex-
pected roles that parent/community
leaders choose to perform. The accom-
panying questions are included as study
guides.

Table I
Consumer Roles Helper-Consumer

Roles
Participant-

Consumer' Roles

1. Identification of Needs/
Problems
What are the basic causes
and problem solution?

2. Reinforcement of the
Existing Program
What is being reinforced?
Is the program worth
supporting?

3. Increased Participation
Are people involved in
meaningless busy work,
or does participation
lead to concrete change?

4. Liaison Between School
81. Community
Is there cooperation or
compliance mutuality or
subservience?

5. Guidelines for Evalua-
tion
Do parents and students
have a systematic method
of evaluating their edu-
tion?

6. Assistance with In-
dividual Problems
How can parent volun-
teers multiply the time
spent by regular class-
room teachers for each
student?

7. Community Prnhaem-
Solving
How responsive is the
3chool staff to the
community?

A review of Table I reveals a range
of different goals and a suggestion fo !.. a
combination of goals and parental roles
based on the choices made. A decision
to establish a policy-making role for
parents would permit the inclusion of
all of the goals and roles. The number
of choices increase as one moves from
Consumer Roles to Helper-Consumer
Roles to Participant-Consumer Roles.
The table then, includes a variety of
possibiPties dependent on the choices
of the particular community school
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8. Advisory Roles
How are suggestions re-
ceived? Are they ever
implemented?

9. Partzcipant in Joint
(Parent-Staff) Commit-
tees as Equals
Are people listening
tu each other?

10. Policy-making Roles
Is there exclusive or
shared decision-mak-
ing?

cot,
is instructive to note that the goals

mentioned above are largely based on
parental roles, and not. student roles,
nor educaticaal achievement. Neither
are they limited to events which take
place only within the four walls of the
school. The assumption here is that
the necessity for meaningful parent in-
volvement is derived from the failure
'of existing school systems to educate
the minorities and the poor effectively,
and to integrate a concern for social



problems into their educational programs.
The policy-making role requires flu.-

ther elaboration since, in addition to
decision-making and evaluating the im-
plementation of those decisions, it of-
fers greater opportunities for holding
the educational staff accountable. In
such instances, policy-making bodies
should have the power to make the ul-
timate decision with appropriate consul-
tation in the following areas: hiring,
firing and promotion of school staff;
purchasing of books, supplies, equip-
ment, food services; expenditure of
funds - local, state and federal; site
selection, design and construction of
schools; and establishing educational
policy, shaping school-community cur-
riculum and special educational pro-
grams and activities.

Maximum local school-community
autonomy or school-community control
is test understood when one considers
the right of communities to be involved
in those decisions that affect them, and
to control the neawork of internal power
relationships within their own communi-
ties. In fact, this is not a challenge te
the powers of the central system but a
legitimate exercise of one's democratic
prerogatives. It includes two categories
of decisions, exclusive and shared. Ex-
clusives consist either of those which
can only ha made by the central system
of of those which can only be made by
the local community. Shared decisions
are those in which the central system
and the local community togt3ther arrive
at a decision.

Such a plan requires that the central
system confirms legitimate local deci-
sions, and advocates on behalf of local
interests when the ultimate power rests
with the central system. When more than
one community finds itself in competi-
tion, the central board may act to nego-
tiate with the commimity rather than
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make unilateral decisions.
It is the continuing responsibility of

local school-community groups to iden-
tify those decisions which fall exclus-
ively within its purview and tti learn
how to participate in shared decision-
making with the centml system. The
community school council should also
operate to ensure that the central board
does not expand its decision-making
areas so as to usurp the rights of local
community school councils.

It is vitally important to understand
the varying levels of participation in
the decision-making process. This
knowledge is significant as a guide to
learning how to participate in the pro-
cess and how to ensure relevance of
decision-making. The issue of who
makes or shapes the ultimate decision
is crucial since people usually make
decisions in their own interest. Hope-
fully the community school council will
come to perceive the positive value of
making collective and consensus-or-
iented decisions as a support for build-
ing workable relationships and com-
munity unity.

Table II
Levels of Participation
in Decision-Making

Support of Issues and Ideas
Contribution of Ideas and

Information
Reinterpretation. Redefinition

of and Evaluation of Ideas and
Information Presented by Others

Substitution of New Ideas for
Those Previously Submitted

Partiaipation in Voting or Other
Modes of Decision-Making

Shaping the Ultimate Decisions
Making the Ultimate Decisions
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While Table II outlines the levels of
participation in the decision-making
process, it must be understood that
these levels occur within the frame-
work of a given structure based on the
distribution of authority and responsi-
bility. Such a distribution occurs in the
following categories: unilateral deci-
sions by school staff; advisory role by
community school council: joint deci-
sion-making by school and community;
policy-making by community school
council.

In the latter instance the parents
would be in the majority and would be
charged with the major responsibility for
policy-making. This differs prom joint
decision-making by school and cotmnun-
ity where there frequently is not a duly-
elected and representative body of par-
ents. In addition, such decisicn-making
usually takes place at the whim of the
principal and not as a basic right and
responsibility. Hopefidly, however,
even a policy-making community school
cten will attempt to achieve a joint-
decistoo-making process as a means to
ensure effective implementation of their
decisions.

The key implementers of decisions
are the principal and the teaching staff,
including pars-ptelbssionals. It I. their
role to translate the decisions into ac-
tion and to participate jointly with tbe
community school council in the evalua-
tion of these actions.
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III. The Process of
Establishing a
Community
School Council

The process by which one estab
lishes a community school council is a
major determinant in achieving the edu-
cational goals of utmost concern to
Black and poor people and their chil-
dren. Advocates of meaningfal parental
involvement continually must find the
ways and means to respond to the fol-
lowing three questions:
1. How does one enable parents to want

to exercise their rights and obligation
to function in an advisory and/or
policy-making caeecity in the edam'
tion of their children?

2. licaw does one enable community
school councils to fearn to develop
a followership which I. capable of
holding it accountable, and an ap-
propriate structure and process to sus-
tain followership interest and partic-
ipation?

3. How does a community school council
develop a workable relationship with
central boards and school systems
(particularly unions and middle man-
agement principals and teachers) so
that it increase* its ability to exer-
cise conflict-free decisions on be-
half of its own children?
in addressing these strategic ques-

tions, it I. clear that the first requires
a community education program directed
toward parents, schoal staff, and com-
munity leaders, the second requires a
workable structure and procedure, and
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the third requires operational skills.

Establishing Community Preparedness.
Many parents are reluctornt to get in-

volved in school affairs because they
fear that reprisals will be taken against
their children by the school system, or
against themselves by employers, the
Welfare Department, or similar agencies.
Their fears are not completely un-
foupded. Efforts should be undertaken
to get parents to identify such fears (if
they exist) and to help them overcome
them. Throe strategies aro suggested:
Understanding Rights, Relating Rights
to a Community Educational 'iMlosophy,
and Learning Involvement.

Understanding Rights.
Help parents to understand their

rights and how to protect them. Test
whether or not the rights which are pre-
sumed to exist are, in fact, operative.
Such rights include those of appeal, ac-
cess to information, dissent, rights of
students and student organizations,
confidentiality of information cons-vrn-
ing individual students and baffles.

Relating to a Community Educational
Philosophy.

The values of various poops in the
community reflect a deep concern for
the greatest possible development of
the intellectual, emotional, and physical
character of every person in that com-
munity. These values are stated more
explicitly in the following:
(a) The Students.

All children are human and educable.
Tbey possess creative capabilities
and potential.

All children bees a right to have
that which I. of value to them ac-
credited and respected within the
classroom. That "something of val-
ue* includes his cultural heritage.
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his religious beliefs, his rispira-
lions, his ethnic backgrounds, his
perception of himself and his sense
of worth.

(b) The Families.
All families have a right to have ac-
cess to the basic necessities of
life: food, shelter, clothing and the
opportunity to enjoy and express
their own interests as long as they
do not violate the rights of others.

All families have a non-negotiable
right to be involved in shaping the
policy and content of the educe-
tional programa serving their own
children.

All families have a right to ex-
pect that a democratic society will
guard and enhance their right to
achieve and exercise their Mlest
potential.

The educaticaal process should
strengthen, not weaken, family re-
lationships.

(c) School Staff.
Employees of the school system are
the servants of the people.

Deep down many teachers want
their children to learn whether or
not they are capable of teaching
them.

Profeesionals are expected to be
evaluated on the basis of. their per-
formance and their ability to enable
parents and students to participate
in this process.

An effective priecipal understands
the relationship between teacher at-
titudes and student achievement;
family security and student potential.

(d) The School and Its Purpose.
The school exists to serve the edit.:
eational needs of the community and
not those of the central system.

The school is an integral part of
the conununity.

It must be a living laboratory for
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learning how to make democracy
work on behalf of all of its members
as against a place where democracy
is imposed as a hollow ideology.

Corporal ptmishment, school sus-
pensions, excessive failures, track
systems, white racist rule, double
standards, compensatory education
(educational reparations), negative
labeling, nonphysical violence and
autocratic rule have no place in the
production of human beings through
the vehicle of education.

beaming Involvement.
Parents need to be helped to get in-

volved. One way to bring about this
learning, after they underhand their
rights and tho community's educational
philosophy, is to involve them in help-
ing the school staff to relate to the local
community. As they do so, they become
involved themselves.

The activities listed below are not
meant as an exhaustive list, nor do they
necessarily apply to every community,
Furthermore, it is hoped that involve-
ment on various levels reflects the
needs and priorities set by the commun-
ity school council itself.
(1) Staff Selection and Recruitment:

Give priority to local residents in
staff recruitment and hiring but not
the ultimate priority.

(2) Locale of Meetings,. School Events,
etc: Hold committee meetings -
grade level, executive, etc. in homes
or local non-school facilities.

Establish a local non-school
cility as a school community social
center. Plan weekly breakfasts, so-
cial hours, luncheon meetings, etc.
Use a storefront, a meeting room in
a local church or bar, etc.

Encourage school staff and others
to patronize local businesses.

Invite schcol staff to local social



events: Moetings, weddings, parties,
picnics, and outings.

Keep the school staff informed
about local happenings: through
newsletters, newspapers, flyers,
pamphlets, a community bullotin
board in the school, through personal
contacts, etc.

Abolish teacher room and staff
toilets and integrate them inio "com-
munity toilets. Students need to
know that teachers have bowel
movements.

Encourage community organiza-
tions to **adopt a class", to finance
tripn to plan community tours and
study, to locate employment and to
rievelop "my brother'a brother"
kinds of relationships and not Big
Brother relationships with the stu-
dents. Encourage such groups to
present citations to deserving teach-
ers and students.

(3) Corporal Punishment: Abolish cor-
poral punishment and insist that
teachers begin to learn how to handle
student behavior in the classroom
as a part of the educational process.
Remember violence begets violence.

(4) Suspensions: Prohibit school sus-
pensions and develop strategies to
enable students to utilize the edu-
cational experience productively.
Protect the right of students to be
themselves and to learn by doing so.

(5) Open School: Organize regular class
and school visitations by parents -
and feed-back the collective reac-
tions of the parents to the respective
school staff.

Keep the school open on week-
ends and evenings for use by com-
munity groups, etc. Weddings,
funerals, card parties and political
meetings should be held in the
school.

The "gate-keeping" function
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should be exercised by community
members and not just by the school
staff. The community knows who
should be allowed into the schools.

Enccurage the school to utilize
local residents as guest lecturers,
speakers, etc. - in the areas of their
special experience and knowiadge.

(6) Accountability: Develop an instru-
ment and a process for enabling stu-
dents, parents and community lead-
ers to evaluate the school program,
the staff and to participate in shap-
ing the educational goals of the
school. Monthly reports should be
sent home dealing with: Teacher
Turnover; Teacher Absences; School
Dropouts, if any; School Emergen-
cies; Problems of Vandalism and
Inieft; Calendar' of Special Events:
on a classroom level, grade level or
school-wide level; Financial Income
and Expenditures.

A Parentmcontrolled Grievance
Committee should be established.
This committee should be available
to parents and staff to elicit problems
and concerns.

Encourage teachers to prepare a
one-page statement which clearly
outlines their goals for the year. En-.
courage them to hold meetings with
parents to ensure a clear under-
standing of the goals and to elicit
parent opinions aLd reactions. The
same discussions should be held
with their students.

(7) "Teaching" the Teachers: Teachers
should be required to have their stu-
dents and their parents reach the
teacners about the local community
mores, values and customs such as
language, behavioral patterns, etc.
A n " Open Community Mon th" should
be established during which time all
homes have to be visited by teach-
ers.
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The first ten minutes and the last
ten minutes of every day should be
used by the students to teach teach-
ers about "how it was in the local
community last night" and "what
kind of a day it has been", respec-
tively.

The officers of the individual
school councils, the principal, stu-
dent leaders and key teachers should
hold weekly "staff meetings" in the
school.

(8) Classroom Assignments: Students
should be given classroom assign-
ments designed to bring the home
arA school closer together. Inter-
views with parents on critical social
issues, et,citing of parent attitudes
toward school, childhood experi-
ences, etc. should become an inte-
gral part of the students learning.

(9) Parent-Directed School-Community
Studies: Parents should be enabled
and assisted to collect information
on community interests, attitudes
and aspirations as a way to help the
community to -mlate to the school.

(10) Justification and Mediation: Most
issues are not really settled by a
vote or by the exercise of power by
those in school.

Develz7 a means for resolving
conflict, settling disagreements or
breaking log jams by supporting
principals, students, teachers and
parents only when they are right-

Require all the participants to
justify why they acted in certain
ways and to listen to reactioas to
others about their assessments.

Settle disagreements through the
use of impartial mediators or by
negotiation.

Building Community Understanding.
The procebe of establishing a com-

munity school council, if effective, will
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result in building operational unity, in
increasing the number of people who are
interested and able to participate in
identifYing weaknesses and strengths
of their own program, and in gauging
the strength of the opposition.

Concentrate on the process of com-
munity-building, and not just the issues.
In cases where issues am be con-
sciously selected, the extent to which
the issues generate community solidar-
ity becomes a criterion of selection. It
is not necessary to attempt to rAucate
the majority: concentrate your attention

the strategic "local influentials"
and "opinion makers" - clergy, beau-
ticians, bankers, businessmen, com-
munity workw3, block leaders, numbers
men, doctors, social workers, politi-
cians, youth leaden., organizational
representatives, the bench sitters, the
People in the laundromat and 130 forth.
Have them play the message back to
you in their own words to be sure that
they understand you. Then, ask them
to speak with specific people, and to
put the message on the informal grape-
vine: When it comes back to you on the
grapevine, listen carefully to find out
what is being communicated. Ask ques-
tions in order to learn more about what
is being said.

Other selected techniques we:
Getting to know who knows who, so

that one will know the other people
each person can talk with freely.

Encouraging the development of
lxiddy-budcky systems wherein the
buddies "agree" to keep each other
informed.

Dropping in at the social centers -
beauty parlor, laundromat, etc. - and
encouraging people to question you.

Focusing on personal contacts, not
paper flyers, pamphlets, etc.

Developing a list of key telephone



numbers and getting to know the
secretaries of those who have them.

Returning telephone calls, keeping
promises and showing up when one is
needed; the only time it really counts!

Helping people to evaluate issues,
to explore alternative strategies and
to get involved in learning what has
to be done.

Encouraging the development of
meetings in homes, speaking en-
gagements, student assignment, es-
say contests, newspaper and TV
programs where ideas are discussed,
not sold.

Keeping a running record of those
who give evidence of a deepening
understanding of the issues: getting
them i-.-orited to meet with others: in
churches, civic groups, etc.

Inviting speakers and Consultants
in from other cities to local forums
and workshops. Invite professionals,
community interns and parents from
other communities.

Focusing activities on organiza-
tions: providing them with materials
and speakers; inviting them io can
vass their neighborhoods; to convene
conferences and meetings.

Helping people to get to know you
as a person.

Being whomever you think you are
and not what others want you to be.

Helping people to l3arn how to keep

you honest; to prevent even you from
manipulating them.

Helping people begin to feel good
about themselves: help them under-

stand and learn from their mistakes,

compliment them when they deserve
it.

Educating the antagonists; attempt-
ing to get them linked to the move-
ment.

Avoiding false promises - or any
promises at all.
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Remembering the students should
be a full part of this effort.

The effectiveness of this effort can be
measured in the following ways:

One hears about the issue at formal
and informal gatherings.

Individuals and organizations begin
to put the issue on their meeting
agendas.

The rcquest for materials, npeakers
and information begins tA) increase.

More local residents begin to ex-
plain to you what's rAng on.

lnd:viduals and organizations begin
to subscribe to community control/
decentralizatton publications.

The rate of school visitations be-
gins to increase; school principals
and tsacbors begin to attend meet-
Inv, in the community.

Former strangers get to know each
other.

Regular meeting attenders begin to
bring their friends with them; more
strangers begin to attend meetings.

Relationships of the Community School
Council to Other Systeme

The community school council must
learn to deal with principals, district
superintendents, and the school super-
intendents. Since the princioals will be
reepor4sible to Of working with the com-
munity school council several sugges-
tions are submitted:

1. Involve him fully in the affairs of
the council,

2. Meet with him regularly in the
school,

3. See that he is invited to community
meetings,

4. Ask for regular written reports from
him to bedistributed to the palents,

5. Develop a meaningitd relationship
with him; help him to learn bow to
advocate on behalf of the students,
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6. Help him to share his professional
problems with you and then try to
help him solve them on a joint
basis,

7. Encourage him to keep the individ-
uul council in his school funk in-
formed, and

8. Establish a network of committees
to enable him to involve parents
and benefit from their inputs: fi-
nancial committee, personnel com-
mittee, program committee and
student relations.

Efforts should be made to convert both
the district and school superintendent
into advocates for the local community,
and to ensure that they keep the local
community informed. Other systems to
which the community school council
should relate are: the state board of
education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, mayor's office,
and other local agencies - welfare,
health, Model Cities programs and so
forth. The suggestion here is that two-
way relationships be established on two
levels: (1) written - get on the mailing
lists for news releases and reports, study
the newspapers daily, review calendar:3
for public hearings, and (2) personal -
establish liaison with a person inside of
each one of these agencies. Use them
as ''oonsultants" by inviting them to in-
terpret agency liolicies. The same kind
of contact should be maintained with
elected officials.
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W. Composition
and Structure of a
Community
School Council

The community school/decentraliza-
tion movement differs from the regular
system, not only in relation to the role
of the parents in the educational pro-
cess, but also in its broader interpreta-
tion of the concept of education. It is
more than that which goes on within the
classroom; the community and the school
become inseparable. The community
school teacher is concerned with more
than that which takes place within her
classroom, a concern for the total school
is required. A student must be perceived
as a member of a family and as a member
of the community: community pressures
or community support have a bearing on
his ability to achieve within the school.

Every effort should be made to make
it possible for cornmunity school council
participants to obligate themselves to
discharge their responsibilities to their
communities and their schools. Teach-
ers should have an opportunity to meet
with their colleagues in order to aptly
represent the views of the other teach-
ers. Students should be afforded a
chance to meet with other students.
Parent meetings should be called for
the express purpose of informing the
parent representatives. Where neces-
sary, babysitting, telephone, travel and
meal costs should be met for all partic-
ipants. The composition of the com-
munity school council is largely affected
by the opportunities provided to guaran-
tee full participation of its members.

59-411 0 - 71 - pt. 1 3 - 16
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Composition
Community school council should re-

cruit, encourage and sustain the full
participation of parents, students, com-
munity leaders, administrators (including
principals) and teachers.

The community school council should
consist of one large council with repre-
sentatives from every school in the
target area, and a number of similar
councils, one in each school in the tar-
get area. The following diagram re-
flects the structure of the Dayton Com-
munity School Council, consisting of
elementary and secondary schools in the
target area of the Dayton Model Cities
program. One must distinguish the
Dayton Community School Council, which
includes over one hundred people
parents, students, principals, PTA
presidents, and teachers, from the
smaller community school councils for
each school.

l'ilach school selects six parents, one
student, two teachers, (all of whom are
democratically elected from their respec-
tive constituencies) and the principal
and PTA president. These eleven people
make up the zommunity school council
for that school. These people then
select their own officers: a chairman, a
vice-chairman, and a secretary. All
eleven people, however, are representa-
tives to the Dayton Community School
Council.

The large Dayton Community School
Council has no officers. Meetings, held
once every two weeks, are presided over
by a rotating chairmanship. In order to
maintain the flow of communication
between the Model C:ties Planning
Council and the Dayton Community
School Council, the four members of the
Model Cities Planning Council Educa-
tion Committee attend the large group
meetings.
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Establishing a Process of Selection.
Minority group communities have

been trapped into participating in elec-
tion to ensure democracy. In actuality
such elections tend to "divide and con-
quer" and to split such communities.
Importantly such elections permit the
broader community, with its greater re-
sources to influence such elections from
the outside. In addition, the decision to
hold an election is usually imposed from
the outside. This occurs even though
mayors, s up eri ntende nt of schools,
boards of education and the like are

granted the privilege of appointing per-
sons, many of whom would not win an
election in which the local residents
were the voters.

The community should decide the
manner in which it selects those per-
sons whom it wishes to represent it on
the community school council. This is
a non-negotiable right. Such persons
can be selected in a variety of ways:
appointment, consensus, designation by
organizations, election. The process
selected should result in improved
community unity and should avoid pitting
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School
Council

Miami
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Elementary
School
Council Louise
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Primary
School
Council
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Council actarlsne
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School
Council

Dunbar
High School
Council

Roosevelt
High
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6 Parents, 2 Teacherti, 1 Principal, 1 PTA President,
1 Student



persons and/or organizations against
each other. In addition, it should be a
process by which acaountability to the
local community is increased. The re-
sultant community school council should
be one which represents the entire com-
munity and not just special segments of
it such as "teachers", "students",
"administrators", or the "teachers
union".

Establishing Qualifications
Some criteria should be developed

for membership on the community school
council. The criteria should relate to:

Understanding of the issues.
Advocacy on behalf of local in-

terests.
Demonstrated interest and par-

ticipation.
Availability.
Ability to deal wit'a whites without

"scratching one's head": lack of
fear; unable to be intimated.

Inability to be compromised by job
offers, congse, etc'

Ability to deal with children hu-
manely.

Abiliti and willingness to learn:
reflective, suspends judgement,
asks questions.

Respected by local residents: street
people included.

Membership in at least one local
organization.

Willing to represent the views of
others, when appropriate.

Ability to get angry, when appro-
priate.

A minimum of hang-ups - Black-
white; male-female; boss-workers,
etc.

Committed to serve the people.
Other selected criteria might also

be developed in relation to the defini-
tions of parents, teachers, students and
administrators relating to =robes- of
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children in school, years of service,
grace level, past performance, etc.

Ensuring Representativeness
As mentioned it is suggested that

parents, students, teachers and com-
munity leaders serve on the community
school council. Each school should be
involved in developing qualifications
and determining how its candidates are
selected as a basic necessity. All
candidates should be in thvor of com-
munity control/decentralization efforts.
Those who are against it should not be
afforded a right to vote. Rather, they
should be offered an opportunity to
transfer or to function as part of the
centralized system in relating to the
principal. The purpose of this process
is to decrease conflict and to protect
the right of dissenters to dissent with-
out imposing their will on the commun-
ity. Some schools, then, will end up
with dual kinds of staff: centralized
and decentralized/community-controlled.

The two groups can meet separately,
when appropriate. The point is that any
teacher, parent or student who is against
community control/decentralization
should not be permitted to participate
in the election of candidates for the
community school council.

Each school should develop a posi-
tion statement on the subject with which
all candidates must agree to be con-
sidered for selection. Students should
be involved in this process along with
parents. Each candidate should meet
the qualifications established by the
respective schools. Candidates, should
not be permitted to campaign but should
submit themselves to interviews by the
various participants: teachers, students,
parents and community leaders. After
the 5nterviews, the candidates should
decide for themselves if they still want
to be considered for election.

The resultant candidates should be

2,4 1
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involved in the identification of impor-
tant local insues.

Participation of the Students.
It should be kept in mind that the

students are the main target of atten-
tion: organizational development is
being undertaken on their behalf and to
protect their right to a decent education.
Their involvement in this effort should
be an integral part of their education,
for example:
1. Class meetings should be held on the

subject of community control/decen-
tralization.

2. Each student should be helped to in-'
terview at least two community resi-
dents on the subject, and develop as
a class assignment.

3. Poster contests- should be arranged.
4. Meetings with all candidates should

be held.
5. Dramatic skits should be staged.
G. Racism and education should be dis-

cussed in the classroom. The track
system, school suspensions, corporal
puni shment, school push-out pro-
cedures, white-controlled integration,
authentic integration, Black commun-
ity control, etc. should be discussed
in the classroom. Students should be
involved in visiting the welfare de-
partment, the police department, etc.
and discussions held of the exper-
iences felt.

7. Student-directed meetings should be
encouraged both within and outside
the school and among different stu-
dent bodies.

Identification of Important Local Issues.
A block by block survey should be

made to identify the ten most important
local issues: housing, unemployment,
health services, narcotics, police 13111-
tality, need for recreational facilities,
consumer problems, traffic and trans-
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portation, segregation/discrimination, in
addition to the traditional educational
problems: poor student achievement,
lack of effective Black leadership, need
for Black teachers, and so forth.

This information should become the
basis for determining which of the qual-
ified are most qualified. Their views
on these issues will help the community
to evaluate them. Some guidelines for
evaluating the views of the candidates
are:

Do they blame the community or the
system?

Do they understand the consequences
of white institutional racism on the
life of the community?

What is their attitude toward the
poor? Understanding?

Do they want the guidance of the
community or do they want to lead
the community?

The Pre-Selection Meeting.
A community-wide forum should be

heId to enable the community to hear a
report on the ten issues which were
identified. Each candidate should be
prepared to speak on at least two of
the issues.

An inforsial gathering should precede
and follow the forum to allow the com-
munity to meet the candidates.

A representative committee from
each school should be established with
candidates sitting on each crimmittee.
The purpose of this committee should be
that of defining the duties and responsi-
bilities of the community school coun-
cil. This will enable the candidates to
get to know key people" in the commun-
ity and vice versa.

Structure:
The number and types of officers are

responsibilities which must be deter-.
mined by the community school council.



In general, it is proposed that: the
chairman be a parent, the majority of the
officers be parents and that parents
serve as chairmen of all committees
such as financial, wievance, personnel,
educational policy, community relations,
and day-to-day interim action. The total
council should be comprised predomi-
nantly of parents.

In order to affect vitally needed
communication and relations among and
between the council and the general
community, it is recommended that a
selected representative from each
council form a community relations
committee and elect a chairman to be
ratified by the total community school
council. Each council should select an
alternate who attends all meetings. The
committee should work only on problems
that are common to all schools repre-
sented in the total community school
council providing mutual support
when dealing with boards of education,
local state and federal agencies, citi-
zens planning groups and coalitions,
and collaborating in the planning and
developing of community-wide efforts.
Committee members should attend one
another's meetings as observers, share
ideas and experiences as well as attend
other community meetings where issues
affect the school-community program.
Other suggested program idess for the
committee are: publication and circula-
tion of annual and other important re7
ports, disaibution of news releases
through the schools for home delivery
and the community at large, announce-
ment of meetings, when appropriate,
through the mass media, and mainte-
nance of the community school council
library.

Each individual school council has a
responsibility for developing a process
for relating to its constituency and must
identify key students, parents, and cora-
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munity leaders who will assist them in
ensuring a two-way flow of information
between tham and their reference groups.
The key contacts should be urged to
propose agenda ideas and to report back
to their own reference groups "brothers
on the block," PTA members, civic,
religious, and social clubs, and grade
level class members about what hap-
pens at the community school council
meetings. Additionally, the community
school council should encourage PTA/
PTO/PA members and officers, block
club members and captains and grade
level volunteers to attend the council
meetings on a regular basis.

Initiating a plan to enable the com-
munity school council to reach the
reference groups mentioned above and
establishing a means of immediate iden-
tificatic_ and communication are es-
sential. This can be accomplished by
establishing a system that keeps the
following information current:

Number of students in eet3h school,
by grade level, sex, age, ethnicity,
block in which they reside, and
telephone number.

Number of families per school.
Test scores by student, grade level,

sex, ethnicity, and age.
Total capacity enrollthent of the

school actually enrolled as com-
pared with recommended numbers by
fire and health etandards and the
number of students the school was
originally built to serve.

Names of teachera by room number,
subject matter and grade level,
home address and telephone.

School organization chart including
name, eddress, telephone number.

Principal
Other administrators
Department heads
Teacheis/Community fnterns/Pqra-

prof es s ionals
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PTA/PTO/PA organizations - name,
address, telephone number

Officers
Active members
Volunteers (general and specific

(unctions)
Grade level volunteers

Student Government - name, address,
telephone number

Officer.
Classroom repiesentatives
Special Committees and officers

Block clubs - name, address, tele-
phone number

Officers
Committees and chairnum

Families having children in school by
block and other necessary informa-
tion to complement council program

Community School Council - name,
address, telephone number
Officers
Members
Committees and or Tash Forces

and chairmen
The above information shouid Ett com-

piled and discussed at community school
council meetings with students and par-
ents in order to inform them of the value,
purpose and usage of' communication in
community organizations and then sent
home with written instructions on how
to use it. Information and instructions
should be included in a "community
school council information guide" along
with other pertinent practical knowledge
about the a.thool-community and kept
on file in tbe home and the community
scool office for immediate reference.
Representatives of the council should
be requested to visit the homes widiin
his school district to interpret the infor-
mation to the families as well as the
purpose of tlie community school coun-
cil.

Rather than the school compiling the
traditional school profiles on students
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and their families, information should be
mad? 1..nown to teachers about the houe-
ing conditions, access to health ser-
vices, sources of income including wel-
fare and/or unemployment insurances) as
it relates to students. This information
when compiled and understood, should
become the source for the development
of curriculum, PTA/PTO/PA Oragrania,
and school-community action in which
the students are involved as learner-par-
ticipants. Problems should be brought
to the attention of the community school
council, the central board and other
agencies. These issues must be under-
stood, accepted and solved to benefit
the students.

Social protests by students around
the problems which their classmates
suffer stould not be overlooked. in
instance° where the schools serve stu-
dents under the age of twelve, these
students should be involved in student
government activities, encouraged to
present their ideas to the community
school council and enabled to discuss
their problems with school personnel
and parents.

The community school council should
maintain an office in the school, prefer-
ably In the community room where pat-
ents may oome in to volentem their ser-
vices, for social purposes or to register
complaints. Further, every ogportunity
should be afforded the parent to take
his complaint directly to the teachee,
principal or other appropriate echool
personnel. Copies of all cornmariity
school council miuutes shrald bo kept
on file, pamphlets, noticee, and school
programs, in the office, for easy review
and inspection by parents and students.

The overall importance kw keeping
the school-community informed cannot
be overemphasised. Regular etannstudna-
Uon ensures the parents' rights to be
kept informed, to participate in decision-



making, to shape and make ultimate do-
cisions and propels the council to de-
velop systematic procedures for estab-
lishing liaison with individual school
councils, principals, teachers, students,
parents and various community organiza-
tions.

,
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V. Power of the
Community
School Council

Power is the ability to influence or
change a condition. In human terms
power means the ability of a person or
a group of people to make a difference.
It is almost an axiom of human behavior
for people who have power to use it in
their own interest. For some, the borders
of this interest may stop with one in-
dividual. Others enlarge the scope of
interest to include their family, neigh-
borhood, community, county, or even
world, because they recognize the frail
interdependency of people in all these
environments.

The concept of a community school
council honors the latter understanding
of power, because it views the school
and community as extensions of each
other; what happens in one greatly influ-
ences what goes on in the other.

Because the community school coun-
cil in the foim described here is rela-
tively new, council members will aoon
discover that much of the power they
assume wili be carved out as much by
their actions and participation as by the
decisions they make more formally.

The powers of the community school
council will depend largely on several
issues, namely:

1. Whether it has an advisory or a
policy-making iiinction.

2. Whether its efforts are deliberately
undermined, cooperatively encour-
aged or left alone by the central
board.

3. Whether it is able to develop a

meaningful relationship with its
constituency.

4. Whether it can develop vi effective
consensus among its merabe

5. Whether it can operate in non-ex-
ploitative ways, i.e., decrease the
possibility that it mobilizes local
opposition.

6. Whether or not it can avoid un-
necessary conflict with its staff
- and can act - humanely toward
them.

7. Whether or not it can have a posi-
tive impact on the lives of the
students.

The powere of an advisory council
are largely dependent on the systmas
that are being advised. The advisory
council has no power to make decisions;
it merely served as advisor. Suggested
powers for a policy-making council were
listed earlier. However, a given policy-
making council may have fewer powers
than were listed.

Certainly the mere posse.wiion of
power does not ensure one that if one
exercisos it, it will work. The exercise
and the "cooperation" of those over
whom the power is exercised determines
the outcomes. Moreover, if its applica-
tion does not have a positive impact on
those for whom It was exercised, it is
useless.

Power can be used to empower others,
if one who possesses -swer sees his
destiny as being tied to the destinies of
others - and learns to share it with them.
Those who make the best use of power
are those who use it infrequently butef-
fectively.

One can begin to develop or expand
one's role as an in ividual council mem-
ber of collective councils, when he be-
gins to formulate programs and strategies
of implementation< An appropriate start
is to begin to formulate answers to the
following questions:



A. How do community school council
members, first, put their own house
in order? Assuming that the traininh
events of the k ;et t year have been
positivuly instructive, what more
needs to be done within the council
to assume that its members have
taken on the new attitudes which are
desired for students?

B. What kines of attitudes and behaviors
of teachers, counselors and adminis-
trators are desired? How shall the
councils reinforce positive behaviors
and attitude. , and discourage nega-
tive ones?

C. What kind of co-operative efforts can
&Meted by students, parents and

L.-- ,ational personnel to change the
,..icudinal environment of the

schools?
D. What kinds of curricular changes are

necessary to support the new Black
student image?

E. How can the basic skills of commun-
ication, reading and mathematics be
taught so that they contribute to the
students' overall impressions of
themselves as worthy, and also en-
rich academically competent individ-
uals already skilled in the language
of discourse nnd numbers?
11,,w CHII other subject areas such as
social studies, humanities (music,
art, literature), and foreign languages
be taught so that students perceive
themselves accurately in the context
of a multi-national, multi-cultural
past and present?

G. How can vocational education be
changed so that Black pupils are no
longer being denied admission to
those programs or if they are admitted
they no longer are being trained for
jobs that are either poor-paying or
that are going out of existence? How
can vocational programs be devised
that train Black and other minorities
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for the job demands of a computerized
technological society?

Some General Principles About Power
Answering these questions, thus ef-

fective positive change for the education
of Black and other minority group chil-
dren presupposes that the community
school council becomes aware z.-.f some
general principles about there in power:
People in power tend te "divide and
conquer" those over whom they have
power; their language is designed to
keep "the people" in their places and
is one of oppression which is designed
to get the oppressed to identify with the
oppiassors. Those in power put out the
messages, "You can't fight City Eiall,"
and "Don't ever underestimate the op-
position."

Usually, those in power ate more
skillful in expanding thcir spheres of
influence over those in their "charge"
than they are in limiting their power.
Unlimited power leads to an exploitative
relationship with the powerful victimiz-
ing the Black and minority poor into a
position of powerlessness. Consequently,
the powerless too frequently tend to
identify with those in power and to sub-
stitute their own values for the value of
those in power. Thc -,*ctimized, on the
other hand, acquire the skills - coping,
resistance, and survival - to exercise
power from a presumably powerless posi-
tion. They identify with those in power
as a tactic only and not as a basic
philosophy. Those in power have a need
to be loved by those over whom they have
power. Such love manifests itself as a
controlling device rather than as mutual
interest and effect. Respect exercised
in this case is a reward for deference.
Stated another way, those in power re-
ward "the people" below them whose
behavior can be predicted and controlled.
Finally, Dower can corrupt, hit it can
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siso be utilized to humanize relation-
antpq end to liberate the oppressed.
Thol then must be the guiding principle
of the community school council in its
effort to seek to bring more parents and
students into positions where they may
express more control over the educa-
tional destiny of their communities.

Changing Power Relationships
All cnnfrontations, if successful must

terminate with a negotiation for a settle-
ment or for a plan of implementation of
the program deriving from the settlement.
Remember that a successful negotiation
leads to an agreement to work together.
Communities should confront themselves
before confronting the system and in so
doing must:
(a) develop a procedure and a process tor

determining who speaks for them -
and the criteria for selecting such
spokesman,

(b) develop techniques anti processes for
achieving "operational unity" among
the various special interest groups
within such communities,

(e) identify those decisione that can be
made about their communities only
by their communities.

(d) identify those issues which are felt
any experienced and which, if ef-
fectively dealt. with, will bring about
an alleviation of pressures and the
freeing of local energy for self-de-
velopment,

(e) study and understand the nature of
decision-making - informal and for-
mal - within institutions and how
personnel can be converted into ad-
vocates for the local community in
pbrsuit of their own special interests.

(1) organize and educate nne's constit-
uency as to the issues and how they
can lend their efforts by educating
others, and

(g) develop a plan to mute and/or neu-
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tralize the expression of opposing
sentiments by other "local influen-
tials" who do not speak for the local
community. (When such persons speak
out, they should be urged.to identify
for witom they speak).
Teachers and principals should be

helped co learn how to work with parents,
st.idents and legitimate community lead-
ers and how to learn to be held account-
able by them. In addition, the commun-
ity school council mupt acquire the
skills to enable the principal to do his
job and reduce the pressure of the cen-
tray system o' him. It must ensure his
right to be .ive and advocate in the
interests of students.

Among a variety of change strategies,
the following are suggeste.i:
(a) legislative change,
(b) action by the local board of educa-

tion,
(c) propession from PTA/PA's to ad-

visory committees to policy-making
committees: following a procedure
of "getting one's foot in the door
first",

(d) volunteer activities. to learn how the
school operates and to help the stu-
dents, parents, teachess and prin-
cipals learn the value of meaningibl
parent participation,

(e) systematic cataloging of the problems
of the system and education of the
communitw,

(f) continuing and systematic evaluation
of the school's programs,

(g) require that teachers and principals
write out their educational goals for
the year,

(h) foster heightened student investment
in learning; assist their families in
overcoming social problems and bar-
riers to learning.

(1) involve community organizations -
churches, youth groups, sororities,
fraternities, civic, business and Be-



cial organizations - in understanding
the relationship of local educational
propxams to their destinies,

(j) develop a system of awards for mean-
ingful educational participation, and

(k) make education a family issue.
Community school council membera

should visit the school regularly, ob-
serve classes, offer support, talk with
the students about their needs and in-
terests. Further, they should support
the right and need of students to be
taught how to learn rather than be con-
stantlr reminded of the fact that they
are "children". Members should review
the procedures of the school as they
relate to the use of corporal punishment,
suspensions, leaving and entering the
school, homework assignments, and so
forth. They should know what is ex-
pected of the students and make avail-
able to them the opportunities to live up
to the expectations. All participants
should be involved in the process of
changing power relationships but the
studants should provide the key to
change. What they say and feel is very
important.

kr-_1
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VI. Community
School Project
Appraisal and
Conclusions

ence the collective efforts of the
council - the teachers and administra-
tors, the students, and other parents -
begin to have a positive impact on the
self-concepts of the students and the
rest of the community, the work has only
begun. While it is absolutely necessary
that students believe in themselves and
in their own people, it is also required
that they move beyond the "rapping"
state of "Black is Beautiftil"; just as
"civil rights," is an empty victory if the
children have not also become Beautiful
Black readers and mathematicians, who
will later become Beautiful Black scien-
tists, engineers, businessmen and other
well-paid professionals and skiiled
workors.

The community school council task
and that of the schools is to combine
the qualities of Beautiful Black person-
hood with intellectual and skill com-
petency. For over the long haul, a
child cannot continue to feel good about
himself, if he has not been taught the
proficiencies which make for success in
school and ultimately in the pursuit of
his life's work and personal worth and
happiness.

Council members should expect and
demand that their children be honored
as the beautiful Black childivn they are,
but should be equally adamant that the
children be taught to read, to think and
to compute well.
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In visits to the clasisrooms, one
should be looking for evidence that
black heritage and culture are a part of
the on-going curriculum, and one should
also be looking for demonstrations that
the students are handling their academics
excellently.

Among all the requirements that one
has a right to expect of those who edu-
cate his children, perhaps two require-
ments stand like beacons above the
rest. These two are belief and account-
ability. They are related but they are
not the same. Belief means that edu-
cational personnel have high regard,
sometimes love, for the children, that
the children are thought to be capable
and worthy of learning and deserving of
the best efforts possible. Belief is at-
titude; it is also theory. Accountability
is performance which is measured, docu-
mented and reported; it is putting into
practice the positive beliefs that are
held. Educational personnel must be
accountablo by their students, and their
parents, tand by the community. It is
possible to give evidence of positive
beliefs by "talking Black", wearing a
dashiki or an Afro, or by supporting stu-
dents in their demands, but none of this
adds up to accou,Itability unless these
educators are actually doing a first-rate
job of teaching, counseling or adminis-
tering saleable educational skills which
have short and long term benefits. Ac-
c -mtable personnel are those who pro-
duce. Oratory and clothing aro symbols
not substance. The symbols can be sig-
nificant; the substance is everything.

The community must demand that all
educational personnel, Black or white,
perform or step down. Educational per-
sonnel should blve high standards and
high expectations for student achieve-
ment. This does not mean that they will
expect all students to achieve and per-
form at the same rate, or that some stu-

dents won't need special help. It does
mean that no student will be given up on,
that all students will be treated as if
they were the children of the most power-
ful families in the community. High ex-
pectations, fair treatment, and high per-
formance are the hallmarks of account-
ability.

Belief and ac_ountability, when dem-
onstrated over a period of time, should
beget loyalty and support from the coun-
cils and the remainder of the community.
For example, a principal who has self-
lessly and tirelessly worked to bring the
new positive images and academic ex-
cellence to his school is probably in
danger. He has worked hard to do the
very thing that may cost him his job.
When th.o hand of oppression does touch
him, council members, teachers and the
community must carry his standard. They
must let the board of education members,
and teachers know that t,he people will
not be intimidated, because the council
and the community will aot permit itl
Those who serve well will be protected.

On the other hand, those school
board members, superintendents, central
office administrators and school per-
sonnel who attempt to thwart justice and
Black progress should know that they are
the council's special assignment. They
should know that council efforts to re-
move them will be ceaseless.

Keep in etind, however, that almost
all individuals and organizations would
prefer to think that they take certain
courses of action because they have
chosen to do so. Therefore, one who
wishes to change policies or procedures
would be well advised to beg', by show-
ing that certain new courser of action
are in the best interest of all. Combined
with the presentation of the suggestions,
there should be communication that power
and organization lie behind these sug-
gestions; hence, they must not be ig-



nored.
After: a reasonable waiting period --

determined by the nature and cost of the
policies or changes desired if there
are no affirmative responses, the sug-
gestions should be escalated to demands.
It is probably good strategy to place ad-
ditional items in the new demands; one
must determine which items are nego-
tiable and which ones are not.

Again, bear in mind that the potential
for achievement of the council's demands
will depend upon the amount of power,
real or apparent. that the council is able
to muster, not upon the -justice of the
cause.

The important point here is that power
structures should be given the opportun-
ity to respond to suggestions, because
the suggestions or demands are just and
should be implemented anyway. When
they do not respond, however, appro-
priate pressure should be applied.

The relationship between the central
board of education and the locally-based
community school council is a case in
point. The following selected criteria
help illustrate this relationship:

Staff from the central board and ad-
ministration begin to attend local
meetings by invitation only. Such
staff tend to function as "company
agents" for the central board and
as "eavesdroppers" to collect data
on how the central borrd can imple-
ment its own plan with or without
the consent of the local community.

The local community benefits in ec-
onomic terms from participating in
planning.

The power to select staff and dis-
burse funds is vested in the hands
of the local group.

The central board clears with or
consults with the local group be-
fore initiating any plans within the
local area.
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There is a regular exchar ge of in-
formation-formally and informally -
between the central board and the
local community.

Items are not put on the agenda of
public hearings unless cleared
with the local community.

The central board shares information
fully with the local group.

The local community begins to "feel
its oats": to believe in its crpac-
ity to effectuate change.

The number of unemployed begins to
decline, police brutality is termin-
ated, economic exploitation is un-
dercut, housing ownership shifts
from absentee landlords to local
people; health and hospital services
preventive and rehabilative- become
Available.

The number of local leaders are mul-
tiplied; intra-organizational conflict
declines; and a value of community
cooperation develops.

Easy access to the informal channels
of influence and power develop.

"Uncle Toms" lose their ability to
manipulate the community or to
function as agents for the "Man".

The local community begins to de-
velop increasing autonomy over
the internal affairs, relationships
and content of the local experience.

Soul food and Mohammed Speaks are
talked about openly without being
whispered. One does not have to
subscribe to a philosophy hi order
to talk about it. The beauty parlor,
the pool room, bars, etc. become
places where one also begins to
hear discussions about local pro-
blaze; - and from which action is
planned.

Local residents begin to make sac-
rifices on behalf of each other.
People begin to talk cogently in
terms of the struggle and not just
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winning it. Struggle, in itself, will
produce its own vistories. Preoc-
cupations with winning,' may preju-
dice one against the e ght to make
honest, or even litupid, mistakes.
One also learnr from mistakes.
People begin to ;elk about how they
can help (mica other - and not just
aboult their cvn problems. They
begin to criticize the system - and
not just each other.

In summary, local community groups
begin to get involved in attempting to
manage and shape their own destinies
rather than permitting otheiS a do it for
them. A community policy begins to
take form and to serve as a guideline
for organizational Lehavior. Leaders in.
various problem areas begin to be iden-
tified, to relate to each other and to de-
velop cooperative working relationships
among each other. Importantly, those
outside of the community begin to learn
new ways of dealing with the local com-
munity rather than automatically making
decisions about it without the full in-
volvement of the community.

The people are the undefined masses,
!eading each eher, rather than being
ted; following their own instincts and
not leaders; "reading" the system rather
than writing about it, observing history
rather than making it; holding the bal-
ance of power rather than enacting. They
cannot be fooled, spotting a phony a
mile away, and are less interested in
change than in progress, questioning
change hit exploiting progress, which to
them means a "better life". They feel
and experience; they don't just talk
about it, tending to zeject exploitation
of each other, valuing interest in each
other as a survival necessity. They
Would rather not lead but are reluctant
to follow anyone who has a need to
lead them. You have to show these
people, not tell them; their philosophy

being teach me, but don't tell me. The
people say, "Correct this sentence for
me, but don't mess with my feelings".
Instead of telling them they are poor,
teach them how not to be poor. Being
poor is not a romantic ideal, but is a
drudgery. The people want you to act
on their behalf. They are the mirrors of
society; a reflection of society's actual
achievements. To them, society is a
window pane which they can see right
through. Therefore, it is important to
recognize and translate these reflections
into relationships which shape the link-
ing process between decision-making
and implementation. Eby reason of diver-
sity in social, political and educational
climates in various communities, com-
munity school councils must build cer-
tain elements into whatever decision-
making process they may employ to pro-
mote and protect the interests and pro-
gram of the people. Some general safe-
guards are:

ensfiring representstive participation
in de 3; S: on-making,

sharing facts and figures prior to
deliberation on issues in decision-
making,

understanding end discussing alterna-
tive strategies,

developing the ability to achieve a
meaningful consensus,

utilizing available talent and ability
to carry out the agreed-upon de-
cision,

monitoring the process of implemen-
tation of the decision, and

evaluating results of the decision,
and feed back the results to the
decision-makers, constituents and
consumers or students and parents.

In the final analysis, change will re-
quire benefits and rewards to those who
seek it and those whom you want to in-
volve. Unless the community begins to
act like the schools belong to them and



accept the responsibility for helping
them to perform at a high level, even
legislative action will not make a dif-
ference.

.
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Appendix 2
ARTICLES OF INTEREST

[The Washington Post, July 6, 1971]
MORGAN EXPERIMENT FADESSCHOOL RETURNS TO

CONVENTIONAL CLASS REGIMEN
By Lawrence Feinberg

After four years of community control by an elected, neighborhood board,
Washington's Morgan Elementary School has moved away from the free, noisy,
unstructured classes that won it a wide reputation.

After considerable turmoil, the school has returned almost full circle to a
conventional regimen of firm discipline and what most of its board members
say proudly is "basic education."

The most conspicuous new element remaining is about 30 jobs, paid for by the
city and federal governments, for nonprofessional "community people," includ-
ing last year's board chairman, Mary French. She is being paid about $6,500 a
year as a "parent stimulator."

However, despite the extra jobs and moneyMorgan gets more per Pupil in
federal and foundation grants than any school in D.C.there has been no clear
improvement in average student achievement.

And paradoxically, as the neighborhood board members acknowledge, there
has been no subsLntial broadening of community interests in the school.

Indeed, the Morgan board itself has done most of its important business at
private meetings, and in the- last board election in May, only 137 neighborhood
residents voted out of a potential 10,000 eligible.

After a flurry of interest and concern when the project began in 1967, the
number of parents visiting the school has dropped, teachers say, so that now
only a few come around, asiae from those who are paid to work there.

Enrollment last spring was about 650 students, all but 10 of them black.
The brown stucco school at 1773 California St. NW, just a few blocks from the

corner of 18th Street and Columbia Road, now is the oldest venture in commun-
ity-control of schools in a poor big-eity neighborhood in the United States.

But the comic books th tt first replaced basic readers and the young teachers
in sandals who first replacsAl older staff have both disappeared.

They have been supplanted by more conventional workbooks, which children
in most classrooms are expected to fill in quietly, and by conventional teachers,
also mostly young, who stress the need for "guidance" instead of the "freedom"
that marked the first two years of community control.

Most board members and paid community aides speak scathingly of the "chaos"
that came from permitting students to leave classrooms when they please and
from disciplining them lightly even for fighting.

To prevent it from happening again, they have promulgated a mimeographed
list of rules for student behavior. The first is : "All students are expected te re-
spect all adults in the school and their fellow students."

"They don't say anything about adults having respect for children," one
former teacher remarked. "That's the way we started at Morgan."

But some parents and board members reply that letting students "do their
own thing" was not a sign of respect for children but of indifference.

"The reason why (educatf,onal) things haven't happer,,d at Morgan," said
Robert Brown, the board's new chairman, "is that we haven't had a specific
program to make sure that kids will learn to read, write and do math problems."

He added that most students from low-income families, such as those at
Morgan, "don't have the self-discipline that's necessary to go into a free form
educational set-up."

(6096)
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"They don't have the incentives. They don't have the examples
follow," he continued. "There bad to be some discipline imposed upo
I could develop self-discipline."

Morgan still groups children by "teams" instead of grades, en
"learning centers" in most classrooms for individual and small-grou
both were part of the flexible, "open-classroom" program set up by III
before the first Morgan board was elected.

The board has kept its present teachers, have little interest or
for it.

The board has kept its contra:t with the Educational Developmei
Boston for trairAing in in:ormal tizaching methods, and there still are
well-run open classrooms. But nearly all the teachers who understoc
ticed the innovative methods were pushed out by the board last ye

Contrary to these teachers' wishes, the board insisted on report
letter grades and an indication of the standard grade-lentel at whiel
was wotking.

The community board also demanded that children be given hon
last fall directed the staff to giq.s the standardized achievement
were part of the city-wide Clark reading mobilization plan.

Of the 80 teachers on the staff this past spring, 17 were in their
Morgan. Many were hired by the neighborhood board after a rec
through the South, during which one board member said they were
"people who can relate to the community."

According to Brown, some of the new teachers as well as the oldo
serious difficulty themselves in speaking and writing correctly.

"These people need help before they can help the kids," he said, a
through a file of the teacher& letters and applications.

"They have troubles and yet they're teaching," he remarked. ":
thing just multiplies cur problems and passes them on."

D.C. school administrators who have also read the files agree wi
Yet, most of the tenchers this past year kept their classes ordef

poseful. They appenred to be much better liked by the board menthe:
the more innovative and often better-educated teachers whom the

Fred Thompson, for instance, the teacher whom the staff elected
'tentative en the board, rules over his fifth-grade English classes w
traditional hand.

On one of the days a reporter visited last month, he was teaching t:
"friendly letter"heading, greeting, body and closing. Then he panel
of a grammar text, put some questions on the blackboard about ad

. told the students to write their answers in complete sentences.
When the class stirred, Thompson shouted, "Quiet, quiet. Then

talking in here."
One girl came up to him with a question. Thompson replied with E

"I think your problem is that you don't want to do what you know
do . . Don't look at me and frown. You know we've had this mati

After about 20 restless minutes, the papers were collected. Thai
most of thew unsatisfactory.

He issued e, warning as the period ended :
"All those who passed in material that's wrong vou study it ton
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school had complained about it bitterly, but mostly about the overcrowding, the
classes in the auditorium and the dilapidated state of the Morgan building and
its annexnow both over 70 years old. There was almost no interest in the
curriculum or in who would control it.

Yet, these were tne main interests of the group of 11lral whites who also liveck
in the neighborhood and participated with the blacks in the schools committee
of the Adams-Morgan Community Council.

Among them were Christopher Jencks, now at the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, and the two co-directors of the Institute for Policy Studies, Marcus
Raskin and Arthur Waskow, and their wives.

They were the chief authors of Morgans new program and, mainly through
Raskin, they arranged for Antioch College to sponsor the project.

The school's first principal, Kenneth W. Haskins, was picked by Antioch and
the community council before the first Morgan hoard of 11 black and 4 whites

electA.Haskins believed strongly in the loose structure and innovations that had
already been set in motion. He also had the personal appeal and strength to

ick with them despite an undercurrent of objections from parents, classroom
ides and board members. But Haskins left the school in June, 1989, to take a

fellowship at Harvard.
A few months later, Bishop Marie Reed, hen.; of a storefront church and the

Morgan board's first president, died.
Without Haskins and Bishop Reed, feuding and politicking on the board in-

creased. Objections to the informal methods and compliants that children were
not learning to read became more insistent. In less than a year, one city school
official explained, 'The black mamas triumphed, and the reformers fled."

The board elected in May, 1970, after a bitter catipaign, was all-black. Among
the defeated members of a "progressive" slate was the wife of George Wiley,
leader of the National Welfare Rights Organization.

Bruce L. Smith, a political science professor at Columbia University says all
this is "very much part of the pattern" of many community-controlled projects
he has studied around the country.

In Washington, the Anacostia decentralization project has been from :he start
nearly all-black and aside from also hiring classroom aides, conventional in its
edumtional program. The Adams School. necr Morg lea and also community-
controlled, still has an active group of liberal whites' and is pressing ahead with
innovations.During 1007-6S, the first year of community control at Morgan, about 20
white childrsu, including Raskins', were enrolled in the school. Nearly all of
them left a year later, most for 'private schools.

Barbara Raskin, who served on the 'Orst Morgan board, describes her involve-
ment with tire school ns being "like a bad love affair, a very passionate reIntien-
ahip which just didn't work out." She said there were "bad vibes for the white
kids" after the riots of April, I MR.

Moryan's current hoard chairman Brown, IF more caustic. "These people (the
white reformers) say a black cow munity they could perform an ea periment on."
he said "And when it was not workiny out, they withdrew and left tAc whole
thing to people who didn't know what it was supposed to d-I."

Actually, the number of Negro students at Morgan dropped hy over 100 in
the first year of community control as some parents put their children in regular
schools nearby. The flash enrollmet.t. hs..a continued to decrease since.

For those who staysi, though, there have beelk quite definite improvements
as extra staff and money were added to Morgan and the drop in enrollment
ended onercrowding.Average class size, for example. was 23 thin past year, two less than the city-
-.side average.

Before community control. per pupil spending at Morean from the regular city
budget was much below the citywide average. This past year, Morgan ranked
in the top fifth among all city elementary zehools in spending from ths regular
budget.

It also had the city's highost expenditure per pupil from federal government
grants and private toy dations.

Since 1968, when r.S. Education Commissioser Harold Howe Aingled out
:.forgan for praise, the school has& received over $5150.0n0 from the federal govern-
ment. mostly in direct payrnontsu bypassing the D.C. school board, for an elaborate
Follow-Through program for kindergarten, first- and second-gradaa who earlier
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had been in the preschool Head Start. For the coming year., .e Follow-Through
grant is another $231,000.

In addition Morgan has received about $100,000 from foundations. The biggest
donation was $60,000 from the Ford Foundation, also a major backer of the now-
disbanded community-control projects in New York City.

Exactly how all the money has peen spent is unclear because Morgan's financial
records are sketchy.

A substantial amount has gone for educational games and other equipment,
and for tripssightseeing for students ; conferences and workshops here and
out-of-town for teachers, aides and board members.

The bulk of Morgan's extra money has gone to neighborhood residents, mostly
women, who work as classroom aides. For most of the past year, there were 28
of them, and they play important roles in both Morgan's politics and educational
program.

The aides were part of Antioch's original plan for the school, and at Morgan
they are called "interns" because they help with teaching and are not concerned
.with just cle:Ical and child-watching chores. Indeed, when teachers are absent,
interns take charge of the classes. In some cases, they have been in command
for several montbe. Ihe Morgan school uses no substitutes.

Training foi the aides has been sporadic and their effectiveness is mixedsome
are very competent, others arc rather tough disciplinarians or stoic monitors,
maintaining the peace while children fill in workbooks, and sometimes clashing
with classroom teachers.

The aides' jobs, which now pay about $5400 a year, are an important part of
the patronage system that undergird8 the :politics of the local school. bot;,-d.
At least four of the posts have been filled by former community board members,
others and their relatives of memberb end their friends. In the 1970 election,
the aide.s and the principal, Anthony, were active campaigners for the winning
slate.

Another vehicle for patronage is the policy advisory committee, set up at the
insistence of the federal government, as part of follow-through.

Under federal regulations, the committee is supposed to be elected by parents
of Follow-Through children (kindergarten through second grade). At Morgan,
however, no election has been held. The committee is made up of a close-knit
group of volunteersabout 10 parents and a smaller number of teachers, aides
and board members, including Mrs. French.

Since it was formed last October, its four offieers have been paid salaries to
help give achievement tests. Three of them now are employedat $60 a weekin
the school's summer program.

Mrs. French said she was chosen by the riftisory committee for her $0,1500 post
"parent stimulator." The salary is paid, from a federal grant, by a Harlem-

based group of consultants called Afram Associates, whose lice" president is
Morgan's former principal, Haskins.

As ehairman of the Morgan hoard, Mrs. Freneh sent a letter to Afrnm last
Oct. 21, hiring them to "help strengthel ,.ttrent invoivemtat."

A few weeks later, E4hr .n turn was hired by Afrato as the "parent stimulator,"
although lwr salary did not become generally known until inlet-winter. Other
board members :lid a sninll group of ps rei . t S then quietly forced her to step
down as boa7i chairman. but sL remained on the board and kept her job as
"stimula tor."

"Sixy-five hundred dollars is hardly living money." she explained last week,
:enning heavily a cane. "esp.-Molly if you'rc, sick and have to buy medicine to
keep yourself going."Thie summer. Mrs. French is also being paid over $100 a week as a neighbor-
hood director of thc, mayor's summer youth program.

At Christmastime, opersting somewhat like an old ward politician, she gives
out tnrkey,4 to the poor in the schaol neighborhood. The turkeys are paid for by
the Junior League, but Mrs. French decides who gets them.

The D.C. school system has also been generous to Morgan. With the agreement
of the system's =pedal projects office. the seven teachers who have been desig-
nated chairmen or "leaders" of their grades at Morgan, are each paid $90 a
month extra trem the regular school budget. 'The money con.'er from a budget
account for night school for adults even though none of these teachers holda
classes at night.

Accordinr to peyroll records. prineinal Anthony drew $282.24 extra for the last
half of May. and similar amounts before then, as principal of the night school.
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But Hugh Burton, a teacher, Is actually in charge of night classes. Burton
said tht.t Anthony has little to do with them.

The principal's salary is $18,100 a year. In addition, his wife, Jean, works as
one of Morgan's secretaries for $6,200 a year.

The Washington Teachers Union has raised no question about ihe exi ra nay
for the grade chairman, or "team leaders," as they are called at Morga n, even
though there is no provision for it in the nr tons contract with the D.C. school
board.Several years ago, the union leaders offered to sign a separate sub-contract
with the Morgan board, but, negotiations for the pact never took place. The union
did adopt a general statement endorsing community control when the Morgan
project began.During the first two years of community control, Morgan's supporters spoke
proudly of a drop in absenteeism and of fewer broken windows, less theft and
vandalism and an increase in achievement test scores.

On all these points, the Agures to back up the claims are uncertain, and in
any ease this past year Morgan had nearly all the problems of most other schools

in poor neighborhoods.
According to statistics kept by the school system's office of buildings and

grounds, there were 194 broken windows at Morgan and its annex in 1967-68,
the first yen.- etc community control, compared to 200 a year earlier nnd 343 a
year ber_re that. The number of broken windows fell to 136 in 1969-70, but this
past year, 1970-71, there were 579 broken windows through 11 months.

No nnplete figures have been kept on losses due to theft and vandalism. But
the pr Adems are so serious that near!v all movable equipment is kept overnight
in a st orgroom, protected by a locked iroli gate.

Acc.-w:!1:g. to Anthony, student absenteeism averages about 10 per cent daily,
whict t., slightly above the citywide average for elementary schools.

Morgan's average scores reading achievement tests went up noticeably in the
spring of 1968, the first year of community control. But after that, the scores for
sixth-graders dropped to where the; had usually beenabout two years below
national norms.

The scores for third- and fourth-graders, the other groups regrlarly tA. ed.
held up much better. Rut last September, when the tests were given during the
first week of the term, the results for all grades were low. Indeed, the average
score for fourth-graders, equivalent to grade 2.5, was eight months lower than
the average reported for the same children when they were in th:241 grade a
year before.But the tests certainly are not the only measure of academic problems at
Morgan.Second-grade teachers say they have many students who cannot distinguish
all the letters of the alphabet, for example h and xi. Even in fifth grade, there are
students who seem able to read a text, but when asked to read partular words,
cannot do 50.

[The NI/wihington Post, July 14, 1971 ]

t'HAIIGES CITY'S SCHOOLS MISSPENT MUCH OF $5.2 MILLION
IN' AID TO POOR

By Lawrence Feinberg
Federal ir vestigators have charged the Washington school system with mis-

spending much of the $5.2 million in federal aid earmarked last year for the
city's poorest children.

In a highly critical report, investigaOrs for the U.S. Ofnce of Education said
some of the money was spent on low-priorIty extras, including a course in aria-
Hon +at One school where most students have severe difficulties % reading.

The investigators added that the school system also used am money to buy
expensive equipment, including television sets and record players, with "no evi-
dence' that it was needed to overcome problems in reading and math.

At one elermontary school, which has °tau 12 teochers, the investigators said
they found 10 television 3C111, 10 fitmortrip projectors, 10 record players, four cal-
culators and three overhead projectors. All were bought with money from Title
One of the Elementary ami Secondary Education Act of 1965, but the investiga-
tors said they found no indAoation of what they were needed for or even if they
were being weed.
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The report added that the 20 public schools and five Catholic schools in which
the money is spent were not selected carefully to make sure that they serve the
city's highest concentration of poor children.

Within these schools, it said, the extra programs paid for by Title One, in-
cluding counseling, trips, atul tutoring, often were provided for all children
enrolled instead of only to those with the most severe educational problems.

The federal regulations require that Title One money be concentrated in
schools with the most children from low-income :amines, and that within these
schools it be spent on studerts with the most serious problems, and no' i» gen.
eral "enrichment."The report, which did not charge any criminal wrong-doing, s last
week to D.C. School Supt. Hugh J. Scott. who passed it on to school b tms
hers. Yesterday afternoon Scott was out of town, and could not be reached for
comment.Anitii F. Allen, the school board rkresident, said the Title One program had
been "out of control of the board" under several school superintendents for the
past four years.

She said she and other board members have pressed for a clear definition of
the program's goals and for limiting it to children with the greatest need in
order to make an impact.

"I have complained about Title One," Mrs. Allen said, "since the day I got on
:he board (in July 1907) . . I knew that semewhere down the road we had to
get clobbered about what we were doing."

Since 1966, the federal government has cipent over $31 million in Title One aid
in Washington schools.

According to annual evaluations prepared separately from the federal investi-
gation, there is no evidence of significant academic improvement among stu-
dents in the schools receiving money from the program.

The Title One funds originally went to 77 schools in. all parts of the 4;qty, and
in the program's Recur .7 year, 18 more schools were added. After the federal gov-
ernment cor plained that the money was spread too thin to have any effect on
student achievement, the school boasrd reduced the number of aided schools to 36.

On the advice of a report prepared by former Supt. William Manning in 1968,
all of the 36 schools were in the Cardoza area or near Dunbar High School,
about 10 blocks away, just above the city'm old downtown area.

The federal report said these schools were designated to receive the extra
aid without ranking all schools in the city according to their concentration of
low-income students, it suggested that schools elsewhere may actually have a
greater need, a complaint often made by residents of far Northeast Washington
and of Anacostia.

The report ordered Scott to cancel the Learning Through Aviation program at
Cardoza High School and another program at the school in data re-e7essing. The
two programs east over $00,000 last year.

It added ttiat the school system must fol7.vv federal regoletions in selecting
aide0 sehools and projeets, and "tvconim:.u,led" that it seek ".echnical assist-
ance" in drawing up a plan to .aanage the program.



THE RELEVANCE OF EDUCATION FOR BLACK AMERICANS*
By C. Eric Lincoln

In 1903, one G. F. Riching.4 published a volume entitled "Evidences of Prog-
ress Among Colored People" (1 ). He has moved to umiertake the effort, he ex-
plained, because:

To my mind the last generation has been characterized by greater
conflicts and has been freighted with more thrilling events than any
generation through which the history of this country has brought
us. * * It is therefore important that some close observer of events
constantly keep before the people in whose interest these factors have
been set in operation, full accounts of all the developments, that the
young may be inspired to noble aims and lofty endeavors (2).

RIchings achieves importance because he appointed himself the task of observa-
tion and investigation. By his own account, he spent 10 years cataloging and
visiting hundreds of schools, seminaries, colleges, and businesses and profes-
sional offices operated by or for Black Americans, and documenting at first hand
the "evidences of progress" he noted. Richings' book is not a scholarly compen-
dium, but it does provide an interesting and useful accour.t of the Black Ameri-
can's unprecedented struggle to educate himself and to challenge the crippling
stereotypes with which he was bound then and now by a frequently hostile
society. The fledgling efforts of our historic institutions are noted and appraised.
Some of them are no longer in existence : Walden (3), Roger Williams (4),
Leland (5), SLraight (CO, Dorchester Academy (7), Avery Institute (8), West-
ern University (0), Monticello Seminary (10), Eckstein Norton University (11).

Richings, who was white, expressed the opinion (remarkahlt, for his time)
that "the color of the skin, the texture of the hair, and the formation of the head
have nothing whatever to do with the development and the expansion of the mind
(12). That some Americans are less confident now, almost 70 years later, is in-
dicIltive of the persistence of the racial myth which contaminated our history
and our science so long ago. Finally, I cannot refrain from one further quote
from Professe r 'Z7chIngs, whose remarkable clairvoyance relating to issues which
are the inevitab corollaries of education must certainly establish his relevance :

only hope that the white friends may be made to feel that the colored
People are entitled to more consideration and ought to be given a better
opportunity to 1111 the places for which they ore being fitted, In the com-
mercial and business life of t Is :tnintry (13).

For most of tc 60 years siece Richings completed his Informal si udy, the
"better oportunity" 10 make full, logical use of the education they won at such
a dear cost has not generally been available. That is in part what the contempo-
rary Nat* revolution is aboutthe relevance of the Black American's education
to the prevailing :.;ocibee4 unto structur?.the logical end of the struggle to
know.Observations like Richings' are irni ortant because, 11.,wever Oiallenging it may
be, we cannot speak witn profit about. the contemporary educational experience
of the black minority except against a background of histo:..y. Terms such as
"compensatory education," "desegregation," "community control," "black studies,"
"cultural deprivation," and the like has e no meaning except within the context of
the peculiar development of seg:egated education in the South (where more than

p.?reeut of all blacks lived prior to World War II). The poor quality of pub-
lic schools for Negroes in all of our history is of course well documented, but the
extended effect of the miscducat ion of blacks as recently as ii geaeration ago sug-
gests the usefulness of citing some comparative statisties to illustrate the mot-

From Journal of Negro Education, summer, 1039.
Notes at end of article.
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bidity of the infrastructure on which past educational experiences were built. The
effects of the past ramify in the problems of the present and produce the termi-
nology (and the unresolvi-d racial dilemmas) which characterize conthinporary
education. In 1900 the white school population of the South (13 States) was
4,069,175. The black school population for that year was 2,349,968. ln 1940, the
white school population for the South -*as 6,014,734, an increase of 62.0 percent.
But the black school population r2antiaied praeiic!'lly constant at 2,454,198an
hicrease of only 4.4 percent in 40 years ! (14) Even in a truly open "democratic"
society, the implications for competitive socioeconomic development would be

astounding. How much more so for a society in which educational preparation is
qualified severly by racial identification! The school-age mortality rate in the
black population was matched (possibly encouraged) by the per pupil expendi-
ture differential. As late as 1952 t :A! South was still spending $132.28 on white

pupils for each $90.20 spent on blacks. This was a vast improvement over the
arrangement in 1040, when the ratio was $41.99 to $10.29. (15) After the Supreme
Court deeisions of 1954 (Brown v. Board of Edu;:ation), some Southern States
instituted crash programs to bring per pupil expenditures into alignment in order
to stave off integration. They would seem to have met with extraordinary suc-
cess (although credit for that success is certainly not limited to the equalization
of expenditures on white and black pupils). Fourteen years after the court order

to desegregate (with "deliberate speed"), the U.S. Office of Education could

report that only 18 percent of America's black children at most were attending
school with whites In the South. Even this unspectacular estimate is probably
inflated, prhaps by 100 percent, becaase it considers "aredomilmntly black"
school as being "desegregated" if it has one whit_ pupil. (16)

Since "desegregation" implies the previous existen of "segregation," we
confront now the crucial implications of minority-group status, or more specifi-
cally, being black in a white-oriented society. Before 1954, segregation in educa-
tion was the rule throughout the South. beh.:: required by law in all Southern
and some border States. Black recognition of the accrued disability incident to
segregated education antedated Brown v. Board of Education, however, by
more than a. hundred years when Charles Sunnier argued the ease of Roberts v.
The City of Roston, in 1849. During the brief period of the reconstruction, when
black Americans held some decisionmaking power in public education for the
only time in history, they underscored their vital concern for paticipation in
shaping educational policy by the avidity xith which they sought the office of

superintendent of education.(17) Five StatesArkansas, Florida, Louisiana,
Alississippl, and South Carolinaeleeted black superintendents.(18) Some of
them, like Dartmouth- and Princeton-educated Jonathan G. Gibbs of Florida, and
.1. 0. Corbin of Arkansas, who graduated from Ohio State in 1853, were distinctly
superior in education and administration to nmst of their white counterparts in
the South. Their unfortunately brief tenure in office was not sufficient to effect
lasting Tiolicies of educational accessibility and parity which might have antici-
patedand obviatedthe problems which confront the black minority today.
The power of black men in reconstruction offices was not unlimited. In spite of the
brilliant. work of Gibbs in Florida, pe naps the admin.stration of superintendent
James Brawn of Louisiana was more typical and more realistic in terms of the
times. Brown was described by a contenqmrary as " 'a quite inoffensive man'
who did not obtrude himself into white schools where he was not wanted." (19)

At any rate, the education 'if Black Americans had a rathel singular develop-
ment in segregated public schGals and (for the most part) private or church-
related black colleges in the South ; mid in Increasingly de facto segregated pub-
lic schools in the Narth with occasional blacks in the northern colleges and uni-
versities. Nowhere were curricula and ancillary programs designed with the
peculiar, fundamental needs or Black Anaericans in mind; and nowhere tIM tl
academie credentials acquired by blacks carry with them tb- I. gical
quences of aclulemic investiture. The period between the world wars saw dra-
m ic gains in the numbers of bhieks who were engaged in the educational
prok!ess.

From 3n40 to 1960, the wcentage of Negroes who had attended col-
lege more than doubled ; from 1950 to 1960 the perce.itage of Negroes who
had completed high school rose from 14 to 22 percent, a faster rate than
that of whites; and from 1950 to 1060, the median school years com-
pleted by all adult Negroes .licreased over a grade, 6.9 to 8.2 years. (20)

But the increased numbers of blacks who improved themselves educationally
was not reflected in the numbers of those who achieved reasonable levels of par-
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ticipation in the socioeconomic process of affluent America. The Negro college
graduate carrying mail, waiting tables, or redcapping was a fan. phenomenon
of the 1940's and the 1950's.

The Supreme Court decision of 1954 has not produced "integrated" educa-
tier': nor _au, i ef'-ected through the educational process the more generalived
racial assimil.,Lion so optimistically predicted 15 years ago. Indeed, outside the
South we are more segregated than before. (21) Professor Thomas Pettigree of
Harvard University attributes continuing segregated education to the follow-
ing causes :

(1) The basi... cause is structural : the way we organize our school dis-
tricts, especially the way we organize in the main metropolitan areas. *

(2) The existence of private schoolsparochial schools in par-
ticular. * * *

(3) The careful misplacement of schools, the zone drawing. * *
"Our problems," Dr. Pettigrew avers, "'ire less the machinations of evil men
* * than structural problems." Perhaps, so, but "structural problems" are

structured by men, cvil or otherwise, and the net results for black children .::eem
to be the same. Men organize school districts, build, endow, make exclusive, and
seod their kids to private or parochial schools, and "misplace" public schools.
Hov-,ever, the old armament that the future of black America hinges on physical
juxtaposition in "integrated" classrooms is no longer convincing to a substantial
number of Black Americans. Integrated schools may be desirable from many
points of viewthe provision of extratribal experience for white children among
them, but the latest data seem to show that factors other than the integration of
children in the classroom are more critical to the learning process. The Coleman
report suggests that social class is the more crucial variable. If that is in fact the
case, perhaps oar educational strategies are being crippled by misplaced empha-
sis. While education is a prime cletermPAant of middle-class statuts, o'Llier avenues
of mobility, such as employment equi,valene suggest the perspicacity of G. F.
Richings' remarks when he was stadying black educational institutions at the
turn of the century : "The colored people are entitled to more consideration and
ought to be given a better opportunity to fill the places for which they are being
fitted. * * *" It is patent that classroom integration without corollary behavior
in other aspects of our human relations is not a panacea for what is wrong with
America.

There are perhaps as many as 25 million black Americans in this country,
most of them involved at some level in striving .to ehcape the disabilities or the
symbols of caste. The tenuous involvement of 'alack people ni tne educatioual
process has been both a symbol of powerlessness and social degradation and an
effeltive means of disablement. As a result, the contemporary educational crisis
is so intertwined with other factors only peripherally related to it as to obscure
and confuse the central issue at times, and make it difficult to bring about orderly
flange. What I am saying, of course, is that the black American has a compelling

stake and an unprecedented interest in changing his whole condition. Education
is but one aspect, albeit a vital one, of a much larger social construct which has
operated to the black American's disadvantageor to a disproportionately lesser

dvantag.:e than for others in the society. "Education" is the formal instrument
by means of which a society socializes developing members and prepares them
for meaningful and satisfying participation In that society. Our :ocialization
proc'..1.ss has prepared white children to continue the privileged traditions of the
established white hegemony, while blact children have been programed for social
and economic oblivion. The black insistence upon meaningful involvement in de-
cision making, curriculum offerings, administration, instruction, and every other
aspect of the academic enterpribe denotes the more basic intention of destroying
the racial caste structure, and cannot be seen in isolatZt-tn from that interest.
Similarly, the extraordinary resistance to the burgeoning programatic demands
of black students, black instructors, and black parents is not totally a re tame
to changing tbe configuration of traditional patterns of oduvation, but a resist-
ance to changing larger patterns of relationships nehich are touched by educa-
tional procedures.

Yf tbe education available to black Americans and their rate of involvement
have improved steadily since the 1940's, why should there be a "crisis" in 1909?
First of all, the improvement of the black's educational porltion in contrast to
that of the white man has been only relative. When seen in perspec;ive, it is
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not impressive. Dr. Thomas Pettigrew, who is committed to the necessity for in-
tegration (23) and is not impressed greatly by blaek gains in education outside

n integrated eystern, suggests why :
Negro edacation has yet to approach that generally available to

whites. It remains in general less accessible, and especially less adequate.
In 1960, Negro college attendance was ... only about half that of whites ;

Jee percentage of auult Negroes who had comple. college was con-
siderably leas than half that of whites ; and thc antage who had
eoe..:pleted high school was precisely half that of whi . Negro hopes

ere. .he future are so centered upon education tha.. _aining of poor
quar.ty at this stage could well undercut the determined threat toward
group uplift (24).

Furthermore, the devaluation of the black man's academic credeatials will

keep him at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis the white man. Christopher

Jencks and David Reisman, interpreting the data of the Coleman report, find

that when b`ack men are compared with white men with three-fourths as much

formal education, the better-educated blacks earn 10 to 20 percent less than

white men with only 75 percent as much training. (26) Jencks and Reisman sup-

port the contention that the factors determining the continuing differentials

which operate to the disadvantage of black Americans now derive from oegrega-

don by "elass" rather than by "race," thus implying a relatively unrestricted

mobility rind acceptance across class lines for "those Negroes who acquire white

middle-cla- , habits and attitudes." (27) One does not need to argue whether this

is true or te what degree, whether the "new" segregation is substantively dif-
ferent from the more familiar kind, so long as Negroes, who are racially identi-

fied, remain at the bcttom of the class structure, and their visibility operates
to keep them there.

The "improved" circumstances of contemporary blacks is precisely the keY

variable in their present commitment to the renovation of our educational

structure. The black middle class, as me sured by conventional criteria, is five

times as big as it was in 1940. Two important byproducts of an increased middle-

class base are (1) relative economic security, and (2) leisure. For the first
hundred years out of enslavement, the black man's all-consuming interest was
expreseed in. terms of visceral needsto provide food and shelter for the family ;

and tc keep out of the way of the man, I.e., to stay alive. rducation, formal or
irforn il, functioned almost entirely in these interests. Now that the viscerel
needs of an important minority of the blaek community have been met sub-

stantially, there is time and a psychological readiness to examine the systems of

strictures which function to perpetuate black subordination. Education rep-

resents and reflects one of those utrictures. The "radicalization" of black
students demanding a wide assortment of institutional and programmatic

changes in the universities is a by-prodect of the security and leisure ("intro-
spection") now available to a s:nall minority of black people. So is "community

involvement" in school issues, evtri when that involvement may utilize the

physical pressure of parents who are themselves from the less emancipated

black masses.
Black Americans are more acutely aware now of the critical :mportance of

education to the general improvement of their conditions of living in and par-

ticipating in our kind of society. They know that "our kind of society" is geo-

grapl. illy indifferent- It extends North and South, 1 1st and West. For decades

the, eve fought thre ,gh die NAACP and other agencies for better schools,

better-paid teachers, iiita.serated classrooms and faculties, and the like. There

have been some successes it, as has always been the case, "tie development

of schools and programs ef education for Negroes has represented largely the

influences of social forces outside the Negro commenity and over which he had

little or no onitrol." (27) To t' e e etent that. this remains true, to tl at extent
will the larger spectrum comprising the life circumstancee of blf ck American:,

remain inaccessible to their control or moderation. Ir. a truly democratic society,

;he issue would be less crucial, for the socialization of children, and the prep-
oration of youth to be meaning participani.s in the ongoing life ot the society,
would be indifferently conceived and executed. In a society where racial prefer-

ence is itself one of the institutions which niedify and shape all ethere, decisive

involvement at everY level of the educational enterprise is critical. The demo-

cratic procetss will be strengthened by the new commitment of black Americans

to help make education relevant and responsible.
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THE EDUCATION OF BLACK CHILDREN*

By M. Lee Montgomery

A few months ago Dr. Ruth Hayre, superintendent of District 4, issued a

call tO teachers, principals, parents, students, and community residents of the

North Philadelphia area for an "Educations Goals Conference." Discussion

would center on the question, "What should schools and the community be doing

to better meet the needs of boys and girls in flese areas?" (1) With the question

so ably stated, Dr. Hayre had laid before all of us the gigantic task of making

education relevant to black chitdren, and of probing the depths of our thinking to

create, develup, and deliver new substance, methods, and techniques in cur-

riculum.
Such questions are of importance because of what is happening to black

children in inner-city schools. Of all of the young men and women who do

graduate, dO percent are functionally illiterate. They are unable to read at a
sixth-grade level. All this means is that they have difficulty reading and under-

standing the daily newspaper. And as the 21st century rushes upon us, we must

ask ourselves, What kind of world will it be when these children grow up?
Technology will surely continue to advance. Then what skills must men and

women have? How will they relate to each other? What will happen to those

who have not been taught how to live and mastered a skill by the 21st century?

Will they be able to survive in a highly mechanized and depersonalized society:

What will the great cities of this Nntion be like? Will they still be growing in

inner-city density with black people? What will education be in the 21st century?

Let us not dwell upon this, because our reason for being here is a recognition that

there are some things which all of us must begin to do now.
We have as community and school made some steps toward opening the lines

of uiscovery of new methods of communication with one another. The pressures
for change in curriculum, career development, and community involvement, as

well as in staffing and personnel development, reflect the growing concern of

parents about the education of our children. The question raised at the goals

conference can be more simply stated : "What does education mean for black
boys and girls?" What is education's purpose? Shall we begin with the examina-
tion of a .ry basic measurement instrument of the educational systemtests?
We need not, at this time, enter into the discussion of the relevancy of such instru-
ments to the life style of the black child. An aerospace engineer, Clarence Harris,
states in a monograph that "both cultural bias and bias based on color can and

does effect the validity of tests and, therefore, the results of administered
tests." (2) That is to say, these instruments have built-in bia and the results
have to be biased. We have talked briefly about tests because we use them to pro-
vide the information in order to determine the development of the child, and
very rarely do we question the validity of the measurement. But we are not here
to speak about the many inadequacies of current tests ; we are just as concerned
with what we, as community, and you, as teachers, can and must do to 'make edu-
cation an in-depth and meaningft., learning experience for each child.

CULTUR 4T., AND ETHNIC SENSITTVITY

In order to achieve the cohesiveness that we wish, we must first do some very
basil things, such as getting to know each other. We should feel very comfortable
in talking with one another. This has something to do with "attitudes." This
raises a concern of our attitude toward each other ; toward each child. Let's
be hone-,t and recognize that there are variations in our attitudes toward each

*Delivered at Staff Development Institute, Pitt 3imons Junior High School, Phila-
delphia. Pa., Aug. 20. 1968.

Notes at end of article.
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other. A gap does exist between black and white, particularly in issues of race
and values. Values may relate to spiritual or materialisti c goals. The frank
acknowledgment of the gap is a must if we are to begin to mend the break. How
do we begin? Well, again, let me repeat a recognition on the part of each of us
that we must attempt to overcome our shortcomings and in the process begin
to discover the new me.Parents want to be partners with teachers in the edu ation of their children.
There are three major facets to this desire. The first is the desire to have their
cultural differences recognized and appreciated. Thus, as teachers you must
appreciate the styles of 43peech, the mode of dress, the natural hair, the dashiki,
the beads or the medallions which are popular in or indizenous to the black
culture. Rules which are superfluous and offensive to black parents and students
should be modified or discarded. Second, integration into this school community
involves the development of a genuine sense of community among teachers,
students, and parents. A lack of this sense of community has been revealed in
the past by the behavior and attitudes of teachers, students, and parents. Finally,
black children desire and need to be loved for themselves and be a vital part
of all activity. Every child weLdd, if the climate of opportunity is provided, be a
participant. This is not a call to limit the inputs in the educational process, but
rather an effort to point out where the deslre of parents and children is focused.

Alvin Poussaint has written : "For all that may be said about student,
parental, and teacher desire in order to understand the black man's self-image,
self-concept, and Who am I? e must go back to the time of birth and creation
of the 'American Negro.' "(4)This, of course, brings us to the ma4ter of the black man's heritage. Everyone
is getting into the act of teaching I. American history. And the cry is loud
that anyone can teach Afro-American nistory. And this is probably true, but
for some of us black history or Afro-American history must be taught with
perspective. Ron Karenga said, "Black history demands definition, interpretation,
in terms of the movements of this nation and the world. Our heroes stand as
syml .fis of the onward movement of man."(4) Thus black -)eople must be able to
relate today's events to yesteryeL r's facts in a way that helps us indicate
tomorrow's meanings. I've mentioned history becauF :f the great wave of con-
cern which flows through this land. The value of history as well as the value
of the total black experiencemyths, soul, etc.in th . context of our gatherinF
here is to provide an opportunity for all of us to understand what the struggle
is all about today. We cannot define for any child er adult the purpose and the
meaning of his life. What we can do is create conditions in which he can find
his own purpose and meaning in life.

COMMUNITY AND SCHOOL

It has long been whispered that you, teachers and admilfistrators, should be-
ware of community people. They are without inf`ormation, ignorant, stupid,
harassing, ill-te-npered, and don't understand a thing about educating children.
So often wethat is, those of us who have been able to acquire skillsplace a
limit en human resourcefulness. What parents are really concerned obout in the
development of human potential and th e. liberath)n of the human spirit. Now I
know this covers an awful lot of ground, but let's meditate for a moment.

As parents, let us look at how our children are perceived. First, they are ma-
ceived of as slow learners and really unable to master this middle-class school
system. They are told you're out of it by the attitude and behavior (if_ the teachers.
The proces.:, of alienation begins from the first encounter and tends to contlaue
with p " ----ms in and out of school. Hence, these same black youth are coin-
fortal . dici.. friends and many times "ley are able to organize very sophis-
ticate) . grups (gangs) which we couzu view as an extension of the family.
We can say this because the desire of belonging and identifying is very strong,
and out of it grows group cohesiveness and ioyalty. Second, we, as parents, are
told that our children are beset with all of the woes of life, lack of self-esteem,
and serious behavior problems. And more than that, parents are responsible for
these bad kids. This is true ; the point I am trying to make here is that it is most
important that each of you try to understand some of the frustration_> which a
black parent is compelled to go thrcugh each daythe constant declination of
character, the mental as well as spiritual sufferingall of this in an effort to sur-
vive. This limits the funount of time parents can spend with Children. A more
important question is, What are parents really saying when they talk about "corn-
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munity control of schools"? They mean not only physical control, but more im-

portantly the control of information and learning for the liberation of the human

spirit. In brief, the battle is for the minds of our children. We express our concern

for our survival as an ethnic people in a battle of who rotrols the 'ninth. of our

ehildrtn Thus. It becomer very very clear that no parent wants to see his child

develop into an inhuman being.
So the lairpose of our being here today is to d.,velop the kind of relationship

which will provide an opportunity to under:land why it is important for blaek

parents to say how their children are to lir educated. At hest, every black child

has a constant battle to keep from being shunted aside as incapable of learning.
There is no question in my mind that black children are destroyed daily by in-

nuendo, by verbal and nonverbal communications. That the child is compelled to

learn only those things which relate to the dominant culture in this nation. What
we are really talking Mout in relevancy of curriculum is that which puts life itself

in the context of the learning process as the most precious input into the black

child's experience.
Therefore, what we do today, tomorrow, next week, and in the months to come

will have an impact upon every child. Our main cancern is that that hnpact have
positive effects on the child. Black consciousness leads to black a vareness, leads
to black power, leads to self-reliance. Not everyone will understand the impor-
tance of these phrases, but somehow all should attempt to empathize with black
parents and students. Of course, we will make mistakes, but I feet that the task is
too great to confront it with little energy and little commitment. Today this activ-
ity demands your personal commitment to a task.

NOTES

1. Conference iteport---a priority of the conference was to initiate a 5-year plan
of action.

2. "The Aerospace Scientist as a Local, National, and Worldwide Community
Planner," Clarence J. Harris, General Electric, Valley Forge, Pa., p. 6,
Conflicts.

3. Alvin F. Poussaint, M.D., "The Negro American, His Self-Image and
Integratkm."

4, Ror Karenga, speech in Detroit, March 31, 1968.
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A TALK To TEACHERS

About 200 'New York City teachers are taking special in-serriee
course this year on 'The Negro: His Role in the Culture and IAfe of
thc United States." 'l'he course meets at Public School 180 in Harlem.

thc lietober 16 liession the speaker was James Baldwin, who wax
born. and brought up in Harlem awl attended Harlem schools. His topic
was "The Negro Chi IdRis Self Image." Mr. Baldwin spoke extempo-
raneously, and without notes, but his remarks were recorded on tape.
By special arrangement with Mr. Baldwin and the New York Board of
Education, his talk to thc teachers is presented herewith.

By James Baldwin
Let's begin by saying that we are living through a very dangerous time.

Everyone in this room is in one way or another aware of that. We are in a
revolutionary situation, no matter how napopular that word has become in this
country. The society in which we live is desperately menaced, not by Khrush-
chev, but from within. So any citizen of this country who figures himself as
responsibleand particularly those of you who deal with the minds and hearts
of young peoplemust be prepared to "go for broke:" Or to put it another way,
ou must understand that in the attempt to correct so many generations of bad
faith and cruelty, when it is operating not only in the classroom but in society,
you will meet the most fantastic, the most brutal, and the most determined resist-
ance. There is no point le pretending that this won't happen.

Now, since I am talking im school teachers and I am not a teacher myself,
and in some '.7ays am fairly easily intimidated, I beg you to let me leave that
and go bar' lt xhat I think to be the entire purpose of education in the first
place. It won't: seem to me that when a child is born, if I'm the child's parent it
is my obligation and my high duty to civilize that child. Man is a social animal.
He cannot exist without a society. A society, in turn, depends on certain things
which eTeryone within that society takes for granted. Now, the crucial paradox
which confronts us here is that the whole process of educatioti occurs within a
social framework and is designed to perpetuate the aims of society. Thus, for
example, the boys and girls who were born during the era of the Third Reich,
when educated to tbe purposes of the Third Reich, became barbarians. The
paradox of education is precisely thisthat as one begins to become conscious
one begins to examine the society in which he is being educated. The purpose
of education, finally, is to create in a person the ability to look at the world
for himself, to make his own decisions, to say to himself this is black or this
Is white, to decide for himself whether there is a Clod in heaven or not. To
ask questions of the universe, and then learn to Hy(' with those questions, is the
way he achieves his own identity. But no sWety is really anximis to have that
kind of person around. Wlmt societies really. ideally. want is a citizenry which
will simply obey the rules of society. If a society succeeds in this, that society
Is about to perish. The obligation of anyone who thinks of himself as responsible
is to examine society and try to change it and to fight itat no matter what
risk. This is the only hope society has. This is the only way soeieties change.

Now, if what 1 have tried to sketch has any validity, it becomes thoroughly
elear, at least to ine. that any Negro who is born in this country and undergoes
the American educational system runs the risk of becoming schizophrenic. On
the other hand he is born in the shadow of the stars and stripes and he is
assured it represents a nation which has never lost a war. He pledges allegiance
to that flag which guarantees "liberty and justice for all." He is part of a
country in which anyone can become President, and so forth. But on the other
hand he is also assured by his country and his countrymen that he has never
contributed anything to civilizationthat his past is nothing more than a record
of hamilintions gladly endured. He is assured by i:he republic that he, his father,

(8110)
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his tnother, and his aneestees were happy. shiftless, watermelon-eating tlarkies
% ho loved Mr. Charlie and Miss Ann, that the value he has as a black man
is proven by one thing only--his devotion to white people. If you think I am
exaggerating, examine the myths which proliferate in this country about Negroes.

Now all this enters the child's eonsciottsm.ss much yooner than we as ;Willis
would like to think it (loes. As adults, we are easily fooled because we are
so anxious to be fooled. But children are very different. Children, not yet aware
that it is dangerous to look too deeply at anything. look at everything, look at
each other. atu: draw their own conclusions. They don't have the vocabulary to
express what they see. and we, their eiders, know how to intimidate them very
easily and very soon. But tt black child, looking at the world around him, though
he cannot know quite what to make of it, Is aware that there is a reaoon why
his mother works so hard, why his father is always on edge. lie is aware that
there is sonic reason why, if he sits down in the front. of the bus, his father Or
mother slaps him and drags him to the back of the bus. I Ie is aware that there
is some terrible weight on his parent's shoulder4 which menaces him. And it
isn't longin fact it begins when he is in schoolbefore he discovers the shape
of his oppression.

Let us say that the child is 7 years old and 1 am his father, and I decide
to take him to the zoo, or to Madison Square Garden, or to tile U.N. Building,
or to any of the tremendous monuments we find all over New York. We get into
a bus and we go from where I live on 131st Street and Seventh Avenue down-
town through the park and we get into New York City, which is not Harlem.
Now, where tbe boy liveseven if it is, a housing projectis in an undesirable
neighborhood. If he lives in one of those housing projects of which everyone in
New York is so proud, he has at the front door, if not closer_ the pimps, the
whores, the junkiesin a word, the danger of life in the ghetto. And the child
knows this, though he doesn't know why.

I still remember my first sight of New York. It was really another city when
I was bornwhere I was born. We looked down over the Park Avenue streetcar
tracks. It was Park Avenue, but I didn't: know what Park Avenue meant down-
tmen. The Park Avenue I grew up cri, which is still standing, is dark and dirty.
No one would dream of opening a Tiffany's on that Park Avenue, and when
you go downtown you discover that you are literally in the white world. It is
richor at least it looks rich. It is cleanbecause they collect garbage down-
town. There are doormen. People walk about as though they owned where they
wereand indeed they do. And it's a great shock. It's very hard to relate yourself
to this. You don't know what it means. You knowyou know instinctively
that none of this is for you. You know this before you are told. And who is it
for and who is paying for it? And why isn't it for you?

Later on when you become a grocery boy or messenger and you try to enter
one of those buildings a man says, "Go to the back door." Still later, if you hap-
pen by some odd chance to have a friend in one of tbose buildings, the man says,
"Where's yc'iar package?" Now this by no means is the core of the matter. What
I'm trylar; ro get at is that by this time the Negro child has had, effectively, al-
most. all Ow doors of opportunity slammed In his face, and there are very few
things he can do about It. Ile can more or less accept it with tut absolutely inartic-
ulate 911(1 dangerous rage insideall, the more dangerous because !t is never ex-
pressed. It is precisely those silent people whom white people see every day of
their livesI mean your porter and your maid, who never say anything more than
"Yes. sir" and "No ma'am." They will tell you it's raining if that is what you
want to hear, and they will tell you the sun is shining if that is what you want
to hear. They really hate you--really bate you because in their eyes (and they're
right) you stand between them and life, I want to come back to that in a moment.
It is the most sinister of the facts, I think, which we now face.

There is something else the Negro child can do, too. Every street boyand I
was a street boy, so I knowlooking PA the society which has produced him,
looking at the standards of that societ.,- which are not honored by anybody, look-
ing at your churches and the govermo4mt and the politicians, understands that
this structure is operated for someone oise's benefitnot for his. And there's no
room in it for him. If he is really cram:ng, really ruthless, really strongand
many of us arehe becomes a kind of criminal. He becomes a kind of criminal
beenuse that's the only way he can live. harlem and every ghetto in this city
every ghetto in this countryis full of people who live outside the law. They
wouldn't dream of calling a policeman. The; e.vouldn't, for a moment, listtn to
any of those professions of which we are so votul on the Fourth of July. They
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have turned away from this country forever and totally. They live by their wits

and really long to see the day when the entice structure comes down.

The point of all this is that black men were brought here as a source of cheap

labor. They were indispensable to the economy. In order to justify the fact that

men were treated as though they were animals, the white republic had to brain-

wash itself into believing that they were, indeed, animals and deserved to be

treated like animals. Therefore it is almost impossible for any Negro child to

discover anything about his actual history. The reason is that this "animal," once

he suspects his own worth, once he starts uelleving that he is a man, has begun

to attack the entire power structure. This is why America has spent such a long

time keeping the Negro in his place. What I am trying to suggest to you is that

it was not an accident, it was not an act of God, it was not done by well-meaning

people muddling into something which they didn't understand. It was a deliberate

policy hammered into place in order to make money from black flesh. And now,

in 1963, because we have never faced this fact, we are in intolerabie trouble.

The Reconstruction, as I read the evidence, was a bargain between the North

and South to this effect : "We've liberated them from the landend delivered

them to the bosses." When we left Mississippi to come North we did not come to

freedom. We came to the bottom of the labor market, and we are still there. Even

the Depression of the 1930's failed to mak3 e dent in Negroes' relationship to

white workers in the labor unions. Even today, so brainwashed is this republic

that people seriously ask in what they suppose to be good faith, "What does the

Negro want?" I've heard a great many asinine questions in my life, but that is

perhaps the most asinine and perhaps the most insalting. But the point here is

that people who ask that question, thinking that they ask it in good faith, are

really the victims of this conspiracy to make Negroes believe they are less than

human.
In order for me to live, I decided very early that some mistake had been

made somewhere. I was not a "nigger" even though you called me one. But if I

was a "nigger" in your eyes, there was something about youthere was some-

thing you needed. I had to realize when I was very young that I was none of

those things I was told I was. I WAR not, for example, happy. I never touched

a watermelon for all kinds of reasons. I had been invented by white people,

and I knew enough about life by this time to understand that whatever you

invent, whatever you project, is you! So where we are now is that a whole

country of people believe I'm a "nigger," and I don't, and the battle's on!

Because if I am not what I've been told I am, then it means that you're not

what you thought you were either! And that is the crisis.

It is not really a "Negro revolution" that is upsetting this country. What is

upsetting the country is a sense of its own identity. If, for example, one man-

aged to change the curriculum in all the schools so that Negroes learned more

about themselves and their real contributions to this culture, you would be

liberating not only Negroes, you'd be liberating white people who know nothing

about their own history. And the reasoll is that if you are compelled to lie

about one aspect of anybc(V's history, you must lie about it all. If you have

to lie about my real role here, if you have to pretend that I hoed all thai

cotton just because I loved you, then you have done 8( ~thing to yourself.

You are mad.
Now let's go back a minute. I talked earlier about those silent peoplethe por-

ter and the maidwho, as I said, don't look up at the sky if you ask them if. it

is raining, but look into your r.aee. My ancestors and I were very wAi trained.

We understood very earl; that this was not a Christian nation. It didn't

matter what you said or how often you went to church. My father and my

mother and my grandfather and my grandmother knew that Chritnians didn't

act this way. It was as simple as that. And if that was so there was no point

in dealing with white people in terms of their own moral professions, for they

were not going to honor them. What one did was to turn away, smiling all

the time, and tell white people what they wanted to hear. But people always

accuse you of reckless talk when you say this.
All this means that there are in this country tremendous reservoirs of bitter-

ness which have never been able to find an outlet, but may find an outlet soon.

It means that well-meaning white liberals place themselves in great danger

when they try to deal with Negroes as though they were missionaries. It means,

in brief, that a great price is demanded to liberate all thcse silent people so

that they can breathe for the first time and tell you what they think of you.
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And a price is demanded to liberate all those white children--some of them
near 40who have never grown up, and who ve t'er will grow up, because they
have no sen.t.e of their identity.

\', ',at passes for identity in America is a series of myths about one's heroic
ancestirs. It's aatounding to me, for example, that 80 many people really appear
to bedeve that the country was founded by a band of heroes who wanted to be
free. That happens not to be true. What happened was that some people left
Europe bec lose they couldn't stay there any longer and had to go someplace else
to make it. That's all. They were hungry, they were poor, they were convicts.
Those who were making it In England, for example, did not get on the Mayflower.
That's how the country was settled. Not by Gary Cooper. Yet we have a whole
race of people, a whole republic, who believe the myths to the point where even
today they select politleal representatives, as far as I can tell, by how closely they
resemble Gary Cooper. Now this is dangerously infantile, and it shows in every
level of national life. When I was living in Europe, for example, one of the
worst revelations to me was the was Americans walked around Europe buying
this and buying that and insulting everybody--not even out of malice, just be-
cause they didn't know any better Well, that is tbe way they have always
treated me. They weren't cruel, they ;list didn't know you were alive. They
didn't know you bad any feelings.

What I am trying to suggest here is that in the doing of eil this for 100
years or more, It is the American white man who has long since lost his grip
on reality. In some peculiar way, having created this myth about Negroes. and
the myth about his own history, he created myths about the world so that, for
example, he was astounded that some people could prefer Castro, astounded
that there are people in the world who don't go into hiding when they hear
the word "communism," astoonded that communism is one of the realities of
the 20th century which we will not overcome by pretending that it does not exist.
The political level in this countr now, on the part of the people who should
know better, is abysmal.

The Bible says somewhere tha ere there is no vision the people perish. I
don't think anyone can doubt tl this country today we are menacedin-
tolerably menacedby a lack of v.

It is inconceivable that a soy .1 people should continue, as we do 40 ab-
jectly, to say, "I can't do anyti, about it. It's the government." The govern-
ment is the creatioa of the peoi It Is responsible to the people. And the peo-
ple are responsible for it. No An can has the right to allow the present govern-
ment to say, when Negro child _ are being bombed and hosed and shot and
beaten all over the deep South. iat there is notbing,we can do about it. There
must have been a day in this Antry's life when the bombing of four children
in Sunday School would have created a public uproar and endangered the life of
a Governor Wallace. It happened here and there was no public uproar.

I regan by saying that one of the paradoxes of education was that precisely
at the point when you begin to develop a conscience, you must flnd yourself at
war with your society. It is your responsibility to change society if you think
of yourself as an educated person. And on the basis of the evidenceche moral
and politieal evklenceone is compelled to say that this is 'n backward society.
Now I were a teacher in this school, or any Negro school, and I was dealing
with Negro children, who were in my care only a few hours of every day and
would then return to their homes and to the streets, children who have an
apprehension of their future which wira every hour grows grimmer and darker,
I would try to teach themI would try to make them knowthet those streets,
those houses, those dangers, those agonies by which they are surrounded, are
criminal. I would try to make each child know that these things are the results
of a criminal conspiracy to destroy him. I would teach him that if he intends to
get to be a man, ne must at once decide that he is stronger tban this conspiracy
and tbat he must never make his peace with it. And that one of his weapons for
refusing to make his peace with it and for destroying it depends on what he
decides he is worth. I would teach him that there are currently very few stand-
ards in this country which are worth a man's respect.

That it is up to him to begin to change these standards for tbe sake of the
life and the health of tbe country. I would suggest to him that the popular
cultureas represented, for example, on television and in comic books and in
moviesis based on fantasies created by very ill people, and he must be avyare
that these are fantasies that have nothing to do with reality. I would teach firm
that the press he reads is not as free as it says it isand that he can do some-
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thing about that, too. I would try to make him know that just as American
history is longer, larger, more various, more beautiful, and more terrible than
anything anyone has ever said about it, so is the world larger, more daring, more
beautiful and more terrible, but principaPy largerand that it belongs to him. I
would teach him that he doesn't have to be bound by the expediencies of any
given administration, any given policy, any given timethat he has the right
and the necessity to examine everything. I would try to show him that one has
not learned anything about Castro when one says, "He is a Communist." This
is a way of not learning something about Castro, something about Cuba, some-
thing, in fact, about the world. I would suggest to him that he is living, at the
moment, in an enoimoup province. America is not ",^ world and if America is
going to become a nation, she must find a wayand this child must help to find
a wayto use the tremendous potential and tremendous energy which this
child repre;ents. If this country does not find a way to use that energy, it will
be destroyed by that energy.
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RACISM IN EDUCATORS : A BARRIER TO QUALITY EDUCATION

By Ermon 0. Hogan*

Somehow, I happened to be alone in the classroom with Mr. Ost-
rowski, my English teacher. * * * I was one of his top students, cne
of the school's top students. * * * He told me, "Malcolm, you ought to
be thinking about a career. Have you been giving it thought?" 4' * *

"Well, yes, sir, I've been thinking I'd like to be a lawyer."
Mr. Ostrowski looked surprised, I remember, and leaned back in

his chair and clasped his hands behind his head.
"Malcolm, one of life's first needs is for us to be realistic. Don't

misunderstand me, now. We all like you, you know that. But you've
got to be realistic about being a nigger. A lawyerthat's no realistic
goal for a nigger. * * *"

The more I thought afterwards about what he said, the more
uneasy it made me. It just kept treading around in my mind. It was
then that I began to changeinside. (1)Autobiography of Malcolm

Educators react with horror, anger, and condemnation at this incident of pa-
ternalistic racism from the "Autobiography of Malcolm X." However, racism and
social class bias are very much a part of the curriculum in schools serving poor
and minority youth. This "hidden curriculum" is conveyed covertly to students in
inferior schools through low expectations, assignment to tracks, vocational-
oriented counseling, rigidly controlled classroom behavior and, most insidiously,
in disparaging references to intellectual limitations, family background and
values. The negative psychological impact resulting from this curriculum has
caused students to counter with aggressive or withdrawn behavior.

Social scientists, recently awakened to the problems of poor and minority
youth in America's schools, have attributed this dilemma to the pathology of the
ghetto family, community, and life style and to the hypothesized chasm existing
between the middle class values of the school and the lower class values of the
students. Few have dared look at the pathology caused by racism in educational
institutions.

In assessing criteria for quality education in urban schools, it is imperative
that we examine critically the influence of racism and social class bias on educa-
tional personnel, the promulgation of racism through the socialization process,
the relationship of racism to education theory and the attitudes of school per-
sonnel, and then delineate variables critical to developing quality personnel for
urban schools.

INSTITUTIONALIZED RAOISM AND AMERICAN EDUCATION

Maxine Green writes in "The Public School and the Private Vision" :

When, in tne early nineteenth century, campaigns for public edu-
cation began in America, the men who argued for the cause of common
schools linked them to the ancestral promise and to the images of
the American dream. Not only would the schools, they said, promise
a common experience and a common heritage for the diverse children
of the nation, they would also equip the young for the responsibilities
of freedom, insure universal equality and guarantee prosperity through
the years to come. (2)

Dr. Ermon Hogan is Chief Educational Specialist of the National Urban League. She
is a member of Secretary Finch's Urban Task Force and the National Education Asso-
ciation's External Council for Human Relations.

Notes at end of article.
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However, during the last decade many educators and social activists have
become pa infully aware that the ancestral promise and the American dream
for many children in this country have been analogous to Tantaulus' penance.
Although our schools have provided a quasi-common heritage, they have not
provided a common experience out of which youth could learn to develop the
responsibilities of freedom, to respect universal equality, arid to acquire the
skills necessary to guarantee prosperity through the years to come. The re-
sulting social tragedy was conceived and nurtured by means of the subjective
interpretation of the concept "equality of educational opportunity." Historically,
this major aim of education has reflected the values of the dominant class.
Such "equality" has been interpreted and misinterpreted as a benefit for white
Anglo-Saxon Protestants from distinct social classes. Rarely has this birth-
right included minority and poor youth.

The recent inclusion of minority and poor youth among those qualified for
the benefits of equality of educational opportunity has not always evolved
through an awt...zeness of social injustice nor through increasing humanism and
a new morality on the part of the great society. More often, it has been a re-
action to pressures from civil rights groups, confrontations with black mili-
tants, and violence in urban communities. Most important, it is directly re-
lated to economic factors in our technological era. Brookover asserts :

The contemporary concern with the education of the disadvantaged
in American society reflects the failure to adequately educate certain
subsocieties' youth for the contemporary social system. So long as
the society needed large proportions of people with relatively low
levels of competence and our beliefs in equality of educational oppor-
tunity were not too strongly held, the maintenance of a differentiated
school program served the society adequately. The schools have
functioned to maintain the differences which are now identified as
cultural or education disadvantages. (8)

Deutsch, too, acknowledges that the schools have not assumed a leadership
role in attacking racism and social class bias in our society. He writes :

Generally education has been satisfied to offer an Liferior intellectual
diet in the urban ghetto, and the demand for change has not come from
educators, but trout external social forces demanding equality ot
opportunity. * * * The changes that are taking place in education
* * * are for the most part being stimulated from the outside. (4)

The 1985 Elementary and Secondary Education Act encouraged school systems
to begin educational reforms in ghetto schools. Ironically, the most ineffective
districts were often rewarded for their past inefficiencies with large grants to
continue to miseducate minority youth.

In addition to t'iis act was the civil rights bill espousing the necGssity for
equal educational opportunity for all children. Additional funds were made avail-
able for school districts that had separate but unequal educational facilities and
wanted to remedy an undemocratic, unconstitutional situation. This legislation
produced a flood of confessions by school districts and State departments of edu-
cation analogous to those of sinners at a Billy Graham rally. After this act of
penance and the reward of additional Federal funds, all too frequently business
was conducted as usual.

WIIrTE EXPERTS ON l'ECE BLACK COILMUNITY

During this period, white experts e_-, the black community came into view.
Reissman, Passow, Ausubel, Jenclr.:6, ad inflnitum, categorized, classified, and
stereotyped minority groups and the children of the poor so successfully that few
teachers percOved these children as educable.

One critic angrily stated after reviewing one of Passow's books :
By equating negritude with a metaphysical category called the dis-

advantaged we assert that a Negro is not merely poorbut he is
tainted with a stigma of racial inferiority no less virulent for its covert
assumptions. (5)

Notes at end of article.
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Few of the theories postulated by these eminent scholars were based on em-
pirical research. The early body of knowledge regarding the "disadvantaged"
was based upon "experts" quoting other "experts" until speculation became fact.

Three important research studies were conducted that illuminated the in-
equities in the American social oru?.r and served to further stereotype the black
American : (1) Moynihan's analysie (1965) of the Negro family ; (2) "Equality
of Educational Opporimility' (coieiaan, lutal) ; and (.1) "Racial isolation in the
Public Schools" (1967).

The Moynihan report was the vanguard of recent national studies that focus
on the plight of the black American. This report stated that the fabric of Ne-
gro society is deteriorating and at the heart of this process is the deterioration of
the Negro family. The report asserted that the pathology is due to sin ,'ery and
past oppression rather than the racism prevalent in American seciety. Whitney
Young et the National Urban League wrote in answer to this report :

The picture of prevalent pathology it presents just does not lit reality
and is a gross injustice to the overwhelming majority of Negro families
which are as stable as any in the Nation.

Further, the statistics it quotes leave out factors which put its find-
ings in doubt. Nowhere among the many charts in the reports is there a
breakdown of comparative statistics which cortrast figures for Negro
families with those for white families of comparable income. What ap-
pear to be racial differenees in regard to family stability are more prob-
ably class differences which Negro lower class families share with
white. (6)

In response to the Moynihan report, Andrew Billingsley, a black professor at
the University of California, authored "Black Families in White America"
(1968). This book discusses the 75 percent of I;egro families who have stable
marriages, the 50 percent of Negro families who have managed to pull themselves
into the middle class, the 90 percent of Negro families who are self-supporting,
and the e-en larger proportion of Negro families who manage to keep out of
trouble, often despite tne grossest kinds of discrimination and provocation.

The study "Equality of Educational Opportunity" (Coleman, 1966) was con-
ducted in response to section 402 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and sought
to document : (1) the extent to which racial and ethnic groups are segregated
in the public schools; (2) whether the schools offer equal educational oppor-
tunity ; (3) how much students learn as measured by performance on standardized
achievement tests ; and (4) the possible relationship between student achieve-
ment and the kinds of schools they attend. James Coleman of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity had major responsibility for the design, administration, and analysis of
the survey. Ernest Campbell of Vanderbilt University shared the responsibility.
The Coleman Report, like the Moynihan Report, has been the objective of much
controversy. It verified the assumption that the vast majority of black and white
children are educated in segregated schools. However, the findings regarding the
other three concerns are tenuous at best.

Levin's critique (1968) of this report asserted that it suffered from important
methodological errors, inadequate descriptions of the actual data used to test
hypotheses, and sweeping conclusions which are often misleading and sometimes
completely unsupported by the evidence that is presented. He stated that the
report was overwhelmingly weighted in a direction that understated the impor-
tance of school resources in explaining variations in achieiement. This report
tends to take the heat off the social system that produces ill-educated students,
and it continues the pattern of censoring the cultural influences of the environ-
ment.

The third report, "Racial Isolation in the Public Schools" (1967), is a re-
analysis by Thomas F. Pettigrew, et al., of the Coleman Report data. Four major
findings emerged from this report :

1. Racial isolation in the public schoAs, whatever its origin, inflicts harm
upon Negro students.

2. Racial isolation in the public schools is intense and is growing worse.
3. Compensatory efforts to improve education for children within racially

and socially segregated schools have been ineffective.
4. School desegregation remedies have been devised which will improve

the quality of education for all children. (7)

Notes at end of ardele.
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Pettigrew contends that only through racial integration will the deficits ex-
perienced by minority and poor children hr. c:.-7ercome. Without this panacea,
there is no hope. Quality education cannot be provided for the ghetto child withq,
the framework of the inner city school because :

* * * the performance of Negro students :s d!stinctly less related to
differen:les in the quality of schools and teachers than the social class
and racial composition of their school. (8)

In discussing their findings, the reEearchers stated :
The major source of the harm which racial isolation inflicts upon

Negro children is not difficult to discover. It- lies in the attitudes which
such segregation generates in children and the effect these attitudes
have upon motivation to learn and achievement. Nevro children believe
that their schools are stigmatized and regarded as inft-rior by the commu-
nity as a whole. Their belief is shared by their parents and by their
teachers. (9)

Notice that this statement refers first to deficiencies in the children, then the
parents, and finally the teachers ; i.e., segregation has caused students to have
negative attitudes toward learning and achievement, has caused students to
believe that their schools are stigmatized and regarded as inferica-, and their belief
is shared by parents and teachers. Is it not possible that school boards and ad-
ministrators view the schools as stigmatized and inferior, that teachers view
the children as uneducable, and that these attitudes are conveyed to parents and
children? And, could it not also be possible that motivation and learning arc re-
flections of teacher expectations along with nonacademically oriented community
environments?

Pettigrew obviously was aware that the root of racism is deeply entrenched in
both black and white Americans. Therefore, he could perceive no means other
than integration of black children ;into middle class white schools to overcome
this barrier.

Educators, civil rights activists, anu social scientists were enchanted at first
with the findings of the Coleman Report an._. "Racial Isolation." Integration
was the panacea for the miseducation of black and poor youth. Then advocates
of this theory suddenly discovered that there weren't enough middle class white
children near black communities to raise the intellectual achievement of black
and poor youth. And in communities where there were, little effort was made
to move in this direction. Compensatory education had failed, and open occupan-
cy legislation added little to the reality of the "Ideal" of integrated education.
As Edward Forte, superintendent of schools in Inkster, Mich., wryly stated :

"Integration is the brief interlude between the ti:ae the first black family moves
in and the last white family moves out."

Integration as a reality was as great a hoax on black people as tbe meltthg
pot myth. And most important, it gave fur-41-er credence to the stigma (32 racial
inferiority because the burden of implementing it was placed on the black
American. Black children rode the bus out of their neighborhoods into white
communities. Black teachers who were considered superior we-e placed in white
schools, leaving black children with average or poor teachers, both black and
white. Some black teachers were declared inferioe and dismissed because there
was no place for them in integrated schools. Black parents were charged with
being unconcerned about their children's education. And black children who did
attempt to attend integrated schools outside their neighborhoods experienced
physical, social, and emctional retributionovert hostility, segregated abilitygrouping within an integrated school, apartheid in extracurricular activities,
and a curriculum designed to "meet the needs" of the disadvantaged migranv.

The above discussion does not mitigate integration as a viable goal for all
children in a democratic, pluralistic society. However, if we establish integra-tion as a priority, then it must be pursued on an equalitarian basis, with all
groups recognizing its merit and working diligently toward its achievement.

RACISM IN THE SOCIALIZATION PROCESS

If, as the Kerner Report states, racism is a reality in America, and if we are
to combat the insidiousness of its curriculum in American schools, we must viewthe manner in which it is developed and nurtured in the socialization process.

Notes at end of article.
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Harley (1008) has carendly analyzed institutionalized racism engendered in

American society and draws upon Rose's (1950) "social control" or caste struc-
ture theory to explain American race relations. He uses Berreman's definition

of caste : "a hierarchy of endogamous divisions in which membership is heredi-

tary und permanent." This statement, Harley believes, historically characterizes
the composition and relations between the races in our society. The races are

perceived in a hierarchy with whites In the superior role. The races are thought

to be separate species, and status is defined by parentage, with crossbreeding
between the races forbidden. Caste memicrship is seen as permanent us evidenced
Ly the persistent effort to "keep the Negro in his place" and the tremendous
resistance to all changes in the system. Harley continues:

Color bars, cries of white supremacy and purity of the races and all
the other catch phrases and ideological harangues of the prejudiced are
essentially statements made to announce and reinforce the sanctions of
the dominant caste. When these sanctions or racial tyres are closely
examined, they have all the primary characteristics of a caste system.
Thus, the genesis of racist attitudes is seen to be part of the total process
of enculturation and the attitudes themselves part of the fund of social

common knowledge.
The mechanism of caste distinction In America is simple and straight-

forwardthe social perceptions nre learnings and distinctly social prod-
ucts. And that which must be learned by the membent of the society
is also simple and straightforward. As Dollard indicates, "Whiteness
indicates full personal dignity and full participation in Arnerkan society.
Blackness represents lin:Mutton and inferiority." (10)

He also refers to Davis' discussion of the mechanism for enculturation of
ra,:ist attitudes :

For learning and maintaining the appropriate caste behavior, an
individual of either the black or white group is rewarded by approval
and acceptauce for this caste: if he violates the controls, he is punished
physically, eccnomically, socially, ar legally, depeLding upon the serious-
ness of the infraction. (11 )

Muck people in America ha V4. been striving censtantly to free themselves
frem the caste system. During the late 1060's, lifter years of sit-ins. wade-ins.
pray-ins, and other humiliating pleas to the white community for racial .instiee,
the black people escalated their efforts. They realized that any improvement in
their condition IA ould have to be attained through other methods. Recognizing
that racism is perpetuated through enculturation. they decided to inhibit this
phenomenon by controlling the second major soeial institution that influences
the minds of black childrenthe schools. This effort to defy the caste-class sys-
tem caused the meehanism for social control to whip into motion.

In New York City, for example, the public schools were paralyzed for several
months during au intense power stru,,trle. Strange alliances were made In an
effort to maintain the status quo. Physical, social, and legal punishment was
inflicted upon those who atteelpted to change patterns of control in the New
York public school system.

RACISM .A:r0 TEACHER ATTITUDES

Ruth Benedict writes in "Patters.* al dulture":
No man ever looks at the world with pristine eyes. lie sees it edited

by a definite set of customs and institutions and ways of thinking. Even
in Xis philosophical probings he cannot go behind these stereotypes ; his
very concepts of the true and the false will still have reference to his
particular traditional customs. (12)

Smith (chapter 8) illustrates thin concept when he points out that nowhere
has the effect of white supremacy been more pervasive and more debilitating
than in the American school. White racism has poisoned tbe American school,
and tter most deadly paralysis of all is that which renders school personnel
almost totally unaware of their social sickness.

Research relevant to teacher attitudes, expectations, and behavior toward
disadvantaged youth demonstrates how racism produced by the socialisation

Note, at cad of tick.
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process has been stronger than professional responsibility. Becker (1962) and
Clark (1964) used the interview as a research tool to identify teachers' percep-
tions of !liner city students. Becker found that teachers believe inner city chil-
dren are tlifilcult to teach, uncontrollable, violent, and morally unacceptable on
all criteria. Clark asked a group of white students to interview a sample of
white teachers in the New York inner city. Fifty percent of the teachers stated
that Negroes are inherently inferior in intelligence and therefore cannot be
expected to learn. They believed that the humanitarian thing to do is to provide
schools essentially as custodial institutions.Groff's survey (1963) of 294 teachers in 16 inner city schools 2orroborates
the findings of Becker and Clark. Forty percent of those interviewed in Groff's
study stated that the personalities of socially disadvantaged children are re-
sponsible for the dissatisfaction that leads to high turnover rates among teachers.

Gottlieb (1964) also assessed the views of Negro and white teachers toward
students in a northern urban community. He found differential perceptions of
students by their teachers. White teachers typically selected adjectives indicat-
ing that black students are talkative, lazy, high strung, rebellious, and !unlov-
ing. Black teachers viewed the same students as happy, cooperative, energetic,
ambitious and funloving. The adjectives attributed to the students by white
teachers are similar to the stereotypes of Negroes held by American society.
Allport (1954) relates that Negroes are traditionally stereotyped as mentally
inferior, lazy, superstitious, emotionally unstable, happy-go-lucky, religious,
dirty, and morally primitive.Attitudes held by prospective teachers do not differ markedly from those
of experienced teachers. Grambs (1950) found that undergraduate education
students expressed good, tolerant attitudes toward children of all groups in our
society but that the degree of acceptance dropped markedly if the personal lives
of the future teachers were involved. A rece 4.t study conducted by the author
(Hogan, 1968) shows that attitudes have not changed in the last 18 years. Un-
dergraduate education students were asked to react to a hypothetical situation.
When they were asked to reside in the community of an inner city school, a
majority of the students stated they would accept the teaching assignment, but
few could accept the idea of living in the community. The modern acculturation
mechanism obvIonov is plastic enough to permit hie utterance of verbal plati-
tudes but strong >gh to prevent interaction other than at sanctioned levels.

An exploratory ritudy also was conducted on the attltudes of undergraduate
education students at a large midwestern university toward teaching in the inner
city (Hogan and Boca, 1988). Only 16 percent of the students stated that they
preferred to teach in the inner city. Fear, value conflicts, and job difficulty were
given as primary rmtsons for not desiring such an assignment. The students said
their reasons were based on personal feelings and information from the communi-
cations media. Personal feelings may be attributed to cultural conditioning of
racial attitudes, which in turn have been supported by the cOmmunications media.

'Findings of the Michigan Public School Racial Census conducted in 1967 for
the Michigan State Department of Education showed that teacher attitudes to-
ward pupils were negative in classes with a large proportion of black pupils. The
report states:

It appears that the greater the proportion of Negro pupils in a class,
the lower the teachers' rating of their pupils' academic ability and
motivation.

A seminal study conducted by Jacobson (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968) clearly
points out the influence of racism on teachers' perceptions of their students.
Jacobson asked two groups of teachers to rank a set of children's photographs
by their American or Mexican appearance (American was not dellned) Essen-
tially, the teachers agreed on their rankings. They were then naked to rank photo-
graphs of Mexican children who were unknown to one group of teachers but
were the students of the other group. Here there was little agreement. The
teachers who knew the Mexican children saw those with higher IQ's as looking
more American. The significant correlation of IQ and appearance was present
only when the IQ scores were known. Apparently, teachers agreed in their per-
ception of "Mexican-looking" until they knew how a child testedthen their per-
ceptions showed a marked change-

The above renearch demonstrates that teachers, reflecting the institutionalized
values of the larger society, have traditionally held negative perceptions of
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disadvantaged and minority youth. We shall now look at the manner in which
these perceptions have caused educators to misinterpret educational and psy-
chological theory.

RACISM AND EDUCATIONAL THEORY

Racism wears many faces in 4-he classroom. We are all too familiar with the
type of teacher who told his student, "We just got a new dog at our house. As a
matter of fact, he looks very much like you ; he looks so much like you that we've
decided to call him 'Blackie'." (18) Overt hostility such as this receives much
publicity andlike the behavior of Mr. Ostrowski in the excerpt from the "Auto-
biography of Malcolm X"arouses horror and indignation in most school
personnel.However, the covert and often unconscious behavior of teachers and admie
istrative personnel who interpret psychological and educational theory to mean
that poor and black children cannot learn is equally damaging. Frank Riessman
first popularized the term, "culturally der rived" a sophisticated synonym for
inherent infeilority, and delineated the dominant characteristics of this child:
slow mentally, which may give the impression of stupidity, physically oriented,
anti-intellectual, pragmatic rather than theoretical, inflexible and not open to
reason about many of his beliefs, deficient in auditory attention and interpreta-
tion skills, an ineffective reader and generally deficient in the communication
skills, ignorant in many areas, and often suggestible, although he may be sus-
picious of innovations. In later writing. Riessman described the "overlooked
positives of disadvantaged groups." The "positives" were as damaging as the
original stereotypes.

Armed with this ammunitionin addition to the alleged pathology of the cul-
ture of poverty and other concepts exhorted by educational, sociological, and
psychological theoreticiansschool personnel justified their behavior toward
minority and poor children. For example, the concept of "readiness" has been the
major rationalization for the miseducation of ghetto children.

E. L. Thorndike never dreamed he was creating a monster when he stated
the law of readiness: "A learner must be ready to learn." This rather hazy con-
cept simply meant that the desired response is available and likely to occur.
However, defining readiness was tenuous at best. If an organism learned, ap-
parently it was ready. If it did not, apparently is was not ready.

Many educators have overlooked motivation and teacher expectation as se-
lected factors that relate to readiness. Educators, utilizing their usual eclectic
approach to psychology, meshed this principle with maturation and concluded
that readiness for learning tasks follows a pattern similar to physiologic:
readiness. The process was fixed and could not be accelerated. Therefore, chil-
dren who were not enchanted by the dry, sterile curriculum and rigid teaching
methods obviously were not ready to learn. Such middleclasa children were
considered underachievers, and lower class and black children were considered
dull. Teachers awaiting the "teachable moment" busied the children with activi-
ties such as coloring maps, cleanliness, mannerliness, resting, Aeld trips, and
so forth. In the meantime, they empathized with each other in the faculty
lounge for their martyrdom and maliciously exchanged tidbits about the chil-
dren's lineage and abilities.

Readiness was soon superseded by the concept "critical neriod"the time in
which certain tasks are most likely to be learned. If this period is passed without
task attainment, then the specific task may never be fully learned. The critical
period, eclectically interpreted, further absolved the schools from responsibility
for the low level of learning in ghetto schools. Children who failed to achieve
"readiness" certainly missed the "critical period," and ao schools in the tuner
city became custodial rather than educational institutions.

Next, the term "motoric" was applied to the ghetto child. Miller and Swanson
(1960) asserted that if the teacher enables the lower class child to express
himself with the large muscles of the torso and limbs, the students may make
surprising educational progress. Other theorists have written long essays about
the physicallY-oriented child who learns best through role-playing, games, and
dramatic play. However, a visit to say middle-claaa public or private school. Pre-
kindergarten through graduate school, will find these students, too, involved
in a variety of active learning experiences that serve to make education ex-
citing and challenging.

Notes at end of article.
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THE TEACHER AND QUALITY EDUCATION

The teacher is a significant person in benging quality education to ghetto
schools. Arthur Combs (1962) asserts that some improvements sought by educa-
tors can be brought about by spending more money, by building better schools,
by introducing new courses of study, new stundards, or new equipment. How-
ever, he believes the most important changeb :7:11 occur only as teachers change,
for institutions are made up of people and it is the classroom behavior of
teachers that will finally determine whether our schools fail or whether they
meet the challenge of our times.

Carl Rogers (1967) also stresses the importance of the teacher's attitude and
behavior in the classroom. He postulates tbrt one of the most important condi-
tions facilitating learning in the quality of attitudes in the interpersonal re-
lationship between teacher and learner. He emphasizes the need for teachers to
be genuine instead of putting on a facade. Teachers must prize, accept, and
trust their students in addition to developing an empathic understanding of
them. According to Rogers, individuals who hold attitudes of genuiness and
trust in their students are more effective in the classroom than those who do
not. Weinberg (1967) also believes that teacliers hold the key to progress in
education. He believes that what counts in the classroom and ttroughout the
school* is the human meaning of the interaction of professional personnel
and children.

In ghetto schools, the interaction between professional personnel and children
has operated in the racist frame of reference. For many years humanism has
taken the form of kindly missionaries collecting cast-off clothing for i:he nattves.
Humanism 12as meant concern for hygiene, deportment, and nutrition with little
concern for encouraging children to learn.

Rapidly replacing the missionary is the educational mercenary who has
suddenly become concerned about the education of poor and black children. This
individual is often employed an an instructional specialist, curriculum specialist,
or communications media specialist, who has been given the responnibility of
helping teachers meet the learning needs of disadvantaged children. Like the
specialists in Jonathan Kozol's Death at an Early Age, many special school
personnel neither like nor understand the black child. They continue to measure
him by white middle class standards and believe there is gross pathology in
the black community. With the aid of Title I !uncle, they have purchased books,
tapes, projectors, tape recorders, and films that collect dust in the closets of the
school. Few teachers know how to use these new mpii. and even fewer want to
use them. The specialist plans numeron- tr L the children that are
totally unrelated to the curriculum.

One critic of these practices cited ...-ident. A field trip was
planned to acquaint the "disadvantaged' children with trains (even though
planes are more relevant to this age). Much time was spent insuring that the
children had the correct change for the fare, had brought their lunch, and were
dressed properly. No preparation was given regarding trains as a mode of trans-
portation. The children then rode the train, ate their lunch, and talked about the
same experiences they talked about on the playground. Any learning that took
place was incidental.

Humanism in the classroom should mean that the teacher is a professional
educator who accepts the child as an individual, believes he ca.a. learn, and pro-
vides educational experiences to insure that he does learn. This teacher respects
the child and is concerned about his personal life but does not use the handicaps
he brings to the classroom to obviate learning. Hunger, hygiene, and health
certainly must be taken care of before the child is ready to learn, but the ultimate
goal is education.

An effective teacher in an urban school recognizes the importance of involving
parents in the education of the child. Numerous contacts must be made with
parents. These contacts should include visits to the home to discuss the mutual
responsibility to encourage learning. The teacher's role is not to educate the
Parent but to learn more about the child from the parent. Notes should be written
and calls should be made to praise the child's efforts and to encourage improved
performance.It la extremely important that teachers exercise control over the quality of
education in their colleagues' classrooms. The teacher bps a responsibility to
insure that students throughout the school receive the best education. It is in-
excuPable for a teacher, under the guise of academic freedom, to be oblivious
of rniseducation in other classrooms.
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An effective teacher in any school must have mastery of the subject matter.One critical problem in poor schools is the large number of permanent substitutes
and individuals teaching out of their field. It is indeed strange that educatorsconcerned about providing an abundant educational environment for deprived
children begin with teachers who are so ill-equipped to v:-ovide such an environ-ment.

For example, the Chicago T, ublic schools announced iD 1968 that for the first
time in many years they had a waiting list of teachers ior the inner city. College
students who could no longer qualify fer draft deferments were promised defer-
ments if they taught in inner city schools. A 2-week orientation to teaching was
provided. School personnel asserted that ghetto children would have "good" male
models in their classrooms and would benefit from the expertise of these scholars.
However, in a Chicago newspaper article, the prospective teachers were quoted
as saying they would not have accepted the positions if the war in Vietnam were
over, and only a small percentage intended to remain in the field of education.

To insure that teacher quality is maintained, inservice education should be
continuous, and it should be conducted during school hours. It Is unrealistic to
expect teachers to be receptive to continuing education prograins held after
school and on Saturdays.

Inservice education shot td include the updating of subject matter. Experts
in curriculum arise should be brought in to share the most recent findings with
the faculty. Instructional specialists should demonstrate the latest instructional
methodology to toesiehers. Concepts such as individualized testruction and skill
grouping should be demonstrated in a realistic setting to prove that they are
possible. Social psychologists and sociologists should help teachers interpret
problems in the zrudent-teaching environment and determine strategies to re-solve them. Parents should be invited to inservice sessions to inform teachers
of their aspirations and concerns for their children. In planning inservice ses-
sions, teachers ahould have the responsibility for determining the priorities anddeveloping the Ilendar. Inservice education should also include a teacher-
exchange prograrie Teachers could gain expeKence in other community schools,
while other tea, Lter., should welcome the opportunity to teach in a challenginginner city situat

In-service education should be stimulating and motivating. It should includeincentives for teachers, such as expense-paid trips to regional and national pro-fessional conferences, scholarships for culturally enriching travel, and additionalsalary for the development of curriculum guides and materials.
OTHER RESOURCES ESSENTIAL FOR QUALITY EDUCATION

In addition to the teacher, e attest provide other resources to insure qualityeducatioe. In order to do this, expenditures for schools should be in direct pro-portion to the needs of the students. In schools where academic achievement islowest, the per-pupil expenditure should be highest. At present, the reverse istrue. We must have a pupil-teacher ratio that corresponds with the needs of thestudents ant.' the skills of the teacher. We must utilize the services of para-professionals in order that the teacher may function ag a learning and behavioreldiagngstician, rather than perform many roles inadequately.We must provide curriculum materials that are relevant to the student's back-ground and interests. We must extend the schooldny and the school year L.order to achieve and maintain high levels of learning. We must have, in eachschool, a learning center where a variety of educational hardware and softwareare available for individualized and group instruction. And we must make avail-able on the school premises the necessary health services for the prevention andremediation of physical and psychological problems. Early childhood educationehould be provided for preschool children so they will begin school with thecognitive and effective skills essential to success.
Finally, parents must be involved in the education of their children through arange of experiencesas representatives on school governing boards and advi-sory committees and as room mothers and paraprofessionals. Parents, schoolpersonnel, and boards of educetion have served as a check and balance sYstem Inmiddle class communities to insure high levels of educational attainment. Asimilar system must be developed in schools for the poor.Pa rents in black a 714 poor communities often apnear to be unconcerned abouttbe education of their -hildren. This is not true. These parents are deeply con-cerned and view educatton as a way of insuring that their children will have abetter life. However, because they are able to recall bitter experiences as children
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enrolled in the public schools, they are hesitant about interacting with the edu-
cational establishment Because their language is not Sophisticated and their
dress is often less than fashionable, they are reluctant.to come to school and
express their opinions. School authorities often are paternalistic and use educa-
tional jargon to talk down to parents. They put them on the defenalve and make
them feel guilty and uncomfortable. Hostility ,tM confrontations are the result.
Mechanisms must be developed to facilitate e involvement of low-income par-
enta in the education of their children. A imate of mutual respect must, be
developed if school personnel and parents be to cooperate in educating poor
children.

Stns MARY

Providing quality education in low income schools is one of the most critical
problems in American education. Many have viewed this problem simplistically
and assert that quality will come in poor schools through reduced class size,
through educational hardware and software, and through new physical plants.
Material improvements are essential to quality ; however, they do not insure
quality. The major barrier to improving the quality of the educational environ-
ment for black and poor children is covert and often unconscious racism in
educational personnel.

In this chapter, we have seen how racism is inculcated in black and white
Americans through the socialization process and how it is reflected in teacher
attitudes, expectations, behavior, and interpretations of educational theory.

How can the influence of racism be eliminated? This is the question that white
Americana ask, for they believe it can be obliterated as easily as removing an un-
comfortable garinent. Few people recognize that racism is deeply entrencl. ad.
Young black Americans recognize this and are working desperately to attack
the racism that has clouded their minds and their self-images. With slogaus such
as "Black is Beautiful" and "Black Power," natural hair styles and dashikis,
they are rejecting the norms set for them by white society and developing new
values and standards of their own. White America can learn from this search
for identity. They, too, should be searching for the true relationship between the
race; and casting off the paternalistic role they assume so readily. Rather than
attempting to rationalize black America's behavior, they should be studying
white America and developing strategies to combat racism. With both groups
aggressively attacking this insidious phenomenon, we may look forward to a
multiracial, pluralistic nation that is truly democratic.

To eradicate the influence of racism on school personnel, educational institu-
tions must consider it a major priority. Efforts should include pre-service and in-
service seminars designed to make personnel sensitive to their attitudes and able
to deal with them objectively. Because racism is deeply ingrained in all indi-
viduals, it is_unrealistic to assume it czn be eliminated in a short period of time.
Programs to attack this phenomenon must be on-going. It is also extremely im-
portant that the entire spectrum of educational personnel from superintendent
to custodian be involved in this process.

When people become aware of their attitudes and learn techniques and be-
haviors to change them, then educational innovations will play a meulingful
role. Without this first step, material improvements will be utilized in the tra-
dit1onal paternalistic manner that has retarded the educational development of
black children.

Once people can deal effectively with racist attitudes, perhaps teachers like
Mr. Ostrowski will respond to their students' ambitions with remarks that will
encourage them to reach for the stars. Azid the dream of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., will be realised.
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POSITION_ STATEMENT

FIVE STATE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE FOR 'COMMUNITY CONTROL
TO THE

OFFICE OF METROPOLITAN EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATION
CONFMENCE ON EDUCATIONAL Sus-Sysisms

January 25, 1988
Black people in America in the year 1988 find ourselves at a critical point in

our history. Having survived more than 350 years of brutal oppret- 91i at the
hands of the white majority, we are now faced with two alternatives

1. We can submit to the continued control by white people of 1.1.e institu-
tions that control our lives realizing fully that those people are victims
of an ethnocentric ideology which cannot envision the development of a
viable nonwhite civilization in modern times, and which, therefore, is bent
on the genocide of all black people.

2. We can battle with whatever weapons and through whatever means
necessary to wrest control of these basic institutions from the hands of
those in power in order to develop ollr own black consciousness in accord
with our sense of human v- pn, -ibilitiog of human development.

It is no lor r nable blak vi1i continue to accept
pressive otionization J tiw so.iLe majority; n,.i ,liat black people will submit

to a genocidal system that deprives white as well as black of certain potentialities
for human development.

Black people in American cities are in the process of developing the power
to assume control of these public and private irsitzniions in our community. The
single institution which carries the heaviest t,iglenonsibIlity for dispensing or
promulgating those values which identifies a zigup's consciousness of itself is
the educational system. To leave the educatior. Kr ',lack children in the hands
of people who are white and who are racist is v lac tmomit to suicide.

Recognizing the critical nature of public educsmem In the five ciUes represented
at this conference and the destructive affects of We system on the black com-
munity in particular, concerned black participants lave formed a black mucus
to address the question : "How do we gain contrci of our schools ; thus the destiny
of our children?"

OUR POSITION ON EDUCATIONAL SICTB-SYSTEMS

We are firmly opposed to tbe concept of eduentianal subsystems. As we see it,
subsystems take their place alongside .eompensmbiry education programs, pro-
posals designed to racially balance the schools, and other techniques created by
white Americans to avoid pigmenting relevant nisi innovative educational pro-
grams. These efforts are only token modificationsAf the power relationships which
currently exclude black people from all levels tenarticipation in the educaton
process.

We also reject the concept of subsystems bemuse educators are taking what
was essentially a black movement for control it our schools and refining that
movement to their advantage* creating the conmPts of subsystem, decentraliza-
tion and community schools. There must be-..a dear differentiation between the
concepts of educational subsystems and the momunent toward self-determination.
Black people will not be satisfied with the comprnnise which subsystems present.
We will do whatever is necessary to gain contril of our schools. We view move-
ments toward incornoration et the concent re' community control into school
systems whose basic control retnains with Ur-- establishment as destructive to
the movement among lila& people for self-determination.

zE(526)
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OUR DEFINITION or CONTROL

The nature of the control we seek does not mean merely naming Wack people
Into administrative positions in the existing public school systems. Control must
-extend to the active members of the community for which the schools exist The
.objectives of our concept of control of the schools are fourfold :

1. Decisionmaking in regard to the procedures and processes of education
must be responsive to the community.

2. There must be organization for absolute administrative and fiscal con-
trol of the sehooL

3. The function of education must be redefined to make it responsive and
accountable to the community.

4. Supporters must be committed to complete control of the educational
goals as they relate to the larger goals of community development and self-
(I.:termination.

STRATEGIES : GENERAL

The strategies for accomplishing control of our schools will be essentially two-
fold :

1. Mobilizing comn.unity concern in regard to the need for community
control.

2. Training community people (everyone with a stake in the prodUcts of
the school) to effectively participate in the new process of enrimunity con-
trol of our schools.

STRATEGIES : SPECIFIO

The Five-City Organizing Committee for Community Control .lereiu fwggests
ithe need for the following. We welcome and will actively seek moneys ior the
iimplementation of these activities.1. The organization of a national network of communication for black

people concerned with the control of the schools in their communities.
2. A national conference of community people to discuss varying ideas of

gaining control of schools in black commutaties.
3. Development of a program to influence bladic professionals and uni-

versity people to refuse to participate in any educational conference without
being accompanitid by parents or community activities. Black professionals
also need to be infitienced to begin a dialog and working relationship with
the educatIonal consumer ; namely, the student. Professionals will also be
influenced to refuse to participate in any` educational programs that do not
adhere to our definition of control and addktss the question of helping com-
munity people gain this control of the schools.

4. Development of a pool of resources relevant to the educational needs
of the black community as detned.by the menf)ers of that community.

In sum, we demand the responsibility for what happens to our children. We
consider it an insult to be asked to prove whether we can do a better job in
-order to be granted the necessary resburces and support. We should not be forced
into answering the question, "Oan you do it better?" to those who have failed
.miserably in the past despite their control over substantial resources.

Our vision for control by the community is not on a demonstration basis for 1
-or 2 years, but indefinitely.

-411---71.-pt. 13-19



THE DIXIE SCHOOLS CHARADE

By Alex Poinsett
Sad songs of farewell float through the open gymnasium windows at Ruffin

( South Carolina) High School as 125 black and white seniors rehearse for the
school's first racially integrated graduation. Memories of his first desegregated
year stream through the mind of the Rev. R. A. Leonard, black principal of the
000-student higL school where blacks outnumber whites two to one. "It was a
very good year," he finally says in summation. "There were no major problems
as far as the races were concerned. I fear maybe they got along too well so far as
the boys and girls were concerned. Some of the white girls were hero worshippers.
They ran after the black star athletes. I counseled with the boys and girls. I
didn't discourage social contact, but I discouraged courtship because this is a
small, conservative community."

The principal goes on to explain that "Miss Ruffin High" was a black girl, while
the homecoming queen was white, "because we kind of had an understanding."
He believes the school year went quite well even though there were no school
dances and the junior-senior prom w as cancelled.

Leonard's experience with school desegregation contrasts with its handling by
the Nixon administration which during 2 years' of "footdragging" has been sabo-
taging the very school laws it is supposed to enforce. Most of the momentum for
desegregation had comenot from verbose Nixonlan apostles of "law and order"
but from the Supreme Court's Alewander decision (October 1969), replacing its
own "deliberate speed" doctrine with a mandate to tear down dual school sys-
tems immediately. The decision had been opposed by the administration which
continued dangling an olive branch to Dixie much like the 19th century Repub-

lican President Rutherford B. Hayes who withdrew Federal troops from the
South and relaxed the enforcement of Fede-al laws protecting the black minority.
In the modern-day sellout, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is
withholding funds from only one Southern district and passing the buck to an
equally reluctant Justice Department to bring numerous others into compliance
with the law. The wisdom of Nixon's "Southern Strategy" seemed confirmcd last
October when HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson jubilantly announced that all
but 76 of the South's 2,700 school districts were desegregated, that 90.5 percent
of the South's white and black students were attending schools in "unitary" sys-
tems and that "unprecedented progress" had been achieved in the dismantling of
dual schools.

Progress Not so, contended the atlanta-based Southern Regional Council. The
administration bad played a deceptive game of numbers, it charged. By reporting
desegregation in terms of "unitary" systems instead of its previous measuring
criterionthe percentage of black children attending desegregated schools
HEW had produced its glowing figures. But the difference between the two criteria
was the difference, say, how, between counting mixed fruit by freight carloads or
by crates. Under administration reckoning, a school system could be desegregated
and yet consist of largely segregated schools just as a carload or fruit could be
loosely called mixed though only two of its crates contained apples while the
remaining 98 held oranges.

Months after the Council's critique, HEW finally released more precise figures
showing the actual extent of school desegregation. Black students in majoritY-
white schools rose from 18.4 to 89.1 percent between the 1968-69 and 1970-71
school years, while black students attending all-black schools dropped from 68 to
14.1 percent. That there had been statistical progress was undeniable.

Nevertheless, HEW's figures are still misleading insofar as they underscore the
quantitative aspects of school desegregation while masking the qualitative. Last
March, for example, the General Accounting OfilceCongress chief investigative
armgenerally substantiated earlier charges from six civil rights groups (The
American Friends Service Committee ; Delta Ministry of the National Council of
Churches ; Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law ; Lawyers Constitu-
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tional Defense Committee ; NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.,
and the Washington Research Project). These groups charged that $75 million
in emergency Federal funds appropriated to facilitate desegregation had been
misused (one critic suggested the money was a straight payoff to Southern
schools for their minimal compliance with the law). Thus Jackson, Miss., was
given a $1.3 million desegregation grant 4 days before it even filed an application
for funds. Talladega County, Ala., received $168,247 after lying to HEW officials
that there was no discrimination against black teachers.

Generally, the funding procedures assumed that a financial emergency existed
in desegregating school districts, an emergency best met by sending Federal
money to as many of these districts as could be reached in the shortest possible
time. President Nixon's personal order had been to "get that money out there"
and it was gotten out, even though, in some instances, projects were funded on
the basis of racist claimsthat black children have special defects of character,
that they are specially suited to training for menial jobs, that .Athey have poor
hygiene. School districts not even engaged in terminal desegregation were funded
and large amounts of Federal "desegregation" money went to projects which had
little or nothing to do with desegregation.

T:ie funds, in fact, may be helping the South to resist desegregation in newer,
more subtle ways. In community after community, black schools are closed and
converted to warehouses, vocational education centers or administration build-
ings. Then to relieve the inevitable overcrowding of formerly white schools,
mobile classrooms are purchased or expensive additions made. In the process,
black students are the ones who take the longest bus -rides to all-white schools
run by all-white school boards in ali-white neighborhoods. White students are Aot
similarly burdened as they continue attending their old schools in their own
neighborhoods. Blacks, meanwhile, lose a familiar and much-needed meeting
place am1 social center. Worst of all, because white parents cannot tolerate their
childreh 11 Uending schools once set aside for blacks, school policy is fashioned to
suit theil prejudices, with little concern for the feelings of black parents.

The joint report from the six civil rights groups states that at least 384 black
schools have been closed within 3 years. Many of the black schools allowed to
remain Open are renovated an(1 remodeled to inake them fit for white students.
So it Is that in Amlerson, Pendleton, and Willimuston, S.C., all of the toilets or
toilet seats in the formerly black schools have been replaced, though repairs
were not needed. The former black school in Chester County, Team, hus been
fmnigated to "deniggerize" It, while Brinkley, Ark., has redecorated a black
school "to get rid of disease."

Again, HEW's recent figures on Southern school desegregation progress are
also misleading because they ignore 1) widespread segregation in classrooms,
buses and extracurricular activities within supposedly desegregated schools ; 2)
massive dismissals or demotions of black teachers, principals, athletic coaches,
band directors and counselors, and 3) the flight of whites to private "segrega-
tion academies" to escape desegregation. Clearly, the same whites who yester-
day fiercely resisted school desegregation, today effectively determine its tone
and pace, going to almost imychotic extremes to keep black and white students
separated. Some schools adopt separate bell systems to call black and white
children to classes, while others place the students in separate classrooms. Black
students in Anderson County, S.C., sit on one side of a high school history
classroom, white students on the other, with a row of empty desks down the mid-
dle. Chalkboards similarly divide a classroom in Carthage, Tex.

Numerous Southern school districts use track systems to segregate students.
Higher tracks are predominantly white, and lower tracks are invariably un-
block with black pupils being assigned to vocational remedial classes. Typically,
lower track and nonacademic classes are taught by black teachers, and higher
track or college preparatory classes are taught by whites. In some districts,
st-- lents are tracked into A, B, C, D, and E groupings. Thus in Okolona, Miss.,
this method, reportedly based on California Achievement Test scores, assigns
sixth graders at one school this way :

Aall white. B-5-black of 22 in the class. C7---apriroximately 50-50 blaCk-
white ratio. D-7 white of 32 in the class. E-29 black students, no whites.

Reportedly, testing and grouping of the students at this school, are performed
only by *.vhite teachers. No black teacher has an A or B class, while no white
teaches a D or E.

298
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These racial patterns generally carry over frotn curricular to extracurricular
activities in Southern schools. Such social events as school proma are no longer

held in many high schools but in white students' homes or In other places where
blacks are excluded. In some schools black girls have been elected cheerleaders,
but more often, cheerleading teams and all school clubs, including the student
government, are all white.

When a black student was elected 11th grade class president in Waskom,
Tex., the school board met and. decided the previous year's officers would serve

s gain. In Texarkana, Tex., no applications for school social clubs are accepted
from black students. The school allows an all-white club oponsored by the
Kiwanis, but will not permit an Afro-student union. In West Orange-Cove, Tex.,

when black students moved to the desegregated high school, they were told to

turn in their honor society pins and were not allowed to join the society at
their new school.

A star athlete may be accepted on a team, especially if he can help win a
State Lliampionship, but as one high school student in Center, Tex., noted: "All
they want us to do is play football on the fiehi and sit quiet in the classroom.
And all I want to do is get out of this mess." A Mobile, Ala., high schooler re-

ports black football players carry the ball to "about the 99-yard line," then a

white player is substituted to score the touchdown.
Similarly, the Mize, . Miss., high school voted a white girl as homecoming queen

and, surprisingly enough, a black fellow as king last spring. A parade was
scheduled in which the king and queen traditionally ride together through town.

Pressure mounted from the townsfolk. Finally, the black youth was called in
and told there had been an awful mistake. He was ineligibie to be king, school

officials explained, because he had not attended the school for a year.

Generally, desegregated schools operate on terms set by whites, governed by

white rules, and committed to the perpetuation of white values, attitudes, and
traditions: With the myth of white supremacy so omnipresent, many black stu-

dents feel they have experierced displacement, rather than desegregation. At

the desegregated Carthage. Tex., high school they are not allowed to wear

award jackets, sweaters, or colors from their old black high school.. Black senior

girls in Tyler, Tex., have been told they cannot have their class pictures taken

with Afro hairdos. In most schooir, black school trophies and school pictures
eithor disappeared or are displayed in places other than the desegregated high

school. In Edgefield, S.C., the Jesegregated school retains the old white schools'

name, Strom Thurmond High, as well as its colors, the Confederate flag, the

team name, "Rebels," and the school song, "Dixie." Asked how white students

would feel if all of the black symbols had been adopted instead, the principal

explained simply "But that's different."
Segregated busing is the same as always, however, in many southern school

districts. In some, separate schoolbuses carry black and white students over
identical or closely similar routes. In other districts, as in Lauderdale County.

Miss., some of the bus seats are reserved for whites and the others for black

students. On three occasions, black children have sat in sesta reserved for whites

because the black seellon was full; and on each occasion, tbe blacks have been

suspended for 3 days for violating the racial seating arrangement.
In the face of these monstrous insults, black students throaghout the South

express new attitudes of dignity, self-reliance, impatience, and 22twillingness to

endure continuing discrimination in thair daily school lives. Although short-

changed in separate black schools they see little improvement in "desegregated"

education. Within 6 weeks after school opened in the fall of 1570, 152 districts

had expelled blacks and 95 bad expelled whites. Five timas as many black
students as white students were involved. While whites were expelled,generally

for school discipline problems, more than 80 percent of the black students were

expelled for participation in protests, or demonstrations.
Thus, black students at Anderson 'County No. 4, S.C., have been suspended

from the band for refusing to play "Dixie' and march behind the Confederate

nag. Black high scrlers in Earle, Ark., have walked out of classes to protest

suppression of bine expression, segregated classrooms and facilities, demOtion

of black personnel', land _the banning of blacks from- school activities. Some 53

black students (avdrage age 13) in east Tallahatchie, Miss., have served 20-day

prison sentences at the. notorious Parebnian State Prison for protesting the
elimination of some school activities, a busing system that placed a greater
burden on them than on white students, and against other racist actions of the

school board.
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And so one North Carolina student laments : "If you start to even question
any of the rules and regulations, even if you know they are directed against
you, you are called a Communist or you are just a black militant that is going
totally insane."And Anita Kieinpeter, a black honor student from Lake Providence, La-,
reiterates : "You feel like you are nothing, like you don't have any say-so about
anything because if you say it you are not beard. You feel like you nre nothing,
you don't have any kind of Voice at all. . . . After I got over there [In the
"desegregated" school] I was under so much pressure I just didn't even care
if I made It or not. It didn't make any difference. I just gave it up."

Compounding the hurt, black students find that the authority ilgnres who,
once gave them pride and a sense of securitygenerally their black principals,
but also many of their black teachers and coacheshave been demoted, dis-
missed outright, denied new contracts or pressured into resigning, and the less
educated, less experienced teachers hired to replace them include fewer and
fewer blacks. The National Education Association reports 1,072 black educators
lost their jobs from 11X18 to 11170 in six Southern States. At the same time,
5.575 white teachers and administrators were hired by those Sta.-IsAlabama,
Georgia. Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.

Instead of releasing black teachers outright, most school boards relieve
former department heads of their :titles and demote high school teachers to
junior high or elementary school classrooms while shifting white teachers into
junior and senior high levels. The boards place blacks in federally funded
programs, such as those under title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1006, and when the Federal money runs low or is revoked, release
them. Or the boards put black teachers in subjects out of their field, and when
the English teacher has trouble teaching science they' fire her for "incompetence."
Blacks aro made "cotenchers" with a domineering white, "teacher's aides"
without responsibility, "floating tenehers" without classrooms of their own, and
sometimes even ball monitors without classrooms at all. Some of these teachers
give up and resign. Others protest and are fired for insubordination.

Black principals are similarly treated. Few are fired outright, according te
the Nashville-based race relations information center..Some are "kicked upstairs"
into the central administrative offices where they become "assistant superin-
tendents" or "Federal coordinators" without any clesr delineation of responsi-
bilities and %. ithout authority ("assistant to the superintendent in charge of light
bulbs and erasers," one black educator says indignantly).

Some black principals are reduced a notchfrom, say, high school to elementary
set ool. Others are put back into the classroom.. Some keep their title, but have a
wlite "supervisory principal." Others go into college teaching, and some simply
retire. Within 3 years the number of black principals has fallen from 820 to 170
in North Caroline, and from 250 to 40 in Alabama. Mississippi reportedly has
lost more than =0 black principals within 2 years.

All of this is part of the hidden meaning of "progress" under the Nixon ad-
ministration. Treaegregated school systemswhich hired black educators during
the heyday of dual schoolsnow hypocritically regard them As unqualified to
teach in traditionally all-white situations. They rarely question the competence
of whites. Some of their schools are 15 percent black, and still presided over by
white principals."There are going to be some black cesnaltiesteachers, principals, etc.as
the single school system evolves," explains Florida's Gov. Reubin Askew. "Why?
These black teachers and principals have -always, in many instances, been
relegated to jobs in a wholly inferior fristem. Many of them have never been
qualified to teach and if they had been white they could not have taught. They
were products of an inferior educational system beginning with elementary
schools and often going all the way through college. That's no ind!lctment or the
black principal or teacher. It is an indictment of the 'system Itrelfon- whilb
was always separate but never equal. Traditionally, thee' were good enough.
white psople thought, to teach black children. Now I know that blacks don't like
te be told that, but it's true."

"Hogwash i" is the reply of Governor Askew from SAM Ethridge, black as-
sistant eecretary for teacher rights of the National Education Association in
Washington, D.C.. and project coordinator for a 17-State task force survey of the

-displacement of black educators. Ethridge contends that black educators are
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fired, not because they are unqualified, but because they are black. He notes that,
until recently, segregation forced many of them to leave the South and attend
northern graduate schools, thus receiving training superior to that of their white
counterparts.Supporting Ethridge's contentions, the NAACP legal defense fund has criticized
a recent Government proposal to make available $3.2 million to retrain black
teachers in the South. LDF suggests that, rather than accept at face value state-
ments that black teachers and principals are untrained, the Government should
use the money to enforce the law. Currently representing dismissed black educa-
tors in 35 court cases, LDF has established the legal principle that if an all-black
school: is phased out its black staff cannot simply be fired.

While the fight continues to save black educators, white students are abandon-
ing public schools and enrolling in one of the South's approximately 1,800
"segregation academies." The Southern Regional Council estimates that 450,000
to 500,000 studentsslightly more than 5 percent of the South's school-age
populationnow attend nonpublic elementary and secondary schools. The NEA
has found that public buses are frequently used to carry students to private
schools, some of which are former public school buildings, now leased or sold to
private interests. Textbooks and other school equipment bought with public
money are sometimes loaned or given to private academies. At its 1970 session,
the Louisiana State Legislature appropriated $10 million for paying private and
parochial schoolteachers' salariesa move later declared unconstitutional in
court.

Meanwhile, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled that contributions to
private schools which discriminate on the basis of race are not tax deductible.
But the Southern Regional Council notes the impact of this declaration on segre-
gation academies is questionable, pointing out :

At first glance this nesv policy seemed a victory for civil rights advocates
who had long argued for an end to indirect public subsidy, through the
tax system, of private segregated schools organized deliberately to avoid
public school desegregation. However, as the first favorable rulings were
announced under the new policy, it became painfully clear that the IRS, in
accepting "good faith" statements by the schools themselves as to whether
they discriminate, was defeating its own stated policy.

Such compromises with racism characterize the Nixon administration. To
date it has not implemented school desegregation guidelines laid down in Ap.ril
by the U.S. Supreme Court. In brief, the Court decided that Federal district
judges and school boards may (1) order busing, (2) establish racial quotas,
(3) order school pairing or (4) gerrymander school districts to undo segre-
gated s;-sterns established by law. Coming out of court cases in Charlotte, N.C.,
Mobile, Ala., and Athens, Ga., these guidelines undercut the neighborhood school
coneept vigorously championed by President Nixon. Hence, the legal initiative
has been left to such citizen activists as the NAACP legal defense fund which
led the Charlotte and Mobile suits. The Supreme Court's April rulings should
have a profound effect on the large urban trees of the South where the least
amount of integration has occurred. In at least 49 southern citiesincluding
Birmingham, Little Rock, Dallas, Houston, Atlanta, Tampa, Memphis, and Rich-
mondLDF plans a legal offensive for new integration programs. In about 20
otaer cities, similar eases are either pending or about to be introduced.

While LDF fights for school integration, the Congrese of Racial Equality and
other black nationalist organizations question whether integrationin every
easeis the most practical or moet desirable means of obtaining equal education
for black youngsters. In a Supreme Court brief, filed in connection with the
Charlotte school case, CORE argues that whether or not a given school is in-
ferior or iperior has nothing, as such, to do with whether or not it has an ad-
mixture of racial groups, but it has everything to do with who controls that
school and in whose best interest it is controlled.

In other words, equal education impl!....s more than blacks merely sharing equal
physical space with whites in the same classroom, with the same teacher, or
sharing the same principal. Equal education. CORE contends, further implies
black onnortunitiem equal to whites to structure curricuinm, have equal access to
all available resources and equal representation among school policymakers and
managers. The record shows that integration as presently structured implies
hlack children are inferior. Integration has been defined to mean it is beneficial
only to black students. Whites allegedy gain little or nothing from the exper-

I
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ience. Not only are they asked to give up much of their culture and identity,
but as they are dispersed they lose many of the communal ties which traditionally
have been the cornerstone of the black community. Clearly, an integrated setting
can be as potentially damaging psychologically as a segregated setting. "The as-
sumption that integration cures all the evils of segregation," CORE contends,
"doev not take into consideration what the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders affirmedthat is, the essentially racist character of American
societr." CORE insists desegregated schools in the South at this time generally
do no; constitute the sort of environment which can foster the healthy develop-
ment of black children.

Hence, CORE calls for the setting up of racially determined school districts
in the South corresponding to natural community lines. Thus, where one State
school district formerly existed there would be two State school districts equal
in rights, privileges, duties, obligations, authority, and power to each other and
to any other district in the State. Within each "unitary" district so formed the
residents would elect a school board empowered to handle public education funds,
hire personnel and, in general set school policy. Students would be free to
choose sather school attendance in a majority black (and therefore biack-con-

trolled) or majority white district
Some crities of CORE's plan dismiss it as naive and neosegregationist "Most

people object to it because they fear (and not without cause) that the white
legislature and tax collectors will find a way to shortchange the new (black-
controlled) districts," says NEA's Samuel Ethridge. Already, in fact, public
school tax rates are often lowered after whites abandon the systemleaving the
remaining black schools in a financial bind, guaranteed to produce failure.

Ethridge doubts (1) that blacks have the political power to bring CORE's plan
into being and (2) that the courts will allow such a plan to be implemented in
any of the Southern States. And so the problem persists. Under segregation,
blacks are locked into a system over which they exercise no control, for which
they have no responsibility and with which they are powerless to effect meaning-
ful ehange. Under integration, the schools, the curricula, the policies are still
white controlled and black youngsters are still crippled. No one wants segrega-
tion. But ''Integration"as presently structured with the blessings of the Nixon
administrationwho needs it?

ON THE WAY TO SCHOOLCOMMUNITY CONTROL
SOME OBSERVATIONS*

By Preston Wilcox
There is rot in the whole report a single word about taxation

without repocsentation. There is not a single protest about a public
school system in whi h the public it serves has absolutely no voice,
vote, or influence. W.E.B. Dubois in

"Negro Education 1918" in
W.R.B. Dubois: 4. Reader

PREFACE

By Preston Wilcox, February 29, 1970

The "integration-segregation" issue has turned out to be a series of "games
white people play" to keep black people in their places.

In New York City, 43.9 percent of all Negro pupils attend schools that are
95 to 100 percent black
In Washington, D,O,, the comparable figure is 89.2, in Baltimore 75.8; in
Chicago 85.4 percent. (1)

When Senator Rib !coif proclaimed "the North is guilty of monumental hypoc-
risy," he was really making an appeal to the silent majority and not to the
disenfranchised and uneducated blacks. (2) His appeal really was designed to
stimulate the integration of black students into white racist schools rather than
to end the control of black education hy white racists. (3) Either he has un-

°This is a revised edition of "Community Control : Home Observations," March 24. 1909,
which was pahhished on Foresight, c/o Black Teaehera Workship, P.O. Box 458, Detroit,
Mich. Copyright 0 1971.

Notes at end or article.
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limited faith in the ability of up South hypocrites to become humanists over-
night or he fails to recognize what they really are : authentic hypocrites. His
failure to consider the issue of black control over their own schools was a fail-
ure to accord to blacks the status of human beings with potential in their own.
right. One other alternative : he was asking hypocrites to integrate their sphools:
in order to turn blacks against themselves.

No plerson can make his fullest contribution to the total society with
a feeling of compromise about who he is because he is a minority group
member. (4)

The issue Is clear. The growing concentration of blacks within the inner city
has turned the "new corners" into a political threat. Chuck Stone observes :

Thirty-nine percent of all black people are concentrated in the 10
largest cities in America. (5)

There are two ways to mute this growing power : to scatter black people geo-
graphically and to metropolitanize the urban complexes so that the suburbanand urban white coalitions can be gerrymandered into a partisan (anti-black)
political force. (6) The curvent white integrationist movement, then, is a moveto retain white control over black education. It is not a move to educate blacks,
effectively.The challenge facing black communities across this Nation is to acquire the
skills, knowledge, and ability to take control over their own schools. And this
will not make Senator Stennis o.e Mississippi happy. Black-controlIed schoolswould not be segregated as he would suggest for two reasons : they would notrefuse to ado.it whites as white segregationiats down South and up South havedone with consummate skilland they would not be controlled by whites as all
segregated white and black schools are.This statement should be perceived as being an educational tool to enable-readers to distinguish a white-controlled school from a black and human school
and to suggest that it not only calls for changes in who controls the schools butfor changes in philosophy, attitudes, behavior, nod perspectives.

NOTES
"Crisis Over Schools Becomes NationalMoving Into North" in U.S. News
and World Report, February 28,1970. Page 83.
Ibid. page 32.Presion Wilcox, "Integration or Separatism, K.12," in Integrated Edu-
cation, January-February 1970_ Pages 23-33.Dan W. Dodson, "Toward Institutional Policy" in Ithetta Arter, ed. Be-tween Two Bridges. New York University Center for Human Relations,
1956.Chuck Stone "Black Politics: Third Force. Third Party or Third-Class
Influence" in The Black Scholar, 1:2, December 1969. Page 10."Abolish Atlanta Gains in Georgia: Plan to Merge the City and Fulton-
County Pressed" in New York Times, November 9,1969. Page 65.

THE TRANSITIONAL PROCESS: CENTRALIZATION TO LOCAL CONTROL

Variable From centralization To local control

Principals

Teachers
Students
School and community

delivery patterns.
Parents Spectators and reactors

"Trouble-makers"
Identity Wethey

Goals
To coast:lir goard .Their

Accountability
Change students _

Values.. White middle class
Double standards..
Suspend students
Punish students to break spirit
Prison-Inmate

Agent of system Agent of local community.
Teacher control
Completes forms Teacher development

Understands function.
Transmits curriculum Develops curriculum.
Advocates ot system Advocates of the students.
Targets of system Reason for the system's er:stence.
Separate mittles Single entitles.

Participants ark! enactors.
"Constituents."
'Our" schools.
To local community.
Change society andschools.
Humanistic and relevant.
Responsive, and agaliterWn.
Educate students.
Enable student not to require punishment.
Person-to-person.



IVProfessionalista : Caste and/or
Caste System

Tells
"I teach"Ignores student advice
Explains away disagreements
Controls information
Controls staff
Controls followersAccountable to system
VAlternative roles for local

New Masters
Controls information
Develops followers-Centralizes local control

-Jobs as patronage
Oppressive
Executive as a tool
Ingrained suspicions
Demand deference
Need for specific answers
Power used to control
Impress "Outsiders"Transmits information
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mutual respect system :

Mutual Respeet
Listens
"We learn"Incorporates student advice
Weighs disagreements
Shares informationInvolves staff
Multiplies leaders
Accountable to students

Advisory and/or Policymaking boards :
or Responsible Adults

Shares information
Provides leadership opportunitiesDecentralizes local control
Jobs as parent-education vehicle
NonoppressiveExecutive as an educationist
Seeking to entrust
Demands respectNeed to know relevant questions
Power used to liberate
Convince "Insiders"TransnOts information and skill

RESISTANCE TO COMMUNITY CONTROL IS . .

Oa
COMMUNITY CONTROL COMMENT : SOME or TUE WAVEI TITAT Tnoss IN Powrze

TRY TO MAINTAIN TUEZEI POWER AND/08 CONIrlYSIS TIM Tanya"'

By Kenneth Haskins
INTRODUCTION

Camus and Sartre -.have asked; "Can . i Man condemn. hlinself
Can whites, particula-rly liberal Whites, cOndemn the mselves? Can
they stop blaming us and blame their, own system?

. Stokely Carmichael,"What -We Want" in
-N.Y. reet40247 of Books,

Vol. VIII, No.' 5, Sept. 22, -1966, pp. 5--EL
The following statements and questions- -'svere.deVeloped by Kenneth Haskins,

former principal of the Morgan Community School in Washington; D.C. out of
his own experiences in the Struggle for community control of schools.

Morgan, like Harlem's I.8:7201 and Ocean Hill-Brownsivine in Brooklyn, was
one of the first attempts at community control of schools, arid although these
statements reflect the school community control issue, they can be applied to nil
areas where the movement for community control is locking-horns with the
establishmentto services in the fields or health, welfare, public housing, etc.

Kenneth Haskins has explored this issue at the barricades as few have bed
the opprIrtuulty to do. To those who have engaged in the same- battleparents,
teachers, students, and "community people" what follows win be understood
immediately as ironic, humorous truths.

Tu those readers on "the other side"this is how you sound to usand when
we mirror your words back to you, we hope 'that you will understand them for
what they really areresistance tactics couched in words of "concern."

*Copyright 0 1971.
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Communiti, Cantrol.". . tuat condition which members of theBlack community will have developed when we (the Black com-munity) have psychological, cultural, political. economic, and socialcontrol over those institutions and factors which effect and direct,overtly and covertly, our (Black's) everyday lives and expressions."
Staff nelattons: New Urban

League af areater Boston,Boston : New Urban League of
Greater Boston, Sept. 27, 1968,

3 PP-
RESISTANCE TO COMMUNITY CONTROL. :

Asking."What happens to the children when they leave this ideal situation?"Asking."This is only one situationcan it be duplicated?"Saying."I think that this (the school) depends mainly on you (the principal)
. . . how can we produce others?"Saying."This school is really built around a personality."Saying."You really can't ha: ct a good school unless you have a. good principal."(See all of the above re : how can you duplicate it?)Saying."We will not respond to pressure!" (When a large number shows up.)Saying."If the community really wanted it there would be mor" of you here."
(When a small -number ,shows 1213-)Asking."lJo you really think that the parents can run the .school and makedecisions on such things as hiring and curriculum?"Asking."But isn't community control against integration?"Saying."Community control is going back to segregation."Saying."I'm not so much against your group having community control . . .but aren't you afraid that if you get it that some .Tohn Bircherswill want the same thing in their communities?"Saying."I don't mind you people being in control of your own schoolsbuthow will you prevent the Black militants from taking over?"S u ggesting.Partnership with industry.Partnership with labor.Partnership with teachers.Partnership with milversities.Partnership with business.Partnership with government.lgnoring.The venture sullenly after it starts, that is "You wanted to be leftalone." (This is done while keeping from you what is your due.)Open Sabotage.This occurs after, to the surprise of the establishment, you begin to havethe snecess that you knew you could have. This is done by :Not sending teachers who want to come to the community's school.Transferring out very-quickly those who want to leave.Losing supply and repair requests.Blowing up complaints and minimizing praises.Seduction"all you have to do is get to know the right people down hereand you will have no trouble."Threats to people who want to comesignifying that someday they mayneed to come back into the system ; or just, "Why do you want to go there?"The Inability.Of the powers-that-be to understand our definition of either "com-munity" orl"control" or "community control."Asking.---"Is the Board representative?"Saying."You are an experimental school district.""You are a model school district.""You are a sub-system.""You are decentralized."Co-ifusing.The term "our community" with the term, "the comuumity."

GIN ing.You permission when you have not asked for itAs) ing.Continually that you comply with all rules, forms, regulations, etc. ofthe larger system. (They try to act as if this is unimportant ; it is a
waY, however, of Symb ol ically retaining control.)

a95
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Saying."We don't have the power ourselves * * * we couldn't delegate it even

if we wanted to * * * (usually from the Ccntral Board to the Local
Board.

NOTE : ('even if we wanted to.' )Saying."The union won't let us do it.""Congress won't let us do it.""The State Education Department won't let us do it."
"The Principals' Assoclation won't let us do it."
"It might be illegal !"Saying."It's not only the school in the ghetto that need improvement * * all

schools do * * I'm paying high taxes and our schools aren't that good
either. Many implications in that statementsome of them are * * *

Poor people in ghettos Con't pay high taxes."How dare you complain when white people are suffering !"
You're entitled to only what you pay for from public services.
People in Black cominunities don't deserve good schools ; not as good as

"ours" anyway.Asking."ilow can you operate if any parent can ceme in and telI any teacher
what to do?"Saying."Teachers have rights, too !"Asking."What about tenure?" (You are supposed to honor "their" tenure.)

Liberals.Who put forth new programs which they will control * * * because they
too are white and of enurse know best, or at least better. These are
di version 41 ry :

Mini-schools.
Voucher systems.
Integration.Compensatory education.Schools without walls.Educational innovationsmore effective schools.
Better diagnosiscogniti:fin, perception, emotion, culture, etc.
Special methods for deprived children.
Parent educationKibbutz theory--("in one generation we can change the values of these

children to something different than those of their parents.")
NI:MM.Community control does not necessarily reject any of the above when

they are nor posed as alternatives to community control. Community
control speaks to who makes the decisions. A racist in a school with-
out walls, a mini-sehool or an MOS school can mess you up better
because he has better facilities with which to mess you up !

Saying."There are a lot of hustlers in the black community just waiting to get
their hands on that construction money and stuff, you know. * *"

Saying."You're not just talking about changing from a white slavemaster toa black slavemaster are you? I don't see what good that would do
* * or what sense that would make."saying:

"People in. the suburbs don't really control their own schools ; there is still
a State and Federal Government, you know * * * you have to follow some
rules." Shorter versions of this are :"White parents don't have community control, either."

"You have to follow some rules."Saying."There is dissension in this community." (They have found some peo-
ple who do not wholly agree.)Saying."There has been no evaluation of your school (or schools) ." In the
meantime, no other schools (those under central control) have been
evaluated eitivtr.A ttempting.To treat the local school board as a PTA. or at best, a delegation

of enraged parents.Redefining.Accountability to mean reading and math scores only, and only as meas-
ured by standardized tests.Continued attempts to make the definitions.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE
By Mario Fantini, Donald Harris, and Sarnuel Nai

We have entered an age of education and the American public knows it. The
public realizes this not so much from an historical perspective, but from daily
a wareness of the centrality of education to economic, political, social, and per-
sonal survival. The term "survival" is particularly appropriate for describing
the role of education in an advanced technological society which needs and
wants universal education. To be denied quality universal education today is to
he denied the means for societal survival. The environment of a postindustrial
society literally compels those within its boundaries to perform in certain ways.
Thus, the manpower needs of an automated service dominants economic market
are quite different from those of an industrial-goods producing economic system
of decades pastand education is manpower development (lest we forget the _

postsputnik emphasis on scientists and mEthematicians). Consequently, to sur-
vive economically, the individual must attain higher lex S of educational prep-
arationappropriate for the needs of the modern economy. Unless the individual
is independently wealthy, therefore, he will have to achieve increasingly higher
degrees of education in order to qualify for career entry and mobility in the
economic marketplace. That is to say he will need education in order to earn a
living, one of the basic survival needs.The fact that business and industry have had to set up their_ own private
educational system reinforces the importance of education while speaking also
to the ineffectiveness of standard public education.

The case for political survival is also clear. The quality of education effects
the role of citizen. Political socialization Is an educational process. Partiepa-
tion is learned. We have heard for some tirae that democracy cannot work long
without an educated citizenry. Unless an individual is fully aware of his rights
in our political system, his chances of surviving are seriously jeopardized.
II:lacks, Chicanos, Indians. and other minorities are. especially. sensitive: to the
importance of education to their political survival. If schools produce illiterates
among blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Indians, as' they havei. then the
quest for group .economic and political power is crippled. Without access.to this
power, these minority groups cannot play. in the political iarena. Hence, when
they exclaim that schools are engaged in a systematic conspiracy.against them,
when they use "educational genocide" to describe their frustration,..it Is all
wrapped around the political survival needs; of minority-groups. :Is

Then, of conrse, there is the- effect olf education orV.the indtvidttal;himself
his.phychologicalselfAhat is, his- aspiratiOns; his sense of inner.Wortb, his poten-
tial. Inferior education can- be devastating to; 'individual growth: To a society
that values human dignity, individual- development becomes the'central ideal
toward which institutional functions-are geared; for example;;schools as societal
institutions- exigt to serve human growth, -nOt tetard it.

Modern education should be tied 'to the; needa of society, of wimps, and 13.;

individual% and to- the erreonipabaing gtbvith and: deVelbpmetit'Of ult of ;these.
An obsolete- educational institution bandibaps silt learners, teaChers, adminis-
trators, communities, and the' larger society:' Thuth- We -are'all disadvantaged.

When major social institutions like the public, schools become dysfunetiOnal
today, the, svirVivat of AmerfoitiCe3beietY itgrelf ia'at atklLe. Stiryniral beflie indi-
vidual, his group; his society, Is a' life and deatill-afitair: rtlei 1it4e-wOfider- there-
fore, that the educational consumer (psfrent, iiittiden'tfijr)ayeV) 'hatk refatced an
unparalleled frustration level which Manifeste -itself' as- tietaHation' 14phavior
against the public schoolsthat is, loss of confidence, 'defeat of sail A bOnd issues,
high absenteeism, boycOtts, strikes,' 'etc.

Commensurate with this increased leVel OfiiOnauiner tarnsti- t4 n it( the macabre
mood of current literary criticiam of the public schools : eath 'At An Early
Age," "Our Children Are Dying," "The Claserooni DtibaSter," "Murder In The
Classroom."It in clear that public schools as they are presently set up, cannot meet the
growing demands that are being thrust on them. In a pluralistic society, di-
versity is an important value that our educational institutions should 'expreas.
Students are demanding that schools become relevant, to them and' help close the
generation gap. Minority parents are demanding a quality for' education that
guarantees equality of educational performance. Business and industry' are in-
creasingly demanding an educational product who is prepared for a technolog-
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teal, service-oriented economy. We are asking the schools to deal with such
societal problems as poverty, alienation, delinunency, drug addiction, pollution,
and racism. The result Is that while these demands are legitimate, the schoolscannot now satisfy these demands. The consequences are loss of confidence,frustration, disconnection, and retaliation by the public. It is little wonder that
President Nixon started his education message of March 3, 1970 with "American
education is in urgent need of reform."In our society when a major societal institution such as the schools, is in
need of basic reform, the public participates in the process. Participation is
the heart-of an open political system. Thus far, the push tor -increased participa-
tion has come from our urban centers, from those most apparently shortchanged
by poor education, minorities Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican etc.Participation in big cities is taking the form of decentralizittion and com-
munity, control. Participation under decentralization -can mean that parentS
and other citizens share educatienal decisionnaaking with, professionals, at the
local level and with central school authority. Participatioz._ under decentraliza-
tion is limited for each citizen to voting repreSentatives to a local school board.
The locally elected, board then is resPOnsible for trying to represent the interestsof those who voted for him. Decentralization can mean a federation of local
school boards, each with a limited authority over part of The total school system.Participation under community control shifts the bulk of authority to a -local
board elected by the community. In its extreme form a local subdistrict may
actually secede from the rest of the school system to assume an independentetatus with the State department of education. Again, participation in directdecisionmaking for each citizen is limited to voting for a representative in the
local election.We need a process today in which each user of our public schools can make
a decision concerning the type of education which makes the most sense for
him. This means giving parents, teachers, students, and administrators a directvoice in educational decisionmaking. Parents, teachers, students, and school ad-ministratorsthose closest to the learning fronthave traditionally been thoEe
farthest from participation in educational decisionmaking. We are all familiarwith the "top-down" flow of authority which characterize our educational insti-
tutions in which those furthest from the learner are making decisions about
his nature and nurture.The rise of the parties closeFt to the actionteachers, parents, studentsduring the 1900's has signaled the beginning of a new flow of decisionmaking
from the bottom up.However, the plurality of publics which now relate to the school in direct,
vested-interest ways makes the school an arena for power politics. That is, since
each public, teachers, parents, and students, wants the school to be responsive
to its concerns and needs, it has had to organize politically in order to have its
interests realized.Competing for power in order to meet group needs can result, and indeed has
resulted, in direct confrontation among the new publics. We are witnessing col-
lision between parents and teachers, students and teachers. Ironically, parties
who should be natural allies have been trapped into conflict because the current
institutional arrangements literally compel this type of behavior. Parents have
blamed teachers for the poor quality of education and for the high cost of school-
ing, teachers have blamed parents ter being apathetic and unreasonable about
holding teachers accountable without realizing that teachers themselves are
constrained by the institution. The point is that the key publics are -blatning each
other and losing track of the real .enemythe outdated nature of the institution
we call the school. The parties need,to have access to a new form of participation
during this period of school reform. We need a new participatory scheme if we
are to avoid the group power game in which we are presently engaged. Mow can
we enter a new state of participatien in whieh the Tights of the plurality of school
publics are protected? Two movements which started at the tall end of the sixties
offer us some signs for the seventies.Thellrat of these is -the movement of alternative schools outside the bureau-
cratic public school system. These new schools have increased in number over
the past:few years as conditions in urban public schools continue to decline. With
this effort, parents, teachers, and students have broken entirely with the tradi-
tional pattern of public education .and created their-own private schools. These

298
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new schools took various formsprepacademic, mini, and so-called open or
free schools (in contrast with the "closed" public schools).

The second movement is an attempt to reach the educational consumer directly
through a tuition voucher which can be used to purchase superior education.
This latter form attempts to generate needed change by altering the dominant
structure of American education, that is, increasing the purchasing power of the
educational consumer to purchase different forms of education in a type of free
market enterprise.

Both these movements are extremely significant, not so much by what they
offer as programs, but for what they reveal about the fundamental nature of the
reform problem and the desperation state many of our educational options to
conventional public schooling exist and can be vastly superior. However, this
movement suffers from the fiscal constraints which victimize new schools. Most
new schools have good ideas but find it difficult to stay alive financially without
setting high tuitions (thereby denying many citizens access to this alternative).

The tuition voucher approach points out the need for providing the educational
consumer with opportunities to make more educational choices.

Together they :reveal a need for a new political-economic educational system
i.e. participatory-governance system on the one hand, a new supply and demand
system on the other. In one sense, the alternative new schools movement has
generated attention on the supply side of the new economic educational system
and the tuition movement has stimulated development on the demand side.

What is needed is to bring these two developmentssupply and demand
and individual decisionmaking into the context of public schools where the
majority of students are enrolled. What we propose is a new system of public
schools of choice. Before outlining our conception of public schools of choice,
we should emphasize more fully the shortcoming of just dealing with the
demand side of the educational supply and demand equation.

Attempts to change the realm of demand do not guarantee that the supply
side will also change. It. fact, what can happen is that the supply which exists
can be further tightenea, i.e., strengthen current alternatives with marginal
increases in new alternatives (and these often reflecting a compromise with
quality).Those who have reviewed attempts to change the demand structure of other
institutionssay health and higher educationhave made the assessments that
have important implications for us at this time. Medicaid, for example, is a
voucher system which provides increased medical purchasing power for the
citizen. This health system has not affected the supply system appreciably.
The consumer has increased opportunity to purchase what exists. In the case
or health services, therefore, some would agree that the real Services for the
consumer have not been ignoredthe service problem being the one that is
most crucial to patient welfare.

Another attempt to influence the demand market was the GI bin which pro-
vided opportunities for millions of returning servicemen to enter higher educa-
tion. This demand structure connected many educational consumers with the
existing supply of colleges and universities. Many of these colleges were not
relevant to the varying needs of the adult populations being served. Of course,
we are all familiar with the "fly-by-night" suppliers after a "fast buck" who
provided mediocre and often times inferior services to the citizen.

The problem is not with the demand with the supply system. Public schools
already have a built-in demand systema voucher system if you willthrough
taxation. Moreover, increased numbers of parents and students are dissatisfied
with the educational services.being provided them i.e., with the supply P-",;-rstem.
The problem is to provide more alternatives for those dissatisfied educational
customers who are demanding more choices and not to further increase the
demand capability. As suggested earlier, increasing the demand capacity does
not necessarily guarantee a renewed demand capacity.

On the other hand, creating a new supply system outside the public 4chool
system in the long run accomplishes 7.ittle. In this case, the supply system
new educational optionsexist outside the demand structure of the Inas SOS
who need them and are requesting them most. Moreover, those leading the
new school movement find themselves in continuo= fiscal difficulty and must
ultimately turn to public support.

The trick is to get a system or educational options with consumer choice to
take place inside the public school system.

29 9
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Public education in America has evolved a common and rather comprehensive
set of educational objectives dealing with the full intellectual, emotional, and
social growth of the learner. Thus far, however, America has relied on a public
school system which is uniform and monolithic to achieve these objectives.

Given c.ar diversity and. the individual right of choice in our society, it is
possible that the participation movement will lead us beyond decentralization
and community control and toward public schools of choice, where parents,
students, teachers, administrators, and other professionals will be able to select
from among a variety of educational options.It is extremely important to underscore once again the relationship between
the process utilized for reform and democratic values. Our most basic value
as an open political system is the centrality of the individual. Not only is the in-
dividual the center of our society, but it is through him that governments and
institutions derive their purpose and power. Individuals, therefore, delegate de-
cisionmaking responsibilities to their representatives but reserve for themselves
the right to recall responsibility. Thus we have two legitimate conceptions of
democratic participation- -both derivitive of our belief in the individual. The
first is direct participation of the individual in all matters of government affect-
ing him. This old town meeting symbolizes this concept. Some political scientists
call this classical democracy. But as society evolved and conditions became more
complicated, the individual increasingly delegated this responsibility to others
who were to represent him. This concept we call representative democracy.
( Some political scientists call this elitist democracy.) While we have employed
both concepts the latter form has dominated.

Using these two political concepts, then, we see how the individual deals with
unresponsive institutions which no longer serve him. It will be recalled that
when our Founding Fathers drafted the Declaration of Independence, they empha-
sized that when government no longer serves the interests of people, then the
people may want to substitute another government for it. This fundamental prin-
ciple of individual political responsibility can also carryover into hin relation-
ship with public institutions, such as the school. When schools, as major public
institutions, no longer serve the interests of the community, then the people in
that community have u. right to participate in its transformation. This is what
decentralization and community control are all about.

However, decentralization and community control are still representative
forms of government.

While communities are closer to their representative under decentralization
and community control, they are not yet into the classical form of demorcatic
participation.

In diverse society, it is difficult for "representatives" to satisfy the concerns
of each individual he rcpresents. Today, education is of vital concern to every
citizen. Without quality' education, the individual's chances for survival and
further development are considerably restricted, if not stunted altogether. When
individual aspirations are affected, so are human emotions. It is virtually im-
possible to develop a uniform plan which satisfies everyone. Some will obviously
feel victimized, believing that their rights are being sacrificed. Majority rule,
while fair in some situations, is not fair in all situations. A society that values
diversity must respect the rights of different groups.

Instead of a sector of the popul ition, major or minor, trying to impose its
views on the other, both should hav ?. opportunities to relate their interests pro-
vided these interests are congruent with the values of a free society (that is,
one group could not advocate exclusivity).

Within this proportional rights framework, the right of the Individual to full
choice among alternatives needs to be pursued. Until we achieve a stage in which
individual choice is actually implemented, maximum harmony between com-
munity and school is not likely to take place.

We have learned from our early experience with participation that the mood
among the major parties of interest is tense. The lessons from our experiences
witla reform can be summarized briefly as follows :

Reform proposals :
1. Cannot be superimposed either from on high or by a few people who

are trying to do something for or to others. Similiarly, reformers who try to
force others to go their wa-s-- are resisted.

2. Cannot advocate or imply exclusivityracial, religious, or ecomnic.
8. Cannot significantly increase the perstudent cost of education. Educa-

tional reform efforts should make wiser use of existing money, not con-
tinuously need add-on money.
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4. Cannot favor one group only. Proposals must provide something for-

everyone.What would a participatory reform effort look like that satisfied the above
criteria?The heart of governance is individual decisionmaking. The heart of decision-
making is choice. 13eing able to make decisions from among a variety of options
seems to make the citizen important not only as decisionmaker, but as someone
capable of selecting from diverse offerings. Stated somewhat differently, the art
of governance in a free society rests with citizen decisionmaking. The more in-
formed the citizen the more capable he is to make decisions. The more options
he has, the more chance he has of making a selection which is self-satisfying.

Transferring this notion to schools, the citizen as consumer should be able
to decide on the kind of school his child should attend or the kind of educational
environment he would like his children to have. This type of decisionmaking
would be school governance in its purest form. Making every parent the decision-
maker for his own family's education is a significant stage beyond parents elect-
ing representatives to decide for them 'the kind of education which makes the
most sense for the majority In. the locality. This is what we now have through
our representative form of school governance, that is, electing local school boards.
In any majority rule approach, significant numbers of citizens must accept
majority rule In the kind of education their children receive. Therefore, diversity
in education is seVerely, restricted. Further, public schools then become social
institutions which foster uniformity rather than diversity. Citizens who want
options must turn to private schools if they can afford it. The private school
option is cut off for many low-income citizens.

The trick is to get the public schools to respond to both diversity and to in-
dividual rights in school decisionmaking. However, in addition to governance,
both substance and personnel are essential pillars which must be altered it-
genuine reform is to take place in American educadon. We, therefore, need to
examine the implications of these two areas in a pattern which maximize choice
for the consumer.Maximizing choice affects both educational substance and personnel in various
fundamental ways. A system of choice maximizes variation in both the substance
and personnel of education. Por example, consumers who select a school program
based on a Summerhill model will carry important substantive differences from
those who select a classical school. Choice does legitirlize new programs each
of which carried with it new curriculum and new perttnei.

Certainly, professionals who are attracted to a Summerhill-like school would
be different from those who prefer a classical school environment-

The point is that a public school system that maximized consumer choice
legitimizes new as well as oid educational approaches to common objectives. The-
new educational approach will be made operational by public consent. Moreover.-
educators, also, will be able to choose from among these educational alternatives-
as would students possibly enhancing their sense of professional satisfaction.

This choice model, therefore, tends to minimize conflict among the interest
groups because each individual is making direct decisions in educational affairs.
Also, as a supply and demand model, the choice System has a self-revitalizing
capability. As the options prove successful, they Will increase in popularity, be
in demand, thereby increasing the flow of successful programs into the Public--
schools generaking a renewal process for public education.

Under the preeent system, new programs are Introduced Into the public schools .
largely through professional channels with parents, students, and teachers hav-
ing little say. However, parents, students, and teachers can actually veto any
new program especially when these are superimposed on them. Some programs,
such as sex education, become controversial, especially if *superimposed-

School systems are currently structured to present only one model or pattern
of education to a student and his parents. If economic factors or religious beliefs.
preclude nonpublic schools as an alternative, the parent and student have no-
choice but to submit to the kind and quality of Public education in their com-
munity. With the exception that one or two schools may be viewed as "better"
or "worse" by parents and students (generally because of "better teachers" or-
beeause "more' graduates go to college or because the school is in a "good neigh-
borhood"), the way materials are presented and "school work" should be done
is essentially the same in all schools on the same level. It should be possible,
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to develop within one school or cluster of schools within a neighborhood, district .
or system several different models that would offer real choices to all those
involved in the educative process.Using a hypothetical school district that has seven or more clemeutar schools,
public schools of choice might be structured in the following way :

School No. 1.The concept and programs of the school are traditional.
It is graded and emphasizes the learning of basic skillsreading, writing,
numbers, et cetera, by cognition. The basic learning unit is the classroom
and functions with one or two teachers instructing and directing students
at their various learning tasks. Studenta are (mcouraged to adjust to the
school and its operational style rather than vice versa- Stedents with rec-
ognized learning problems are referred to a variety of remedial and school
support programs. The educational and fiscal policy for this school is de-
termined entirely by the central board of education.

School No. 2.This school is nontraditional and nougraded. In many
ways it is very much Iike the British primary schools and Leicestershire
system. There are lots of constructional and manipulative materials in each
area where students work and learn. Most student activity is in the form
of different specialized learning projects done individually and in small
groups rather than all students doing the same thing at the 'same time. Many
of the learning experiences and activities take place outside of the school

School No. S.This school emphasizes learning by tne vocational proc-
wisesdoing and experiencing. The school defines its rote as diagnostic and
prescriptive. When the learner's talents are identified, the school preucribes
whatever experiences are necessary to develop and enhance theta. This school
encourages many styles of learning and teaching. Students may achieve
equally through demonstration and manipulation of real objects as well as
by verbal, written or abstractive performances. All activity I specifically
related to the work world..School No. 4.This school is more technically oriented than the others
in the district. it utilizes computers to help diagnose individual needs and
abilities. Computer assisted instruction based on the diagnosis is subsequently
provided both individually and in groups'. The libra.ry is stocked with tape
recording banks and "talking," "listening." and manipulative carrels that
students can operate on their own. In addition, there are Nova-type video re-
trieval systems in which students and teachers can concentrate on specific
problem areas. This school also has facilities to operate on elosed circuit
television.School No. 5.---Thls school is a total community schooL It operates on a
12- to 14-hour basis at least 0 days a week throughout the year. It provides
educational and other 'services for adults as well an children. Late after-
noon activities are provided for children of varying ages from the neighbor-
hood and evening classes and activities are provided for adults. Services such
as health, legal aid and employment are available within the school facility.
Paraprofessionals' or Community teachers are used in every phase of the rev's-
lar school program.. This school is governed by community board which an-
proves or hires the two chief adminixtrators, one of whom is in charge or
all other activities in the building. The school functions as a center for the
educational needs of all people In the neighborhood and community.

School N. 6.Whis school Is in tact a Montessori_ schooL Stndents move at
their own pace and are largely self-directed. The learning areas are rich with
materials and specialized teaming instruments from which the students
can select and choose as they wish. Although the teacher operates within
a specific and defined methodology, they renutin very much In the background
guiding and facilitating student activities rather than directing them. Spe-
cial emphasis la placed on the development of the ire senses.

School No. 7.The 'seventh Is a eltilticultuml sehool that has four or five
ethnic groups ennally represented In the student body. litudents spend part
of each der In raetalle heteroceneoua learning groups,. Tel another part of
the day, all students and teachers of the same ethnic background meet to-
gether. In these elansee they learn their own culture. langunge. customs.
history, and heritage. Stweral times each week one ethnic group shares with

13 111----71--at. 17g t.
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the others some event or aspect of their cultural heritage that is important
and educational. This school views diversity as a value. Its curriculum com-
bines the effective cognizant domain and is humunistically oriented. Much
time is spent on questions of identity, connectedness, powerlessness, and
interpersonal relationships. The school is run by a policy board made up of
equal aumbers of parents and teachers and is only tangentially responsible
to a central board of education.Distinctive educational options can exist within any single neighborhood or re-

gional public school. The principle of providing parents, teachers, und students
with a choice from anlong varying educational alternatives is feasible at the
individual school. In fact, this may be the most realistic and pervasive approach,
at first. For example, in early childhood a single school might offer as options:

2. A Montessori program.
2. An established kindergarten program.
3. A British infant school program.
4. A Bereiter-Engleman program.Again, parents, teachers, ntul students will have to -understand fully- eneh

itrogram and be free to choose from among them.
Some may ask whether a Nazi school Or a school for blaekt- that advances the

notion that all white people were blond-haired, blue-eyed devils, and pigs, could
exiat within the framework of a public system of choice. Plainly, no. Our con-
cept speaks to openness; it values diversity; it is nonexclusive; it embraces hu-
man growth and development and is unswerving in its recogoition of individual
worth. Within these Imunds, however, is an infinite spectrum of alternative pos-
sibilities In crent lug new educational and learning forms.

Alt hongh wt nal ye suggested severni different, ways in which schools might be
enctured under a public schoel'4 of choice system, it should be clear that there

are many other possibilities. The flexibility of the concept lends itself to a whole
range of options without forcing people to acceptthey ne attraeted to the op-
tion. The choice educational system starts where the public sehool system and the
clients are and develops from that poInt. For example, we have described above
what could be developed within a 3ehool district. The same offerings, teaching
styles, and learning environments could be presented within the same school fa-
cility. This would permit the bulk of parents and students in our hypothetical dis-
trict to continue with the educe.tional programs and activities just as they have
been, but those who wanted to try different options could do so. There could be
six or seven choices in the educational supply of options from which parents and
students could choose.Another application of the public schools of choice system could be imple-
mented on the high school level in a moderately sized city.

Seven distinctive high school models could be integrated into the public sys-
tem providing parents and Ftudents with choices about learning style, environ-
ment, and orientation that best met the individual needs of the learner and
teacher. For example, there could be a standard or traditional high school ; a
university, experimental high school that is a learning center for students.
teachers, and those who train teachers; a classical school that emphasized
languages, learning, and rigid disciplinesBoys Latin in Boston is an example ;
a vocational-technical complex; a high school that, emphasizes independent
work, personal development and where students and tmehera -share a Joint
responsibility for the program; a high school (or student-run high school sup-
plementary program) that in some way addresses Itself to the special concel ns
of ptrticular students, perhaps wbere black students could work out questicus
of identity, power, rind self-determination on their own tArms in their own style ;
and finally, a "high school without walls" concept, such as in Philadelphia, where
students utilize the resources and institutions of we city and community as
learning environments.These alternatives, and others, are not unrealistic or significantly beyond the
reach of it clty and school system that is concerned with the quality of public
eduention. Although many of these ideas have been tried in isolation, they have
not been incorporated into a public education system. The rise of participation is
leading us in this direction, when it does, we will have entered a new era of
public education.

303
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EDUCATION FOR BLACK HUMANISM : A WAY OF APPROACHING IT*

By Preston Wileox
If we react to white racism with a violent

reaction, to me that is not black racism. If
you come to put a rope around my neck and
I hang you for it, to me that's not racism.
My reaction is the reaction of a human being,
reacting to defend himself and protect him-
self. This is what our people haven't done,
and some oZ them, at least at the high aca-
demic level, don't want to. But most of us
aren't at that level.

Malcolm X at a Harvard Law School
Forum, December .16, 1964

THE ROLM OF THE BLACK REVOLUTIONAUY INTELLECTUAL

It is worthy of observation that the intellectual power behind the educational
revolution which is slowly penetrating the black community emanates from out-

side the traditional ivory-tower setting. Malcolm X's oratorical indictment of

white America brought to public visibility the degree to which black Americans
had been conditioned to oppress themselves of the mythical superiority of whites.
(1) Ills public indictment of whites refurbished what Garvey bad begun some
years earlier. Frantz Patton linked psychiatry with sociology us a means to reveal
the oppressive nature of the relationship between the colonized aative and the
colonial settler. (2) Harold Cruse demonstrated with scholarly precision that the
black-white conflict was cultural in form and not, merely political in the frag-
mented and narrow sense. White hyphenated groups had substituted tbeir values
for those of the WASPs and had become antiblack oppressors also. (3) Eldridge
Cleaver pulled back the covers of the integrated bedroom and revealed human
interaction on one level, and mutual self-destruction on the other. (4) Martin
Luther King, climbed to the mountaintoponly to be assassinated. He was
too human to survive without the collective support of his black brothers.

Malcolm X'a "moment of truth" occurred in a jail cell. (5) Frantz Fanon's
writings surfaced after his death he wrote about a revolution through which he

Harold Cruse's book turned a literal unknown into a nr.donally known
writer. Martin Luther King's now-famous Letter front a Birmingham Jail moved
his potential to contribute to the liberation of blacks to a higher plane. (6) El-
dridge Cleaver, too, wrote front inside a jailhouse. These men held in common a
desire to liberate the masses, Itot only themselves. What Malcolm X had to say
about white racism and tricknology was matched by Martin Luther King's essays
on white America's violence. liatrold Cruse a ezeoriating attack on WASPIsms
was equaled by Eldridge Cleaver's analysis that America was organized to pro-
tect the white vagina. Frantz Fanon put it all together from afar. (7)

Of interest and perhaps not ironic is that White America viewed Malcolm X as
being antiwhite; Martin Luther King as being violent ; Harold Cruse as being
envious ; Eldrklge Cleaver as an irreversihle rapist ; and Franz Fanon as a revo-
lutionary. The peculiar ability of this Nation to assign to black men equal status
as It relates to antisocial behavior and to deny them the accreditation of human-
ness has compelled an increasing number of black men to begin to define them-
selves on their own termsto rid themselves of the need to be defined in a post-
Hee sense by white America.

Malcolm X's real message was that one's right to be human is nonnegotiable.
Martin Luther King was engaged in a struggle to protect his tight to be non-
violent. Harold Cruse's message was that if he was required to reject himself and
to substitute the values of the oppressor for his own. he would choose to be who
he was himself. Cleavera convicted rapistknew too well that the system pro-
d:we/ rapists; and, as Dick Gregory has commented, the goal of a humane society
is to deal with those factors which create the need for people to rape each other.
Fanon's "plunge-the-knife concept" required that the native commit a double
murder in order to liberate himself, by killing the settler and his old self at the

*Dedicated to the Malcolm El Shahan Community College. Chicago. Ill.

Notes at end of article,.
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same time. He believed that one had to be reborn in order to liberate himself
anew.On ono level, the above-mentioned brothers might be called black revolutionary
intellectuals since they taught as they acted, as they organized, and as they de-
veloped othersand seldom within the traditional classroom. The black com-
munity was their black.university. Street corners, stadiums, churches, dance halls,
storefronts, picket lines, the stage, bars, courtyards of jailsand even bed-
rooms--were their classrooms. The content of the curriculum was real Life : the
Birmingham bus strike, the Meraphia strike, the March on Washington, the New
York school lntegrathm struggle. Selma, Ala., the Freedom Rides, the _Huey New-
ton case, the Harlem Renaissance, and the Algerian revolution made learning end
doing inseparable ; apprehension and comprehension indivisible ; intellect and
emotion one ; and thought and action a single effort. For all of them the authentic
role of the black teacher was that of convincing black people of their essential
educability, potential, and humanity. Malcolm X and Martin Luther Sing had a
peculiar love for their brothers : it was undying. Malcolm died when he did be-
cause he refused to have the audience searched as they entered the hall which
was to become his tomb. Martin Luther Sing died while surrounded by his
brothers, but a part of this mystique was that no black man could really be free
on earthunless he was willing to die for that in which he believed. (8)

Booker T. Washington, the first black man anointed into national prominence
by white America, chose a system of enslavement over extinction. He failed to
realize, as Malcolm X did, that one's philosophy of survival affected his attitude
and his behaviortoward the world and himself. (0) Booker T. Washington
must have felt that black people would be given freelom by appealing to the
white conscience and by the subordination of their own black consciousness. De-
spite his contributions, his model of education was an exaggerated imitation of
that of his oppressors. His students learned to line up when whites spokewith-
out being "too uppity." (10)

W. E. B. DuBois, an acknowledged black intellectual, never fully understoe'd
the impact or white institutional racism. Had he been able to do so, he would ot
have urged the full integration of black students into white racist institutions.
My point is that he lacked the current level of comprehension : that authentic
blackness is not the replica of whiteness. (11) Neither Is It so_ely a reaction to
white rejection. Rather it is a soul-searching, excruciatingly difficult attempt to
undo 400 years of de-Africanization, dehumanization, and colonizationto reach
deeply into the instinct and belief systems of Mack people in order to restore
them to a self-defined level of experienced humanity, figurative Africanization,
and literal collective liberation. Sister Edwina Chavers Johnson makes the same
point in this fashion :

The African descendants in America, having passed through three
phases of education in America, Le., de-Africanization, dehumanization.
and (finally) an inferior-caste status, through application of self-deter-
mination and the establishment of a voluntary self-separated sehool syn-
tern, can educate themselves. (12)

Tux Dzsrox run M.XEIXDVOATION Vert.=
Sister Johnson's optimism as an African American, when placed beside the

wish-fulfillment of the white oppressor, helps to push the Issue of education for
black humanism into perspective. When Miss Ophelin asked St. Claire in Uncle
!:om's Cabin why he didn't free his enslaved persons, one of his responses was as
follows :

The capitalist and aristocrat of England cannot feel that as we do, be-
cause they do not mingle with the class they degrade as we do. They are
in our houses, they are the associates of our children, and they form
their minds faster than we can, for they are a race that children will al-
ways cling to and assimilate with. If Eva, now, was not more angel than
ordinary, she would be ruined. We might as well allow the smallpox to
run among them, and think our children would not take it, as to let them
be uninstructed and vicious, and thiltek our children will not be affected
by that. Yet our LAWS positively and utterly forbid any efficient general

Notes at end or article.
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educational system, and they do it wisely, too for Just begin and thor-
oughly educate one generation, and the whole ihing would be blown sky
high. If we did not give them liberty, they would take it. (13)

A careful reading of St. Clare's response, Sister Johnson's analysis, and Jerry
Farber's Student As Nigger suggests an essential agreement about:

1. The oppressive nature of WASP-oriented educational processes. The
white radical student rebellions are a case in point.

2. The latent belief by blacks and even racist whites of the essential
educability of blacks.

3. The white control of integrated education as merely a tool to avoid
integration of the curriculum content and to redistribute control over cur-
ricular matters. A multicultural control over the discrete cultural aspects
of the program itself. As resolved at the Third International Black Power
Conference :

Black persons working within white institutions, if (authentically)
black, should be working for the best interests of the black com-
munity, to whom. they are- ultimately responsible. The point here
is that the physical locale of the black man should have no rela-
tionship to his role or perception of himself as a black man. (14)

What black men fully understand, and what white men cannot allow them-
selves to believe, is that the myth of white supremacy remains n myth perpetrated
to foster the privileges of white Indeed, if white men were in fact "superior"
to black men, and bla..,k men believed it, there would be no need for white
insti tut* ,nal racism, white backlash, White Citizens' Councils, Minutemen, or
a white-contro:led police system, protecting ti7e .white people from black people
even within the ghettos.Had an authentic black man written William Whyte's Organization Man,
he would have probably named it The White, Uncle ',"pms, Daniel r- Moynihan's
The Negro _Family would have addressed itself to hOw white families maintain
themselves economically within white enclaires surrounding the inner city by the
-exploitation of black men, their families, and their con:num/111es. He would
have named his statement The Vietnamization of Bleak Families. 'A. rational
ioolieeman weuld question the gambling on Wall Street fri' the way that he
"questions" in order to 'bribe -the ideal numbers rtinner. A -nonrachist health

:service would render abortion readily decessible within lesrhance con:in:ninnies
as it is within Mr-white America. The sociologists who. identify such role
models as. pimps; Prostitutes; bustlers, and,racketeers within less-chance- com-
munities . wok for -the, same behavieral charactoristicw on _Wall: Street,
in the State capitals, and in the Nation's Capital. The use of.God to raise money
regardless of th41 salvation be:the donors- has turned the Nation's- religious in-
stitunous into corporate structures devoidt of-legitimate relationahips. to their
original Purposes; (15)t- ' -,!, T. I

Motherhood has become a `symbol fo r. the propagation .of ware, ,net peace. The
vagina has become the world's most vaunted- war machina:It -is-no accident that
the sons of black mothers were t!.e first to decide not to fight in 'Vietnam. It is
no irony that authentic blaeka are attempting to articulate anci codify a non-
destructive relationship *between Males and remaliis--a relatiOnsb.10,that asaigns
roles not on bedroom or athletic criteria lint on 'the basis of the eellective sur-
vival needs ot Mack peoPle. (eollective survival within the black world can
never be" achieved as long as institutionalised 'conflict and colonialism exist
within male-female relationships',.)Recall the recent report by the National Advisory Commis/don on Civil Dis-
orders. whicil dealt with the issue or racism while remaining silent on the
issue of sex. ( le) This occurred despite Gunnar Myrdal and Emory S. Bogardus'
listing of sex as the number one discrimination in "rank order of discrimina-
tions" nmong a list of si..x items (sex, social' equality, use of public 'facilities,
political disfranchisement, discrimination by public servants, and economic ex-
ploitation). (17) The black man's rank order is jtist about parallel but inverse
to that of the white man. (18)/s it any wonder that the public schools are just getting around to Sex educa-
.tion courses? The fact that such courses are directed more toward birth control
than they are toward sexual" liberation compounds the issue. A white-middle-
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class black differential as it relates to children born out of marriage is the tend-
ency of white to reject the causal act and the resultant child ; lower class blacks
tend to accept the child and they reject only the causal act.(19) But the
deeper question relates to why children born out of wedlock are labeled "illegiti-
mate ' and treated as though they were less human, through no fault of their
own. They have a God-given right to be bornit seemsand after that God Is
usually dead as far as they are concerned.

There are many other issues which, when submitted to serious intellectual
scrutiny by liberated minds, reveal the application of scientific colonialism by
white America. (20) Arthur R. Jensen's recent report, which suggested that
blacks, on the average, are genetically inferior to whites in IQ, is an example of
the above. Jensen blithely dismissed the consequences of white institutional
racism. WASP-oriented IQ tests, environmental deprivation, and the absence of
the requi-ltes for serious scientific study of the subject. That he had a need in
1969 to produce such evidence was much more consonant with white America's
need to continue to justify its inhumane actions against black people. (21)

Finally, much of the testimony dealing with racism suggests that wIsites are
versatile. They have the ability to benefit in economic terms from the reality of
racism and at the same time, they are able to participate meaningfully in the
salvation of black people! The same people who had "trained" black people into a
system of enslavement (since the white man knew that black people were not
naturrl-borp enslaved persons) now want to plan their emancipation! (22) It
was SNCC which first challenged this assumption :

It nr_.3t be offered that white people who desire change.in-this country
should go where that problem [racism] is most manifest ; the problem is
not in the black community. The whites should go into white communities
where whites have created power for the express [purpose] of denying
blacks human dignity and self-determination. (23)

SNCC was offering whites an alternative: to become either a part of the prob-
lem or part of the solution, but not both. One sees in this white do-gooder be-
havior a linking of capitalism and racism. Far too many whitesand black-
skinned peopleare "doing well by doing good"exploiting by getting paid to
keep blacks in their places. Those with black skins who start a "movement" or
a militant action in order to get a Joh are in the same bag. The resultant under-
development of black people has been characterized by James Boggs as follows:

(1) They [blacks] have been systematically excluded from super-
visory, planning, and decisionmaking roles which could have given them
practical experience and skills in organizing and planning and
administration.

(2) They have been systematically excluded 11-om the higher educa-
tion which would have given them the abstract and conceptual tools
necessary for research and technological innovation at this stage of eco-
nomic development, when productivity is more dependent on imagination,
knowledge, and the concepts of systems, that is, on mental processes, than
it is on manual labor. (24)

The inseparability of capitalism and racism has bad educational consequences
for black people, but as James Forman put It :

Where do we begin? We have already started. We started the moment
we were brought to this country. In fact, we started on the shores of
Africa, for we have always resisted attempts to make us slaves and now
we must resist attempts to make us capitalists. (25)

TUE RESPONSE FOR TUE BLACK COMMUNITY

What does ail this mean in educational terms? What are the implications -.or
the education of black people? How la the redefining taking place?

One example is seen in the work of the National Association for African
American Education. At its first meeting in June 1968 it engaged the following
issues : higher education, blackening the curriculum, black educator, black stu-
dent, school and black community, materials of instruction. When it raft ill
August 1968 in St. Louis, it followed through on the above themes but iv
context of nation building: internal relationships, external relationships, ano Ut

Notes at end of articl.
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role of the NAAAE. (26) Unlike most organizations, the NAAAE does not ex-
clude on the basis of ideology, social lass, age, occupational status, and/or orga-
nizational affiliation. It defines the black educator as follows :

Students, parents, community leaders, clergymen, businessmen, acti-
vists, moderates, college professors, teachers, educational administra-
tors, and all those who are actively involved hi the educational liberation
and survival of black people. (27)

During the period of August 20 to August 24, 1969, the NAAAE conducted its
first anniversary meeting in the form of a 5-day Black University. The theme
was "The Pire This Time : New Black Perspectives, Creative Black Solutions."
Stated iu frnctional terms, an effort was unflertaken to codify on a collective
basis the intellectual and technical requisites to promote the physical and mental
health of black people. Brother M. Lee Montgomery, Academic Dean Brother,
for the August encounter, sketched out a paradigm containing the following four
threads. (28)

Childhood replaces preschool education.
Youth replaces elementary education.
Young adult replaces secondary education.
Adult replaces higher education.Education was discussed then, not only as it occurs traditionally within the

classroom, but in terms of its uses as a liberating force for black people. The
four age levels above were discussed as they relate to families, neighborhoods, and
cities. In other words, black educators are required to define new methods for
black manhood, womanhood, families, communities, and so forth.

The aim of the meeting was to engage the enrollees in a reasoned, planful, well-
thc.vght-out approach to that :

1. Builds black competence as it develops self-concept.
2. Develops operational unity internally even as it constructs models for

meaningful collective action.
3. Employs education as a liberating force.
4. Producsm a winning attitude as overwhelming odds are confronted.
5. Views struggle as being educational.6. Engages the black community in living for that for which it is willing

to die.
7. Constructs models for meaningful collective action.
8. Builds an authentic sense of nationhood. (29)

The key is a recognition that the education of black people must go on inside
and outside of the classroom, that "credentials" are not a prerequisite to learn
from and/or teach each other, and that the experience must encourage all black
people to acquire the skills to humanize their own existence and to protect their
right:, to be who they need to be. Values, too, become important concernsas my
leaders shall see.The revolutionary aspects of a search for black humanism are clear. Brother
Paul Henry has put it this way :

The moral imperative:Involved is apparent. When a society is orga-
nized to destroy other cultures and it is also willing to destroy its own
cultare to save the system, this madness must be stopped. Therefore, it
is the Afro-American who must oppose this dohumanizing policy simply
because it is black people who are first to te annihilated. (30)

To fail to educate for black humanism is merely to gradualize the destruction
of black people and to turn black people against each other. To fail to respond
to this imperative is to educate blacks to participate in the destruction of their
own identities and culturesand to substitute the oppressors' values for their
own.

Education for black humanism asserts that :
1. All black children are human and educable.
2. Blacks hold In common African descendancy and victimization by

white institutional racism.
3. To subscribe to racism and capitalism is to participate in one's own

destruction and that of his own people- the largest oppressed class in
America.

Notes at end nt article.
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4. Education which effectively overlooks the aspirations and technical

survival requirements of the black masses is irrelevant.
5. Education for blacks is essentlallY a retooling process: rehumaniza-

tion, re-Africanization, and decolonialization ; that is, authentic black men
enjoy only one kind of freedom as a conceptual whole: a respect for native
cultural differences, a resistance to all kinds of opprossion, and recognition
of one's right to defend his right to become who he wants to become as long
as the expression of that right does not demand the oppression of others.

0. Black men have a right and an obligation to define themselves and the
terms by which they will relate to others-?. Education must become a process that educates for liberation and
survivalnothing less. Somm aezaurIcs

COOPER/VrIVE nooNoanter 13ELATIOINTSEUPS

A cardinal principle in the humanizing process is the humanization of the
socioeconomic relationship among black people. As Fanon writes :

If there is an inferiority coMPlex, it is an outcome of a double
process :Primarily economic ;Subsequently, the internatIonallzationor, better, the ephlermaliza-
tIon--of this inferiority. (31)

Early in their lives black people must be conditioned, yes, conditioned, to relate
to each other on a cooperative economic sh.ared-deoisiontnakieg basis. Instead
of savings bank clubs wherein students save Individuallyan& become embryonic
capitalists who learn how to postpone their gratificationsthey muSt lie helped
to save jointly in credit unions as a means to begin to deal with -their day-to-day
problems collectively.

REPABATIONSECONOMIC CO1TA4114 'WITS WI/ITU*

The reality of white institutionalized razisna *strongly suggests that white Phil-
anthropythe control of recipients via gift givingshould be Pelittealized into a
form of black restitution : The total control of such funds when obtaSned:by black
People. Jamee Forman's thesis Ls based.,on this: premise : White philanthropy
developed on the backs of black men must.be replaced- by a :nevV!socioeconomic
.contrast between blacks and white. (32 ): :Booker ,93.. Washington establiehed the
first one. Ile agreed to txain black people into menial roles as the pricelof bene-
fiting from, white , -The black !bourgeoieie chose:, seciaLi integration
and entrepreneurism,.with small e, as a: price :or, social. integration. Amthentic
black people are choosing -to. control, define; and, manage theta', ownnsocioeconomic
-development through the use of reparationsnot white philanthror,py,:: They are
asking for justice in payment:for their slavegabors, mot noblesse.oblige: They ,are
choosing to compete with white America in buildingTathumanessystenr.rather than
to compete for white patronage- ; _,Black students" Should learn early that the JanbliC*4(L'ar& Systbm. Was estab-
lished to contain the have-nots whO subscribe tki arid arV,th4.3i1Ctiniii of capitalism.
Black students are entitled tO tne "acerneet benefits U* prx1f 1,4t; Interest from the
original pledge of 40 acres and a Mute. It, ita' thOlr: e tp.0 d ankdoetimenfed right ;
it is not charity.

EIZTAP-CONVIECPT

The fact of life for black students is that they recelve a thonsand daily encoun-
ters which suggest to them that they are, in fafft, inferior to whites. Education of
black students must convince them as they are being educated of their essential
worth despite their residence within a white raf-dsCsociety: Authentic black stu-
-dents should be evaluated con the basis-by which.they accept tnemselves view
their skin color as being a permanent condition linked to-a.rich cultural heitage,
-and perceive white defined integration au Brother Joseph rentecoste notes :

Integration as a theory is basiCally a willingnens to give up one's own
attributes and lose racial self-identity bY merging with the dominant
group. (33)

Notes at end of article.
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Importantly, the economic aspects oZ integre tion should also be understood.
The tendency to establish lily-white suburbs and golden ghettos at the expense
of the black poor is the point being made.

A black person with a healthy self-concept values integration with other black
people socially and economically, establishes a reparations cont:act with the
white system, and functions black whether within the white or the black world.
A black man within a white capitalistic institution is engaged in efforts to re-
distribute the flow of wealth into black-controlled cooperative enterprises.

PLURALISTIC DECISIONMANING

Black students who are helped to understand the reality of racism will also
come to understand the requirement to identify those decisions which cannot be
made about their lives by anyone--parents, teachers, employers, police, etc.out-
side of themselves. This is particularly the case in the instance of white racists
or the institutions that they operate. Black people must acquire the internal in-
sights and ability to accredit their own actions ; to ordain themselves, to certify
their own humanity , to liberate themselves from a need to blindly comply with
rules set outside of themselves.

Persons who respect black people will not want to make decisions about their
lives. Rather they will want to transmit the skills and knowledge to them, to
enable them to make decisions about their own lives. One's humanity, similarly,
.:.annot be determined by someone else ; its existence can only be confirmed out-
side of oneself.

SELF-LIBERATION

Ultimately the education of black people must free them from psychological
dependence on others : It must teach them to think and act on their own. This
ability does not rest solely on intellectual talents but on one's ability to rid him-
self of a need to be controlled by those who have power over him. One's ability,
then, to think for oneself derives from several aspects :

1. Resolution of his parental relationships, i.e., getting his mother off his
mind.2. Resolution of his relationships with the opposite sex, i.e., male strength
and feminine assets should become liberating instruments rather than-
weapons.8. Resolution of his attitude toward whites, i.e., ridding himself of a need
to be equal to whites but developing a desire to be "equal to the occasion."

4. Resolution of his materialistic neede i.e., liberating himself from an,
ability to be controlled by someone else's purse.

5. Resolution of his religious hangups, i.e., treeing himself from the need'
to be saved by first finding his own salvation within himself.

A REORDEMING OF VALVES

Education should provide students with an opportunity to select, design, and
articulate their own values and to discern their impact on their behavior and
attitudesand relationships with others. In an earlier paper, I identified the-
following values which require reexamination and ordering : (34)

1. Black peopl e must forget their isolation from white people and deal
with their alienation, from black people.

2. Black people must replace their need to belong with a sense of functional'
.niarefnality as it relates to their membership in this society.

3 An effort must be made to distinguish needs from toaints; the economic
consequences are crucial.4. Peer and mutual relationships across age, class, and sex lines should'
come to be valued more than superordinate and/or subordinate relationships.

Brother Bob Rhodes has posed thia question with great clarity. He stated :
We must create a new value system and determine:

I. How to create value ;
2. How to allocate value ; and8. Upon what criterion do you create values and allocate values?

When one combines all of these specificscooperative economic relationships,
reparations, self-concept, pluralistic decisionmaking, self-liberation, and a re-

Notes at end of article.
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ordering of values-Into a conceptual whole, one Snds that as the student learns
he alters his relationship to the teacher, his family, his community, and to the
society in which he lives. Importantly, he solves problems as he learns problem-
solving. He no longer separates thought from action. He no longer submits him-
self to be "fitted in." He learns to acquire the skills to force society to include
him on his own terms! NOTES
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SOCIA -A SCIENCE AND EDUCATION FOR A BLACK IDENTITY

By Barbara A. Sizemore
Like other excluded groups, black people in the United States of America

struggle for political, economic and cultural equality. This struggle has not yet
delivered the desired fruits because blacks have internalized the dysfunctional
white value system. Additionally, the set of knowledge necessary for the con-
struction of a new value system is absent. The producers of new sets of knowl-
edge are the scientists. The purveyors of those sets are the teachers who use
the schools for dissemination and distribution. Teachers, then become the prime
agents for training blacks to have the same prejudices and negative attitudes
toward blacks that whites have,1 and, teachers learn their content and methods
from the social scientists who create the educational models used to develop
self-concept, identity and self-image.

Recently, a great awakening occurred. It has been described as a new-found
pride in blackness and the African heritage. This awakening has spurred a
search for a new set of values and a lost identity,2 and has produced drives for
encultura Lion instead of acculturation, for liberation rather thai integration and
for ethnic preservation not ethnic assimilation. The problem is how to be black
in a universe which denies blacks humanity_ What is the black identity in such
a hostile environment?These questions indicate a need for scientific research on the hostility, of the
environment. Yet, social science has dealt inadequately with this enigma. This
paper will attempt to discuss the problems of social science research and. a new
theoretical framework ; to define value; to review several studies which promote
error ; to define the concepts necessary for educating black and minority group
people ; and, finally, to make some observations concerning that education.

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCHPROBLEM s AND THEORY

Social selerAists are frequently accused of a collective bias toward western
European civilization and the white race, thereby invalidating the so-called
objectivity of social science research. Blacks show an unwillingness to accpt

I Henry A. Banks. "Black Consciousness : A Student Survey," The Black Scholar,
September 1970, p. 44.2 tmarnu Ameer Baraka, "A Black Value System," The Black Scholar, November 1909,
pp. 54flO.
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the findings of these scholars and the solution emanating therefrom.3 Why
does the black man feel that social science has failed him?

First science has two main Jobs according to Homans : discovery and explana-
tion. Discovery is the job of stating and testing more or less general relation-
ships between properties of nature, and explanation is the process of showing
that the finding follows as a logical conclusion, as a deduction, from one or more-
general propositions under specified given conditions. "%Ws relationship, then,
provides a theory. Repeatedly, 'Homans argues that social science is in trouble
where explanations are concerned.*Commenting that nonoperating definitions and orienting statements add to-
the confusion, he describes the former as nontestable variables and the latter as
statements which fail to predict and explain, specifying only that something-
will occur but not whata Value, culture and Identity are noaeperating definitions-which figure largely in orienting statements. Their necessity is one of the great
problems of social science. But, as Merton and Homaiis both Indicate, such state-
ments are necessary "approaches" even though they are not "arrivals." Homans'-
plea is to deliver :

* * * but sooner or later a science must actually stick its neck out and
say something definite. If there is a change in w, what sort of change
will occur in y? Don't just tell me there will be some change. Tell me
what change. Stand and deliver PI

Homans' advice is to reduce the study of man to the individual through the
adoption of psychological propositions in a single science utilizing the determinist
philosophy. Deploring the lack of honesty in social science, he begs for the admis-
sion that "our actual explanations are our actual theories."'

While discouraging an adopUon of determinism, Yankelovich and Barrett tend
to agree with the single science of human nature idea.' Specifically interested inpsychoanalysis, their criticism of research is threefold. First, the methodology
and philosophy of the physical sciences are not appropriate for the study of
human nature ; secon further pursuit of the nature-nuture controversy in,
its present form is useless ; and third, the metatheory is not broad enough to en-
compass a study of man.Pointing out the debate between Sartre and Levi-Strauss, Yankelovich and
Barrett discuss the futility of continuing this controvery as long as the prem-
ises on which it is based are invalid. Those premises are: (a) a conception of
freedom which does not take human limits into account, and (b) a conception of'
nature which reduces its richness and complexity to a mere energy-dissipating-
meal a nism.2They propose a man-in-his-enviroment approach based on the doctrine of
synergism, which takes epigenesis Into account. They describe synergism as the-
process whereby every trait of personality, every meaningful human relation-ship, every lasting social innovation, introduce a structure that has never ex-
isted before. Through synergism, new structures appear and all "explanations"
of such structures must describe this new -element.10 Epigenesis Is the process or
the development of structures which grow when phylogenetic factors interact
with critical individual experience at specific stages in the life cycle. They 11130-
Erikson's definition of the concept.1

Erik 11, Erikson is well-known for his concept of the epigenetic developmentof each individual In eight stages: (1) basic trust versus mistrust; (2) auton-
omy versus shame ; (3) Initiative versus guilt; (4) industry versus Inferiority ;-
(5) identity versus identity confusion ; (6) intimacy versus isolation - (7) gen-
erativity versus stagnation ; and (8) integrity versus despair. Erikson's epi-
genetic principle is derived from the growth of organisms and states that any--

This statement refers to the resistance against the research of Bonfield, Jensen, Moyni-
han discussed later in this chapter.George C. Homans. The Nature of Social Science (N.Y. : Harbinger Books, Harcourt,.Brace & World, Inc. 1967), pp. 3-23.Homans, op. cit., pp. 10-18.

Ibid., p. 18.7 Ibid., np. 106-107.a Daniel Yankelovich and William Barrett, Ego and Instinct (N.Y. : Random House,.
1970), pp. 177-448.9 Ynnkelovich and Barrett, op. eit., v. 307.

10 Ibid., p. 320.11 Ibid. pp. 434-435. See also Erik H. Erikson, Identity Youth and Crisis (N.Y. : Norton.
-Co., 1960 p. 92.
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thing that grows has a ground plan, and that out of this ground plan tbe parts
arise, each psrt having its time of special ascendancy, until all parts have
arisen to Vs...al s functioning whole."Accordingly, Yankelovich and Barrett describe explanatisn as a special kind
of tiescripti on showing a tightly disciplined selectivity, presenting a case os it
theory at several levels of generality at the same time, .lood including purpose
as well as process. It would no longer be causal explains Eton, mimicking the
physical sciences. In fact, there may be even an element Lot indeterminacy in
human experience, and "predicting :he path of a bullet in stylise is not the same
as predicting the aftermath of a boasson tragedy that the bullet brings about."
Also, objects, donned narrowly, ha ve only a mechanical aspect while human
experience has both a mechanical and a synergistic aspect ; and, human experi-
ence requires another kind of explanation. Yankelovich and Barrett hold that
-psychology as a science should be based on a theory that will not be under-
mined if some margin of indeterminism figures in the picture." la

They freely admit "that the precise details of change over a long period of
time in an individual or group grow ever more difilcult to predict as synergistic
possibilities incresse." Vurthermore, the development or new structures is
greatly affected by the presence or absence of specific individual experiences at
the appropriate time in a given environment" This frame of reference, syn-
ergism combined with eplgeneals, may afford more opportnnities to study the
human condition of weatern clvilization and its derivatives than present social
science theories do.Yet, there exists another problem to plague social science. The research done
by Rosenthal and Jacobsen revealed the effect of the expectations of experi-
menters on their fladings. Rosenthal and Jacobsen called this the self-fulfilling
prophecy. In the reports of the experimenters, themselves, those who had been
led to expect better performance from their rats viewed their animals as brighter,
more pleasant, and more likeable. They reported more relaxation in their con-
tacts with the animals and described their behavior toward them as more pleas-
ant, friendly, enthuSiastic, and less talkative. They also stated that they handled
their rats noore and also more gently than did the experimenters expecting poor
performance.' Itosenilial and Jacobsen seem to show that the researcher himself
is important to the outcome of the research.Moreover, their findings seess to apply to Yankelovich and Barrett's scholarly
activity ; for, in spite of their new theory which provides them with a view
of man-in-his-environment, takes into account evolution and culture, admits the
incongruity of determinism versus freedom, aspires toward a theory of human
nature, Yankelovich and Barrett both conclude that the values of the Protestant
ethic are worthy because they have built a great civilisation-14 3Mxcluded from
this conclusion are the facts that the exalted virtues of the Protestant ethic,
the primacy of impulse control over expressiveness, the virtue of husbanding
one's resources prudently for the future, and the high value of work and calcu-
lation, produced a conieptitive economic Ii44-,dol which nocessitnted the repo soml
murder of the Indian for his land and the creation or the most brutal form of
slavery known to man in order to capitalize it. o the experitmantet"s value
system determines his findings, and social science must design a eontrol for
this effect. Tian PROEM-MX( or Vssreuss

Wheelis suggests a conceptualization or value which offers the opportunity
to examine alternate sets of valises at the same time. Ile explaiss that thsre
are institutional values and instrumental values. Institutlonal values are _en-
erally regarded as more important than instrumental values. Ile says :

The distinction is invidious if it Ls taken to mean that institutional
values, are, by their nature, higher. 'Nothing of this sort is here implied,
and the distinction is empirical : any value which organizes, directs,
and integrates other values is, in respect to those other values, higher."

1-1111R1rikson. op cit.. p. 93.Yankelovich and Barrett, op. cit., p. 334.la liankelovich and Barrett, op. cit.. p. 804-413.se Robert Rosenthal and I..enore Jacobsen, I'ygroalloa in the Classroom (N.V. : Holt.
Rinehart and Winston. Inc., 1988). IP. 38-" "Yankele.vich and Barrett. op. clt._p. 401-IT &Ben Wheelie- The Quest for Identity (Mir. : W. W. Norton & Co., 1958), p. 182.
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LI/tokim.: at American values as such way extend a way to reconeiliate the
black observations with the white. Whites feel that tbe American Creed and
the ideals therein, the Protestant. ethic and the Judeo-Christian ethos are highly
valued :tad that the race problem in this eninitry is callused by the moral con-
flict ett;.r.emillered by their Blacks feel that white supreitutcy. Enrol wan
superiority. mak! superiority, and the superiority of people will) 1111)1.rey are
highly Valued und the race prublem hi this country is valise(' by the white rage
incited by their rejection. It wouid seem, then, that tl!ere are two sets of vaInes.
Could one be institutional and the other instrumental? if so, which one
ii Ze:4, llireets, nod integrates tile. other?

Instrumental values, tir*, derived front tool-using, observation, and exPerintell-
tuition. They are temporal, matter-of-fact, and secular. According to this defini-
tion, equality, liberty, fraternity, and ustice would be instrumental values.
White supremaey, European superiority, male superiority, and the superiority
of people with natney would be the institutional values. Every Institution support
these values in practice and they are defended by force. Wheelis observes the
following :

Institutional values derive from the activities associated with myth,
mores, and status. The choice involved purports to be final. Such valnes
do not refer to, but transcend, the evidence at hand. They claim absolute
status and immunity to change, but are, in fact, relative to the culture
that supports them : Christian sacraments are without validity in India,
arid suttee has achieved no validity In the Western World. The final nu-
thority of such values is force."

On the other hand, instrumental values do not transcend the evidence at hand,
but derive from progressively refined attention to such evidence. They possess
ttanscultural

They are, however, relative to the state of empirical knowledge at
any given time, and change as that knowledge is enlarged. The final au-
thority of such values is reason."'

The confusion in interpretation is derived from observations.
It would appear that equality would be as good for a Mack man as it is for a

white man, and it is. Yet, the concept of white superiority organizes this value
so that the former transcends the reality of the latter. Consequently, there
is a white view and a black view of the bridge. Berger and Luckmann call this
a clash of symbolic universes. They say :

The intrinsic problem becomes accentuated if deviant versions of the
symbolic universe come to be shared by groups of "inhabitants." In that
case, for reasons evident in the nature of objectivation, the deviant ver-
sion congeals into a reality in its own right, which, by its existence
within the society, challenges the reality status of the symbolic universe
as. originally constituted. The group that has objectivated this deviant
reality becomes the carrier of an alternative dePnition of reality."

The black alternative definition is morn iscriptive than achievement oriented.
In fact, human beings could be arranged on a ccutinuum and each be given a
place.

Those people possessin.7 the institutional values would possess or strive foi
the instrumentel values. Those not possessing the institutional values would not
rossess the instrumental values, and, possibly, not strive for them. Arranged
on a continuum, the highest order layman being would be the white man of Eu-
rorean descent with money. See figure 1. The lowest order human being in the
male universe in the black man with no money. The highest order human being
in the female universe is the white woman with money, and the lowest order
human being in the social order is the black woman with no money.

le WheMia, op. cit.. p. 170.
39 Wheelie', op. cit., p. 170.
so Peter I.. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, Tbe Social Construction of Reality (Garden

City, N.Y. : Doubleday & Co., 1960/. P. 08.
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FIGURE 1. ASCRIBED pOsITIONS ACCORDING TO VALUE Of HUMANS
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Such information raises many questions. Which value is prime? What about
age and religion? Will sex guarantee more participation, equality, liberty, or
fraternity than race? Do the two points of the black man with money really
equal the two points of the white man without money? Do black men marry
white women because the black woman is despised by all other humans in the
universe, him Included*/ "Why do people say the white man and the black woman
are the two free people in the universe, when he is the most preferred and
she is the most despised? All such questions could lead to hypotheses for future
research.

Tun :SOCIAL SCIENCE OF Hinton

One function of social science has been to legitimate the values of the white
European culture by producing for distribution and dissemination a body of
knowledge supportive of a model which guarantees success to white male
Europeans.21 Although social science's goal is truth, it has largely contributed
to error. Yankelovich and Barrett describe the dilemma in this way :

"If a scientific theory is a scheme of abstractions analogous in function to a
map, then its truth (independently of its utility) lies in how well it depies cer-
tain features of reality when reality's full concreteness and density can never be
wholly captured by means of concepts, since abstractions, by definition exclude
fulI concreteness." 29

While western modes of knowing present clear and distinct abstractions,
they obscure some aspects of reality.

Insight, understanding, empathy, intuition, prehension, and common sense
are neglected."The main reason for their neglect is the difficulty of verifying intuitive
knowledge by those "objective" methods which are the cornerstones of modern
science. Forms of knowledge which do not lend themselves to verification by
such methods are minimized or overlooked entirely." =8

Glaser and Strauss press for theory which emerges from the data instead of
wasting time and good men in attempts to fit a theory based on reified ideas of
culture and social studiea. This is one of few attempts at the invention and
codification of new methods for verifying insights.'

SmIt pursuits, hopefully, will lead to the search for truth. Knowledge, so pro-
duced, would be the power to set men free fror. ovpression. The power of
knowledge to do so may be investigated with an anthropological formula in-
troduced by Sol Tax.* According to this formula. the groups supported by the
value system (men, white Europeans and the moneyed) are A groups (groups
with power, and the groups deprived by the values (women, blacks, and non-
whites, non-Europeans and the poor) are B groups (groups without power). A
has power over B.

ri Barbara A. Sizemore and Kyrnara S. Chase. "I ;)ig Your Thing. But It Ain't in My
Bag." Notre Dame .Tournal of Education. vol. 1, No. 3, fall 1b70.

YankelovIch awl Barrett. op. elt., p. 339.
2, Ibid.. p. :141.Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss. "The Discovery of Grounded Theory"

(C hieago : Aldine Publishing Co.. 1068), pp. 45-77.
*This formula Was introduced by Sol Tax In exhibit 44. "The Freedom To Make Mis-

takes." in "Documentary History of the Fox Project." edited by Fred Gearing. Robert
MeNettIng, and I,ia R. Peattle (Chicago : University of Chicago Press. IMO). pit. 245-250.
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Power derives from control of the land and its r,..sources. It, then, is the ability
to influencs the behavior of others and to make them do what they may not mint
to do. A universe-maintenance system must preserve the status quo to keep these
groups in power. Berger and Luckmann argue that this is done through the
control of knowledge. They explain it In this manner :

"Knowledge in this sense, is at the heart of the fundamental dialectic of
society. It 'programs' the channels in which externalization produces an objective
world. It objectifies this worla through language and the cognitive apparatus
based on language, that is, it orders it into objects to be apprehended as reality.
It is internalized again as objectively valid treti) in the course of socialization." 25

If power groups decide what can be revealed and what can be hidden, A groups
:.reate reality for B groups and B groups hold inaccurate conceptual maps of
reality.

Yankelovich and Barrett, once more comparing maps and theories say that both
may be (a) useless and false, (b) useless and true, ( vo useful and faIse, and (d)
useful and true.' Blacks feel that social science research about blacks has more
often than not been useful and false for whites and useless and false for blacks.
A short review of several studies will. illustrate the use of conceptual truths or
truths of abstraction as vehicles for the cres.tion of inaccurate conceptual maps.

One well-known study which centers amend the truth of abstractions and the
method of vertification is Daniel P. Moynihan's study of "The Negro Family." "
The abstraction, pathology, pervaded the report. Moynihan, influenced by Catho-
lic welfare philosophy, the failure of the war on poverty community action pro-
:3rams, and his work with Nathan Glazer on the black family, assumed that the
black society was in the process of deterioration at the heart of which was the
black Dimily. Furthermore, ns assumed that that family was caught up in a
tangle of pathology which perpetuated Itself through a vicious cycle which could
be broken when the distortions in the black family life were corrected.'

As evidence in his vertifIcation process Moynihan presents the following data :
(a* nearly a quarter of urban black marriages are dissolved ; (b) nearly a quar-
ter of black births are illegitimate; (c) nearly a quarter of black families are
beaded by females; and (d) the breakdown of the black family has led to a
startling increase in welfare dependency. He buttresses these (bra with several
observations which develop his argument. He says. that the roots of the problems
are to be found in slavery, the position of the black man, urbanization, poverty,
unemployment, and inadequate wages. Moynihan sees the problems increasing
because of the increase in the black population.

He also suggests that the structure of the black family life is weakened by the
pathology of the matriarchy, the failure cycle of youth, crime rates, and youth
delinquency, the low position of the black wage earner in the job market, and the
effects of drug addiction. He concludes that "a national. effort toward the prob-
lem of black Americans must be directed toward the question of daintily struc-
;ture." The object should be to strcngf, the black family so as to onable it to
raise and support its members as do other families.

Moynihan could have as well reported the facts in a more positive light to
demonstrate that black families have maintained a remarkable measure of
stability despite the discrimination against blacks and females. It is significant,
furthermore, that today black people can point to records which show that a
majority of their marriages are stable, that three-fourths of their births are
legitimate, and that males do head three-fourths of their families." He could have
mentioned that forced marriages and abortions in the black community are rare
because of the economic instability and this fact might affect the disparity be-
tween legitimate and illegitimate births among blacks and whites.

The astonishing result is that Moynihan clearly assigns the responsibility for
the existing problems in the black community to the deteriorating black family

ms Berger and Luckmann, op. cit.. p. 62.
Yankelovich and Barrett. op. cit., p. 338.

rf Daniel P. Moynihan, "The Negro Family: A Care for National Action" (ILS, Depart
ment of Labor, 1965).so This review of Moynthan's report was taken from a paper by Barbara J. Neverdon
subalitted In partial fulfilment of a course at Northeastern Illinois State College Center
for Inner City 13tudies.1° For further emphasis of this point see "Black Families in White America," by Andrew
Billingsley (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Spectrum Book, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1968).

3 1.7 t-
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when the major factors he, himself, uncovers occur outside of the family struc-
ture. It is not within the power of the black community to combat on a signifi-
cant scale the mass discrimination practiced against it in the areas of salary,
occupation, and general employment. In order to insure fair and equal job op-
portunities for black Americans, eiserimination in employment must be attacked
On a national level with vigor. CmsequentIy, Moynihan's report to blacks is uses
less and false.

Another study conducted by Gunnar Myrdal used the abstraction, guilt. Myr-
dal. a Swedish social economist, imbued with the ideas of the Swedish welfare
»late whIch is noted for its socialistic liberaRty and where there is no noted
J.,:e0 problem, used the Americans' Creed as an example of American ideals. He
coiled the disparity between these ideals and American behavior the American
dil lenma." A dilemma is a situation requiring a choice between equally unde-
sirable alternatives or it is a difficult situation or perplexing problem. MyrdaI
does not make it clear which one of these definitions he uses. His central thesis
is that a moral conflict exists in the hearts of Americans because the ::reatment
of the Negro violates the Americans' Creed. He assumes that Americans accept
blacks as human beings therefore wo-thy of equality, liberty, fraternity, justice,
and the pursuit of happiness. This is his major problem.

Myrdal studies the victim but not the bullet which killed him, nor does he
:1 ttend adequately to the value systezn of the culture which penduced the mur-
derer. The value of white superiority and the greatness of Western European
eivilization is buried in the doctrine of antiamalgamation wherein the primary
valuation is racial purity." But there is no entry in the index for European
superiority.

Most seriously, Myrdal establishes no scale t ,easure his bias; friendliness to
European civilization and white superiority. Nor does he provide a scale for his
bias toward assimilation as a solution to the problems of black people who are
oppressed. Additionally, he presents the principle of cumulation as caused which
it is not.

Myrdal's principle of cumulation says: (a) as discrimination eases, things for
blacks will get better ; and (b) as discrimination elevates, things will get worse.
Using cumulation Myrdal is free to postulate that blacks can do little to heip
themselves unless whites approve. In fact, he discourages the black inittative
as do present day black integrationists u who infer that the moral conflict in the
hearts of whites must effect change, and that blacks should wait for MI:, altera-
tion. In fact, Myrdal argues against protest and black national1sm.s3

The principle of cumulation used in this study excludes synergism and epi-
genesis. It is not highly selective because Myrdal failed to reinforce his own
criteria. His criteria are explicit ttnd he says :

"The value premises shonld be selected by the criterion of relevance and sig-
nificance to the culture under study. Alternative sets of value premises would be
most appropriate. If for reasons of practicability only one set of values is uti-
lized, it is the more important that the reservation is always kept conscious ;
t hat the practical conclusionand, to an extent, the direction of research-- have
only hypothetical validity and that the selection of another set of value premises
might change both." "

Obviously, Myrdal is operating on a hidden set of values widei, lead him to
observe that accommodation is nndoubtedly stronger than protest, "although
drives for assimilation will generate protest. particularly in the South where the
structure of caste is pervasive and unyielding," another myth. Today it is known
that all America is the South. As Preston Wilcox puts it, there is "up South" and
"down South." Myrdal's study is in trouble where exphination is concerned,
making it useless and false.The study probably best known for its notoriety is the work of Arthur
Jen,.en. His study is based on n nonoperating definition which he insists is test-
able. Quoted in Life he says :

-Intelligence, like electricity, is easier to measure thnn to define.'

so Gunnar Myrdal, "An American Dilemma" (New York : Harper & Row, publishers, 1962).
111 Ibid., pp. 58-57.
r4 See Ebony magazine. pedal Issue, August 1970, "Which Way Black Ainerica ?" for

comments by leading blacks.
133 Myrdal. op. cit., p. 749.
341bid., p. 1045.
345 Preston Wilcox. "The Kids Will Decide." Ebony. August 1970. pp. 134-137.se John Neary, "A Scientist's Variations on a Disturbing Racial Theme," Life. June 12,

1070. p. 580.
50-411-71pt. 13-21
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Jensen simply defines intelligence as whatever the I.Q. tests measure. Armed

with data therefrom he sets out to show thy t blacks, as a population, score

significantly lower on I.Q. tests than the whit') population and attributes these
lower I.Q.'s to gevetic heritage, not to discrimination, poor diet, bad living con-

ditions or inferior schools. His study, publisLed in the prestigious Harvard

Educational Review, February, 1989, raised a in the black community
because of its delmr»anizing and derogatory implicat as. some scientists iudi

cated that Jensen had not proved his- proposition in a scientifically acceptable

way. Others defended the assertion that science could not begin to differentiate

hereditary variations in intelligence from environmental until social conditions

had been equal for both races for several generations.° Jensen deals with the

old noture-nuture argument but without redefining the problem or developing

a broad metatheory. Jensen's work IS useless and .false.
Edward O. Bonfield, high priest 'Of political science, reigning as the Henry

Lee Shattuck professor of Urban Government at Harvard University and head

of President Nixon's task force on Model Cities, has produced another book.

The author does not claim this study as a work of social sciende. He describes

it this way :
"Although I draw on work in economics, sociology, political science, psychology.

history, planning, and other fields, this book is not really a werk of social
science. Bather, it is an attempt by a social scientist to think about the prob-

lems of the cities in the light of scholar/y findings." 88

In view of the problems of social science discussed above, and the review of

works contributing to error, one would e'kpect to have problems with Banfield's
explanations and solutions.

His abstraction is the normal culture WItich, of course, is white Anglo-Saxon

Protestant with the prime acculturating variable, the postponement of gratifica-

tion or future orientation. Banfield's central thesis is false when applied to

blacks because the lower class black culture is future oriented. If one is good

on earth and adheres to the rule of God, one will surely go to Glory ! If this

is not a manifestation of the postponement of gratification, what is?
Bonfield has definite biases toward npper-middle class and middle class people.

He states that they plan 'ahead for their children. He attributes, this to their
"future-orientation" not to their possession of resources. They are "self-respect-

ing" he says, "Self-confident; and self-sufficient." a' The final affront is the asser-

tion that upper class people abhor violence." The fact that police are subsidized

by the rich as are armies and wars in order that they may make money and

keep it is certainly contradictory. The solutions emanating from Banfield's un-

scholarly analysis are disastrous. Some of them are incorporated in the new
unconstitutional crime legislation for Waihington, D.C.°

The full meaning of these solutionS are.not readily understood because Amer-

icans receive little-Instruetion on capitalism; -consequently, it 10, often mis-

,interpreted. Based on:a competitive tnodel of contrient interdependence, capital-

isni will always have losers. Deutsch explains this situation ;
It. Contrient interdependence" is the condition.in which, individuals are so

linked together that there is a negative correlation between their goal attain-
ments. Tbe degree of contrient interdependence between two individuals refers

to the amount of negative correlation; it can vary in value from 0 to I. In the
limiting caSe, under Complete contrient interdependence an individual can attain

his goal if and only, if the others urith,whora be is linked cannot attain their

Said' anóther way, when A wins. Xi toses, and when .B .wins, A. loses. Then a

group Whieh is winning strives to keep that position. by .excluding another

group.

57 Walter F. Bodmer and Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sfurra. "Intelligence and Race," Beier ific

American. vol. 223, No. 4, October 1970, pp. 191-49.. .

38 Edward C. Bonfield. The Unheavenly City. (Boston : Little Brown :lc Co, 1970) - P. v-

s) Bonfield, op. cit., p. 49.
4° Ibid.

,

4' For Information on Washington, D.C. crime legislation see Chicago Sun-Times, July 30,

1970. for full discussion. .

42 Morton Deutsch, "Cooperation slid 'Trust ' Some 'Theoretical notes in Interpersonal
Dvnnmics by Warren O. Bennis, Edgar H. SCheln, David E. nerlew and Fred I. Steele

(Homewood, Th. : The Dorsey Press, 1964), p. 566.
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Additionally, the economic paradigm of supply and demand operates in exactly
this way. Parsons describes thts adequately in his discussion of inclusion in the
economy :

"There are demands for inclusionboth from the excluded group and from
certain elements who are already "In" and there is a supply, which also operates
on both sides of the exclusion line. Supply here refers, Air the excluded groups,
to their qualifications for a membership, a matter of their cultural and social
structures." "

He makes it clear that the group already "In" determines the qualifications
thereby controlling the supply. The qualifications demand acculturation and
accommodation.

Parsons further describes the process in this matter to clarify the losers :
. On the side of the reciving community, supply consists in structural

conditions which create institutionalized slots into which the newly received
elements can fit, slots structured in accordance with the basic citizenship patterns
of the developing community, not opportunities for crude exploitation by its
members. Supply in this rseuse refers to a set of structural conditions on both
sides of the "equation." "

Here Parsons' biases obstruct a clear description. His comments about "ex-
ploitations" are not compatible with "slots structured in accordance with the
basic citizenship patterns of the developing community" nor are these comments
congruent with contrient interdependence as discussed by Deutsch. Poi, the
group already "in" determines not only the supply but tbe demand. It decides
who will work, when and where.

The economic institutions provide the mechanism for confining blacks to the
kind of participation in the competitive model wherain A can continue to win
and B can contintfe to lose. With money the prime determinant of life and
happiness, it is highly unlikely that A groups will willingly, without bloodshed,
relinquish their rights to certain jobs, career opportunities, resources and
capital.

Lastly, the philosophical premises of historians and anthropologists preserve
the universe-maintenance system of the white European culture and its values.
Tn history a temporalspatial arrangement of facts occurs on a white European
time line into which all other facts must be squeezed. For example, a fact is that
Columbus' discovered America. The question asked is how could this be a fact
since people were already here and occupying the countrr,. Obviously, someone
else discovered America. Who were they? White European values preclude a
vigorous search for this answer.

In anthropology, the bard work L. S. B. Leakey has failed to receive the
accolades that have been the rewards of other anthropologists. His diggings
in Olduvai Gorge, Itenya, in East Africa have -been largely self-financed and
the neademic community has begrudgingly acknowledged these findings. Should
he prove that man began in Afrlea would white European values be
diminished?' 45Social science serve; to legitimate sets of knowledge for maintaining the
status quo. The social scientists then design models for achieving conformity to
ho rules, regulations, laws, and standards which are necessary for that main-

"-n, a nee.
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND EDUCATION

Conformity is attained through institutionalization, legitimation, soeializa-
tion, internalization, and identity. These processes occur through institutions.
Most social scientists study institutions. A- defining characteristic of an ins-ti-
tution is a set of rules or norms. In fact, an institution can v-ist only when its
rules are ob _yed." For black folk the school is the prime vehielf lor institutional-
ization and socialization. Education is firmly entrenched in the social sciences,

Talcott Parsons, "Full Citizenship Rights for the Negro American." in The Negro
American edited by Talcott Parsons and Kenneth B. Clark (Boston : Houghton Mifflin
Co.. 1965), pp. 721-722.

4t Parsons, op. cit., pp. 721-722.
43 L. S. B. Leakey, "'White African" (Cambridge. Mass. Rchenkman Publishers, 1966),

pp. 207-816,4" Homans, op. cit., p. 50.
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and the question of conformity is central. Jules Henry deplores this preoccupa-

tion here :
"All educational systems aim at a steady statea condition in which, on the

one hand, the system tirelessly corrects deviations from the prescriptions of the

culture, while on the other hand, the corrections become part of the psycho-

neurological equipment of the child and ultimately of the adult." 41

Henry defines present education as socialization. It is used in the broadest

sense meaning "the whole process by which a newborn infant becomes a member

of society, a member of his particular society and an individual in his own

right." 44 The concept of culture as a determinant of this process and of the norms

and values to be perpetrated led to the "cultural deprivation" theories which

were to account for the "deviants from the cultural prescriptions."
There is still controversy over the definition of culture. Valentine gives two

definitions, the classical and the modern :
". . . that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, laws,

customs, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of

society.
. . . the organization of experience shared by members of a community, in-

cluding their standards for perceiving, predicting, judging, and acting." 49

Valentine orgues that social anthropologists treat the culture concept in ways

Unit are different from the cultural method. They are generally more interested

in social relations and social institutions rather than culture and use culture as

a synonym for society."'
Education is the process which achieves conformity to the cultural values.

Through it, explanathms are developed about the social life of humans. '<luck-

holm describes the process:
"Social life among humans never occurs without a system of 'conventional un-

derstandings' that are transmitted more or less intact from generation to genera-

tion. Any individual is familiar with some of these, and they constitute a set of

standards against which he judges himself. To the extent that he fails to conform

he experiences discomfort, because the intimate conditioning of infancy and
childhood put great pressure on him to internalize these norms and his uncon-

scious tendency is to associate withdrawal of lave and, protection or active pun-

ishment with deviation." "
The school, then, becomes another place for the inculcation of the values or the

la roe ended goal statements of the society.
ihese are derived from the culture which develops from tli E. relationship of

the people to the land and the knowledge they accrue about thaZ relationship.

Norms are the conventional standards, the rules, regulations, Paid the 19 ws which

a person must judge himself against, comply with and obey order to uphold

these values and maintain his group's relationship to the land. The::e is a system

for internalizing the objective world for individual motivation to comply and

obey and there is a system for objectifying reality for this internalization. ,Identity

Is the ultimate product of the50, processes. This is depicted in figure 2.

47 Jules Henry. "Is Edneation Possible? Are We Qualified to Enlighten Dissenterstry In

"Public Controls for Non-Public Schools." edited by Donald A. Erickson (ChIcago:

ver-I:ty of Chicago Press. 10I19). pp. 100-102.
4S John A. Clansen. "A Historical and Comparative View of Socialization Theory and

Research," in "Socialization and Society," edited by John A. Clausen (Boston : Little.

Brown & 19(18). p, 41.
4V Charles A. Valentine, "Culture and Poverty' (Chicago : University of Chicago Pres,

liinSt. 0. 3.
7" Ibid., p. 4.

Clyde Klock/10bn. "The Convent of Culture." in Culture and Ils.dutvior, edited by Rich-

ard Klnekhohn (New York : t),e Free Press, 19(12. p. 67.)
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FIGURE 2

IDENTITY (1)

INFOTaltATION, SKILLS,
MD KNOWLEDGE ( 2 )

:SYSTEM OF UNIVERSE MAINTENANZ,E

INDIVIDUAL
MOT VAT ION 3 )

Wheelis posits that identity is based on values especially those which are at
the top of the hierarchy of beliefs, faiths, and ideals whieh Integrate and deter-
mine subordinate values.52 He defines identity further as a coherent sense of self,
elaborating in this manner :

"It depends upon the awareness that one's endeavors and one's life make sense,
that they are meaningful in the context in which life is lived. It depends upon
stable values, and upon the conviction that, one's actions and values are har-
p miously relatO. It is a sense of Wholeness, ok integration, of knowing what is

and what is wrong and of being able to choose." 53

Erikson contributes more to the definition a identity.
The term is probably more closely associated with him than with: any other

social scientist. He discusses identity in terms of three definitions ( a ) group
-dentity which is the group's basic ways of organizing experience which is trans-

itted to the infant's early bodily experiences and, through them, to the be-
gianings of his ego ; (by the Personal identity which is the perCeption of the
selfsameness and continuity of one's. existence in.thne and space and the per-
ception of the fact that others reeognize one's selfSameness and continuity ; and
(0) ego identity Which is the awareness of the fact that, there is a Selfsameness
and continuity to the ego's synthesizing methods`, the style of'one's individuality,
and that this style coincides with the sameness and continuity of one's meaning
for significant other's in the imMediate cominunity. The progress of growth from
group identity to ego identity occurs through epigenesis discussed earlier."

Expressed still another way, the self is the total potentiality of one's being-
ness. This potential Is bombarded by the, culture. The new structure which
emerges from this bombardment results in the development of personal relation-
ships and is often laWed the personality. When the person is able to identify
other than seif and what is -perscnal for self Withizi. the cultural climate, the
self-concept is born. The self-concept is an aggregate of roles which gives power
for the attainment of -identity% During the-selection of rolcg, the person defines
his limits of freedom and uses the personality to express the self fully. The

Wheelis, op. cit., p. 200.
Ibld p. 19.

I Erikson, op. cit.
59-411-71pt. 13-22
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sueoessful achievement of self-definition and ego-definition permits the actual-
ization of the self (one's potential). The actualization of this potential is the
self-image which encompasses everything of value to the individual. See
figure 3.'11

Figure 3

The Process of Being

BEING
Salf-Actualization - Self Irnagct

,M111
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IDENTITY
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PET'. S'OVIAL ITY
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SELF

Total Potentiality,

5" This theoretical framework and conceptual map are developed by Edythe Stanford
Director of Follow-Through Ethno-Linguistic Cultural Model, Center for Inner

City Studies, NISC.This conceptual map was developed by Edythe Stanford Williams, Director of Follow-
Through Ethno-Linguistic Cultural Model. Center for Inner City Studies, Northeastern
Illinois State College.
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Society's roleis to provide institutionalized settings for the experiences vital
to the achievement of self-definition. Erikson argues .that the adolescent needs
support to help him ,to maintain powerful ego defenses againat a growing inten-
sity of impulse; to aline his most important confiict-free achievements with work
opportunities ; and to resyethesize childhood development in a way that accords
with roles .offered by the society." Yankelovich und Barrett agree and argue
persuasively that the self Is a whole and must not be defined by reductionism,
that that conSciousness has to be restored to a More central role' and that the
individual does have some degree of control over his life although harshly
limited."
Education and a black, identity

Today black-people are .defining themselves. Having discarded the meaningless
name, Negro, they are crying, "I'm black and I'm proud." The demands for
black literature and black history are attempts at restructuring the temporal-
spatial arrangements of history to accommodate the presence and past of other
pseudospecies, to remove the constraints on the dissemination and distribution
of knowledge; and to permit the installation of the worth of blackness as a value
in the black comMunity;

Natural Afro hair styles, dashikis, "uhuru" and "umoJa." are symbols of this
value building effort. The idiom has been dignified by the new poets who are
nation-building. Brotizcr and sister are common terms of address after the
Community of Islam. A new goal, liberation, has been substituted for integration
or racial balance. The new black is saying he will be included, liberated, with
full preservation of his ethnic and racial differences, and he will not hate him-
self or turn white to do so.

Blacks, now, are electing to reject the norms, one of the three routes prescribed
by Goffman for stigmatized groups." The three routes are; (a) To accept the
norm of black inferiority which upholds the value of white superiority, but to
refuse to be defined by it as an individual. Such a person w.2ul.ti say that blacks
are inferior, dirty', lazy"But not me, I obey the rules, regulations and laws. I
am prOperly motivated to conform and have internalized all the informa-
tion, skills and knowledge. I made mine." This person is acculturated and
accommodates te the alien cultural valueS. Accumulation is the process of adopt-
ing the cultural traits or social patternt of a group other than one's own. (b)
To reject the norm of black inferiority. S ch a person would say, "black is beauti-
ful. Black people have a proud and diltinguished African heritage. I will not
meet standards, norms, obey laws, ru es and regulations which dehumanize
my people. I will not internalize information, skills and knowledge which de-
prive me of my humanity, identity, and culture." Such a person is enculturated.
He protests the culture from which alien values emanate. F,iculturation is the
process by which a person adapts to his own culture and assimilates itt values."
(a) To pass and to cover. Such a person gives up or surrenders his right to be
bla;.:k anti hecomes white. This is assimilation. Education for the black identity
must deal v.'ith enculturahon processes.

Allison Davis and the Gardners looked at these proce.:-3es in their study, "Deep
South." 59 They revealed that the worthlessness of blackness and the fear of vhite
reprisal were the cornerstones of the caste system. Black children imbueu with
these ideas are docile and submissive. They grow up to hate themselves and others
lige them. The models they imitate are white. Those who refuse to do so are
punished by the larger society. Consequently, most blacks opt for acculturation
and accommodation. It has always been harder to be black and proud and un-
afraid of white retaliation. Education for a black Identity must face the caste
cornerstones and find an answer to this problem : How does one struggle hard
enough to attain liberation but cautious enough to avoid extermination?

The environment is so oppressive that it is Impossible for the black identity to
flourish. This oppression prevents the provision of experiences necessary for the
inborn structures of young blacks to develop according to their maturational
schedules. Education for a black identity must make these provisions. Carter
Woodson argues that the program for the uplift of the Negro Must be based upon

Yankelovich and Barrett, op. eit., P- 131.
66 Ibid., pp. 323-824.
Ivr Frying 'Goffman. "Stigma" (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-gall, 1963).
ICS Clausen. op. cit.. p. 41.
3a Allison Davis. Borleigh and Mary Gardner, "Deep South" (Chicago MaiverIty of

Chicago Press. Phoenix Books, 1941,1965).
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a scientific study from within "to develop him the power to do for himself what
his oppressors will never do to elevate him to the level of others." 6° He urges the
Negro teachers to treat the disease rather than the symptoms.

The disease is the value system. It must be replaced. Civilizations and culturee
can persist only if the values are upheld. A truly revolutionary movement under-
mines the values. If the drive toward black pride continues and gains strength,
the erosion of the cornerstone, worthlessness of blackness, may lend great im-
petus to liberation.Power is needed to disobey the white cultural imperatives without severe
punishment. Since blacks have no land, the only power is people. Previously
excluded groups consolidated their people from a separatist vantage point with
an ideology composed of (a) a pseudospecies declaration which said "we are the
chosen people of God" ; (b) a territorial imperative which was a native land or
point of _origin ; and (0) an identity specification, i.e., Irish-Catholic, Jewish,
Muslim).Separatism intensified the "we groupness" until a strong nationalism was
developed. Then myths, rites, rituals were created to sustain it. Associations and
organizations were developed to perpetuate it. This nationalism projected a
negative identity which rejected all others as aliens and forced the people into a
kind of "promotively interdependent" situation which Deutsch calls coopera-
tion.'" Trust then built an economic niehe and a work bloc which the group
dominated and thereby controlled an access to the economy. Once the capitalistic
base was established, the group then vaulted into the political arena, effected
coalitions and worked for power. This process has been called a power-inclusion
model."Except for the community of Islam, blacks do not have the ideology necessary
for a separatist vantage point. Education for a black identity must be concerned
with the development of such an ideology. Berger and Luckmann describe
ideology as a particular deLnition of reality which comes to be attached to a con-
crete power interest. They explain as follows :

Every group engaged in social conflict requires solidarity. Ideologies
generate solidarity. The choice of a particular ideology is not necessarily
based on its intrinsic theorettcal elements, but may stem from a chance
en c ounte r."

Although unity has been the goal of Mack people, an ideology has failed to emerge
to achieve it.The processes of enculturation and acculturation led to the development of two
ideologies : integration and- nationalism. Integration movements, generally speak-
ing, are acculturated movements, and usually need white support. Nationalist
movements, generally speaking, are enculturated movements, and are black sup-
ported. The ideology of the struggle for liberation has vacillated between na-
tionalism and integration. Nationalism is the strong feeling of attachment to a
nation. In t1 tl.se of black folk, this nation is Africa." Integration refers to the
openness of eciety, to a condition in which every individual can make the maxi-
mum number of voluntary contacts with others without regard to qualifications
of ancestry." The strategies of these ideologies depicted in Figure 4 are violence,
nonviolence, aceommodation, and protest.

Go Carter 0. Woodson. "The Miseducation of the Negro" (Washington, D.C. : The As-
socia ;ed Publishers. 193:i). pn. 144-130.

GI Deutsch. op. cit., pp. 555-566.For a. complete discussion of this model see ; Barbara A. Sizemore, "Separatism A
Reality Approach to Incl,nsion?" in "Racial Crisis in American Education" edited hy
Robert I, Green (Chicago : "PolIett.Ednehtional Corp., 1969), pp. 249-276.

63 Berger and Luckmann.- op. cit. p. 114.
r& For an in-depth (nseussion of' nationalism, see Parsons, op. cit. pp. 710-710. and

Havold Cruse. "The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual" New York : William Morrow & Co.,
1967), pp. :129-3:12.G5 Oscar Handlin, "The" Goals of Integration" in "The Negro American" edited by
Talcott Parsons and .Kennth E. Clark (Boston : Houghton Mifflin Ce, 1663), P. 661-
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FIGURE 4.IDEOLOGIES ANL, DERIVAT:VE STRATLGIES

Nationalism Integration

Non- Accommo- Unn- Accommo-

Violent violent dating Protest Violent violent dating Protc,st

PantherS
X X

S C.L C
X X

!Main_ X
RNA X X
NAACP-

X X

All organiv4tions1se both accommodation and protest le some form. The chart
points out the predominant alternative used by the organization.

Education for a black identity must provide a broader set of knowledge to
provide the information and skills to construct alternative institutions for encul-
turation processes. The present emphasis on the African heritage and black
culture will provide some experiences for the growth of this new black identity.
But, the identity is never complete. It is open ended and thereby subject to threat.
The new black must t:iscover ways to preserve the black identity or he may be
forced to surrender it again. Presently, the white is dominant and defines reality.
But his limits, too, are set by nature and nature acts back.

New structures emerge as humans interact with nature and the socially con-
structed world. In this procesc:; change occurs. In order to inject new cultural
ideas and new direction for the pursuit of truth into present attempts at expand-
ing the frontiers of human knowledge, blacks must invade the sacred precincts
of the physical sciences from which they are being systematically excluded as
well as the social sciences. Scientific inquiry can provide approaches useful to
black people, and education must be concerned with that search.

Teachers and educators must unearth and disseminate knowledge, skills, and
information which construct more accurate conceptual tamps of reality for: (1)
Understanding the people blacks must unify ; (2) Identifying those who might
ritlsee this imitleatiGn and neutralizing or destroy:ng their effects: (3) Differ-
ntiating the real world from its illusion; and (4) Providing the insights needed
to discover alternatives otherwise unavailable.

Prom these conceptual maps new synergistic structures will evolve: a strong
cultural base for black people and enculturated black identity based on the new
values emphasizing the superiority or God, the worth or humanity, the beauty
of blackness, tbe African heritage and the power of trafh, knowledge, love, and
peace.
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A:: ALTERNATIVE TO MISEDUCATION FOR THE AFRO-AMER1CAN
PEOPLE*

(I37 Edwina C. Johnson)
PosTTION STATtr::IT

The African dereadants in Amerion. having passed through phases of
etitentleu 111 An.erica--dt-Afrif.anization. dehumanization. et:d. tinnily, an in-
ferior caste status-through applieation of self-determination and the estabilult-
meat of a voluntary 2:e2f-separated schoot system, can eduente themselves,

The vountry as a whole is unable to meet the ehallenge due to deep-sentee.
raeism which per-neates the edueationnl system as well as every other institu-
tion ef tIte soeiely.

As :4tated in 1964 by Brother NI-ftleolm X, the ease is clear for an alternative:
When I was in the 8th grade, they asked me what it wanted to become.

I told them I wanted to study Law. But they told me law was not a suit-
able profession for a Negro. They suggested I go into something else * *

like carpentry, maybe.* *"Education Is a depeLdt-nt. Interacting nnit of the whole unit nre."---
Doxcy A. Wilkerson. at:sotlate professor of education. Yeshi:a Univer-
sity.

Se tinttr for teneherk, New York City Public Sehootn, Dec. 1 3 ,1065.
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As America developed throughout the eeaturies. first as small oversells colonies
of Europe and eventually into an indepernUel eation, the educationel syst PIO
developed and refined itself in order to meet the needs of the soiety. Education
is. front the anthropological standpoint, one of the several major soeletal Insti-
tutions. As Professor Wilkerson states (ab(lve). edocation interaets with the
other institutions nf 21 society. For purposes of clarity of focus, some ltistorica;
setting is neeessary at this juncture.

The Ameriega cohmistS copied European schools as much . s possible. The
schooling of the young wilt.: designed throughout the centuries to nwet the chang-
ing needs of the whole society. The society as a whole changed from overseas
CoiOnies to a struggling, fledgling -democracy" Jind finally developed into a tech-
nological world power. The Afro-American was and is educated to serve that
society ( the coloni('s, the fledgling democracy. the technological world power) as
a subordinate without itiman benefit or dignity.

EDUCATION AS IT WAS DCVELOPED FOB Perms
1000'sThe colonial government had general authority over schools. The poor

ehildren were apprenticed to learn a trade. Latin grammar schools were offered
s-.2condary education to wealthy boys. In 1036, Massachusetts founded Harvard

College.limesPractical education developed in the colonies for jobs In bosilleatitt
trade, navigation, et cetera. Benjamin Franklin helped found an academy its
Philadelphia in 1749. By 1776. there were already nine colleger;; Harvard, Wil-
liam and Mary, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Brown, Rutgers, and
Dartmouth.1E400'sGradual establishment of State systems of public education. Separa-
tion of church and State hecame a reality. The elementary school curriculum was
expanded to include (besides the "three r's") art, bookkeeping, drawing, geog-
raphy, history, homemaking, science, et cetera. In the 1820's, teacher training
institutions were founded, and later these became 4-year colleges and granted
degrees. By 1817L free public education was establis:ied.

11.1000sTechnological developments. Thousands of advanced institutions of
learning became a reality.

EDUCATION 011` THE AFRO-AMERICAN PEOPLE

1000'sAfricans, indentured servants, then perpetual enslaved persons, then
enslaved persons by law. The co:onial government varied colony by colony as
regards the eventual "mlaves by law" status. The African was, however, set apart
almost at once and excluded from the general populatiQn of persona to be ad-
mitted to the educatiomnd program for whites.

1640Perpetual servitude defined in Virginia.
160:2System of enslavement established by law in Virginia.
1004System of enslavement established by law in Maryland.
1073-4ystem of ensit ement est. Usher!. by law in Carolina.
1084-4y-4tent of enslaveznent established by law in New York.
Strict separate social codes for the nitteks we:'e developed throughout the

colonies to reinforce the subordinated status. The African was forbidden to speak
t!:3 own language, to practice h is own religion, he was, in effect, de-Africanized

ring the early ceionial period.
Learning for the African, then, was to lotse hie identity as an African, give up

Ws African institutions, even his name. Learning to memori:te some Bible pas-
ecip;es was permitted for the so, of "saving his soul." His education was in the
field, in the enslaved persons quarter, where he adjueted or died in the state of
servitude to whitea..1700-14-_,Ris ye or black codes: an enslaved person for every white person.

1. No freedom of assemblyex:rept at church or at Christmastime. This
men nt no rhore than four or live blacks could assemble normally.

2. Fireurms forbidden.3. No beating of drums or blowing of ho--::s (to prevent signaling ler in-
surrectionary actions).There was some effert on tleo part of religfous groups to establish "Negro

Sehoels during the 17(grs.
1. A Negro sehool in Now York,1701.

A Negro school in Philadelphia, 1170,

d

328
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These were most often met with hostility from the white community due to
the general feeling that an educated black was a dangerous one and would no
longer be of service to a master.10:VsProfessor Benjamin Quarles describes the education of the Afro-
American succinctly for this century :

The lot of the typical slave, regardless of locale or occupation, was
induenced in large measure by the psychological and legal controls
brought to bear on him. All slaves were inculeatei, with the idea that
whites reled from God and that to question this white divjue-..eght
theory was to incur the wrath of heaven, if not to call for a more im-
mediate sign of displeasure here below. A slave was told that his condi-
tion was the fulfillment of the will of the Master on high, catechisms
for the religious instructions of slaves commonly bore sue)] inissages as :

Q. Who gave you a master and a mistress?
A. God gave them to me.
0 Who says that you must obey them?
A. God says that I must. (1).

Freedmen were regularly ostracized, lynched, resold into a system er enslave-
ment, and generally rejected. Attempts to educate themselves were discouragee
with threats or acts of violence.

Free mulattoes occasionally were educated. abroad. In Georgia and Florida,
even when free, an Afro-American was forced to have a white guardian to whom
he had to report regularly. Curfews were enforced, and except for churcl.g-.oing
(which was considered good for the continuance of docility), the right of assem-
bly was denied. Every Southern State had a law forbidding immigrationhence,
the Afro-American sas "boxed in" by law and denied entrance to schools where
--vhites were enrolled.Enslaved Persons were taught trades as a means to better serving the white
master. However, once a freedman, the same man was excluded from the trades.

The Afro-American child learned that his family members were scattered
through the auction of enslaved persons, learned to loiter in the fields, to sabotage
the progress of .field work, to feign illness us a means of escaping a day in the
fields, learned to pretend to be "happy" to prevent a w. 'nping, learned to bend
his inner pride in order to survive the severity cf enslaved life, learned that any
pssture of dignity on his part could lead to a severe beating or an instant removal
to a worse locale. The Afro-American child, enslaved or free, learned that he was
not a human tieing. This was the dehumanization stage of the education of the
Afro-American.1900's----Outcast from participation in American life, relegated to peonage with
practically no education in the South and segregated in the North. This ie the
inferior caste status of the 20th century. So-called Negro colleges, established
with funds in the South by philanthropic whites, educated the Afro-American to
accept his subordinated position in America, to he a "good Negro," that is.

The foregoing briefly describes the vast differences between the development
of educntion for the white and for the black in the United States. The white was
eduented to become a community citizen, to be productive and to earn his living.
9The black wns educated to serve the white community as an enslaved person or
as a free nein, to accept a role of a subordinate to the white in every facet of life.
"The northern eapitalists who were giving their support to Negro education in
the South were not interested in making men. The southern whites were opposed
for other reasons to the development of a truly educated leadership among
Negroes." (2) Industrial edueation, as proposed by Booker T. Washington, be-
came a tool of wLite supremacy. Industrial education schools were supposed to
instill in their stuf.ents a spirit of humility and an acceptance of their inferior
status. Moreover, to teacher In a school of industrial educatha could mention the
existence of labor liniODS. The emphasis on this education was supposed te Ne on
the "heart and the hand" rather than the head because southern white pc( did
not want the Negro's head to be educated. (3)

The unevenness of the pattern of informal (, slaved person-fleld) bu, rigid
education given the Afro-American as well as the varied and irregularly at-
tempted patterns to develop formal educational institutions for the Afro-Ameri-

NoteR itt col of n r*tele.
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can sharpened the controversy within the country over whether or not the Afro-
American was educable at all, was dangerous if educated formally, or even if
he was to receive benefits from the public educational institutions founded by
State laws and for which he paid taxes as a freedman. The following may assist
in shedding light upon the genesis of the current conflict and the need for an
alternative to mis-education for the Afro-American people.

Every early liberal tendency regarding the education of the African was dis-
couraged and finally overwhelmed as the system of enslavement evolved. During
the American Revolutionary era, It slight progressive trend developed because of
a temporary decline in the economic value of the syst.elo of enslavement.

As enslaveL. persons' power expanded and resurge the first half of the
nineteenth cantury, negative attitudes toward educt, Afro-American re-
emerged. In this light, two periods are deemed importan.

1. 1600-1835Faint affirmation of the prudence in educating people of
African descent.

2. 1835 onAs the Industrial Revolution altered the system of enslave-
ment, a negati-ie attitude developed: it was dangerous to educate a black,
for he would then possibly no longer serve as an enslaved person.

Important, too, is a consideration ofthe types of persons who were terested
in educating the Afro-Americans during the period of enslavement :

1. Masters who taught bookkeeping and clerical duties to their enslaved
persons in order to increase the economic efficiency of the labor supply.

2. Persons who felt pity for the oppressed and wished earnestly to help
them.

3. Missionaries who 'ell that A.:rim:as should learn the English language
in order to .understand the principles of religion as they espoused it.

The Revol-tionory War increased educational opportimities for Afro-Ameri-
cans slightly however, these opportunities were overwhelmingly destroyed as the
profits from the system of enslaven-ent Sharply increased some 50 years later.
There were two reasons for the negation of education tor Afro-Americans, en-
slaved or free:

1. 'lie worldwide industrial revolution which gave rise to the estnblish-
ment of the southern plantation system ;

2. the efforts of educated Afro-Americans to publicize to the world the
baseness and cruelty of the system of enslavement and the successful Hai-
tian revolution executed by Toussaint L'Ouverture. .

Thereafter, Southern statesmen wrote into the statute hooks laws which pro-
hibited the education Of the Afro-American. The laws as related to education
were as follows :

1. An assemblage must be in the presence of particular white men.
2. Freedmen were made to leave the area, preventing any aid to education

of the enslaved persons they might give.
3. Enslaved persons were no longer to be taught. bookkeeping or any type

of clerical skill.
4. Private and public teaching of any kind to Afro-Americans was Tiro-

hibited.
It became clear to holders o. ensinved persons that "as intellectual elevation

unfits men for sorvitude and Ng:dors It impossible to retain them iu this condi-
tion. it should ..t2 interdieted." (4) In order to keep the Afro-Nmerican in a
complete service state, i win also necessary to keep him in the state of degra-
dation and ignorance. So se vious was the restrictiOn of education for Afro-
Americans, there were laws in many States making it a crime for an Afro-Ameri-
can to give instructior tr hi5I own ebild.

As time passed, enslaved persca.:J who could read and write were considered
as suspect and dangerous. The notions against educating the African traveled
northward. Hence, fugitives and freedmen whin went northward began to OT-
perlence a severe rejection at every torn. Freedmen -were not to be educated in
the North either. Freedmen were subsequently f,, hidden ro or schools in some
areas of the North. Afro-American teachers were run out of it n in other areas.
In extreme situations, schools were burned to the gronnd if they serviced black
students. Booksellers of APle descent were tortn-e.' seellent e:ninple ofthis is the case of David Rug,. '4,w York City). 7',

Thomas Jefferson in 17141 o ,od the At- Sm. -.1 being of a lower
ol:issifleation than the European, of ba Ay- o. ..act of having sensn-

:Note% at end of article.
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ality as the center of his style of life, o being easily humored and having less

brain capacity than the European. (6) Thts early writing by an American states-

man has been repeated through the centuries and has found its way into the

educational literature and been even proven in studies. So heavy is the weight of

prejudice it has become a part of educational attitudes.

Although the system of enslavement, which dehumanized the African in

America, failed finally, a malignant caste system developed which has natigated

against the progress in education for the Afro-American
right up to and inchid-

ing the pres it time. As snannurized in the U.S. Blot Commission Deport:

The Negro is in the United States by the very rever,e of the demo-

cratic principle of free choice. He was seized in his native Africa by

force, transported free of charge . . . and compelled to labor as a slave

for white masters. Ile was denied the most basic kind of education, and

was separated from his family throughout slavery. (He was denied the

most basic kind of education, and was toro from his family throughout

slavery.) The racism in -the country against the Afro-American. casts

blame on him -for those very characteristics the slave owners impod

by rule upon him during .the 300 years of slavery. Any effort on his own

part to better his condition educationally is cut down by the malignant

racism which has developed over the centuries. The Dred Scott decision

formalized Mainferiority through the courts, the Supreme Court decision

in the case of Pleasy v. Ferguson. established segregation by law aud by

custom. (7)
The report clearly states: "The events of the summer of 1M7 are in large part

the culmination of. 300 years of racial -prejudice. Most Americans know little of

the origins of lite racial schism seParating our white and Negro citizens. Few

:appreciate.' how -Central the problem of the Negro has -been to our social

policy?' (8')
The schisms in the country pervaded eductr:ion to such a degree, it is con-

sidered futile by Afro-Americans to resolve conflicts with white participation.

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville
test case is a classic example of racism in high level

ra oration. The determination for self education follows as a logical alternative.

"In the context of professed ideals, Negroes would find more retrogression than

procress, more rejection than acceptance." (9)

..:)1sta II. Caldwell states .the case for voluntary segregation- this way : "At

present the survival of the Negro depends upon greater racial solidarity?' (10)

The problems of Afro-American edncation are unique, and they demand

unique, distinct, and separate schools in order to be solved. In a real demo-

..ratic society, separate schools would be unnecessary.
However, in a "demo-

.erotic in name only" society, and in practice, aristocratic, separate schools for

14nority denied
participation -is a sound solution for that minority.

%..e Afro-American, in the 20th century, is in reality, struggling .for the goals

t oat the Enropeans were struggling for in the 1770's.
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THE FUTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY
By Edythe J. Gaines

A WAY Our OF TUE TANGLED WEB
Oh what a tangled _ti.) we weave when first we practice toto change what

educational consmaers (pupils, pa&-..ats. public) had. in mind when they applied
the term accountability to education into something professionals in education
believe they can live with more comfortably. Rather :Ample-to-understand. and
straightforward notions have been all but buried in a mass of calculations, com-
plications, protestations, and concatenations. Taking that route, our profession
Is in danger of missing a grand opportunity to save the profession, to raise it to
new and higher levcIs of respectability and of status, to bridge the ever-widening
gap between educators and. their various publics, and to gain a much-needed
measure of peace across the battle-scarred fields. These in recent times have
tended to separate us from the newest claimants of our services, that is, the
"new" minority groups in this country, one of which, Afro-Americans, is at least
478 years "new" inasmuch as they arrived with Columbus.

Let me remind you that the question of accountability was not raised, in the
first instance, by the professionals. It was raised by the laity. It tended to be
raised in three contexts.

First, in communities where citizens vote directly on education taxes, the
question has been raised in the context of school bond issues. "Parents arid tax-
Payers" groups, with very strong emphas:is an "taxpayers," have rebelled against
the rising costs of education without receiving an equivalent rise in client satis-
faction with what the education dollar is

Second, when legislators were persuaded to vote allocations of funds especially
Tor programs designed to improve educational results for the "economically and
educationally disadvantaged" tudent, they insisted upon proofs, to be provided
by evaluation studies, that the money spent brought about the results intended.

Third, there were parents and students and members of the public who were
the traditional supporters of educationusually supporting bond issues, higher
-education taxes, higher teacher salaries, and greater expenditures for education
generallywho began to have serious doubts as to the ability of the public schools
-to educat.c, their children effectively. The patently-easy-to-see, clearly evident
massive failure of the isehoO4i to educate the children of the poor and of minority
'groups brought cries for accountability from these groups early on. Up( -1 closer
inspection, parents from other walks of life began to perceive that their children,
too, were not getting the kind of education to which the parents aspired. Coali-
tions began to formshaky but there, nonethelessbetween and among a broad
spectrum of parents, all demanding better performance on the part of the schools
ond couching their demands in terms of professional accountability. While this
group traditionally has not begredged education a full measure of financial sup-
port (quite the contrary), today it, toei, is asking searching questions about the
uses to which educational resources are being put, in terms of the results that
are forthcoming.

It is with reference to this last-mentioned group that my remarks will deal. It
is this group whose alienation should be of particular concern to pnblic school
people, for it constitutes our traditional base of support. LOSS of this support base
leaves ns with no foundation at all on which to rest. The continued existence
of public education hangs in the balance. Can anyone deny that?

Given the Atn kes, one must he appalled at the response our profession has made
to calls for neeountability on the part ef this group of people. When parents
asked why their ebildren were not mettIng the kind of results from schooling
they bad hoped . for and expected. the response has been one or more 4-if the
following.Ono et-Own-Re: There iR o,net1.inçy wrong with. your c1iil4.Thr- message is
never given in RD strilightf0rward a manner as this. It is couched in such d --
seriptive terms as culturally deprived, socially disoriented, linguistically handi-
rapped. educationally disadvantaged. neurologically. damaged, genetically weak.
perceptually impa:ired, emotionally unstable. Tint these terms are almost oever
accompanied by unassailable evidence about the aecarney of the label ns anplied
to Pint individual child. These terms tend. instead, to be greuil labels, and par-
ents rightly are not about to accept sueli unproven labels as being applicable
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to their child. Moreover, parents know that something iuust be wrong with the
dhignosis when too many children fall within the "problem" e:tegonics. rar-
e/1i easily accept the thought that one or ,

:cent of the children may fit

or more of these descriptions. When the fig, t,t4 to he more than 10 per-

. out, parents begin to be concerned about; the accuracy of the dal a. Althoi:gh
they may not complain, they become alert and watchful. But Nvlien the "prob-

lem" or °'ailing children get to be 00 percent to 80, percent of the total pupil
population, as is the case in several poorer neighborhoods in tile city, then
nothim, is going to convince parents that the problem lies with the :-.7hildren and

not ,:ith the schoolsand they are right. -

_Another response: There is something wrong with the surronhaing envirmi-
ment.----kgain, other terms are usedsuch as social disorganization, soeietal
factors, the poverty cycle. The problem with this is that parents know an about
the surrounding environment ;after all it is they, not the professionals, who live
there). But they fail to see, and the professionals have failed tO prove, ii 1-to-1

relationship between a reading retardation and whoia the child's par-
ent is sleeping with. Indeed, if sleeping only with one's bona, fide, certified hus-

band or wife were a precondition for learning to read, then precious feW chil-
dren from the upper middle to upper upper social strata would learn to read.
Parents are mindful of the fact that the public schools in the case of the earlier
minorities, the European immigrants, specifically accepted the zesponsibility of
ilringing the children of the poor into the mainstream of life in this country.
They do not understand why the schools have lost that ea.15er sense* nssP.n
and the accompanying skills to carry it out.

Another response: The sChools cannot be solely responsible for all .of today's
ills, including pupil failure; the schools cannot be held aceountable for every-
thing.But, dear colleagues, don't you know that parents already knoW that ;
that parents are fully aware that schools eannWbe expected tO do everything,
nowever, the distance between not .being held accountable for everything and
not being held accountable f anything is quite a distance indeedOne that par-
ents and students simply cannot be expected to accept. 'We 'can't have it both
ways, you know. We can't say to the public on the one hand 'that the schooIS are
institutions vital to .the general health and welfare of this 'Nation, thus deserv-
ing strong and expensive support, while saying on the other hand that the
schools cannot assure the Nation that they can bring about any of the outcomes
expected of institutions which are vital to the general health and welfare of
the Nation.

Another response: Standardized test scores cannot appropriately be used
to judge the effectiveness of individual teachmrp Itor of School units.But think
a bit. Why do parents place such confidence in the value of standardized test
scores as measur-a of success and efiectiveness? The ansWer is that w the
professionals, have taught them to so regard these. scores. Look at hew we have
used them. We have deemed them to be so accurate a measure that we use them
to group children ; to select those who are gOing to get "enrizhed" curriculums
and those who are going to get educational pablum ; to determine who will go
into the "academic" track and who will go into "commercial" or "general"
trecks in high school ; to determine who will go to college end who will not.
Indeed, we have used theoi to determine the life chances of our youth.

(liven this example on the part ,e professionals, is it any wonder that par-
ents have logically concluded that standardized test scores are quite accurate
and quite legitimate measures of success and effecveness? -4', then, apply
these miraculous measuring tools to a determination cf the success and effective-
ness of thdividual edecaters and of school units?

No. it is we educators, not the laity, wha are dealing in non sequitors and
logical inconsistencies when we say (througn our behavior if not our words)
tnat these test scores can make clear determinations about the performance of
pupils but not about educators and schoo:s.

Again, we cannot have it both ways. Parents undoubtedly will give -,p the idea
of rating educators in terms of test results when educatr give up rating children
by these measures. Only when poor scores do not automatically denote a poor
studeur (and vice vesa) will prv-ents concede that poor results do not auto
=laically denote poor educators.

Another response: The rr,,;,_ept of accountability leads to the measurement of
the narrowcst aspects of (-duration, those aspects that caa he quantified end
snetilmrt74'1. 'Vet, the most importlat outcoete of education are human ahr7 humane,
and thc.4e 'mill not yield to an accovntability 8che7:7e. Therefore 7,q not have
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one.---3.1ethinks thou dost protest too much. Parents and students have never ad-
vocated accountability measures limited to numerically quantifiable character-
istics. Quite the contrary. They are very much concerned v.-ith organizational
climate, with attitudes and nonverbal commnnication, with the quality of the
human transactions that occur in schools. Clearly, too, they want much more
from schools than whatever skills are measured by standardized cests and other
such tools. I repeat that such tools are much more the darlings of the profession-
als than they are of the laity. V" "reated them ; we gave them status; we use
them pervasively.No, parents are not satisfied 1. with accountability with respect to the
"3 It's." Parents simply say that s.. .As ought at the very least he able to teach
the "3 Ws" after centuries of continuous experience. It is precisely for this reason
that parents are appalled to see that schools cannot even succeed in teaching
some of their pupils mastery of these ancient and basic tools for further learning.

Another response: Since certain. children 'ire doing poorly on standardized
tests, let's not administer these tests to thew at all. Constant failure on. these
tests is destructive of the children's confidence and sense of self-worth. Let vs
not subject them to this unproductive pain. Indeed, let us choose to teach. other
things at which these children can be more sueoessful.I must confess that the
first time I heard this argument I couldn't believe my ears. Yet, I've heard this
argument advanced again and. again and by people who consider themselves to
be 'on the side of these children." ( Please note the expression, "these children.",

Parents hardly know what to say to this argument. It is so chock full of patron-
izing insult to their children. It is a clear call for goal displacement.

This is not to say that standardized tests 'are good or valid or well constructed
or anything else. It is to say that parents reject a double standard in education.
They also suspect that behind this "kind" argument lies a desire on the part of
educators to hide the evidence of their failure to effectively educate "these
children."Another response: Accountability is an extremely comply:77 ?lotion. It requires
knowledges and. tools not presently available to us. We do not have adequate
measuring tools. I. fact we don't even. have an. accurate and agreed-upon defi-
nition of that Winch is to be measured; therefore, we -erniirt really hare on.
accountability system at this point in tiane.Heuce we get a circular argument.
When all the limitations and restraints and complications are explained to them,
Parents say that they were never asking for an accountability system measured
with the accuracy of calipers. They sta.:- that they'd be content to have effective-
ness bear some relationship to results as seen in pupil performance. But when
parents say that, educators immediately warn 'hat student performance is a
function of "countless other variables which are often tricontrollable and too
multi-dimensional to analyze effectively." The author of tha t statement (Allan
C. Ornstein in a paper called "Methods for Conducting Teacher Behavior Re-
search : With Implications for Educating the Disadvantaged," based on his un-
published doctoral dissertation, N.Y.L.) went mi to argue that there- 1, no agree-
ment as to what constitutes desirable student behavior : therefore, there is no
way to tell whether or not a teacher is or is not getting the desired results. In
other words, you can't get there from here.

l'arents rejoin, "Vollows, stop making it so complicated. We didn't ask you to
calibrate every aspect of our child's functioning. We just asked you to stop pro-
ducing functional illiterates who not only hate school but also are frequently
totally urned off to len rning ty" the time school is finished with them. We ask
yon to stop changing bright-eye. alert, ready-and-eager-to-learn kindergartene
I to r.assy-eyed, surly, and turned-off secondary youth who rinak of school

o:-tly as a place to `get in, get through. and get out.' "
:i-a,7(-.ts know that it is absurd to saggest that we can ineaspre with absolute

precision and exactitude the degree to which n1-1 individual professional's input
Osults in a specific and identiRaide outcome in terms of individual pupil perform-
ance, and they knew that it is absurd to suggt -t that we can get such exact
measnres with respect to the effectiver.c'ss of :;chool units. To use this as an argu-
Ment. however, to see:gest that nothing oan be learned about the impact of edu-
cator:- and schools on the performance of individual papils and groups of pupils
is to carry the argument far too far. It flee in the face of common sense and of
one's sense of truh.Every parent knews r teacher who seemr: nlways to be successful with what-
ever children are assigned to him. Every parent has a fair notion of which schoWs
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are more effective thn others. T. ou ask parents to tieny their sense of truth when
you ask them to deny that such differences exist, can be identified, and probably .
can ee explained in terms of differentiated hunutn input.

Another response (This is what I call the throw -yourself-on-the-mercy-of-the-
court-with-a-plea-for-elemency response.) Yes, you're right. We educators reallb'
don't know much lbout why certain pupils arc failing or about what to do about
it. We arc failing with "these children," but there is no malice there. We are
doing the best we can. We just don't.know any better. So, let's devise an account-
ability system that will not hold us responsible for present performance, but
which. will show us the way to become better performers in the future.There is
something about this "we don't know" thing that bothers me as a professional.
I am reminded of a scene in the motion picture "Gone with the Wind" in which
Butterfly McQr -n, playing the role of a boase slave who got her "privi' _ged
position" in the household of the pregnant Scarlet O'Hara by ,clutiming to be ex-
pert in delivering babies, cried out in panic, when the crucial moment came, "But
Miss Scarlet, I don' know nuthun"boat no babies !" So with too many of oday's
educators. They hardly cross the threshold before they begin to tell you that they
caunot do what they profess (by title and position) tr. ;:e able to do. We have, for-
example, the spectacle of the English major licensed teach English declaring
unashamedly that he knows nothing about the teaching of readingas if reading.
were not part of English.

Parents say, "You c-"--1 ycurselves educators, I didn't. I accepted you for what
you said you are. You toid me that yours is a profession ; I didn't tell you that.
I merely accepted what you said. You said that as a professional you are entitled'
to professional salaries, to professional autonomy, to the other rights and privi-
leges of professionals. I did not argue with that. I merely ask that you do what
you profess to be able to do. This is no time to tell me that you don't know how !'

It is for Lhis reason that I do not believe that the accountability scheme being.
worked out in New York City will be at all acceptable to the g: ips of parents
and community pec.ple who demanded it. In essence it is an ethwational account-
ing system, not an accouAtability system. Parents will not oliject to such an
accounting system, but I doubt that they will accept it as a substitute for the
ne..ountability system for which they asked. They are likely to consider it to be a'
giant copont, a betra:, al of their trust. It is my fervent hope that Educational"
Testing Service, the chief consultant for the project, will radically restzucture its
design so that it does indeed at least attempt to meet the bec. 'c's aspirations for
professional accountabilitya concept that rests upo notion of responsi-
bility that can be fixed for the results of the educational

The design for New York City speaks of colleeave re oility of the staff for
knowing as much as it can about the pupils. and of collecilve responsibility of the
s;Lair to use this knowledge, as best it can, to maximize the th,-;,lopment of pupils
toward detinel and agreed-upon pupil performance objectives.

How in heaven's name can a staff be "collectively respt-Aasible- for anything?'
How do you operationalize that concept? What if they "collectively fail"? Then.
what? Do you ultimately separate them from service "collectively"?

Really, the public is not collection of fools. They know that such terms have
no real meaning. They kte-v that we know that, too. Therefore, they suspect us
of acting in bad faith. That is no basis upon which to reestablish public trust in
the public schools and in their educators.

A final respons- : Parenf3 and public cannot be trusted with data- on school
performance. The., would use such data as weapons, engaging in vigilante ac-
tivities. Therefore, try to avoid 9:ving them, such data.No doubt fear of re-
prisal is the reason behind many of the diversionary maneuvers in the accounta-
bility game. But what is the evidence on this matter? There have been so few
cases of this kind of witch hunting that every case has been headliue news. Why
siwuld an entire profession cower in unreasoning fear ef unlikely consequences?

In a truly useful accountability system, practitioners would learn what they
need to know in order to be successful in their work. First they would learn'
what is expected of them since parents and public would. at long last, have to
combine their lengthy. overinclusive, often conflicting set of expectation
agreed upon goals. Next, practitioners would learn the extent to which they ar%!
or are not meeting those gosh:. Finally, they could use that information to help
them to search out, in a clear an0 focused way, those practices and programs
wh;ch hold promise of helping them learn to be:'ave in such 4. way as to more .
nee ey successfully meet those goals.
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In such a setting practitioners could reach a new level of freedom from stress.
Make no mistske about it : with or without an accountability system, the edu-
cator who is failing in his work knows it and is shattered by that knowledge.
Nothing equals the private anguish experienced by such a person. However,
since he perceives it to be to his advantage not to admit to his problem, he tends
to take on adaptive modes of behavior that are not merely destructive to the ends
of education for children, but are also destructive to the practitioner hims-)lf
both personally and professionally.

These, then, are the most typical responses of professionals to the cow.. pt of
professional accountability. They are very much out-of-phase with part And
public perceptions, aspirations, and expectations.

What, if anything, could get us professionals to change our stance? I believe
that a change will come only when e perceive that there is something vital
to us in the concept. We cannot be motivated by fear. No one can be. We can be
motivated by hope and by the promi,ze of saving solutions to our own pressing
problems.A good accountability syslem would free us from the stresses and strains in-
herent in trying to meet myriad, unspecified, often conflicting expectations. It
would recognize not only that pupils are uniquely individual human beings but
also that educators are, too. Thus, it would free us t+., find our own personal paths
to gloiy, if such can be found. It would not subject us, therefore, to the anti-
human individuality and uniqueness that inheres in the "collective responsibil-
ity" notion. Such a notion leads to collective anonymity and conjures up an
image of a long, grey line of faceless, nondescript beings, each indistinguishable
from the other--all working, but none knowing the worth of his work, the rele-
vance of his work to the growth and development or uther individual human
beings.A good accountability system would, indeed, help to increase our profession-
alism, raise our profession to higher status, heal the wounds we've suffered in
battles with those who should be and traditionally have been our allies, and bring
us all enormous personal satisfaction and peace of mind. Then, and only tlu..
would we be out of the tangled web we have woven.
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